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PREFACE

The only Socialism of interest to practical persons is the
Socialism of the organized Socialist movement. Yet the public

cannot be exptcted to believe what an organization says about
its own character or aims. It is to be rightly understood only
through its acts. Fortunately the Socialists' acts are articu-

late ; every party decision of practical importance has been
reached aftjr long and earnest discussion in party congresses

and press. And wherever the party's position has become
of practical import to those outside the movement, it has been
subjected to a destructive criticism that has forced Socialists

from explanations that were sometimes imaginary or theoreti-

cal to a clear recognition and frank statement of their true
{>osition. To know and understand Socialism as it is, we must
ay aside both the claims of Socialists and the attacks of their

opponents and confine ourselves to the concrete activities of
Socialist organizations, the grounds on which their decisions
have been reached, and the reasons by which they are ulti-

mately defended.
Writers on Socialism, as a rule, have either left their state-

ments of the Socialist position unsupported, or have based them
exclusively on Socialist authorities, Marx, Engels, and Lasalle,
whose chief writings are now half a century old. The exist-

ence to-day of a well-developed movement, many-sided and
world-wide, makes it possible for a writer to rely neither
on his personal experience and opinion nor on the old and
familiar, if still little understood, theories. I have based my
account either on the acts of Socialist organizations and of
parties and governments with which they are in conflict,

or on those responsible declarations of representative states-

men, economists, writers, and editors which are not mere
theories, but the actual material of present-day polities,

—

though among these living forces, it must be said, are to be
found also some of the teachings of the great Socialists of the
past.
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cialltTi^n^K?^^ *'**\*^^ numerous quotations from So-

fit 1 v ^ °^^^? ^'® °°* 8'^«" academically, in support^
S^wi**""^'

conclusions, but with the purpose^of reprffinewith the greatest possible accuracy tte Sxact views of SIwnter or shaker quoted. I am aware that accurj^y Z ^l

of them l\lTf^' '^ ^ reproduced Slnd the use maSeot them. I have therefore striven conscientiously to giveas far as space allows, the leading and central ideas of thepersons most frequently quoted, and not their more hastvextreme, and less representative expressions
^'

British'lnr aVPP'''''""^^'^^^ ^1"*' attention to the German,

le^s s ;rl^^'"'^f
situations, considerable but somewhatJess space to those of France and Australia, and only a fewpages to Italy and Belgium. This allotment of space corr^sponds somewhat roughly to the relative importanc-e of thestcountries in the international movement As my iSea h^been not to describe, but to interpret, I have laS add?

thaTlaTh 'hi "3 ''? ''?
^'l

--triL'iam'ed,^ tlifgroundthat each has developed a distinct type of labor movementAs I am concerned with national parties and UborTSzitions only as parts of the international movement howfvei^have avoided, wherever possible, all separate treatment and ^fldiscussion of features that are to be foSnd only in one co^t?y

the extJri^ !f
"^'"'^'^ ?*° *^^r P^^*«5 *h« fi"t <leals with

and hv wWKT-'"'!!''''"*
e"' °^ ^^^^h Socialism is growing

struetUhv whj'l >'°^ '^P'^' ""« ^^^^'l ^'tl^ tl^« '«terna!struggles by which it is shaping and defining itself, the third

Lt d?fferenH«S%°^- r " T"^'"^"* '^^ its "environment, i

to ielmhU -f •.?'^'^'''°l^FO™ other movements that seemto resemble it either in their phrases or their programs Sreform then give an account of the movement fronf Sinwithout attempting to show unity where it doesTot exist'

a^^SlTsf ltth^'.)?'*V?'^""v'^^^^«
factioL ar'^essenSf;anti.&ocial St rather than Socialist, and finally show how all

Some."'^
'"""^' ^^*^^'*^«« ''^ directlyllf; revoTutrry

^cLful '"^^^^^ *o numerous persons, Socialists and anti-

LSeHn? T.t« • r°^-
*^' *^^^^'« y^^'' i" ^hich I have be

Svea sfstTd r«t"~'" "T^^'^" *^" ^°»"*"^« mentioned-
fion nf t? ^ " °^y,^«'-k- But I must make special men-

Mr J rpJf'^^fl'^"^ 'J^'I"^
°f *he whole manuscriprby
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INTEODUCTION

The only possible definition of Socialism is the Socialist
movemppt. Karl Marx wrote in 1875 at the time of the Gotha
Convention, where the present German party was founded,
that " every step of the real movement is of more imi)ortance
than a dozen programs," while Wilhelm Liebknecht said,
"Marx is dear to me, but the party is dearer." (1) What
was this movement that the great theorist put above theory
and his leading disciple valued above his master ?
What Marx and Liebknecht had in mind was a social class

which they saw springing up all over the world with common
characteristics and common problems— a class which they
felt must and would be organized into a movement to gain
control of society. Fifty years before it had been nothing,
swd they had seen it in their lifetime coming to preponderate
numerically in Great Britain as it was sure to preponderate
in other countries; and it seemed only a question of time
before the practically propertyless employees of modern in-
dustry would dominate the world and build up a new society.
This class would be politically and economically organized,
and when its organization and numbers were sufficient it
would take governments out of the hands of the old aristo-
cratic and plutocratic rulers and transform them into the
instruments of a new civilization. This is what Marx and
Liebknecht meant by the "party" and the "movement."
From the first the new class had been in conflict with em-

ployers and governments, and these struggles had been steadily
growing in scope and intensity. Marx was net so much inter-
ested in the immediate objects of such conflicts as in the
struggle itself. "The real fruit of their victory." he said,
"lies, not in immediate results, but in the ever expanding union
of the workers." (2) As the struggle evolved and became
better organized, it tended more and more definitely and irre-
sistibly towards a certain goal, whether the workers were yet
aware of it or not. If, therefore, we Socialists participate in

iz
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the real struggles of politics, Marx said of himself and hisassociates (in 1844, at the very outset of his career) "we
rrriSP"""^'w*° '^' ^''^^'''' «' *h« principles^of tie

Zih Sruggie;."'(?)
°"^^ ^^^^"° *° '' *^« -^1 object for

But the public still fails, in spite of the phenomenal andcontinued growth of the Socialist movement in aU modemcountr.es to grasp the first principle on which it is baseT"Socialism has many phases," says a typical editorial in the

^4?. .Iiu"" -^r--*^^^
"^ niscory. it is world-wide, vigorous andglWrtlRg ITo n.an can "teff what its future will be. ^?ts philosophy IS being studied by the greatest minds of the world andIt deserves study because it promises a better, a safer and a

As the Socialist movement has nowhere achieved political^ower obviously it can neither claim political success o beaccused of political failure. Nor does tllis fact leave Sociaiamas a mere theory, in view of its admitted and highly significantjnccess m organizing and educating the masses^n mSy countries and animating them with the purpose of controlW in-
dustry and government.

"uiuug in-

Mr. John Graham Brooks, in the Atlantic Monthb,, gives usanother equally typical variation of the same fundlmentalmisunderstanding. " Never a theory of social reconstmotionwas spun m the gray mists of the mind," says Mi Sooks"tha was not profoundly modified when applied to Hfe'Socialism as a theory is already touching life at a hundredpoints and among many pe„i,les- Socialfsm has been a fShIt IS slowly becoming scientific, in a sense and to the extentthat It submits Its claims to the comparative tests of expei'

Undoubtedly Socialist theories have been spun both within

atiuf'^Bit tiX;"r;^.''
^""^ 1° "^°y SocLlism harbeena taith lint neither faith nor theory has had much to dowith the great reality that is now ov-ershadowing all others

'ne It' ^Thr^""-^,^
namely the existence of a Socinst move!.nent. The Socialism of this movement has never consistedm ready-m, .e formulas which were later suSTd ?o "thecomparative test of experience " : it ha,s ahvavsgrowa outof the experience of the movement in the first iStancT
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Another typical article, in CoUier'a Weekly, admits that

Socialism is now a movement. But as the writer, like bo many
others, conceives of Socialism as having been, in its inception,

a "theory," a "dootrine" promoted by "Utopian dreaming,"
" incendiary rhetoric," an " anti-civic jargon," he naturally

views it with little real sympathy and understanding even
in its present form. The same Socialism that was accused
of all this narrowness is suddenly and completely transformed
into a movement of such breadth that it has neither a new
message nor even a separate existence.

"It is merely a new offshoot of a very old faith indeed," we
are now told, " the ideal of the altruistic dreamers of all ages,

an ayj^k^ned sense of brotherhood in men . Stripped of all

lis husks, Socialism stands tor no othaf aim than that. All
its other teachings, the public ownership of the land, for

example, the nationalization of the means of production and
distribution, the economic emancipation of woman, have only
program values, as they lead to that one end. Whether, so

stripped, it ceases to be Socialism and becomes merely the

advance guard of the world-wide liberal movement is not, of

course, a question of more than academic interest." (G)

The moment it can no longer bo denied that Socialism is

a movement, it is at once confused with other movements to

which it is fundamentally and irreconcilably opposed. Surely
this is no mere mental error, but a deeiJ-seated and irrepres-

sible aversion to what is to many a disagreeable truth,— the
rapid growth and development, in many countries, of political

parties and labor organizations more and more seriously de-

termined to aniiihilate the power of private property over
industry and government.
The radical misconceptions above quoted, almost universal

where Socialism is still young, are by no means confined to

non-Socialists. Many writers who are supposed, in some
degree at least, to voice the movement, are as guilty as those
who wholly repudiate it. "Mr. H. G. Wells, for instance,

says that Socialism is a " system of ideas," and that " Social-

ism and the Socialist movement are two different things." (7)
If Socialism is indeed no more than a "growing realization

of constructive needs in every man's mind," and if every man
is more or less a Socialist, then there is certainly no need for

that antagonism to employers and property owners of which
Mr. Wells complains.

Mr. Weils himself gives the true Socialist standpoint when
he goes on to write that political parties must be held together

> •
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"by interests and habits, not ideas." "Every party." he con-
tinues, "stands essentially for the interests a£d mental usages
ot some definite class or group of classes in the existing com-
munity.

. . No class will aboUsh itself, materially alter itsway or life, or drastically reconstruct itself, albeit no class
IS indisposed to cooperate in the unlimited ocialization of any
other class. In that capacity of aggressio i upon the other
classes lies the essential driving force of modem affairs "

(8)Ihe habits and interests of a large and growing part of the
population m every modem country are developing a capacity
for effective aggression against the class which controls in-dustry and government. As this class will not socialize or

nStoV 1' the rest of the people, SociaUsts predict, willundertake the task. And the abolition of capitalism, tliey

ST^^l"!!"
be a social revolution the like of which mankindnas hitherto neither known nor been able to imagine.

i;g
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PART I

"STATE SOCIALISM" AND AFTER

CHAPTER I

THE CAPITALIST REFORM PROGRAM

of ?hi'nnK?*
fa^fs^an, writer, or sociologist has the hearingof the public to-day who can bind all his proposed reform!together into some large and far-sighted plan.

Mr. Roosevelt in this new .spirit, has spoken of the "social

o ThrfirT"" i ^^'
Y';'"'^

^'^'''" ^hile an artidein oneof the first numbers of La Follette's Weekly protested aeainstany program of reform "which fails to deal withlodftv J,a who e, which proposes to remedy certain abuses but ^a3'mits Its incapacity to reach and remove the roots of ttother perhaps more glaring social disorders " *''^

genemrandcoZlJ^° ^T ^''K^^^^^^d the need of a

Ce'of^'eS^^llTj'g^^^^^^

Indeed, the necX a^'fXt^abX^o? in'^"^^^
^^1

PoE^filSy^-,--:-^^^
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and Liberals of Great Britain and other countries have no^
taken it up and are making it their own. Mr. Winstoi
Churchill, while Chairman of the Board of Trade, and Mi
Lloyd George, Chancellor of the Exchequer, members of tb
Britbh Cabinet, leaders of the Liberal Party, recognize tha
the movement among governments towards a consciou
reorganization of industry is general and demands that Grea
Britain should keep up with other countries.
"Look at our neighbor and friendly rival, Germany,'

said Mr. Churchill recently. "I see that great State or
ganized for peace and organized for war, to a degree t(

which we cannot pretend. ... A more scientific, a mor
elaborate, a more comprehensive social organization i

indispensable to our country if we are to surmount the tri
als and stresses which the future years will bring. I
is this organization that the policy of the Budget wil
create." (4)

Advanced and rat cal reformers of the new type all ove]
the world, those who put forward a general plan of reforn
and wish to go to the common roots of our social evils, de^
mand, first of all, reorganization. But how is such a reor-
ganization to be worked out? The general programs have
in every country many features in common. To see what
this common basis is, let us look at the generalizations ol
some of the leading reformers.
One of the most scientific and "constructive" is Mr. Sid-

ney Webb. No one has so thoroughly mastered the history
of trade unionism, and no one has done more to promote
"municipal Socialism" in England, both in theory and in
practice, for he has been one of the leaders of the energetic
and progressive London County council from the beginning
of the present reform period. He has also been one of the
chief organizers of the more or less Socialistic Fabian Society,
which has done more towards popularizing social reform in
England than any other single educative force, besides send-
ing into all the corners of the world a new and rounded
theory of social reform— the work for the most part of
Sidney Webb, Bernard Shaw, and a few others.

Mr. Webb has given us several excellent phrases which
will aid us to sum up the typical social reformers' philosophy
in a few words. He insists that what every country requires,
and especially Great Britain, is to center its attention on the
promotion of the "national efficiency." This refers largely
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to securing a businesslike and economic administration of
' JK Ti""^- ^"^^'T^*^"* f"actions. ButiTSSal^
!

that aU the mdustries and economic activitip« «fvi t^
:

should be considered the bus-rs^%7 Jfnatl^ f£T^^
I

mjastrial functions of the govSa^it'lff^^'^d^

services, out also that the mdividual M'orkman or citizen Hpdealt with as the chief business asset of the nation and ?ha?

t&"\rXl^^T''''''tM' ri'^'^ intoTdeX hivalue. i\lr. Webb does not think that this policv is nP^P^sarily Socialistic, for, as he very wisely remarkl " thp nf!"essary basis of society, whethS theX^rTtructure fe cotlectivist or individualist, is the same."
'^"'^"^^^'^^ De coi-

Mr. Wells in his "New Worlds for Old" also claims thatthe new pdicy of having the State do everXngS c^promote industrial efficiency (which, unlike Mr WphhT
^^rsists m calling Socialism/is\o the'inte^'rt oUhe'^bus'iiie'^^

eainlw fh^^
*h^honcst and capable business man stand to lose or

land'aftl'p^Snt ZT^-""'
^"^' " ^ ^"^*«' P^^^le in Eng-

are SiaTly mScSis' '"" "^'^^^ '' ^''^"^''''^ -d sale that

]'He will pay higher wages.

bette"trScdToSr^t%W better-educated, better-fed, and
higher wages he pays

' ^'' '''" ^'' """^^y ^^'"^ f«r the
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,„ii""*'
^" ^ ^^^" *° organized scientific State, which wUl natu-

SSfonTIrade.''^""*"'
'"'°"^' ''""^^ ^^'^ ''' «"PP^rt of the

"He will be less of an adventurer tnd more of a citizen." (5)

«.^^nH?^h"'''^'". Zu^^
^^""^'^^ ^""y syinpathy for Socialism,

as both he and the majority of Socialists understand itfrankly avows himself a coUectivist. "The whole tendency
of civilization " he says, "is towards the multiplication of

nlfp«"f? 7 •T*"i?^ °^ '°"^*y- The ever growing com-
plications of civilizations create for us new services which

^^L- ^%';^^d«rtaken by the State, and create for us anexpansion of the existing services. There is a growing feeling

7rJt {.^°*''!'y ^^T' ^«^^"'* allowing those services which

nur A ? I^tr'u
^"^ '"^^oPoi'es to pass into private hands.[Mr. Churchill has expressed the regret that the railways

St.r^*;r.-^' ^"^- 11 '^' ^'^''-^ There is a pretty sSy
determination which I am convinced will become eflfective

li ^^^''u-
^'•l^a'^ent to intercept all future unearnedncrement, which niay arise from the increase in the spSu-

lativevalueoftheland."(6) (Italics mine.)
^

.«^';7;Sf''^'" ^
declared intention ultimately "to inter-cept all future unearned increment" of the land is certainlva tremendous step towards collectivism, as it would ffirnately mvolye the nationalization of perhaps a third of

of all kinds also in govermnent hands, a very large nart

trstat'e "an7\r^V'' ^f
the.country 'would ?e oXd' by

'^i^s^^is''^ ^^ -"^^^ -^ ^ st^tro^f%S^

RaHroaT.* T.
""^ the elements of this collectivism is a novelty.Kailroads are owned by governments in most countriesand monopolies often are. The partial appropriaSon ofthe unearned increment" is by no means new s n?e asimilar pohcy IS being adopted in Germany aUhe present

tTeTolt'"^
^'
^T''i "°* ^y '^' ^^dieals alone, but bythe most conservative forces in the country; namely the

Kfr'S^r"^
-^'^ 1^'"'^*?^ "°^"^*y- Count kJadTsky a

th^Z Q^f^','
*'f, r""'^ ^ pamphlet in which he urge?

t^ „1 ^X^^f •f'^^^ h^'l "P *^« l«"d in and about the citiesand also that it should fix a definite limit beyond which landvalues must not rise. Nearly all the chief dties of Prussfa
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i w[f^ a tiundred, are enforcing such a tax in a moderate

JS^'.fi 1^ conservatives in the Reichstag proposed thatthe nationa government should be given Tright totajcin

of'l^n' ^f-r
^^'''' ^"^ ^^ enacted^nd, in?he LJon^haS

01 lyu, the German government, it was estimated would
.

raise over $3^000 by this tax, knd in 1912 it is eiSed
' cL?I?h'^T- 7b>« t-'^' ^hich is collected wheTlandchanges hands by sale or exchanges, rises gradually to 30
I

per cent when the ncrease has been 290 pe? cent or more

t^ hpT'^
^^'' ''^^'. '' "''^'y *« ^ «t'" farther raise^and

Mr. Churchill's defense of the new policy of the Britishgovermnent is as significant as the new laws it has enacted :-
•<: "^^V^^y ^y. \^^^ unearned increment of the land " he savq

speculators who engineer a corner in corn, or meat or cotton nr

mna u. reatied by the land monopolist in exact momyrtioT ^/ M ikljemc but toOu, dismrvicc done. It h monopoly Sd c ket

fSl "J^"'^
''^'"^'^ *« ^^^ "*n ^ho is putting it to^b-tenor use, and in some cases to no use n.t all

t'""""* "' 10 an m-

But we cannot believe that the government of GreifBntam, which draws so much of its support from the wealthvfree trade merchants and manufacturers has Ten persuaded

'anfZtt-X nf""''
^"."^"^h b'^ *b^ argumeTtTat a

thnt thlL ^J
."" ^^'^ working classes, though it is truethat the manufacturer may have to pav for this in },;^^«r

cChTre f •' ^^' ^y that othT argumen of MrChurchill's that it weighs directly on busineJ
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"The manufacturer proposing to start a new industry," he says,
"proposing to erect a great factory offering employment to thousands
of bands, is made to pay such a price for his land that the purchase
price hangs around the neck of his whole business, hampering his
competitive power in every market, clogging far more than any
foreign tariff in his export competition ; and the land values strike
down through the profits of the manufacturer on to the wages of the
workman. The railway company wishing to build a new line finds
that the price of land which yesterday was only rated at its agri-
cultural value has risen to a prohibitive figure the moment it was
known that the new line was projected; and cither the railway is
not built, or, if it is, it is b":lt only on terms which largely transfer
to the landowner Uie profits which are due to shareholders and the
privileges which should have accrued to the traveling public " (Mv
italics.) (8)

sh v xy

No doubt Mr. Churchill's failure to mention shippers was
inadvertent.

It was a practical application of these business principles
and chiefly in the interest of the employers, manufacturers,
investors, and shippers, that the State decided, as a first
step, to take 20 per cent of all the increase in land values
from the present date and to levy an annual tax of one fifth of
one per cent on all land held for speculation, i.e. used neither
for agricultural nor for industrial nor building purposes.
The coUectivist policy, that governments should undertake

to reorganize industry and to develop the industrial efficiency
of the population, is a relatively new one, however, and where
non-Socialist Liberals and Radicals are adopting it, they do
so as a rule with apologies. For while such reforms can be
considered as investments which in the long run repay not
only the community as a whole, but also the business inter-
ests, they involve a considerable initial cost, even beyond
what can be raised by the gradual expropriation of city land
rents, and the question at once arises as to who is to pay the
rest of the bill. The supporter of the new reforms answers
that the business interests should do so, since the develop-
ment of industry, which is the object of this expenditure,
is more profitable to them than to other classes. While Mr.
Churchill declares that Libt alism attacks landlordism and
monopoly only, and not capital itself, as Socialism does, he
is at great pains to show that the cost of the elabor.'ite pro-
gram of social reform is borne not by monopolist alone, but
bv that larger section of the business interests vaguely
known as those possessing "Special Privileges." In dis-
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tributing the new taxes in tho House of Commons, the ques-
tion to be asked of each class of wealth is, he says, "By
what process was it got?" and a distinction is to l)e made,
not between monopoly and competitive business, but ' 'be-
tween wealth which is the fruit of productive enterprise and
industry or of individual skill, and wealth which represents
the capture by individuals of socially created values." (9)
"A special burden," says T.Ir. Churchill, "is to be laid upon

certain forms of wealth which are clearly social in their origin
and have not at any point been derived from a useful or
productive process on the part of their possessors." (10)
And since all income "derived from dividends, rent, or inter-
est," is, according to Mr. Churchill, unearned increment, it
is evident that nearly every business, all being beneficiaries,
ought to share the burden of the new reforms. (11) At the
same time he hastens to reassure his wealthy supporters,
especially amon'- n orchants and shippers, on groimds ex-
plained below by r. Lloyd George that the new taxes will
not rise faster than che new profits they will bring in, that they
"will not appreciably affect, have not appreciably affected,
the comfort, the status, or even the style of living of any
class in the United Kingdom." (12)
Mr. Lloyd George in proposing the so-called Socialistic

Budget of 1910 reminded the representatives of the propertied
mterests [he might have added "in proportion to their
wealth") that the State, in which they all owned a share,
should not be looked upon so narrowly as a capitalistic
enterprise. They could afford to allow the State to wait
longer for its returns.

"A State can and ought to take a longer and a wider view of its
investments " said Mr. Lloyd George, "than individuals. The re-
settlement of deserted and impoverished parts of its own territoriesmay not bring to its coffers a direct return which would reimburse
It fully for Its expenditure ; but the indirect enrichment of its re-
sources more than compensate it for any apparent and immediate
loss. The mdividuc

' can rarely afford to wait; a State can; the
individual must judge )f the succes.s of his enterprise by the testi-mony given for It by his bank book ; a State keeps many ledgers,
not all m mk, and when we wish to judge of the advantage derived by
a country from a costly experiment, we must examine all those books
before we venture to pronounce judgment. .

"We want to do more in the way of developing the resources of
our own country. ...

"The State can help by mstruction, by experiment, by organiza-
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tion by direction, and even, in certain cases which are outside thelegitimate sphere of individual enterprise, by incurrine direct re-

TZ^i% \^T^' ^^^',*^" '^''''' ^ g'-^^t industrial count^
.u.u^J^'^ 7'^'''^ ^P*^"^^ ^^«» ™oney on work directly connectedwith the development of its resources than we do. Take if vou lik?and pure y asan illustration, one industry alone, - agriculture

-

of all industries the most important for the permanent well-beinK
of any land. Examine the budgets of foreign lands,- we have ihfadv-autage m other directions,- but exai^ine and compare them

tTe enl^T"',"?'^ "Tv!"^^^"^
^^'"'^''' ^'^ ^e rathTaShamed Sthe contrasts between the wise and lavish generosity of countriesmuch poorer than ours and the short-sighted and niggardly parsi-mony with which wo dole out small sums of money foF the encoutagement of agnculturc in our country

..Zn^ T "?* ?''""'« ""."^ "^ **"' '^"^'^ anything like what it iscapable of endowing us with. Of the enormous quantity of agri-
cultural and dairy produce, and fruit, and the timber imported into

laids " (S'
"" ''*''''^'^'-'''^'^^<^ Po^'t'on could be raised ob our own

^Thl^ropqsed industrial advance is. to he secured krgelv
^^ ijVi'P*'"^^ "^ capital^ but for its ultimate profit. The

IS very careful to remmd^theni that even if the present in-come tax were doubled, five years of the phenomenal yetsteady grov'th of the income of the rich and well-toiowho pay t..is tax, would leave them as well off as they were
before. He proposes to leave the total capital in privatehands intact on the pretext that it is needed as "an available

fhi!T. f """i'?''-
*^'««'-g^'"<'it"«-" And as an evidence ofthis he refused to increase the existing rate of inheritancetax levied against the very largest estates (15 per cent on

he^rndnn/"?71 "^f
^^'^'000,000). Though up to this pointhe graduated this tax more steeply than before, and nothingcould be more widely popular than a special a tack on such

colossal estates, Mr. Lloyd George draws the line at ?5 p^cent, on the ground that a large part of the income from such
estates goes into investments, and more confiscatory legis-
lation might seriously affect the normal increase of the capitaland the available reserves of taxation " of the country. (14)

n.a^^!'\''^'}>S"''''^''
'^''''^ ""* ^'"1 t« guarantee to capitalas a whole, "honest capital," that it will suffer no loss from

nniir.J"'T' }
"""^

"V^
""'''' "^ ^^^"'^^ ^^c advocatc Confis-

cation, he said several years ago, "and at any rate as far
as 1 am concerned honest capital, capital put in honest Indus-
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tries for the development of the industry, the trade, the
commerce, of this country will have nothing to fear from any
proposal I shall ever be responsible for submitting to the
Parliament of this realm." (My italics.) (15)

^
Mr. Lloyd George is well justified, then, in ridiculing the

idea that he is waging war against industry or property or
trying to destroy riches. He not only disproves this accusa-
tion by pointing to the capitalist character of his ccllectivist
program, but boasts that the richest men in the House of
Commons are on the Liberal side, together with hundreds of
thousands of the men who are building up trade and business.
And the attitude of the Radicals of the present British

government is the same as that of capitalist collectivists
elsewhere. However certain vested interests may suffer,
there is nowhere any tendency to weaken capitalism as a
whole. Capitalism is to be the chief beneficiary of the new
movement.
There are many differences of opinion, however, as to the

ultimate cUcct of the collectivist program. In Great Britain,
which gives us our best illustration, there are Liberals who
claim that it is Socialistic and others who deny that it has
anything to do with Socialism; Conservatives who accept
part of the program, and others who reject the whole as being
Socialistic

; Socialists, who claim that their ideas have been
incorporated in the last two Budgets, and other Socialists
who deny that either had anything in common with their
principles.

While it is certain that the present policy of the British
government is by no means directed against the power or
interests of the capitalist class as a whole, and in no way re-
spnibles that of the Socialists, were not Socialist arguments
cised to support the government's position, and may not
these lead towards a Socialist policy ?

Certainly some of the principles laid doAvn seem at first

A^ Vi^ /-n
''^^" ''Socialistic enough. For example, when

Mr. Churchill said that incomes from dividends, rent, and
interest are unearned, or when Mr. Lloyd George cried out.
Who IS responsible for the scheme of things whereby one

man is engaged through life in grinding labor to win a bare
and precarious suhsistonco for himself, and when, at the
end of his days, he claims at the hands of the community
lie served, a poor pension of eight pence a day, he can only
get it through a revolution, and another man who does not
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toil receives every hour of the day, every hour of the night,
whilst he slumbers, more than his poor neighbor receives
in a whole year of toil? Where did the table of that law
come from ? Whose fingers inscribed it ?" (16)
Lord Rosebery has pointed to the extremely radical nature

of Mr. Lloyd George's arguments. The representatives of
the Government had urged, he said, that the land should be
taxed without mercy :

—
" (1) because its existence is not due to the owner;
"(2) because it is limited in quantity;
" (3) because it owes nothing of its value to anything the

owner does or spends;
"(4) because it is absolutely necessary for existence and

production." (17)

Lord Rosebery says, justly, that all these propositions
sxcept the last apply to many other forms of property than
land, as, for instance, lo government bonds, and that it

certainly would be Socialism to attempt to confiscate these
by taxation.

Lord Rosebery's task would have become even easier later,
when Mr. Lloyd George enlarged his attack on the landlords
definitely into an attack against the idle upper classes, who
with their dependents he reckoned at two million persons.
He accused this class of constituting an intolerable burden
on the community, said that its existence was the symptom
of the disease of society, and that only bold remedies could
help. The whole class of inactive capitalists he viewed as
a load both on the noncapitalist, wage-earning, salaried and
professional classes, and on the active capitalists. Mr. Lloyd
George argues with his capitalist supporters that capitalism
will be all the stronger when freed from its parasites. But
Lord Rosebery could answer that the active could no more
be distinguished from the passive capitalists than land-owners
from bondholders.
An article in the world's leading Socialist newspaper,

Vorwaerts,of Berlin, shows that many Socialists even regarded
these speeches as revolutionary :

—
"The Radical wing of the British Liberals," it said, "is leading

the attack with ideal recklessness and lust of battk- It is conduct-
ing the agitation in language which in Germany is customarilv used
only by a 'red revolutionist.' If tho (icrniaii Junker (landlord
conservative) were to read those speeches, he would swear ihat they
were delivered by the Social Democrats of the reddest dj'c, so fero-
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ciously do they contrast between the rich and the poor. Thev ai>Dealto the pa^ionof the people; they exploit aocialdLtinctioS i?Se
^nt^Lli'lf'f^''^'', ^^"^^ ^'' against thel^X
.f ..i ^? "^u""^

battle the Liberals are emploving language wiiichat other tunes they would have considered t^ce. TheS^rcS wiUsome dav be assuredly turned against them, when more thSSmere Budget or the existence of the Lord, ii at stak? When heLiberals alhed with the conser^ati^ e enemv of to^av are StS
fW^^/'l'^^'l: ^^'

f''''''^''^'
^'^ '^^ this lan^^ i pS

Sder
^^^ themselves recognize the injustice SfXtxi^t^i

"Mr. Lloyd George made such a speech at Newcastle that th#.seeds he ,s planting may first bring forthliberal fr^tTut there canbe no doubt that Socialism will eventually reap X'h^-2t Hisarguments must arouse the workingnien, and when^hlJ- hfveaccustonied themselves to look at things from this stJndSt iJis

Hn? ? P^'Japs true that the Socialists will at some futureday reap the har^-est from Mr. Lloyd George's and MrChurchi
1 s campaigns, though a careful anah- ' of the exores"sions of these statesmen will show that they I said not him,

radical and hat it marks a great stride towards a coEfvistform of capitalism. Let us assume that developmenrcon*tmues along the lines of their present policies. InTvery fewyears the increased expenditure on social reform Sfl begreater than the increased exp .ndi-,re on army and navy

thP , nnJ'^'T'^'"
°^

-n'T^'
^"^ ^ruduated taxes that fKthe upper classes will be greater than that of f e indirecttaxes that fall on the masses. We will assume even tS

military expenditure and indirect ta.xes on artSs the workmg people consume will begin some day to decrease wwtgraduated ta.xes directed against the very ^^^althv a^dsSreform expenditures rise until they quit'e overshadow themThere IS every reason to believe that the social formers of

Ind^expect 1? Thil ^^^'^.T^"*^
^"^^ ''' ^^^^ anZtcome

their policy of Jl .
,

• f•"* ^^ '" ^?-^'^>' inconsistent with

expressbns to <' th«ft'l'"^
everything, to use one of their

the^^rcrof LtaltJ'''
'"^ '''^'^'''' ^'"'^^^ «°^*i^^*-
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For the coUectivist expenditures, intended to increase
the national product through governmental enterprises for
the promotion of industry, and for raising the industrial
eflSciency of the workers, would be introduced gradually,
and would soon be accompanied by results which would show
that they paid financially. And finally, even if railways and
monopolies were nationalized and their profits as well as all
the future rise in land value went to the State to be used for
these purposes, as Mr. Churchill hopes, and even if a method
could be found by which a large part of the income of the
idle rich would be confiscated without touching the active
capital of the merchant and manufacturer, the position of the
latter classes, through this policy, might become still more
superior relatively to that of the masses than it is at present.
The industrial capitalists might even control a larger share
of the national income and exercise a still more powerful
influence over the State than they do to-day.
The classes that the more or less coUectivist budget? of

1910 and 1911 actually do favor, those whose economic
and political power they actually do increase, are the small
and middle-sized capitalists and even the larger capitalists
other than landlords and monopolists. The great mass of
income taxpayers, business men, farmers, and the profes-
sional classes with incomes from about £200 to £3000
($1000 tc $15,000) are given every encouragement, while
those with somewhat larger incomes are only slightly dis-
criminated against on the surface, in the incidence of the
taxes, and not at all when we inquire into theways inwhich the
taxes are being expended. Certainly nothing is being done
that will "appreciably affect the status or style of living of
any class in the United Kingdom," or that will cheok materially
the enormous rise of this " upper middle " class both in wealth
and numbers — for the income tax payers have doubled
their income in a little more than a decade, until it has reached
the total of more than a billion pounds a year. And surely
no tendency could be more diametrically opposed to a Social-
ism whose purpose it is to improve the relative position of
the lower middle " and working classes.
While the new reform programs of the vario ;s parties

are in general agreement in all countries, in that they are
all coUectivist, and favor as a rule the name social classes
there is much controversy as to names, whether they shall
I'f^ cailot! Socialistic or merely radical or progressive. The
question is really immaterial.
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"CapitaJ, divested of its perversions, would be natural

aiscipies. (18) Whether the proposed reforming is done witha purified and strengthened capitahsm in view, or in the nime
ftUT*^'^

^^"""''"."
.°^ "^*^t^ Socialism ''the proSS^Itself IS m every practical aspect the same.

P^gram

uaHst^'Td'^Sf!?T'^^ .^PPf^''^/ *« «^i«t between "Individ-uanst and Statt Socialist" reformers, it was never morpthan a contrast in theory, quickly dispelled when theSfor action arrived. The individualist radical would have t^State do as litt e as possible, but still is compeHed to resor?

st'^^r.?' 'llP^r/ ^' '"''''' *"™
'
*h? "State SodaJ1st wou d have the State do as much as practicable butwould still retain State action within the rigid Stsimp^^^^^^

immediaTe nnrt^^'r^ ^'P^'^'f' ^"PP«^ ^"^ the dSfe^rimmediate political success. In economic policy the Indi-vidualist IS for checking the excels of monopSy and specfdprivilege in order to allow "equal opportiLiity'' orTfreedevelopment to jyhatever competition or "a tural Capital!i^m'' remains, while the "State Socialist" is more concernedwith protecting and promoting the naturalclSinT ofthe excesses of competitive capitalism and private Drooitvthat comes with "natural monopoly" and fte regulation bJgovernment. The "State Socialist," however crS he i^

Sv o? S?'^'^"""' 'r^^'-'^ *^^^ the fiS pracS polsi-

k y ^P"".'"^,-''? ^^^ *^ '*^ ^^*^^«ses come, when monooolv
l^lJ^y^^^^^^l^^^^^l.^nd when it is relatively easTfoAheState to step in to nationalize or municipalize

; the InSvidu!

ttfble atT
''•'"

^V^''
'' P'-^'^^^^^ competition where prS:ticable, at the same time recognizes that it is impo-^sib'" to Hnso where monopolies have become firmly rooted in^ertainin!

tnSaSion t'th '
*'\P"J"* P^^P"'^'^'^ natbraHzadoS,

Srv rnnr?.' l' ^^T''^^^'''^^
Sovernmontal control.

abohtion of Kovprmnont «iif nf „. .„" oi la. ,.'.t .Si,tiu-,er, the

and repressive iK)Apr' At f^n
K"\^"^"»'^"< ""'y -is a .lircctiiig

i
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u

The following passage leaves no doubt that Mr. Post is

correct, and at the same time shows in the clearest way how
the two policies of reform were interwoven in Henry George's
mind:—

"Government could take up itself the transmission of messages
by telegraph, as well as by mail, of building and operating raib-oads,
as well as of the opening and miintaining common rowls. With
the present functions so simplified and reduced, functions such as
these could be assumed without danger or strain, and would be under
the supervision of public attention, which is now distracted. There
would be a great and increasing surplus revenue from the taxation of
land values for material progress, which would go on with great
accelerated rapidity, would tend constantly to increase rent. This
revenue arising trom the common property would be applied to the
common benefit, as were the revenues of Sparta. We might not
establish public tables— they would be unnecessary, but we could
establish pubUc baths, museums, hbraries, gardens, lecture rooms,
music and dancing halls, theaters, universities, technical schools,
shooting galleries, playgrounds, gymnasiums, etc. Heat, light,
and motive power, as well as water, might be conducted through our
streets at pubUc expense; our roads be lined with fruit trees; dis-
coveries and inventors rewarded, scientific investigation supported

;

m a th jusand ways the public revenues made to foster efforts for the
pubUc benefit. We should reach the ideal of the Socialist, but not
through government repression. Government wmdd change Us
character, and would become the administration of a great todperative
society. It would become merely the agency by which the common prop-
erty was administered for the common benefit." (Itahcs mine.) (20)

But the "State Socialist" and the Individualist reformer,
who are often combined in one person, as in the case of Henry
George, differ sharply from Socialists of the Socialist move-
ment in aiming at a society, which, however widely govern-
ment action is to be extended, is after all to remain a society
of small capitalists.

Professor Edward A. Ross very aptly sums up the re-
former's objections to the anti-capitalist Socialists. Capital-
ism must be "divested of its perversions," the privately
owned monopolies and their political machines, primarily for
the purpose of strengthening it against Socialism. "In-
dividualism should make haste to clean the hull of the old
ship for the coming great battle with the opponents of private
capital ..." The reformers, a a rule, like Professor Ross,
consciously stand for a new form of private capitalism, to be
built up with the aid of the State. This is the avowed
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attitude of the larger part of the "progressives," "radicals "
and "insurgents" of the day.

TJhejieHi.xfiform programs, however radical, are aimed at
'gS£??ratmtiiflPiialism. The most radical of alfTtEarorEhe
smgle taxers, who plan not only that the state shall be the
sole landlord, but that the railways and the mines shall be
nationalized and other public utilities municipalized, do
not deny that they want to pu+ a new life mto private capital-
ism, and to stimulate commi^cial competition in the remain-
ing fields of industry. Mr. Frederick C. Howe, for instance,
predicts a revival of capitalistic enterprise, after these meas-
ures are enacted, and even looks forward to the indefinite
contmuation of the struggle between capital and labor. (22)

.«



CHAPTER II

.THE NEW CAPITALISM

^^
President Taft says that if we cannot restore competition,

"we must proceed to State Socialism and vest the govern-
ment with power to control every business." As competition
cannot be revived in industries that have been reorganized
on a monopolistic basis, this is an admission that, in such
industries, there is no alternative to " State Socialism."
The smaller capitalists and businrss interests have not

yet reconciled themselves, any more than President Taft,
to what the Supreme Court, in the Standard Oil Case, called
the inevitable operation of econoiric forces," and are just

beginning CO see that the only way to protect the industries
that remain on the competitive basis is to have the govern-
ment take charge of those that have already been monopo-
lized. But the situation in Panama and Alaska and the grow-
ing control over railroads and banks show that the United
States IS being swept along in the world-wide tide towards
collectivism, and innumerable symptoms of change in public
opinion indicate that within a few years the smaller capital-
ists of the United States, like those of Germany and Great
Britain, will be working with the economic forces instead
of trying to work against them. Monopolies, they are begin-
ning to see, cannot be destroyed by private competition,
even when it is encouraged by the legislation and the courts,
and must be controlled by the government. But govern-
ment regulation is no lasting condition. If investors and con-
sumers are to be protected, wage earners will most certainly
lie protected also — as Mr. Roosevelt advocates. And from
government control of wages, prices, and securities i is not
a long step to govemme'-t ownership.
The actual disappearance of competition and the growing

harmony of all the business interests among themselves are
removing every motive for continued opposition to some form
otbtate control, — and even the more far-sighted of the
Captains of Industry," like Judge Gary of the Steel Cor-

16
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KvZ3 tl^^''^
°*¥'"'' ^'^ l>eginning to see how the new

^ ?I.^ .*^»f''
°^ Pl^^« ^an be made to harmonize. ThIInterests" have only recently become sufficiently unitedhowever to make a common political effort, and it Tonlvafter mature deliberation that the more statcsmanl ke of th^

tn^T"^" fr
^^Sinning to feel confident that they havefound a political plan that will succeed. As long as thebusiness world wa^ itself fundamentally divided ^mallcapitalists against large, one industry again^r the otherand even one establishment against another in the s2

iThS'^' 1T '"^P^^^^ fo'- the capitalists ti secure3
Sonlh.^nr''''

'''''%^^' government. The lack of organS^

possible that'Zrl
^«,'^P'^t^t'°" at ev-^ry point, made it im-

poSal poly
^^ '^°^^^ '^'' "P^^ ^'^^'thing but a negative

«« wln"'''^
*^^* business is gradually becoming politically

the other projects of "State Socialism^ are no longer oimSedon the ground that they must nocessarilv prove Sproffl
becausel./^

* f
*' introduction is delay;cl^it is atXSttombecause they will require an enormous investment and otheremploymonts of capital are still more immediateb-VrofitabieMachinery, land, and other material factors still demander.ormous outlays and give inw^ediate returns, whUefn^S-rnents in reforestation or in the improvement of laborSsfor example, only bring their maximL retur^ a ter a fSgeneration. But the semi-monopolistic capitalism of ttdayis far richer than was its competitive predecessor Itcan

ah7ad "Alro"
?''' V'. V' ^-P-ted'retums many years

of fh^ir
""

• ^ '^'^'v^^''.'
^^^'^ ^«"« this in building someof their extensions. Nations have often done it, as in bSmg a Panama Canal. And as capitalism becomes further

StTui '"^ "'"'^ more attention to government aLd the

win dnnhl
P| ^^^-^ .'""^t.ons as the capitalists dii^ect, theywill double and multiply many fok. their long-term Mvem-mental inyestments- in the form of expondituresfor^d^

trial acti vities and social reforms
"""'^re. lor indus-

Already leading capitalists in this country as well as else-

Sr TtT:. '
1 "IT''' °/ g«J-""^^"^^»t« The busineS

u\ .u
<^:'"*"?' of tlie railroads by a special court ovpr

w&K*'''"-T''^^^l*^^^'^ ^ '^'"S^ i"fl""^^^ ?ro OS to be lustwhat the railroads have wanted, while there 1. a growTne bihefamong them, to which their directors and officer?Sonaffy
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give expression, that the day may come, perhaps with the
competition of the Panama Canal, when it will be profitable
to sell out to the government— at a good, round figure, of
course, such as was recently paid for railroads in P>ance and
Italy. Similarly the new wireless systems are leading to
a capitalistic demand for government purchase of the old
telegraph systems.
Mr. George W. Perkins, recently partner of Mr. J. P.

Morgan, foreshadows the new policy in another form when
he advocates a Supreme Court of Business (as a preventive
of Socialism) :

—
"Federal legislation is feasible, and if we unite the work for it

now we may be able to secure it; whereas, if we continue to fight
against it much longer, the incoming tune may sweep the question
along either to government ownership or to Socialism [Mr. Per-
kins recognizes that they are two different things).

"I have long believed that we should have at Washington a busi-
ness court, to which our great problems would go for final adjust-
ment when they could not be settled otherwise. We now have at
Washington a Supreme Court, composed, of course, of lawyers only,
and it is the dream of ev^ry young man who enters law that he may
some day be called to the Supreme Court bench. Why not have
a similar goal for our business men ? Why not have a court for
business questions, on which no man could sit who has not had
a business training with an honorable record ? The supervision of
business by such a body of men, who had reached such a court in
such a way, would unquestionably be fair and equitable to business,
fau- and equitable to the public." (ItaUcs mine.)

Mr. Roosevelt and Senator Root are similarly inspired by
the quasi-partnership that exists between the government and
business in those countries where prices and wages in certain
monopolized industries are regulated for the general good of
the business interests. In the words of Mr. Root :—

" Germany, to a considerable extent, requires combination of
her manufacturers, producers, and commercial concerns. Japan
also practically does this. But in the United States it cannot be
done under government leadership, because the people do not
conceive it to be the government's function. It seems to be rather
that the government is largely taken up with breaking up or-
ganizations, and that reduces the industrial efficiency of the
country." (My italics.)

As the great interests become "integrated," i.e. more and
more interrelated and interdependent, the good of one be-
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jjomes the good of all, and the policy of utilizing and control-
ling, instead of opposing the new industrial activities of the
government, is bound to become general. The enlightened
element among the capitalists, composed of those who desire
a partnership rather than warfare with the government, will
soon represent the larger part of the business world.

Mr. Lincoln Steffens reflects the views of many, however,
when he denies that the financial magnates are as yet guided
by this "enlightened selfishness," and says that they are only
just becoming "class-conscious," and it is true that they have
not yet worked out any elaborate policy of social reform or
government ownership. None but the most powerful are
yet able, even in their minds, to make the necessary sacrifices
of the capitalism of the present for that of the future. The
majority (as he says) still "undermine the law" instead of
more firmly intrenching themselves in the government, and
"corrupt the State" instead of installing friendly reform
administrations; they still "employ little children, and so
exhaust them that they are poor producers when they grow
up," instead of making them strong and healthy and teach-
ing them skill at their trades; they still "don't want all
the money they make, don't care for things they buy, and
don t all appreciate the power they possess and bestow."
But all these are passing characteristics. If it took less than
twenty years to build up the corporations until the present
community of interests almost forms a trust of trusts, how
long, we may ask, will it take the new magnates to learn to
"appreciate" their power? How long will it take them to
learn to enter into partnersnip with the government instead
of corrupting it from without, and to see that, if they don't
want to increase the wages and buying power of the workers,
who, as consumers, are the market," the evident and easy

alternative is to learn new ways of spending their own sur-
plus ? The example of the Astors and the Vanderbilts on the
one hand, and Mr. Rockefeller's Benevolent Trust, on the
other, show that these ways are infinitelv varied and easily
learned. Will it take the capitalists longer to learn to use
the government for their purposes rather than to abuse it ?

It is neither necessary nor desirable, from the standpoint of
an enlightened capitalism, that the control of government
should rest entirely in the hands of "Big Business," or the
'Interests." On the contrary, it is to the mterest of capital
that all capitalists, and all business interests of any perma-
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pence, should be given consideration, no matter how small

''ZTi ;;'. -^*"*
'T"".

interests have often act^'^^lu

H..t5if.. T'lT""'^*'''
'^ '^'adt^rship, but as industrial

aaivitu;.s uuU(.«tmus are more and more transferred to
lu- |H,htual held the smaller capitalist becomes raTher a

r't.'T""*'""'
'^**" ^ ""';" ^^""^'"- Consolidation andudu.|,tnul pumcs have taught him his lesson, and he i.s atlast iH^nnmuK to orKanize and to demand his share of profitsat the only iH>mt where he has a chance to -

it, i . thriuehhe new "State Soeialism." Moreover, he . go ng to hT,^e alarge measure of success, as the political situatbn in thiscountry and the actual experience of other countries showAmi m proiK.rt.on as the relations between large and small.UMnc«s U'come .nore cordial and better organized, they may
unk-.takmgs so far-reachmg and many-sided that the half
.ilhon expanded on the Panama Canal ivill be forgotten asthe small begmniiig of the new movement

'^'Sotten as

It IS true that for the moment the stupendous wealth andpo ver u t!u. - Large Interests," already more or lesn con.ii -
H ed, threaten to ove- vhelm the rest. Mi. Stefifens doesuot overstate when he j.,,ys :

—
"To state corrtrtly in billions of dollars the actual value of allthe ,..u,vny rep.vseuu-d m this comrnun^H^ ^' iwYo.' mLht

un I ;j :;; T'^'^IT''
'" ""'"'' *'^=^' ^^ '^'^ magu..ude of the' w^Shut ilK.0 in. a. But niouey is uo true measure of power. The totalcap ah.at..M o. all thcv own would not bring hVme to us the S^luo.uv oi MoiKHi, and h,s associates, direct and indirect honestliul a>rru:.t, mor pnMdo.its and Congresses; goveniors and lerif|iturs, u. both iMlmcai parties and over our polit.caCwera Wno l,o;iuvs would ronnnd us of tbdr standing at the hTrS in the

so. K t V
.

And rx en n all tiun- property and a'l their power could be>wurd m cvH.t 'vrm>. it would not show iheir relaire wealth mdsu-.nuih. Wc must not ask how much thev havf Ve m^<^A

Rut over against ttiis economic power the small caDitaiist-^^nuers. s opkeeper.. landlords and small bus.nei meniSSa political power that ,s . (,ually overwhelmmg. Until thetrusts came into tving, no issue imited rh.s onnrm-.^
IU.U.... \ct ine... are .nij rapitnlists, and what thev wantexcept he tew who sti 1 dream ot comrxTing with the •• truT '

L. uot to aumhilate the latter's power, but to .share it. The
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trusts, on thr other ham!, arc soring that common action
with the small capitahsts. costly as it may »m> cnmomically,
may Im' made to pay enormously on the |>oIitiral ficM hv
pultmg mto the hamls of their unitwi forc«^ all the iwwrre
of governments.

If the principle of ecimomic union and consolidation has
made the great capitalists so strong, what will l)e the r<«sult
of this i>olitical unicm of all capitalists? How much greater
will Im' their iM>wer over government, courts. |>olitic«. the
press, the pulpit, .-md the schools and col .jt'-s !

It is not the "trusts" that soci(<tv has to fear, nor the con-
solidation of the "trusts," but tlu" organized action of nil
"Interests," of "Big Business "rim/ "Small Business. " that is.

of Capitalism.

A moment's examination will show that there is every
rea.«*on to exiM»ct this outcome. Broadly con^idired. th.re
is no such disparity between large capitalists and small,
either in wealth and ix)wer, a'> at first appears. All the
accounts of the tendency t< wards nionojMjlv ha\e brep
written, not in the name of non-cajHtalists. but in that of
small capitalists. Otherwise we might see that these two
forces, interwoven in interest at nearly everv point, are al-o
well matched and likely to remain so. And we shouM <»«>

also that it is inconceivable that they will l<mg esrape tli»'

law of social evolution, stronic.r thnn ever tcMlav. tow.Tfl
organization, integration, consolidation.

Messrs. Moody and Turner, for example, fmi-^hf'd a woll-
weighed study of the general tendencies of large rapitai in
this country with the following conclusion :

—
"Through all these channels and hundrfdiJ mnrf. thf> rmtr.il

machine of capital extends its c^ntrf.! over the rnit"! Sfiitca If

ia not definitely or^.tnized in anv wav. iVit f-'mmf-n \n*fr'<i
makes it one gre.it 'init — the '.System,' so ralht]

"It sit.s in W-ili .>treet. a eentral power, dirertme the inrvitfjf.If-

drift of great mdistry tuwanl monopoly. Ar.d a.< tl,* ir<ii«ni. •<

one aft^r another eome into it for c-ot -rol, it rlivide^ th-- ». ;.Ir!,

created by them. To the prri<i!iner. st-ridy forKlitions '.f li't^.r .

to the investor, stahie -ieruriti.-v, sure of paying infep <t : t/. the
maker of monopolir-s anrl their allies, ih^ inrrmifnt r,f „rolir, „f ihr
r"ji->j-'.'.*!/»r ^

(2) (My italics.)

: I tL ^ — it—.- -. ...... I f
rnrrnriri-

''J'

'^f-rtainly the fundamental .social quf^tion^ in anv rounTv
at any time are : Who gets the increment of weaitfi ? W ho
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controls industry? No objection can be taken to the facts

"trusr^^'^^^^r
'''' T^ ^""^^^f ^he other studios of th:

.nnnf,,!-
""

u i''''.^' ^^'fy
^"- What Vitiates not only their

stTntrt^'n^ h**'' '')f' ^n' '« *h^* ^"«-^ from thestandpo nt of the small capitalists, they forget that thetrusts" are only part of a larger whole.
""^e c mat the

.

Ihe mcrement of wealth that has gone to laree oanJ+aln this country in the census period 1900-1OloTsceSnlvless than what has gone to small capital. Farm lanKd
the'tfL'fd^SS^^^^ ^^'"^ by^l8,000,0(Sw:;S3eHie mcrtasca wealth m farm animals, crops, and machinervwill bring the total far above S20,000,boo,&. i^^fcreasein city lands and houses other than oWned hom^o, wSSnot been less than that of the country in recent veTremuSbe reckoned at many billions, and these, like t e farm Cdsare only to a small degree in the hands of he '' Trus?-

'

'

Even allowing for the more modest insurance policies andsavings bank accounts, as belonging in part to noS-canftalSssmall capitalists have piled up many new billiorS Sin the

meTts'irt™!.'°™ ^^ bank.deWits, goo^i^ed i'vesl'ments in insurance companies, in government munirinnl

SSubJ't'^^h-^""^' ^^"^ ^^°^^' ^^ other securer ^N^doubt the chief owners of the bunks, railways and "trusts"

aTeZoTblit'tr" "^f'^ ^^ ^^^^^"' bilL'^witlinthe
of fL^

"
7,

^"* *^"'
f.

°"'y a fraction of the increased wealthof the smnller capitalists. It is not true, then that ''thp

Sdus?v° ^Zn^^^ ""^^ ''^*'"'^^ «"'y «v«'' "mechanicalmaustrj —not over agriculture. We have seen fhnt it

fZ-^nn;"'*^"'^.
°^''" '^"^ ™"^ "f wealth tlmtTs n city

^hThr
P/°*^«t^d by the government. It might be saki

thmr retainers ten to one, and thoy hoid /p Sill^
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0/ power between these and the propertyless classes. The
control of industry and the control of government being in

the long run o. r> and tin same, the only course left to the
large capi« l'l^t,^ i-- to compromise with the small, and the
common e;anization 01 -entralized and decentralized cap-
ital with t ' ; id ami protection of government is assured.

The fact hti, for the rnrosbS of mankind, capitalism is the
enemy, and noi "ni,; Pisliiess," is then obscured by the war-
fare of the small capitalists against the large. Perhaps
nowhere in the world and at no time in history has this

conflict taken on a more definite or acute form than it has
recently in this country. So intense is the campaign of the
smaller interests, and it is being fought along such broad lines

that it often seems to be directed against capitalism itself.

The masses of the people, even of the working classes, in

America and Great Britain have yet no conception of the
real war against capitalism, as carried on by the Socialists of

Continental Europe, and it seems to them that this new small
capitalist rau'.calism amounts practically to the same thing.

The " Insurgents," it is true, differ fundamentally from the
Populists of ten and twenty years ago, in so far they under-
stand fully that in many fields competition cannot be re-

stored, that the large corporations cannot be dissolved into

small ones and must be regulated or owned by the govern-
ment, because they have deserted tne Jeffersonian maxim
that "that government is best that governs least."

"With the growing complexity of our social and business
relations," says La Follette's Weekly, "a great extension of

governmental functions has been necessary. The authority
of State and nation reaches out in numberless and hitherto
unknown forms affecting and regulating our daily lives, our
occupations, our earning power, and our cost of living. The
need for this intervention, for collective action by the people
through their duly constituted government, to preserve and
promote their own welfare, is a need that is growing more
and more important and imperative to meet the rapidly
growing power of commerce, industry and finance, centralized
and organized in the hands of a few men."

This is nothing more nor less than the creed of capitalist

collectivism. The analysis of the present political situation
of the Insurgents is not only collectivist, but, in a sense,

revolutionary. After describing how "Big Business," con-
trols both industry and politics, La Follette says :

—
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„nfiU^o^^^ ^°"^ °°. ^"""^ °" '^ "^y- Stat^' and nation,

ripv w^ i^
paramount powerm our land is not a Deniod

racy, not a Republic, but an Autocracy of centralized, sys-

+ro!ii"'f"'Iu*'
and financial power. 'Government ofthe people, by the people, and for the people ' has po> shedfrom the earth in the United States of America."

.

An editorial in McClure's Magazine (July, 1911) draws a

'r-'IoP;?"''' ^f frankly applies the term "State SoXl--sm, to the great reforms that are pending :

—

UnilS'sS*
soml organizations now confront each other in theunited btates— poitical democracy and the corporation Bothare yet new,- developments, in their present formTof the past twohundred yea«,-and the laws of neither are uAdersLd Tteentire social and economic history of the world is now shanine itsol?around the struggle for dominance between them ^^ '

Ihe problem presented by this situation is the'iiiost difficultthat any modem nation has faced ; and the odds, up to the Dresenttime, have al been with the corporatici's. Propcrtv setScs bveconomic law in strong hands
; it has unlimited rSds^r^^vice^and the greatest power in the world- the power of food and drik'ife and death -over mankind. Corporate property in the Wtv^enty years has been welded into an iiistrumentKmost infi^power concentrated in the hands of a very few and vei^ able men

olv inTh. n'-^^'L* '
"^ ^^"^ T'hecked tendency toSrd mono?^

;« ^"^'^fu^^u'T °^ *^^ '^^***'"i of the State and the corporation

f.ivT
*^' 'M question of the world. In Europe the Sis rel-atively much stronger; in America, the corporation. In Euronethe movement towards Socialism- collective ownership and oira^turn of the machinery of industiy and transportation-iSr o^?sway m Amenca we are moving to control the corporat on by

meriSLT:"^*^ " ''''' ^^^^^^"^ ^^^ Inte^rstate'coS:

wk1V\"^J^
corporate centralization of power continues unchecked

State LdXm ?^''* ^^"'"^ '^«''"*'°'^ *° ^e in this country?S
When a treaty of peace is made between "Big Business" andthe smal er capitalists under such leadership as La Follett?-we may oe certain that it will not amount merely to a swal-lowing up of the small fish by the large. The structwaged according to La Follette's principles is not a Se]nd for political power and the spoils of office, but a realS

ical warfare that can only end by rccognit on of the ^all
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capitalist's claims in business and politics— in so far as they
relate, not to the restoration of competition, but to govern-

ment ownership or control. As early as 1905, when governor

of Wisconsin, La Follette said :
—

" It must always be borne in mind that the contest between
the State and the corporate powers is a lasting one. ... It

must always be remembered that their attitude throughout
is one of hostility to this legislation, and that if their relation

to the law after it is enacted is to be judged by the attitude

towards the Interstate Commerce Law, it will be one of

continued effort to destroy its efficiency and nullify its pro-

vision." Events have shown that he was right in his pre-

dictions, and his idea that the war against monopolies must
last until they are deprived of their dominant position in

politics is now widely accepted.

The leading demands of the small capitalists, in so far as

they are independently organized in this new movement,
are now for protection, as buyers, sellers, investors, borrowers,

and taxpayers against the "trusts," railways, and banks.

Formerly they invariably took up the cause of the capitalist

competitors and would-be competitors of the "Interests" —
and millionaires and corporations of the second magnitude
were lined up politically with the small capitalists, as, for

example, silver mine owners, manufacturers whi. anted
free raw material, cheaper food (with lower wages), ai*.^ loreign

markets at any price,—from pseudo-reciprocity to war,— im-

porting merchants, competitors of the trusts, toh ceo, beer,

and liquor interests bent on decreasing their taxes, etc.

The great novelty of the "Insurgent" movement is that,

in dissociating itself from Free Silver, Free Trade, and the

proposal to destroy the "trusts," it has succeeded in getting

rid of nearly all the "Interests" that have wrecked previous

small capitalist movements. At the same time, it has all

but abandoned the old demagogic talk about representing

the citizen as consumer against the citizen as producer. It

frankly avows its intention to protect the ultimate consumer,
not against small capitalist producers (e.g. its opposition to

Canadian reciprocity and cheaper food), but solely against

the monopolies. Indeed, the protection of the ultimate con-

sumer against monopolies is clearly made incidental to the
protection of the small capitalist consumer-producer. The
wage earner consumes few products of the Steel Trust, the

farmer nnc' small manuf.icturers, many. Nor does the new

{I
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movement propose to destroy the "trust bv free trn^Peven m the articles they produce but mprpli^ ll . .

pnce« by lower tariffs. ^i^hlhT^binS o? thrill
?Lt fh.

°*'''''^
r^^.^^

*^« «^« ^^^ oi the "consumer"that they use a^ a cloak, the new movement promise^S S,e

ttn^: ^/^fcSftT^
"^<^ '-ting political org

Wh.le Senator La Follette is the leading general of the

wlJZ'u?*' '''^'' Ex-President Roosevdfor Govlrno?

mltuTtik ofthfl-'^J
^"'^ ^1^^^^"^ thoughTand pS^:matun talk of this kind may elimhate these leaders m

S^'fr «^tusfactor>' to the small capitolists ?he^interest for my present purpose is that they probablv fore-

lig?"lntere1
-"^'

lu'l T" ^^"^ ^e aiuCd when th"

Mr iv,^''^^
^^ that they must make terms.

A^,Z' V tr *" '^"Suage IS at times so conciliatory as to createdoubt whether or not he will stand with Senator^U FoTeUeand the Kepubhcan "Insurgents" for the whole of the smaUcap. ahsts program, but it leaves no doubt ?hat if heTve"up to hLs declared principles, he must aim at the - ovemmJn?

a private matter ''
"' ^"''^'^ ''^ °^ '^^S^'' '^ ^^ ^^nse

imr vvWh Me.. .

'-"-'-'-"iwr 1 jiu, wiui Dusiness, and we are doi].S on S th >" '^'^^"'V^hol'-N and modern politics is an accom-

as the ^^<^on:!/J:LT:':i^^^^^^^^ .P°'i^i-

course, .«dud.J, to the couunon btSeJt •'

l/j^Ttd^^^^^^^
'^

It is evident that if the communitv gains bv an extended

rdl?'7 ^"""""' '^''' ^^'"^- ^^" '
-^ leit^ much by

Ki;. wr;i::je:3;^;ihS;^i^'^'^^ --- ^^ ^^
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profit must bo rcRardod as legitimate only when it is in fact a reward
for what is veritably serviceable, — serviceable to interests which
are not single but common, as far as they go ; and politics must be the
discovery «)f this common interest, in order that the service may be
tested and exacted.

"In this acceptation, society is the senior partnfr in all business.

It tirst nnist be considered,— society as a whole, in its permanent
and es.-icntial. !uit merely in its temporarj- ind supcrticial. interests.

// priviik projitx arc to br Ifgitimatizctl. privak forturus rua/if honor-
able. \\\Qso great forces which play upon the modern field mu.'-t, lx)th

iiidividually and collectively, be accommodated to a common pur-
jxise." (My italics.)

Business is no longer "to be looked upon" as the exploita-

tion of society, private profits are to be "legitimatized"' and
private fortuites "made honoralilo" — in a word, the whole
business world is to bo regenerated and at the same time
rehabilitated. This is to be aeeoinplisheii, as Mr. Wilson ex-

plained, in a later speech (April 13, 1011), not by excluding
t!ie large capitalists from gov.'mment, but by including the
small, and this will undoubtedly be the final outcome. He
said :

—
"The men who understand the life of the countn.' arc the men ir^o

arc on the make, and not the men who .art^ made ; becau.se the men
who are on the make are in contact with the actual eonditioni? of

struggle, and tho.si' are the conditions of life for the nation ; whereas,
the man who has acliieved. who is at the head of a great body of

capital, has pa.«:so<l the piried of strugcle. He may sympathize
with the stniggling men. but he is not one of them, and only those
who stmgele can comprehend what the stniecle is. I would rather

take the interpretation of our national life from the general body
of the jK'ople than from those who have made conspicuous successes

of their lives."

But the "Intercst.s" are not to be excluded from the new
dispensation.

"I know a great many men." Mr. Wilson sa\T further. "who»e
nam'?s stand as synonym.* of the unjust power of wealth and of

corjxirate pri\ileees in this countr>'. and I want to say to you that

if I understand the ehara'-ter of tlu-.'^ men. manv of th(m — m<v\ of

them— are just u< hom.-t and just as patriotjr a« I rlain: !'• 1-e But I

flo notice this diftiToner- !>«nwee!i niv^lf anrl Thpr", : I h.-ive not
happened to ix- immersed in th" kind of husinrs* in which they have
lx*en immersed: I have not been saturated by th*:- prepcsswssions
which come upon m»'n situated as thfy are. and I <";ain t-^- «v some
things that they do not yet see : that is the differtnce. It m not a
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^fference of interest; it is not a difference of cammfv : != ^ *
difference of patriotism. It is a difference ofTception °°* *

Ho,.
?°'^' *.¥"! ™^° ^*^« «o buried their mindfin these Woat' nndertalcings that you cannot exnect thpm f!!To,!^ I ^,, ""7

rational views about the antiiX tS ^rJi^^JI'TT^'^u -^"^
to a task, as if the task were IHtlHnsteaZf hiJ Th

• ''''^' ''^'''^''^

"We are not fighting property," Mr. Wilson continimo "h, tthe wrong conception of property. It seems to mp th^f k,?
•

'
°^*

IS the form of pntnlege that we are f.ghtir^." (ItalicfmSe.) (3)

A second glance at these passages will show that Mr Wilsonspeaks m the name rather of struggling small canitalstsbusiness men "on the make," than of the natTon iTwho e'His diplomacy IS largely aimed to move the "horest'MarrS
capitalists These are assured that the only fom of nrivf

hf '"^* ^.'- Wilson, representing the smaller bu™neL men"those 'on the make," is attacking, is their freedom fro^pX^cal and government control. But the large caStaSs neoH

sX'r^ilfbe part of\h"
*'^^ ^" "^"^^' tSX%hem'

3 Jsmar "' '^^"''^ ^" representing largrb'usCi

Ko i rtl^ofl
'' "1? ''^''-^^? agai;Srated"Sdtne hostility of the smaller capitalists, until progressives like

btate banfe, which represent chiefly the smaller camtalistTshould be included in the Reserve Aiociatbr^cuLt£
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President should appoint its governor and deputy governor.
Doubtless Congress will insist on a still greater representa-

tion of the government on the central board.

Mr. Wilson emphasizes the need of action in this direction

in the name of "economic freedom," which can only mean
equal financial facilities and the indirect loan of the govern-
ment's oiedit to all capitalists, tr.'-ough means of a govern-

ment under their common control :
—

"The great monopoly in this country is the money monopoly.
So long as that exists, our old variety and freedom and individuul

energy of development are out of the question. A gnat industrial

nation is controlled by its system of credit. Our sj^slem of credit m
concentrated. The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our adlv-

itii-A are in tr-r imnds of a few men who, even if their action be honest
and intended for the public interest, are necessarily concentrated
upon the great undertakings in which their own money is involved,

and who necessarily by every reason of their own limitations, chill

and check and destroy genuine economic freedom. This is the

greatest question of all, and to this statesmen must address them-
selves with an earnest dctennination to serve the long future and
the true hberties ol men." (My italics.)

Undoubtedly this is a great question ; the establishment
of a political control over credit will mean a political and
financial revolution. For it will establish the power of the

government over our whole economic system and will lead

rapidly to a common political and economic organization

of all classes of capitalists for the control of the government,
to a compromise between the group of capitalists that now
rules the business world and tl .i' far larger group which is

bound to rule the government. The financial magnates
have seen this truth, and, as Mr. Paul Warburg said to the

American Association (New Orleans, Nov. 21, 1911 j, "Wall
Street, like many an absolute ruler in recent years, finds it

more conducive to safety and contentment to forego some of

its prerogatives . . . and to turn an oligarch}' into a eoiLsti-

tutional democratic federation [i.e. a federation comf>o-e(i

of capitalist.s]."

Mr. Roosevelt has announced a policy with regard to

monopolies that foreshadows even more distinctly than any-
tiiing Mr. Woodrow Wilson has said the solution of the

differences lx*tween large anr* small capitalists. He urges
that a government commission should undertake "super-
vision, regulation, and control of these great corporations"
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majority of the electorate (though not of the population),

or at least hold the political balance of power. It is capital-

ist ictorosts alone that really count in present-day politics,

and it is for capitalists alone that government control would
be instituted.

Viewed in this light the statements of Mr. Woodrow Wilson
that "business is no longer in any proper sense a private
matter," or that "our program, from which we cannot be
tumod aside, is, that we are going to take possession of the
control of our own economic life," and the similar state-

ments of Mr. Roosevelt, are not so Socialistic as they seem.
What their use by the leading "conservative-progressive"!
statesmen of both parties means is that a partnership of|

capital and government is at hand.
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extend government ownership or control so as gradually
to closi^ one di)or after another upon the operations of capital
until its jwwer for harm is annihilated, i.e. democracy and
collectivism. In other words, the militant phra&es used by
Socialists in earnest are atlopted by radicals as convenient
and popular battle cries in their campaign for "State Social-
ism," as to banking, railroads, mines, and a few industrial
"trusts," but without the slightest attempt either to end
the "rule of property" or to secure "equal opportunity"
for any but farmers and small business men. They do noth-
ing, moreover, to bring about the new political and class
alignment that is the verj' first requirement, if the rule of
property in all its forms is to be ended, or equal opportunity
secured for the lower as well as the comparatively well-to-do
middle classes.

„
^Siniiljirly the essential or practical difference between the

"Socialism" of Mr. Roosevelt's editorial associate, Dr.
Lj-man Abbott, who acknowledges that classes exist and says
that capitalism must be abolished, and the Socialism of the
international movement is this, that Dr. Abbott ex-pects
to work, on the whole, with the capitalists who are to be
done away with, while Socialists expect to worl against
them.

_
Dr. Abbott claims that the "democratic Socialism " he advocates

IS directly the opposite of "State SociaUsm ... the doctrine of
Bismarck," that it "aims to abolish the distinction between possess-
ing and nonpossessing classes." that our present industrial institu-
tions are based on autocracy and inequaliti/ instead of hbertv, democ-
racy, and equality, that under the iragis system or capitalism the
laborers or wage earners are practicallv unable to earn their dailv
bread "except by permission of the capitalists who own the tools
by which the labor must be carried on." He then proceeds to what
would be regarded by many as a thoroughly Socialist conclusion-
The real and radical remedy for the e\-ils of capitalism is the or-

gamzation of the industrial system in which the laborers or tool
users will themselves become the capitalists or tool owners: in
which, therefore, the class distinction which exists under capitalism
will be aboUshed." (2)

.\nd what separates the advanced "State Socialism" of
Mr. Hearst's brilliant editor, Mr. Arthur Brisbane, from the
Socialism of the organized Socialist movement? Has not
Mr. Brisbane hinted repeatedly at a possible revolution in
the future? Has he not insisted that the crux of "the cost
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of living question" is not so much the control of prices by the
private ownership of necessities of life (as some "State
Socialist" reformers say, and even some official publications
of the Socialist Party), as the exploitation of the worker at the
point of production, the fact that he does not get the full

product of his labor— phrases which might have lieen used
by Marx himself ?

The New York Evening Journal has even predicted an
increasing conflict of economic interests on the political

field — failing to state only thnt the people's fight must be
won by a class struggle, a movement directed against capital-
ism and excluding capitalists (except in such cases where they
have completely abandoned their financial interests).

Asked whether the influence of the Interests (the "trusts")
would increase or diminish in this country in the near future,
the Journal answered :

—
"The influence of the interests, which means the power of the

trusts, or organized industry and commerce, will go forward steadily
without interruption.

" Just as steadily as early military feudalism advanced and grew,
Until the People at last controlled it and owned it, just
so STEADILY WILL To-day's Industuial FEUDALISM advance and
grow without interruption Un vil the People control It and own
it.

" The trusts are destined to be infinitely more powerful than now,
infinitely mo'-e ably organized.

" And that will be a good thing in the long run for the people. The
trusts are the people's great teachers, proving that destructive,
selfish, unbrotherly competition is unnecessary.

" They are pro%'ing that the genius of man can free a nation or a
world. They are saying to the people: 'You work under our
Orders. One power can own and manage industry.'

"It is hard for individual ambition just now. But in tinu ""he
People will learn the Lesson and will say to the Tulst
Owners :

—
" ' Thank you very much. We have learned the Le^on

We see that it is possible for One Power to own and con-
trol All Industry, All Manufactttres, All Commerce. \nd
WE, the People, will be that One Power.*

" Just as the individual feudal lords organized their little arrraes
in France, and just as the French people themselves have aii riie

annies in one— Under the People's Power— so the indusirjes
organized Now by the barons of industrial feudaUsm, one by <x&t.

will be taken and put together by the people. Under the Peopi-'s
Ownership. (3)

1 i-
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Yet we find the Journal, like all the vehicles and mouth-
pieces of radicalism, other than those of the Socialists, un-
ready to take the first step necessary in any conflict; namely,
to decide who is the enemy. Unless defended by definite
8»"oups m the community, "the rule of property," could be
ended m a single election. Nor can the group that maintains
capitalist government consist, as radicals suggest, merely of
a handful of large capitalists, nor of these aided by certain
cohorts of hired political mercenaries— nor yet of these two
groups supported by the deceived and ignorant among the
masses. Unimportant elections may be fought with such
support, but not revolutionarj-" civil wars" or "the upheavals
of the centuries." In every historical instance such strugqles
were supported on both sides by powerful, and at the samitime
numerically important, social classes, acting on the solid basis of
economic interest.

Yet non-Socialist reformers persist in claiming that they
represent all classes with the exception of a handful of mo-
nopolists, the bought, and the ignorant; and many assert
Hatly that their movement is altruistic, which can only mean
that they intend to bestow such benefits as they think properon some social class that they expect to remain powerless
to help itself. Here, then, in the attitude of non-Socialist
relormers towards various social classes, we begin to see themner structure of their movement. They do not propose
to attack any "vested mterests" except those of the financial
magnates, and they expect the lower classes to remain politi-
cally impotent, which they as democrats, know means
that these classes are only going to receive such secondary
con-ideration as the interests of the other classes require

TVhether the radical of to-day, the "State Socialist,"
=avors pohncal democracy or not, depends on whether these
nassi^- beneficiaries" of the new "altruistic" system are in

:i -najratT. If they are not in a majority, certain political
<=i.m.- may be gained (without giving the non-capitalist3a»*^ aiiy real power) by allowing them all to vote, by re-wavmn undemocratic constitutional restrictions, and bv
aEooiiring direct legislation, the recall, and similar measures

f ^^^-^f
a majori*: il is generally agreed that it is unsafe--- t:. ni an equal voice in government, as they almost

aaive-sah fail to rest satisfied with the benefits thev secure70m sollectivist capitalism and press on immediately to atar mere radical policy.
j- " «
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So in agricultural communities like New Zealand, Aus-
tralia, and some of our Western States, where there is a
prosperous property-holding majority, the most complete
political democracy has come to prevail. Judging every-
thing by local conditions, the progressive small capitalists
of our West sometimes even favor the extension of this
democracy to the nation and the who' world, as when the
Wisconsin legislature proposes direct legislation and the
recall in our national government. But they are being
warned against this "extremist" stand by conservative
progressive leaders of the industrial sections like Ex-President
Roosevelt or Governor Woodrow Wilson.

This latter type of progressive not only opposes the exten-
sion of radical democracy to districts like our South and
East, numerically dominated by agricultural or industrial
laborers, but often wants to restrict the ballot in those regions.
Professor E. A. Ross, for example, writes in La Follette's

Weekly that "no one ought to be given the ballot unless he
can give proof of ability to read and write the English lan-
guage," which would disqualify a large part, if not the major-
ity, of the working people in many industrial centers ; while
Dr. Abbott concluded a lengthy seiies of articles with the
suggestion that the Southern States have "set an example
which it would be well, if it were possible, for all the
States to follow."

"Many of them have adopted in their constitutions," Dr. Ab-
bott continues, "a qualified suffiage. The qualifications are not
the same in all the States, but there is not one of those States in
which every man, black or white, has not a Ir^al right to vote, pro-
vided he can read and write the English language, owns three hun-
dred dollars' worth of property, and has paid his taxes. A provision
that no man should vote unless he has intelligence enough to read
and write, thrift enough to have laid up three hundred dollars'
worth of property, and patriotism enough to have paid his taxes,
would not be a bad provision for any State ia the Union to incor-
porate in its constitution." (4)

Such a provision accompanied by the customary Southern
poll tax, which, Dr. Abbott overlooked (evidently inadvert-
ently), would add several million more whU^ wo'dngmen
to the millions (colored and white) that are alreedv withf t
a vote, (a)

(o) In his enthusiasm for these undemocratio measures, Dr. A bbott has re-
trogressed more than the Southern States, which do not requir«3 <>cth a prop-
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We cannot wonder, then, that the working people, who are
enthusiastic supporters of every democratic reform, should
nevertheless distrust the democracy of the new movement.
It is generally supposed in the United States that the reason
the new "lasurgency" is weaker in the East than in the
West is because of the greater ignorance and political corrup-
tion of the masses of the great cities of the East. But when
we see the radicalism of the West also, as soon as it enters
the towns, tending to support the Socialists and Labor parties
rather than the reformers, we realize that the distrust has
no such local cause.

Perhaps the issue is more clearly seen in the hostility that
exists among the working people and the Socialists towards
the so-called commission plan of city government, which the
progressives unanimously regard as a sort of democratic
municipal panacea. The commission plan for cities vests
the whole local government in a board of half a dozen elected
officials subject to the initiative and referendum and recall.
The Socialists approve of the last feature. They object to
the commission and stand for the very opposite principle of
an executive subordinate to a legislature and without veto
power, because a board does not permit of minority represen-
tation, and because it allows most officials to be appointed
through "influence" instead of being elected. They object
also, of course, to the high percentages usually required for
the mitiative and the recall. It is Socialist and Labor Union
opposition, and not merely that of political machines, that has
defeated the proposed plan in St. Louis, Jersey City, Hoboken
and elsewhere, and promises to check it all over the country'
As a device for saving the taxpayer's money, the commission
plan in its usual form is ideal, as a means for securing the
benefits of the expenditure of this money to the non-propertied
or very small propertied classes, it is in its present form
worse in the long run ti:an the present corruption and waste,
btate legislatures and courts already protect the taxpayers
from any measure in the least Socialistic, whatever form of

^^raTJl
^"'•?.*»"n?'.?"al'fi''ation. but only one of the two. Moreover, by the

Jn^.fn*' f .r*^
' underi,tand.nK" clauses they seek to exempt a.^ many

S?atr ftm Int'^s^'wAnHi"
""* Hfity^f th" population in mSst ofZ^

Hv*i^',J'?™
**"*: substantxal Qualification whatever. Nor doea it geem

mfir«to nf ?i;"'»'?i.**'°
^'"".1* "'"^ *'" apply freely; against the poor andIlliterate of the wh te race, the measures Dr. Abbott advocates. Just wch

to I80O, and It u not likely that the present reaction wiU go back that far.
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local government and whatever party may prevail. It has

caused more than a little resentment among the property-

less that the taxpayers should actually have the effrontery

to propose the still more conservative commission plan as

being a radically democratic reform.

It is on such substantial grounds that the propertyless

distrust the democracy of the progressives and radicals.

They find it extends oiJy to sections or districts where small

capitalist voters are in a majority. The "State Socialist"

and Reform attitude towards political democracy Is indeed

essentially opportunistic. Not only does it vary from place

to place, but it also changes rapidly with events. As long

as the new movement is in its early stages, it deserves popu-

larity, owing to the fact that it brings immediate material

benefits to all and paves the way, either for capitalistic or

for Socialistic progress, robs capitalism of all fear of the

masses, and is ready to remove all undemocratic constitu-

tional barriers and to do everything it can to advance

popiJar government. These constitutional checks and bal-

ances prevent the small capitalists and their progressive

large capitalist allies from bringing to time the reactionaries

of the latter class, while they are so many that, in remov-

ing a few of them, there is little danger of that pure political

democracy which would alone give to the masses any
"dangerous" power. At a later stage, when "State Social-

ism " will have carried out its program, and the masses see

that it is ready to go only so far as the small capitalists'

interests allow and no farther, and when it will already have

forced recalcitrant large capitalists to terms, and so' have

reunited the capitalist class, we may expect to see a

complete reversal of the present semi-democratic attitude.

But as long as the "State Socialist" program is still

largely ahead of us, the large capitalists not yet put in-

to thieir place, ami full political democracy — in spite of

rapid progress — still far in the distance, a radical position

as to this, that, or the other piece of political machinery

signifies little. So many reforms of this kind are needed

before political democracy can become effective — and in

the meanwhile many things cai' happen that will give ample
excuse to any of the " prnji^resaive " classes that decide to

reverse their present more or less democratic attitude, such

as an "unpatriotic" attitude on the part of the masses, a

grave railroad strike, cU*.

i 'i
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For there will be abundant time before democratic machin-
ery can reach that point in its evolution, when the non-
capitalist masses can make the first and smallest use of it

against their small and large capitalist masters. If, for

example, the Supreme Court of this country should ever
be made elective, or by any other means be shorn of its polit-

ical power, and if then the President's veto were abolisbyd,

and others of his powers given to Congress, there would
remain still other alternatives for vetoing the execution of

the people's will— and one veto is sufficient for every practi-

cal purpose. Even if the senators are everywhere directly

elected, the Senate may still remain the permanent strong-

hold of capitalism unless overturned by a political revolu-
tion.

The one section of the Constitution that is not subject to

amendment is the allotment of two senators to each of the
States. And even if public opinion ^ ^ould decide that this

feature must be made changeable by ordinary amendment
like the rest, it might require 90 or even 95 per cent of the
people to pass such an amendment or to call a constitutional

convention for the purpose. For Connecticut, Rhode Island,

Vermont, Delaware, are not only governed by antiquated
and undemocratic constitution!?, but are so small that whole-
sale bribery or a system of public doles is easily possible.

The constitutions of the mountain States are more modem,
but Utah, Wyoming, Nevada, and New Mexico, and others

of these States are so little populated as make them very easy
for capitalist manipulation, as present political conditions

show. Now if we add to these States the whole South, where
the upper third or at most the upper half of the population
is in firm control, through the disfranchisement of the
majority of the non-capitalistic classes (white and colored),

we see that, even if the country were swept by a tide of demo-
cratic opinion, it is most unlikely that it will ever control

the Senate. Moreover, if the capitalists (large and small)

are ever in danger of losing the Senate, they have only to
annex Mexico to add half a dozen or a dozen new States with
limited franchises and undemocratic constitutions.

Either the President, or the Senate, or the Supreme Court
might prove quite sufficient to prevent the execution of the
will of the people, in any important crisis— they would be
especially effective when revolutionary changes in property,

and rapid shifting of economic and political powi-r into the
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hands of the people, are at stake, as Socialists believe they
will be. But to resist such a movement, still another politicaJ

weapon is available, — even if President, Senate, and Supreme
Court fell into the hands of the people (and it is highly
probable that the small capitalists, who themselves suffer

under the above-mentioned constitutional limitations, will

force the larger capitalists to fall back on this other weapon
in the end), — namely, a Umitation of the suffrage.

The property and educational qualifications for voting
which are directed against the colored people in the Southern
States are being used to a considerable degree, both North
and South, against the poorer whites. While there is no like-

lihood that this process will continue indefinitely, or that it

will spread to all parts of the country, it is already sufficient

to throw the balance of political p)ower in favor of the capi-

talists in the national elections. If we put the total number
of voters in the country at 15,000,000, we can see how signifi-

cant is the fact that more than a million, black and white,
have already been directly disfranchised in the South alone.

In view of these numerous methods of thwarting democ-
racy in this country (and there are others) there is no reason
why the capitalists should not permit political leaders after

a time to accept a number of radical and even revolutionary
reforms in political methods. The direct election of senators,
though it was bitterly opposed a few years ago, is already
widely accepted ; the direct nomination of the President has
become the law in several States ; Mr. Roosevelt threatens
that the "entire system" may have to be changed, that con-
stitutions may be "thrown out of the window," and the
power of judges over legislation abolished, which, as he notes,
has already been advocated by the Socialist member of
Congress (5) ; the Wisconsin legislature formally calls for a
national constitutional convention and proposes to make the
constitution amendable henceforth by the "initiative";
Governor Woodrow Wilson suggests that many of our exist-

ing evils may be remedied by national constitutional amend-
ments (6), and two such amendments are now nearing ado(>-
tion after forty years, during which it was thought that all

amendment had ceased indefinitely.

Whether it will be decided to take away the power of the
Supreme Court over legislation and make it directly respon-
sible to Congress or the people, or to call a constitutional
convention, is doubtful. A convention, as Senator Heybura
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recently pointed out in the Senate, is "bigger than the Consti-
tution" and might conceivably amend what is declared in
that instrument not to be amendable, by providing that the
States should be represented in the Senate in proportion to
population. Even then the existing partial disfranchisement of
the electors would prevent a new constitution from going "too
far" in a democratic direction. It is also true, a.s the same
senator said, that the habit of amending the Constitution is
a dangeroiis one (to capitalism), and that it might some day
put the capitalistic government's life at stake (7). But this
after all amounts only to saying that political evolution, like
all other kinds, is cumulative, and that its tempo is in the
long ruii constantly accelerated. Certainly each change
leads to more change. None of these proposed political
reforms, however, even a constitutional convention, is in
itself revolutionary, or promises to establish even a political
democracy. All could coexist, for example, with a still
greater restriction of the suffrage.
Nor do any of these measures in themselves constitute

the smallest step in the direction of political democracy as
long as a single effective check is allowed to remain. If there
is any doubt on the matter, we have only to refer to other
constitutions than ours which accomplish the same object
of checkmating democracy without a Supreme Court, with-
out an absolute executive veto, without an effective second
chamber, and in one important case without a written con-
stitution (England).

Or, we can turn to France, Switzerland, or New Zealand,
where the suffrage is universal and political democracy is
already approximated but rendered meaningless to the non-
capitalist mai^ses by the existence of a majority composed
of small capitalists. And in countries like the United States,
where the small capitalists and their immediate dependents
are nearly as numerous as the other classes, a temporary ma-
jority may also be formed that may soon make full democracy
as "safe" for a considerable period as it is in Switzerland or
New Zealand. (6)

C)) Miss Jereie Wallace Hu(?han in her "American Socialism of the Present
JJay (page 184) has qiir.t«l me as savine (in the ,V«p Y->rlc r.jll -{ Detftij-
bor 12. 1909) that the amendability of the Constitution Jjy majority vote is
a df-rnand so revolutionary that it is pxclu8i\ '

S»jcialist property. Within
the limitatioua of a very brief journaliBtic artic. believe tiiis statement was
justified. It holdu for the Lmt«d Statise to- .jv. It does not hold for
agrarian countries tike Australia. Canada, or South Africa, for backward
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As soon as "State Socialism" reaches its point of most
rapid development, and as long as it continues to reach ever

new cia*^ .vith its immediate benefits, it will doubtless

receive the support of a majority, not only of the voters, but
also of the whole population. During this period the " Social-

istic " capitalists will be tempted to popularize and strengthen

their movement not only by uncompleted political reforms,

that are abortive and futile as far as the masses are concerned,

but also by the most thoroughgoing democracy. For radi-

cal democracy will not only be without danger, but useful

and invaluable in the struggle of the progressive and coUec-

tivist capitalists against the retrogressive and individualist

capitalists. As long as there is a majority composed of large

and small capitalists and their dependents, together with

those of the salaried and professional classes who are satisfied

with the capitalistic kind of collectivism (i.e. while its progress

is most brilliant), it is only necessary for the progressives to

hold the balance of power in order to have everything their

own way both against Socialism and reaction. The powerful

Socialist and revolutionary minority created in industrial

communities by equal suffrage and a democratic form of

government, as l(mg as it remains distinctly a minority, is

unable to injure the combined forces of capitalism, while it

furnishes a useful and invaluable club by which the progres-

sive capitalists can threaten and overwhelm the reactionaries.

In Great Britain, for example, the new coUectivist move-
ment of Messrs. Churchill and Lloyd George, basing itself

primarily on the support of the small capitalist class, which
there as elsewhere constitutes a very large part (over a third)

of the population, seeks also the support of a part of the non-
propertied classes. It cannot make them any plausible or

honest promise of any equitable redistribution of income or of

political power, but it can promise an increase of well-paid

government employment, and it can guarantee that it will

develop the industrial efficiency of all classes and allow them
a certain share, if a lesser one, in the benefits of this policy.

If then "State Socialism," like the benevolent despotisms

and oligarchies of history, sometimes offers the purely ma-

pn!intri''s Hk(» Hisssiji, or Hopotvifnt rnimtrioji Hkp. Swits/rland or Denmark,
where there 13 no danger of Socialism. And before it can be put into effect,

which may take a decade or more, the increased proportion in the population
of well-paid government employees and of agricultural lessees of government
lands and similar classes, may make a democratic constitution a safe capital-

istic policy, for a while, even in the United States.
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tericU benefits which it brings in some measure to all classes
as a svbstitute for democratic govermnent, it also favors
democracy m those places where the small capitalists and
related classes form a majority of the community. The pur-
pose of the democratic policy, where it is adopted, is to stunu-
late new political interest in the "State Socialistic" pro-
gram, and by increasing cautiously the political weight of the
non-capitalists— without going far enough to give them any
real or independent power— to check the reactionary ele-
ment among the capitalists that tries to hold back the indus-
trial and governmental organization the progressives have in
view. It was in order to shift the political balance of power
that the reactionary Bismarck introduced universal suffrage
in Germany, and the same motive is leading Premier Asquith,
who IS not radical, to add considerably to the political weight
of the working classes in England, i.e. not to the point where
they have any power whatever for their own purposes, but
only to that point where their weight, added to that of the
Liberals, counterbalances the Tories, and so automatically
aids the former party.
The Liberals are giving Labor this almost valueless install-

ment of democracy, just as they had previously granted
instead such immediate and material benefits as we see in the
recent British budgets, as if they were concessions, only hiding
the fact that they would soon have conferred these benefits on
the workers through their own self-inierest, whether the workers
nod given them their political support or not.
Mr. Lloj'd George has said : —
"The workingman is no fool He knows that a great party like

ours can, with his help, do things for him he could not hope to ac-
complish for himself without its aid. It brings to his assistance thepotent influences orawn from the great middle classes of this coun-
try, which would be frightened into positive hostility bv a vurelij
class orgamzatton to which they do not belong. No party could
ever hope for success in this countr>' which does not win the con-
fidence of a large portion of this middle class

.SZ°A ^^ °?' gojng.to make Socialists in a hu'nV out of fanners

f^fJ w " a°d professional men of this country, but you may scare

™J°J^ reaction
. . . They are helping us now to secure ad-vanced Labor legislatiuu; they will help ua later to secure land

^ '^^ n fu'^l'"
J"^^"res for all classes of wealth producers, andwe need aU the help they give us. But if they are threatened witha class war then they will surely sulk and harden into downright

1 orj-ism. ^\ hat gain will that be for Labor ? " (My italics ) (8)
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer here bids for Labor's
political support on the plea that what he was doing for Labor
meant an expense and not a profit to the middle class, and
that these reforms would only be assented to by that class as
the necessary price of the Labor vote. I have shown grounds
for believing that the chief motives of the new reforms have
nothing to do with the Labor vote. However much Mr.
Lloyd George, as a political manager, may desire to control

that vote, he knows he can do without it, as long as it is

cast against the Tories. The Liberals will hold the balance
of pv er, and their small capitalist followers will continue
to car.y out their capitalistic progressive and coUectivist

program—even without a Labor alliance. Nor does he fear

that even the most radical of reforms, whether economic or
political, will enable Labor to seize a larger share of the
national income or of political power. On the contrary, he
predicted in 1906 that it would be a generation before Labor
could even hope to be suflBciently united to take the first step
in Socialism. " Does any one believe," he asked, " that with-
in a generation, to put it at the very lowest, we are likely

to see in power a party pledged forcibly to nationalize land,

railways, mines, quarries, factories, workshops, warehouses,
shops, and all and every agency for the production and
distribution of wealth ? I say again, within a generation ?

He who entertains such hopes must indeed be a sanguine
and simple-minded Socialist." (9)

Mr. Lloyd George sought the support of Labor then, not
because it was all-powerful, but because, for a generation at
least, it seemed doomed to impotence— except as an aid

to the Liberals. The logic of his position was really not that
Labor ought to get a price for its political support, but that
having no immediate alternative, being unable to form a major-
ity either alone or with any other element than the Liberals,

they should accept gladly anything that was offered, for

example, a material reform like his Insurance bill— even
though this measure is at bottom and in the long run purely
capitalistic in its tendency.
And this is practically what Labor in Great Britain has

done. It has supported a government all of whose acts

strengthen capitalism in its new coliectivist form, both eco-

nomically and politically. And even if some day an isolated

measure should be found to prove an exception, it would still

remain true that the present policies considered as a whole
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are carrying the country rapidly and uninterruptedly in the
direction of State Capitalism. And this is equally true of
every other country, whether France, Germany, Australia,
or the United States, where the new reform program is being
put into execution.

Many "Socialistic" capitalists, however, are looking for-
ward to a time when through complete political democracy
they can secure a permanent popular majority of small
capitalists and other more or less privileged classes, and so
build their new society on a more solid basis. Let us assume
that the railways, mines, and the leading "trusts" are na-
tionalized, public utilities municipalized, and the national
and local governments busily engaged on canals, roads, for-
ests, deserts, and swamps. Here are occupations employing,
let us say, a fourth or a fifth of the working population; and
solvent landowning farmers, their numbers kept up by land
reforms and scientific farming encouraged by government,
may continue as now to constitute another fifth. We can
estimate that these classes together with those among the
shopkeepers, professional elements, etc., who are directly de-
pendent on them will compose 40 to 50 per cent of the popu-
lation, while the other capitalists and their direct dependents
account for another 10 per cent or more. Here we have the
possibility of a privileged majority, the logical goal of "State
Socialism," and the nightmare of every democrat for whom
democracy is anything more than an empty political reform.
With government employees and capitalists (large and small)— and their direct dependents, forming 50 per cent or more
of the population, and supported by a considerable part of
the skilled manual workers, there is a possibility of the estab-
lishment of an iron-bound caste society solidly intrenched in
majority rule.

There are strong reasons, which I shall give in later chap-
ters, for thinking that some great changes may take place
before this day can arrive.



CHAPTER IV

"STATE SOCIALISM" AND LABOR

ii:- i

State Capitalism has a very definite principle and program
of labor reform. It capitalizes labor, views it as the principal

resource and asset of each community (or of the class that

controls the community), and undertakes every measure that

is not too costly for its conservation, utilization, and develop-

ment— i.e. its development to fill those fjositions ordinarily

known as labor, but not such development as might enable

the laborers or their children to compete for higher social

functions on equal terms with the children of the upper classes.

On the one hand is the tendency, not very advanced, but
unmistakable and almost universal, to invest larger and
larger sums for the scientific development of industrial effi-

ciency— healthy surroundings in childhood, good food and
healthy living conditions, industrial education, model fac-

tories, reasonable hours, time and opportunity for recreation

and rest, and on the other a rapidly increasing difficulty for

either the laborer or his children to advance to other social

positions and functions— and a restriction of the liberty of

laborers and of labor organizations, lest they should attempt to

establish equality of opportunity or to take the first step in

that direction by assuming control over industry and govern-

ment. From the moment it approaches the labor question

the "Socialist" part of "^tate Socialism" completely falls

away, and nothing but th^pttWlP^wllectivist capitalism re-

mains. Even the plausible contention that it will result in the

maximum efficiency and give the maximum product breaks

down. For no matter how much the condition of the laborers

isimiixoyed, or WllHl {^lltlASJ IlgllCS they are allowea to exer-

cise, if they are deprived of all initiative and power in their^

emprtr^entj^ghd ^1 fhe! ^UOi l^\lRn'l\m\lV Ut dfiVelop their

CapaClties'lo fiilothfi^ social p^gifinna for y[i{nh j^hpy may
jJMve to be more fit than the present occupants, then the

human resources of the community are not only left under-
developed, but are prevented from development.

46
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In the following chapters I shall deal successively with
the plans of the "State Socialists" to develop the productive
powers of the laboring people and their children— as la-
borers, together with the accompanying tendencies towards
compulsory labor, and formation of a class society.
"Our Home policy," says a manifesto of the Fabian]
jciety (edited by Bernard Shaw), "must include a labor

[policy, whetfur the laborer wants it or riot, directed to secur
ing for him, what, for the nation's sake even the poorest of its

• subjects should have." (Italics mine.) (1)
Here is the basis of the attitude of the "State Socialist"

towards labor. Lai
and consider

I

tion. But the pmrerning is to be

-^ le foundation ^the^new pbiicv is to TJe

tEe^ welfare of society as these other classes conceive it, —
ana not the welfare nt' the m»sj^ m thp ponpia a« <?S/.«>ixrt»1

by the masses themselves.
indeed, a government official has recently pleaded with

capital in the name of labor that the time has come when it

pays to treat labor as well as valuable horses and cattle.
George H. Webb, Commissioner of Labor of Rhode Island,
begins his report on Welfare Work by assuring the manu-
facturers that it is profitable. He says: "Mankind, at
least that portion of it that has to do with horseflesh, dis-
covered ages ago that a horse does the best service when it is

well fed, well stabled, and well groomed. The same prin-
ciple applies to the other brands of farm stock. They one
and all yield the best results when their health and comforts
are best looked after. It is strange, though these truths
have been a matter of general knowledge for centuries, that
it is only quite recently that it has been discovered that the
same rule is applicable to the human race. We are just
beginning to learn that the employer who gives steady em-
ployment, pays fair wages, and pays close attention to the
physical health and comfort of his employees gets the best
results from their labor." (2)
Mr. George W. Perkins, recently retired from the firm of

J. P. Morgan and Company, who has managed the intro-
duftion of pensions, profit sharing, and other investments
in labor for the International Harvester Company, has also
expressed the view that these measures were profitable
" from a pecuniary standpoint." A good illustration is the cal-
culation of the Daj-ton Cash Register Company, which has
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led in this "welfare work," that "the luncheons given each
girl costs three cents, and that the woman does fiveconts more
of work each day." Some such calculation will apply to the
whole colossal system of governmental labor reforms now
favored so widely by far-sighted employers. (3)

t In order that the private policy of the more enlightened
iof ' '

|f ments, which employers as a class know they can control, l
' only two conditions need to be filled. Since all employersil
must to some degree share the burdens of the new taxes"'
needed for such governmental investments in the improve
ment of labor, there must be some assurance, first, that all

capitalists shall share in ihe opportunity to employ this more
efficient and more profitable labor ; and second^ that the
supply of cheap labor, which has cost almost nothing to
produce, is either exhausted or, on account of its in-

efficiency, is less adapted to the new industry than it was to
the old. The impending reorganization of governments
to protect the smaller capitalists from the large (through
better control over the banks, railroads, trusts, tariffs, and
natural resources) will furnish the first condition, the natural
exhaustion or artificial restriction of immigration now immi-
nent together with the introduction of "scientific manage-
ment," the second. From a purely business standpoint the
greatest asset of the capitalists' government, its chief natural
resource, the most fruitful field for conservation, and the
most profitable place for the investment of capital will then
undoubtedly be in the labor supply.

In presenting the British Budget of 1910 to Parliament,
Mr. Lloyd George argued that the higher incomes and for-
tunes ought to bear a greater than proportionate share of
the taxes, because present governmental expenditures were
largely on their behalf, and because the new labor reforms
were equally to their benefit.

"What is it," he said, "that enabled the fortunate possessors
of these incomes and these fortunes to amass the wealth they enjoy
or bequeath? The security insured for property by the agency
of the State, the guaranteed immunity from the risks and destruc-
tion of war, insured by our natural advantages and our defensive
forces. This is an essential clement even now in the credit of the
country ; and, in the past, it means that we were accumulating great
wealth in this land, when the industrial enterprises of less fortunately
situated countries were not merely at a standstill, but their resources
were being ravaged and destroyed by the havoc of war.
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What, further, is accountable for this growth of wealth ? The^rpad of intelUgence amongst the naaaes of the people, the im-
provements in samtation and in the general condition of the people
These have all contributed towards th • efficiency of the people, even
as wealth-producing machines. Take, 'or instance, such legislation
as the Educational Acts and the Public ^Icalth Acts ; they have costmuch money, but they have made infinitely more. That is true of
all legislation which improves the conditions of life for the peopleAn educated, well-fed, weU-clothed, weU-housed -ople invariably
leads to (M growth of a numerous well-to-do doss. If p-roperty were to
grudge a substantial contribution towards proposals which insure
the secunty which is one of the essential conditions of its existence
or toward keeping from poverty and privation the old people whose
lives of industry and toil have either created that wealth or made it
productive, then property would be not only shabbv, but short-
sighted. (Itahcs mine.) (4)

The property interests should be far-sighted enough to
support the present economic and labor reforms, not because
there is any fear m Great Britain either from a revolutionary
Socialist movement or from an organized political or labor
union upheaval, for Mr. Lloyd George ridicules both these
bogeys, but because such reforms contribute towards the eM-
aency of the people, even as wealtn-mducirw m^SITfSrj,

—

ana mcrease ine incomes oi the wealthy and ftiewSHsfo-do.
Mr. Lloyd George continued : —
"We have, more especially during the last 60 vears, in this coun-

tr>' accumulated wealth to an extent which is almost unparalleled
in the history of the worid, but we have done it at an appalling umte
oj human maierml. We have drawn upon the robust vitality of the
rural areas of Great Britain, and cspeciaUy Ireland, and spent its
energies recklessly in the devitalizing a'mosphere of urban factoriesand workshops as if the supply were inexhaustible. We are now
hoginmng to realize that we have been spending our capital, at a
disastrous rate, and it is time we should take a real, conc^erted
national effort to replemsh it. I put forward this proposal, not avery extravagant one, as a beginning." (My italics.) (5)

In order to do away with the economic waste of profitable
human material" and the still more serious exhaustion of

the supply, the propf rtyless wage.eamer or salaried man for
the lirst time obtains a definifestatus in the official political
ccuuomy; he betuuics the property of thp nation view^^ a, biaiTlffi'Tgrm." a part of '''ou^" P^pTr»T HlTposition
was much like a peas^Ht or a lab- N.r during the formation
of the feudal system. To obtain an.v status at all, to become

i
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half free he had to become somebody's " man." Now he is
the "man," the industrial asset, of the government. This
paternal attitude towards the individual, however, is not at
all similar to the paternalist attitude towards capital. While
the individual capitalist often does not object to having his
capital reckoned as a part of the resources of a government
which capitalists as a class control, — roughly speaking in
proportion to their wealth,— we can picture his protests if

either his personal activity or ability or his private income
were similarly viewed as dependent for their free use and
development on the benevolent patronage of the State.
However, for the workers to become an asset of the State,
even while the latter is still viewed primarily as a commer-
cial institution and remains in the hands of the business
class, is undoubtedly a revolutionary advance.
Mr. Winston Churchill also gives, as the basis for the whole

program, the need of putting an end to that "waste of earn-
ing power" and of "the stamina, the virtue, safety, and
honor of the British race," that is due to existing poverty
and economic maladjustment. (6) Mr. John A. Hobson,
a prominent economist and radical, shows that the purpose
of the "New Liberalism" is the full development of "the
productive resources of our land and labor," (7) and denies
that this broad purpose has anything to do with Socialist
collectivism.

Professor Simon Patten of the University of Pennsylvania
writes very trulyabout the proposed labor reforms, that "they
can cause poverty to disappear and can give a secure income
to every family," without requiring any sacrifice on the part
of the possessing classes. No one has shown more clearly
or in fewer words how intimately connected are the advance
of the worker and the further increase of profits. "Social
improvement," Professor Patten says, "takes him [the work-
man] from places where poverty and diseases oppress, and
mtroduce him to the full advantage of a better position. . . .

It gives to the city workman the air, light, and water that the
country workman has, but without his inefficiency and iso-
lation. It gives more working years and more working days
in each year, with more zeal and vitality in each working
day

; health makes work pleasant, and pleasant work becomes
efficiency when the environment stimulates men's powers
to the full. . . . The unskilled workman must be trans-
formed into an efficient citizen ; children must be kept from
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work, and women must have shorter hours and better condi-
tions. (8)

Professor Patten has even drawn up a complete scientificprogram of social reforms which lead necessarily to the eco-nomic advantage of aU elements in a community without any
decrease of the existing inequalities of wealth. "The in-com^ aad peraonal efforts of those favorably situated."
says Professor Patten, "can reduce the evils of poverty with-out the destruction of that upon which their weaUh and the
proffress of soaety depend." (Italics mine.)
The reform program begins with childhood and extends

over every penod of the worker's life. Ex-President Eliot
of Harvard and President Hadley of Yale and other leading
educators propose that its principles be applied to the nation's
children. Dr. Eliot insists that greater emphasis should be
'aid on vocational and physical training and the teaching ofbygiene and the preseivation of the health, which will
secure the approval of every "State Socialist." Anything
that I be done to elevate the health of the nation, and to
increase its industrial efficiency by the teaching of trades.

.TnL^^u-
^ nation considered as a going concern, a business

undertaking of all its capitalists. It might not improve the
opportunity of the wage earners to rise to better-paid posi-
tions, because it would augment competition among skilled
aborera • while it would probably improve wages somewhat.
It might not advance them proportionately to i'>« general
increase of wealth; it might leave the unequal distribution
01 wealth, political power, and opportunity even more un-
equal than they are to-day, but as long as the nation as awhole IS richer and the masses of the people better off, "State
Socialists" will apparently be satisfied.

President Hadley is even more definite than Dr. EliotIhe new educational policy so thoroughly in accord with the
interests of the business and capitalist classes demands "for
the people every opportunity in education that will make the
individual a better worker, while it allows his development asa mon and a citizen to take care of itself. President Hadlev
urges that we follow along German lines in public education.What he feels we still lack, and ought to take from Germany,
are the^ industrial training and the military training of the
people

: the children are forced to go to the elementary
schools for a time, and during that part of their education
they are kept out of the shops and the factories. They
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however, receive instructions in the rudiments of shop and
factory work." (9) In other words, the children are kept out
of the factory, but the shop and the factory are permitted
to enter the school. Doubtless an improvement, but not
yet the sort of education any business or professional man
would desire for his own children at twelve, fourteen, or

sixteen years of age. <">

"
St,ftt.p Snyin.li.sTn" looks at the individual, and especially

the w'orkingman^ almost whouy trom t&ti sMul^flijiii. <H

being the chiei sirareKSRIIraTisaDl^^nrke ouTof him.
Each newborn child represents so much cost to the community
for his education. If he dies, the community loses so and so

much. If he lives, he brings during his life such and such a
sum to the community, and it is worth wliile to spend a
considerable amount both to prevent his early death or

disablement and to increase his industrial eflSciency while
he lives. According to this view, Professor Irving Fisher

of Yale has calculated that the annual child crop in the

United States is worth about seven billion dollars per annum,
a sum almost equal to the annual value of our agricultural

crops. In both cases great economies are possible. Pro-
fessor Fisher has estimated that 47 per cent of the children

who die in America less than five years old could be saved
at an average cost of $20 per child, which means an annual
loss to the nation of $576,000,000, according to Professor

Fisher's calculation of what would have been the future

(•) A more democratic and truthful view of the German educational system
is that of Dr. Abraham Flexner (see the New York Timet, October 1, 1911).
He says that the Germans have to solve the following kind of an educational
problem :

—
" What sort of educational program can we devise that will subserve

all the various national policies— that will enable Germany to be a great
Bcientifir nation, that will er.arile it to carry on an aggressive colonial and
industrial policy, and yet not throw us into the arms of democracy ? Their
present educational system is their highly effective reply.
"Our prnblem is a very different one," Dr. Flexner remarks. "Our historic

educational problem has been and is quite independent of any position we
might be able to achieve in the world. That problem has always been

:

How can we frame conditions in which individuals can realise the best that
is in them ?

"

Dr. Fli'xner is ther reported to have quoted the following irom a Spring-
field Republican editorial :

—
_
"Germany could readily train her masses with a view to industrial effi-

ciency, whereas our industrial efficiency is only one of the efficiencieB we
oare about ; the American wishes to develop in many other ways, and to
have his educational system help him to do it."
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value of all the children now lost (above their cost of main-
tenance).

„ "We have counted it our good fortune," says Professor Fisher,
to dwell in a land where nature has been so prodigal that we have

not needed to fear want. We aio only beginning to realize that
this very prodigality of nature has produced a spirit of prodigality
in men.

"It is the purpose of the conservation movement to rebuke and

I
correct this national trait, and the resources of science are now

'concentrated in this mighty effort in that direction.
^The conservation of human life will, I believe, constitute the

grandest movement of the twentieth century.
"N(ft only do human beings constitute by far the greatest part

of our natural resources, but the waste of human life and strength
IS by far the greatest of all wastes. In the report of President
Roosevelt's conservation commission, although his commission was
primarily appointed to conserve our natural rather than our vital
resources, it was pointed out that human beings, considered as
capitalized working power, are worth three to five times all our other
capital, and that, even on a very moderate estimate, the total
waste and unnecessary loss of our national vitaUty amounts to one
and one half billions of dollars per year." (10)

When the "State Socialist" policy has taken possession of
the world, which may be in the very near future, or, more
correctly speaking, when the world's business and politics
are so organized as to give this policy a chance for a full and
free application, is it not evident that every advanced nation;r^
will consider it as being to its business interest to put an end /C^
to this vast, unnecessary loss ofJife? And if half a billion^v^
a year is lost through unnecessary deaths of very young ^^^
children, is it not probable that an equal sum is lost through >death later in childhood or early youth, another similar sum -^

through underfeeding in later life, or through lack of sufficient
exercise, rest, recreation, and outdoor life, and a far larger
amount through lack of industrial training? Is it not cer-
tain that unnecessary industrial accidents, sickness due to
overwork and early old age due to overstrain, are responsible
for another enormous loss ? And, finally, is not unemploy-
ment costing a billion a year to the "nation, considered as a
business firm"? This la-st-named loss has been rahulatcd
for the United States alone, as 1,300,000 years of labor time
annually. If a round million of these years are saved —
if we estimate their value in profits at the low figure of $1000
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each,— we have another billion (even allowing for 300,000
uneraployable). (11)

Is it not clear that nearly every element in the community
will soon combine to do all that is humanly possible to put
aa end to such costly abuses and neglect ; and that conscien-
tious and wholesale efforts to preserve the public health and
to secure indup' rial efficiency cannot be a matter of the dis-
tant future, when movements in that direction have already
been initiated in Great Britain, Australia, Germany, andi
some other countries? Sir Joseph Ward, Premier of New
Zealand, sasrs that the people of that country have alre&dy
calculated the value of each child— and, on this basu^ made
it the subject of certain governmental investments. He
says:—

"To return to the annuity fund, apart from the assistance it pves
to the wife aua 3hildren if the father is sick, it also contributes the
services of a medical man for a woman at childbirth, and the State
pays 130 for that purpose. If all of this is not needed to pay the
physician, the rest may be used for carrying on the home. This has
all been done with the view to helping the birth rate and bringing
into the world children under the most healthy conditions possible,
so that they may have a free chance of attaining man's or woman's
estate.

"We assess the value of an adult iu our country as S1500. So,
from a business standpoint mid on national grounds, we regard the
expenditure of a sum up to $30 as judicious, when the value of the
infant to the country may be fifty times that sum. Thus the small
wage earner's wife and children are provided for, and his fear about
being able to provide for a large family is decreased." (ItaUcs
mine.) (12)

^ "I am of the opinion," declares Mr. Churchill, "that the
_thfi-«!8erve

creasingly
cogfifim. the oick-gnd

aged, and, above all, of the rhildwn-^' He looks forward
"lb the uulversal establishment of the minimum standards
of life and labor, and their progressive elevation as the in-
creasing energies of production may permit." (13)
Mr. Churchill rejects the supposition that the govern-

ment intends to stop with the extension of the eight-hour
law to miners. "I welcome and support this measure, not
only for its own sake," he said, "but more because it is, I
believe, simply the precursor of the general movement which
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IS m progress, all over the world, and in other industries
besides this, towards reconciling the conditions of labor
with the well-ascertained laws of science and health." (14)

It might be supposed that this measure would prove
costly to employers, but this is only a short-sighted view.
In the first place, working for less hours, the miners will
produce somewhat more per hour, but an even more impor-
tant ultunate benefit comes from the fact that the most
experienced miners, those who are most profitable, being
subject to less overstram, will have a longer working

Another measure already enacted towards establishing
natinnaj miT,im,m" applies to the wages in ready-mf
tairormg and some less important industries, to which shirt-
waist making is soon to be added. These are known as the-^
sweated trades, "where the feebleness and ignorance of^

the workers and their isolation from each other render them^
""^

an easy prey to the tyranny of bad masters and middlemen^^S— •

one step above them upon the lowest rungs of the ladder, and ^-*
themselves held in the grip of the same relentless forces,"— where you have a condition not of progress but of pro-
gressive degeneration." Mr. Churchill asked Parliament
to regard these industries as "sick and diseased," and "to
deal with them m exactly the same mood and temper aswe should deal with sick people," and accordingly boards
were established for the purpose of settmg up a minimum

But if employers are forced to pay higher wages, it may
be thought that they will lose from the law. This Mr.
<^hurchill effectively denies.

.Jll° T^^
instances," he says, "the best employers in the trade

!Sf;^wu ^^*^J'^i*^^J'^^'?y*^''""P'^"0'' to the probable minimum
which the Trade Board will establish. The inquiries I have set on

&Jl ""^"""^ */^^^^ scheduled have brought to me most satis-
factory assurances from nearly all the employ.-rs to whom my in-
vestigations have addressed themselves. ... But most of all Ihave put my faith in the practical effect of a powerful band of em-
fl^I^l'

P%*^P« * majority, who, whether from high motives or self-

,V™^' "^^Ki "!i^
corabmation of the two— they are not necessarily

imcwnpatible ideas- wnll form a vigilant and instructed police,

St3^*.
every turn and twist of the trade, and who will labor con^

^Su^ P'""*^"* themselves from being undercut by the illegal
competition of unscrupulous rivals."
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Mr. Churchill claims that employers who are trjring to pur-
sue such trades with modem machinery and modem methods
are more seriously hampered by the competition of the
"sweaters" than they are by that of foreign employers.
"I caimot believe," he concludes, "that the process of rais-

ing the degenerate and parasitical portion of these trades up
to the level of the most eflScient branches of the trade, if it

is conducted by those conversant with the conditions of the
trade and interested in it, will necessarily result in an increase
in the price of the ultimate product. It may even sensibly
diminish it through better methods." (16) Mr. Churchill
v^ able to point out, as with most of the other reforms, that
m one country or another they are already being put into
effect, the legislation against "sweating" being already in
force in Bavaria and Baden, as well as in Australia, under a
somewhat different form.

But the most striking of the British labor reforms has yet
to be mentioned. Not only were the present old age pensioi
established by the common consent of all the liAlilftWpariies,
but a law has now been enacted— also with the approval

• ^ ^, of all parties (and only twenty-one negative votes in Parlia-
^^^*A% ment) — to apply the same methods of state insurance
l^^^ jf^ol workin

fi
;men to sickness, accidents. f^jyX p^n irx'^cmT

>ymefit . The old age pensions were already more rad-
icaT than those of Prussia in that the workingmen do
not have to contribute under the British law, while the
National Insurance Bill as now enacted surpasses both the
former British measure and the German precedent in every-
thing, e>.cept that it demands a lesser total sum from the
government. In the insurance against accidents, sickness, and
unemployment the government, instead of contributing the
whole amount, gives from two ninths to one third, one third
to one half being assessed against employers and one sixth
to four ninths against employees. At first this reform, it is

expected, will cost only about $12,500,000, and it will be
several years before the maximum expenditure of $25,000,000
is reached. But the measure is radical in several particu-
lars : it applies to clerks, domestic servants, and many other
classes usually not reached by measures of the kind,—a total
of some 14,000,000 persons; it provides $5,000,000 a year
for the maintenance of sanatoria for tuberculosis and creates
new health boards to improve sanitation and educate the
people in hygiene; and it furnishes physicians and medicines

iii
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for the insured, thus organizing practically the whole medical
force and drug supply as far as the masses are concerned.

in fact, the whole scheme may be looked on not so much asa measure to aid the sick and wounded of industry financially,
as to set at work an automatic pressure working towards the
preservation of the health, strength, and productive capacity
of the people, and mcidentally to the increase of profits.

n ; iV -Wt^^^^^® ^^'^ *^ ^ interview printed in theDaily Mail: "I want to make the nation more healthv than
It IS. Ihe great mass of illness which afflicts us weighs usdown and 13 easily preventable. It is a better thing to make
a man healthy than to pay him so much a week when he is ill

"
Mr. Lloyd George points out that the German employers

have found that the governmental insurance against accidents
has proved a good investment : —
r^!!?^®?-

Bismarck was strengthening the foundation of the newGerman Empire, one of the very first tasks he undertook was the
orgamzation of a scheme which insured the German workmen and

JtlYJT Tv^^^""!^}^^ "^""J *^"« '^"^'n« f™m these common
fnniS K?

^^^-
^°r^u* ^"P^""^. "''^^"^ it w^- It has saved an

incalculable amount of human misery to hundreds of thousands and
possibly millions of people.

^J'^tTu^^'"!
"^^^^ "* Germany, north or south, and whomever I

f^f-K I
^^ »t was an employer or a workman, a Conservative ora Liberal, a Sociaiso or a Trade-union Leader— men of all ranks

STif ^"^^^'•^^ds, with one accord joined in lauding the benefitswhich have been conferred upon Germany by this beneficent policy,
beveral wanted extensions, but there was not one who wanted to L
back. The employers admitted that at first they did not quite hkethe new burdens it cast upon them, but they now fully realized theadyantyes which even they derived from the expenditure, for it had

iteUra ) Q^f
*°^*^** °^ th® workman throughout Germany." (My

It is not only worry and anxiety that were removed, but
defanite and irregular sums that workers or their employers
had formerly set aside for insurance against accident, sickness,
and old age, were now calculated and regulated on a business
basis more profitable to both parties to the labor contract.
It IS true that m Germany the employers only pay part of
the cost, the rest bemg borne almost entirely by employees,
while m Great Britain— as far as the old age pensions go—
the government pays all, and is likely to pay a considerable
part, perhaps a third, in the other insurance schemes. But
the plan by which the government pays ell may prove even
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less costly to the employmg class, since landlords and inactive
capitalists on the one hand and the working people on the
other, pay the larger part of the taxes— so that state insur-
ance in this thoroughgoing form is perhaps destined to be
even more popular than the German kind.

The most radical provision of the new bill is that which
deals with unemplo}rment. Though applying only to the
engineering and building trades, it reaches 2,^0,000 people.

It proposes to give a weekly allowance to every insured person
who loses employment through no fault of his own, though
nothing is given in strikes and lockouts. And it is intended
to extend this measure to other employments. This is only
the first installment.

It is probable that Mr. Churchill's project that the State
should undertake to abolish unemployment altogether is the
most radical of all the proposed policies, excepting only that
to gradually expropriate all the future unearned increment
of land.

"An industrial disturbance in the manufacturing districts and the
great cities of this country," says Mr. Churchill, "presents itself

to the ordinary artisan in exactly the same way as the failure of
crops in a large province in India presents itself to the Hindoo culti-

vator. The means by which he lives are suddenly removed, and
ruin in a form more or less swift and terrible stares him instantly in
the face. That is a contingency which seems to fall within the most
primary and fundamental obligations of any organization of govern-
ment. I do not know whether in all countries or in all ages that
responsibility could be maintained, but I do say that here and now,
in this wealthy country and in this scientific age, it does in my
opinion exist, is not discharged, and will have to be discharged." (18)

Mr. Churchill proposes not only to guard against periods
of unemployment which extend to all industries in the case
of industrial crises, but also to provide more steady employ-
ment for those who are unoccupied during the slack seasons
of the year or while pa.ssing from one employer to another.
Above all he plans that the youth of the nation shall not waste
their strength entirely in unremunerative employment or in
idleness, but that every boy or girl under eighteen years of
age should be learning a trade as well as making a living.
Few w " deny that the prosram of Mr. Churchill and his asso-
ciates in this direction marks a great step towards that "more
complete or elaborate social organization " which he advocates.
One of the most significant of all the measures by which
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Mr. Churchill plans to lend the aid of the State to the raising
of the level of the working classes id his "Development"
Act. The object of this bill, in the language of Mr. Churchill,
is "to provide a fund for the economic development of our
country, for the encouragement, of agriculture, for affores-
tation, for the colonization of England (the settlement of
agricultural land), and for the making of roads, harbors,
and other public works." Stated in these terms, the Devel-
opment Act is a measure of "State Socialism" for the gen-
eral industrial advance of the country, but the main argument
in its behalf lies in that clause of the bill which provides, to
quote from Mr. Churchill again: "that the prosecution of
these works shall be regulated, as far as possible, by the
conditions of the labor market, so that in a verj' bad year of
unemployment they can be expanded, so as to mcrease the
demand for labor at times of exceptional slackness, and thus
correct and counterbalance the cruel fluctuations of the labor
market." (19)
We have seen that Mr. Churchill has justified these meas-

uresT^ t aa kiortmaiua-tfae relative share of the working
cl^^^iifM adrfing-ttrthe total product. They are to Add
tSTKe mdnstriaJ efficiency of the naFion as a whole, and so
incidentally to bring a greater income to all,— but in much
the same proportions as wealth now distributes itself.

^^
In this country Mr. Roosevelt has advocated a typical

"State Socialist" program of labor reforms including:—
"A workday of not more than eight hours."
"The abolition of the sweat-shop system."
"?^^'^ i°^P^tion of factory, workshop, mine, and home."

^^
Liabihty of employers for injury to body and loss of life" and

an automatically fixed compensation."

,
."7^„P^s»g<^ and enforcement of rigid anti-child-labor laws

which will cover every portion of this country."
"Laws limiting woman's labor."

All these measures except the first were adopted long ago,m considerable part at least, by the reactionary government
of Prussia and are being introduced generally in monarchical
and aristocratic Europe, .and I have shown that the eight-

Tu
"'" \V *^" in. tituted for miners in Great Britain and

that Mr. Winston Churchill proposed to extend it. Mr.
Roosevelt himself concedes that "we are far behind the older
and poorer countries" in such matters. But an examination
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of the action of State legislatures during the year just past
wUl show that we are making rapid progress in the same
direction.

"Social" or "industrial" efficiency, promoted by the govern-
ment, IS already the central idea in American labor reform
Government insurance agamst old age, accident, sickness!
and unemployment is regarded, not as the "workingmen's
compensation" for injuries done them by society, L at as an
automatic means of forcing backward employers to economize
the commumty's limited supply of labor power— not to
wear it out too soon, not to overstrain it, not to damage it
irreparably or lay it up unnecessarily for repairs, and not to
leave it idle. Mr. Louis Brandeis points out that mutual
fare insurance has appealed to certain manufacturers becausem twenty years it has resulted in measures that have pre-
vented more than two thirds of the expected losses by fire,
bimilarly, he says, "if society and mdustry and the individual
were made to pay from day to day the actual cost of sickness,
accident, mvahdity, premature death, or premature old age
consequent upon excessive hours of labor, of unhygienic
conditions of work, of unnecessary risk, and of irregularitym employment, those evils would be rapidly reduced." (20)

This, as Mr. Brandeis says, is undoubtedly on the "road to
social efficiency" and its practical application wiU convince
employers better than "mere statements of cost, however
clear and forceful." It will remove a vast sea of human
nusery, and the process will immensely enrich society. But
like the other State Capitalist reforms (until they are supple-
mented by some more radical policy) it will at the same time
automatically bring about an increase of existing inequalities
of income and an intensification of social mjustice.
Mr. William Hard in a study of workingmen's compensa-

tion for Everybody's Magazine has reached a similar conclu-
sion to that jf Mr. Brandeis: "Far from attacking the
present relationship between employer and employee, auto-
matic compensation specifically recognizes it. The backbone
of the present so-called 'capitalism'; namely, the hiring of
the unpropertied class by the propertied class to do work for
wages, 13 not caused by automatic compensation to lose a
Single vertebra, and automatic compensation has nothing
whatever to do with Socialism except that it is accomplished
under the supervision of the State." If compulsory insurance
against accidents "has nothing whatever to do with Social-

'V

1
1*
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• i*®!*!
*' ^*^® compulsory insurance against sickneas.

against old age against certain phases of unemployment.
Ihe social reformers propose a labor policy that is for the

people whether they Uke it or not ; the only "rights" it givesthem are "the right to Uve"and "the right to work." Itetot object IS to produce more efficient and profitable labor-
ers. Its second to have the government take control of orean-
ized chanty, to which aspect I must now turn. Most of the

It xT^!-
"?^' ^nacted to secure for the laborer "what for

the Nations sake even the poorest of its subjects should

-^7' i**^?
^^^ H^^ ™°'"® strongly by philanthropists

and political economists than by representatives of the work-
^^\}^ America "the minimum wage," for example, is beingworked up by a special committee consisting almost exclu-
sively of this class, while workmen's compensation has been

£!;^T I J^^
most varied political and social elements,

from the chief organ of American philanthropists, and Theo^
ao^^Roosevelt, to the Hearst newspapers.

K n -^'u^®
national efficiency" in view, Mr. Webb asks

^L^ "^^^''rr^''^
t« take up the policy of a "nationalmmimum," mcluding not only a minimum below which

l^T.^^
not to fall, but also a similar mmimum of leisure,

or/hp ffi-^^
education. (21) Mr. Edward Devine, edito^of the leading philanthropic and reform journal in America,

Mr te'rf^r^ t^.*''^ P°''^5^
^d ^^^ insists likeMr. Webb that the Socialist can lay no exclusive claim to it.

"TTie social economist [i.e. uformer]," writes Mr Devino "Usometimes confused with the Utopian t.e. Socialist] Sy'are
ofIS' ^"^.^^''^f

*-^P^'"f ^^^?™«^- Th« Utopian dreS
Thtfc^U^ 3^1'°"*' ^''."""'n'st seeks to establish the normal^Ihe social worker is primarily concerned, not with the liftine ofhumanity to a higher level, but with er^cating the mS^ust-ments and abnormalities, the needless inequalitSf wWch nreSour realizing our own reasonable standard"

^

Speaking in the name of American reformers in eeneral

sTand^Jds"' o?"iff^^' 'S^t^'
'"^^^

^r^'^' °^ society 'normaistandards of hfe, which are equivalent to Mr. Webb's

of "?h. o.?'^™T' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^"'^= the .ppiicability

t
,the question-begging epithet of Socialism which is hurledat an the reformers engaged in such work."
Whether it belongs to the Socialist program," Mr Devine

objects, "is a question so far as we c£i £ of in^re^ oSy
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to the Socialists. Our advocacy of such laws as we enumer-
ate has no Socialist origin." He clainos that the "expendi-
tures legitimately directed towards the removal of adverse
social conditions, are not uneconomic and unproductive,"
aiid that 'they do not represent a mere indulgence of altruis-
tic sentiment," but are "investments"; of which prison
reforms and th expenditures for the prevention of tuber-
culosis are examples. (22)

Another phrase for the prr>posed saving of the national
labor resources and the introduction of minimum standards
in its philanthropic aspect is "the abolition of poverty.'
When he speaks of this as a definite and by no means a dis-
tant reform, the reformer refers to that extreme form of pov-
erty, so widely prevalent to-day, which results in the physical
deterioration and the industrial inefficiency of a Iprge part
of the population.

This sort of poverty is a burden on industry and the capital-
iste, and Mr. Lloyd George was widely applauded when he
said that it can and must be done away with. He has ca'-
culated, too, that this abolition can be accomplished at half
the cost of the anntud increase in armaments.

" This is a War Budget," said Mr. Lloyd George in presenting the
reform program of 1910. " It ia for waging implacable war against
poverty and squalidnesa. I cannot help hoping and believing that
before this generation has pas 3d away we shJl have advanced a
great step toward the time when poverty, and the wretchedness
and the human degradation which always follows in its camp, will
be as remote from the people of this country as the wolves which
once infested its forests."

Mr. H. G. Wells, v/ho has been a leading figure in the
British reform world and in the Fabian Society for many
years, speaks on this reform movement not merely as a keen
outside observer. As an advocate of more radical measures,
he argues that there is nothing Socialistic about "the national
minimum." This "philanthropic administrative Social-
ism," as Mr. Wells calls it, is very remote, he says, from the
spirit of his own. (23) Yet, critical as Mr.Wells is, he also
advocates a policy that could be summed up in the single
phrase, "industrial efficiency." "The advent of a .strongly
Socialistic government would mean no immediate revolu-
ti iuary changes at all," he says. "There would be no doubt
an educational movement to increase the economic value
and productivity of the average citizen of the next generation,
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and legislation upon the lines laid down by the principle of
the 'mimmum wage' to check the waste of our national
rrao^ces by destructive employment. Also a shifting of
the burden of taxation of enterprise to rent would begin."
(My italics.) The Liberals who are already setting these
reforms on foot disclaim any connection whatever with
Socialism, but Mr. Wells argues that they do not realize the
real nature of their policy.
The establishment of t! .s puijmal "State Socialism,"

whether based on a phi' ) ii.'n-.pic "r '-"fil minimum" or
a scientific policy of "i.du
"Socialists" besides tho.-.'

the chief task of Socirili; .• i.

the latter was the !iu > W-
Socialist party in ihii.

who, in his posthuMinus •,

ism," has summed v,x) his

1 1,

\v '!;

many other
I'm consider to be

''n.i-ition. Among
, d ii mber of the
tinr- of his death,

' rl Century Social-

xL X. r, .- ,- • ^'' *' '" much the same
way as the anti-Socisli.-c --t i

• iMghi nave done He
says that three of the four chiei ohn^cx^ of Socialism are
the organization of society i.r t '

l>- nrpv.-nt that overwork
and unemployment which le.^ . druakenness, pauperism,
Hiostitution, and crime"

; second, "to preserve the resources
of the country

; and third, "to produce with the greatest
economy, with the greatest efficiency." (24) Yet Mr
Carnegie and Mr. Rockefeller, as well as Mr. Rooseveltj
agree to all three of these policies. They are preciselv what
the leading Socialists have called "State Socialism."

'

A pnrt of the working people, also, are disposed to subordi-
nate their own conceptions of what is just, in spite of their
o\v-n better judgment, to an exclua.ve longing for an immediate
trial of this kind of Stat 3 benevolence. This is expressed in
the widely used phrase, "every man to have the right to
work and live,"— employed editorially, for exam; le, by Mr
Berger, now Soci.-^Jist Congressman. What is deninded by
this principle is rwta^reakr proportion of the naii Un£ime
or an increasing shai^f tfu, wiU)vl wffr ihe nrWonal gnvem.-

,
l̂ tne "hate Soaaksf 7ernedies,-employment. and tfie

V^hnmumyt. In Ry ui'lKiu llil^ is the begging on the part
OTTEe economically lowest element, a class which Henry
George well remarks has been degraded by poverty until it
considers that "the chance to labor is a boon."
So ne years ago the municipal platform of 'he Milwaukee

Socialists said that it must be borne in mind "that the
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famine-6tricken is better served with a piece of bread than
with the most brilliant program of the future" and that "in
view of the hopelessness of an immediate radical better-

ment in the position of the working class" it is necessary
to emphasize the importance of attaining " the next best." (25)

Here again was admitted complete dependence on those who
own the bread and have the disposition of "the next best"
in political reforms. When capitalism is a little better

organized, the working people will be guaranteed "the next
best": steady work and the food, conditions, and training

necessaiy to make that work eflBcient— just as surely as

valuable slaves were given these rights by intelligent masters
or as valuable horses even are given care and kindly treat-

ment to-day.

"A Socialist Social Worker" has published anonymously
in the Survey a letter which presents in a few words the whole
Socialist position as to this type of reform. The writer

claims that the very fact that he is a social worker shows that
even as a Socialist he welcomes "every addition to the stand-
ard of living that may be wrested or argued from the Capital-
ist class," since all Socialists recognize that "no undernour-
ished class ever won a fight against economic exploitation,

but that the more is given the more will be demanded and
secured." But he does not feel that the material better-

ments have any closer relation to Socialism.

"The new feudalism," he sayp, "will ?are for and conserve
the powers of the human industrial tool as the lord of the
manor looked after the human agricultural implement. . .

."

Here is the essential point: the efficiency of the human in-

dustrial tool is to be improved with or without his consent.

"Unrestrained Capitalism," says the same writer in explanation
of his prediction, "has hitherto invariably meant the physical de-
terioration of the working class and the marginal disintegration of
society— the loosening of social ties and the pushing of marginal
members of society over the brink into poverty, pauperism, va-
grancy, drunkenness, prostitution, wife cksertion and crime, but
this deterioration is not the main indictment against capitalism, and
will be remedied by the wiser capitalists themselves. The main
indictment of capitalism is that it selfishly and stupidly blocks the
road of orderly and continuous progress for the race."

The proposal of the social reformers, as far as the workers
are concerned aims to put an end to this deterioration, to
standardize industry or to establish a minimum of wages,

Ifft
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leisure, health, and industrial efficiency. The writer sajrs
that the Socialists aim at something more than this.

"The criterion of social justice in every civilized community,
he writes, "is, and always has been, not how large or how intense ia
the misery of the social debtor class, but what is done with the social
surplus of industry ? It was formerly used to build pyramids, to
create a landed or ecclesia-stical or literary aristocracy, to conduct
wars, or to provide the means of a sensuous life for the majority
of a privileged class, and the means of dilettantism for the minority
of It. The difference between the near Socialist and the true Socialistu principally that the main attention of theformer is given to the negative
side of the social problem— the condition of the submerged classes,
while that of the latter is given to the positive side of the problem — the
wonderful development, power, and life that woidd come to that race and
the individual if a wise and social use were to be made of the surplus of
industry."



CHAPTER V

COMPULSORY ARBITRATION

it

So far I have spoken only of the constructive side of the
new capitalism's labor pro-am, its purpose to produce
healthy and industrially efficient laborers so as to increase
profits. "State Socialism" gives the workingman as a
citizen certain carefully measured political rights, and legis-

lates actively in his behalf as a profit-producing employee at
work, but its policy is reversed the moment it deals with
him and his organizations as owners and sellers of labor.

Towards the individual workers, who are completely
powerless either politically or economicayy until they are
organized, the new capitalism is, on the whole, both be-
nevolent and actually beneficent. But it does not propose
that organized labor shall obtain a power either in industry
or in governnr^int in any way comparable to that of or-
ganized capita..

"Successful State Socialism," as Victor S. Clark says in
writing of the Australian experiments, "depends largely
upon perfecting public control over the individual." (1)
But compulsory arbitration of labor disputes which reaches
the wage earners' organizations, is far more important to
"State Socialism " than any other form of control over in-

dividual. A considerable measure of individual liberty may
be allowed without endangering this new social polity, and it

is even intended systematically to encourage the more able
among the workers by some form of individual or piece
wages — or at least a high degree of classifiralion of the
workers— and by a scheme of promotion thut will utilize

the most able in superior positions, and incidentally remove
them out of the way as possible leaders of clisoc.ntent.

Nor is it intended to use any compulsion on labor organiza-
tions beyond that which is essential to prevent them from
securing a power in society in any way comparable to that
of property and capital. For this purpose compulsory
arbitration is the direct and perfect tool. It can be limited

66
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m Its application to those industries where the unions really
occupy a position of strategic importance like raUroads and
roal mines, and it can be used to attach to the government
those oraployses that are unable to help themselves. I have
mentioned those weaker groups of employees who would be
unable to improve their condition very materially except
by government aid, and, even when so raised to a some-
what higher level, have no power to harm capitalism. Com-
pulsory arbitration or some similar device must therefore
replace such crudely restrictive and oppressive measures as
have hithei-to been applied to the unions.

*u^°.x*.^j
^^^^ States all "dangerous" strikes are at present

throttled by court injunctions forbidding the strikers to takeany effective action, and boycotts are held to be forbidden
by the bherraan law originally directed against the "trusts."
Kecently the Supreme Court decided that the officers of the
American Federation of Labor were not to be imprisoned for
violation of the latter statute. But the decision was purely
on technical grounds,, and the court upheld unanimously the
application of the law to the unions. There is little question
that the attorney for the manufacturers, Daniel Davenport,
was right when he thus summed up the court's opinion:—
„J* ? '^fP

thi^t the boycott is illegal; that the victun of the boy-

f,??.iif ^^V'5^* *u
^° '"*? ^'""'^ °^ «l"»ty for protection by in-

junction; that auch court has the right to enjoin any and evervact done in enforcing the boycott, including the sending out ofboycott notices, circulars, etc, that the alleged constitutional right

?i .
ifP'^^r*".^

free press affords the boycotter no immunity

na^vv- i^'l-'''''
•.*'•" ;l^**

for a violation of the injunction the

KSuy" ^ ^^ '^
''*^'® *"* ^ punished both civiUy and crim-

Against this law and the use of injunctions in labor dis-
putes the Federation of Labor has introduced a bill through
Congressman W. B. Wilson which aims to free the unioLfrom these legal obstacles by enacting that no right to con-
tinue the reation of employer to employee or to carry on
business shall be construed as property or a property right:and that no agreement between two or more persons concem-mg conditions of employment or its termination shall con-
stitute a conspiracy or an offense against the law unless itwould be unlawful if done by a single individual, and that,
therefore, such an act is not subject to injunctions. While
neither of the great parties has definitely promised to sup-
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port this particular measure, one party has made a vague
promise to restrict injunctions, and the leaders of the progres-
sive wings of both are quite definite about it. Nearly half
of the House of Representatives voted for the repeal of the
Sherman law as applied against union boycotts. Senator
La Follette has demanded the abolition of this species of
injunction, and Governor Woodrow Wilson has accused our
federal courts of "elaborating a theory of conspiracy destined
to bring 'the sympathetic strike' and what is termed 'the
secondary boycott' under legal condemnation."
Such reforms are not as radical as might appear to Ameri-

cans, for the boycott is legal in Germany, while the crime of
"conspiracy" was repealed in Great Britain in 1875, and the
rights of strikers were further protected in that country by
the repeal of the Taff Vale decision against picketing a few
years ago, and yet unions are in no very strong position there.
And weak as they are, the talk of compulsory arbitration
is growing, and it seems only question of time until some modi-
fication of it is adopted. And, though the abuse of injunc-
tions and the other forms of anti-union laws and decisions
now prevailing \vill probably be done away with in this coun-
try, there is little doubt that here also employers will use
some great coal or railroad strike as a pretext for enacting
a compulsory arbitration law. (a)

Similarly, as governments continue to take on new indus-
trial functions, great importance is attached to the right of
government employees, now denied, to organize and to join
unions. Senator La Follette and other progressives also
champion this right against President Taft, and will doubtless
win their fight, but, as I shall show later a right to organize
does not mean a right to strike— and there seems no prob-
ability that any government will fail to answer the effort

(a) In her "American Socialism of the Present Day" (p. 185), Miss
Hughan has quoted me (see the New York Call of December 12, 1909),
as claaang the abolition of the injunction as one of tho revolutionary demands
never to be satisfied until the triumph of Socialism. As a monns to chock
the growth of the power of the unions, this method of arbitrary Kovernment
by judges has never been resorted to except in the United States. It is
evident, then, that this statement was only meant for Aniorica. It should
also have been qualified so as to apply solelv to the .Vmorica of to-day. For
aa other methods of checking the unions exist in other countries, it is obvious
that they could be substituted in this countr\- for the injunction, a proposi-
tion in entire accord with all I have written on tho subject — though unfor-
tunately not stated in this brief journ;distic expression. I have now conio
to the belief, on tho grounds given in tho text, not only that a new method
of fiKhting the unions (namely, compulsory arbitration) can bo aubetituted
for the injunction, but that this will be done within a very few years.

-I

i
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to strike on any very large scale either by punishment forconspiracy against the State or by exciudiL the strikedpermanently from govermnent employmenT They wSdoubtle^ be offered, as in France, insteii of the right to .trSthe right to submit their grievances as a body, if they wSi'
It, to some government board (see Part III, Chapter VI)

,Jlf7^^'^'' '^^,°^ '«^^ers were the first and are stillthe chief advocates of compulsory arbitration among th^unionists and if they find it used against them they hav^

ooiS in"'th^"^'1r?
t« l^l-^e That Labor rdfsa^pointed m the result in those countries is shown bv thefact that of late years, both in Australia and New ZeaUdthe most important strikes have been settled outSde ofthecompulsory arbitration acts, and Mr. Clark states that heIS unaware of any important exception.

But that the \vorkers in Australia still hope to use this

loTl bvUr^h^^f P^nTJ^ ^^^"^ ^^ theKendum* o
1 Jll, by which they sought to nationalize the State laws on

AustSt 4'. *'? *™^ '' the railroad strike in vSorSL!Australia, in 1903, a aw was passed which imposed a penalty

^„nH,' 7 "°''*^' imprisomnent or a fine of one hundredpounds for engaging in a strike on government railwavsand made a man liable to arrest without warrant orTaifor advising a stnke orally or by publication, or for attend-ing any meetings of more than six persons fir the purpose

rJ^T^f''^'^^^'^'' E^^^ *t^^ the limit had no?K
Z^Ji^-

^"^ }^ *^"„ P^'-^^'n^nt of New South Walesp^ed an act especially directed against strikes in any

rfeTth7«/h
•'*'

r«^"?.^^
"*^^. ""'''^'^y commodiries J'f

n iviften f ^'H^ u''^''^^ ^'^ '°^'' K^'^' ^'^t"' and food] theprivation of which may tend to endanger human life or causeserious bodily injury," and the penalty of twelve months^imprisonment of the Victorian lai/was extendi L^HthLva^t group of industries also. The law of New Sou?h wlleswa^ most stringent, providing that any one taking part ina strike meeting under these circumstances is aL liableto twelve months' imprisonment, and that the police maybreak into the headquarters of any union and seize anvdocuments ''which they reasonablj- suspect to Xe toany walk-out or strike." Under this law the well-known

SrisS^^^^^^
««^-'^"«' -« -^--^ to o.f^:'ars

The unions violently denounced this enactment, but chiefly
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as theyhad denounced previous legislation, on the groimd that
it permitted unorganized workmen to apply for relief under
the law. That is to say, while the employers were using the
law to make striking a crime, they were extending such bene-
fits as it produced to the nonunion workers who can often
be used as tools for their purposes. But the astounding
hold that "State Socialism'" has on the Australian masses,
especially on the working people, is shown by the steadfast
belief that this measure can be amended so as to operate
to their interest. Bowling and his unions made a serious
agitation for the general strike against the coercive measure
just mentioned, but it was only by a tie vote that the New
South Wales Labour Congress even favored protest in the
form of cancelling the agreement which the unions had made
under the Industrial Disputes Acts, while in the next elec-
tions New South Wales returned a majority of labor repre-
sentatives opposing Bowling's policy of radical protest.
That is, the majority of the working people still express
confidence in the possibilities of compulsory arbitration,
and even want to extend it.

Professor Le Rossignol of the United States and Mr.
William D. Stewart of New Zealand have undertaken a care-
ful and elaborate investigation of compulsory arbitration
in New Zealand. (2) A reference to a few of their quota-
tions from original documents will show the nature and
possibilities of this coercive measure as it has developed in
the country of its origin. The original law in New Zealand
was introduced by the Honorable William Pember Reeves,
the Minister of Labor, in 1894, and was supported by the
labor leaders. Mr. Reeves says : "What the act was pri-
marily passed to do was to put an end to the larger and
more dangerous class of strikes and lockouts. The second
object of the act's framer was to set up tribunals to regulate
the conditions of labor.

"

"Mr. Reeves' chief idea," say our authors, "was to pre-
vent strikes, and a great deal more was said in Parliament
about industrial peace than about the improvemont in the
conditions of labor which the act was to bring about. But
there can be little doubt that the unionists, without whose
help the act could not have been passed, thought more of
the latter than of the former result, and looked upon the
act as an important part of the new legislation for the benefit
of the working class." Here is the contrast that wc must
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always keep in mind. The— purpose of the unionists is to see
»/ tney cannot obtain improvements in their conditions; the
purpose of the employers and also of "the public" is to prevent
«6tAc«. One of the most able students of the situation, Mr.
MacGregor, has shown that since the passing of the law the
latter purpose has been thoroughly accomplished, since it
has been used not only as was originally intended, to settle
labor disputes which become so serious as to threaten to
axrest the processes of industry," but that it has practically

built up a "system of governmental regulation of wages and
conditions of labor in general." That is to say, the law has
accomplished rather the purposes of the employers than those
of the employees.

In another point of the most fundamental importance the
aw has become something radically different from what the
labor leaders who first favored it hoped it would be. The
act of 1894 was entitled: "An act to encourage the forma-
tion of industrial unions and associations and to facilitate
the settlement of industrial disputes by conciliation and
arbitration." By the amendment of 1898 the words, " to en-
courage the formation of industrial unions and associations,"
were left out. Thus the law ceased to be directly helpful to
the very unions which had done so much to bring it about and
are the only means employees possess to make the law serve
them instead of becoming a new weapon for employers.
An early decision of the Arbitration Court in 1896 had

declared that preference should be given to the unionists.
Since the employer was the judge of the qualifications of

his employees, the unionists did not gain much by this deci-
sion, say Le Rossignol and Stewart. "In later awards it
was usually specified that preference was granted only when
the union was not a closed guild, but practically open to every
person of good character who desired to join." These later
decisions brought it about that the so-called preference of
unionists became no preference at all. "The Arbitration
Court, oxcept in a few minor oases, has refused to grant
unconditionul preference and the unionists, realizing that
preferencp to an open union is no preference at all, now look
to Parliament for redress and demand statutory uncondi-
tional preference to unionists."

In 1905 strikes and lockouts were made statutory offenses,
and a single judge was given the power practically to force
the individual worker to labor. After ten years of trial the

HP mmm wmrmmm
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law had become almost umwogniaable from the working-man sstandpomt, and from this moment on the resistance

!? r^u^t f°^" steadily. In a decision rendered in 1906,
the Chief Justice said : "The right of a workman to make a
contract is exceedingly limited. The right of free contract
18 taken away from the worker, and he has been placed in a
condition of servitude or status, and the employee must
conform to that condition." Not only do judges have this
power but they have the option of applying or not applying
It as they see fit, for the amendment of 1908 "expr^sly
permits the court to refuse to make an award if for any reason
It considers it desirable to do so." With a law, then, that
in no way aids the unions, as such— however beneficial
It may be at times to the individual workingman— and
which leaves an arbitrary power in the hands of the judge
elected by an agricultural majority, what has been the cm-
arete result? Especially, what principles have been applied
by the judges ?

*^*^

Of course the first principle has been that all the
working peope should get what is called a "minimum"
or a living wage, but our authors show that merely
to keep their heads above the sea of pauperism was not
at all the goal of the workers of New Zealand. No doubt
they were already getting such a wage in that relatively
new and prosperous country, yet this was all the new law
did or could offer, besides keeping existing wage scales up to
the rising cost of living. Anything more would have required,
not compulsory arbitration, but a series of revolutionary
changes in the whole economic and political structure.
Another stumbling block in the way of advance in wages

IS the ineacient or marginal or no-profit employer, who,
hanging on the ragged edge of ruin, opposes the raising of
wages on the ground that the slightest concession would
plunge him into bankruptcy. His protests have their effect
on the Arbitration Court, which tries to do justice to all the
parties and fears to make any change for fear of hurting
somebody. But the organized workers, caring nothing for
the interests of any particular employer, demand improved
conditions of labor, though the inefficient employer be elimi-
nated and all production be carried on by a 'few capable
employers doing business on a large scale and able to pay the
highest wages."
Here is the isential flaw in compulsory arbitration in
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competitive industries (its limitations under monopolies
will be mentioned later). The courts cannot apply a differ-
ent standard to different employers. On the other hand, they
cannot fix a wage which any employer cannot afford to pay
or which will drive him out, of bui^iness. That is to say, the
standard tends to be fixed by what the poorest employer
can pay, the employer who, from the standpoint either of
capital or of labor or of efficient inrlustry, really deserves
to he driven from business. An exception is made only
against such employers as cannot even afford to pay a limng
wage— these alone are eliminated.
Le Rossignol and Stewart show that in view of these con-

siderations the court has repeatedly stated that "profit
sharing could not be taken as a basis of awards, on the
p-ound that it would involve the necessity of fixing differen-
tial rates of wages, which would lead to confusion, would be
unfair to many employers, and unsatisfactory to the workers
themselves."
With such a principle guiding the court, and it is probably

a necessity under commercial competition, it is no wonder
that some of the representatives of the unions have claimed
that annual real wages have actually fallen. " It is not easy,"
say our authors, "to show that compulsory arbitration has
greatly benefited the workers of the Colony. Sweating has
been abolished, but it is a question whether it would not have
disappeared in the years of prosperity without the help of
the Arbitration Court. Strikes have been largely prevented,
but it is possible that the workers might have gained as much
or more by dealing directly with their employers than by the
mediation of the court. As to wages, it is generallv admitted
that they have not increased more than the cost of living.
A careful investigation by Mr. von Dalezman, the Registrar-
(jcneral, shows that, while the average wages increased from
1895 to 1907 in the ratio of 84.8 to 104.9, the cost of food
increased in the ratio of 84.3 to 103.3. No calculation was
attempted for clothing or rent." If we take it into account
that rentes have risen very rapidly and are especially com-
plained of by the working people, we can see that real wages,
measured by their purchasing power, probably fell in the first
twelve years of compulsory arbitration, notwithstanding
that it was on the whole a period of prosperity in the Colony.
For ten years, as a consequence, the complaints of the workers
against the decisions have been growing, "not because the
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wag^ were reduced, but because they were not increased,
and because other demands were not granted."
vWhen the unions perceived that the principles for which

they have been contending were not granted, and that their
material conditions were not being improved, it was suggested
that the judge of the Arbitration Court should be elected
by the people, in the hope that the unions might control the
election, "but this would be at variance with all British
traditions and could not be brought about," say our authors.
No doubt British tradition has had something to do with
the matter, but the impracticability of this remedy is much
more due to the fact that the employees confront an agri-
cultural and middle class majority.
At first it was the employers who were displeased, but now

they are becoming converted. The employers, say Le
Rossignol and Stewart, "have come to realize that they
might have lost more by strikes than they have ever lost by
arbitration

; and, since the workers have been dissatisfied,
the employers are more disposed to stand by the act, or to
maintain a neutral attitude, waiting to see what the working-
men will do."

It would seem, then, that the real gain from the law has
been through the abolition of strike losses, and since these
had previously been borne by employers and employees alike,
this saving has been pretty equally divided between the two
classes, neither making any relative gain over the other. But
at the bottom this is a blow to the unions, for the purpose of
every union policy is not merely to leave things where they
were before, but to increase the workers' relative share. Any
policy that brings mutual gain requires no organized struggle
of any kind. It is the workers who are the plaintiffs, and the
employers the defendants. When things are left in statu quo
it is a moral and actual defeat for the employees.

This is why, in the last two or three years, the whole labor
movement in New Zealand has arisen against the law. In
1908 the coal miners' union refused to pay a fine levied
against it, alleging that it had no funds. "In this position
the union was generally condemned by public opinion, but
supported by a number of unions by resolutions of sympathy
and gifts of money. Finally, the Arbitration Court decided
to proceed against the mon individual! \- for their share of the
fine. Tiie whole of the tine, together' with the costs of col-
lection, amounting to over 147 pounds, was recovered by
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?S^f
of attachment orders under the Wages Attachment

Act of 1895. Accordmg to a recent decision of the Court
of Appeals, the men could have been imprisoned, if theyHad refused to pay, for a maximum term of one year, but itwas not necessary to do this, and public opinion was not in
favor of imprisonment for the offense."

This and other strikes in 1907 and 1908 "caused a wide-
spread opmion among employers and the general public that
the act should be amended chiefly for the sake of preventing

?K f\u ^*^®,ia^rera, as a class, were not enthusiastic
about the matter, smce the proposed amendments weredMigned to compel them to obey the law rather than to
bring them any additional benefit." After having been

T«nS^ ?' M^^' VT" '^"^ T^ P^'^'"'^^' a"'* ^'e°t into effect

t^S7 ' T.l P'"
new law, though still compulsory,

repeals some of the features of the previous legislation which
were most obnoxious to the unions. Even this act, however,
they found entirely unsatisfactory, and "during the yea^
ending March 31, 1909, sixteen workers' unions, and a likenumber of employers' unions, had their registration cancelled
for neglect, while two other unions formally cancelled their
repstration This meant practically that these unions have
withdrawn from the field of the act and expressed their dis-

ST^*° compulsory arbitration, even in its recently
modified form. Not only have the unions been withdrawing,
but, freed from its bondage, they began at once to win theirmost important strikes, indicating what its effect had been.

Sessf 11

®™P °^®®^ °^ ^^® ^t^t® ^ave been striking, and

"The workers' position is embarrassing. The original
act was passed for their benefit as well as to prevent strikes,
but when it could no longer be used as a machine for raising
wages, they were the first to rebel against it." There can beno doubt that our authors are correct, and that the working
people are beginning to feel they have been trapped. In bothNew Zealand and Australia they have given their approval
to an act which in actual practice may become more danger-
ous than any weapon that has ever been forged against them,

ii « °?y kP^'v i'''
""'^y ^^^^ ™"'<^ S'^i" a"y advantage from

iroT- n ^ '{ ^^u^
"^'^""^ '^^^'^ t° *^'«^t the judge of the Arbi-

^^r^ ?u^' ^"*'..**? ""^'"'^ ^ political majority for this
purpose, they would have to develop a broad social pro-gram which would appeal to at least a part of the agricul-
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turists as well as to the working people, but here we turn to
the considerations to be brought out in the next chapter.
Mr. Charles Edward Russell, as the result of two visits

to Australasia, has very ably summed up the Socialist view
of compulsory arbitration in The Coming NcUion, of which
he is joint editor. Mr. Russell says :

—
"The thing is a failure, greatly to the surprise of many capable

observers, and yet just such a result might have been expected from
the beginning, and for two perfectly obvious reasons, both of which,
strange to say, were universally overlooked.

"In the first place, the court was nominally composed of three
persons, and really of one. That one was the judge appointed by
the government.

"The representative of the employers voted every time for the
employers; the representative of the unions voted every time for

the unions ; the judge alone decided, and might as well have con-
stituted the whole court.

"At first the judge decided most of the cases in favor of the
policy of increasing wages. Fine, again. Many wage scales

ascended.

"But the judge, as a rule, did not like his job. He desired to
get to the Supreme Court as rapidly as possible ; to the Supreme
Court where the honors were. A succession of judges went by. At
last came one that agreed with the employers that wages were too
high for the welfare of the country. This had long been a com-
plaint of the manufacturers in particular, who were fond of pointing
out how high wages discouraged the opening of new factories, and
consequently the development of the country. This judge, being
of the same opinion, apparently, began to decide the cases the other
way.

"Then, of a sudden the second fatal defect in the system opened
up.

"The men grew restless under the adverse decisions of the court.
That raised a new question.

"How are you going to compel men to work when they do noi
wish to work under the conditions you provide ?

" Nobody had thought of that."

Referring, then, to the failure to prevent the strike

of the slaughterers against the law in 1907, or to pun-
ish them after they had forced their employers to terms,
Mr. Russell gives the Socialist opinion of the legislation of

1908, pas-sed to remedy this situation :
—

"At the next session of Parliament it amended the law to meet
these unexpected emergencies and find a way to compel men to work.
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"To strike after a case had been referred to the court was now
made a crime, punishable by a fine, and if the fine were not paid,
the strikers' goods could be distrained and he could be imprisoned.
Any labor union that orderod a strike or allowed its members to
strike was made subject to a fine of $500. Outside persons or or-
ganizations that aided or abetted a strike were made subject to
severe penalties.

Fine, again. But suppose the labor unions should try to evade
the law by withdrawing from registry under the act? Government
thought once more, and produced another amendment by which the
penalties for striking were extended to all trades engaged in supplying
a utility or a necessity, whether such trades were organized or not.

"You could hardly surpass this for ingenuity. 'Supplying a
necessity' would seem to cover about everything under the sun and
to make striking unpossible. There must be no more strikes.

"Sounds like home, doesn't it ? To do away with strikes. You
see the employing class, which all around the world gets what it
wants a,nd controls every government, had put itself back of the
arbitration law. It had discovered that the law could be made to
be a good thing, so it was at the dictation of this class that the
amendments were passed. What the injunction judges do in
America, or try to do, the law was to do in New Zealand.

"Except that not Judge Goff nor Judge Guy, nor any other in-
junction judge of our own happy clime, has dared to go quite so far
as to declare that all striking everywhere is a crime to be punished
with imprisonment.
"How are you going to compel men to work? Why, thus, said

the government of New Zealand. Put them in jail if they do not
like the terms of their employment."

Mr. Russell then gives an account of the miners' strike,
above referred to, which, he points out was ended by the
labor department paying the miners' fines. He concludes : —

"Mr. Edward Tregear, a scholar and thinker, had filled for many
years the place of chief secretary for labor. It is not a cabinet office,
but comes next thereto. He is a wise person and a sincere friend of
the worker, as he has shown on many occasions. As soon as he
heard that the ministry actually purposed to imprison the miners
because they did not like the terms of their employment, he went
to the minister of labor and earnestly protested, protested with tearsm his eyes, as the minister himself subsequently testified, begged,
argued, and pleaded. No possible good could come from such rigor,
and almost certainly it would precipitate grave disaster.

"To all this the minister was obdurate. Then Mr. Tregear
swd that he would resign ; he would not retain his office and see
men imprisoned for exercising their inalienable right of choice,
whether they would or would not work under given conditions.
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Now Mr. Tregear was one of the most popular men in New
Zealand, and hia reeignation under such conditions would raise a
storm that no ministry would care to face. Hence the government
was in a worse situation than ever. On one side it fronted a dan-
gerous venture with the certainty of a tremendous handicap m the
resignation of the chief secretary, and on the other hand was an
acknowledgment that the arbitration law was a failure and could
be violated with impunity.

"In this emergency decision was halted for a few hours while the
government people consulted. Meantime, by quick and desperate

°fS{.. T/*"^® ^*^ ®°<^^^' ^^ *be men went back to work,

j-a: ii'^ J » ^°^ unpaid. The labor department solved that
difticulty and allowed the defeated government to make its escape
from a hopeless situation by paying the miners' fines.

, .^ t° >?*«°ts and purposes it was the end of compulsory ar-
bitration in New Zealand. Not nominally, for nominally the thine
goes on as before ; but actually. It is only by breaking our shins
upon a fact that most of us ever learn anything; and the exalted
ministiy of New Zealand had broken its shms aplenty on a fact thatmi^t have been discerned from the start,

"If you are to have compulsory arbitration, you must compel
one side as much as the other.

"But in the existing system of society, when you come to com-
pelling the workers to accept arbitration's awards, you are domg
nothing in the world except to compel them to work, and, however
the thing may be disguised, compulsory work is chattel slavery
against which the civilized world revolts.

'

"This is the way the thing works out, and the only way it ever
can work out. There can be no such thing as compulsory arbitra-
tion without this ultimate situation.

"If, therefore, any one in America believes in such a plan for
the settlement of labor troubles, I invite the attention of such a one
to this plain record.

I A^°^ ?^ ^^ P*"^' y^*" *8o I was wont to blame the labor
leaders of America because they steadfastly rejected compulsory
arbitration, and I now perceive them to have been perfectly right
The thing is impossible." (3)

^ j e>

A somewhat similar act to the Australasian ones, though
ess stringent, has been introduced in Canada. The Canadian
law, which is a compromise between compulsory arbitration
and compulsory investigation, applies to mines, railways,
and other public utilities. Strikes have been prevented, but
let us see what benefits the employees have received. What-
ever it.s effect on wages and hours, the law has the tendency
to weaken the unions, which hitherto have been the only
reliable means by which employees were able to advance their
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condition. Not only does it make organization seem less
necessary, but it takes tiie most powerful weapon of the union,
the ability to call a sudden strike. If we add to this the un-
favorable influence on public opinion in case the unions are
not contented with the rewards, and the fact that the law
works against the union shop, which is the basis of some
unions, we can understand the ground of their hostility.
"The Canadian Labour Disputes Investigation Act" is

especially interesting and important because it is serving as
a model for a campaign to introduce legislation along similar
lines into the United States. Already Mr. Victor S. Clark,
the author of the study of the Australian Labour Movement,
to which I have referred at the beginning of the chapter,
has been sent by Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft to investigate
into the working of the act. Ex-President Charles W. Eliot
of Harvard has also advocated strenuously and at some
length a similar statute, and it has been made the basis for
the campaign in Massachusetts and other states. Mr. Clark
reported: "Under the conditions for which it was devised,
the Canadian law, in spite of some setbacks, is useful lepsia-
tion, and it promises more for the future than most meas-
ures—perhaps more than any other measure—lor vromotina
tndustnal peace by government intervention."
Here Is The very keynote to compulsory arbitration, accord-

ing to Its opponents, whose whole attack is based on the fact
that Its primary purpose is not to improve the condition of
the working people, but to promote "industrial peace by
government intervention."
Mr. Clark concedes that "possibly workers do sacrifice

something of influence in giving up sudden strikes," though
he claims that they gain in other ways. "After such a law
18 once on the statute books, however, it usually remains, andm New Zealand, Australia, and Canada it has created a new
public attitude toward industrial disputes. This attitude
is the result of the idea— readily grasped and generally
accepted when on.e clearly presented— that the public
have an interest m industrial conflicts quite as immediate
and important in its way as that of the conflicting parties.
ij the American people have this truth vividly brought to their
action byagrent strike, the hopeful example of the Caimdian
act seems likely, so far as the present experience shows, to prove
a guiding star in their difficulties." (Italics mine.)

In the agitation that was made in behalf of a similar law
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m Massachusetts, just exactly what is meant by the word
'public" began to appear. It refers not only to the
consumers of the article produced by the industry in which
the strike occurs, but also to other dependent industries, to
the merchants of the locality where the workmen live, and to
the real estate interests. Here, then, are definite economic
interests which are concerned primarily in the prevention
of strikes and in the uninterrupted operation of the industry,
and only in a secondary way in rates of wages. It is not a
dtnnierested and non-partisan public; it is not on the side of
the employers nor on the side of the employees, but it is opposed
to the most effective weapons the working people have yet found
to advance their interests, namely, the strike and the boycott.

It IS said that if the workers lose the right to strike, the
employers lose the right to lockout. It has been customary
to set the lockout over against the strike as being of equal
importance, but this is not the truth. Employers can dis-
charge their workingmen one at a time when they are dis-
satisfied with a limited number ; and they can often find a
business protest for temporarily shutting down or restricting
their output. To abolish strikes, then, is to take away the
employees' chief means of offense or defense ; while to pre-
tend to abolish strikes and lockouts is to leave in the hands of
the employers the ability to discharge or punish in other ways
the men with whom they are dissatisfied.
When it was proposed to introduce the Canadian law in

Massachusetts, no unionists of prominence indorsed it, but
it was favored by a very large number of employers, while
those employers who objected did so for widely scattered
reasons. Mr. Clark is probably right in suggesting that,
while such a law will not be enacted in the United States
as things are now, it is very probable that it can be secured
after some industrial crisis— and there ip little doubt that
Fresident Eliot and perhaps also Mr. Roosevelt, for whom
Mr. Clark was investigating, and many other influential
public men, are expecting this time to arrive soon.
The attitude of a large minority of British unions and of a

considerable part of the British Socialists is similar to that of
the Canadian and Australian majority. When in 1907
the railway employees of Great Britain were for the first
time sufficiently aroused and organized, and on the point of a
national strike, a settlement was entered into through the
efforte of Mr. Lloyd George and the Board of Trade (and it
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IS said with the assistance of King Edward) which involvedan entirely new principle for that country. A board was
constituted to settle this and future strikes of which theMaster of Rolls and other British functionaries werlthe leld!mg elements. Actually the workers consented for several
years to leave in the hands of the judges over whose electionand appointment they have only an indirect and partial ifindeed any, control complete powei over their industrial lifeThe executive of the Fabian Society issued a manifesto con-
gratulating the government on this "progressive" settle-ment, though few prominent labor leaders were willing to give
It their full indorsement. The Fabian manifesto said thatthe advance in wages which could be secured by the settle-ment will undoubtedly have been secured on the trade-union program, through the trade-union organization,by the trade umon's representatives, and finally, in the argu-ment before the abntrator, by the ability of the trade union's
secretaiy." But this settlement had neariy all the features
of the Canadian law which I have just mentioned, and es-
pecially in failing to give any recognition to the unions,
left the strongest possible weapon in the hands of their ene^mies Nevertheless, more than a third of the members ofthe British Trade Union Congress voted since that time for acompulsory arbitration act, and British radicals like Percy
Alden, M.P to say nothing of conservatives, agitate for alaw along New Zealand lines. The railway strike of 1911has decreased the popularity of this proposal among unionistsand Socialists, but has augmented it in still greater propor-

ilSLT^I''^
""^^^y ^", ^i^^'"

^^^««- I^ *be meanwhilerin
spite of the employees' efforts, and external concessions by the
enaployers, the power in the newest raUway conciliation

III Cha Ter^V?
"" ^"^"^^ °^ *^^ government (see Part

Staternents by President Taft and other influential Ameri-cans lead us to believe it will be a very short; period of years
before similar legislation is applied to this country, in spite
of the hostility of the unions, or perhaps with the consent
of some of the weaker among them, which have little to gainby industnal warfare. While Secretary of War, Mr. TaftWj J t controversy between capital and labor which
should decide once and for all how capital and labor should
share the jomt profits which they created. In this and many
similar utterances there is foreshadowed the interference
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of the State. Indeed, the settlement of the Pennsylvania
coal strike in 1903 was a clear example of such interference,
and there is no question that the precedents established will
be followed up on the next occasion of the kind by some
arrangement even less advantageous to employees who now
almost universally feel, as the present demands of the mmer's
union show, that they got the worst of the former decision.
The railway and mining situations in Great I -'

^in, and
the demand for the government to take some measure to
protect employees against the "trusts" in this coimtry
(to say nothing of the menace of a great coal strike), promise
to make compulsory arbitration an issue of the immediate
future. Mr. Roosevelt, who now proposes that the govern-
ment should interfere between monopolies and their em-
ployees, is the very man who is responsible for the coal strike
tribunal of 1903, which not only denounced sympathetic
strike and secondary boycott, but failed to protect the men
against discrimination on account of their unionism. Were
he or any one like him President, the institution of govern-
ment wage boards would be dreaded like the plague.

Similarly Mr. Winston Churchill, in Great Britain, recog-
nizes the extreme seriousness of the situation. His position
is ably summed up by the Saturday Evening Post:—

L.
"Winston Churchill has propounded a capital-and-laborpuazleto

his British constituents.

_
" To a modem state, he says in substance, railroad transportation

18 a necessity of life— and how literally true this is of England was
shown in the general strike of last August, when the food supplym some localities ran down to only a few days' requirements So
the government cannot permit railroad transportation to be para-
lyzed indefinitely by a strike. It cannot sit by and see communities
starve. A point will soon be reached where it must intervene and
force resumption of transportation.

"Strikes, however, form one of the modem meansof collective bar-
gaining l^tween employer and employees. They are, in fact, the
workmen 8 final and most effective resource in driving a bargain
Denied the right to strike, labor unions would be so many wooden
cannon at which employers could laugh. If the employer knew
absolutely that the men could not strike, he might offer any terms
he pleased. In wage bargaining the men would not stand on a
level footing, but be bound and gagged.

• u'J^'**u®"'
*^® government takes away, or seriouslv restricts, the

right of the men to strike, isn't it bound to step into the breach and
readjust the balance between them and the employer, by compelling
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the employer to pay them fair wages? There can be no free bar-
gaming if it is known that at a certain point the government will
mtervene on one side. Must it not, then, also be known that at
a certain point the government will intervene on the other side and
compel payment of adec[iiate wages ?

"Mr. Churchill carries his puzzle only that far. On our own
account we add. How far will that leave us from regulation of wages
as well as of rates by the government, and how far will that leave
us from government ownerehip?" (4)

In a word, Mr. Churchill's remedy for the evils of "State
Socialism" is more "State Socialism " — and undoubtedly
there is an inevitable trend in that direction. But the govern-
ment railway strikes of France, Austria, Italy, Hungary,
and other countries ought to show him that his remedy,
advantageous as it may be from many standpoints, is scarcely
to be considered even as a first step towards the solution of
the labor problem. As long as capitalists continue to control
government, "State Socialism," on the contrary, makes the
strike more necessary, more decisive, and invaluable, not
only to employees, but to every class that suffers from the
government or the economic system it supports.
The most representative of American Socialists, Eugene

V. Debs, has given us an excellent characterization of this
movement as it appears to most Socialists.

"Successful leaders are wise enough to follow the people. For
mstence, the following paragraph is to the point : —

" 'Ultunately I believe that this control of corporations should
undoubtedly, directly or indirectly, extend to dealing with all ques-
tions connected with their treatment of their employees, including
the wages, the hours of labor, and the like.'

"And what Socialist made himself ridiculous by such a foolish
utterance? No Socialist at all; only a paragraph from his latest
article on the trusts by Theodore Roosevelt. Five years ago, or
when he was still in office and had the power, he would no. have
dared to make that statement. But he finds it politically safe and
expedient to make it now. It is not at all a radical statement. On
the contrary, it is simply the echo of E. H. Gary, that is to say,
John Pierpont Morgan, president of all the trusts.

"Mr. Roosevelt now proposes that Bismarck attempted in Ger-
mMiy forty years ago to thwart the Socialist movement, and that
18 State Socialism, so called, which is in fact the most despotic and
degrading form of capitalism.

"President Roosevelt, who is popularly supposed to be hostile
to the trusts, is in truth their best friend. He would have the
government, the capitalist government, of course, practically
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operate the trusts and turn the profits over to their idle owners^ would mean refease from responsibility and immunky^S
^mJZ', *^' ^"^ ?T!"' J"**^

at the 'same time the ioZSu

•
j"

l^ *^^ y®"^ possible, it would mark the halfway eround betweenmdustnal despotian and industrial democracy.^ B^^ it kTo?possible, at least It 18 possible only temporarily, long enoulh todemonstrate its failure. The expandinrindustrial forces nowtransforming society, realigning pofitical i^rties, and resEg th^

ment as Mr. Rooseve t proposes. These forces, with the risbgS
bSw^rf^°f "'r.^ *^'*?«e with them will sweepKhbarriers from the track of evolution until finally they can find fuUexpression ,n industrial freedom and social democracy.

Mr tLS^oU /"^^ ?^w *^ Socialism, or rather State capitalism,Mr. R(X)sevelt fails to inform us how the idle owners of the trSare to function except as profit absorbers and parasites. InSt
mS^ V/^^il'^^^^y ^ ^'^"^ ^th eStirely^d thails

miaates m the reorganization of society." (5) (My italiw.)

,lr



CHAPTER VI

AGRARIAN "STATE SOaALISM" IN
AUSTRALASIA

AtTSTRAUA and New Zealand are commonly taken as the
most advanced of all countries in government ownership,
labor reforms, and "State Socialism." Indeed they are
often pictured as almost ideally governed, and the credulity
with which such pictures are received shows the widespread
popularity of "State Socialism."
The central principle of the Australian and New Zealand

reforms is, however, not government ownership or compul-
sory arbitration, as commonly supposed, but a land policy.

By means of a progressive or graduated land tax it is hoped
to break up all large estates and to establish a large nimxber
of small proprietors. When it was said to Mr. Fisher, the
new "Labour Party" Premier of Australia, that this policy
was not Socialism, he replied laconically, "It is my kmd of
Socialism." (1)

The "State Socialism" of Australia and New Zealand
is fundamentally agrarian; its real basis is a modernized,
effort to establish a nation of small farm owners and to pro-
mote their welfare.

Next in importance and closely connected with the policy
of gradually bringing about the division of the land among
small proprietors, is the policy of the govenmient ownership
of monopolies. Already New Zealand is in the banking
business, and the Australian Labour Party proposes a national
bank for Australia. National life and fire insurance are
ins\;ituted in J\ew Zealand ; the same measures are proposed
for Australia. Already many railroads are nationally owned,
and it is proposed that others be nationalized. Already
extensive irrigation projects have been undertaken; it is

proposed that the policy should be carried out on a wider
scale. But the Australian Labour Party is not fanatical upon
this form of "State Socialism." It does not argue, like the
British Independent Labour Party, that the civilization of a
community can be measured by the extent of collective

85
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ownership, for Australasia's experience has already shown the
immediate and practical limits of this kind of a movement.
New Zealand is abeady burdened with a very large national
debt

; Australia proposes that its debt shall be increased only
for the purpose of building commercially profitable railways
or irrigation schemes, etc., and not in any case for the purpose
of national defense or for other investments not immediately
remtmerative.
The national debt, aside from that based on profit-making

governmental undertakmgs, like railways, is to be reduced,
and nationalization of other monopolies is not to be under-
taJken until new measures of taxation have become effective.
These are a graduated land tax and an extension of the grad-
uated income and inheritance taxes. (2)
The program concludes with vigorous measures for national

defense. Australia is to own her navy (supported not by
loans, but by taxation), and is to be as independent as prac-
ticable of Great Britain. She feels a need for military
defense, but she does not propose to have a military caste,
however smal' ; the whole people is to be made military, the
Laboiu- Party stands for a citizen defense force and not for
a prof^ional army. Finally, Australia is to be kept for
the white race, especially for British and other peoples that
the present inhabitants consider desirable.
There remains that part of the program which has attracted

the most attention, namely, the labor reforms: working-
men's insurance, an eight-hour day, and an increase of the
powers of the compulsory arbitration courts. Already in
fixing wages it has been necessary for the court to decide
wl it is a fair profit to the employers, so profits are ah-eady
to some degree being regulated. It has been found that prices
and the cost of living are rising still more rapidly than wages -

It «s proposed that prices should also be regulated by with-
dravmg the protection of the customs tariff from those
mdv stries that charge an unduly high price.

I have mentioned the labor element of the program last,
for the Aust-alian Labour Party is a democratic rather than
merely a labor movement. The Worker's Union, and the
Sheep Shearer's Society of the Eastern States, enrolled from
the first all classes of ranch employees, and "even common
country storekeepers and small farmers." (3) Some of
the miners' organizations have been built on similarly broad
lines, and these two unions constitute the backbone of the
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Labour Party. The original program of the New South

Wales Labour Electoral League, which formed the nucleua

of the Labour Party in 1891, proposed to bring together ' all

electors in fnvor of democratic and progressive legislation,

and was nearly as broad as the present program; that is to

say, it was by no means confined to labor reforms.

But are there any other features in the Australian situa-

tion, besides the dominating importance of the land question,

that rob this program of its significance for the rest of the

world? It cannot be denied that there are. In the first

place, it is only this recent social reform movement that hfas

begun to put New Zealand and Australia under real demo-

cratic government, and this democratization is scarcely yet

complete, since the constitutions of some of the separate

Australian States and Tasmania contain extremely undemo-

cratic elements ; while the federal government is dommated

by a Supreme Court, as in the United States. Consequently

it is only a few years in some of the States since such elemen-

tary democratic institutions as free schools were instituted.

It is evident, on the other hand, that countries establishing

democratic or semidemocratic institutions under the condi-

tions prevailing in the world as late as 1890, when the great

change took place in New Zealand, or during the decade,

1900-1910, when the political overturn gave Australia to

the Labour Party, should be more advanced than France,

Germany, Great Britain, or the United States, where the

latest great overturn in the democratic direction occurred

in each instance a generation or more ago.

So also Australia and New Zealand which, on the one

hand, are still suffering from the disadvantage of having

lived until recently under a system of large landed estates,

on the other hand have the advantage of dealing with the

land question in a period when the governments of these

new countries are becoming rich enough, through their own

enterprises, to exist mdependently of land sales, and when

farmers are more willing to increase the power of their govern-

ments, both in order to protect themselves from the encroach-

ments of capital and of labor, and directly to advance the

interests of agriculture. The campaign to break up the large

estates has kept the farmers engrossed in politics, and this

has occurred in a period when industrial organization has

made possible a whole program of "Constructive State

Socialism." By taking up this program the farmers and
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those who wished to become farmers have at once looked to
their own interests and secured the political support of other
small capitalists and even of a large part of the workingmen.
But working against the nationalization of the unearned

mcrement, against the policy of leasmg instead of selling the
public land, central features of every advanced "State
Socialist" policy, is the fact that the small farmers, daily
becoming more numerous, hope that they might themselves
reap this increment through private ownership. In no
national legislation is it proposed to tax away this incrementm agncuUural land, which preponderates both in New
Zealand and Australia. But, while in other countries the
agricultural population is decreasing relatively to the whole,m New Zealand the settlement of the country by the small
fannei? has hitherto led it to increase, and the new legis-
lation in Australia must soon have the same result. '

y, in
spite of the favorable auspices, it seems that the climax of
the "State Socialism," the transformation of the small
farmer mto a tenant of the State is not yet to be undertaken,
e.ther m the shape of land nationalization or in the taxing
away of unearned mcrement. And while the Australian
Labour Party as an organization favors nationalization, a
large part of those who vote for this party do not, and its
leaders have felt that to have advocated nationalisation
hitherto would have meant that they would have failed to
gam control of the government. And in proportion as the
new land tax creates new farmers, the prospects will be worse
than they are to-day.
The existing land laws of New Zealand are extremely mod-

erate steps in the direction of nationalization. In 1907
after the best land had been taken up, a system of 66-year
leases was mtroduced, but only as a voluntary alternative
to purchase. After 1908 the annual purchases of large
estates were divided into small lots and leased for terms of
63 years, but this applies only to a relatively small amount
of land It was only in 1907 that the graduated land tax
began to be enforced m a way automatically to break up the
large estates as it had been expected to do, and it was only
in 1910 that the new and more heavily graduated scale went
into effect. And finally it was onlv in 1907 that large land-
owners were forbidden vo purchase, even indirectly, govern-
ment land. It has taken all these years even to discourage
large estates effectively, to say nothing of nationalization.
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"Some writers have predicted that the appetite for refonn by
taxation will grow, and that the taxation will be increased and the

exemptions dmiinished until all the rent will be taken and the land

practically confiscated, according to the proposals of Henry George.

But the landless man, when he becomes a landholder, ceases to be

a single taxer, and is strongly opposed to Socialism. The land legis-

lation of New Zealand, although apparently Socialistic, is producing

results directly opposed to ^cialism by converting a lot of dis-

satisfied people into stanch upholders of private ownership of land

and other forms of private property. The small fanners, then, are

breaking away from their former allies, the working people of the

towns, who now find themselves in the minr -ity, but who are in-

creasing in numbers and who will demand, sooner or later, a large

share in the product of industry as the price of loyalty to the capiUu-

istic system." (4)

Without land nationalization the prncfifB nf aationaHzing

ij2Jli°Try naffinnTJlTfrpynffrtift^t^ i?'-?^''^f] fflat^'" than it pays

for we cannot reckon as part of the national profitston
the increased land values national enterprises bring about.

Nor will capitalist collectivism at this stage proceed even this

fast. Not only do the small taxpayers oppose the govern-

ment going into debt, but as taxpayers they are responsible

for all deficiencies, and they want only such governmental

enterprises as both produce a surplus and a sufficient one to

pay the deficits of the nonproductive departments of govern-

ment. To-day only about one fifth of the ta3q)ayera pay
either land or inheritance taxes. But the increasing military

expenditures and the greater difficulty of securing large sums
by indirect taxation will increase this proportion. It is

likely, then, that State enterprises which, under private capi-

talism, were used recklessly as aids to land speculation will

now be required, as in Germany and other continental

countries, to produce a surplus to relieve taxpayers. Private

capitalism used the State for promoting the private interests

of its directors. State capitalism uses it to produce profits

for its shareholders, the small farmers, as taxpayers, or in

the form of profits distributed among them as consumers.

Only as the government begins to take a considerable share

of that increased value in land which nearly every public

undertaking brings about, will aU wisely managed govern-

ment enterprises produce such profits.

The advance of ''State Socialism," though it has several

other aspects, can be roughly measured by the number of

government enterf»rises and employees. The railways,
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telegraphs, and the few government-owned mines of New
Zealand, have been calculated to employ about one eighth
of the population, a greater proportion than in America or
Great Britain, but scarcely greater than in Germany or France— and not a very great stride even towards "State Social-
ism." And it seems likely that the present proportion in
New Zealand will remain for some time where it is. Gov-
ernment banking, steamships, bakeries, and the government
monopoly of the sale of liquor and tobacco might not prove
immediately profitable, and are less heard of than formerly.
Where "State Socialism" has proceeded such a little dis-

tance, the material benefits it promises to labor (though in
a lesser proportion than to other classes) have not yet ac-
crued. "It must be admitted," write Le Rossignol and
Stewart, "that the benefits of land reform and other Liberal
legislation have accrued chiefly to the owners of land and
other forms of property, and the condition of the landless and
propertyless wage earners has not been much improved."
Indeed, the condition of the workers is little, if any, better
than in America. Mr. Clark writes: "The general welfare
of the working classes in Australasia does not differ wiiely
from that m the United States. The hours of work are fewer
in most occupations, but the wage per hour is less than m
America. The cost of living is about the same in both coun-
tries. There appears to be as much poverty in the cities of
New Zealand as in the cities of the same size in the United
States, and as many people of large wealth." It is no doubt
true, as these writers say, that, of the people classed as
propertyless, "many are young, industrious, and well-paid
wage earners ; who, if they have health and good luck may
yet acquire a competency" in this as in any other new coun-
try. Yet it is only to those who "have saved something,"
i.e. to property holders, that the State really lends a ]-' -

ing hand.
Even when New Zealand becomes an industrial country,

the writers quoted calculate that "it should be possible for
the party of property to attach to itself the more eflicient
among the working class, by giving them high wages, short
hours, pleasant conditions of labor, opportunities for promo-
tion, a chance to acquire property, insurance benefits, and
greater aa.antages of every kind than they could gain under
any form of Socialism. If this can be done, the Socialists
will be in a hopeless minority."
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Here we have in a few words the universal labor policy

of "State Socialism." Labor reforms are to be given to the
working class first, to encourage in them as long as possible

the hope to rise; second, when this is no longer effective, to

make the upper layers contented, and finally to "increase

industrial efficiency," as these same writers say— but at

no time to put the workers on a level with the property-

owning classes.

Indeed, it is impossible to do more on a national scale, as

these writers point out, for both capital and labor are inter-

national. If "State Socialism" were carried to the point

of equalizing the share of labor, either immigration would be
attracted until wages were lowered again, or capital would
emigrate, or the nation would have to defend its exclusiveness

by being prepared for war.

"It is hard to see how any country, whether Socialistic or in-

dividualistic in its industrial organization, can long keep its advan-
tage over other countries without some restriction of immigration.
A thoroughgoing experiment in collectivism, therefore, could not be
made under favorable conditions in New Zealand or any other
country, unless that country were isolated from the rest of the
world, or unless the whole world made the same experiment at the
same time."

As between comparative isolation possibly in the near
future and world-wide or at least international Socialism,

certainly many years ahead, the Australian Labour Party,
under similar circumstances to that of New Zealand, has
chosen to attempt comparative isolation. It does not yet
propose to keep out immigrants, but it makes a beginning
with all non-white races, and it stands for a policy of high
protection and a larger army and navy. Naturally it does
not even seek admission into the International Socialist

Congress, where if any Socialist principle is more insisted

upon than another it is Marx's declaration that the Socialists

are to be distinguished from the other working class parties

only by the fact that they represent the interests of the entire

working class independently of nationality or of groups
within the nation.

Moreover, the militarism necessary to enforce isolation

may cost the nation, capitalists and workers alike, far more
heavily than to leave their country open to trade and immi-
gration. Indeed, it must lead, not to industrial democracy,
or even to capitalistic progress, but to stagnation and reac-
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policy of racial exclusion will not only increase

the dangers of war, but it will bring little positive benefit
to labor, even of a purely material and temporary kind, since
the farming majority will not allow it to be extended to the
white race. Instead of restricting immigration, the new gov-
ernment projects require a thicker settlem'^ t, and everjrthing
is being done to encourage settlers of mean*> and agricultural
experience, and we cannot question that the coming of white
laborers will be encouraged when they are needed.
The size of the farms the government is promoting in New

Zealand proves that the country is deliberately preparing
for a class of landless agricultural laborers, and Australia
IS following the example. Since these new farms average
something like two hundred acres, we must realize that as
soon as they are under thorough cultivation they will require
one or more farm laborers in each case, to be obtained chiefly
from abroad, producing a community resting neither on
State Socialism" nor even on a pioneer basis of economic

democracy and approximate equality of opportunity similar
to that which prevailed during the period of free land in our
Western States.

Unmistakable signs show that in New Zealand an agrarian
p"garchy by no means friendly to labor has already estab-
lished itself. Even the compulsory arbitration act which
beara anything but heavily on employers in general, is not ap-
plied to agriculture. After two years of consideration it
was decided in 1908 that the law should not apply on the
ground that "it was impracticable to find any definite hours
for the daily work of general farm hands," and that "the
alleged grievances of the farm laborers were insuflicient to
justify interference with the whole farming industry of
Canterbury" (the district included 7000 farms). Whatever
we may think of the first justification, the second certainly
IS a curi -« piece of reasoning for a compulsory arbitration
court, ' ost be taken simply to mean that the employing
farmera me sufficiently powerful politically to escape the
1?^' .< T"® working people very natur.Jly protested against
this despotic proceeding," which det^d such protection
as the law gave to the largest section of workers in the
Dominion.
What is the meaning, then, of the victory of a "Labour

Party m Australia ? Chiefly that every citizen of Australia
who has sufficient savings is to be given a chance to own a
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farm. A large and prosperous community of farmers is to

be built up by government aid. Even without "State
Socialism" or labor reform the working people would share

temporarily in this prosperity as they did to a large degree

in that of the United States immediately after the Civil War,
until the free land began to disappear. It was impossible

to pay exceptionally low wages to a workingman who could

enter into farming with a few months' notice.

The Labour Party hopes to use nationalization of monop-
olies and the compulsory regulation of wages to insure per-

manently to the working classes their share of the benefit

of the new prosperity. How much farther such measures will

go when the agricultural element again becomes dominant
is the question. It is already evident that the AustraUan
reform movement, like that of New Zealand, includes, or at

least favors, the same class of employing farmers. The fact

that a Labour Party is in the opposition in New Zealand,

while in Australia a Labour Party has led in the reforms

and now rules the country, should not blind us to the farmers'

influence. The very terms of the graduated land tax and
the value of the farms chosen for exemption show mathe-
matically the influence, not alone of the small, but even the

middle-sized farmers. Estates of less than $25,000 in value

are exempt, and those valued at less than $50,000 are to be

taxed less than one per cent. Such farms, as a rule, must have

one or more laborers. Will these employees come in under

the compulsory arbitration law ? If they do, will they get

much benefit? The experience of New Zealand and the

present outlook in Australia do not lead us to expect that they

will.

Many indications point to a coming realignment of parties

such as was recently seen in New Zealand, when in 1909 it

was decided to form an opposition Labour Party. And it is

likely to come, as in New Zealand, when the large estates

are well broken up and the agricultural element can govern

or get all they want without the aid of the working people.

Alread/ the Australian Labour Party is getting ready for the

issue. Its leaders have kept the proposed land nationaliza-

tion in the background, because they believe it cannot yet

obtain a majority. But it may be that the party itself is

now ready to fight this issue out on a Socialist basis, even if,

like the Socialist parties in Europe, such a decision promises

to delay for a generation their control of the government.
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If the party is ready, it has the machinery to bring its leaders
to time, as it has done on previous occasions. For it already
resembles the Socialist parties in Europe in this, that it makes
all its candidates responsible to the party and not to their
constituents. That is to say, while it does not represent the
working people exclusively, it is a class organization standing
for the interests of that group of classes which has joined its
ranks, and for other classes of the conununity only in so far
as their interests happen to be the same.

Already the majority of the Labour Party voters are
undoubtedly working people. When it takes a definite
position on the land question, favoring one-family farms and
short leases or else cooperative, municipal, or national large-
scale operation, and states clearly that it intends to use
compulsory arbitration to advance wages indefinitely, includ-
mg those of farm laborers, there is every probability that,
having lost the support of the employing farmers, it will
gradually take its place as a party of permanent opposition
to capitaHsm, likj the Socialist parties of Europe— until
industry finally and decisively surpasses agriculture, and the
industrial working class really becomes the most powerful
element in society.

^
Space does not permit the tracmg of the "State Socialist " tendencym othercountries than G;-eat Britain, the United States, and Austral-

asia. Onginally a brief chapter was here inserted showing the similar
tendencies m Germany. This is now omitted, but the frequent ref-
erence to Germany later in dealing with the Socialist movement
makes a brief statement of the German situation essential. For
this purpose it will be sufficient to quote a few of the principal state-
ments of the excellent summary and analysis by Wilfiam C. Dreher
entitled "The German Drift towards Socialism":

"The German Reichstag passed a law in May, 1910, for the regu-
lation of the potash trade, a law which goes further in the direction
of boa^is.n ^han any previous legislation in Germany. It assigns
to each mme a certain percentage of the total production of the
country, and lays a prohibitory tax upon what it produces in excess
of this allotment. It fixes the maximum price for the product in
the home market, and prohibits selling abroad at a lower price.A government bureau supervises the industry, sees that the prices
and allotments are observed, examines new mines to determine their
capacity, and readjusts allotments as new mines reach the nroducine
stage. ... f e,

"But the radical features of the law are not completed in the
foregoing description. The bill having reduced potash prices, the
nune owners threatened to recoup themselves by reducmg wages.
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But the members of the Reichstag were not to be balked by such
threats ; they could legislate about wages just as easily as about
prices and allotments. So they amended the bill by providing
that if any owner should reduce wages without the consent of his

employees, his allotment should be restricted in the corresponding
proportion. . . .

"While the law is indeed decidedly Socialistic in tendency, it is

not yet Socialism. It hedges private property about with sharper
restrictions than would be thought justifiable in countries where,
a& in the United States, the creed of individualism is still vigorous

;

and yet it is, in effect, hardly more than a piece of social reform
legislation, though a more radical one than we have hitherto seen. . . .

"In Germany, 'the individual withers' and the world of State
and Society, with its multifarious demands upon him, 'is more and
more.' This is, of course, a Socialistic tendency, but the substitute

that the Germans are finding for unlimited competition h not radicid

Socialism, but organization. . . .

"The State, of course, takes hold of the individual life more
broadly, with more systematic purpose. The individual's health
is cared for, his house is inspected, his children are educated, he is

insured against the worst vicissitudes of life, his savings are in-

vested, his transportation of goods or persons is imdertaken, his

need to communicate with others by telegraph or telephone is met— all by the paternal State or city.

"Twenty-five years ago the Prussian government was spending
only about $13,500 a year on trade schools ; now it is spending above
three million dollars on more than 1300 schools. . . .

"The Prussian State had also long been an extensive owner of coal,

potash, salt, and iron mines. In 1907 a law was passed giving the
State prior mining rights to all undiscovered coal deposits. In
general, however, it must cede those rights to private parties on
payment of a royalty; but the law makes an exception of 250
'maximum fields,' equal to about 205 square miles, in which the
State itself will exercise its mining rights. It has recently reserved
this amount of lands adjacent to the coal fields on the lower Rhine
and in Silesia. The State has already about 80 square miles of

coal lands in its hands, from which it is taking out about 10,000,000
tons of coal a year. Its success as a mine owmr, however, appears
to be less marked than as a railway proprietor ; experienced busi-

ness men even assert that the State's coal and iron mines would be
operated at a loss if proper allowances were made for depreciation
and amortization of capital as must be done in the case of private
companies. The State also derives comparatively small revenues
from its forest and fanning lands of some 830,000 acres, which were
formerly the property of the Crown. ...

"The most important State tax is that on incomes, which is in

all cases graduated down to a very low rate on the smallest income

;

in Prussia there is no tax on incomes less than |214. The cities also
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collect the bulk of their revenues from incomes, uabg the same
classification and sliding scale as the State.

"A highly interesting innovation in taxation is the 'unearned
increment tax on land values, first adopted by Frankfort-on-the-Mam in 1904, and already applied by over 300 German cities and
towns. . . .

"The bill before the Reichstag [since become a law—W E Wl
extends sick insurance to farm laborers and household servants
a change which wiU raise the burden of this system for emplovers
from $24 000,000 to $.36,000,000. The bill alio provides for^"
sioning the widows and orphans of insured laborers at an estunated
additional expense of about $17,000,000. . .

"A better result of the insurance svstems than the modest
pensions and tne indemnities that they pay is to be found m their
e^ellent work for protecting health and prolonging life Many
offices liave theu- own hospitals for the sick, and homes for the con-
valescent. . . .

"All these protective measures have already told effectively
upon the death rate for tuberculous diseases. In the three yeare
ending with 1908, deaths from ouhnonary tuberculosis droDoed
from 226.6 to 192.12 per 100,0 ).

"fuppeu

"The accident system has also had a powerful effect in stimulat-
ing among the physicians and surgeons the study of special wavs
and means for treating accident injuries, with reference to proserv-mg intact the strength and efficiency of the patient.

"Bismarck once, in a speech in the Reichstag, explicitly rec-
ognized the laborer's right to work. Some twenty German cities
liave given practical effect to his words by organizing insurance
against nonemployment

; and the governments of Bavaria and
Baden have taken steps to encourage this movement. Under the
systems adopted, the laborer pays the larger part of the insurance
money, and the city the rest ; in a few cases monev has been given
by private persons to assist the in.surance." (5) [N B The word
Socialistic" is used by Mr. Dreher in the sense of "State Social-

ism, as opposed to what he calls "radical Socialism."]



CHAPTER VII

"EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY"

Many reformers admit that no reforms can bring us
towards democracy as long as class rule continues. Henry
George, for example, recognizes that his great land reform, the
government appropriation of rent for public purposes, is use-
le^ when the government itself is monopolized, "when po-

I litical power passes into the hands of a class, and the rest
/ of the community become merely tenants." (1) In precisely
' the same way every great "State Socialist" reform must fail

' to bring us a single step towards real democracy, as long as
' classes iiersist.

That strongly marked social classes do exist even in the
United States is now admitted by Dr. Lyman Abbott,
Andrew Carnegie, and by innumerable other, by no means
Socialistic, observers.

"The average wage earner," says John Mitchell, "has
made up his mind that he must remain a wage earner. He
has given up the hope of a kingdom to come where he will
himself be a capitalist." (2) This feeling is almost univer-
sally shared by manual wage earners, and very widely also
by salaried brain workers. Large prizes still erdst, and their
influence is still considerable over the minds of young men.
But, as was pointed out recently in an editorial of the Satur-
day Evening Post, they are "just out of reach," and the in-
stances in which they actually materialize are "so relatively
few as to be negligible." Even if these prizes were a hundred
fold more numerous than they are, the children of the wage
earners would still not have a tithe of the opportunity of the
children of the well-to-do.

To-day in the country opportunities are no better than in
the towns. The universal outcry for more farm labor can
only mean that such laborers are becoming relatively fewer
because they are giving up the hope that formerly kept them
in the country, namely, that of becoming farm owners.
Already Mr. George K. Holmes of the United States Bureau
of Statistics estimates that in the chief agricultural section
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of the country, the North Central States, a man must be rich

before he can become a farmer, and so rapidly is this condi-
tion spreading to other sections that Mr. Holmes feels that
the only hope of obtaining sufficient farm labor is to persuade
the children of the farmers to remain on the farms.

"Fifty years ago," said McClure's Magazine in a recent
announcement, which sums up some of the chief elements
of the present situation, "we were a nation of independent
farmers and small merchants. To-day we are a nation of
corporation employees," There can he no question that we
are seeing the formation in this country of very defiidtely

marked economic and social classes such as have long pre-
vailed in the older countries of Europe. And this class divi-

sion explains why the political democracies of such countries

as France, Switzerland, the United Stales, arid the British
Colonies show no tendency to become real democracies. Not
only do classes defend every advantage and privilege that
economic evolution brings them, but, what is more alarming,
they utilize these advantages chiefly to give their children
greater privileges still. Unequal opportimities visibly and
inevitably breed more unequal opportunities.

The definite establishment of industrial capitalism, a
century or more ago, and later the settlement of new coun-
tries, brought about a revolutionary advance towards equality
of opportunity. But the further development of capitalism
has been marked by steady retrogression. Yet nearly all

capitalist statesmen, some of them honestly, insist that
equality of opportunity is their goal, and that we are making
or that we are about to make great strides in that direction.

Not only is the establishment of equality of opportunity
accepted as the aim that must underlie all our institutions,

even by conservatives like President Taft, but it is agreed that
it is a perfectly definite principle. Nobody claims that there
is any vagueness about it, as there is said to be about the
demand for political, economic, or social equality.

It may be that the economic positions in society occupied
by men and women who have now reached maturity are
already to some slight degree distributed according to relative

fitness; and, even though this fitness is due, not to native
superiority, but to unfair advantages and unequal opportunity,
it may be that a general change for the better is here impossible
until a new generation has appeared. But there is no reason,

except the opposition of parents who want privileges for
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their children, why every child in every civilized country
to-day should not be guaranteed by the community an equal
opportunity in public education and an equal chance for
promotion in the public or semi-public service, which soon
promises to employ a large part if not the majority of the
community. No Socialist can see any reason for continuing
a single day the process of fastening the burdens of the future
society beforehand on the children of the present generation of
wage earners, children as yet of entirely unknown and unde-
velof>ed powers and not yet irremediably shaped to serve in

the subordinate r61es filled by their parents.

But the reformers other than the Socialists are not even
working in this direction, and their claims that they are,

can easily be disproved. Mr. John A. Hobson, for example,
believes that the present British government is seeking to
realize "equality of opportunity," which he defines as the
effort "to give equal opportunities to all parts of the country
and all classes of the people, and so to develop in the fullest

and the farthest-sighted way the national resources." (3)
But even the more or less democratic collectivism Mr.
Hobson and other British Radicals advocate, if it sto"- short
of a certain point, and its benefits go chiefly to t dddle
classes, may merely increase middle-class compet. m for

better-paid positions, and so obviously decrease the relative

opportunities of the masses, and make them less equal than
they are to-day.

Edward Bernstein, the Socialist, says : "The number of the
possessing classes is to-day not smaller, but larger. The enor-
mous increase of social wealth is not accompanied by a
decreasing number of large capitalists, but by an increasing
number of capitalists of all degrees." Whether this is true
or not, whether the well-to-do middle classes are gradually
increasing in each generation, say, to 5, 10, or 15 per cent
of the population, cannot be a matter of more than secondary
importance to the overwhelming majority, the "non-possess-
ing classes," that remain outside. Nobody denies that social

evolution is going on even to-day. But the masses will

probably not be willing to wait the necessary generations
and centuries before present tendencies, should they chance
to continue long enough (which is doubtful in view of tiie

rapid formation of social castes), would bring the masses
any considerable share of existing prosperity.

To secure anything approaching equality of opportunity.
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the first and most necessary measure is to give equal educa-

tional facilities to all classes of the population. Yet the

most radical of the non-Socialist educational reformers do
not dare to hope at present even for a step in this direction.

No man has more convincingly described what the first step

towards a genuinely democratic education must be than

Ex-President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard, perhaps our most
influential representative of political as opposed to social

democracy.
"Is it not plain," asks President Eliot, "that if the Ameri-

can people were all well-to-do they would multiply by four

or five times the present average school expenditure per child

and per year? That is, they would make the average

expenditure per pupil for the whole school year in the United

States from $60 to SlOO for salaries and maintenance, instead

of $17.36 as now. Is it not obvious that instead of providing

in the public schools a teacher for forty or fifty pupils, they

would provide a teacher for every ten or fifteen pupils ? " (4)

The reform proposed by Dr. Eliot, if applied to all the

twenty million children of school age in the United States,

would mean the expenditure of two billion instead of three

hundred and fifty million dollars per year on public education.

Ex-President Eliot fully realizes the radical and democratic

character of this proposed revolution in the public schools,

and is correspondingly careful to support his demands at

every point with facts. He shows, for instance, that while

private schools expend for the tuition and general care of

each pupil from two hundred to six hundred dollars a year,

and not infrequently provide a teacher for every eight or

ten pupils, the public school which has a teacher for every

forty pupils is unusually fortunate.

Dr. Eliot says that while there has been great improve-
ment in the first eight grades since 1870, progress is infinitely

slower than it should be, and that the majority of children

do not yet get beyond the eighth grade (the statistics for

this country show that only one out of nineteen takes a
secondary course). " Philanthropists, social philosophers, and
friends of free institutions," he asks, "is that the fit educa-

tional outcome of a century of d. nocracy in an undeveloped
country of inamense natural resources? Leaders and guides

of the people, is that what you think just and safe ? People

of the United States, is that what you desire and intend ?
"

In order not only to bring existing pubUc schools up to the

ii
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right standard, but to creaie new kinds of schools that are
baidly needed, the plan suggested by Dr. Eliot would take
another billion or two. He advocates kindergartens and
further development of the new subjects that have recently
been added to the grammar school course ; he opposes the
specialization of the studies of children for their life work
before the sixteenth or seventeenth year, favors complete
development of the high school as well as the manual train-

ing, mechanics, art, the evening and the vacation schools,

greater attention to physical education and development,
and, finally, the greatest possible extension and development
of our institutions of higher education. He also advocates
newer reforms, such as the employment of skilled physicians
in connection with the schools, the opening of public spaces,
country parks, lieaches, city squares, gardens, or parkways
for the instruction ot school children. He specifies in detail

the improvements that are needed in school buildings, shows
what is urgently r' iranded and is immediately practicable
in the way of incre» ig the number of teachers, paying them
better and giving ..uem pensions, indicates the needed im-
provements in the administration of the school systems,
urges the development of departmental instruction through
several grades, and the addition of manual training to all the
public schools along with a better instruction in music and
drawing.

There are still other improvements in education which have
already been tested and found to produce the most valuable
results. Perhaps the most imix>rtant ones besides those
demanded by Dr. Eliot are the providing of free or cheap
lunches for undernourished children, and the system,
already widespread in England and the other countries, of
furnishing scholarships to carry the brighter children of the
impecunious classes through the college, high school, and tech-
nical courses. Even this policy of scholarships would lead us
to full democracy in education only if by lis means the child

of the poorest individual had exactly the same opportunities
as those of the ricn^st. It is not enough that a few children
only should be so advunced; but that of impecunious children,

who constitute 90 per cent of the population, a sufficient number
should be advanced to fill 90 per cent of those positions, in indus-
try, government, and society, which require a higher education.

There is no doubt that this actual equality in the "battle
of life" was the expectation and intention of those who settled
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and built up the western part of the United States, as it has

been that of all the democracies of new countries. But this

reform alone would certainly require not one but several

billion dollars a year ; as much as all the other improvements

mentioned by Dr. Eliot put together. We may estimate,

then, that the application of the principle of democracy or

equality of opportunity to education in accordance with

the present national income, would require the inunediate

expenditure of three or four billion dollars on the nation's

children of school age, or ten times the sum we now expend,

and a corresponding increase as the wealth of the nation

develops. This would be a considerable proportion of the

nation's income, but not too much to spend on the children,

who constitute nearly half the population and are at the age

where the money spent is most productive.

Here is a program for the coming generation which would

be indorsed by a very large part ot the democrats of the past.

But nothing could make it more clear that political democ-

racy is bankrupt even in its new collective form, that it

has no notion of the method by which its own ideals are to

be obtained. For no reformer dreams that this perfectly

sensible and practicable program will be cMried out until

there has been some revolutionary change in society. "I

know that some people will say that it is impossible to in-

crease public expenditure in the total, and therefore impos-

sible to increase it for the schools," says Dr. Eliot. "I deny

both allegations. Public expenditure has been greatly

increase'' within the last thirty years, and so has school

expenditure " (written in 1902). But Dr. Eliot doubtless

realizes that what he advocates for the present moment, the

expenditure of five times as much as we now invest in public

schools, at the present rate of progress, might not be accom-

plished in a century, and that by that time society might well

have attained a degree of development which would demand

five or ten times as much again. Dr. Eliot is well aware

of the opposition that will be made to his reform, but he has

not given the slightest indication how it is to be overcome.

The we 1-to-do usually feel obligated to pay for the private

education of their own children, and even where public

institutions are at their disposal they .nre forced to support

these children through all the years of study. This is expen-

sive, but this very expensiveness gives the children of the

well-to-do a practical monopoly of the opportunities which
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this education brings. How are they to be brought to favor,

and, since they are the chief taxpayers, to pay for the exten-

sion of these same opportunities to ten times the niunber

of children who now have them ?

In the meanwhile Dr. Eliot himself seems to have become
discouraged and to have abandoned his own ideal, for only

seven years after writing the above he came to advocate the

division of the whole national school system into three classes:

that for the upper class, that for the middle class, and that

for the masses of the people— and he even insisted that this

division is democratic if the elevation of the pupil from one

class to the other is made "easy." (5) Now democracy does

not require that the advance of the child of the poor be made
what is termed easy, but that he be given an equal opportunity

with the child of the rich as far as all useful and necessary edu-

cation is concerned. Democracy does not tolerate that in

education the children of the poor should be started in at the

bottom, while the children of the rich are started at the top.

Those few who do rise under such conditions only

strengthen the position of the upper classes as against that

of the lower. Tolstoi was right when he said that when an
individual rises in this way he simply brings another recruit

to the rulers from the ruled, and that the fact that this pas-

sage from one class to another docs occasionally take place,

and is not absolutely forbidden by law and custom as in

India, does not mean that we have no castes. (6) Even in

ancient Egypt, it was quite usual, as in the case of Joseph,

to elevate slaves to the highest positions. This singling out

and promotion of the very ablest among the lower classes

may indeed be called the basis of every lasting caste system.

All those societies that depended on a purely hereditary

system have either degenerated or were quickly destroyed.

If then a ruling class promotes from below a number sufficient

only to provide for its own need of new abilities and new
blood, its power to oppress, to protect its pri\nleges, and to

keep progress at the pace and in the direction that suits

it will only be augmented — and universal equality of oppor-

tunity will be farther off than before. Doubtless the num-
bers "State Socialism " will take up from the masses and equip

for higher positions will constantly increase. But neither

will the opportunities of these few have been in any way equal

to those of the higher classes, nor will even such opportunities

be extended to any but an insignificant minority.

1
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Nor does President Eliot's advocacy of class schools stand
as an isolated phenomenon. Already in America the devel-
opment of free secondary schools has been checked by the
far more rapid growth of private institutions. The very
classes of taxpayers who control city and other local govern-
ments and school boards are educating their own children
privately, and thus have a double motive for resisting the
further advance of school expenditure. As if the expense
of upkeep during the period of education were not enough of
a handicap, those few children of the wage earners who are
brave enough to attempt to compete with the children of
the middle classes are now subjected to the necessity of
attending inferior schools or of traveling impracticable
distances. The building of new high schools, for example,
was most rapid in tiie Middle West in the decades 1880-1899,
and in the Eastern States in the decade 1890-1900. But
within a few years after 1900 the rate of increase had fallen
in the Middle West to about one half, and in the East to
less than one thmi, of what it formerly had been. (7) It
might be thought that, the country being now well served
with secondary schools, the rate of growth must diminish.
This may be true of a part of the rural districts, but an exam-
ination of the situation or school reports of our large cities
will show how far it is from bemg true there.

In Great Britain the public secondary schools for the most
part and seme of the primary schools, tfumgh supported
wholly or largely by public funds, charge a tuition fee. The
fact that a very small per cent of the children of the poor
are given scholarshins which relieve them of this fee only
serves to strengthen the upper and middle classes, without
in any appreciable degree depriving them of their privileged
position. In London, for example, fees of from $20 to $40
are charged in the secondary schools, and their superinten-
dents report that they are attended chiefly by the children
of the "lower middle classes," salaried employees, clerks,
and shopkeepers, with comparatively few of the children of
the professional classes on the one hand or of the best-paid
workingmen on the other. An organized campaign is now
on foot in New York City also, among the taxpayers, to
introduce a certain proportion of primary pay rchools. for
the frank purpose of separating the lower middle from the
working classes, and to charge fees in all secondary schools
so as to bring a new source of income and decrease the number
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of students and the amounts spent on the schools. This in

spite of the annual plea of Superintendent Maxwell for more
secondary schools, more primary teachers, and primary school

buildings. Instead of going in tlie direction indicated by
Dr. Eliot and preparing to spend four or five times the pres-

ent amount, there is a strong movement to spend less. And
nothing so hastens this reactionary movement as the tend-
ency, whether automatic or consciously stimulated, towards
class (or caste) education— such as Dr. Eliot and so many
other reformers now directly or indirectly encourage —
usually under the cloak of industrial education.

The most anti-social aspects of capitalism, whether in its

individualist or its coUectivist form, are the grossly unequal
educational and occupt-tional privileges it gives the young.
An examination of the better positions now being obtained
by men and women not yet past middle age will show, let

us sav, that ten times as many prizes are going to persons
who were given good educational opportunities as to those
who were not. But as the children of those who can afford

such opportunities are not a tenth as numerous as the children

of the rest of the people, this would mean that thf 'atter have
only a hundredth part of the former's opportun. i. Under
this supposition, one tenth of the population secures ten
elevenths of the positions for which a higher education is

required. As a matter of fact, the existing inequality of

opportunity is undoubtedly very much greater than this,

and the unequal distribution of opportunities is visibly and
rapidly becoming still less equal. In 1910, of nineteen mil-

lion pupils of public and private schools in this country, only
one million were securing a secondary, and less than a third

of a million a higher, education, ^fcre pre some figures

gathered by the Russell Sage Founuaxion in its recent survey
of public scfiool management. The report covers 386 of

the larger cities of the Union. Out of every 100 children

wlio enter the schools, 45 drop out before the sixth year;
that is, before they have learned to read English. Only 25 of

the remamder graduate and enter the high schools, and of these

but 6 complete the course.

The expense of a superior education, including upkeep
during the increfi3in£< number of years required, is rising many
times more rapidly than the income of the average man. At
the same time, both the wealth and the numbers of the well-

to-do are increasing in greater proportion than those of the

I
6
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rest of the people. While the better places get farther and
farther out of the reach of the children of the masses, owing
to the overcrowding of the professions by children of the
well-to-do, the competition becomes ever keener, and the
poor boy or girl who must struggle not only against this
excessive competition, but also against his economic handi-
cap, confronts an almost superhuman task.

It is obvious that this tendency cannot be reversed, no
matter how rapidly the people's income is increased, unless
it rises more rapidly than that of the well-to-do. And this.

Socialists believe, has never happened except when the masses
obtained political power and made full use of it against the
class in control cf industry and government.
No amount of material progress and no reorganization of

industry or government which does not promise to equalize
opportunity, — however rapid or even sensational it may be,— is of the first moment to the Socialists of the moven. t.

Wages might increase 5 or 10 per cent every year, as prolits
increase to-day ; hours might be shortened and the intensity
of labor lessened ; and yet the gulf between the classes might
be growing wider than ever. If society is to progress toward
industrial democracy, it is necessary that the people should
fix their attention, not merely on the improvement of their
own condition, but on their progress "nhen compared vnih
thai of the capitalist dosses, i.e. when measured by present-
day civilization and the possibilities it affords.

I
No matter how fast wages increase, if profits increase faster,

\we are journeying not towards social democracy, but towards a
Xcaste society. Thus to insist that we must keep our eyes on
the prosperity of others in order to measure our own seems
like preaching envy or class hatred. But in socid questions
the laws of individual morality are often rovers^. It is

the social dviy uf every less prosperous class of citizens, their
duty towards the whole of the coming generation as well as
to their own children, to measure their own progress solely
by a standard raised in accordance with the point in evolu-
tion that society has attained. What would have been com-
parative luxury a hundred years ago it is our duty to view
as nothing Jpss than a degradmg and life-destroying poverty
to-d.Hy.

I

Opportunity is not becoming equal. The tendency is

in the opposite direction, and not all the reforms of "State
I Socialism" promise to counteract it. The citizen owes it to
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uoeiety to ask of every proposed program of change, "Will
/ it, within a reasonable period, bring equality of opportunity ?

"

To rest satisfied with less— a so-called tendency of certain

reforms in the right direction may be wholly illusory— is

not only to abandon one's rights and those of one's chUdren,

but to rob society of the only possible assurance of the maxi-
mum of progress.

^^1
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CHAPTER VIII

m. t

y^

THE "FIRST STEP" TOWARDS SOCIALISM

"State Socialism" as I have described it will doubtless
continue to be the guiding policy of governments during a
large part, if not all, of the present generation. Capitalism,
in this new coUectivist form, must bring about extremely
deep-seated and far-reaching changes in society. And every
step that it takes in the nationalization of industry and the
appropriation of land rent would also be a step in Socialism,

provided the rents and profits so turned into the coffers of
the State were not used entirely for the benefit either of

industry or of the community as a whole, as it is now
constituted, but were reserved in part for the special benefit

of the less wealthy, less educated, and less advantageously placed,

so as grxduaUy to equalize income, influence, and opportunity.

But what, as matter of fact, are the ways in which the new
revenues are likely to be used before the Socialists are either

actually or practically in control of the govenmient ? First

of all, they will be used for the further development of indus-
try itself and of schemes which aid industry, as by affording

cheaper credit, cheaper transportation, cheaper lumber,
cheaper coal, etc., which will chiefly benefit the manufac-
turers, since all these raw materials and services are so much
more largely used in industry than in private consumption.

Secondly, the new sources of government revenue will be
used to relieve certain older forms of taxation. The very mod-
erately graduated income and inheritance taxes which are now
common, small capitalists have tolerated principally on the
ground that the State is in absolute need of them for essential

expenses. We may soon expect a period when the present

rapid expansion of this form of taxation as well as other
direct taxes on industry, building, corporations, etc., will

be checked somewhat by the new revenue.? obtained from the
profits of government enterprises and the taxation of ground
values. Indirect taxation of the onsuming public in gen-
eral, through tariffs and internal revenue taxes, will also be

108
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materially lightened. As soon as new and lai^er sources

of income are created, the cry of the consumers for relief

will be louder than ever, and since a large part of consumption

is that of the (iapitalista in manufacture, the cry will be heard.

This will mean lower prices. But in the long run salaries and
wages accommodate themselves to prices, so that this reform,

beneficial as it may be, cannot be accepted as meaning,

for the masses, more than a merely temporary relief. A thu-d

form of tax reduction would be *he special exemption of the

poorer classes from even the smallest direct taxation. But as

employers and wage boards, in fixing wages, will take this

reduction into account, as well as the lower prices and rents,

such exemptions will effect no great or lasting change in the

division of the national income between capitalists and re-

ceivers of salaries and wages.

A third way in which the new and vastly increased incomes

of the national and local governments can be expended is

the communistic way, as in developing commercial and tech-

nical education, in protecting the public health, in building

model tenements, in decreasing the cost of traveling for

health or business, and in promoting all measures that are

likely to increase industrial efficiency and profits without too

great cost.

A fourth way in which the new revenue may be expended,

before the Socialists are in actual or practical control, would
be in somewhat increasing the wages and somewhat shorten-

ing the hours of the State and mimicipal employees, who will

soon constitute a very large proportion of the community.
Here again it is impossible to expect any but a Socialist

government to go very far. As I have shown, it is to be
questioned whether any capitalistic admii^istration, however
advanced, would increase real wages (wages measured by their

purchasing power), except in so far as the higher vages will

result in a corresponding or greater increase in efficiency, and
so in the profits made from labor. And the same law applies

to most other governmental (or private) expenditures on
behalf of labor, whether in shortened hours, insurance,

improved conditions, or any other form.

The very essence of capitalist collectivism is that t^e share

of the total profits which goes to the ruling class should not

be decreased, and if possible should be augmented. In spite

of material improvements the economic gulf between the

classes, during the period it dominates, will either remain is 1^
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it is, or become wider and deeper than before. On the ground
of the health and ultimate working efficiency of the present
and future generation, hours may be considerably shortened,
and the labor of women and children considerably curtailed.
Insurance against death, old age, sickness, and accident
will doubtless be taken over by the government. Mothers
who are unable to take care of their children will probably
be pensioned, as now proposed in France, and many children
will be publicly fed in school, as in a number of the British
and Continental places. The most complete code of labor
legislation is practically assured ; for, as government owner-
ship extends, the State will become to some extent the model
employer.
A quarter of a century ago, especially in Great Britain

and the United States, but also in other countries, the method
of allaying discontent was to distract public attention from
politics altogether by stimulatiiijg the chase after private
wealth. But as private wealth is more and more difficult
to attain, this policy is rapidly replaced by the very opposite
tactics, to keep the people absorbed in the political chase
after the material benefits of economic reform. For this
purpose every efifort is being used to stimulate political
interest, to popularize the measures of the new State capital-
ism, to foster public movements in their behalf, and finally
to grant the reforms, not as a new form of capitalism, but as
"concessions to public opinion." At present it is only the
most powerful of the large capitalists and the most radical
of the small that have fully adapted themselves to the new
poIici?s. But this will cause no serious delay, for among
policies, as elsewhere, the fittest are surely destined to survive.
Ten years ago it would have beeu held as highly improbable

that we would enter into such a coUectivist period in half a
century. Already a large part of the present generation
expect to see it in their lifetime. And the constantly acceler-
ated developments of recent years justify the belief of many
that we may find ourselves far advanced in "State Socialism"
before another decade has passed.
The question that must now be answered by the statesman

as opposed to the mere politician, by the publicist as or osed
to the mere journalist, is, nut how soon the program of ' estate
Socialism" will be put into effect, but what is going to be
the attitude of the masses towards it. A movement exists
that is already expressing and organizing their discontent
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with capitalism in whatever form. It promises to fill this

function still more fully and vigorously in proportion as col-

lectivist capitalism develops. I refer to the international
revolutionary movement that finds its chief expression in the
federated Socialist parties. The majority of the best-known
spokesmen of this movement agree that social reform is

aidvancing
; yet most of them say, with Kautsky, that control

of the capitalists over industry and government is advancing
even more rapidly, partly by means of these very reforms,
so that the Machtverhadtnisse, or distribution of political

and economic power between the various social classes, is

even becoming less favorable to the masses than it was before.
The one thing they feel is that no such capitalist society will

ever be willing to ameliorate the condition of the non-cap-
italists to such a degree that the latter will get an increasing
proportion of the products of industry or of the benefits of
legislation, or an increased influence over government. The
capitalists will never do anything to disturb radically the
existing balance of power.
While Socialists have not always conceded that the capital-

ists will themselves undertake, without compulsion, large
measures of political democracy and social reform, — even
of the capitalistic variety,— nearly all of the most influential

are now coming to base their whole policy on this now very
evident tendency, and some have done so for many years
past. For instance, it has been clear to many from the time
of Karl Marx that it would be necessary for capitalist society
itself to nationalize or municipalize businesses that become
monopolized, without any reference to Socialism or the
Socialists.

"These private monopolies have become unbearable,"
says Kautsky, "not simply for the wage workers, but for all

classes of society who do not share in their ownership,"
and he adds that it is only the weakness of the bourgeois
(the smaller capitalist) as opposed to capital (the large cap-
italist) that hinders him from taking effective action. In-

deed, one of the chief respects in which history has pursued
a somewhat different course from that expected by Marx
has been in the failure of capitalist society to attempt imme-
diately this solution of the trust problem through govern-
ment ownership. Marx expected that this attempt would
necessarily be made as soon as the monopolies reached an
advanced state, and that the resulting economic revolution
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would develop into a Socialist revolution. But this monopo-
listio period has come, the trusts are rapidly dominating the
whole field of industry and government, and yet it seems im-
probable that they will be forced to any final compromise
with the small capitalist investors and consumers for some
years to come. In the meanwhile, no doubt, the process of
nationalization will begin, but too late to fulfill Marx's
expectation, for the large and small capitalists will have time
to become better united, and their combined control over
government will have had time to grow more secure than
ever. The new partnership of capitalism and the State will,
no doubt, represent the small capitalists as well as the large,
but there is no sign that the working people will be able to
take advantage of the coming transformation for any non-
capitalist purpose. ^fQrdJdJJ^arx expect natjpnal ownership
to mcrease the relative strength of the workers i/nW*

il
[was accomjmmed Fy a political revolution .

~

Another vast capitalist reiorm predicted by Socialists
since the Communist Manifesto (1847) is nationalization or
Municipalization of the ground rent or unearned increment of
land. At first Kautsk; and others were inclined to expect
that nothing would be done in this direction until the working
classes themselves achieved political power, but it has always
been seen from the days of Marx that the industrial capital-
ists had no particular reason for wishing to be burdened with
a parasitic class of landlords that weighed on their shoulders
as much as on those of the rest of the people. Not only do
industrial capitalists pay heavy rents to landlords, but the
rent paid by the wage worker also has to be paid indirectly
and in part by the industrial capitalist: "The quantity of
wealth that a landlord can appropriate from the capitalist
class becomes larger in proportion as the general demand for
land increases, in proportion as population grows, in propor-
tion as the capitalist class needs land, i.e. in proportion as
the capitalist system of production expands. In proportion
with all this, rent rises ; that is to say, the aggregate amount
of wealth increases which the landlord class can slice off—
either directly or indirectly— from the surplus that would
otherwise be grabbed by the capitalist class alone." (1)
The industrial capitalists, then, have very motive to put

an end to this kind of parasitism, and to use the funds se-
cured, through confiscatory taxation of the unearned incre-
ment of land, to lessen their own taxation, to nationalize
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those fundamental industries that can only be made in this

way to subserve the interests of the capitalist class as a whole
(instead of some part of it merely), and to undertake through
government those costly enterprises which are needed by all

industry, but which give too slow returns to attract the cap-
italist investor.

This enormous reform, in land taxation, which alone
would put into the hands of governments ultimately almost
a third of the capital of modem nations, was considered
by Marx, in all its early stages, as purely capitalistic, "a So-
cialistically-fringed attempt to save the rule of capitalism, and to

establish it in fact on a stiU larger foundation at present." (2)
Indeed, I have shown in a previous chapter that radical
reformers who advocated this single-tax idea, along with the
nationalization and municipalization of monopolies, do so
with the conscious purpose of reviving capitalism and mak-
ing it more permanent, precisely as Marx says. The great
Socialist wrote the above phrase in 1881 (in a recently
published letter to Sorge of New York) after reading Henry
George's "Progress and Poverty," which had just appeared.
He calls attention to the fact that James Mill and other
capitalistic economists had long before recommended that
land rent should be paid to the State so as to serve as a sub-
stitute for taxes, and that he, himself, had advocated it in
the Manifesto of 1847— among transitional measures.
Marx says that he and Engels "inserted this appropriation

of ground rent by the State among many other demands,"
which, as also stated in the Manifesto, "are self-contradic-
tory and must be such of necessity." He explains what he
meaiis by this in the same letter. In the very year of the
Manifesto he had written (in his book against Proudhon)
that this measure was "a frank statement of the hatred felt

by the industrial capitalist for the landowner, who seems to
him to be a useless, unnecessary member in the organism of
Capitalist society." Marx demanded "the abolition of
property in land, and the application of all land rents to
public purposes," not because this is in any sense the smallest

installment of Socialism, but because it is a progressive capital-

istic measure. While it strengthens capitalism by removing
"a useless, unnecessary member," and by placing it "on a
still larger foundation than it has at the present," it also
matures it and makes it ready for Socialism— ready, that is

to say, as soon as the working people capture the government and

"'
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turn the capitalists out, but not a day sooner. (3) Until that
time even the most grandiose refonn is merely "a SociaJist-
ically-fringed attempt to save the rule of capitalism."

Other "transitional measures" mentioned by Marx and
Engels in 1847, some of which had already been taken up as
"Socialistically-fringed attempts to save the rule of capital-
ism" even before their death were :

—
The heavily graduated income tax.
The abolition of inheritance.
A government bank with an exclusive u.onopoIy.
A partial nationalization of factories.
(No doubt, the part they would select would be that
operated by the trusts.)

Government cultivation of waste lands.

Here we have a program closely resembling that of "State
capitalism." It omits the important labor legislation for
increasing efficiency, since this was unprofitable under com-
petitive and extra-governmental capitalism, and in Marx's
time had not yet appeared ; e.g. the minimum wage, a shorter
working day, and workingmen's insurance. As Marx and
Engels mention, howe :, the substitution of industrial
education for child labor (one of the most important and typi-
cal of these reforms), they would surely have included other
measures of the same order, had they hoer ->rp.ctjcable and
under discussion at the time.
There can be little doubt that Marx and Engels, in this

early pronunciamento, were purposely ambiguous in their
language. For example, they demand "the extension of
factories and instruments of production owned by the state."
This is plainly a conservatively capitalistic or a revolutionary
Socialist measure entirely according to the degree to which,
and the hands by which, it is carried out— and the same is

evidently true of the appropriation of land rent and the
abolition of inheritance. This is what Marx means when he
says that every such measure is "self-contradictory and must
be such of necessity." Up to a certain point they put capi-
talism on "a larger basis" ; if carried beyond that, they may,
in the right hands, become steps in Socialism.
Marx and Engels were neither able nor willing to lay out a

program which would distinguish sharply between measures
that would be transitional and those that would be Socialist
sixty or seventy years after they wrote, but merely gave con-
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Crete illustrations of their policy; they stated explicitly that
such reforms would vary from country to country, and only
claimed for those they mentioned that they would be "pretty
generally applicable." Yet, understood in the sense in
which it was originally promulgated and afterwards ex-
plained, this early Socialist program still affords the
most valuable key we have as to what Socialism is, if we
view it on the side of its practical efforts rather than on
that of abstract theories. Marx and Engels recognize that
the measures I have mentioned must be acknowledged
as "insufficient and untenable," becai^se, though they
involve "inroads on the rights of property," they do not go
far enough to destroy capitalism and establish a Socialistic

society. But they reassure their Socialistic critics by point-
ing out that these " insufficient" and "transitory" measures,
"in the course of the movement, outstrip themselves, neces-

sitate further inroads on the old social order, and are indispen-
sable as a means of entirely revolutionizing the mode of
production." (My italics.)

That is, "State Socialism" is indisjiensable as a basis
for Socialism, indeed necessitates it, provided Socialists look
upon "State Socialist" measures chiefly as transitory
rnt>ana " to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling class "

;

for this rise of the proletariat to the position of ruling class

is necessarily " the ^rs< step in the revolution of the working
class."

From the day of this first step the whole direction of social

evolution would be altered. For, while the Socialists expect to
utilize everyreform of capitalist collectivism, and can only build
on that foundation, their later policy would be diametrically
opposed to it. A Socialist governmentwould begin immediately
an almost complete reversal of the statesmanship of "State
Socialism." The first measure it would undertake would
be to begin at once to increase wages faster than the rate of in-

crease of the total wealth of the community. Secondly, within afew
years, it would give to the masses of the population, accord-
ing to their abilities, all the education needed to fill from the

ranks of the non-capitalistic classes a proportion of all the
most desirable and important positions in the community,
corresponding to their numbers, and would see to it that they
got these positions.

It is undoubtedly the opinion of the most representative I -

uresof the international Socialist movement that there is n^^c

;i
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the slightest possibility that any of the non-Socialist refonners
of to-day or of the near future are following or will follow
aiiy such policy, or even take the slightest step in that direc-
tion ; and that there is nothing Socialists can do to force
such a policy on the capitalists until they are actually or
practically in power. Society may continue to prepress, but
it is surely inconceivable to any close observer, as it is incon-
ceivable to the Socialists, that the privileged classes will
ever consent, without the most violent struggle, to a program
which, viewed as a whole, would lead, however gradually or
indirectly, to a more equitable distribution of wealth and
political power.



PART TI

THE POLlTlCb OF SOCIALISM

CHAPTER I

"STATE SOCIAUSM" WITHIN THE MOVEMENT

The Socialist movement must be judged by its acts, by the
decisions Socialists have reached and the reasoning they have
used as they have met concrete problems.
The Socialists themselves agree that first importance is to

be attached, not to the theories of Socialist writers, but to
the principles that have actually guided Socialist parties
and their instveted representatives in capitalist legislatures.

These and the proceedings of international and national
congresses and the discussion that constantly goes on within
each party, and not theoretical writings, give the only truthful
and reliable impression of the movement.

In 1900 Wilhelm Liebknecht, whg up to the time of his

death was as influential as^Bebel in *he German Party,
pointed out that those pa,rtyTnernbers wKb disavowed Soilal-
ist principles in their practical application were far more
dangerous to the movement than those who made wholesale
theoretical assaults oa the Socialist philosophy, and that
political alliances with capitalist parties were far worse than
the repudiation of the teachings of Karl Marx. In his weJl-
known pamphlet No Compromise he showed that th's fact
had been recognized by the German Party from the
beginning.

I have shown the Socialists' actual position through their
attitude towards progressive capitfdl^m. An equally con-
crete method of dealing with Socialist actualities is to por-
tray the various tendencies within the movement. The
Socialist position can never be" TSSaHy dtiBliyiI"bxcept by
contrasting it with those policies that the movement has
rejected or is in the process of rejecting to-day. Indeed, no
Socialist policy can be viewed as at all settled or important
unless it has proved itself "fit," by having survived struggles
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either with its rivals outside or with its opponents inside the
movement.

If we turn our attention to what is going on within the
movement, we will at once be struck by a world-wide sit-

uation,
"
j^tate Sydanism" is not only becom^g the , olicv

of the leftfi'ng fiflnitahstin najties in many countries but
in a' mUUlilUtf lUi

'

ili— il Las alst

Sation of a large

1!

so become tEelftdef preoccii-

:e grjup among T.nft pnfiialists. "l^?formist"
?i5{;lliIiyLy Vi^w HIiost ot ine reforms of "State Socialism" as
installments of Socialism, enacted by the capitalists in the
hope of diverting attention from the rising Socialist move-
ment.
To M^, on the contrary, the first "step" in Socialism was

the conqifest of complete political power by the Socialists,

etariat," he wrote in the Communist Manifesto
"
will usefc'te political supremacy to wj-est. by degrees, all capi-

taTlWra Tne capitalists, to centralize all instruments of produc-
tion in the hands of the State, i.e. of the proletariat organized
as the ruling class." (My italics.; Here is the anlrtBesis
ijoth Tjf-^eformist " Socialism within the movement and of
"State Socialism" without. The working people are no*
expected to gain more and more political power step by step
and to use it as they go along. It is onlv after gaining full

litical s«premac/y byarevolutjou^^ <lir' oLWfWRie)
S8cT3fi5eTB3us!r5^sleD by step. Marx

WISiig people to

Dolii

tnaTlal ffiyg

and his

W
successoJJT

nze maustry
cro'nuL" auvise cire

concentrate their efforts on the centralization of the instru-
ments of production in the hands of governments as they
now are (capitalistic), but only after they have become com-
JDletely transformed into the tools of the working people
''^'organized as the ruhng class," to use Marx's expression. (1)

JThe central idea _of the "reformist" Socialists is, on the-
anffBJ^ytttgtntyptore^SBWfflBBTIS^^ any goveri

men?n*'i «-»tii UI!I6W 11 llM lI!fi<iUlM kll lillUiluiuL ifienace, I

it is necessary that Socialists should take the lead in tjiejayk I

ol su)l;im ITifUim , miU^HwhMw^olic IhtllTUtiriffgS VervTargelv I

to tnis objexjt. It is recognized that capitalistic or non-
Socialist reformers have taken up many of the most urgent
reforms and will take up more of them, and that being polit-

ically more powerful they are in a better position to put them
into effect. But the "reformist " Socialists, far from allowing
this fact to discourage them, allege it as the chief reason why
they must also enter the field. The non-Socialist reformers,
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they bciy, are engaged in a popular work, and the Socialists
must go in, help to bring about the reforms, and claim part
of the credit. They then propose to attribute whatever
success they may have gained, not to the fact that they also
have become reformers like the rest, but to the fact that they
happen to be Socialists. The non-Socialist reformers, they
say again, are gaining a valuable experience in government;
the Socialists must go and do likewise. Reforms which were
steps in capitalism thus become to them steps in Socialism,
It is not the fashion of "reformists" to try to claim that they
are very great steps— on the contrary, they usually belittle
them, but it is believed that agitation for such reforms as
capitalist governments allow, is the best way to gain the pub-
lic ear, the best kind of political practice, the most fruitful
mode of activity.

One of the leading American Socialist weeklies has made
a very clear and typical statement of this policy :

—
"JI "'^ ^«''« the field 0/ achievement to the reformer, then ii isspinff

to be nard ta persuade people that refomi is not auffid'ntt. If Socialists
take every stepfopvard as part qfa(ieneral revolutionary program, and
never fail to point out that these things are but steps forward in
a stairway that mean nothing save as they lead to a higher stage
of society, then the Socialist movement will carry along with it all
those who are fighting the class stniggle. The hopelessr»;c» if re-
form as a goal will become apparent when its real position ^. social
evolution is pointed out." (2)

The leading questions this proposed policy auuses will
at once come to the reader's mind: Will the capitalist re-
formers in control of national governments allow the Socialist
"reformists" to play the leading part in their own chosen
field of effort? If people tend to be satisfied with reform,
what difference does it make as to the ultimate political or
social ideals of those who bring it about ? If the steps taken
by reformers and " reformists " are the same, by what alchemy
can the latter transform them into parts of a revolutionary
program ?

Mr. Simons, nevertheless, presents this "reformism" as
the proper policy for the American Party at its present
stage:—

"It has become commonplace," he says, "to say that the Socialist
movement of the United States has entered upon a new stage, and
that with the coming of many local victories and not a few in State

yii
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and nation, Socialist activity must partake of the .aract«r of prep*
aration for the control of society.

"Yet our propaganda has been slow to reflect this change. This
is natural. For more than a generation the important thing was to

advertise Socialism and to inculcate a few doctrinal truths. This
naturally developed a literature based on broad assertions, sensa-

tional exposures, vigorous denunciations, and revival-like appeals
that resulted in sectarian organization.

"It has been hard to break away from this stage. It is easier to

make a propaganda of 'sound and fury' than of practical achieve-

ment. Once the phrases have been learned, it is moch simpler to

issue a manifesto than to organize a precinct. It always requires

less effort to talk about a class struggle than to fight it ; to defy the

lightning of international class rule than to properly administer

a township. Yet, if Socialism is inevitable, if the Socialist Party is

soon to nue in State and nation, then it is of the highest importance
that Socialists should know something of the forces with which they
are going to deal ; something of the lines of evolution which they
are going *o further; something of the government which they are

going to administer ; something of the task which they profess to

be eager to accomplish."

It might seem that, after the first stage has been passed,

the next promising way to carry Socialism forward, the way
actually to "fight " the class struggle and to achieve something
practical is, as Mr. Simons says, to talk less and to go in and
"administer a township." Revolutionary Socialists agree
that advertising, the teaching of a few basic doctrines, emo-
tional appeals, and the criticism of present society have

to taken up the principal share of the Socialist agita-

tion, and that all these together are not sufficient to enable
Socialists to achieve their aim, or even to carry the move-
ment much farther. They agree that activity is the best

teacher and that the class struggle must be actually fought.

But they propose other activities and feel that a whole inter-

mediate"stag^ of Socialist evo'u^on. including the capture
of national governments, lies between the Socialist agitation

of the past and any adminis^ation-of a township that can do
anj^hing to bring recruits Co Socialism and not merely to

"State Socialist" reform.

This is the view of the revolutionary majority of the inter-

national mov^ent. But the "reformist" minority is both
large and powerful, and since it draws far more recruits than
does the revolutionary majority from the ranks of the book
educated and capitalistic reformers, its spokesmen and writers
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attract a disproportionately large share of attention in capi-
talistic and reform circles, and thus give rise to widespread
misunderstanding as to the position of the majority.
Not only are both the more or less Sociali^tin nartipg in

Great Britain and thp T.«hniir n«rti»« »t Ik^
p^j^j^}^ rnlrii"-]

reformist to the extent that thev are either Pntirplv nnt,«irio
or practicall

j

f iRdenei^jlpTiT nf tho iy^j^
^

pmftfinp
fj]

movpniPTi t.

out the parties of Belgmm. Italy
,
and S uth Germany h?ve!

for a number of years, concentrated tlleir attention almost
exclusiyely on such reforms as the capitalist goyemments
of their countries are Hkely to allow to be enacted— the
dominant idea being to obtain all that can be obtained for
the working classes at the present moment, eyen when, for
this purpose, it becomes necessary to subordinate or to com-
promise entirely the plans and hopes of the future. And it
18 only within the last year or two that the revolutionary
wmg in these last-named countries has begun to grow rapidly
again and"promises to regain control
There can "bTTio Juubt ihvct f

become ver^ ^dfianrP^^, Preside"
..

rafi^l-ederation of Labor, who had every facility of meeting
European Socialists and unionists on a recent tour, made
some observations which are by no means without a certain
foundation. (3) He says that he talked to these people about
bociahsm and, though they all knew "the litany, service
and invocation" and the Socialist text for the coming revo-
lution, they preserved this knowledge for their speech
making, while in conversation it all faded away into the misty
realms of the imagination. "Positively," writes Mr. Gom-
pers, "I never found one man in my crip ready to go further
into constructive Socialism than to repeat perfunctorily its
time-worn generalities. On the other hand, I n.et men whom
u^ u^^ ^^°' ^^^^^^ personally or through correspondence

or by their work, as active propagandists of the Socialists'
theoretical creed, who are now devoting their energies to
one or other of the practical forms of social betterment—
trade umonism, cooperation, legal protection to the workers— and who could not be moved to speak of utopianism [Mr.
Gomperss epithet for Socialism]." It is doubtless true, as
Mr. Gornpers say,^, that the indi\nduals he questioned have
practically abandoned their Socialism, even though they
remain members of the Socialist parties. For if such activ-
ities as he mentions could be claimed as "Socialism,"

H
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then there is very little public work an intelligent and honest
workingman can undertake, no matter how conservative

f^^jiSt may be, which is not to go by that name.
* " The chief^ph^acteristic of the reformists is, indeed, frankly

gsiixiatififoHB? of

s \

I' ti!

I;i

ey cannot be put
that such reforms

are enacted oniv as conc^ionsj
^
for fear that Socialism would

otnerwlse sweep everything Tjefore it.

Rev. Carl D. Thompson, formerly a Socialist member of

the Wisconsin Legislature, and now Town Clerk of Mil-
waukee, for example, claims Millerand as a Socialist minister,

though the French Socialist Party agreed by an almost
unanimous vote that he is not to be so considered, and attrib-

utes to this minister a whole series of reforms in which he
was only a single factor among many others. Many im-
portant legislative changes which have taken place in Italy

since 1900, Mr. Thompson accredits to the opportunist
Socialist leader, Turati, with his handful of members of the
chamber, though it is certain that even at the present moment
the Socialists have not yet arrived'at a position where they
can claim that they are shaping governmental action as
strongly as their Radical allies. Mr. Thompson states that
the "Socialist Independent Labour Party" of Great Britain

had thirty-four representatives in Parliament at a time when
the larger non-Socialist Labour Party, which included it, had
only this number. He claimed that a majority of this latter

party were Socialists, when, as a matter of fact, only a minor-
ity were members of any Socialist party tven in the ultra-

moderate sense in which the term is employed in England, and
lie accredits all the chief reforms brought about by the
Liberal government to this handful of "Socialists," including
even the old age pensions which were almost unanimously
favored by the old parties. (4) He even lists among h^
signs of the progress of Socialism the fact that, at the time
of writing, fifty-nine governments owned their railways,

while a large number had instituted postal savings banks.
The same tendency to claim everjrthing good as Socialism

is very common in Great Britain. Even the relatively

advanced Socialist, Victor Grayson, avoids the question
whether there is any social reform which is not Socialism, (5)

and it seems to be the general position of British Socialists

that every real reform is Socialism— more or less.
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August Bebel, on the contrary, is quoted as saying, "It
i 18 not a question of whether we achieve this (rr that; for us the
principal thing is thai we put forward certain claims which

.

no other party can put forward." The great German Socialist
' sees clearJy. thatif Soaialiim is. to distinguish itself from the
other parties it must rest its claims solely on demands which
are made exclusivdy by Socialists. This is what those who
claim that every reform is Socialism, or is best promoted by
Socialists, fail to see. By tiying to make the word, "Social-
ism " mean everythmg, they inevitably make it mean nothing.

It is true that for a time the very advertisement of the
word "Socialism," by this method, and even the widest and
loosest use of Socialist phrases had the effect of making people
think about Socialist principles. But this cannot be long
continued before the public begins to ask questions concern-
ing the exact meaning of such expressions as applied to every-
day life. The Socialist paper. Justice, of London, urged that
"the very suggestion that any of the Liberal members of
Parliament were connected with the Socialist movement
created a more profound impression than all they ever said
or did." This is doubtless true, but when the novelty has
once worn off of this situation it is what so-called Socialists
do that alone will count.

For example, the leading reformist Socialist of Great
Britain, Mr. J. R. MacDonald, wishes to persuade the
Socialists of America to carry on "a propaganda of immedi-
ately practicable changes, jnstified and enriched by the fact
that they are the realization of great ideals." (6) Such a re-

duction of the ideal to what is actually going on, or may
be immediately brought about, .nakes it quite mean-
ingless. Evidently the immediately practicable changes
that Mr. MacDonald suggests are themselves his ideal, and
what he calls the ideal consists rather of phrases and enthusi-
asms that are useful, chiefly, for the purpose of advertising
his Party and creating enthusiasm for it.

The underlying motive of the "reformists" when they
claim non-Socialist reforms as their own, and relegate prac-
tically all distinctively Socialist principles and methods to
the vague and distant future, is undoubtedly their belief

that reforms rather than Socialism appeal to the working
class.

"The mass of workingmen will support the Socialist

Party," a Socialist reformer wrote recently, "not because

>* 3 I
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they are being robbed under capitalism, but because they
are made to understand that this party can be relied upon to
advance certain measures which they know will benefit th-m
and their families here and now.

" The constructiye Saci^J|i|t bfi|y.;i^gs that, t.hp cooperative
commonynHh "" ' "f^nl^^^^^^^Jmmjmnmrrmx
contrast to napita^iam. — hi^t. rmlv Vfy the Working class

ftij^ntme^ nrar, mr fhia fhir^p tv^^n j,^^ ||,ol fRffip. until private
enterprise '« ^lJ]f^orn^m»H Ky it<, .-owor.]^

[^p,^|'g ^at^n mn^y
taxes and its incentive removed by the inroads made upon
profits."

The working people, that is, are not intelligent enough to
realize that they are "robbed under capitalism," and are
not getting their proportionate share of the increase of wealth,
nor courageous enough to take up the fight to overthrow
capitalism ; they appreciate only small advances from day to
day, and every step by which "private capitalism" is replaced
by State action is such an advance, while these advances are
to be secured chiefly through a Socialist Party. In a word,
the Socialist Party is to ask support because it can accomplish
more than other parties for social reform under capitalism,
which at the present period means "State Socialism."

For while "reformist" Socialists are taking a position
nearly identical with that of the non-Socialist reformers,
the latter are coming to adopt a political policy almost
identical with that of the reformist Socialists. I have
noted that one of America's leading economists advises
all reformers, whether they are Socialists or not, to join the
Socialist Party. Since both "reformist" Socislists and "So-
cialistic" reformers are interested in labor legislation, public
ownership, democratic political reforms, graduated taxation,
and the governmental appropriation of the unearned incre-
ment in land, why should they not walk side by side for a
very considerable distance behind "a somewhat red banner,"
and " without troubling themselves about the unlike goals

"

— as Professor John Bates Clark recommends? The
phrases of Socialism have become so i^opular that their
popularity constitutes its chief danger. At a time when so
many professed anti-Socialists are agreeing with the New
York Independent that, though it is easy to have too much
Socialism, at least "we want more" than we have, it becomes
exceedingly difficult for non-Socialists to learn what Socialism
is and to distinguish it from innumerable reform movements.
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Less than a decade ago the pros and cons of Socialism were
much debated. Now it is usually only a question of Social-
ism sooner or later, more or less. Socialism a century or
two hence, or in supposed installments of a fraction of a per
cent, is an almost universally popular idea. For the Social-
ists this necessitates a revolutionary change in their tactics,
literature, and habit of thought. They were formerly forced
to fight those who could not find words strong enough to
express their hostility; they are rapidly being compelled
to give their chief attention to these who claim to be friends.
The day of mere repression is drawing to a close, the day of
cajolery is at hand.

Liebknecht saw what was happening years ago, and, in
one of the most widely circulated pamphlets the Socialists
have ever published (No Compromise), issued an impressive
warmng to the movement :

—
"The enemy who comes to us with an open visor we face with

a smile
;

to set our feet upon his neck is mere play for us. The
stupidly brutal acts of violence of police politicians, the outrages of
anti-bociahst laws, penitentiary bills— these only arouse feelings
of pitying contempt

; the f'nemy, however, that reaches out the hand
to us for a political alliance, and intrudes himself upon us as a friend
and^a brother,— him and him alone have we to fear.

"Our fortress can withstand every assault— it cannot be stormed
nor taken from us by siege~ it can only fall when we ourselves open x .

the doors to the enemy and takehim into our ranks as a fellow comrade." « » »

"We shall almost never go right," says Liebknecht, "if
we do what our enemies applaud." And we find, as a matter
of fact, that <' e enemies of Socialism never fail to applaud
any tendency of the party to compromise those acting prin-
ciples that have brought it to the point it has now reached.
For Liebknecht shows that the power which now causes a
Socialist alliance to be sought after in some countries even
by Socialism's most bitter enemies would never have arisen
had the party not clung closely to its guiding principle, the
pohcy of "no compromise."
There is no difl5culty in showing, from the public life and

opinion of our day, how w'^iespread is this spirit of political
compromise or opportunism ; nor in proving that it enters
into the conduct of many Socialists. Such an opposition
to the effective application of broad and far-sighted plans
to practical politics is especially common, for historical
reasons, in Great Britain and the United States. In this
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country it has been especially marked in Milwaukee from
the earliest days of the Socialist movement there. In 1893
the Milwaukee Vortvaerts announced that " if you demand too

much at one time you are likely not to get anything," and
that "nothing more ought to be demanded but what is

attainable at a given time and under given circumstances." (7)

It will be noticed that this is a clear expression of a principle

of action diametrically op^^osite to that adopted by the inter-

national movement as stated by Pebel and Liebknecht.

Socialists are chiefly distinguished from the other parties

by the fact that they concentrate their attention on demands
beyond "what is attainable at a given time and under given

circumstances." They might attempt to distinguish them-
selves by claiming that they stand for the ultimate goal of

Socialism, though their immediate program is the same as that

of other parties, but any politician can do that— as has been
shown recently by the action of Briand, Millerand, Ferri, and
other former Socialists in France and Italy— and the day
seems near when hosts of politicians will follow their example.

•^Any static or r'ogmatic definition of Socialism, like any
^(u^elv idealistic .ormulation, no matter how revolutionary

or a;jcurate it may be, necessarily invites purely opportu-

nist methods. A \yidelv accepted static degn**''^" Hpnlarpa

that Socialism is "the collective oWllfefship ofthe means of

iroduciion and distriBu;
~~~ - -democratic management.

an Ulliinale ideal or a theory of social evoiiiiiOB, this is

accepted also by many collectivist opponents of Socialism,

and may soon be accepted generally. The chief possibility

for a difference of opinion among most practical persons,

whether Socialists or not, must come from the questions'

How soon ? By what means ?

Evidently such a social revolution is to be achieved only

by stages. What are these stages? Many are tempted
to give the easy answer,

" More and more collectivism and,

more and more democracj^'**'*SBft pfigitSsin political

Ocmutiuitj ; if ilj LaiiiB fiiat; might be accompanied by an
artificial revivial of small-scale capitalism, and a new majority

made up largely of contented farmer capitalists might put

Socialism farther off than it is to-day. Similarly, if install-

ments of collectivism came first, they might lead us in the

direction of the Prussia of to-day. And finally, even a
combination of democracy and collectivism, up to a certain

point, might produce a majority composed in part of small
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capitalists and favored government employees. CoUeetudst
democracy completed or far advanced '^ »i!*^^r

....^•;riTgTr<ti.i..i;m olicv that merely gave us

:

: „, —iiii KOrPf us equally i

well either towt^ip^ SocialiHm or jtf the oppo«i^.ft dir^nn/
The ultimate goal ot presenTsociety does not give us a ready-
made plan of action by a mathematical process of dividing
its attainment into so many mechanical stages.

^
A very similar political shibboleth, often used by Party

Socialists, is
"
Let the nation own the trusts." Let us assume

that the constitution of this country were made as democratic
as that of Australia or Switzerland, and the suffrage made
absolutely universal (as to adults) . Let us assume, moreover,
that the "trusts," including railways, public service corpo-
rations, banks, mines, oil, and luml)er interests, the steel-
making and meat-packing industries, and the few other
important businesses where monopolies are established, were
owned and operated by governments of this character.
Taken together with the social and labor reforms that would
accompany such a regime, this would be "State Socialism,"
but it would not necessarily constitute even a step towards
Socialism— and this for two reasons.
The industrira mentioned employ probably less than a third

of the population, and, even if we add other government
employments, the total would be little more than a third.
The majority of the community would still be divided among
the owners or employees of the competitive manufacturing
establishments, stores, farms, etc., — and the professional
classes. With most of these the struggle of Capital and
Labor would continue and, since they are in a majority, would
be carried over into the field of government, setting the higher
paid against the more poorly paid employees, as in the Prussia
of to-day.

And, secondly, even if we supposed that a considerable
part or all of the government employees received what they
felt to be, on the whole, a fair treatment from the govern-
ment, and if these, together with shopkeepers, farm owners,
or lessees, and satisfied professional and salaried men, made
up a majority, we would still be as far as ever from a social,
economic, or industrial democracy. What we would have
would be a class society, based on a purely political democ-
racy, and economically, on a partly private (or individualist)
and partly public (or coUectivist) capitalism.

II
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"Equal opportunities for all" would also mean Socialism.

Btlf^equal opix>rtunities for a limited number, no matter
if that number be much larger tR&n at present, may merely
strengthen capitalism by drawing the more able of the
workers away from their class and into the service of capital-

ism. Or op]x>rtunities more equal for all, without a com-
plete equalization, may merely increase the competition of

the lower classes for middle-class positions and so secure

to the capitalists cheajjer professional service. So-called

steps towards equal opportunities, even if rapid enough
to produce a very large surplus of trained applicants for

whom capitalism fails to provide and so increase the army of

malcontents, may simply delay the day of Socialism.

I have 8p>oken of Socialists whose underlying object is oppor-
tunistic—to obtain immediate results in legislation no matter
how unrelated they may be to Socialism. Others are im-
pelled either by an inactive idealism, or by attachment to
abstract dogma for its own sake. Their custom is in the one
instance to make the doctrine so rigid that it has no imme-
diate application, and in the other to "elevate the ideal" so
high, to remove it so far into the future, that it is scarcely
visible for the present-day purposes, and then to declare
that present-day activity, even if theoretically subject to
an ideal or a doctrine, must be guided also by quite other
and "practical" principles, which are never clearly defined
and sometimes are scarcely mentioned. Mr. Edmond KeUy,
for instance, puts his "Collectivism Proper," or Socialism,
so far into the future that he is forced to confess that it

will be attained only "ultimately," or perhaps not at all,

while "Partial Collectivism may prove to be the last stage
consistent with human imperfection." (8) He acknowledges
that this Partial Collectivism ("State Socialism") if- not
the ideal, and it is evident that his ideal is too iar aheau or

too rigid or theoretical, to have any connection with the ideals

of the Socialist movement, which arise exclusively out of

actual life.

This opportunism j[cfB"'lfi itnil f l ij i iii i i[l i
|

ii !il

lutionary aiyn^ht, that progress must necessani'^

extremely slow. Progress in this view, like Darwin's varia-

tions, takes place a step at a time, and its steps are innni-
tesimally small. The Worker of Brisbane, Australia, sars:
"The complicated complaint from which society sufi^^rs

can only be cured by the administration of homeopomaic

«vo-
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doses. . . . Inculcate Socialism? Yes, but grab all you
can to be going on with. Preach revolutionary thoughts?
Yes, but rely on the ameliorative method. . . . The minds
of men are of slow development, and we must be content,
we fear, to accomplish our revolution piecemeal, bit by bit,
till a point is come to when, by accumulative process, a series
of small changes amounts to the Great Change. The most
important revolutions are those that happen quietly without
anything particularly noticeable seeming to occur."
What is a Great Change depends entirely, in the revolution-

ist s view, on how rapidly it is brought about, and "revolu-
tionary thoughts" are empty abstractions unless accompanied
by revolutionary methods. Once it is assumed that there
IS plenty of time, the difference between the conservative
and the radical disappears. For even those who have the
most to lose realize in these days the inevitability of "evo-
lution." The radical is not he who looks forward to great
changes after long periods of time, but he who will not tolerate
uianecessary delay — who is unwilling to accept the so-called
mstallmonts or ameliorations offered by the conservative
and privileged (even when considerable) as being satisfactory
or as nccesstirily contributing to his purpose at all. The radi-c^ spirit is rather that of John Stuart Mill, when he said,
" VVhen the object is to raise the permanent condition of a
people, small means do not merely produce small effects-
they produce no effect at all."

'

Some political standard and quantitative measure is as
necessary to social progress as similar standards are neces-
sary in other relations. If the political standard of the

'

Socialists is so low as to regard social reform programs which *

on tue whole are more helpful to the capitalists than to other 1

ciassen — and therefore "produce no effect at all" as far!
ae the S«»»-i:iiist purpose is concerned — as if they were
(3m£&s^ion. Ttien it follows naturally that the Socialists will
bf-e -«ady to pay a price for such concessions. They will
:^ any -,new as a relative gain over the capitalists measures
''13KI1 if- nnmarily aimed at advancing capitalist interests,
mil :2^v Kill inevitably be ready at a price to relax to some

!^^i^ intensity of their opposition to other measures that/
- =^-..=£i=tie and antipopular. For instance, if old age'i
rBSKsaa*. ^re eoasidered by the workers to be an epoch-making '

y^tsm and a concession, they may be granted by the capital-
ii» all t3i-e more readily. But if thus overvalued, advantage

i
I' H

i
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will be taken of this feeling, and they will in all probability

be accompanied ^y restrictions of the rights of labor organiza-

tions. On the other hand, if such pensions, however desir-

able, are considered as a reform which will result indirectly

in great savings to the capitalist classes, to public and private

charitable institutions, to employers, etc., then the Socialists

will accept them and, if possible, hasten their enactment,
— but, like the French, will refuse tc pay for them out of

their own pockets (even through mdirect taxation, as the
'

British workingmen were forced to do) and will allow them
neither to be used as a cloak for reaction, nor as a substitute

for more fundamental reforms.

In other words, a rational political standard would teach

that a certain measure of political progress is normal in

capitalist society as a result of the general increase of wealth

and the general improvement in political and economic or-

ganization, especially now that the great change to State

capitalism is taking place; while reforms of an entirely

different character are needed if there is to be any relative

advance of the political and economic power of the Inasses,

any tendency that might lead in the course of a reasonable

period of time to economic and social democracy.

"A new and fair division of the goods and rights of this

world should be the main object of all those who conduct

hiunan affairs," said De Tocqueville. The economic progress

and political reforms of this capitalistic age are doubtless

bringing us nearer to the day when a aew and fair division

of goods and rights can take place, and they will make the

great transformation easier when it comes, but this does not

mean that in themselves they constitute even a first step

in the new dispensation. That they do is denied by all the

most representative Socialists from Marx to Bebel.

The most bitter opponents of Socialism, like its most
thoroughgoing advocates, have come to see that the whole

character of the movement has grown up from its unwilling-

ness to compromise the aggressive tactics indispensable for

the revolutionary changes it has in view, until it has become—
obvious that, just as Socialism as a social movement is the op- jl

posite pole to State capiialism, so Socialism (U> a social method ||

is the opposite pole to opportunism.



CHAPTER II

"REFORMISM" IN FRANCE, ITALY, AND BELGIUM

^^
The Socialist parties in Italy, Belgium, and France, where

"reformism" is strong, are progressing less rapidly than the
Socialists of these countries had reason to expect, and far less
rapidlythan in other countries. It would seem that in these
cases thejame cause.that drives the movement to abandon
aggressive tactics also checks its numerical growth.
For example, it is a matter of principle among Socialists

generally to contest every possible elected position and to
nominate candidates in every possible district. The revo-
lutionary French Socialist, Jules Guesde, even stated to the
writer that if candidates could be run by the party in every
district of France, and if the vote could in thisway be increased,
he would be willing tc see the number of Socialists in Pariia-
ment reduced materially, even to a handful — the object
bemg to teach Socialism everywhere, and to prepare for future
victories by concentrating on a few promising districts
rather than to make any effort to become a political factor,
at the present moment. Similariy, August Bebel declared
that he would prefer that in the elections of 1912 the Socialists
should get 4,000^ votes and 50 Reichstag members rather
than 3,000,000 votes and 100 members. In the latter case,
of course.-tirerSOcialist members would have been elected
largely on-the second ballot by the votes of non-Socialists.
The policy actually carried out in both Italy and France

has of late been exactly the opposite to that recommended
by Guesde and Bebel. rn t.liR p|pp|ions of 1909. the Soci.alist

Nfi.^7 °r^^^V P"^ "P Unless candidates for ParJiament than
tne5;_naa m the ele<illoh oi 11)04, while the number of candi-
dates howiinated in France was 50Tess in 1910 than it had
been in 1906. The consequence was that the French JPyty
received an ijcrease of votrs It^tJH abHUluiely tlmffTT^ frflinpH

1?-^ conservative republicans and scarcely greater than
tharorTlrrradtT!alB,~Wliile in Italy the Socialists actually cast

? Wjler percentage of the total vote in 1909.ihan they, did
»tt linw, wnileWni piu'ly uiKinbei^lp materially decreased.

-— 4*1-
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This policy had a double result ; it sent gaore Socialiste

to the Parliaments, in each case increasing \he number Hi
l&embers by"a,bout 50 per cent ; on the other hand^ iy|^elped
materially those radical and rival paiTies iiiust liearly relStM
to the Socialists, ior in many aistricts wliore the latter had
withdrawn their candulates Ihtjbe dm Uey-necessarily received

the Socialist JM)te. 5" vast field of agitation was practically

deserted, anq even when the agitation was carried on, the

distinction b stween the Socialist Party and the parties it

had favored, and which in turn favored it, became less

marked, and )he chances of the spread of Socialism in the

future were ci irrespondin^y diminished.

In France t is this policy which has brought forward the

so-called "independent Sofijalists " of the recent Briand minis-

try. Being netttierSocialists nor " ^gjjigals," they are in the

best position to draw advantages fromthf " rapprochement

"

of these forces, and it was thus that Mill&rand came into the

ministry in 1900, that Briand became pylme minister in 1910,

and Augagneur minister in 1911. The
formidable opponents of the Socialist [nn"^°"'°fti iiT

^'•'"^°

to-day. It will seem from 'inis ana many other instances

fKaTtKe opportunist policy which leads at first to a show of

success, later results in a weakening of the immediate as

well as the future possibilities of the movement.
The opportunist policy leads not only to an abandonment

of Socialist principle, an outcome that can never be finally

determined in any case, but sometimes to an actual betrayal

or desertion, visible to all eyes, as, for instance, when Ferri

left the movement in Italy, or Briand and Millerand in France.

That such desertions must inevitably result from the looseness

taught by "reformist" tactics is evident. Yet all through
Briand's early political career, Jaur^s was his intimate

associate, and even after the former had forsaken the party,

the latter confessed that, like the typical opportunist, he had
still expected to find in Briand's introductory address as

minister "reasons for hoping for the progress of social jus-

tice."

The career of Briand is typical. "One must understand

how to manage principles," he had said in 1900 at the very

time he was making the revolutionary decltirations I

shall quote (in favor of the general strike and against the

army). Two years later when he made his first speech in the

Chamber, the conservative "Temps" said that Briand was

ti'
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"ministrable" ; that is, that he was good material for some
future capitalistic ministry. Now Briand was making in this
speech what appeared to be a very vigorous attack against
the government and capitalism, but, like some prominent
Socialists to-day, he had succeeded in doing it in such a way
that he allowed the more far-seeing of the capitalistic enemy
to understand clearly what his underlying principles were. (1)
At his first opportunity he became connected with the

government, and justified this step on the ground of ''hia

moral attitude," since he was the proposer of the famous
bill for separating the Church and the State. He was imme-
diately excluded from the party, since at the time of Mille-
rand's similar step a few years before the party had reached
the definite conclusion that Socialists should not be allowed
to participate in their opponent's administrations.

When Briand became minister, and later (in 1909) prime
minister, he did not fail at once to realize the worst fears
of the Socialists, elevating military me*' and naval officers

to the highest positions, and promoting that minister who had
been most active in suppressing the post office strike to the
head of the department of justice. So-called coUectivist
reforms that were introduced while he was minister, like

the purchase of the Western Railway, were carried through,
according to conservative Socialists like Jaur^s, with a loss

of 700,000,000 francs to the State. So that now Jaurte, who
had done so much to forward Millerandism and Briandism
felt oWiged to propose a resolution condemning Briand and
Millerand and Viviani as traitors who had allowed themselv
to be used "for the purpose of 'capitalism.'

"

jcialistic' ministers," says Rappoport,
ho^^TyHWHwiwrpi

P''^gfpaai^£.
' Socialistic ' minister has done near so much I6i^ defflocraje '

Socialistic * ministers have before anything else sought the
means of keeping themselves in office. In order to make
people forget their past, they are compelled to give con-
tinuously new proofs of their zeal for the government,"

In France, where strong radical, democratic, and "State
Socialist" parties already exist, ready to absorb those who
put reform before Socialism, the likelihood that such deser-
tions will lead to any serious division of the party seems small,

especially since the Toulouse Congress, when a platform was
adopted unanimously. Of course, the leading factor in this

" have fallen JT^^ih^^,
italistic goveminents?*^fo^^^^^^^

5 i

^

i
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platform was Jaurds, who stands as strongly for a policy of

unity and conciliation within the party as he has for an
almost uninterrupted conciliation and cooperation with the

more or less radical forces outside of it.

If Jaur^ was able to get the French Party to adopt this

unanimous program, it was because he is not the mostextreme
of reformists, and because he has hitherto placed party loyalty

before everything. In the same way Bebel, voting on nearly

every occasion with the revolutionists, is able to hold the

German Party together because he is occasionally on the re-

formist side, as in a csu^e to be mentioned below. Jaur^ looks

forward, for instance, to a whole series of "successful general

strikes intervening at regular intervals," and even to the final

use of a great revolutionary general strike, whenever it looks

as if the capitalists can l>e finally overthrown and the govern-

ment taken into Socialist hands— though he certainly con-

siders that the day for such a strike is still many years off.

Nor does he hesitate to extend the hand of Socialist fellow-

ship to the most revolutionary Socialists and labor unionists

of his country, though he says to them, "The more revolu-

tionary you are, the more you must try to bring into the

united movement not only a minority, but the whole working

class." He says he is not against revolution, or the general

strike, but that he is against "a caricature of the general

strike and an abortive revolution."

It is only by actions, however, that men or parties may
be judged, and though Jaurds has occasionally been found

with the revolutionists, in most cases he acts with their rivals

and opponents, the reformists, and in fact is the most eminent

Socialist reformer the world has produced. No, oxift. will

question that there are Socialists who are exclusively inter-

ested in reform at the present period, not because they are

opposed to revolution, but because no greater movements
are taking place at the present moment or likely to take place

in the immediate future— and Jaur^ may be one of these.

But it is very difficult, even impossible, to distinguish by any
external signs, between such persons and those for whom the

idea of anything beyond the reforms of "State Socialism"

is a mere ideal, which concerns almost exclusively the next

or some future generation. Many of those who were form-

erly Jaur^'s most intimate associates, like the ministers

Briand and Millerand, the recent ministers Augagneur and

Viviani, and many others, have deserted the Party and are
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now proving to be its most dangerous opponents, while

several other deputies, who are still members like Brousse,

recently Mayor of Paris, are accused by a large part of

the organization of taking a very similar position. Surely

this shows that, even if Jaur^ himself could be trusted and
allowed to advocate principles and tactics so agreeable to

the rivals and enemies of Socialism, there are certainly few
other persons who can be safely left in such a compromising
position.

In view of these great betrayals on the part of Jaur&'s
associates, the mere fact that his own position towards the

Party has usually been correct in the end— after the majority
have shown him just how far he can go— and will doubtless

remain technically correct, becomes of entirely secondary
importance. He has openly and repeatedly encouraged and
aided those individuals and parties which later became the

chief obstacles in the way of Socialist advance, as other

Socialists had predicted. The result is, not that the Socialist

Party has ceased to grow, but that a large part of the enthu-
siasm for Socialism, largely created by the party, has gone
to elect so-called "Independent Socialists" to the Chamber
and to elevate to the control of the government men like

Briand, who, it was agreed by Socialists and anti-Socialists

alike, was the most formidable enemy the Socialists have
had for many years.

The program unanimously adopted by the French at

the Congress of Toulouse must be viewed in the light of

this internal situation. "The Socialist Party, the party

of the working class and of the Social Revolution," it begins,

"seeks the conquest of political power for the emancipation
of the proletariat [working class] by the destruction of the

capitalist regime and the suppression of classes." The
goal of Socialism could not be more succinctly expressed

than in these words: "The destruction of the capitalist

regime and the suppression of classes." Any party that lives

up to this preamble in letter and spirit can scarcely stray

from the Socialist road.

[t is the party which is most essegtiallyr-*»«'t actively'

reformist," cyillliiues auutlHir "section, "the only one which
-ean-push its action on to total reform ; the only one which
can give full effect to each working '•lass demand ; the only

one which can make of each refom of each victory, the

starting point and basis of more extendea demands and bolder
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conqu^ts. ..." Here we have the plank on which Jaurds

undoubtedly laid the greatest weight, and it was supported
unanimous' "^artly because of the necessity of party unity.

For this i^ twi much as to say that no reform will ever be
brought to a point that wholly satisfies the working people

except through a working class government. But it can-

not be denied that there are certain changes of very great

importance to the working people, like those mentioned in

previous chapters, which are at the same time even more
valuable to the capitalists, and would be carried out to the

end even if there were no Socialists in existence. If the

revolutionary wing of the French Party once conceded to

capitalism itself this possibility of bringing about certain

reforms, they would be in a position effectively to oppose

the reformist tactics of Jaur^ within the Party. By giving

full credit to the semi-democratic and semi-capitalistic reform

parties for certain measures, they would go as far as he does in

the direction of conciliation and common sense in politics;

by denying the possibility of the slightest cooperation with

non-Socialists on other and still more important questions,

they could constantly intensify the political conflict, and
since Jaurds is a perpetual compromiser, put him in the mi-

nority iu every contested vote within the party. By attacking

the capitalists blindly and on all occasions they have created

the necessity of a conciliator— the r61e that Jaurfes so ably

and effectively fills.

But, however friendly the Toulouse program may have
seemed to Jaur^'s reform tactics, it is not on that accountany
less explicit in its indorsement of revolutionary methods
whenever the moment happens to be propitious. It states

that the Socialist Party "continually reminds the proletariat

[working class] by its propaganda that they will find salvation

and entire freedom only in a collectivist and communist
regime"; that "it carries on this propaganda in all places

in order to raise everywhere the spirit of demand and of

combat," and that "the Socialists not only indorse the gen-
eral strike for use in economic struggles, but also for the pur-

pose of finally absorbing capitalism."
" Like all exploited classes throughout history,

'

' it concludes,

"the proletariat affirms its right to take recourse at certain

moments to insurrectionary violence."

The Toulouse Congress showed, not the present position

of the French Party or of the International, but the points
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on which Socialist revolutionists and reformers, everywhere

else at sword's point, can agree. Jhe reformers do notj>bieet

to promising the revolutionaries That they shall have their

own way in the relatively rare crises when revolutionary

means are used or contemplated. The revolutionaries are

willing to allow the reformers to claim all the credit for all

reforms beneficial to the workers that happen to be enacted.

Neither gives up their first principle, whether it be revolution

or reform, but in the matter of secondary importance, reform

or revolution, each side tolerates in the party an attitude

in diametrical opposition to its principles and the tactics

it requires. Both do this doubtless in the belief that by this

opportunism they will some day capture the whole party,

and that a split may thus be avoided in the meanwhile.
«;»»£.

^IjP
qpp^ii^noa nr>T.jTrpiga f.hft Hiyjsions within the French ,

Party have become mucn more acute. Hriand's conduct
inTlid IJRUl rullWiiy strike in li)ll is CHiscussed below. Yet .

in spite of this experience of how much the government
is ready to pay for railways and how little it is ready to do
to their employees, Jaurte's followers at the Party Congresses
of 1911 and 1912 stood again for the policy of nationalization,

and Guesde was impelled to warn the party that Briand's

"State Socialism" was the gravest danger to the movement.
Briand's positive achievements are also defended by

Jaur^. The recent workingmen's pension law, unlike that

of England, demands a direct contribution from the eoiploy-

ees. Nevertheless, it contained some slight advantages, and
of the seventy-five Socialist members of the Chamber of

Deputies, only Guesde voted against it. Even when the

Federation of Labor was conducting a campaign against reg-

istration to secure these "benefits," Jaurds's organ, VHvr
mcniU took the other side. The working people, as usual,

followed their unions. Less than 5 per cent registered ; in

Paris only 2.5 per cent, and in Brest 22 out of 10,000.

The experience with Millerand and Briand has made it

impossible for Jaur^ to tie the French Party to "reform-

ism." But reformism has brought it
/
^^"|; ^hat. ihft

Earty is often split in its votes in the Ohamber of

DfiptmeBT' ih the Party Congresses,'T5W?ver, Jaures is

ouwOUid where a clear difference arises, an outcome he
does his best to avoid. The Congress of 1911 (at St . Quentin)

reafiirmed the international aecisiou Ikl AUIBTmam which

p?6vtui8 the party noiju
ji

ill fOTTCform as a part of a non-

\
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^bcidigtadimmgtratioii. It declared that " Socialists elected
toOT^BRTBeTBPRsentatives of a party of fundamental
and absolute opposition to the whole of the capitalist class,

and to the State, its tool." And Vaillant said that since the
Amsterdam Congress in 1904 the question of participation
in capitalist ministries had ceased to exist in France.

It is true that Jaurte secured at this Congress, by a narrow
majority, an indorsement of his policy of accepting the gov-
ernment pension offer. But the orthodox followers of Guesde
and the revolutionary disciples of Herv6 joined to secure
its cr-"lemnation first by the Paris organization, and later

by th( National Council of the Party by the decisive vote
of 87 to 51. This resolution which marks a great turning
point in the French Party, is in part as follows :

—
"The National Council declares that each time a labor

question is to be decided, the Socialist Party should act in
accord with the General Confederation of Labor."
As the Confederation has indorsed Socialism both as an

end and as a means, few, if any. Socialist parties would
object to this resolution. But the Confederation is also
revolutionary, and this policy, if adhered to, marks an end
to the influence of the "reformism" of Jaur^.
The precise objections to the govermnent's insiu'ance pro-

posal are also significant. The National Council protested
against the following features :

—
(1) The compulsory contributions.

(2) The capitalization (of the fund).

(3) The ridiculous smallness of the pension.

(4) The age required to obtain the pension,

(5) The reestablishment of workingmen's certificates.

Among the working people there is no doubt that the first

feature was the chief cause of unpopularity. But Socialists

know that, through indirect taxes or the automatic fall in

wages or rise in prices, the same object of charging the bill

to the workers may be reached. The capitalization refers

to the investment and management of the large fund required
by a capitalist government, thereby increasing itj power.
The last point has to do with the tendency to restrict the
workers' liberty in return for the benefits granted— a ten-
dency more visible with the pensions of the railway employees
which were almost avowedly granted to sweeten the bitter
pill of a law directed against their organizations.
The same orthodox and revolutionary elements in the Party
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overthrew the Monis Ministry by refusing to vote for it with
Jaurds lind bis followers. But this ministry, perhaps the most
radical France has had, was in part a creation of Jaurte,
who had hailed it with delight in his organ, L'HumaniU. The
fact that it only lived for three months and was overthrown
by Socialists was another crushing blow to Jaur^. As it

came simultaneously with his defeat in the National Council,
it is highly improbable that the reformists will succeed soon,
if ever, in regaining that majority in the movement which
they held for a brief moment at the time of the St. Quentin
Congress and duririg the first days of the Monis Ministry.

It is now in Belgium and Italy only that "reformism"
is dominant and still threatens to fuse the Socialists with
other parties. In the last election in Italy the Socialists

generally fused with the Republicans and Radicals, while the
Belgian Party has decided to allow the local political organiza-
tions to do this wherever they please in the elections of 1912.

In Belgium, Vandervelde, who has usually represented
himself as an advocate of compromise between the two wings
in international congresses, has now come out for a ix)sition

more reformistic than that of Jaur^s and only exceeded by
the British " Labourites." He was one of the movers of the
Amsterdam resolution (see Chapter VII), which he now
declares merely repeated the previous one of Paris (1900)
which, he says, merely "forbids an individual Socialist to take
a part in a capitalist government without the consent of the
Party." On the contrary, this Amsterdam resolution, as
Vaillant says, forbids Socialist Parties to allow their members
to become members of capitalist ministries except under the
most extraordinary and critical circumstances. (2)

We are not surprised after this to hear Vandervelde say
that the ^lgia^^-£atty has not decided whether it will take
part in a fuftimjitBS^ government or not, because, though the
occasion for^tKiirnight occur this year (1912), he considers
it too far off in the future for present consideration— surely
a strange position for a Party that pretends to be interested
in a future society. We are also prepared to hear from him
that Socialists might be ready to accept representation in such
a ministry, not in proportion to their numerical strength,

or even their votes, but in proportion to the number of seats
an unequal election law gives them in Parliament. Whether,
when the question actually presents itself, the Party will

follow Vandervelde is more than questionable.
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In Italy "reformism" has reached ite furthermoet limit.

VVfirn IHnT ymr i\'\\i) I'linnltti ff"" Bl fl ""Hltf '" "'^

Gj^ittLMijttistry he hesitated for weeks and was openly uraed

by a numofer of other Socialist deputies to accept. After

consultations with Giolitti and the king he finally refefyg^,
foKivegiving as a pretext that, as minister, he would be forced Zo give

some outward obeisance to monarchy, bntryally because wich
an action would split the SpCiaist PartyanaperhapsTaBo,

.

litdUUW hv <iiH|,hl UUl be able aliog^lhertO filipportGiolitti

on the one ground of the military elements of his budget.^

Far from condemning Bissolati, the group of Socialist deputies
naaaftd a reaolution that atih-pw^ satislaction Wllh lllB fUH-

duct and even appointed him to speak in their name at the

opening of the new Parliament. All the deputies save two
then voted confidence in the new ministry and approbation

of its program.
The opinion of the revolutionary majority of the inter-

national movement on this situation was reflected in the

position of the revolutionaries of the two chief cities of the

country, Milan and Rome. At the former city where they

had a third of the delegates to the local Socialist committee
they moved that the Socialist Party could neither authorize

its deputies to represent it in a capitalist ministry or give that

ministry its support, " except under conditions determined,

not by Parliamentary artifices, but by the needs and mature
political consciousness of the great mass of workers." At
Rome two thirds of the Socialist delegates voted a resolution

condemning the action of Bissolati as "the direct and logical

consequencD of the thought, program, and practical action

of the reformist group," and r«?proved both the proposal of

immediate participation in a capitalist government and " the

theoretical encouragement of such a possibility" as being

opposed to all sound and consistent Socialist activity.

The "reformists," led by Turati, were of the opinion merely

that the time was not yet ripe for the action Bissolati had
contemplated. But the grounds given in the resolution pro-

posed by Turati on this occasion show that it was not on
principle that he went even this far. He declared that "in

the present condition of the organization and the present

state of mind of the Party" a participation in the govern-

ment which was "not imposed by a real popular movement,
would profoundly weaken Socialist action, aggravating the

already existing lack of harmony between purely parlia-
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mentary action and the development of the political con-
sciousness and the capacity for victory on the part of the
great mass of the workers." (3) In other words, as in France,
the working people, especially those in the unions, will not
tolerate a further advance in the reformist direction, but
Turati and Bissolati, like Jaur^ and Vandervelde are striving

to compromise, just as far as they will be allowed to do so.

There is thus always a possibility of splits and desertions in

these countries, but none that the party will abandon the
revolutionary path.

The tactics of the Italian "reformists" were immensely
clMTfi(|d .ftt^ the Congress of Modena (October, 1911). For
the 'qriegtiori" ofMpportmg a nofl-Soclttllst ministry and of

S
artl6ipatmK m it waa mAfle atlU mow acute by the govem-
lent's w" ftgp'"°* J'^lytAH^ whiia ih^ HiQo/^|^f^ ».^o«rnk,pyp

Mentioned was also for the first time before a national Party
Congress. Nparly f^

U Socialists had opposed the war, as had
also many nflatSocialiats— but a^ter war was decIaredTth
majority ofthe Socialist members ot Parliament votea ag
tBB'geBwnl tW Ulily-toiu' hours' strike that was nnatly dec
f^*k llBlllUllBlimluii Rgftini^t. Tftk frimnnTv hnn nnaiiv^A-
claea to support the strike only after it was declared by a
unanimous vote of the executive of the Federation of Labor,
and then its chief anxiety had been lest the strike go too
far. The revolutionary minority in the parliamentary group,
however, which had consisted of only two at the time of the
Bissolati afifair, was now increased to half a dozen of the
thirty-odd members, while the revolutionary opposition to
"reformism" in the Modena Congress, as a result of these
two issues, rose to more than 40 per cent of the delegates.

At this Congress the reformists were divided into three
groups, represented by Bissolati, Turati, and Modigliani.
All agreed that it was necessary not only to vote for certain

reforms— to this the revolutionists are agreed— but also

at certain times to vote for the whole budget and to support
the administration. Modigliani, however, declared (against

Bissolati) that no Socialist could ever become a member of a
capitalist ministry; Turati, that while this principle held
true at the present stage of the movement, he would not
bind himself as to the future; while Bissolati- was unwilling
to make any pledge on this question. As Bissolati did not
propose, however, that the Socialists should take part in the
present ministry at the present moment, this question was not

y

i
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an immediate issue. What had to be decided was whether,

in order to hasten and facilitate the introduction of universal

8u£Frage and other social reforms, the government is to be

supported at the present moment— when it is waging a war
of colonial conquest to which all Socialists are opposed.

The resolution finally adopted by the Congress was drawn
up by Turati and others who represented the views of the

majority of reformists. While purely negative, it was quite

clear, and the fact that it was finally accepted both by Bis-

solati and by Modigliani is highly significant. It concluded

that "the Socialist group in Parliament ought not any-

longer to support the government systematically with their

votes." It did not declare for any sjrstematic opposition

to the administration, even at the time when it is waging this

war. It did not even forbid occasional support, and it left

full discretion in the hands of the same parliamentary group
whose policy I have been recording.

As a consequence the Italian Party at this juncture inten-

tionally tolerated two contradictory policies. Turati de-

clared: "We are in opposition unless in some exceptional

case, in which some situation of extreme gravity might present

itself." Rigola, who was one of the three spokesmen ap-
pointed for the less conservative reformists (with Turati

and Modigliani) said: "We have been ministerialists for

ten years, but little or nothing has been done for the prole-

tariat. Some laws have been approved, but it is doubtful

if they are due to us rather than to the exigencies of progress

itself." In other words, Turati and Rigola thought there

could be occasions for supporting capitalist ministries, though
the present was not such an occaaiim ; while the latter prac-

tically confessed that the policy had always been a failure

in Italy. But in the face of all criticism Bissolati announced
that he refused absolutely to pass over to the opposition to

the ministry of GioliUi. Turati and his followers, now in

control of the Party, might tolerate this position ; the large and
growing revolutionary minority would not. This could only
mean that Socialist group in the Italian Parliament, like that
of France, and even of Germany, would divide its votes on
many vital matters, or at lea-st that the minority would ab-

stain from voting. Which could only mean that on many
questions of the highest importance there was no longer one
Socialist Party, but two. (4)

Turati himself wrote of the Modena Congress :
—
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'^Only two tendencies were to be seen in the discussion

and the voting ; two parties in (hnr haaes and mrincij^ :

^e Socialist, Party as'a party oi the working peflple. a class

ptRy, u party ot pohiicai, SCOndlhi^, and social reorganiza-

tion, and on the othpr aJHp «. h^nr^ eois radical mrtv as a
completion 6t^ and perhaps also as a ceutc- of new life force

fOf tliu sleeping and hr i/^ monbumr boufgeoTs" democratic
radicafisnTr^S) That~is, tTie "reformist" Turati denied

anv|:hiM Aui'ituimiL' injuuL fliyyi':*

ction.

thcie

MA"
a-

Wta-
Jitumim imuui

o tnis BissolaTr^BSWPfeiPTfiSF
e political collaboration of the working people

with other classes, was not to be reserved, as Turati had said,

for accidental and extraordinary cases, but was "the very
essence of the reformist method." ''6) The revolutionaries,

of course, agree with Bissolati that, if the Socialists hold that
their prime function is to work for reforms favored by a large

part of the capitalis+s, compromises and the habit of fighting

with the capitalists instead of against them are inevitable.

Turati now began to approach the revolutionaries, said

that they had given up their dogmatism, immoderation, and
justification of violence, and that he only differed from them
now on questions of "more or less." The revolutionaries,

however, have made no overtures to Turati, and Turati's
overtures to the revolutionaries have so far been rejected.

Turati's "reformism" seems to be less opportunistic than it

was, but as long as he insists, as he does to-day, that it is

only conditions that have changed and not his reformist

tactics, that the revolutiouaries are moving towards the
reformists, the relation of the two factions is likely to re-

main as embittered as ever. Only if the revolutionaries

continue to grow more powerful, until Turati is obliged
still further to moderate his "reformist" principles and to
abandon some of his tactics permanently, instead of saying,
as he does now, that he lays them aside only temporarily, will

there be any real unity in the Italian Socialist Party.
Within a few weeks after the Modena Congress, Turati

had already initiated a movement in this direction when he
persuaded the execu'.ive committee of the Party, after a
bitter conflict, and by a majority of one (12 to 13), to enter
definitely into opposition to the government, which in the
meanwhile had given a new cause for offense by delaying
on a military pretext the convoction of the Chamber of
Deputies. (7)

H
y
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Among the opportuziist and ultra "reformists" who were
still anxious to take no definite action, were such well-known
men as Bissolati, Podrecca, Calda, and Ciotti. Bissolati

deplored all agitation in criticism of the war except a demand
for the convocation of tbe Chamber. Turati and others who
had at last decided to go over definitely to the opposition,

did so on entirely non-Socialist and capitalist grounds such
as the expense of the war, the unprofitable nature of Tripoli

aa'SySffBIm^, the aid the war gave to clericals and other reac-

tionaries (elements opposed also by progressive capital&ts),

and the interference it caused with other reforms (favorcNl

also by progressive capitalists). Turati, indeed, was frank
enough to say that he had Lloyd George's successful opposi-
tion to the Boer War as a model, and called the attention of
his associates to the fact that Lloyd George became Minister
(it wil] be remembered that Turati is not on the whole opposed
to Socialists also becoming ministers— even in a capitalist

cabinet). Even now it was only the revolutionary Musatti
who pointed out the true Socialist moral of the situation, that
failure of the non-Socialist democrats to stand by their prin-

ciples and to oppose the war, ought to lead the party to
separate from them, not only temporarily, but permanently,
and to make impossible forever either the participation of the
Socialists in any capitalist administration or even the sup-
port of such an administration in the Chamber of Deputies.

It was only when Bissolati secured a majority of the So-
cialist deputies, and this majority decided to compel the
minority to accept Bissolati's neutral tactics as to the war
and his readiness actively to support the war government at
every point where that government was m need of support,

that Turati rebelled and demanded that his minority, which
announced itself as willing as a unit to obey the decisions of
the Party Congress, should be recognized as its official repre-

sentative in the Chamber. Turati's position was the same as
before, but Bissolati's greater popularity among the voters,

induding non^Socialista, gave the latter control of the Parlia-

mentanr group, and forced the former to a declaration of

war. 'The effect was to throw Turati and his followers into the
arms of the revolutionaries, where they form a minority.
And thus the sitiiHi^jjm faecqines similar 1^ t-hat. in Frapna.

ers," Jaurfts and Ixirati, (to all that is

e poifialist Parties of the two cSllBfRBrig^
le opposite direction ifrom thar
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^e^ing^ But though these "leaders" are turned in^the

dragged backwards in the direction of class war. Uncon-
teuuBlji iu«j> are domg mi ii]«y mm lu iBittixTSociaUsm—
mtifl Ul leaving tne moveme5tr~Bnfte long as tliey consent
tgjtfl with SjUilnllmil UllliltrfffAy arpiin«-

' Ife
Ul ri» r I 11 1; r<*.'iTJ5Tyinnn

rn with t.hftm, i\\^[f fthjlity to retard t.ha mnypmrnt in ntnit^fly



CHAPTER III

"LABORISM" IN GREAT BRITAIN
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The British Socialist situation is almost as important

internationally as the German. The organized worlungmen
of the world are indeed divided almost equally into two
camps. Most of those of Australia, South Africa, and
Canada, as well as a large majority in the United States,

favor a Labour Party of the British type, and even the

reformist Socialist leaders, Jaur^ in France, Vandervelde in

Belgium, and Turati in Italy, often take the British Party as

model. On the other hand the majority of the SocitUists

everywhere outside of Great Britain, including the larger

part of all the working people in every country of continental

Europe, look towarcb the Socialist Party of Germany as

their model, the political principles and tactics of which are

diametrically opposed to those of the British Labour Party.

Far from opposing their Socialism to the "State Socialism"

of the government, the British Socialists in general frankly

admit that they also are "State Socialists," and seem not to

realize that the increased power and industrial functions of

the State may be used to the advantage of the privileged

classes rather than to that of the masses. The Independent
Labour Party even claims in its official literature that the

"degree of civilization which a state has reached may almost

be measured by the proportion of the national income
which is spent collectively instead of individually." (1)

"Public ownership is Socialism," writes Mr. J. R. Mac-
Donald, until lately Chairman of the Labour Party, (2) while

Mr. Philip Snowden says that the first principle of Socialism is

that the interests of the State stand over those of individ-

uals. (3)

"I believe," says Mr. Keir Hardie, "the collectivist state

to be a preliminary step to a communist state. I believe

collectivism or State Socialism is the next stage of evolution

towards the communist state." " Every class in a commu-
nity," he said in this same speech, "approves"and accepts

Socialism up to the point at which its class interests are being

140
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served." It would appear, then, that Mr. Hardie means by
"Socialism" a program of reforms a part of which at least

is to the benefit of every economic class. He contends only

that thJs "SociaJism" could never be "fully" established until

the working class intelligently cooperate with other forces at

work in bringing Socialism into being. (4)
"Stntji SngiftHan^ with aH [tin draiybacks, and these I

frankly admit." said Mr. Hardie. "wil^^epare the way^r

free comm'injp"'
" Mr. Hardie considers it to be the cBIef

business ot T^iociplists in the present day to fight for "State
Socialism," and is fully conscious that this forces him to the

necessity of defending the present-day State, as, for instance,

when he writes elsewhere, "It is not the State which holds you
in bondage, it is the private monopoly of those means of life

without which you cannot live." Private property and war
and not the State Mr. Hardie believes to havn been the

"great enslavers" of past history as of the present day,

apparently ignoring periods in which the State has main-
tained a governing class which consisted not so much of

property owners as of State functionaries ; to periods which
may soon be repeated, when private property served merely as

one instrument of an all-powerful State.

laiism ^' to the " State Socialisl^" or State capitalist period

intiy WUlUll Wti kre now entering. "Socialism," says Mac-
Donald, "is the next stage in social growth," (5) and through-

out his writings and policy leaves no doubt that he means the

very next stage, the capitalist collectivism of which I have
been speaking. The international brotherhood of the na-
tions, which many Socialist thinkers feel is an indispensable

condition for the establishment of anything like democratic

Socialism, Mr. MacDonald expects only in the distant fu-

ture (5), while the end of government based on force, which is

also considered essential by the majority of Socialist writers,

Mr. MacDonald postpones to "some far remote genera-

tion."(6) In other words, the position of the recent. Chairman
of the Labour Party is that what the world has hitlierto known
as Socialism can only be expected after a vast period of time,

and his opinion accords with that of many bitter critics and op-

ixments of the movement, who avoid a difficult controversy by
admitting all Socialist arguments and merely asking for

time — "Socialism, a century or two hence— but not now,"
— for all practical purposes an endless postponement.

!)•
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Mr. MacDonald, who is not only a leader of the Labour
Party, but also one of the chief organizers also of the leading
Socialist Party of that country, has given us by far the
fullest and most significant discussion of that party's
policy. He says that an enlightened bourgeoisie will be
just as likely to be Socialist an the working classes, and
that therefore the "lass struggle is merely "a grandiloquent
and aggressive figure of speech." (7) Struggle of some kind,
he concedes, is necessary. But the more important form
of strugg'e in present-day society, he says, is the trade
rivalry between nations and not the rivalry between social
classes. (8) Here at the outset is a complete reversal of the
Socialist attitude. Socialists aim to put an end to this
overshadowing of domestic by foreign problems, principally
for the very reason that it aids the capitalists to obscure
the class struggle— the foundation, the guiding principle,
and the sole m^bc a for the existence of the whole movement.
Mr. MacDonald claims further that a class struggle, far

frQBTunitfBK \^f niJM classes, JMi unlj dlVid^lhem the
morejLjn other words, t^aTit Works m exactly the opposite
direction from that in which the intemationel oi^anization
believes it works. The only "natural conflicts" in the pres-
ent or future, within any given society, according to the
spokesman of the Labour Party, represent, not the conflicting
interests of certain economic classes, but the "conflicting
views and temperaments" of mdividuals. (9) And the
chief divisions of temperament and opinion, he says, will be
between the world-old tendencies of action and inaction— a
view which does not differ one iota from that of Mr. Roose-
velt.

Mr. MacDonald asserts that "it is the whole of society
which is developing towards Socialism," and adds, "The
consistent exponent of the class struggle must, of course,
repudiate these -'octrines, but then the class struggle is far
more akin to Radicalism than to Socialism." (10) I have
already pointed out how the older Radicalism, or political
democracy, no matter how individualistic and anti- Socialist
it may be, is often, as Mr. MacDonald savs, more akin to
International Socialism than that kind of "State Socialism"
or State capitalism Mr. MacDonald represents.
Mr. MacDonald typifies the majority of British Socialists

also in his opposition to every modem form of democratic
advance, such as the referendum and proportional represen-
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tation. Far from being disturbed, as so many democratic

writers are, because minorities are suppressed where there

is no plan of proportional representation, he opposes the sec-

ond ballot, which has been adopted in the majority of the

countries of Continental Europe—and, in the form of direct

primaries, also in the United States. The principal thing that

the electors are to do, he says, is to " send a man to support

or oppose a government."
Mr. MacDonald finds that there is quite a sufficiency of

democracy when the elector can decide between two parties;

and far from considering the members of Parliament as dele-

gates, he feels that they fill the chief political r61e, while the

people jjerform the entirely subordinate task either of approv-

ing or of disapproving what they have already done. Parlia-

ment "first of all initiates ideas, suggests aims and purposes,

makes proposals, and educates the community in these things

with a view to their becoming the ideals and aims of the

community itself." (11)

While Mr. MacDonald continues to receive the confidence

of the trade union party, including its Socialistic wing, the

Trade Union Congress votes down proportional representation

by a large majority, apparently because it does not desire its

members to be constituted into a truly independent group
in Parliament, does not care to work for any political principle

however concrete, but prefers to take such share of the actual

powers of government as the Liberal Party is disposed to

grant. Proportional representation would send for the first

time a few outright Socialists to Parliament, but the election

returns demonstrate that the trade unionists, if more inde-

pendent of the Liberals, would be fewer in nuiiiber than at

present. A part of the Socialist voters desire this result and,

of course, believe it is their right. The majority of the trade

unionists, however, who have won a certain modicum of

authority in spite of the undemocratic constitution of their

party, do not care to grant it—as possibly conflicting with

the relatively conservative plans of "the aristocracy of

labor."

The Fabian Societv's "Report on Fabian Policy" says

that the referendum, "in theory the most democratic of

popular institutions, is in practice the moat reactionary." (12)

Mr. MacDonald refers to it as a "crude Eighteenth Century
idea of democracy," "a form of Village Community govern-

ment." (13) At the Conference of the Labour Party at

f
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Leicester in 1911 he declared that it was "anti-democratic"
and that if the government were to accept it, the Labour
Party "would have to fight them tooth and nail at every step
of that policy." As opposed to any plans for a more direct
and more popular government, he defends the "dignity and
authority" of Parliament and bespeaks the "reverence and
deference" that the jieople ought to observe toward it.

Contrast with these views Mr. Hobson's presentation of
the non-Socialist Radical doctrine. "Under a professed
and real enthusiasm for a representative system," as opposed
to direct government, Mr. Hobson finds that there is con-
cealed "a deep-seated distrust of democracy." He acknowl-
edges "that the natural conservatism of the masses of the
people might be sufficient to retard some reforms." "But
this is safer and better for democracy," he says, "than the
alternative 'faking' of progress by pushing legislation ahead
of the popular will. It is upon the whole f^ more profitable
for reformers to be compelled to educate the people to a gen-
uine acceptance of their reform than to 'work it' by some
'pull' or 'deal' inside a party machine." (14)
Mr. MacDonald not only puts a high value on British

conservatism and a low one on the French Revolution and the
Declaration of Independence, but declares that no change
whatever in the mere structure of government can aid ided-
ists and reformers in any way, and expects politics and parties
to be much the same in the future as they are at the present
moment. It is this attitude that Mr. Hobson has in mind
when be protests that "the false pretense that democracy
exists" in Great Britain has proved "the subtlest defense of

privilege"— and that this has been the greatest cause of the
waste of reform energy not only in England but also in France
and in the United States. (15) Mr. MacDonald says ex-
plicitly, "The modern state in most civilized countries is

democratic," and adds impatiently that "the remaining
anomalies and imperfections" cannot prevent the people from
obtaining their will. (16) To dismiss in so few words the
monarchy, the restrictions of the suffrage, the unequal elec-

tion districts and other shortcomings of political democracy
in Great Britain, and to insist that the government is already
democratic, is surely, as Mr. Hobson says, "the subtlest

defense of privilege.''

Mr. MacDonald comes out flatly with the statement that
under what he calls the democratic parliamentary govern-
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ment of Great Britain it is practically impossible to maintain

a pure and simple Socialist Party. He says proudly that

"nothing which the Labour Parties of Australia or Great
Britain have ever done or tried to do under their constitu-

tions departs in a hair's breadth from things which the Liberal

and the Tory Parties in these countries do every day." (17)

"Indeed, paradoxical though it may appear," he adds,

"Socialism will be retarded by a Socialist Party which thinks

it can do better than a Socialistic Party." (18)

The Independent Labour Party, indeed, has had aprogram of

reform that is remarkably similar to that of Ministers Churchill

and Lloyd George, and is indorsed in large part by capitalists

— as for example, by Andrew Carnegie. The first measiu^
of this program provided for a general eight-hour day. Mr.
Carnegie protests that to put the Socialist label on this is as

"frank burglary as was ever committed," and the trade

union movement in general would agree with him. (19)

The second demand was for a "workable unemployment
act." The Labour Party had previously introduced a more
radical measure which very nearly received the support of

a majority of Parliament. The third measure called for

old-age pensions. Mr. Carnegie remarked of this with per-

fect justice : "Mr. MacDonald is here a day behind the fair.

These have been established in Britain before this [Mr.

Carnegie's "Problems of To-day") appears in print, both
political parties being favorable." It is true that the Labour
party demands a somewhat more advanced measure than that

to which Mr. Carnegie alludes, but there is no radical dif-

ference in principle, and the Labour Party accepted the

present law as being a considerable installment of what they

want.
Of the fourth point the "abolition of indirect taxation

(and the gradual transference of all public burdens 1o un-

earned incomes)," Mr. Carnegie remarks that "we must
read the bracketed works in the light of Mr. MacDonald's
philosophy," and "that this is a consummation which cannot

be reached (in Mr. MacDonald's words) 'until the organic

structure of society has lieen completely altered.'" We
have seen that Mr. Churchill also aims at the tdtimate expro-

priation of the whole future unearned increment of the land,

The fifth point of the program was similar, — a series of

land acts (aimed at the utlimate nationalization of the land).

The sixth point was the nationalization of the railroads
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and mines. Mr. Carnegie reminds us that may conservative
and reactionary governments own their own railroads. We
have seen that Mr. Churchill is in favor of the same proposal.
Mines also are now national property in several countries,
and there is nothing particularly radical or unacceptable
to well-informed conservatives in the proposal to nationalize
them elsewhere.

The seventh demand of the program was for "democratic
political reforms." While the Independent Laboiu* Party
and some of its leaders are in favor of a complete program
of democratic reforms, I have shown that others like Mr.
MacDonald are directly opposed even to many modem
democratic measures already won in other countries.

It would certainly seem that the social reformers, Mr.
Carnegie and others, have as much right as the Socialists
to claim such measures as all those outlined.
Many of the other reforms proposed by the Independent

Labour Party are such as might readily find acceptance
among the most conservative. Indeed in urging the policy
of afforestation, as one means of helping in the solution of
the unemployed problem, the party actually uses the argu-
ment that even F^ssia, Saxony, and many other highly capi-
talistic governments are undertaking it ; thou^ it does not
mention the reactionary purposes of these governments, as
for example, in Hungary where it is proposed to use the gov-
ernment's new army of labor to build up a scientific system
of breaking strikes. Afforestation would add to the general
wealth of the country in the future, and would be of consid-
erable advantage to the capitalist classes, which makes the
largest uses of lumber. Such a policy could undoubtedly
be devised in carrying out this work as would absorb a con-
siderable portion of the unemployed, and, since unemploy-
ment is a burden to the community and troublesome in many
ways, besides t*>nding to brin^ about a general deterioration
of the efficiency of the working class, it is also to the ulti-
mate interest of the employers to adopt it.

A leading organ of British Socialism, the New Age,
went so far as to say of the Budget of 1910 that it was almost
as good "as we should expect from a Socialist Chancellor
in his firt

. year of office," and said that if Mr. Philip Snowden,
were Chancellor, the Budget would have been little different
from what it was. (20) And it is true that the principles of
the Budget as interpreted by Mr. Snowden only a few years
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ago in his booklet, "The Socialist Budget," are in nearly

every instance the same, though the} are to be somewhat
more widely applied in this Socialist scheme. Of course

all Socialists would have desired a smaller portion of the
Budget to go to Dreadnoughts and a larger part to education,

though, in view of the popularity of the Navy, it is doubtful
whether Labour Party Socialist's would materially cut naval
expenditure (see Chapter V). It must also be noted that

the Socialists are wholly opposed to the increase of indirect

taxation on tobacco and liquor, some four fifths of which
falls on the shoulders of the workingman. But aside from
these points, there is more similarity than contrast between
the two plans.

Mr. Snowden declared that it was the intention of the

Socialists to make the rich poorer and the poor richer, that

they were going to use the power of taxation for that purpose,

and that the Budget marked the beginning of the new era,

an opinion in strange contrast with Premier Asquith's state-

ment concerning the same Budget, for which he was responsible,

that one of its chief purposes was "to increase the stability

and security of property."

Indeed the word "Socialism
'

' has been extended in England
to include measures far less radical than those contemplated
by the present government. The Fabian Society, the chief

advocate of "municipal Socialism" and a professed and
recognized Socialist organization, considers even the post

office and factory legislation as being installments of

Socialism, while the Labour Party would restrict the term
to the nationalization or municipalization of industries—
but the diflFerence is not of very great importance. The
latter class of reform will undoubtedly mark a revolution

in the policy of the British government, but, as Kautsky
says, this revolution may only serve "to I*russianize it,"

i.e. to introduce "State Socialism."

"The best government," says Mr. Webb, "is no longer

'that which governs least,' but 'that which can safely and
advantageously administer most.'

"

"Wherever rent and interest are being absorbed under public

control for public purposea, wherever the collective orgaiiizatiou of

the community is bemg employed in place of individual efforts,

wherever in the public interest, the free use of private land or

capital is being further restrained— there one more step toward
the complete realization of the Socialist Ideal is being taken."
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The fight of the British Socialists has thus been directed from
the first almost exclusively against the abstraction, "indi-
vidualism," and not against the concrete thing, the capitalist

class. John Morley had said that the early Liberals, Cobden,
Bright, and others, were systematic and constructive, because
they "surveyed society and institutions as a whole," because
they " connected their advocacy of political and legal changes
with theories of human nature," because they "con^i'dered

the great art of government in connection with the ch&racter
of man, his proper education, his potential capacities," and
could explain "in the large dialect of a definite scheme what
were their aims and whither they were going."

"Is there," Mr. Morley had asked, "any approach to such
a body of systematic political thought in our own day 7 " Mr.
Webb announced that the Fabians proposed to fill in this

void. It was primarily system and order rather than any

Earticular principle at which he aimed. The keynote of
is system was to be opposition to the individualistic tfieory

of the philosophic Liberals whom the Fabians hoped to
succeed rather than opposition to the principles of capitsJ-

ism, which lend themselves equally well either to an in-

dividualistic or to a coUectivistic application.

Just as Mr. Webb is the leading publicist, so Mr. Bernard
Shaw is the leading writer, among the exponents of Fabian
Socialism. It is now more than twenty years since he aiso

began idealizing the State, and he is doing the same thing
to-day. "Who is the people? What is the people?" he
asked in the Fabian Essays in 1889. "Tom we know, and
Dick ; also Harry ; but solely and separately as individuals

:

as a trinity they have no existence. Who is their trustee,

their guardian, their man of business, their manager, their

secretary, even their stockholder ? The Socialist is stopped
dead at the threshold of practical action by this difl5culty,

until he bethinls himself of the State as the representative
and tnistee of the people." (21) It will be noticed that Mr.
Shaw does not say the State may become the representative
and trustee of the people, but that it is their representative.

"Hegel," he continues, "expressly taught the conception of

the perfect State, and his disciples saw that nothing in the
nature of things made it possible or even difficult to make the
existing State if not absolutely perfect, at least trustworthy;"
and then, after alluding with the greatest brevity to the
anti-democratic elements of the British government, Mr.
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Shaw proceeds to develop at great length the wonderful pos-

sibilities of the existing State as the practically tnistworthy

tnistee, guardian, man of business, manager, secretary, and
stockholder of the people. (22)

Yet Mr. Shaw says that a Social-Democrat is one "who (te-

girea through democracy to gather the whole people into the

State, so that tlie Statemay be trusted with the rent of the coun-

try, and finally with th( landand capital and the organization of

national industry." He reasons that the transition to Social-

ism through gradual extensions of democracy and State

action bad seriously begun forty-five years before the writing

of the Essays, that is, in the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury (when scarcely one sixth of the adult male population

of Great Brita'. had a vote, and when, through the unequal

election districts, the country squires practically controlled

the situation — W. E. W.). In Mr. Shaw's reasoning, as

in that of many other British Socialists, a very little democ-
racy goes a long way. (23)

Later Mr. Shaw repudiated democracy altogether, saying

that despotism fails only for want of a capable benevolent

despot, and that what we want nowadays is not a new or

modem form of democracy, but only capable benevolent

representatives. He shelved his hopes for the old ideal, gov-

ernment by the f>eople, by opposing to it a new ideal of a very

active and beneficent government for the people. In

"Fabianism and the Empire" Shaw and his collaborators

say franldy: "The nation makes no serious attempt to

democratize its government, because its masses are still in so

deplorable a condition that democracy, in the popular sense

of government by the masses, is clearly contrary to common
sense." (24)

Mr. H. G. Wells, long a member of the Fabian Society,

has well summed up the character of what he calls this

"opportunist Socialist group" which has done so much to

shape the so-called British Socialism. He says that Mr.
Sidney Webb was, during the first twenty years of his career

"the prevailing Fabian."

"His insistence upon continuity pervaded the Society, was re-

echoed and intensified by others, and developed into si;:;:ethiag like

a mania for achieving Socialism without the overt change of any exitt-

ing riding body. His impetus carried this reaction against the crude

democratic idea to its extremest opposite. Then arose Webbitea

to caricature Webb. Fix}m saying that the unorganized people
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eannot achieve Socialism, they passed to the implication that
organisation alone, without populw support, might achieve Social-
ism. Socialism was to arrive as it were imndiowly.

"To some minds this new proposal had the charm of a school-
boy's first dark lantern. Socialism ceased to be an open revolution,

and become a plot. Functions were to be shifted, quietly, unos-
tentatiously, from the rei>resentative to the official he appointed

;

a bureaucracy was t slip into power through the mechanical diffi-

culties of an administration by debating representatives ; and since
these officials would, by the nature of their positions, constitute a
scientific government as distinguished from haphazard government,
they would necessarily run the country on the lines of a pretty 4m-
tincUy tmdemoeratie Socitdiam.

"The process went even farther than secretiveness in its reaction
from the large rhetorical forma of remAutumary Soeialism. There
arose even a repudiation of 'prineiplea' of action, and a type of
worker which proclaimed itself 'Opportunist-Socialist.' This con-
ception of indi£ference to the forms of government, of acispting
whatever governing bodies existed and usmg them to create omciids
and '^ tomething done,' was at once immediately fruitful in many
directions, and presently productive of many very grave difficulties

in the path of advancing Socialism." (Italics mine.) (2&)

Besides the obvious absurdities of such tactics, Mr. Wells
points out that they ignored entirely that reconstruction of
legislative and local govenunent machinery which is very
often an indispensable preliminary to Socialization. He is

speaking of such Socialism wb n he says :
—

"Socialism has concerned itself only with the material reorganiza-
tion of Society and its social consequences, with economic changes
and the reaction of these changes on administrative work ; it has
either accepted existing intellectual conditions and political institu-

tions as beyond its control or assumed that they will obediently
modify as economic and administrative necessity dictates. . . .

Achieve your expropriation, said the early Fabians, vet your net-
work of skilled experts over the country, and your political forms,
your public opinion, your collective soul will not trouble you." (26>

Here Mr. Wells shows that, while the practical difficulties

of making collectivism serve all the people were ignored on
the one hand, the first need of the people, political education,
was neglected on the other. It is true that during the first

few years of its existence the Fabian Society made a great
and s'jccessful effort to educate public opinion in a Socialist

direction, but soon its leading members deserted all such
larger work, to support various administrative *' experiments.'*
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Mr. Wells referred to this same type of Socialism in his

"Misery cf Boots" :
—

"Let U8 be clear about one thing : that Socialism means revolu-

tion, and that it means a change In the everyday texture of hfe. It

may be a very gradual change, but it will be a very complete one.

You cannot change the wond, and at the same tune not chanze

the world. You will find Socialists about, or at any rate men caU-

ing themselves Socialists, who will , ^tend that this is not so, who^ assure you that some odd ht i. jiiii.ing about municipal^gas and

water is Socialism, and bacL; aii.-^

ative and Liberal the way to 'i- 1

to change, not only the lxx)'s "u jx .i,;iC

Uv
! I"

i.'iiervent'oa between Conserv-
ilr- 1' ;ni Socialism aims

.1. 1-1 he clothes they
t'li education they

[li-c.fci OS. Socialism
' ail oi y be attained

..live of a fereat multi-
'

. 'iu*jiy clear in your
, a br/iak ivith history,

./' , <t//' aish. The world

so -is <f !. uses, different sorts
.t Midiistri s will be changed,
oi; uiidc r ('ifferent conditions.

Ci< :

wear, the houses they inhf.bt

get, their places, their h')r an /.' -1 t

aims to make a new wr'd u' > i'

by the intelligent, outs;)'>ken, ' w .:

tude of men and worn i Yj' <

'

mind that Socialism m uis u '• .'

with much that is picture* ii< • ''

will be vastly different, wita flifioiini

of people. All the different Xtm' -,

the medical professioii will be cifi i

t 'i'neering, science, the theatrical trade, iiie clerical trade, schools,

hotels, almost every trade, will have to undergo as complete sin in-

tenval change as a caterpillar does when it becomes a moth . . .

A change as profound as the abolition of private property in slaves

would have been in ancient Rome or Athens." (The itaUcs are

mine.)

Here is the exact opposite view to that which has been

taught for many years by the Fabian Society to no small

audience of educated Englishi n (and Americans). For

there are comparatively few who have neither read any of the

Fabian ;^)amphlets nor seen or read any of Bernard Shaw's

plays in'which the same standpoint is represented.

Mr. John A Hobson classes the Socialist and noi -Scdalist

reformers of Great Britain together as regards ti c r oppor-

tunism. Though a Liberal himself, he objects ..aI some
Socialists are not radical enough, and that "tuc milder and
more opportunist brand suffer from excessive vagueness." Of

the prevailing tendency towards opportunism, Mr. Hobson
"writes:—

"This revolt against ideas is carried so far that able men have

:.-anie seriously to look upon progress as a matter for the »nanipu'.a-

tion of wirepullers, something to be 'jobbed' in committee by
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':

aophistical motions or other clever trickery. Great national iasues
really turn, according to this judsment, upon the arts of political
marjigemeut, the play of the aiuoit tactician and i>he complete
caavuBBet. This is the 'work' that tells; elections, the sane ex-
pression of the national will, are won by these and by no other means.

" Nowhere hoB this mechanical conception of progreaa toorked more
disaatrouily than in the movement towarda CoiUedwiam. Suppose tiiat
the mechfl^iism of reform were perfected, that each little clique of
specialists and wirepullers were placed at its proper point in the
machinery of public life, will this machineiy grind out inogress ?
Every student of industrial history knows that the apphcauon of
a powerful 'motor' is of vastly greater unportance thui the inven-
tion of a special machine. Now, what provision is made for generat-
ing the motor power of progress in Collectivism ? Will it come of
its own accord? Our mechanical reformer apparently thinks it
will. The attraction of some present obvious gain, the suppression
of some scandalous abuse of monopolist power by a private com-
pany, some needed enlargement of existmg Mimicipal or State
enterprise by lateral expansion— such are the sole springs of action.
In this way the Municipalization of public services, increased asser-
tion of State control over mines, railways, and factories, the assump-
tion under State control of large departments of tranroort trade,
proceed without any recognition of the guidance of generalprinciples.
Everjfwhere the pressure of special concrete interests, nowhere the
conscious play of organized human intelligence ! . . .

"My object here is to justify the practical utility of 'theory'
and 'principle' in the movement of Collectivism by showing that
reformers who distrust the guidance of Utopia, or even the appUca-
tion of economic first principles, are not thrown back entirely upon
that crude empiricism which insists that each case is to be judged
separately and exclusively on its own individual merits."

Mr. Hobson then proposes his collectivist program, which
he rightly considers to be not Socialist but Liberal merely—
and we find it more coUectivistic, radical, and democratic than
that of many so-called Socialists. Moreover it expresses
the views of a large and growing proportion of the present
Liberal Party. Then he concludes as follows : -

"If practical workers for social and industrial reforms continue
to ignore principles, the inevitable lo^ic of events will nevertheless
drive them along the path of Collectivism here indicated. But they
will have to pay the price which shortsighted empiricism idways
f>ays ; with slow, hesitant, and staggering steps, with innumerable
alse starts and blackslidings, they will move in the dark along an
unseen track towards an unseen goal. Social development may be
conscious or unconscious. It has been mostly unconscious in the
past, and therefore alow, wasteful, and dangerous. If we desire it
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to be switter, safer, and more effective in the future, it must be*
come the conscious expression of the trained and organized will of
a people not despising theory as unpractical, but using it to furnish
economy in action." (27)

Practically all "State Socialists" hold a similar view to
that of Shaw and Webb. Mr. Wells even, in his " First and
Last Things," has a lengthy attack on what he calls democ-
racy, when he tells us that its true name is "insubordina-
tion," and that it is base becaose "ii dreams that its leaders

are its delegates." His view of democracy is strictly con-
sistent with his attitude toward the conmion man, whom he
regards as "a gregarious animal, collectively rather like a
sheep, emotional, hasty, and shallo>r." (28) Democracy
can only mean, Mr. Wells concludes, that power will be put
into the hands of "rich newspaper proprietors, advertising
producers, and the energetic .vealthy generally, as the source
flooding the collective mind freely with the suggestions on
which it acts."

The New Age, representing the younger Fabians, also

despairs of democracy and advocates compromise, because
"the democratic party have failed so far to be indorsed and in-

forced by popular consent." It acknowledges that the power
of the Crown is "great and even temporarily overwhelming,"
but discourages opposition to monarchy tor the reason that
monarchy rests on the ignorance and weakness of the people
and not on sheer physical coercion. (29) 'i ? New Age
opposes those democratic proposals, the referendum and pro-
portional representation, considers that the representative
may so thoroughly embody the ideals and interests of the
community as to become "a spiritual sum of them aJl," and
admits that this ideal of a "really representative body of

men" might be brought about under an extremely undemo-
cratic franchise. (30) "Outside oi a parit^h or hamlet the
Referendum," it says, "is impossible. To an Iilmpire it is

fatal." (31) And finally, this Socialist organ is perfectly
ready to grant another fifty million pounds for the navy,
provided the money is drawn from the rich, as it finds that
"a good, thumping provision for an increased r^.vy would
do a great deal to sweeten a drastic budget for tue rich, as
well as strengthen the appeal of the party which professes
to be advancing the cause of the poor." Imperialietm and
militarism, which in most countries constitute the chief form
in which capitalism is being fought by Socialists, are actually
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coQsidered as of secondary importance, on the f;round that

throuc^ acquiescing in them it becomes possible to hasteti a

few reforms, such as have already been grafted by the

capitalists of several other countries without any Socialist

surrender and even without Socialist pressure of any kind.

The recent appeal of the New Age, for "a hundred

gentlemen of ability" to save England, its regret that no

truly intelligent and benevolent "governing class" or "Pla-

tonic guardians'* are to be found, and its weekly disparage-

ment of democracy do not offer much promise that it will

soon turn in the radical direction. On the contrary it pre-

dicts that the firm possession of political power by the wealthy

classes is foredoomed to result, as in the Roman Eimpire, in

the creation of two main classes, each of which must become
corrupt, "the one by wealth and the other by poverty," and
that finally the latter must become incapable of corporate

resistance. The familiar and scientifically demonstrated

fact of the paysical and moral degeneration of a considerable

part of the British working people doubtless suggests to many
persons such p'^ssimistic conclusions. "It is hop>eless in our

view," the New Age concludes, "to expect that the poor

and ignorant, however desperate and however numerous,

will ever succeed 'n displacing their wealthy rulers. No
slave revolt in the history of the world has ever succeeded

by its own power. In these days, moreover, the chances of

success are even smaller. One machine gun is equal to a
mob." (32)

Indeed the distrust of democracy is so universtJ among Brit-

ish Socialists that Belloc, Chesterton and other Liberals accuse

them plausibly, but unjustly, of actually representing an aris-

tocratic standpoint. In an article entitled "Why I Am Not A
Socialist," Mr. Chesterton expresses a belief, which he says

is almost unknown among the Socialists of England, namely,
a belief "in the masses of the common people." (33) Mr.
Belloc, in a debate against Bernard Shaw, predicted that

Socialism, if it comes in England, will probably be simply

"another of the infinite and perpetually renewed dodges of

the English aristocracy."

It may be well doubted if any of the more important of

the world's conservative, aristocratic, or reactionary forces

(except the doctrinaire Liberals) are opposed to Socialism

as defined by the Fabian Society, i.e. a gradual movement
in the direction of collectivism. Not only Caar und Kaiser

->
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but even the Catholic Church may be claimed as Socialistic

by this standard. Mr. Hubert Bland, one of the original

Fabian Essayists and a very influential member of the So-
ciety, himself a Catholic, actually asserts that the Church
never has attacked Fabian or true Socialism. In view of the

fact that the Church is at war with the Social ist Parties of Italy,

France, Belgium, Austria, Germany, the United States, and
every country where both the Church and the Socialists are a
political power, in view of the wholesale and most explicit

denunciations by Popes and high ecclesiastics, and the war
being waged against the Sociidist Parties at every point,

Mr. Bland's argument has some interest.

Having defined Socialism as "the increase of State rights"

and "the tendency to limit the proprietary rights of the indi-

vidual and to widen the proprietary rights and activities

of the community" or as the "control of property by the

State and municipality," Mr. Bland has, of course, no diffi-

culty in showing that the Catholic Church has never op-

posed it— though many individualistic Catholics have done
so.

"No fewer than two Popes," writes Mr. Bland, "are said

to have condemned Socialism in authoritative utterances,

but when I examine and analyze these condemnations, I

find it is not Socialism in the sense I have defined it here,

that is condemned." (34) It is indeed true that few of the

most bitter and persistent enemies of the Socialist movement
condemn "Socialism" as defined by Mr. Bland and his

"State Socialist" associates.

This capitalistic collectivism promoted by the Fabian
Society has embodied itself practically in the movement
towards "municipal Socialism" of which so much was heard

some years ago, first in Great Britain and later in other

countries. It is now from ten to twenty years since many
British cities, notably Glasgow, began municipal experiments

on a large scale that were branded by Socialists and non-
Socialists alike, as municipal Socialism. The first of these

experiments included not only the municipalization of street

railways, electric light and current, and so on, but even the

provision of municipal slaughter houses, bathing establish-

ments, and outdoor amusements. The later stages have
developed in a somewhat different direction. The chief

reforms under discussion everywhere seem now to be the

proposals that the municipalities should provide housing
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cS. ^ ^ '"°'' '*'®*^"^* to carry to a succeJS Snl

hn?h'i**'r ^"J ^P^?"ty of the municipal reform movementboth m Great Britain and in other countries h^St^'

Tt^ msLJ^h. '"'K^^^PPear strange, since under uni-

control over the municipalities, so that thisT^rof -fn^wUl prove advantageous chiefly to the landlor^X ei^S™
Sn^te-3 Tt*^ ? proportion to the benefits gS'^
Srto',fi fj!

taxpaymg minority, by making it pj
pu^o"^tinnSL°' "^^'P^ undertakings^orX

nrSf *®u'^®"''^ ^y"^^^ *^« extension of municipal enter-

f,Tf/°il"^.^ '" ^" *he important cities of the worid
Si^„*^T^ ^y ^^5 P"^''^ belief that there is no other poTble
Z^ntZ7"''^'f^^^ exploitation of all classes! ^""con-

obS^ th^T Sio
'^'''''^ corporations. But it must l^

tinlfp t?Kl 7^^1^''^'' ™'Jnicipalization there is will con-tinue to be under the control of the taxpayers, landownera

S^fln^''"''
^"^ '^"^ ^^'^^^y •'^ *^"e«r interest aSloM 2mttiona^ governments remain in capitalist hands.
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into Lwll°^^ r'^'

''^^'"* administrations that are coming
fn™»^T *

° ^"^ V^ countries are encouraging variousforms of taxpayers' "municipal Socialism." The Xi-
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conservative governments of Germany, Austria, and Be^um
all pennit the cities to engage even in the publk feedii^ of

school children, while the reactionary national government

of Hungary has undertaken to provide for the housing of

25,000 working people at Budapest. The con<»ervative

London Daily Mail cries out that the Hungarian minister,

Dr. Wekerle has "stolen a march on the Socialists," but that

it is the "right sort of Socialism," and that "it has been left

to the leader of the privil^ed Parliament [the Hungarian Par-

liament representing not the small capitalists, but the landed

nobility and gentry] to make the first start." And there

is little doubt that both the provision of houses for the work-

ing people and the public feeding of school children rest on

precisely the same principles as the social reforms now being

undertdcen by national governments, such as that of Great

Britain, and are, indeed, the "right sort of Socialism "from

the capitalist standpoint.

Taking the municipal reformer as a type of the so-called

Socialist, Mr. Belloc, a prominent Liberal Member of Parlia-

ment and an anti-Socialist, says that "in the atmosphere in

which he works and as regards the susceptibilities which he

fears to offend," that the municipal Socialist is entirely of

the capitalist class. " You cannot make revolutions without

revolutionaries," he continues, "and anything less revolu-

tionary than your municipal reformer never trod the earth.

The very conception is alien to this class of persons ; usually

he is desperately frightened as well. Yet it is quite certain

that so vast a change as Socialism presupposes cannot be

carried out without hitting. When one sees it verbally

advocated ( and in practice shirked) by men who have never

hit anytliing in their lives, and who are even afraid of a scene

with a waiter in a restaurant, one is not inclined to believe

in the reality of the creed." Mr. Belloc concludes finally that

all that this kind of Socialism has done during its moments
of greatest activity has tended merely to recognize the capital-

ist more and more and to stereotype the gulf between him

and the other classes. (35)

And just as Mr. Belloc has reproached the Socialists for

their conservatism, so the New Age and other mouth-

pieces of Socialism condemn the non-Socialist radicals who
constitute one of the chief elements among the supporters

of the present government (including Mr. Belloc) as bein^

too radical. In the Uterature of the Fabian Society also, the
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accusation against the Liberals of being too revolutionaryB quite frequent. Years ago Mr. Sidney Webb accused them
of having the revolutionary tradition in their bones"
of conceiving society as "a struggle of warring mterests'"and said that they would reform nothing "unless it be done
at the expense of their enemies." While this latter accusa-
tion is scarcely true, either of the British Liberals or of the
revolutionary Socialists of the Continent, it is obvious that
tHe moH important reforms of the Socialists, those to which^atest efforts must necessarily be given, those which alone

u^C^ u'^^^u fe "^ precisely the ones that must bebrought about "at the expense of the enemy "
In no other country has public opinion either within the

Socialist movement or outside of it so completely despaired
of democracy and the people. In none has the spWt of
popular revolt and militant radicalism been so long dormant
Yet, there can be little doubt that the British masses, en-
couraged by those of France, Germany, and other countries,
will one day recover that self-confidence and self-assertion
tney seem to have lost since the times of the "LeveUers"
Of the Commonwealth, two hundred and fifty years airo
It may take years before this new revolutionary movementgams the momentum it already possesses in Germany and

±'art III, Chapter VI) and the changes in politics that have ac-compamed these stnkes show that this movement has already

i^^' • v3^.}r ^"^^^y a strong division of opinion within
the Socialistic "Independent Labour Party," and this organ-
ization has aJso taken issue on several important matters
with the non-Sociahst Labour Party, of which, however, it is
still a part.

After the unsatisfactory results of the elections of 1910
the conflict withm the Independent Labour Party became

?uZ ^"^J^^ ever. Mr. Barnes, then chairman of theLabour Party Itself, and Mr. Keir Hardie, the chief figure
in Its Socialistic (Independent Labour Party) section, ciiti-
cized severely the tactics that had been followed by the ma-
iS" ?V^T^°^''^ ^T V}^^^ oj the same " Socialistic" section.
Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Snowden. It is true that the differ-
ence was not veiy fundamental, but it is interesting to note
that MacDonald and Snowden and their avowed non-
Socialist trade-union allies were accused of giving so much
to tne Liberals as even to weaken the position of the Labour
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Party itself to say nothing of the still greater inconsistency of

such comprises with anything approaching Socialism. Mr.
Barnes and Mr. Hardie pointed out that the timid tactics pur-

sued had endangered not only the fight against the House of

Lords, but also the effort to keep down the naval budget and

the proposed solution of the imemployment question that was
to have acknowledf^ "the right to work." That is, Mr.
MacDonald and Mr. Snowden had been so anxious to please

the Liberal government, that they had risked even these

moderate reforms, which were favored by many anti-Socialis-

tic Radicals.

At the "Independents'" 1911 conference at Birmingham,

again, a motion was proposed by the radical element. Hall,

MacLachlan, and others, which demanded that this Party

should cease voting perpetually for the government merely

because the government claimed that every question required

a vote of coiSdence, and that they should put their own issues

in the foreground, and vote on all others according to their

merits. This very consistent resolution, in complete accord

with the position of Socialist i'arties the world over, was
however voted down by the " Independents, " as it had been

shortly previously at the conference of the non-Socialist

Labour Party of which they are a section. The executive

committee brought in an amendment in the contrary sense

to that of the radical resolution, and this amendment was

ably supported by MacDonald. Hardie and Barnes, however,

persuaded the Congress to vote down both resolution and

amendment on the ground that the "Independents" in Par-

Uament ought to support the Liberal and Radical government,

except in certain crises— as illustrations of which Barnes men-

tioned the Labourites' opposition to armaments and their

demand for the right to work. Keir Hardie also declared

that he was not satisfied with the conduct of the Labour

Party in Parliament; his motion condemning the govern-

ment's action in the Welsh coal strike, for example, had

secured only seventeen of their forty votes. He claimed that

the influence of the Liberals over the party was due, not to

their social reform program, but to their passing of the trade-

union law permitting picketing after the elections of 1906,

and that he feared them more than he did the Conservatives.

However, he thought that this Liberal influence was now on

the decline, and said that if the Liberals attempted to

strengthen the House of Lords, as suggested in the preamble
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to their resolution, abolishing its veto power, the Labour^ 'Jl ^ "^^y ^ ^°^ against the government.
The Labourites did, as a matter of fact, vote against this

preamble, and the government was saved only because Bal-
four and the Conservatives lent it their support. It still
remaiM to be seen if the Labourites will detach themselves
from the Liberals on a really crucial question, one on which
they know the Conservatives will remain in the opposition—m other words, whether they will do the only thmg that can
poMibly show any real independence or make them a factor
of first importance in the nation's politics, that is, overturn
a government. Doubtless this day will come, but it does
not seem to be at hand.
This discussion was much intensified by the decision of the

executive of the Labour Party (in order to retain the legal
right to use trade-union funds for political purposes) to relieve
Labour members of Parliament of their pledge to follow acommon policy. This decision again was opposed by the
majority of the "Independent" section including Hardie
and Barnes, but favored by a minority, led by MacDonald.
With the aid of the non-Socialistic element, however it
was carried by a large majority at the Labour Party's con-
ference in 1911. Thus while one element is growing more
radical another is growing more conservative and the
breach between the Independents and the other Labourites is
widemng.

Ti)r^®^*P* *^® closest and most active associate of Mr.
MacDonald at nearly every point has been Mr. Philip
Snowden. Even Mr. Snowden finally declared that a recent
action of the Labour Party, when all but half a dozen of its
members voted with the Liberals, against what Mr. Snowden
states to have been the instructions of the Party conference,
finally completes their identity with official Liberalism."

Mr. Snowden a&seHed that if the " Independents " would
stand this they would stand anything, that the time had come
to choose between principle and party, and that he was not
ready to sacnfice the former for the latter.

Shortly after this incident, which Mr. MacDonald attrib-
ute! to a misunderstanding, came the great railway strike
and Its settlement, in which he and Mr. Lloyd George were
the leading factors. Received with enthusiasm by the Lib-
eral press, this settlement was bitteriy denounced by the
Labour Leader, 'he official organ of the "Independents."
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Mr. MacDonald on the other hand expi-pssed m the House

of Commons deep satisfaction with the hnai attitude of the

Bovenmient and predicted that if it was maintamed no such

trouble need arise again in a generation. No statement could

have been more foreign to the existing feeling among the

workers, a part of whom it will be remembered failed to return

to work for several days after the settlement. The Inde-

nendents" as the political representatives of the more radical

^ the unionists, naturally embody thib discontent, whUe

the Labour Party, being partly responsible for the settlement,

becomes more than ever the serai-official labor representative

of the government— a divergence that can scarcely fail to

lead to an open breach. .... • n
It was as a result of all of these critical situations, especially

the great railway strike and its sequels, that an effort has

been made to form a "British Socialist Party" to embrace

all Socialist factions, and to free them from dependence on

the Labour Party. It has succeeded in umtmg all, except

the Independent Labour Party and the Fabian Society, and

includes even a number of local branches (though only a smaU

minority of the total number) of the former organization.

This Party has issued an outright revolutionary declaration

of principles. Mr. Quelch, editor of the Social Democratic

organ, Justice, had proposed the following declaration of prin-

ciples, which was far in advance of the present position of the

Indei^ndent Labour Party, if somewhat ambiguous in the

clause printed in italics :

—
"The Socialist Party is the political expresaon of the working-

dass movement, acting in the closest cooperation with industna^

organizations for the aociaUzation of the means of Prodiiction and

Sffribution-that is to say, the transfonnation ?! (^pitahst

society into a collective or communist society. Alike in its object

its id^, and in the means employed, the Socialist party, Uwvgh

strwing for the realizatim of immediate social reforms demanded by

the vmking doss, is not a reformist but a revolutionary party, which

recogniz^that social freedom and equality can only be won by

fighting the class war through to the finish, and thus abolishing for-

ever all class distinctions." (36)

The phrase underiined was opposed by several of the revo-

lutionary representatives of Independent Labour Party

branches who were present as delegates and others, ana oy

a narrow vote was expunged. The declaration as it now

stands is as radical as that of any Socialist Party in the world.
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Si m!«il^1?''*V^?
w already making some inroads amongthe mraabership of the Independent Labour Party and th^8e«m8 to be a chance that it will succeed before m^y ZS

^niLlKT?* *?J^ *^t organization and British S<J^iSm|enei^y from their dependence on the Labour and LiS
Pi^v^^tw'*"*^*-^*''^'' "Labour" Partyand SocialistParty methods and aims comes out even mbre clearly ^Australasia than in Great Britain. A typical view^fth^New Zealand reforms as being steps towwds Socialirai i^given by Thomas Walsh, of the Auckland F^S-Sm^
(see ATeu; York CaU, September 10, 1911)

^^
After giving a list of things "abeady accomnlishprf »

including a mention of universJsuflfrage, state^SJaSon ofthe post office^ prohibition of chUd lab?r.'"free S^mpij:
^5L*T'^^!5"'*ft" l^ ^ *^^ *8e o^ fourteen yea«7Sd
State-asfflsted pubic hospitals "-besides the other mweAstinctively capitalist coUectivist reforms, such l^Ly^Z

Sflj^'"^*^'
™°e8 telegraphs, telephones, parcel wSWe and fire insurance, banks and old-age pensions and iriSSl

cipal ownership, Mr. Walsh concludes?—

more"'^.*^frf°^ *^^ **?^ '^^y <^o°«- thereisalongUst
^w\- °® revolutionary seize and hold group may label the^palhativM, may howl down as red herriniffl across the «S^t r^

whi^h ^^r* ""^^ '"^^ *°^ abolished, which of themiSU£which of them are not necessary ? Contrary to the fond ddtL^^f

Sin^h^A^"^*"^' '^^'^'^i'^inediswreniLfr^t^-
Sl^f,>! ^^^'^ "?"*' */?"^ ^th the ballot boxandthVkn^i:edge of Its use, there is nothing that labor cannot obtain

»;„». f^u**® '?^P"2S secured blurred the main issue, have we lost«gt of the goal ? The objective of the NewZeaKlSp,SS^

SLSf. P^'^^Pubhc ownership of aU the means of produSbnd^bution, and exchange.' Contrary to your critic's opinSnwS
fe^^S/nTf^ ^^* ^^^?^ *^« appetite fo?To^,^d
^te"oSe'f?S'ftVSg^"' '^^ '°"" '°' '"^^ -

ShrfteVdVr^eSt*^^ -vement-it hUS SSS^JS
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possess the power to administer the laws, but far from that bdng an

argument to abandon the law, it has convinced New Zealand labor

that the administrative control must be got possession of, and

through the ballot box New Zealand labour will march to get that

control. Given contrd of the national and local govemmerU, the food

auppliea can be ncUimdited and more competitive State-owned in-

duatriea esUMiahed. And by ia6our administration of the arbitration

court the prices and wages can be so adjusted that the worker can buy

out of the market aU that his labor put into it.

" To the brothers in America I say, Go on. Don't waste tune

arguing about economic dogma. Get a unified labor movement

and thrmo the whole industrial force into the political arena. Any-

thing less than the whole force means delay. The whole force means

victory. We have progrrased. We have experimented. We have

proved. Yours it is but to imitate— and improve."

I have underlined the most important of Mr. Walsh's

conclusions that are contradicted by the evidence I have

given in this chapter and elsewhere in the present vohmie.

The Socialist view of the last two statements may be best

shown by a quotation from Mr. Charles Edward Russell,

who is the critic referred to by Mr. Walsh, and has undertaken

with great success to uproot among the Socialists of this

country the fanciful pictures and fallacies concerning Aus-

tralasia that date in this country from the time of the radical

and fearless but uncritical and optimistic books of Henry D.

Lloyd ("A Country Without Strikes," etc.). Mr. Russell

shows that a Labor Party as in Australia may gain control

of the forms of government, without actually gaining the

sovereignty over society or industry. (See the International

Socialist Review, September, 1911.) In an article that has

made a greater sensation in the American movement than

any that has yet appeared (with the exception of Debs'a

"Danger Ahead," quoted in the next chapter), Mr. Russell

writes:—
"A proletarian movement can have no part, however slight,

in the game of politics. The moment it takes a seat at that grany

board is the moment it dies within. After that, it may for a time

miuntain a semblance of life and motion, but in truth it is only a

corpse.

"This has been proved many tunes. It is being proved to-day

in Great Britain. It has been proved recently and most convinc-

ingly in the experience of Australia and New Zealand.

"In Australia the proletarian movement that began eighteen

years ago has achieved an al»olute triumph— in pohtics. Under

the name of the Labor Party it has won all that any political com-
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bmation can poKibly win anywhere. It has played the poUticalgame to the hnut and taken all the stakes in sight. The whole
national government is in its hands. It has attained in fuUest
measure to the political success at which it aimed. It not merely
influences the government; it is the government.

To make the situation clear by an American analogy, let us
suppose the bociahsts of America to join hands with the progressive
element in the labor unions and with the different groups of advanced
radicals Let us suppose a coalition party to be formed called the
l.abor I'arty. Let us suppose this to have entered the State and
national campaign, winning at each successive election more seatsm <-ongre^, and finally, after sixteen years of conflict, electing its
candidate for President and a clear majority of the Senate and theHouse of Representatives. This would be admitted to be the sum-mit of such a party s aims and to mean great and notable success

:

and It would closely parallel the situation in Australia
Exactly such a Labor Party has administered the affairs of

Australia since April, 1910. Its triumph was the political success

Wharhi^^tS'?'^'"^"^
*^** ^*^ ^^'^ '°*° *^® political game.

"This has resulted, that the Labor Party of Australia is nowexactly hke any other political party and means no more to theworking class except its name. Constituted as the political party
of that class, it has been swept into power by working-class votes,and after almost a year and a half of control of national affairs, it canshow nothing more accomplished for working-class interests thanany other party has accomplished. The working class under theLabor Partv 18 m essentially the same condition that it has been

nro^T fl 5f otl^er administrations, nor is there the slightest
prospect that its condition will be changed.

KJ
other words the whole machine runs on exactly as before,the vast elaborated machine by which toilers are exploited and

5fo? k'.k"''
^^^-

.u^"''^
'°. P°^«f' *h« I^bor Party proceeded todo such things as other parties had done for the purpo^ of keepingpower and it is these things that maintain the machine.

i,» u !u"'^"^ ?!
*^® election, whenthe returns ber a to indicatethe resu t the gentleman that is now Attorney-General of the Com-

dT^wlS ZZrX^X^.^'"' '"''^"^^^'^' ^""^•'^^ "P *"^

],' "We're m !' he shouted. 'We're in ! We're in
!'

sitnJinn* Th„*? l^"^ p°i ^^^ ^""^ "«**Jy expressed the whole
situation. The Labor Party was in ; it had won the offices and the

ofcn H f^.T-r'^ T*!"""' ' .?*
had defeated the opponents that hadoften defeated it. It was 'in.' The next thing Was to keep inand this. IS the object that it has assiduously pursued everTinie!

the offices"''

'''''^
"' '*^^

^''^
^''^*' *^^ "^^'^

=
'«t "« '^^P

"The first thing it does is to increase its strength with the hour-
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geoisie and the great middle class always allied with its enemies.
To its opponents in the campaigns the handiest weapon and most
efifective was always the charge that the Labor Party was not patri-

otic, that it did not love the dear old flag of Great Britain with the
proper degree of fervor and ecstasy ; that it was wobbly on the sub-
ject of war and held strange, erratic notions in favor of universal
peace instead of yelling day and night for British supremacy
whether right or wrong— wluch is well known to be the duty of the
true and pure patriot. This argument was continually used and
had great effect.

"Naturally, as the Labor Party was now in and determined to

stay in, the wise play indicated in the game upon which it had em-
barked, was to disprove all these damaging allegations and to show
that the Labor Party was just as patriotic as any other partjr could
possibly be. So its first move was to adopt a system of universal
military service, and the next to undertake vast schemes of na-
tional defense. The attention and admiration of the country were
directed to the fact that the Labor administration was the first to

build small arms factories, to revise the military establishment so

as to secure the greatest efficiency and to prepare the nation for

deeds of valor on the battlefield.

"At the time this was done there was a crjring need for new labor
legislation ; the system or lack of system of arbitrating labor dis-

putes was badly in need of repairs; workingmen were being im-
prisoned in some of the States for the crime of striking ; the power
of government was often used to oppress and overawe strikers, even
when they had been perfectly orderly and their cause was absolutely
just. These with many other evils of the workingman's condition

were pushed aside in order to perfect the defense system and get

the small arms factories in good working order, for such were the

plain indications of the game that the Labor Party had started out
to play. 'We're in; let us stay in.'

"Meantime there remains this awkward fact about the condi-
tion of the working class. It is no less exploited than before. It is

as far, apparently, from the day of justice under the rule of the

Labor Party as it was under the rule of the Liberal Party. What
are you going to do about that ? Why, there is nothing to be done
about that as yet. The country, you see, is not ready for any
radical measures on that subject. If we undertook to make any
great changes in fundamental conditions, we should be defeated at

the next election and then we should not be in, but should

be out. True, the cost of living is steadily increasing, and
that means that the state of the working class is inevitably de-
clining. True, under the present system, power is steadily ac-

cumulating in the h.andH of the exploiters, so that if we are afraid

to offend them now, we shall be still more afraid to offend them
next year and the next. But the main thing is to keep in. We're
in ; let us stay in.
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"Hence, also, the Labor administration has been very careful
not to offend the great money interests and powerful corporations
that are growing up in the country. These influences are too power-
ful in elections. Nothing has been done that could in the least
disturb the currents of sacred business. It was recognized as not
good politics to antagonize business interests. Let the administra-
tion keep along with the solid business interests of the country,
reassuring them for the sake of the general prosperity and helping
them to go on in the same, safe, sane, and conservative way as be-
fore. It was essential that business men should feel that business was
just as secure under the Labor administration as under any other.
Nothing that can in the least upset business, you know. True,
this sacred business consists of schemes to exploit and rob the work-
ing class, and true, the longer it is allowed to go upon its way the
more powerful it becomes and the greater are its exploitations and
profits. But if we do anything that upsets business or tends to
disturb business confidence, that will be bad for us at the next
election. Very likely we shall not be able to keep in. We are in
now ; let us stay in, and have the offices and the power.

"Therefore, it is with the greatest pride that the Labor people
point out that under the Labor administration the volume of busi-
ness has not decreased, but increased ; the operations of the banks
have shown no falling off ; they are still engaged as profitably as of
yore in skinning the public ; the clearings are in an eminently satis-
factory condition

; profits have suffered no decline ; all is well in
our marts of trade. The old machine goes on so well you would
never know there had been any change in the administration.
Business men have confidence in our Party. They know that we
will do the right thing by them, and when in the next campaign the
wicked orators of the opposition arise and say that the Labor Party
is a party of disturbers and revolutionists, we can point to these
facts and overwhelm them. And that will be a good thing, because
otherwise we might not be able to keep in. We're in : let us stay
in.

"If the capitalists had designed the very best way in which to
perpetuate their power, they could not have hit upon anything
better for themselves than this. It keeps the working class occupied,
it diverts their minds from the real questions that pertain to their
condition

; it appeals to their sporting instincts ; we want to win,
we want to cheer our own victory, we want to stay in ; this is the
way to these results. And meantime the capitalists rake off the
profits and are happy. We are infinitely better off in the United
States. The Labor Party of Australia has killed the pure prole-
taiian movement there. At least we have the beginnings of one
here. If there had been no Labor Party, there would now be in
Australia a promising working-class movement headed towards
industrial emancipation. Having a Labor Party, there is no such
movement in sight. . . .
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"You say: Surely it was something gained in New Zealand to

secure limited hours of employment, to have sanitary factories,

clean luncheon rooms, old-age pensions, workingmen's compensation.

Surely all these things represented progress and an advance toward

the true ideal.

"Yes. But every one of these things has been magnified, dis-

torted and exaggerated for the purpose and with the result of keep-

ing the workingman quiet about more vital things. How say you
to that? Everj' pretended release from his chains has been in

fact a new form of tether on his limbs. What about that? I

should think meanly of myself if I did not rejoice every time a
workingman's hours are reduced or the place wherein he is

condemned to toil is made more nearly tolerable. But what
shall we conclude when these things are deliberately employed

to distract his thoughts from fundamental conditions and when
all this state of stagnation is wrought by the alluring game of

politics ?

"I cannot help thinking that all this has or ought to have a lesson

for the Socialist movement in America. If it be desired to kill

that movement, the most effective way would be to get it entangled

in some form of practical politics. Then the real and true aim of

the movement can at once be lost sight of and t'lis party can go the

way of every other proletarian party down to the p't. I should

not think that was a very good way ^o go.

"When we come to reason of it calmly, what can be gained by
electing any human being to any office beneath the skies ? To get

in and keep in does not seem any sort of an object to any one that

will contemplate the possibilities of the Cooperative Common-
wealth. How shall it profit the working class to have Mr. Smith
made sheriff or Mr. Jones become the coroner? Something else

surely is the goal of this magnificent iaspiration. In England the

radicals have all gone mad on the subject of a successful parliament-

ary party, the winning of the government, the filling of offices, and
the like. I am told that the leaders of the coalition movement have

already picked out their prime minister against the day when they

shall carry the country and be in. In the meantime they, too, must
play this game carefully, being constantly on their guard against

doing anything that would alarm or antagonize the bourgeoisie and
sacred businesses and telling the workers to wait until we get in.

I do not see that all this relieves the situation in Whitechapel or that

any fewer men and women live in misery because we have a prospect

of getting in.

' Furthermore, to speak quite frankly, I do not see where there

is a particle of inspiration for Americans in any of these English-

speaking countries. So far as I can make out the whole of mankind
that dwells under the British flag is more or less mad about political

success. Parliament and getting in. They say in New Zealand that

the government can make a conservative of any radical, if he
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threatens to become dangerous, by giving him some tin-horn honor
or a place in the upper chamber. In En|;land we have seen too
often that the same land of influences can silence a radical by invit-
inj; him to the king's garden party or allowing him to shake hands
with a lord. I do not believe we have anything to learn from these
countries except what to avoid."

I



CHAPTER IV

"REFORMISM" IN THE UNITED STATES

Because of our greater European immigration and more
advanced economic development, the Socialist movement in

this country, as has been remarked by many of those who
have studied it, is more closely affiliated with that of the con-
tinent of Europe than with that of Great Britain.

The American public has been grievously misinformed as to
the development of revolutionary Socialism in this country.
A typical example is the widely noticed article by Prof.

Robert F. Hoxie, entitled, " The Rising Tide of Socialism."
After analyzing the Socialist vote into several contradic-

tory elements, Professor Hoxie concludes :
—

"There seems to be a definite law of the development of Socialism
which applies both to the individual and to the group. The law is

this : The creedalism and immoderateness of Socialism, other things
being equal, vary inversely with its age and responsibility. The
average Socialist recruit begins as a theoretical unpossibilist and
develops gradually into a constructive opportunist. Add a taste
of real responsibility and he is hard to distinguish from a liberal

reformer." (1)

On the contrary, the "theoretical impossibilists," however
obstructive, have never been more than a handful, and the
revolutionists, in spite of the very considerable and steady
influx of reformers into the movement, have increased still

more rapidly. That is, revolutionary Socialism is growing
in this country— as elsewhere— and a very large and
increasing number of the Socialists are become more and
more revolutionary. From the beginning the American
movement has been radical and the " reformists" have been
heavily outvoted in every Congress of the present Party— in
1901, 1904, 1908, and 1910, while the most prominent revo-
lutionist, Eugene V. Debs, has been its nominee for President
at each Presidential election, since its foundation (1900, 1904,
and 1908).<'»

(") In her "American Socialism of the Present Day" (p. 252) MissHughan
denit* that there are many varietiee of American Socwliam, and saya that the
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Aside from a brief experience with the so-called municipal
Socialism in Massachusetts in 1900 and 1902, the national
movement gave little attention to the effort to secure the
actual enactment of immediate reforms until the success of
the Milwaukee Socialists (in 1910) in capturing the city gov-
ernment and electing one of its two Congressmen. There
had always been a program of reforms indorsed by the Social-
ists. But this program had been . .named "Immediate
Demands," as the Party had concentrated its attention almost
excltisively on its one great demand, the overthrow of capi-
talist government.

In the fall elections of 1910 it was observed for the first
time that certain Socialist candidates in various parts of the
country ran far ahead of the rest of the Socialist ticket, and
that some of those elected to legislatures and local offices
owed their election to this fact. This appeared to indicate
that these candidates had bid for and obtained a large share
of the non-Socialist vote, A cry of alarm was thereupon
raised by many American Socialists. The statement issued
by a-.r. Eugene V, Debs on this occasion, entitled "Danger
Ahead," was undoubtedly representative of the views of the
majority. As Mr. Debs has been, on three occasions, the
unanimous choice of the Socialist Party of the United States
as its candidate for the Presidency, he remains unquestion-
ably the most influential member of the Party. I, therefore,
quote his statement at length, as the most competent esti-
mate obtainable of the present situation as regards reformism
in the American Socialist movement :—

"The danger I see aliead," wrote Mr. Debs, "is that the Socialist
Party at this stage, and under existing conditions, is apt to attract
elements which it cannot assimilate, and that it may be either
weighted down, or torn asunder with internal strife, or that it may
become permeated and corrupted with the spirit of bourgeois reform
to an extent that will practically destroy its viriUty and eflSciency
as a revolutionary organization.

assertion that there are is justified only the many shades of tactical poliev
to be found in the Party, "founded usually on corresponding gradations ofemphasis upon the idea of catastrophe."

I do not contend that there are many varieties of Socialism within the
I'arty either here or in other countries, but I have pointed out that there
are several and that their Jifftreiicea are profound, if not irreconcilable. It is
precisely because they are founded on differences in tactics, i.e.onrealinitead
of theorettcal grounds that they are of such importance, for as long as ores-
ent conditions continue, they are likely to lead farther and farther apart,
wlule new conaiUons may only serve to bring new differences
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"To my mind the working-class character and the revolutionary
integrity of the Socialist Party are of the first importance. All the

votes of the people would do us no good if our party ceased to be a revo-

lutionary party or became only inculentally so, while yielding more and
more to the pressure to modify the principles and program of the Party
for the sake of swelling the vote and hastening the day of its expected
triumph. . . . The truth is that we have not a few members who
regard vote getting as of supreme importance, no matter by what
method the votes may be secured, and this leads them to hold out
inducements and make representations which are not at all compat-
ible with the stem and uncompromising principles of a revolu-
tionary party. They seek to make the Socialist propaganda so
attractive— eliminating whatever may give offense to bourgeois
sensibilities— that it serves as a bait for votes rather than as a means
of education, and votes thus secured do not properly belong to us arui

do injustice to our Party as well as those who cast them. . . . The
election of legislative and administrative officers, here and there
where the Party is still in a crude state and the members econom-
ically unprepared and politically unfit to assume the responsibil-

ities thrust upon them as the result of popular discontent, will

inevitably brin^ trouble and set the Party $ack, instead of advanc-
ing it, and while this is to be expected and is to an extent un-
avoidable, we should court no more of that kind of experience than
is necessary to avoid a repetition of it. The Socialist Party has
abeady achieved some victories of this kind which proved to be
defeats, crushing and humiliating, and from which the party has
not even now, after many years, entirely recovered [referring,

doubtless, to Haverhill and Brockton.— W. E. W.J.
"Voting for Socialism is not Socialism any more than a menu

is a meal. . . .

"The votes will come rapidly enough from now on without seek-
ing them, and we should make it clear that the Socialist Party wants
the votes only of those who want Socialism, and that, above all,

as H revolutionary party of the working class, it discountenances
vote seeking for the sake of votes and holds in contempt office seek-
ing for the sake of office. These belong entirely to capitalist parties

with their bosses and their boodle and have no ^.'ace in a party whose
shibboleth is emancipation." (2) (My italics.)

After Mr. Debs, Mr. Charles Edward Russell is now, per-
haps, the naost trusted of American Socialists. His state-

naent, made a few months later (see the International

Sodaiist Review for March, 1912), reaches identical conclu-
sions. As it is made from the entirely independent stand-
point of the observations of a practical journalist astopolitr
ical methods, it strongly reenforces and supplements Mr.
Debs's conclusions, drawn chiefly from labor union experience.
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As I have already quoted Mr. Russell at length in the pre-
vious chapter, a few paragraphs will give a sufficient idea of
this important declaration :

—
" Let us suppose in this country," writes Mr. Russell, " a politi-

cal party with a program that proposes a great and radical trans-
formation of the existing system of society, and proposes it upon
lofty grounds of the highest welfare of mankind. Let us suppose
that It is baaed upon vital and enduring truth, and that the success
of its ideals would mean the emancipation of the race.

" If such a party should go mto the dirty game of practical poli-
tics, seeking success by compromise and bargain, striving to put
men into office, dealing for place and recognition, concerned about
the good opinion of its enemies, elated when men spoke well of it
depressed by evil report, tacking and shifting, taking advantage of
a local issue here and of a temporary unrest there, intent upon the
goal of this office or that, it would inevitably fall into the pit that
has ragulfed all other parties. Nothing on earth could save it.

But suppose a party that kept forever in full sight the ultimate
goal, and never once varied from it. Suppose that it strove to increase
>ts vote for this object and for none other. . . . Suppose it re-
garded its vote as the index of its converts, and sought for such
votra and for none others. Suppose the entire body was convinced

11
*
*u

P*^y'^, ^"'^ program, aims, and philosophy. Suppose that
aU other men knew that this growing party was thus convinced and
thus determined, and that its growth menaced every day more and
more the existing structure of society, menaced it with overthrow
and a new structure. What then ?
"Such a party would be the greatest political power that ever

existed in this or any other country. It would drive the other
parties before it hke sand before a wind. They would be compelled
to adopt one after another the expedients of reform to head off the
increasing threat of this one party's progress towards the revolu-
tionary ideal. But this one party would have no more need to
waste Its tinae upon palliative measures than it would have to soil
Itself with the dirt of practical politics and the bargain counter.
1 he other parties would do aU that and do it weU. The one party
would be concerned with nothing but making converts to its phi-
losophy and preparing for the revolution that its steadfast course
would render inevitable. Such a party would represent the highest
possible efficiency in politics, the greatest force in the State, and the
ultunate triumph of its full philosophy would be beyond question."

Thus we see that in America reformism is repardpd as a
dangerous innovation, and that, before it had finished its
second prosperous year, it had been abjured by those who
have the best claim to speak for the American Party
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Nevertheless it still persists and, indeed, continues to develop
rapidly— if less rapidly than the opposite, or revolutionary,
policy— and deserves the most careful consideration.

While "reformism" only became a practical issue in the
American Party in 1910, it had its beginnings much earlier.

The Milwaukee Socialists had set on the "reformist" course
even before the formation of the present national party (in

1900). Even at this early time they had developed what the
other Socialists had sought to avoid, a "leader" — in the
person of Mr. Victor Berger. At first editor of the local

German Socialist organ, the Vorwaerts, then of the Social-

Demccratic Herald, acknowledged leader at the time of the
municipal victory in the spring of 1910, and now the American
Party's first member of Congress, Mr. Berger has not merely
been the Milwaukee organization's chief spokesman, organizer,

aud candidate throughout this period, but he has come to be
the chief spokesman of the present reformist wing of the
American Party. His editorials and speeches as Congress-
man, and the policies of the Milwaukee municipal adminis-
tration, now so much in the public eye, will afford a fairly

correct idea of the main features both of the Socialism that has
so far prevailed in Milwaukee, and of American "reformism"
in general.

"Socialism is an epoch of human history which will no
doubt last many hundred years, possibly a thousand years,"

wrote Mr. Berger, editorially, in 1910. "Certainly a move-
ment whose aims are spread out over a period like that need
have no terrors for the most conservative," commented
Senator La FoUette, with perhaps justifiable humor.

If Socialism is to become positive, said Mr. Berger again,

it must "conduct the everyday fight for the practical revo-
lution of every day." Like the word "Socialism," Mr.
Berger retains the word "revolution," but practically it

comes to mean much the same as its antithesis, everyday
reform.

It has been Mr. Berger's declared purpose from the be-
ginning to turn the Milwaukee Party aside from the tactics

of the International movement to those of the "revisionist"

minority that has been so thoroughly crushed at the German
and International Congresses. (See Chapter VII.) "The
tactics of the American Socialist Party," he wrote editorially

in 1901, "if that party is to live and succeed— can only be the
much abused and much misunderstood Bernstein doctrine."
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"In America for the first time in history," he added, "we
find an oppressed class with the same fundamental rights as
the ruling class — the right of universal suffrage. ..." (3)

It was the impression of many of the earlier German Social-
ists in this country that political democracy already existed m
America and that it was only necessary to make use of it to
establish a new social order. The devices the framers of our
Constitution employed to prevent such an outcome, the wide-
spread distribution of property, especially of farms, disfran-
chisement in the South and elsewhere, etc., were all considered
as small matters compared to the difficulties Socialists faced
in Germany and other countries. Many have come more
recently to recognize, with Mr. Louis Boudin, that the move-
ment "will have to learn that in this country, as in Germany
or other alien lands, the fight is on not only for the use of its
power by the working class, but for the possession of real
political power by the masses of the people." Neither in
this country nor in any other does the oppressed class have
"the same fundamental rights as the ruling class." In
America the working class have not even an approximately
equal right to the ballot, because of local property, literal',
residence, and other qualifications, as alluded to in an earlier
chapter, and it is at least doubtful whether the workers are
in a more favorable position here than elsewhere to gain final
and effective control of the government without physical
revolution (as Mr. Berger hhnself has admitted: see
Chapter VI).

'

In explanation of what he meant by the Bernstein doctrine,
Mr. Berger wrote in 1902: "Others condemn every reform
which is to precede the 'Great Revolution.' . . . Nothing
can be more absurd. . . . Progress is not attained by simply
waiting for a majority of people, for the general reconstruc-
tion, for the promised hour of deliverance. ... We wicked
'opportunists' want action. ... We want to reconstruct
society, and we must go to work without delay, and work
ceaselessly for the cooperative Commonwea' S, the ideal of
the future. But we want to change conditions now. We
stand for scientific Socialism." (4)

It is quite true that there was a Socialist Party in this
country before 1900, a large part of which ridiculed every
reform that can come before the expected revolution, but
these " Impossibilists " are now a dwindling handful. Nearly
every Socialist now advocates all progressive reforms, but
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different views obtain as to which of these reforms do, and
which of them do not, properly come within the Socialists'

sphere of action.

Mr. Berger's opinion is that the Socialists should take the
lead in practically all immediate refonn activities, and be-
littles all other reformers. No sooner had Senator La
Follette appeared on the political horizon in 1904 than Mr.
Berger classed him with Mr. Bryan, as "visionary." (5)

And after Senator La Follette had become recognized as
perhaps the most effective radical the country has produced,
Mr. Berger still persisted in referring to him as "personally
honest, but politically dishonest," and was quoted as saying,

with particular reference to the Senator and his ideas of
reform, and to the great satisfaction of the reactionary press

:

"An insurgent is 60 per cent of old disgruntled politician,

30 per cent clear hypocrisy, 9 per cent nothiag, and 1 per cent
Socialism. Put in a bottle and shake well before using and
you will have a so-called 'progressive.'" (G)

Let us see how the Socialist platform in Wisconsin differs

from that of the insurgent Republicans and Democrats. It

begins with the statement that the movement aims at
"better food, better houses, sufficic^nt sleep, more leisure,

more education, and more culture." All progressive and
honest reform movements stand for all these things and,
as I have shown, promise gradually to get them. Under
capitalism per capita wealth and income are increased
rapidly and the capitalists can well afford to grant to the
workers more and more of all the things mentioned, not out
of fear of Socialism, but to provide in the future for that
steady increase of industrial efficiency which is destined to
be the greatest source of future profits.

The platform goes on to state that "the final aim of the
Social-Democratic Party is the emancipation of the producers
and the abolition of the capitalist system" and describes the
list of reforms it proposes as "mere palliatives, capable of
being carried out even under present conditions." But it also
f "iggests that these measures are in part, though not all. Social-
istic, whereas a careful comparison with the Democratic and
Republican platforms, especially the latter, shows that they
are practically all adopted by the capitalist parties (not only
in Wisconsin, but in States where the Socialists have no
representation whatever). If the Social-Democrats of Wis-
consin demand more government ownership and labor legis-
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lation, the Republicans are somewhat more insistent on
certain extensions of political democracy— as in the demand
for less partisan primaries.

The New York Socialist platform makes very similar
demands to that of Wisconsin, but precedes them by the long
explanation (see Chapter VI) of the Socialist view of the
class struggle, which the Wisconsin platform barely men-
tions, while containing declarations that might be interpre-
tated as contradicting it. The Wisconsin idea is that a Social-
ist minority in the nation has actual power to obtain reforms
that will advance us towards Socialism and that would not other-
wise be obtained. The New York idea is that a Socialist mi-
nority can have no other reforming power than any honest reform
minority, unless Socialism has a^UuaUy won or is about to win
a majority.

The legislature of Wisconsin has doubtless gone somewhat
faster than those of other "progressive" States, on account
of the presence of the "Social-Democrats." It has passed
the latters' resolutions, for example, calling for the govern-
ment ownership of coal mines and of sue! railroad, telegraph,
telephone, and express companies as pass into tho hands of
receivers, and also to apply incomes from natural resources
to old-age pensions as well as other resolutions already men-
tioned. But an inspection of the resolutions of the legisla-

tures of other States where there are no Socialist legislators
and only a relatively small per cent of Socialists shows action
almost if not quite as radical. This and the fact that a very
radical tendency appeared in Wisconsin when Mr. La Follette
was governor and before Socialism had any apparent power in
that State, suggests that the influence of the latter has been
entirely secondary.
The Social-Democratic Herald complains significantly, at

a later date, of "the cowardly and hypocritical Socialistic
I^atforms of the two older parties," while Mr. Berge" was
lately predicting that Senator La Follette would be "told to
get out" of the Republican Party. The reformer who was so
recently "retrogressive" had now become a rival in reform.
Mr. Berger, however, claims that he does not object when
reformers "steal the Socialist thunder." If both are striv-
ing after the "immediately attainable," how indeed could
there be any lasting conflict, or serious HifTprenee of opinion ?
Or if there is to be any difference at all between Socialists
and "Insurgents," is it not clear that the Socialists must
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reject, absolutely, Berger's principles, and follow Bebel's
advice (quoted below), i.e. concenirate their attention exclu-
sively on "thunder" which the enemy will not and cannot steal t
But perhaps an even more striking indication of the nature

of Milwaukee Socialism is shown by the very general wel-
come it has received among capitalist organs of all parties,

from the OuHook, Collier's Weekly, the Saturday Evening Post,
and the American Magazine, to the New York Journal, the
New York World, the Chicago Tribune, the Milwaukee Journal,
and other capitalist papei all over the country. The New
York Journal stated editorially after the municipal election of

1910, that won Milwaukee for the Socialists of the Berger
School, that the men of Milwaukee who have accumulated
millions show no signs of fear and that "before the election
many of the biggest Milwaukee business men (including
at least two of the brewers) had expressed themselves pri-

vately in admiration of Mr. Berger and his character and his
purposes." (My italics.) (7)

La Follette's Weekly on this occasion quoted from an edi-
torial of Mr. Berger in which he had written :

"We must show
the people of Milwaukee that the philosophy of international
Socialism can be applied and will be applied to the local situa-

tion, and that it can be applied with advantage to any Ameri-
can city of the present day. ... It is our duty to give this

city the best kind of an administration that a modem city

can get under the present system, and the present laws." (My
italics.) La Follette's repeats the phrase in italics and adds
that this policy contains "nothing to arouse fear on the part
of the business interests that is tangible enough to be felt or
genuine enough to be contagious," that the people want
"new blood in the city offices," "had confidence in the
Socialist candidates," and "are not afraid of a name."

I have mentioned Liebknecht's remark that the enemy's
praise is a sign of failure. Debs in this country is reported
as saying, "When the political or economic leaders of the
wage worker are recommended for their good sense and wise
action by capitalists, it is proof that they have become mis-
leaders and cannot be trusted."

It may be imagined that the revolutionary Socialists have
never approved these tactics of Mr. Berger's and do so less to-

day than ever. His anti-immigration proposals were defeated
by a large majority at the last Socialist congress and some of
the best-known Socialists and organs of Socialist opinion have
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definitely repudiated his policy. Mr. J, G. Phelps Stokes,
formerly a member of the National Executive Committee,
declared publicly, after the Milwaukee victory of 1910, that
the Milwaukee Socialists "had compromised with capitalism"
by their campaign utterances, and in certain instances had
acted as "mere reformers, not as Socialists at all." It is not
surprising that the anti-Socialist reform press thereupon took
up the cudgels in behalf of Mr. Berger, including the New York
World, the Chicago Tribune, and Milwaukee Journal. The
last-named paper very curiously claimed that, wherever
Socialists "have been intrusted with the powers of the gov-
ernment, " they have taken a similar course to that of Mr.
Berger. This is that very obvious truth of which I have
spoken in preceding chapters, namely, that when Socialists
have allowed themselves to be saddled with tKe responsi-
bilities of some department or local branch of government,
without having the sovereign power needed to apply Socialist
principles, they have frequently found themselves in an un-
tenable situation. The Socialists have been the first to
recognize this, and for this reason oppose any entrance of
Socialists into capitalist governments, i.e. thoir acceptance
of minority positions in national cabinets or councils of State.
(See Chapters II, VI, and VII.)
Expressing the belief of the overwhelming majority of

those who are watching the progress of affairs in Milwaukee,
the Journal of that city stated, "What they [the Socialists]
are doing [in Milwaukee] is not essentially Socialistic, though
some of the reforms they propose are Socialistic in tendency."
This need not be taken to mean that the Milwaukee reforms
are supposed to tend to Socialism as Socialists in general
understand it, but rather to that capitalistic nollectivism to
which Mr. Taft refers when he says that in uit- present regu-
lation of the railroads "we have gone a long way in the direc-
tion of State Socialism."

Mr. Stokes's comment upon many widely published de-
fenses of the Milwaukee Socialists by anti-Socialists was
published in a letter to the New York World which sums up
admirably the International standpoint :

" It is surely public
opinion out of office and not the party in office," wrote Mr.
Stokes, "that does the most for progress in this country, and
it seems to me exceedingly doubtful whether any party in
power has ever led public opinion effectively at any time.
I share with very many Socialists the view that it is entirely
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fallacious to suppose that more can be done at this stage of
the world's progress through politics, than through 'educa-
tion, agitation, and p>erpetual criticism.'"

I have referred to Mr. Berger as a "reformist" to distin-

guish his policies from the professed opportunism of some of
the British Socialists. But I have also noted that his tactics

and philosophy, as both he and they have publicly acknowl-
edged, are alike at many points. For example, his views,
like theirs, often seem less democratic than those of , ay
non-Socialist radicals, or even of the average American.
Years after the labor unions and the farmers of most of the
States had indorsed direct legislation, and in a year when it

was already becoming the law of several States, Mr. Berger,
looking out for the interests of what he and his associates
frankly call the "political machine" of the Wisconsin Party,
damned it by faint praise, though it was an element of his own
platform ; and he had claimed credit for having first proposed
it in Wisconsin. He acknowledged that the Initiative and
Referendum make towards Socialism and are the surest way
in the end, but urged that they are "also the longest way,"
and wrote in the Social-Democraiic Herald:—

"The real class conscious proletariat is still in a minority, and
liable to stay so for a time to come. It can only show results by
fighting as a well-organized, compact mass.

"But the initiative, the referendum, and the right to recall have
a tendency to destroy parties and loosen tightly knit political or-
ganizations.

"Therefore, while the Socialist Party stands for direct legislation
as a democratic measure, we are well aware that the working class
will be helped verj' little by getting it. We are well aware that the
proletariat, before all things, must get more economic and politi-

cal, strength— more education and more wisdom. That, besides
teaching cooperation, we must build political machines." (3) (My
italics.)

On the question of Woman Suffrage, also, Mr. Berger long
showed a similarly hesitating attitude, saying that intelligent

women "have always exercised great political power" even
without the ballot ; doubting whether women's vote would
help the advance of humanity "in the coming time of transi-
tion," saying this is a question of fact on which Socialists may
honestly differ, and urging that "no one will deny that the
great majority of the women of the present day— arid (hat
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is the ordy point we can view now, are illiberal, unprogressive,

and reactionary to a greater extent than the men of the same
stratum of society." (The italics are mine.) Finally, Mr.
Berger concluded as follows, twice throwing the balance of
his opinion from one scale into another :

—
" Now, if all this is correct, female suffrage, for generations to

come, will simply mean the deliberate doubting of the strength
of a certain church,— will mean a great addition to the forces of
ignorance and reaction. . . .

"However, we have woman suffrage in our platform, and we
should stand by it. Because in the end it will help to interest the
other half of humanity in social and political affairs, and it will be of
great educational value on both women and men. . . .

"Nevertheless, it is asking a great deal of the proletariat when
we are requested to delay the efhciency of our movement Jor genera-
tions on that count. And we surely ought not to lay such stress

on this one point as to injure the progress of the general political

and economic movement— the success of which is bound to help
the women as much as the men." (9) (The italics are mine.)

It is no wonder, with such a lukewarm advocacy of its own
platform by the Party's organ and its chief spokesman, that
some of the lesser figures in the Milwaukee movement—
such as certain Socialist aldermen— seem to have lost the
road altogether until even Mr. Berger has been forced to call

a halt. For the leader of a "political machine," to use Mr.
Berger's own expression, may allow himself certain liberties;

but when his followers do the same, disintegration is in sight.

Witness Mr. Berger's words, written only a few weeks after

the Socialist victory in Milwaukee; words which seem to
indicate that the tendencies he complains cf were the direct

result, not of slow degeneration, but of the local Party's
reformistic teachings and campaign methods :

—
"The most dangerous part of the situation is that some of our

comrades seem to forget that wn are a Socialist Party.
"They not only begin to imitate the ways and methods of the

old parties, but even their re. soning and their thoughts are getting

to be more bourgeois and less p iletarian. To some of these men the
holding of the office— whatevt • the office may be— seems to be
the final aim of the Socialist Party. These poor sticks do not know
that there are many Socialists who deplore that the necessity of

electing and appointing officeholders will make it twice as hard
to keep the Socialist Party pure in this country, than in other
countries where the movement is relieved of this duty and danger.
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"And even some of the aldermen seem to have lost their Socialist
class consciousness— if they ever had any."

It is difiicult to see how Mr. Berger can expect to maintain
respect for principles that he teaches and applies so loosely
himself. It is, furthermore, difficult to understand how he
expects submission to the decisions of his organization when
he himself has been on the verge of revolt both against the
national and international movement. He has always
avowed his profound disagreement with the methods of the
Socialists in practically every State but his own. He and
his associates were at one moment so far from the national
and international principle that they sought to support a
non-Socialist candidate for judge— on the specious ground
that no Socialist was nominated. But the National Congress
condemned and forbade such action by an overwhelming
majority. Mr. Berger's unwillingness to act with bis organi-
zation even went so far at one point that he was punish^ by
a temporary suspension from the National Executive Com-
mittee. And, finally, he even threatened in Socialist Berlin
that if the American Party, which he claimed held his views
on immigration, was not allowed to have its way, it would
pay no attention to the decision of the International Congress

;

though at the very time he was threatening rebellion the
decision of the recent Congress showed that two-thirds of the
American Party stood, not with him, but with the Inter-
national Movement. Should he be surprised if Milwaukee
aldermen, like himself, interpret Socialism as they see fit,

and forget that they are a part of a Socialist Party?
But while Mr. Berger and the present policies that are

guiding American "reformist" Socialists differ profoundly
from those of the International movement, and resemble in
some ways the policies of the non-Socialist reformers of Wis-
consin and other States, in other respects there is a difference.
The labor policy of the coUectivist reformers and of the "re-
formist" Socialists might be expected to differ somewhat— not in what is ordinarily called the labor legislation, i.e.

factory reform, workingmen's compensation, old age pensions,
etc., but in their attitude to labor organizations and the labor
struggle : strikes, boycotts, and injunctions.

Senator La Follette's followers are in the overwhelming ma-
jorityfarmers

; the Wisconsin "Social-Democrats," as they call
themselves, have secured little more than one per cent of the
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vote of the State outside of Milwaukee and a few other towns,

and even less in the country. On the other hand, the ma-
jority of the workingmen of Milwaukee and several other

towns vote for the Socialists, while those who do not are

usually not followers of Senator La FoUette, but Catholics

and Democrats. The Wisconsin "Insurgents" have as yet

by no means taken the usual capitalist position in the struggle

between employers and labor unions, but they have shown
repeatedly that they are conscious that they represent pri-

marily the small property holders and the business com-
munity generally, including the small shareholders of the

"trusts."

La FoUette's Weekly, in an important article defending direct

legislation and the recall, says that the reason "we, the peo-

ple," do not give enough attention to public measures is that

"we are so busy with our private alfairs," and continues

:

"Indeed, our success in our private enterprises, nay even

equality of opportunity to engage in private enterprises, is

coming more and more to depend upon the measure of pro-

tection which we may receive through our government from

the unjust encroachments of the power of centralized Big

Business." These "State Socialist" radicals represent pri-

marily small business men and independent fanners, who are

often employers, and their friendship to employees will neces-

sarily have to be subordinated whenever the two interests

come into conflict.

Mr. Berger and the Wisconsin Social-Democrats on the

other hand represent primarily the workingmen of the cities,

especially those who are so fortunate as to be members of

labor unions. The "Social Democrats" appeal, however,

for the votes of the farmers, of "the small business man," and
of "the large business men who are decent erjployers";

they announce that the rights of corporations will be pro-

tected under their administrations, declare that they who
"take the risks of business" are entitled " to a fair return"

;

and have convinced many that they are not for the

present anti-capitalistic in their policy, though they have not

as yet succeeded in getting very much capitalistic support.

For many years, indeed, the struggle between employers

and unions has been less acute in Milwaukee than in many
other large cities, while wages and conditions are on the whole

no better. The Milwaukee Socialists have repeatedly called

the attention of employers to this relative industrial peace
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and have attributed it to their influence, much to the disgust
of the more militant Socialists, who claim that strikes are
the only mdication of a fighting spirit on the part of the
workers. Mr. Berger, for example, has explained "the rare
occurrence of strikes in Milwaukee" as being due largely to
the Social-Democrats of that city who, he says, " have opposed
almost every strike that has been declared here." (10)

Certainly the attitude of the Socialists towards the em-
ployers m one of the largest industries, brewing, has on the
whole been exceptionally friendly, as evidenced among other
thmgs by the Socialists' appointment of one of a leading
brewery manager (who was not even a Socialist) as debt com-
missioner of the city, and their active campaign for the
brewing interests, including a denunciation of county option,
though this measure has already been indorsed by both of
the capitalistic parties even in the liquor-producing State of
Kentucky, as well as elsewhere, and is favored by very many
Socialists, not as a means of advancing prohibition, but as
the fairest present way of settling the controversy.
But even relative peace between capital and labor is not

lasting in our present society and it will scarcely last in Mil-
waukee. Already there are signs of what is likely to happen,
and the busmess-men admirers of Milwaukee Socialism are
beginning to drop away. A few more strikes, and Berger
and his associates may be forced to abandon completely
their claim that it is to the interest of employers, with some
exceptions, to elect Socialists to office.

The situation after a recent strike in Milwaukee is thus
summed up by the New York Volkszeitung, a great admirer,
on the whole, of the Milwaukee movement :—

"The new measures which are taken for the betterment of the
city transportation system, for the preparation of better residence
conditions and parks for the poorer classes of the people," says the
Volkszeitung, "did not much disturb Milwaukee's 'Best Society

'

Kather the opposite. For all these things did not at the bottom
harm their interests, but were, on the contrary, quite to their tastem so far as they rather increased than injured the pleasure of their
own hves.

"But at last what had to happen, did happen. The moment
a great conflict between capital and labor broke out in the great
community of MUwaukec, the caliber of the city administration
was bound to show itself. ...

"The prohibition which Mayor Seidel issued to the police, not
to interfere for either side, his grounds and those of the city council'a

\i
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presiding officer, Comrade Melms, their instructions to the striking

'garment workers ' how they sboiild conduct the strike in order to

win a victory, the admonition that they might safely call a scab a

scab without official interference— all this is of decisive importance,

not only for its momentary effect on the Milwaukee strike, but

especially for the Socialist propaganda, for the demonstration of

the tremendous advantage the working people can get even at the

present moment by the election of Socialist candidates. . . .

"And now it is all over with the half well-disposed attitude that

had been assumed towards our comrades in the city administration.

With burning words the capitalistic and commercial authorities

protest against these official expressions, as being likely to disturb

'law and order' and as having the object of stirring up the class

struggle and of undermining respect for the law.

"That came about which must come about, if our Milwamee
comrades did their duty. And they have done it, at the right

moment, and without hesitation. And this must never be forgotten.

But the real battle between them and their capitalist opponent

begins now for the first time."

Here is the keynote of the situation. Only as more and

more serious strikes occur will the Milwaukee movement

be forced to emphasize its labor unionism rather than its

reforms. It will then, in all probability, be forced to take

up an aggressive labor-union attitude like that of the non-

Socialist Labor Party in San Francisco. One action at least

of Mayor McCarthy in the latter city was decidedly more

threatening to the local employing interests than any taken

in Milwaukee, which after all had met the approval of one of

the capitalistic papers (i.e. the Free Press). The Bulletin of

the United Garment Workers, though grateful for the atti-

tude of the mayor in their Milwaukee strike, uses language

just as laudatory concerning this action of the anti-Socialist

Labor mayor of San Francisco.**'

(*) The following account fa taken from the Garment Worken:' Bulletin
;

—
"Recently the hod carriers in San Francisco presented a petition to thoir

employers for increased pay and pressed for its consideration. This gave the

members of the National Association of Manufacturers the opportunity they

longed for to open war in San Francisco, and they promptly availed themselves

of it. The petition was refused, of crurse, and two large lime manufacturers in

the city took a hand. The contractors resolved on heroic measures, and
work was stopped on some sixty buildings to 'bring labor to its _ senses.

Then Mayor McCarthy came into the controversy. He called ms board

of public workers together and remarked :
' I see all the contractors are

tying up work because of the hod carriers' request. Better notify these

fellows to at once clear all streets of building material before these structures

and to move away those elevated walks and everything else from the streets.

The board so ordeped. Then Mr. McCarthy said : 'Notice that those hme
fellows are taking quite an interest in starting trouble. Guess we had better
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The "reformist" Socialists lay much stress upon their
loyalty to existing labor unions. Some even favor the crea-
tion of a non-Socialist Labor Party, more or less like those of
Smi Francisco or Australia or Great Britain. Indeed the
reformists have often acknowledged their close kinship with
the semi-Socialist wing of the British Labour Party, and this
relationship is recognized by the latter. All Socialists will
agree that even the reformists, as a rule, represent the in-
terests of the labor-union movement better than other parties

;but the Socialist Party is vastly more than a mere reformist
trade-union party, and most Socialists feel that to reduce
it to this r61e would be to deprive it of the larger part of its
power e^ren to help the unions.
In the statement of Mr. Debs already quoted in part in

this chapter, he also expresses the opposition of the Socialist
majority to converting the organization into a mere trade-
umon Party :

—
"There is a disposition on the part of some to join hands with

reactionary trade unionists in local emergencies and in certain
temporary situations to effect some specific purpose, which may ormay not be m harmony with our revolutionary program. No
possible good can come of any kind of a political alliance, ex-
pressed or miphed, with trade unions or the leaders of trade uiiionswno are opposed to Socialism and only turn to it for use in some
?^^^' "^'^ °^ ^^^"^ °^" reactionary policy.
Of course we want the support of trade unionists, but only of

those who beheve m Socialism ana are ready to vote and work with
us for the overthrow of capitalism."

*Ji Yu*^^^ ^^. ^'°™ **^® expressions of Milwaukee Socialists
that they, m direct opposition to the policy of Mr. Debs,
are working by opportunist methods towards a trade union
party, and that form of collectivism advocated by the Labor
Parties of Great Britain and Australia. But they have beenm power now in Milwaukee for neariy two years and have had
a strong contingent in the Wisconsin legislature, while their
representative in Congress has had time to define his atti-
tude m a series of bills and resolutions. We are in a position
then, to judge their policy not by their words alone, but also
by their act«.

M^ltth,.t^?fwol/^wt\^"'^ **•"" "°*'** ^^''t forth. The result wa»
DUteH fnrfS I

*** the hod camera was settled in a week, and the contem-plated industnal war in the aty was indefinitely postponed. ..."
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Let us first examine their municipal policy. This aswimes

special importance since the installation of Socialist officials

inBerkeley (California), Butte (Montana), Flint (Michigan),

several smaller towns in Kansas, Illinois, and other States, aa

a result of the elections of April, 1911. To these victories

have recently been added others (in November, 1911) m
Schenectady (New York), Lima and Lorain (Ohio), New-

castle (Pennsylvania), besides very large votes or the election

of minor officials in many places in Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York,

New Jersey, Kansas, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsm,

Or^on, Washington, Utah, California, and other States.

While the officials elected received in nearly every case o^y

a plurality (this is true also of most of those elected in Mil-

waukee), and local or temporary issues existed in many in-

stances, which caused the Socialist Party to be used largely

for purposes of protest, a part of the vote was undoubtedly

cast for a type of municipal reform somewhat more radical

than other parties have, as a rule, been ready to offer m this

country; up to the present time, at least, a considerable part

of the vote is undoubtedly to be accredited to convinced

Milwaukee being as yet the only important example of an

important American municipality that has rested in Socialist

hands for any considerable period, I shall confine myself

largely to the discussion of the movement in that city. Some

of those already in office in other places have, moreover, taken

the Milwaukee policy as their model and announced their in-

tention to follow it. Mayor Seidel's statement after a year

in office, and the explanations of the Rev. Carl Thompson

(the city clerk) made about the same time, cover the essential

points for the present discussion.
, . ^ * i.u •*

Both the statement of the mayor and that of the city

clerk are concerned with matters that interest primarily

the business man and taxpayer. Mr. Thompson disclaims

that there is anything essentially new even m the Socialists

plans, to say nothing of their performances. He says of the

most discussed municipal projects under consideration by the

Socialist administration that all were advocated either by

former administrations, by one or both of the older parties or

by some of their leading members. He mentions the proposed

river park, railway terminal station, and electric hghtmg

plans, as well as home rule for Milwaukee, a.s being all
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strictly conservative projects (as they are). Other plans men-
tioned by Mayor Seidel— harbor improvements, playjrrounds
a stenhzation plant, and isolation hospital— are approved'
If not by the conservatives of Milwaukee, at least by those ofmany other cities. Some minor and less expensive proposals
a child welfare commission, a board of recreation, and muni-
cipal daiices are somewhat more novel. These are all the
social reforms mentioned by the mayor, as planned or accom-
plished, with the exception of those that have to do primarilv
with efficiency or economy in municipal administration, suchas improvement in street cleaning, sanitary inspectioA and
inspection of weights and measures, which all conservative
reform admimstration seek to bring about; many cities

Srectbn^
^^^^^ ^^"^ eminently successful in this

^l°f^^l^
the political support of taxpayers and businessmen, further evidence was required to show that the adminis-

dpnt^H 'Vk ^' '^^''^
"^r ^^^}y *° ^^ anything unprece-

dented. They want a safe and san 3iness policy, and
assurances that new sources of incoii ,ill, if possible be
secured and applied to the reduction of .oxation ; or that, SScase taxes are raised, municipal reforms will so improve busi-ness and rental values, as to bring into their pockets morethan the increased taxation has cost them
Mayor Seidel and City Clerk Thompson presented entirely

satisfactory evidences on all these points. Business methodshave been introduced, a "complete inventory" of the prop-
erty of the city IS being made, "blanket appropriations'' aredone away with, 'a new system of voucher bills has been
installed," all the departments are being brought on "a uni-

fT/.Tf °*'"^r^^^'- i

^'^"^">'' t'^^^Je property is bemg
listed that was formeriy overiooked, and the city is more3 nJv '^ "^"g fi^a^^al claims against it. Mayor Seideland Lity Clerk Thompson both promise that taxes willnot be increased; the former points to the new resourcesfrom property that had escaped taxation and to the future
rise m value of land the city intends to purchase, the latter
relers toi revenue-producing enterprises which will relievethe burden of taxation rather than increase it

" Neither
goes so far as to suggest any plan, like the present law ofbreat Bntam, introduced by a capitalist government, accord-

nn^o fi'^f.K ?^J^^J T^y i""^ ^^"^ ^^'^^^ ^^ ^^^ wealthy raised, butone hfth of the future increase of value of city lands, as being
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due to the community, accrues to the pubhc treasury. It is

true that such measures would have to be approved by the

State of Wisconsin, but this would not prevent them being

made the one prominent issue in the city campaign, and in-

sistently demanded until they are obtained. The mayor s

attitude on this tax question, which underlies all others, far

from being Socialistic, is not even radical.

The tendency seems to have been widespread in the municipal

campaigns undertaken by the Socialists in the fall of 1911, to

abandon even radical, though capitalistic, municipal reformers

policy of raising new taxes to pay for reforms that bnng modest

benefits to the workers, but chiefiy raise realty values and promote

tht interests of " business," and to substitute for this the conserva-

tive policy of reducing taxes. Thus the Bridgeport Socialist advised

the voters :
—

. ^ l k-u*
"Municipal ownership means cheaper water, cheaper iignt,

cheaper gas, cheaper electricity, and a steady revenue into the city

treaaMjry which would reduce taxes." (Italics nunc.) (11)

One might infer that the masses of Bridgeport were ah^ady suffi-

ciently supplied with schools, parks, and aU the free services a mu-

nicip{dity can give.
, . . . , , ^. „

Of course it is true that a considerable part of the wage eajners

in our small cities own their own homes (subject often to heavy

mortgages) and, other things remaining as they are, wou'd hke to

have taxes reduced. But two facts are indisputable :
the average

taxes paid by the wage earners are insignificant compared with

those of the wealthier classes, and the wage earner gets, at firet

at least, an equal share in the benefits of most municipal ejmendi-

tures The Socialists know that most of the economic benefits are

later absorbed by increasing rents; and that capitalist judges and

State governments will see to it that only such expenditure are

allowed as have this result, or such as have the effect, through im-

proving efficiency, of increasing profits faster than wages. Socialists

recognize, however, that at least municipal collectivism w in the line

of capitalist progress, with some incidental benefits to labor, while

the policy of decreasing taxes on the unearned increment of land is

nothing less than reaction. u u j
The only popular ground on which such a policy could be de-

fended is the fall? v that landlordt; transmit to tenants the fluctua-

tions in taxes, in vai form of increased or diminished rents. Even

if this were true, the tenants would be as likely as not to profit by

enlarged municipal expenditures (i.e. in spite of paymg for a minor

part of their cost). But in the large cities, as a matter of fact,

90 per cent of the wage earners, who are tenants, and not home

owners, do not feel these fluctuations at aU. Increased land taxt^

do not as a rule cause an increase in average rents. Increased land
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taxes force unimproved land upon the market, and compel its im-
provement, to escape loss in holding it unimproved and idle The
resultmg mcreased competition for tenants operates on the averase
to reduce rents, not to increase them. The taxes are paid at the aist
of reduced profits for the landlord— until population begins to in-
crease more rapidly than taxes. The capitalist leaders perceive the
truth as regards this plainly enough. Thus, in their anxiety to getboth landlord and capitalist support in the last municipal cam-
paign in New York City, various allied real estate interests claimed
credit for their work in keeping taxes down. Commenting upon
the subject the iyc«| York Ttmes said: "Rents do not ri^ ^h
taxes. If they did, the owner would merely need to pass the taxes
along to the renter and be rid of the subject." (12) The next davMayor Gaynor m a letter to the Times quoted a message he hm
sent to the city council in the previous year in which hehad said •

J<.verv landlord knows that he cannot add the taxes to rents If
he could, he would not care how high taxes grew. He would simolv
throw them on his tenants."

«»^Fty

J is difficult, therefore, to see why the tenants of New York City
or ^ .geport should favor lower taxes, so long as they and their
child .1 are in need of further public advantages that increased
taxes would enable the municipalities to supply. To favor reduced
taxes, while private ownership of land prevails, is not Socialism oreven progressive capitalism. It is, as I have said, reaction. '

The New^ York Volkszeitung expresses in a few words the
correct Socialist attitude on municipal expenditures After
showing the need of more money for schools, hygienic meas-
ures, etc., it concludes:—

"These increased expenditures of municipalities are thus ab-
TOlutely necessary if a Socialist city government is to fulfill its tasks
bince the municipal expenditures must be raised through taxation'
It IS evident that a good Socialist city government must raise the
taxes if it is up to the level of its duties, i't-jvided that— as just
remarked— the raising of the taxes is so managed that the possess-mg Masses are hit by it and not the poor and the workingmen

Most of the Socialist municipal administrations have been shat-ter^ hitherto by the tax question ; that has been especially evidentm 1-1. ce where the Socialists lost the towns captured by them
because their administration appeared to be more costly than f ose
of their capitalist predecessors. That has happened espec .Uy
wherever the small capitalist element played a role in the Soci^
movement.

" We shall undoubtedly have this experience m America also
If we do not make it clear to the masses of workmgmen that' good
city government for them means a more expensive city government
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and that they are interested in this increase of the cost of the city

administration." (13)

If the Socialists promise much and perform comparatively

little, they have as a valid reason the fact that the city does

not have the authority. But opponents can also say, as

does the Milwaukee Journal, that "the administration would
not dare to carry out its promises to engage in municipal

Socialism if it had the authority." For while municipal

"Socialism" or public ownership is perfectly good capitalism,

it is not always good politics in a community where the

small taxpayers dominate.
While the plans for municipal wood and coal yards and

plumbing shops were doubtless abandoned in Milwaukee
by reason of legal limitations, and not merely to please the

small traders, as some have contended, no Socialist reason

can be given for the practical abandonment years ago of the

proposed plan for municipal ownership of street railways.

If the charter prohibited such an important measure as this,

all efforts should have been concentrated on changing the

charter. Socialists do not usually allow their world-wide

policy, or even their present demands to be shaped by a city

charter.

If Mr. Berger had announced earlier and more clearly, and
if he had repeated with sufficient frequency, his recent dec-

laration that Milwaukee is administered hy Socialists but does

not have a Socialist administration, he would have avoided a
world of misunderstanding. In fact, if he had enunciated

this principle with sufficient emphasis before the municipal

election of 1910, it is highly probable that the Socialists

would not yet have Avon the city, and would never have felt

obligated to claim, as they often do now, that Socialists, who
must direct part of their energies towards future results, are

more efficient as practical reformers than non-Socialists, who
are ready to sacrifice every ultimate principle, if they have
any, for immediate achievements.

The whole question between reformists and revolutionaries

refers not so much to the policy of Socialists in control of

municipalities, which is often beyond criticism, as to the

value of municipal activity generally for Socialist purposes.

None deny that it has valu?, but reformists and revolution-

aries ascribe to it different roles.

There are two reasons why Socialism cannot yet be applied
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on a municipal scale— one economic and one political. I
do not refer here, of course, to municipal ownership, often
called "municipal Socialism," a tj-pical manifestation of
"State Socialism," but to a policy that attempts to make ise
of the municipality against the capitalist class.

Such a policy is economically impossible to-day because
it would gradually drive capital to other cities and so in-
directly injure the whole population including the non-
capitalists. Indeed, Muj-or Seidol especially doaios that he
will allow any "hardship on capital," arrl City Clerk Thomp-
son gives nearly a newspaper column of statistics to show that
"the business of Milwaukee has continued to expand" sinc(
the Socialists came into power, remarking that "there have
been no serious strikes or labor troul)les in Milwaukee for
years " — surely a condition which employers will appreciate.
Nothing could prove more finally than such statements, how
municipal governments at present feel bound to serve the
business interests.

The political limitations of the situation are similar. Prof.
Anton Menger says of Socialism as applied to municipalities,
that "it is necessarily deferred to the time when the Socialist
party will be strong enough to take into its hands the political
power in the whole state or the larger part of it." It is
obviously impossible to force the hands of an intelligent ruling
majority merely by capturing one branch or one local division
of the government. As such branches are captured they will
be prevented from doinn; anything of importance, or forced
to act only within the limits fixed by the ruling class.

This is especially true in the United States. We have
elaborate forms and external symbols of local self-govern-
ment, and it may really exist — as long as the municipalities
are used for caT)italistic purposes. When it is proposed to
use local self-government for Socialist ends, however, it
instantly disappears. Not only do the States int(>rfere,
with the national government ready behind them, but the
centralized judiciary, state and national, ic, alwavs at hand
to mtervene. This in potential centralization, and for the
purposes of preventing radical or Socialist measures the govrrn-
ment of the United Slates is as centralized as that of any civi-
lized nation on earth.

Moreover, the seni!>!anre of local power given by munitiptd
victories brings a second diffieulty to the Socialists — it

means the election of administrators and judges. Now even
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under the system of potential centralization through the

courts, legislators are useful, for they cannot be forced to serve

capitalism. But government must be carried on and mayors

and judges are practically under the control of higher author-

ities— in the new commission plan of government, they even

do the legislating. In the words of the New York Daily

CaU:—
"The Socialist Legislator finds his task a comparatively easy and

simple one. He proposes or supports every measure of advantage

to the working class in particular and to the great majority of the

people in general, barring such aa are of a reactionary charncter.

But the Socialist executive and the Socialist judge find themselves

in no such simple situation. Their activities are circumscr'bed

by superior and hostile powers, and by wTitten constitutions at' jted

at the dictation of the capitalist class. How to harmonize their

activities with the just demands of the working class for the im-

mediate betterment of its conditions, as well as with the Socialist

program which has for its goal the ultimate overthrow of the capital-

ist social order, and yet not come into such conflict with the superior

and hostile powers as would result in their own removal from office

— this question is bound to assume a gravity not yet perhaps

dreamed of by the majority of American Socialists.

" And yet even now, while our political power is still small, the

charge of opportunism, or the neglect of principle in pursuit of some
practical advantage, is continually being raised, sometimes justly,

sometimes unjustly."

The following from the New York Evening Post, illustrates

both the political and the economic difficulty of enactii^

Socialistic or even radical measures in municipalities. It is

taken from a special article on the situation in Schenectady,

where a Socialist, Dr. George R. Lunn had just been elected

mayor :
—

"Schenectady is trying hard to take its dose of Socialism philo-

sophically. Its most staid and respectable citizens, who have been

staid and respectable Republicans and Democrats all their life,

console themselves with the thought that, after all, Old Dorp is Old

Dorp— Old Dorp being the affectionate . ay of referring to Sche-

nectady— and that her best citizens are still her best citizens, and

that Rev. George R. Lunn and all his Socialist crew can't do a great

amount of harm in two years to a city that possesses such an iron-

clad charter as that with which Horace White, -vhen he was a Senator,

endowed every city of the second class in the Empire State. The
conservative clement in town back that c'larter against all the re-

forms that the minister who is to be mayor and his following of

machinists, plumbers, coachmen, and armature wmders from the
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General Electric Works, who are going to be common councillora
and other things, can hope to introduce. . . ,

"The General Electric works— as everj'body agrees— 'made'
Schenectady. Census figures show it and statistics of one sort or
another show it. The concern employs more than 16,000 men and
women— as many persons as there are voters in the whole town.
It owns 275 acres of land, and of this about 60 acres are occupied
with shops and buildings. Its capital stock is valued at $80,000,000.
The General Electric, or as it is called up here, the 'G. E.,' h&s
given work to thousands, has brought a lot of busiuass into town,
has made real estate in hitherto deserted districts valuable. On
the tax assessors' books its property is assessed at $4,600,000.
It is safe to say that this is less than 25 per cent of its true value.

"If Dr. Lunn should attempt to meddle with the 'G. E.'s'
assessment, Schenectady knows very well what would happen.
The General Electric Company would pack up and move away to
some other town that is pining for a nice big factory and does not
care much how small taxes it pays. That is the situation. Of
course everybody agrees that the company ought to be paying more,
but when it comes to a question of leaving well enough alone or
losing the company entirely, Schenectady says leave well enough
alone, by all means. The loss of t G. E.' works would be a
disaster, from which the Old Dorp »,ould never recover. Why,
even now the company has just opened a brand new plant in Erie,
Philadelphia, and if Schenectady does not behave, what is to pre-
vent the 'G. E.' from moving all its belongings to Erie?

"Dr. Lunn has not had much to say regarding this phase of his
taxation reforms. The day after his election he issued a statement,
however, which showed that he did not intend to do anything ex-
tremely radical :

—
"

'
In the mrtter of taxation we have had something to say during

the campaign, but we Socialists ar3 too good economists not to know
that the burdening of : local industries in the way of taxation
above that placed upon theiv in other cities would be foolhardy.
Under the present system, to which we aiv. opposed, manufacturing
concerns have their rights, and any special burden placed upon them
by one community above that which is placed upon them in other
communities would inevitably and of necessity, from the stand-
point of economics, hinder tlieir progress. We are not in favor
of hindering their progress. We staiul for the greatest progress
along every line. We will not only encourage industries m every
way consistent with our principles, but will endeavor to bring new
industries to Schenectady, and furthermore, we will succeed in doing
It.'" (14)

*

The newly elected mayor is quoted by Collier's Weekly,
as saying

:
"We are only trying to conduct the city's business
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in the same honest way we should run our own business."

Collier's says that the Socialists generally "make their

impression by mere business honesty and efficiency," distin-

guishes this from what it calls the "harmful kind of Social-

ism, " and concludes that, "watching the actual performances

of those who choose to call themselves Socialists, we are thus

far unable to be filled with terror." (15)

Nearly all the comment at the time of the Socialist munic-

ipal victories in the fall of 1911 pointed out, in similar

terms, the contrast between the very restricted opportunities

they offer for the revolutionary program of Socialism.

The editorial in the Saturday Evening Post is typical :
—

"Theoretically Socialism is the most ambitious of political pro-

grams, involving nothing short of a vvhole-i^-'tion-wide or world-wide

revolution; but, except a solitary Con,:, isman and seventeen

members of State legislatures, Socialists so fai have been elected only

to local offices, and those usually of an administrative rather than

legislative nature— elected, that is, not to bring in a brand-new, all-

embracing revolutionary program, but to work the lumbering old

bourgeois machine in a little honester, more intelligent, kindlier

manner p)erhaps than some Republican or Democrat would work it.

" Designing a new world is more fascinating than scrubbing off

some small particular d\% spot on the old one— but less practical."

(My italics.) (16)

Even where revolutionary Socialists carry a municipality,

as they did recently in Newcastle, Pennsylvania, the benefit

to the labor movement is probably only temporary. There

the Socialist administration dismissed the whole police force

and filled their places with Socialists. The result will un-

doubtedly be that the State will either make the police

irremovable, except by some complicated process, or will

still further extend the functions of the State constabulary

in times of strike. The moral effect of the victory in New-
castle, like that in Schenectady, after the bitter labor struggles

of recent years, cannot be questioned, and this, '^^gether with

temporary relief from petty persecution by local authorities,

is doubtless worth all the efforts 'hat have been put forth—
provided the Socialists have not promised themselves and
their supporters any larger or more lasting results.

It is in view of difficulties such as these, which exist to

some degree in all countries, that in proportion as Socialists

gain experience in municipal action, they subordinate it

to other forms of activity. Only such "reformists" as are
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ready to abandon the last vestiges of their Socialism persist

in emphasizing a form of action that has a constant tendency
to compel ali those involved to give more and more of their

time and energy to serving capitalism. Among the first

Socialist municipalities were those of Lille and Roubaix
in Fr;.nce— which fell a number of years ago into the hands
of Guesdists, the revolutionary or orthodox wing of the party.

Rappoport reports their present position on this question as

presented at the recent Congress at St. Quentin, 1911.

"Among the Guesdists there are no municipal theorists

but a great many practical municipal men, former or present

mayors: Delory (Lille), Paul Constans (Montucon), Com-
pere-Morel, Hubert (Nimes), only to mention those present

at the Congress. Through experience they have learned that

what is called municipal Socialism, is good local government,

but in no sense Socialism. Free meals for school children,

weekly subsidies for child-bearing women, etc., are useful to

the working people ; this is not Socialism, but ' collective

philanthropy' according to CompC re-Morel. Reforms are

good, but the main thing is Socialism. The Guesdists are no
adherents of the doctrine, 'all or nothing,' but they are

also no admirers of the new doctrine of municipal Socialism."

There can be little doubt that a few j'ears of experience in

this country will persuade those American Socialists who are

now concentrating so much of their attention on municipal-

ities, to give more of their energies to State legislatures and
to Congress. The present efforts will not be lost, as they can
be easily turned into a new direction. And whatever politi-

cal reaction may seem to take place, after certain illusions

have been shattered, will be a seeming reaction only, and
due to the desertion from the ranks of the supporters of tlie

Socialist ticket of municipal reformers who never pretended
to be Socialists, but who voted for that Party merely because

no equally reliable non-Socialist reformers were in the field,

or had so good a chance of election. Such separation of the

sheep from the goats will be specially rapid when some varia-

tion of the so-called commission form of government will have
been gradually introduced, particularly where it is accom-
panied by direct legislation and tlie recall. For then munici-

pal Socialists will be deprived of ali opportunity of claiming

this, that, anl the other reform as having some peculiar rela-

tion to Socialism. And this clay is near at hand.

All municipal reforms that interest property owners and
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non-property owners alike will then be enacted with comparar

tive ease and rapidity, while all political parties, and all pro-

longed political 8truggles,^vill centeraroundthe conflictbetween

employers and employees. State and national governments

will see to it tb'vt no mimicipality in the hands of the work-

ing class is allowed to retain any power that it could use to

injure or weaken capitalism. And this specific limitation of

the powers of municipalities that escape local capitalist con-

trol, will be so frequent and open that all the world will see

that Socialists are going to achieve comparatively little by
"capturing" local offices.

I have already mentioned in a general way the position of

the Milwaukee Socialists in the Wisconsin legislature. Let

me return now to their representative in Congress, Mr.
Berger had differentiated himself from previous trade union

Congressmen largely by proposing a series of radical political

reforms: the abolition of the Senate, of the President's

veto, and of the power of the Supreme Court over the legis-

lation of Congress, and a call for a national constitutional con-

vention. Radical as they are, it is probable that these

reforms are onl^- a foreshadowing of the position rapidly being

assumed by a large part of the coUecvivist but anti-Socialist

"insurgents," and "progressives." Even Mr. Roosevelt and
Justice Harlan, it will be recalled, protest in the strongest terms
against the power of the Supreme Court over legislation, and
the Wisconsin legislature, by no means under Socialist control,

has initiated a call for a national constitutional convention.

In proposing his "old-age pension" bill, Mr. Berger ap-

pended a clause which asserted that the measure should not

be subject to the interpretation of the Supreme Court, and
showed that Congress had added a similar clause to its Recon-
struction Act in 1868 and that it had later been recognized

by the Supreme Court. Later the Outlook suggested that

this was a remedy less radical than the widely popular

recall of judges, and remarked thr.t it would only be to follow

the constitution of most ether countries. (17) Also Senator

Owen, on the same day on which Mr. Berger introduced his

bill, spoke for the recall of federal judges on the floor of the

United States Sei te. It is impossible, then, to make any
important distinction between Mr. Berger's proposed politi-

cal reforms, sweeping as they are, and those of other radicals

of the day.

The attitude of many of the "Insurgents" and "Pro-
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gressiyes" of the West, is also about all that mere trade
unionists could ask for. A large majority of this element in
both parties favors the repeal of the Sherman law as applied
to labor union boycotts, and Senator La Follette and others
stand even for the right of government employees to organize
labor unions. The adoption of the recall of judges, owing
largely to non-Socialist efforts in Oregon, California, and
Arizona, will make anti-union injunctions in strikes and boy-
cotts improbable in the court of those States, and the widely
accepted proposal for the direct election of the federal judi-
ciary would have a similar effect in the federal courts. It
may be many years before these measures become general or
effective, but there can be no question that they are demanded
by a large, sincere, and well-organized body of opinion outside
of the Socialist Party. The Wisconsin legislature and most
other progressive bodies have so far failed to limit injunctions.
But this has been done in the constitution of Oklahoma, and
I have suggested reasons for believing that this prohibition
may soon be favored by "Progressives" generally.

In the first Socialist speech ever made in Congress, Mr.
Berger laid bare his economic philosophy and program. The
subject was the reduction of the tariff on wool and its manu-
factures, and Mr. Berger defined his position on the tariff as
well as still larger issues. He declared himself practically
a free trader, though of course he did not consider free trade
-^s a panacea, and his speech, according to the Socialist as
well as other reports, was received with a storm of applause—
especially, of course, from free-trade Democrats.
He pointed out that the manufacturer, having thoroughly

mastered the home markv,fc, had found that tariff wars were
shutting him out from the foreign markets he now needs. He
might have added, as evidenced by the nature of the pro-
posed reciprocity treaty with Canada, that many manufac-
turers are more interested in cheap raw material and cheap
food for their workers (chean food making low wages possible,
as in free-trade Great Britain) than they are in a high tariff,
and this even in some instances where they have a certain
need for protection for the finished product and where no
great export trade i? in view.
Mr. Berger forgot England when he said that the tariff

falls on the poor man's head, for England has shown that the
abolition of the tariff does not benefit the poor man in the
slig itest degree. Poverty is far more widespread there than
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here. He pointed to the fact that the importation of goods
into the United States was restricted, while that of labor was
not. He forgot that where both are restricted, as in Australia,

the workers are no better off than here.

The arguments employed in Mr. Berger's speech, in so far

as they referred to the tariff, were for the most part not to

be distinguished from those used by the Democrats in behalf

of important capitalistic elements of the population, and hence

the welcome with which they were received by the Democratic
Congress and press. The Socialist matter in the speech relat-

ing only indirectly to the tariff was, of course, less favorably

commented upon.

Mr. Berger's second speech before Congress was also signifi-

cant. It was in support of governmental old-age pensions,

a very radical departure for the United States and difficult of

enactment because of < 'ur federal system— but already, as

Mr. Berger said, in force in Great Britain, France, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada. Since

the legislatures in all these countries are controlled by oppo-
nents of Socialism, it is evident that such measures have been

adopted from other than Socialist motives. In fact they have
no necessary relation to Socialism at all, but, on the contrary,

have been widely enacted for capitalistic reasons without

regard to the demands or power of the workers.

Mr. Berger is reported to have said a few days after this

speech : "The idea will in five years have been incorporated

into law. Both of the old parties within that time will have

incorporated the theory into their platforms. Both the old

parties to-day are approaching Socialistic ideas, and appro-

priating our ideas to save themselves from the coming over-

throw." (18) The idea of governmental old-age pensions,

on the contrary, has always been popular in certain anti-

Socialist circles and is entirely in accord with any intelligent

system of purely capitalistic collectivism. Its common
adoption by progressive capitalists would seem to indicate

that they consider it as being either directly or indirectly

conducive to their own interests. It s unnecessary to assume

that they adopt it from fear of Social.om. Few if any capital-

ists consider the overthrow of capitalism as imminent, or

feel that Socialism is likely for many years to furnish them
with a really acute political problem. A combination of Re-

publicans and Democrats, for example, with a full vote, would
easily overwhelm Mr. Berger, the sole Socialist Congressman
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in bis own Congressional district. If present political suc-
cesses continue, it will still take years for Socialism to send a
score of representatives to Congress, and when it does do so,
they will be as impotent as ever to overthrow the capitalist
order.

For any independent representative without political
power or responsibility to propose radical reforms in advance
of the larger parties is a very simple matter. Statesmen with
a,ctual power cannot afford to take up such reforms until the
time is politically ripe for their practical consideration.
When such a measure is passed, for the individual or group
that first proposed it to cU>im the credit for the change would
be absurd. These reforms, when conditions have suitably
evolved, become the order of the dav, and are urged by all
or nearly all the forces of the time. *The radical British old-
age pension bill, it will be remembered, was passed almo.st
unanimously, although in the Parliament that passed it there
were only about 40 Socialist or semi-Socialist representatives
out of a total of G70 members.
What, then, could be more fatuous than such a view as the

following, expressed recently by a well-known Socialist :—
"Do you not think that the whole country should be ap-

prised that this (Berger's 01d-.age Pension bill) is a Socialist
measure, introduced by a Socialist Representative, and
backed by the Socialist Party — before the Republicans and
Democrats realize the advisability of stealing our thunder.
In England the working-class political movement is stagnant
because the Liberal Party has out-generalerl the Socialists
by voluntarily enacting great social reforms." (19)

In his anxiety to prepare a bill that capitalist legislators
would indorse and pa.ss in the near futures Mr. Berger
aroused great criticism within the Party. The New York
Volkszeitung pointed out that in limiting the benefit of the law
to those who had W-. i naturalized citizens of the United
States for sixteen years, he was requiring a residence of
twenty-one years in this country, a provision which involved
an excessively heavy discrimination against a very large
proportion of our foreign-ljorn workers. Mr. Berger's proj-
ect, moreover, demanded that those convicted of felonies
should also ])e excluded. Socialists, as is well known, have
alwaj'fi asserted that the larger part of crimes and criminals
were due to injustices of the existing social order, for which the
criminals" were in no sense to blame. Mr. Berger's secre-
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tary, Mr. W. J. Ghent, vigorously defended this clause, on
the typical "State Socialist" ground that the future Society

would deal more severely with criminals than the present

one.

Mr. Berger's bill was objected to by New York Socialists

on the ground that the old parties could Ix' expected to give

a more liberal bill in the near future, and that it would then

be difficult to explain the narrower Socialist position. Mr.
Ghent answered that nowhere had such a liberal measure been

enacted. To this the Volkszeitung remarktHl that there is

a tremendous difference between a bill that owes its origin

to a capitalist government and one that comes from a Socialist

representative of the working class: "The former sets up a
minimum while the latter must demand the maximum."
Finally, the New York Local of the Socialist Party resolved

:

"That we request the National Executive Committee to

resolve that Comrade Berger shall, before introducing any
bill, submit it to secure its approval by the National Execu-
tive Committee."
Mr. Berger's maiden speech also summed up excellently

the general policy of Socialist "reformism."
"When the white man is sick or when he dies," he said,

"the employer usually loses nothing." Mr. Berger does not
understand that, in modern covmtries, employ^ < as a doss
are seeing that the laborers as a class are, after all, their chief

asset : and are therefore organizing to care for them through
governmental action, as working animals, even more sys-

tematically and infinitely more scientifically than slaves were
ever cared for. He is exhausting his efforts to persuade, or

perhaps he would say to compel, the government to the very
action that the interests of its capitalist masters most
strongly demand.

Curiously enough, Mr. Berger expressed the "reformist,"

the revolutionary, and the State capitalist principle in this

same speech, without being in the least troubled with the

contradictions. He spoke of industrial crises, irregular

employment and unemployment as if they were permanent
features of capitalism :

—
"These new inventions, machines, improvements, and labor de-

vices, displace human labor and steadily increase the army of un-
employed, who, starved and frantic, are ever ready to take the places

of those who have work, thereby still further depressing the labor

market."
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The collftctivist capitalists have already set themselves
aggressively to work to abolish unemployment, to make
employment regular, to connect the worker that needs a
job with the job that needs a worker, and to put an end to
industrial crisf-'s, and with every prornisf; of success.

Immediately afterward, Mr. Berger made a correct state-
ment of the Socialist position :

—
"The average of wagen, the crrtuiniy of employment, the social

privileges, and th,- iiKlep'TKlcnce of the wugoearniiig and agricultural
IK»pulation, when compartd wilh the incrmne of weallh aiid social pro-
duction, are steadily and rapidly decrea-sing."

The Socialist indictment is not that unemployment, irregu-
larity of employment, or any other social evil is increasing
absolutely, or that it is beyond the reach of capitalist reform

;

but that the share of the connlanlly increa-ting toted of wealth
and prosperity that goei to the laborers is constantly growing
less.

A few minutes later in the «ame speech, Mr. Berger in-

dorsed pure "iState Socialism." Ix-^islation, he said, that
does not tend to an increased measure of control on the part

of society as a irhule is not in liner wit.h thf; tr(;nd of economic
evolution and cannot last. This formulates capitalistic

collectivism with absolute distinctness. What it demands
is not a new order, but more order. What it opposes is not
so much the rule of capitaii.'-ts, a.s the disorder of capitalism— which capitalists themselves are elTectively remedying.
It is not only our present government that is ca[)italistic

but our present society, also. Increased control over industry,
over legislation and government, on tiie part of th(! present
society as a whole, v.ould be but a step toward the achieve-
ment of State capitalism. Tlie purpose of Socialism is to
overcome and eliminate the power of capitalism whether in

society or in government, and not to establish it mf>rc firmly.

Increased control by society as a whole, far from being a
Socialist principle, is not neeessarily even radical or pro-

gressive. In fact the most far-seeing conservatives to-<lay

demand it, for "control by society as a whole" means, for the
present, control by sockty as it is.

Finally, in reply to que-tions asked on the floor of Congress
after this same speech, Mr. Berger .said : "Any interference
by the govenmient with the rights of private property is

Socialistic in tendency," that is, that every step in coUectiv-
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ism is a step in Socialism. Ypt this demand for the restric-

tion of the rights of private property by a conservative gov-
ernment is the identical principle advocated by progressives

who will have nothing to do with Socialism. (See Part I,

Chapter III.)

Mr. Berger and the large minority of Socialist Party
members that vote with hi'^ in Party Congresses and refer-

endums may be said to oresent a combination of trade

unionism of the conservative kind, and "State Socialism,"

together with opportunistic methods more or less in contra-

diction with the usual tactics of the international movement.
These methods and the indiscriminate support of conservative

unionism have been repeatedly rejected by the Socialists

in this country. But very many Socialists who repudiate

all compromise and will have nothing of Australian or British

Labor Party tactics in the United States are in entire accord

with Mr. Berger on "State Socialist" reform. It is thus a
modified form of "State Socialism" and not Laborism that

now confronts the organization and creates its greatest

problv 1.

Mr. Charles Edward Russell, for example, says that "we
are not striving for ourselves alone, but for our children,

that "our aim is not mor 'v for or.o country, but for all the

world," that "we stand here immutably resolved against the

whole of capitalism." (20) And Mr. Russell will hear noth-

ing either of compromise or of a Labor Party. But when we
come to examine the only question of practical moment, how
his ideal is to be applied, we are astounded to read that,

"every time a government acquires a railroad, it practices

Socialism." (21)

Mr. Russell points out that "almost all the railroads

in the world, outside of the United States, are now
owned by government," yet in his latest book, "Business,"

he refers to Prussia, Japan, Mexico [under Diaz], and other

countries as having boldly purchased railways and coal mines
when they desired them for the carrmon good. (22) Mr. Rus-
sell here seems to overlook the fact that the history of Russia,

Japan, Mexico, and Prussia has shown that there is an inter-

mediate stage between our status and government "for the

Common Good," a stage during which the capitalist class,

having gained a more firm control over government than ever,

intrusts it (with the opposition of but a few of the largest cap-

italists) with some of the most important business functions.
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Yet Mr. Russell himself admits, by implication, that gov-
ernment by Business " properly informed and broadly enlight-
ened " might continue for a considerable period, and there-
fore directs his shafts largely against Business Government
"as at present conducted," and he realizes fully that the most
needed reforms, even when they directly benefit the working-
men, are equally or still more to the benefit of Business : —

"In the first place, if the riasses of people become too much im-
poverished, the national stamina is destroyed, which would be ex-
ceedingly bad for Business in case Business should plunge us into war.
In the second place, since poverty produces a steady decline in
physical and mental capacity, if it goes too far, there is a lack of
hands to do the work of Business and a lack of healthy stomachs
to consume some of its most important products.

" For these reasons, a Government for Profits, like ours, incurs
certain deadly ptrils, unless it be properly informed and broadly
enlightened.

' Something of the truth of this has already been perceived by the
astute gentlemen that steer the fortunes of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, a concern that in many respects may be considered the fore-
most present type of Business in Government. One of the rules of
the Standard Oil Company is to pay pood wages to its employees,
and to see that they are comfortable and contented. As a result of
this policy the Standard Oil C*ompany is seldom bothered with strikes,
and most of its, workers have no connection with labor unions, do not
listen to muck-rakers and other vile breeders of social discontent,
and are quite satisfied with their little round of duties and their
secure prospects in life. . . .

" Unless Business recognizes quite fully the wisdom of similar ar-
rangements for its employees, Business Government {as at present
conducted) will in the end fall of its own weight." (23) (My italics.)

Surely nobody has given more convincing arguments than
Mr. Russell himself why Business Government should go in
for government ownership and measures to increa.se the effi-

ciency of labor. Su^oly no further reasons should be needed
to prove that when a government purchases a railroad to-
da,y, it uoes not practice Socialism. Yet the reverse is sus-
tained by a growing number of members of the Socialist
Party (though not by a growing proport: n of the Party),
which indicates that the Socialism of -1 bel, Liebknecht,
Kautsky, Guesde, Lafargue, and the Ini.^rnational Socialist
Congresses is at present by no means as firmly rooted in
this country as it is on the Continent of Europe.
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An American Socialist author expresses the opinion of

many Socialists when he says of the movement: "It strives

by all efforts in its power to inc* ase its vote at the ballot

box. It believes that by this increase the attaimnent of its

goal is brought ever nearer, and also that the nmnace of this

increasing vote induces the capitalist class to grant concessions

in the hope of preventing further increases. It criticizes non-
Socialist efforts at reform as comparatively barren oj positive

benefit and as tending, on the whole, t(^ insure the dominance
of the capitalist class aud to continue the grave social evils

now prevalent." (i) (My italics.)

Because non-Socialist reforms tend tc prolong the domina-
tion of the capitalist class, which no Socialift doubts, it is

asserted that they are also comparatively barren of positive

benefit. And if, from time to time and in contradiction

to this view, changes are bought about by non-Socialist gov-
ernments which undeniably do very much improve the condi-

tion of the working people, it is reasoned that this was done
by the menace either of a Socialist revolution or of a Socialist

electoral majority.

"A Socialist reform must be in the nature of a working-class

conquest," says Mr. Hillquit in his "Socialism in Theory
and Practice" — expressing this very widespread Socialist

opinion. He says that reforms inaugurated by small farmers,

manufacturers, or traders, en us(> an "arrest of development
or even a return to conditions of past ages, while the reforms
of the more educated classes if less reactionary are not of a
more efficient type."

"The task of developing and extending factory' legislation

falls entirely on the organized workmen," according to this

view, because the domin. classes have no interest in devel-
oping it, while the evils i ..le slums and of the employment
of women and children . in '-"stry can be cured only by
Socialism. Such reforms us c e obtained in this direction,

210
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though they are not considered by Mr. Hillquit "as the begin-
Aji^ or installments of a Socialist system," he holds are to
oe c^tained only with Socialist aid. In other words, while
capitalism 's not altogether unable or unwilling to benefit the
working people, it can do little, and even this little is due
to tlie p:e=race of the Socialists.

Auiirher example of the "reformist's" view may be seen
in the editorials of Mr. Berger, in the Social-Democratic
Herald, of Milwaukee, where he says that the Social-Demo-
crats never fail to declare that with all the social reforms, good
and worthy of support as they may be, conditions cannot
be permanently improved. That is to say, present-day reforms
are not only of secondary importance, but that they are of
merely temporary effect.

"There is nothing more to hope from the property-holding
classes."

"The bourgeois reformers are constantly getting less

progressive and allying themselves more and more with the
reactionaries."

"It is impossible that the capitalists should accomplish
any important reform."
"With all social reform, short of Socialism itself, condi-

tions cannot be permanently improved."
These and many similar expressions? are either quotations

from well-known Socialist authors or phrases in common use.

Many French and German Socialists have even called t'le

whole "State Socialist" proRram "sociaklemagogy." As
none of the reforms proposed by the capitalists are sufficient
to balance the counteracting forces and to carry society
along their direction, Socialists sometimes mistakenly feel that
nothing whatever of benefit can come to the workers from cap-
italist government. As the capitalists' reforms all tend "to
insure the dominance of the capitalist class," it is denied
that they can cure any of the grave social evils now prevalent,
and it is even asserted that they are reactionary.

" For how many years have we been telling the working-
man, especially the trade unionist," wrote the lato Benjamin
Hanford, on two successive occasions Socialist candidate for
Vice President of thf United States "that it was folly for him
to beg in the halls of a capitalist legislatun- and a capitalist
Congress? Did we mean what we said? I did, for one.
... I not only believed it— I proved it." Obviously
there are many political measures, just as there are many irn-

i 1
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provements in industry and industrial organization, that may
be beneficial to the workers as well as the capitalists, but it
IS also clear that such changes will i most instances be
brought about by the capitalists themselves. On the other
hand, even where they have a group of independent legislators
of th Y own, however large a minority it may form, the
Socialists can expect no concessions of political or economic
power until social revolution is at hand.
The municipal platform adopted by the Socialist Partym New York City in 1909 also appealed to workingmen not

to be deluded into the belief "that the capitalists will permit
any measures of real benefit to the working class to be carried
mto effect by the municipality so long as they remain in undis-
puted control of the State and federal government and
especially of the judiciary." This statement is slightly
inaccurate. The capitalists will allow the enactment of
measures that benefit the working class, provided those meas-
ures do nut involve loss to the capitalist class. Thus sanita-
tion and education are of real benefit to th? workers, but,
temporarily at least, they benefit the capitalist class still
more, by rendering the workers more efl!icient as wealth pro-
duci rs.

_
The Socialist platforms of the various countries all recog-

nize, to K.se the language of that of the United States, that all
the reforms indorsed by the Socialists "are but a prepara-
tion of the workers to seize the ivhole power of government, in
order that they may thereby lay hold of the whole system
of industry and thus come to their rightful inheritance."
(Italics are mine.) This might be interpreted to mean that
through such reforms the Socialists are gaining control over
parts of industry and government. Marx took the opposite
view: "the first step in the revolution by the working class is
to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling power. ..."
He left open no possibility of saying that the Socialists
thought that without overthrowing capitalism they could
seize a part of the powers of government (though they
were already electing legislative minorities and subordinate
officials in his day).

Sometimes there are still more ambiguous expressions in
Socialist platforms which even make it po.ssible for social
reformers who have joined the movement to confess publicly
that they use it exclusively for reform purposes, and still
to claim that they are Socialists (see Professor Clark's ad-
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vice in the following chapter). For example, instead of
heading such proposals as the nationalizat' a of the rail-
roads and "trusts" and the State approp: ation of ground
rent "reforms indorsed by Socialists," they have called such
reforms, perhaps inadvertently, "Immediate Demands,"
and the American platform has referred to them as measures
of relief which "we may be able to force from capitalism."
There can be no doubt that Marx and his chief followers,
on the contrary, saw that such reforms would come from the
capitalists without the necessity of any Socialist force or
demand— though this p.\issure might hasten their coming
(see Part I, Chapter VIII). They are viewed by him and an
increasing number of Socialists not as concesnons to Socialism
forced from the capitalists, but as developments of capitalism
desired by the more progressive capitalists and Socialists alike,
but especially by the Socialists owing to their desire that State
capitalism shall develop as rapidly as possible — as a pre-
liminary to Socialism,— r.nd to tlie fact that the working
people suffer more than the capitalists at any delay in the
establishment even of this transitional state.
The platform of the American Party just quoted classes

such reforms as government relie*' f'^r the unemployed, gov-
ernment loans for public work, u collective tiwnership of
the railways and trusts, as measures it may be able "to force
from capitalism," as "a preparation of the workers to seize
the whole power of governmei t." But if the capitalists
do enact such reforms as these, not on the independent
grounds I have indicated, but out of fear of Socialism, as is

here predicted, why should not the process of coercing canital-
ism continue indefinitely until gradually all power is taken
away from them ? Why should there be any special need to
"seize" the whole power, if the capitalists can be coerced
even now, while the government is still largely theirs ?
Some "reformists" do not hesitate to answer frankly that

there is indeed no ground for expecting any revolutionary
crisis. Mr. Joan Spargo feels that reforms "will prove in
their totality to be the Revolution itself," and that if the
Socialists keep in sight th^s whole body of reforms, which he
calls the Revolution, "as the objective of every Reform," this
will sufficiently distins^uish them from non-Sociaiist reformers.
Mr. Morris Hillquit f'so speaks for many other influential
Socialists when he insists that the Socialists differ from other
Parties chiefly in that they alone "see the clear connection
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and necessary interdependence" between the various social

evils. That there is no ground for any such assertion is

shown by the fact that the social evils discussed in the capital-

ist press, and all the remedies which have any practical

chance of enactment, as is now generally perceived, are due
to extreme poverty, the lack of order in industry, and the need
of government regulations, guided by a desire to promote
"efficiency," and to perfect the capitalist system. Non-
Socialist reformers have already made long strides toward
improving the worst forms of poverty, without taking the
slightest step towards social democracy. These reforms
are being introduced more and more rapidly and are not
likely to be checked until what we now know as poverty and
its accompanying evils are practically abolished by the capital-

ist dass while promoting their own comfort and security. This,

for example, is, as I have shown, the outspoken purpose of

Mr. Lloyd George and his capitalistic supporters in England.
Similarly, it is the outspoken purpose of the promoters of

the present "efficiency" movement among the business men
of America. However the material conditions of the work-
ing classes may be bettered by such means, their personal

liberty and political power may be so much curtailed in

the process as to make further progress by their own associ-

ated efforts more difficult under "State Socialism" than
it is to-day.

The State platform of the Socialist Party of New York in

1910, while seemingly self-contradictory in certain of its

phrases, makes the sharpest distinctions between Socialism

and "State Socialist" reform. Its criticism of reform parties

is on the whole so vigorous and its insistence on class struggle

tactics so strong as to make it clear that there is no expecta-

tion of reaching Socialism through reforms granted, from
whatever motive, by a non-Socialist majority. I have
italicized some significant phrases :

—
"The two dominant political parties pretend to stand for all the

people; the so-called reform parties claim to speak for the good
people ; the Socialist party frankly acknowledges that it is concerned
chiefly with the working people. . . .

"Tho great fortunes of the wealthy come from the spoliation of

the poor. Large profits for the manufacturers mean starvation

wages for the workers ; the princely revenues of the landlords are

derived from excessive rents of the tenants, and the hi' ons of watered
stock and bonds crying for dividends and interest are a perpetual
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mortgage upon the work and lives of the people of all generations

to come. . . .

"No political party can honestly serve all the people of the state—
those who prey and those who toil ; those who rob and those who are

robbed. The parties as well as the voters of this state must take their

stand in the conflict of interests of the different classes of society—
they must choose betw 3n the workers and their despoilers.

"The Republican and Democratic Parties alike always have been
the tools of the dominating classes. They have been managed, sup-

ported, and financed by the money powers of the State, and in turn

they have conducted the legislatures, courts, and executive offices

of the State as accessories to the business interests of those classes.

"These vices of our government are not accidental, but are deeply

and firmly rooted in our industrial system. To maintain its su-

premacy in this conflict the dominating class must strive to control

our government and politics, and must influence and corrupt our
public officials.

"The two old parties as well as the so-called reform, parties of ike

middle classes, wliich spring up in New York politics from time to

time, all stana for the continuance of that system, hence they are

bound to perpetuate and to aggravate its inevitable evils. . ,
."

The New York Party had immediately before it the ex-

ample of Mr. Hearst, who has gone as far a.s the radicals of

the old parties in Wisconsin, or Kansas, Oklahoma, California,

or Oregon in verbally indorsing radical reform measures,

and also of Mr. Roosevelt, who occasionally has gone almost
as far. Day after day the Hearst papers had sent out to

their millions of readers editorials which contain every ele-

ment of Socialism except its essence, the class struggle.

The New York Party, like many in other Socialist organiza-

tions, found itself compelled by circumstances to take a revolu-

tionary stand.

For when opportunistic reformers opposed to the Socialist

movement go as far as the Hearst papers in indorsing "State
Socialist" reforms, what hope would there be for Socialists

to gain the public ear if they went scarcely farther, either as
regards the practical measures they propose or the phrases
they employ? If the "reformist" Socialists answer that
their vltimate aim is to go farther, may they not be asked
what difference this makes in present-day affairs? And if

they answer that certain reforms must be forced through by
Socialist threats, political or revolutionary, will they not be
told, first that it can be shown that the whole "State Social-

istic" reform program, if costly to many individual capitalists,
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promises to prove uUimately profitable to the capitalist class,

and second, that it is being carried out where there is no
present menace either of a Socialist revolution or even of a
more or less Socialistic political majority.
But the position of the politically ambitious among so-

called "orthodox" Socialists (I do not refer to personal or
individual, but only to partisan ambition) is often very similar
at the bottom to that of the "reformists"; while the latter

contend that capitalism can grant few if any reforms of any
great benefit to the working people without Socialist aid, some
of the orthodox lay equal weight on Socialist agitation for

these same reforms, on the ground that they cannot be
accomplished by collaborating with capitalist reformers at
all, but solely through the Socialist Party.

"The revolutionary Marxists," says the French Socialist,

R9,ppaport, " test the gifts of capitalistic reform through its

motives. And they discover that these motives are not
crystal clear. The reformistic patchwork is meant to prop
up and make firmer the rotten capitalistic building. They
test capitalistic reforms, moreover, by the means which are
necessary for their accomplishment. These means are either
altogether lacking or insufficient, and in any case they flow
in overwhelming proportion out of the pockets of the ex-
ploited classes." (2)

We need not agree with Rappaport that capitalistic re-
forms bring no possible benefit to labor, or that the capital-
istic building is rotten and about to fall to pieces. May it

not be that it is strong and getting stronger? May it not
be that the control over the whole building, far from passing
into Socialist hands, is removed farther and farther from their
reach, so that the promise of obtaining, not reforms of more
or less importance, but a fair and satisfactory share of progress
without conquering capitalism is growing less ?

Thus many orthodox and revolutionary Socialists even,
to say nothing of "reformists," become mere political parti-
sans, make almost instinctive efforts to credit all political
progress to the Socialist Parties, contradict their own revo-
lutionary principles. All reforms that happen to be of any
benefit to labor, they claim, are due to the pressure of the
working classes within Parliaments or outside of them ; which
amounts to conceding that the Socialists are already sharing
in the power of government or industrj', a proposition that
the revolutionaries ahviiys most strenuously deny. For if

.1
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Socialists are practically sharing in government and industry-
to-day, the orthodox and revolutionists will have difficulty
in meeting the argument of the "reformists" that it is only
necessary to continue the present pressure in order to obtain
more and more, without any serious conflicts, until all Social-
ism is gradually accomplished
Kautsky makes much of the capitalists' present fear of

the working classes, though in his opinion this fear makes
not only for "concessions" but also for reactions, as in the
world-wide revival of imperialism. Foreign conquests, he
believes, are the only alternative the governing classes are
able to offer to the glowing promises of the Socialists. It is

for this reason, he believes, that the capitalists are relying
more and more on imperialism, even though they Imow
that the conquest of colonies is no longer possible to the extent
it was before, and realize that the cost of maintaining arma-
ments is rapidly becoming greater than colonial profits.

But this also is to underestimate the resources of capitalism
and its capacity for a certain form of progress. If the capital-
ists are not to be forced to concessions, neither are they to
be forced, unless in a very great crisis, to reactionary meas-
ures that in themselves bring no profit. The progressive
"State Socialist" program is, as a rule, a far more promising
road to popularity from their standpoint than is reactionary
imperialism.

In Kautsky's view the bourgeoisie is driven by the fear
of Socialism, in a country like Germany to reaction, and 'in
one like England to attempt reform. In neither case will it

actually pro:- 'cd to reforms of any considerable benefit to
labor, apparently because Kautsky believes that all such
reforms would inevitably strengthen labor relatively to cap-
ital, and will therefore not be allowed. Similarly, he feels

that the capitalists will refuse all concessions to political

democracy (on the same erroneous supposition, that they will

inevitably aid labor more than capital).

For example, the British Liberals have abolished the veto
of the House of Lords, but only to increase the power of
other capitalists against landowners, while the Conservatives
have proposed the Referendum, but only to protect the Lords.
From 1884 to 1911 neither Party had introduced any me.as-
ure to deiiiocratize the House of Commons and so to in-
crease the representation of labor. Kautsky reminds us
of the plural voting, unequal electoral districts, and absence
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of primary and secondary elections. This he believes ia
evidence that the capitalists fear to cxto id political democ-
racy farther They even fear the purely economic reforms
that are being enacted, he claims, and at every concession
made to labor desert the Liberals to join the Conservatives.
Land reform, taxation reform, the eight-hour day, are being
carried out, however. But when it comes to such matters
as an extended suffrage, the capitalists will balk. His con-
clusion is that if economic reforms are to continue, if, for
example, the unemployed are to be set to work by the govern-
ment, or if political reforms are to be resumed, the Labourites
have to free themselves from the tutelage of the Liberal Party.
And if they do this, they can play so effectively on capitalist
fears as to force an extension of the suffrage and even change
the British Parliament into a "tool for the dictatorship of
the working class." As in Germany, all political advance
of value to labor must be obtained through playing on capital-
ist fears— only in England the process may be more gradual
and results easier to obtain.
"Every extension of the suffrage to the working class must

be fought for to-day," says Kautsky, "and it is only thanks
to the /ear of the working class that it is not abolished where
It exists." By a strange coincidence Kautsky renewed the
prediction that the capitalistic Radical government of Eng-
land would never extend the ballot except when forced by
Labor only a few days before Prime Minister Asquith offi-
cially, without any special pressure from Labor, pledged
it to equal and universal (marhood) suffrage. The passage
follows :— c -o

D ''.^'^.^"g'and the suffrage is still limited to-day, and capitalistic
KadicaUsm, m spite of its fine phrases, has no idea of enlarging it.
The poorest part of the population is excluded from the ballot.
In all Great Bnt-in (in 1906) only 16.64 per cent possessed, against
22 per cent m Germany. If England had the German Reichstag
suffrage law, 9,600,000 would be enfiancliised, instead of 7.300 000
t.e. 2,300,000 more." (3)

'

Kautsky's view that capitalists cannot bend a more or less
democratic government to their purposes and therefore will
not institute such a government, imlcss forced to do so, i^^

imdoubtedly based on German conditions. He contends that
the hope of the German bourgeois lies not in democracy nor
even in the Reichstag, but in the strength of Prussia, which
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spells Absolutism and Militarism. He admits in one passage
that condition;-! may he different in the United States, Eng-
land, and British colonies, and under certain circumstances in

France, but for the people- of eastern Europe advanced
measures of democracy such as direct legislation belong to
" the future State," while no reforms of importance to the
workers are to bf; secured to-day except through the menace
of revolution. It would be perfectly consistent with this,

doubtlessly correct, view of present German conditions, if

Kautsky said that after Germany has overthrown Absolutism
and Militarism, progressive capitalism may be expected to

conquer reactionary capitalism in Germany as elsewhere, and
to use direct legislation and other democratic measures for

the purpose of increasing profits, with certain secondary, inci-

dental and lesser (but by no means unimportant) benefits to
labor. But this he refuses to do. He readily admits that
Germany is backward politically, but as she is advanced
economically he apparently allows his view of other countries

to-dr.y and of the Germany of the future to be guided by the
fact that the large capitalists now in control in that country
(with military and landlord aid) oppose even that degree of

democracy and those labor reforms which, as I have shown,
would result in an increased product for the capitalist class

as a whole (though not of all capitalists). For he pictures

the reactionarj' capitalists in continuous control in the future
both in Germany and other countries, and the smaller capi-

talists as important between these and the mas-ses of wage
earners. The example of other countries (equally developed
economically and more advanced than Germany politically)

suggests, on the contrary-, a growing unity of large and small
capital through the action of the state— and as a result the
more or less progressive policy I have outlined. (See Part I.)

But Kautsky's view is that of a very large number of So-
cialists, especially in Germany and neighboring countries, is

having an enormous influence, and deserves careful consider-

ation. The proletariat, he says, is not afraid of the most
extreme revolutionar\' efforts and sacrifices to win equal suf-

frage where, as in Germany, it is withheld. " And every at-

tempt to take away or limit the German laborer's right of
voting for the Reichstag would call forth the danger of a
fearful catastrophe to the Empire." (5) It is here and else-

where suggested, on the ba.sis of German experience, that this

struggleover the ballot isa struggle betweenCapital and Labor.
h
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The German Reichstag suffrage was made equal by Bismarck
in 1870 for purely capitalistic reasons, and the number of voters
in England was doubled as late as 1884, and the suffrage is

now to be made universal through similar motives. Yet the
present domination of the German Lilierals and those of

neighboring, countries by a reactionary bureaucratic, milit; y,
and landlord class, persuades Kautsky that genuine capital-

istic Liberalism everywhere is at an end.

Yet in 1910 the German Radicals succeeded, after many
years of vain effort, in forming out of their three parties a
united organization, the Progressive Peoples Party (Fortschritt-

liche Volkspartei). The program adopted included almost
every progressive reform, and, acting in accordance with its

principles, this Party quite as frequently cooperates with the
Socialists on its left as with the National Liberals immediately
on its right. The whole recent history of the more advanced
countries, including even Italy, would indicate that the small
cap'talist element, which largely composes this party, will

obtain the balance of power and either through the new party
or through the Socialist " reformists " (the latter either in or
out of the parent organization)— or through both together

—

will before many years bring about the extension of the suf-

frage in Prussia (though not its equalization), the equalization
of the Reichstag electoral districts, and the reduction of the
tariff that supports the agrarian landlords and large capital-

ists, put a halt to some of the excesses of military extrava-
gance (though not to militarism), institute a government
responsible to the Reichstag, provide government employ-
ment for the unemployed, and later take up the other indus-
trial and labor reforms of capitalist collectivism as inaugu-
rated in other countries, together with a large part also of the
radical democratic program. There is no reason for suppos-
ing that the evolution of capitalism is or will be basically
different in Germany from that of other countries. (See
Chapter VIL)
Though he regards Socialism as the sole impelling force

for reforms of benefit to labor, Kautsky definitely acknowl-
edges that no reforms that are immediately practicable can
lie regarded as the exchisive property of the Socialist Party *—

"But this is certain," he says, "there is scarcely a single practical
demand for present-day legislation, that is peculiar to any particular
party. Even the Social Democracy scarcely shows one such demaad.

;t
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That through which it differentiates itself from other parties is the

totality of its practical demands and the goals towards which it

points. The eight-hour law, for example, is no revolutionary

demand. . . .

"What holds together political parties, especially when like the

Social Democrats they have great historic ta.sks to accomplish, are

their final goals; not their momentary demands, not their views

aa to the attitude to be assumed on all the .separate questions that

come before the party.

"Differences of opinion are always present within the Party and
sometimes reach a threatening height. ]iut they will be the less

likely to break up the Party, the livelier the consciousness in its

members of the great goals towards which they strive in common,
the more powerful the enthusiabm for thes<* goals, so that demands
and interests of the moment are behind them in importance." (5)

The cnly way to differentiate the Socialists from other

parties, the only thing Socialists have in common with one

another is, according to this view, not agreement as to prac-

tical action, but certain ideals or goals. Socialists may want
the same tilings as non-Sociali.sts, and reject the things de-

sired by other Socialists, and their actions may follow their

desires, but all is well, and iiarmony may reign as long as

their hearts and minds are filled with a Socialist ideal. But
if a goal thus has no necessary connection with immediate

problems or actions, is it necessarily anything more than a

sentiment or an abstraction?

Kautsky's toleration of reform activities thus has an op-

posite origin to that of che "reformist" Socialists. He tolerates

concentration on capitalistic measures by factions within

the Socialist Party, on the ground that such measures are

altogether of secondary importance ; they insist on these

reforms as the most \-aluable activities Socialists can under-

take at the present time.

Kautsky and his associates will often tolerate activities that

serve only to weaken the movement, provided verbal recog-

nition is given to the Socialist ideal. This has led to profound

contradictions in the German movement. At the Leipzig

Congress, for example (1909), the reformists voted unani-

mously for the reaffirmation of the revolutionary "Dresden
resolution" of 1903, with the explanation that they regarded

it in the very opposite sense from what its words plainly

stated. They had fought this resolution at the time it was
passed, and condemned it since, and had continued the

actions against which it was directed. But their vote in

•
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favor of it and explanation that they refused to give it any
practical bearing had to be accepted at Leipzig without a
murmur. Such is the result of preaching loyalty to phrases,
goals, or ideals rather than in action. The reformists
can often, though not always, escape responsibility for their

acts by claiming loyalty to the goal— often, no doubt, in all

sincerity; for goals, ideals, doctrines, and sentiments, like

the human conscience, are generally highly flexible and subtle
things.

Kautsky's policy of ideal revolutionism, combined with
practical toleration of activities given over exclusively to non-
Socialist reform, which is so widespread in the German move-
ment under the form of a too rigid separation between theory
on the one hand and tactics on the other, agrees at another
point with the policy of the reformists. The latter, as I

have mentioned, seek to justify their absorption in reforms
that the capitalists also favor, by claiming that they deter-
mine their attitude to a reform by its relation to a lai^r
program, whereas the capitalists do not. Kautsky similarlj'

differentiates the Socialists by the totality of their demands

;

the individual reform, being, as he concedes, usually if not
always supported by other parties also. Yet it in difficult

to see how a program composed wholly of non-Stwiialist ele-

ments could in any combination become distinctly Socialist.

A Socialist program of immediate demands may be peculiar to
some Socialist political group at a given moment, but usually
it contains no features that would prevent a purely capitalist

party taking it up spontaneously, in the interest of capital-
ism.

What is it that drives Kautsky into the posEnon that I

have described ? To this question we can fina a sifimte
answer, and it leads us into the center oi" the seeming: Tir'5??tenes

of Socialist policy. The preservation of the Socituiis ^'i-ry

organization, with its heterogeneou.'^ ctaistituem -ataBKaiis.

is held to be all-important; and Thi^ party '.jmamMOEimi
cannot be kept intact, and all its pre« -.u suppiir^s^ TetaaHr«i.

without a program of practical reform- that raav -ae ^wkb^x
with a little effort from capitalist -mversinKaits. In leaer
to claim this program as distinctively theas. -»«HaiUsa? intisi:

differentiate it in some way from other-^tcarm Tmrnasn:- A«
there is no practical difference, they must msist -taar ras- ideat
is not the same, that Socialists are usssg Ta«- rergrm? for dif-

ferent purposes, that only part of the- prograni is afce rasE
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of any one capitalist party, while in other parts it resembles
those of other capitalist parties, etc.

That "party necessity" can drive even radical and influ-

ential Socialists into such a position .nay seem incredible.

But when it is understood that loyalty to party also conflicts

with loyalty to principle in many cases even to the point
of driving many otherwise revolutionary Socialists to the very
opposite extreme, i.e. to fighting against progressive capitalist

reforms purely for party reasons, thi.s willingness to allow
the Socialist organization to claim such reforms t\a in some
sense its own, will appear as the lesser deviation from prin-

ciple.

For example, Kautsky opposes direct legislation — with
the proviso that perhaps it may have a certain value in English-
speaking countries and under same circumstances in France.
His arguments in spite of this proviso are directed almost
wholly against it, on the ground that direct legislation would
take many reforms out of the hands of the Party, would
cause them to be discussed independently of one another
instead of bound together as if they were inseparable parts

of a program and would weaken the Party in direct propor-
tion as its use was extended. (6)

Yet Kautsky himself contends, in the same work in which
this passage occurs, that Socialists favor all measures of
democracy, even when the movement at first loses by their

introduction. In a word he holds that the function of
promoting immediately practicable political reforms is so
important to the Party, and the Party with its present organ-
ization, membership and activities, is so important to the
movement, that even the most fundamental principle may, on
occasion, be disregarded. Democracy is admitted to be a
principle so inviolable that it is to be upheld generally even
when the Party temporarily loses by it. Yet because direct

legislation might rob the Socialists of all opportunity for

claiming the credit for non-Socialist reforms, because it would
put to a direct vote a program composed wholly of elements
held '.n common with other parties, and differing only in its

combination of these elements, because the Party tactics

would have to be completely transformed and the Party
temporarily weakened by being forced to limit itself entirely

to revolutionary efforts, Kautsky turns against this keystone
of democratic reform.

"There is indeed no legislation without compromises,"
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he writes; "the great masses who are not experienced political

leaders, must be much easier confused and misled than the

political leaders. If compromise in voting on bills were really

corrupting, then it would work much more harm through direct

popular legislation than through legislation by Parliament,

... for that wouL mean nothing less than to drive the

cause of corruption from Parliament, out among the people."

"Direct legislation," he continues, "has the tendency

to divert attention from general principles and to concentrate

it on concrete questions." (7) But if the Socialists caimot

educate the masses to know what they want concretely,

how much less will they uxiderstand general principles ? If

they cannot judge such concrete and separate questions, how
will they control Socialist officials who, as it is now, so often

build their programs and decide their tactics for them?
There is no mechanical substitute for self-government within

Socialist organi.iations or elsewhere. Direct legislation will

do much to destroy all artificial situations and place society

on the solid basis of the knowledge or ignorance, the division

or organization, the weakness or strength of character

of the masses. The present situation, however useful

for well-intentioned Socialist " leaders, " is even better adapted

to the machinations of capitalist politicians. And because

it militates against the politically powerful small capitalists

as well as against the non-capitalists, it is doomed to an early

end.

Kautsky, in a word, actuaPy fears that the present capitalist

society will carry out, one by one, its own reforms. For

the same reason that he denies the ability or willingness of

capitalism to make any considerable improvements in the

material conditions of labor, except as compelled by the

superior force (or the fear of the superior force) of Socialism,

he would, if possible, prevent the capitalists from introducing

certain democratic improvements that would facilitate re-

forms independently of the Socialist Party. However, the

economic and political evolution of capitalism will doubtless

continue to take its course, and through improved democratic

methods all Socialist arguiufnts ')ased on the impossibility

of any large measure of workin:,-ciass p' jgress under capital-

ism and all efforts to credit wha " is being done to the advance

of Socialism, will be seen to havp been futile. The contention

between Socialists and capitalists will then be reduced to its

essential elements :
—
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Is progress under capitalism as great as it might be under
Socialism ?

Is capitalist progress making toward Socialism by improv-
ing the position of the non-capitalists when compared with

that of the capitalists, or is it having the opposite effect ?

Even the ''syndicalists," little interested as they are in

reform, seem to fear, as Kautsky does, that so long as con-
siderable changes for the better are possible, progress towards
Socialism, which in their case also implies revolution, is impos-
sible. I have shown that Lagardelle denies that Labor and
Capital have any interest whatever in common. Similarly,

a less partisan writer, Paul Louis, author of the leading work
on French unionism ("Histoire du Movement Syndicale en
France"), while he notes every evil of the coming State
Socialism, yet ignores its beneficent features, and bases his

whole defense of revolutionary labor unionism on the propo-
sition that important reforms, even if aided by friendly

Socialist cooperation or hostile Socialist l».»eats, can no
longer be brought about under capitalism :

—
"The Parliamentary method was suited by its principle to the

reform era. Direct action corresponds to the syndicalist era.

Nothing is more simple.

"As long as organized labor believes in the possibility of amend-
ing present society by a series of measures built up one upon the
other, it makes use of the means that the present system offers it.

It proceeds through intervening elected persons. It imagines that
from a theoretical discussion there will arise such ameliorations
that its vassalage will be gradually abolished."

The belief here appears that a steady, continuous, and
marked improvement in the position of the working class

would necessarily lead to its overtaking automatically the
rapidly increasing power of capitalism. If this were so, it

would indeed be true, as Louis contends, that no revolutionary
movement could begin, except when all beneficial labor re-

forms and other working-class progress had ended.
I shall quote (Part III, Chapter V) a passage where Louis

indicates that syndicalism, like Socialism itself, is directed
in the most fundamental way against all existing govern-
ments. He takes the further step of saying that e.\isting

governments can do nothing whatever for the benefit of

labor, and that their sole function is that of repression :
—

"The State, which has taken for its mission— and no other could
be conceived— the defense of existing society, could not allow its
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power of command to be attacked. The social hierarchy which
Itself rests upon the economic subordination of one class to another,
will be maintained only so long as the governmental power shattei i
every assault victoriously, represses every initiative, punishes with-
out mercy all innovators and all factious persons. . . .

.
."^'^ *^® ^^^ order [syndicalism] there is no room for any capital-

istic attribute, even reduced to its most simple expression. There
IS no longer room for a political system for safeguarding privileges
and conquering rebels. If our definition of the State is accepted,
that it is an organ of defense, always more and more exacting be-
cause it is in a society always more and more menaced, it will be
understood that such a State is condemned to disappear with that
society. . . .

"The State crushes the individual, and syndicalism appeals to all
the latent energies of that individual, the State.suspects and throttles
organizations, and syndicalism multiplies them against it. . , .

All institutions created by the State for the defense of the capitalist
system are assailed, undermined by syndicalism." (8)

Here is a view of the State as far opposed as possible to
that of Kautsky, who says truly that it is "a monster eco-
nomic establishment, and its influence on the whole eco-
nomic life of a nation to-day is already beyond the power of
measurement." (9) For Kautsky, the State is primarily
economic and constructive; for Louis it is purely political
and repressive. Yet Kautsky, like Louis, seems to feel that
if the State were capable of carrying out reforms of any impor-
tance to the wage earners, or if it were admitted that it

could do so, it would be impossible to persuade the workers
that a revolution is necessary and feasible. And so both
deny that "State Socialism," which they recognize as an
intervening stage between the capitalism of to-day and Social-
ism, is destined to give better material conditions, if less
liberty, than the present society. Both the economic and po-
litical revolutionists are, on such grounds, often tempted to
agree with the reformists of the party and of the labor
imions, in leveling their guns exclusively against the private
capitalism of to-day— I might almost say the capitalism
of the past— instead of concentrating their attack on the
evils thfvt will remain undiminished under the State capital-
ism of I he future. The reformists do this consistently, for
they see in the constructive side of "State Socialism," not
a mere continuation of capitalism, but a large installment
of Socialism itself , and have nothing more to ask for beyond
a continuation of such reforms. Revolutionary Socialists

i
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not
lent

are inconsistent, because they may admit that the conditions
of the working people under "State Socialism" may be far

better than they are to-day, without invalidating their
central ix)sition that the greater evils of to-day will remain,
and that there will be no progress towards Socialism, no
matter what reforms are enacted, until the Socialists are
either actually or practically in pt:»wer.

When the Socialists have become so numerous as to be
on the verge of securing control of the government (by what-
ever means), it is unlikely that the privileged classes will

permit peaceful political or constitutional procedures to
continue and put them completely at the mercy of the
non-privileged. In all probability they will then resort to
military violence under pretext of military necessity (see

Part III, Chapter VIII). // when this time arrives, the

Socialists have not only a large political majority, hut also the

physical power to b.ck it up, or seem about to secure this

majority and this power, then indeed, though not before
that time, the capitalists may, possibly, begin to make con-
cessions which involve a weakening of their position in so-

ciety, i.e. which necessitate more and more concessions
imtil their power is destroyed. The revolutionary reformers,

if we may apply this term to Kautsky and his associates,

are then only somewhat premature in their belief that the
Socialist Party is now, or will very shortly become, a real

menace to capitalism; whereas the political reformers are
under the permanent illusion that capitalism will retreat

before paper ballots.

Moreover, Kautsky and the revolutionary reformers, in

order to make their (physical) menace effective, must con-
tinually teach the people to look fonvard and prepare to use
all the means in their power for their advance. They are thus
thoroughly in accord with the non-reiormiat revolutionists

who, however much they may welcome certain capitalist re-

forms, do not agree that they will be very materially
hastened by anything the Socialists can do. The non-
reformist revolutionists assume that Socialists will vote for

every form of progress, including the most thoroughly capi-

talistic, and acknowledge that if they fail in their duty in
this respect, these reforms might be materially retarded. But
they are willing to let the capitalists take the lead in such re-

form work, giving them the whole credit for what benefits it

brings, and placing on their shoulders the whole responsibility
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for its limitations. Tlieir criticism of capitalist reform is
leveled not against what it does, but against what it leaves
undone.

Revolutions in machinery and business organization under
capitalism, with which Socialists certainly have nothing to
do, they regard also as not only important, but of vast sig-
nificance, since It is by their aid alone that Socialism is be-
coming a possibility. And now a new period is coming
in, during which the capitalists, on grounds that have no
connection whatever with Socialism or the Socialist move-
ment, will effect another equally indispensable revolution,m the organization of labor and business by governmental
means. Revolutionary Socialists are ready to give the
fullest credit to capitalism for what it has done, what it is
doing, and what it is about to do— for, however vast the
changes now in process of execution, they feel that the task
that les before the Socialists is vaster still. The capitalists
to take one point by way of illustration, develop such indi-
viduals and such latent powers in every individual, as they
can utilize for increasing the private income of the capital-
ists as a class, or of governments which are wholly or verv
argely m their control. The Socialists propose to develop
the latent aMittes of all individuals in proportion to their power
to serve the community. The coUectivist capitalists will
continue to extend opportunity to more and more members
of the community, but always leaving the numbers of the
privileged undiminished and always providing for all their
children first— admitting only the cream of the masses
to the better positions, and this after all of the ruling clas.ses,
including the most worthless, have been provid'^d for The
Socialists propose, the moment they secure a majority tomake opportunity, not more equal, but equal.

'

Those Socialists, then, who expect that reforms of impor-
tance to wage earners are to be secured to-day exclusively
by the menace either of a political overturn or of a Socialist
revolution, and those who imagine that the Socialist hosts
are going to be strengthened by recruits attracted by the
role Socialists are playing in obtaining such immediate
reforms, make a triple error. They credit Socialism with
a power it has nowhere yet achieved and cannot expect until
a revolutionary period is inuiiediatelv at hand: that is thev
grossly exaggerate the present powers of the Socialist move-
ment and grossly underestimate the task that lies before it
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They are seemingly blind to the possibilities of transformation
and progress that still inhere in capitalism— the increased
unity and power it will gain through "State capitalism, "and
the increased wealth that will come through a beneficent
and scientific policy of producing, through wholesale reforms
and improvements, more efficient and profitable laborers.
They fail to see that the strength of the enemy will lie

henceforth more frequently in deception than in repression.
But even this is not their most fatal blunder. In attacking
individualistic and reactionary rather than collectivistic

and progressive capitalism, these Socialists are not only
wasting their energies by assaulting a moribund power, but
are training their forces to use weapons and to practice evo-
lutions that will soon be obsolete and useless. They are
doing the work and filling the function of the small capitalists.

The large capitalists organized industry ; the small capital-
ists will nationalize it ; in so far at least as it has been or
will have been organized. Socialists gain from both proc-
esses, approve of both, and aid them in every way within
their power. But their chief function is to overthrow cap-
italism. And as the larger part of this task lies off some
distance in the future, it Is the capitalism of the future and
not that of the past with which Socialists are primarily
concerned. Evidently but a few years will elapse before
State capitalism will every-Tvhere dominate. In the mean-
while, to attribute its progress to the menace of the advance
of Socialism, is to abandon the Socialist standpoint just as
completely as do the reformist Socialists in regarding
capitalist-collectivist reforms as installments of Socialism,
to be achieved only with Socialist aid.
For Socialists will be judged by what they are doing rather

than by what they promise to do. If political reformists and
revolutionarj' reformists are Ijoth directing their chief atten-
tion to promoting the reforms of "State Sorialism," it will
make little difference whether the first argue that these
beneficial measures are a part of Socialism and a guarantee
of the whole; or the .serond claim that, though such re-
forms are no part of Socialism, the superiority of the move-
ment is shown chiefly by the fact that they could not have
been brought abo. excepl through its efforts. Mankind
will rightly concludt that the things that absorb the chief
Socialist activities are those that are also forming the char-
acter of the movement. In direct proportion as reforming
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Socialists spend their energies in doing the same things as
reforming capitalists do, they tend inevitably to become more
and more alike. Only in proportion as Socialists can diF-
fcrentiate themselves from non-Socialists in their present
activities will the movement have any distinctive meaning of
its own.



CHAPTER VI

REVOLUTIONARY POUTICS

In the most famous document of international Socialism,

the "Communist Manifesto" (published by Marx and Engels

in 1847), there is a fulmination against "reactionary Social-

ism," which it will be seen is approximately what we now

call "State Socialism." After describing the Utopian Social-

ism of Fourier, of Saint-Simon and of Owen, the " Manifesto

says :

—

"A second form of Socialism, less systematic but more practical,

tried to disgust the working people with every revolutionary move-

ment, by demonstrating to them that it is not such and such a polit-

ical advantage, but only a transformation of the relations of ma-

terial life and of economic conditions that could profit them.

Let it be noted that by transformation of the material relations of

society this Socialism does not mean the abolition of capitalist re-

lations of production, but only administrative reforms brought out

precisely on the basis of capitalist production, and which conse-

quently do not affect the relation of capital and wage labor, but m
the best case only diminish the expenses and simplify the admin-

istrative labor of a capitalist government. ... In the promotion

of their plans they act always with the consciousness of defending

first of aU the interest of the working class. The working class only

exists for them under this aspect of the suffering class.

"But in accordance with the undeveloped state of the class

struggle and their social position, they consider themselves quite

above antagonism. They desire to ameliorate the material con-

dition of Ufe for all the members of society, even the most privileged.

As a consequence, they do not cease to appeal to all society without

distmction, or rather they address themselves by preference to the

reigning class." (1)

Marx points out that the chief aim of these "reactionary

Socialists" was the transformation of the State into a mere

organ for the administration of industry in their interest,

which is precisely what we mean to-day by "State Socialism."

In contrast with this "reactionary Socialism," now prev-

alent in Great Britain and Australia, the Socialist parties

of every country of the European Continent (where such

231
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Engels had even predicted, as long ago as 1880, that the
coming of monopolies would bring it about that the State,

being "the oflScial representative of capitalistic society,"

would ultimately have to undertake "the protection of pro-
duction," and that this necessity would first be felt in the case
of the railways and the telegraphs. Later events have shown
that his prediction was so correct that even America and
England are approaching the nationalization ot their rail-

ways, while the proposal to nationalize monopolies is rapidly

growing in popularity in every country in the world, and
among nearly all social classes.

Engels did not consider that such developments were
necessarily in the direction of Socialism any more than the
nationalization of the railways by the Czar or the Prussian
government. On the contrary, he suggested that it meant
the strengthening of the capitalism.

"The modern State," he wrote in 1880, "no matter what
its form, is essentially a capitalistic machine, the State of the
capitalists, the ideal personification of the total national

capital. The more it proceeds to the taking over of produc-
tive forces, the more it actually becomes the national capital-

ist, the more citizens does it exploit. The workers remain
wageworkers— proletarians. The capitalist relation is not
done away with. It is rather brought to a head." (5)

Engels did not think that State ownership necessarily meant
Socialism ; but he thought that it might be utilized for the

purposes of Socialism if the working class was suflSciently

numerous, organized, and educated to take charge of the

situation. "State ownership of the productive forces is

not the solution of the conflict, but concealed within it are

the technical conditions that give the elements of the solu-

tion."

As early as 1892 Karl Kautsky, at the present moment
perhaps the greatest living Socialist editor and economist,

wrote that the system of laissez-faire, for which "State
Socialism" offers itself as a remedy, had long ago lost what-
ever influence it once had on the capitalist class— which was
never very great. If, then, the theory that "that govern-
ment is best which governs least" had been abandoned by
the capitalists themselves, there jvas no ground why Social-

ists should devote their time to the advocacy of a view ("State
Socialism") that was merely a reaction against an outworn
standpoint. The theory of collectivism, that the functions
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of the State ought to be widely extended, had long been popu-
lar among the capitalists themselves.

,

" It has ah^ady been seen," wrote Kautsky, "that economic
and political development has made necessary and inevitable
the taking over of certain economic functions by the State.
... It can by no means be said that every nationalization
of an economic function or of an economic enterprise is a
step towards Socialistic cooperation and that the latter would
grow out of the general nationalization of all economic enter-
prises without making a fundamental change in the nature
of the State." (6) In other words, Kautsky denies that par-
tial nationalization or collectivism is necessarily even a step
towards Socialism, and asserts that it may be a step in the
other direction. The German Socialists acted on this prin-
ciple when they opposed the nationalization of the Reichs-
bank, and it has often guided other Socialist parties.

Kautsky feels that it is often a mistake to transfer the
power over industry, e.g. the ownership of the land, into
the hands of the State as now constituted, since this puts
a trenaendous part of the national wealth at the disposal
of capitalist governments, one of whose prime functions is

to prevent the increase of the political and economic power
of the working people. And, although the State employees
would probably receive a somewhat better treatment than
they had while the industry was privately owned, they would
simply form a sort of aristocracy of labor opposed in general
to the interests of the working people.

"Like every State," says Kautsky, "the modern State is in the first
place a tool for the protection of the general interests of the ruling
classes. It changes its nature in no way if it takes over functions of
general utility which aim at advancing the interests not only of the
ruling classes, but also of those of society as a whole and of the ruhng
classes,and on no condition does it take care of these functions in away
which might threaten the general interests of the ruling classes or their
domination. ... If the preseut-day State nationalizes certain
industries and functions, it does this, not to put limitations on capi-
talistic exploitation, but to protect and to strengthen the capital-
istic mode of production, or in order itself to take a share in this
exploitation, to increase its income in this way, and to lessen the
payments th.it the capitalist class must obtain for its own support
m the way of taxes. And as.an exploiter, the State has this ad-
vantage over private capitalists : that it has at its disposal to be
used against the exploited not only the economic powers of the
capitalists, but the political force of the State." (My itaUcs.)
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As an illustration of Kautsky's reference to the lessening

of taxes through the profits of government ownership, it

may be pointed out that the German Socialists fear the
further nationalization of industries in Germany on account
of the danger that with this increased income the State
would no longer depend on the annual grants of the Reichstag
and would then be in a position to govern without that body.
The king of Prussia and the Eknperor of Germany could

in that event rule the country much as the present Czar rules

Russia.

As a rule, outside of Great Britain, the advocates of the
coUectivist program are also aware that their "Socialism"
is not that of the Socialist movement. In an article in

the Atlantic Monthly, Mr. John Martin, for example, indi-

cates the "State Socialist" tendency of present-day reform
measures in America, and at the same time shows that they
are removed as far as possible from that anti-capitalist trend
which is held by most Socialist Party leaders to be the es-

sence of their movement. Mr. Martin points to the irrigation

projects, the conservation of national resources, the railway
policy of the national administration, the expansion of the
Federal government, and the tendency towards compulsory
arbitration since the interference of President Roosevelt
in the coal strike of 1902, as being "Socialistic" and yet in

no sense class movements. They tend towards social recon-

struction and to greater social organization and order; and
there are no "logical halting places," says Mr. Martin, "on
the road to Collectivism." But so far is this movement
from a class movement in Mr. Martin's opinion that its

advance guard consists in part of millionaires like Mr.
Carnegie and Mrs. Sage, "who aim at a social betterment of

both getting and spending of fortunes," while " behind them,
uncommitted to any far-reaching theory, but patriotic and
zealous for an improved society, there are marching philan-

thropists, doctors, lawyers, business men, and legislators,

people of distinction." And finally the army is completed by
millions of common privates "for whose children the better

order will be the greatest boon." (The italicizing is mine.)
The privates apparently figure rather as mere recipients of

public and private benefactions chan as active citizens. (7)

Some of the reformers openly advise joining the Socialist

movement with the hope of using it for the purpose of reform
and without aiding it in any way to reach a goal of its own.
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Professor John Bates Clark, one of America'a most prominent
economists, says of the Socialist Party that it is legitimate
because it represents the aspirations of a large number of
woijingmen" and because "its immediate purposes are

"It has changed the uncompromising policy of oppoBuyr all half-way measures," continues Professor Clark. "It wefcTm^ reforms
and tries to enroU in its membership as many as possible of the re-
formers.

. In short, the Socialist and the reformer may walk
side by side for a considerable distance without troubling them-
selves about the unlike goals which they hope in the end to reach.

•

,.
the refonuers will have to do is to take the Socialistic

name, walk behmd a somewhat red banner, and be ready to break
ranks and leave the army when it reaches the dividing of the

Professor Clark, it will be seen, has no difficulty in suggest-mg a logical halting place on the road to collectivism":
namely, when the Socialists turn from collectivist reforms and
start out towards Socialism.

Anti-Socialists may share the Socialist ideal and even favor
all the reforms that the capitalists can permit to be put into
practice without resigning their powder and allowing the over-
throw of capitalism. But Socialists have long since seen a
way to mark off all such idealists and reformers— by pre-
senting Socialism for what it really is, not as an ideal, nor a
program of reform under capitalist direction, but as a method,
and the only practical method, of ending capitalist rule in
mdustry and government.
When Liebknecht insists on "the extreme importance of

tactics and the necessity of maintaining the party's class
struggle character," he makes "tactics," or the practical
methods of the movement, identical with its basic principle,
the class struggle." Kautsky does the same thing when

he says that Socialism is, both in theory and practice, a revolu-
tion against capitalism.

"Tho^ who repudiate political revolution as the principal
means of social transformation, or wish to confine the latter
to such measures as have been granted by the ruling class,"
says Kautsky, "are social reformers, n-o matter how much
theiT social ideas may antagonize existing forms of society."
•

T,^e Socialists' wholly practical grounds against "reform-
ism have been stated by Liebknecht, in his "No Com-

11
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promise." "Th's political Socialism, which in fact is only

philanthropic humanitarian radicalism, has retarded the

development of Socialism in France exceedingly," he wrote

in 1899, before 'ocialist politicians and "reformists" had

come into prominence lo other countries than France. "It

has diluted and blurred principles and weakened the Socialist

Party because it brought in^ > it troops upon which no reliance

could be placed at the decisive moment." If, in other words.

Socialism is a movement of non-capitalists against capitalists,

nothing could be more fatal to it than a reputation due chiefly

to success in bringing about reforms about which there is

nothing distinctively Socialistic. For this kind of success

could not fail ultimately to swamp the movement with re-

formers who, like Professor Clark, are not Socialists and never

will be.
.

It must not be inferred from this that Socialists are indif-

ferent to reform. They are necessarily far more anxious

about it than its capitalist promoters. For while many
"State Socialist" reforms are profitable to capitalism and

even strengthen temporarily its hold on society, they are

in the loi^ run indispensable to Socialism. But this does

not mean that Socialism is compolled to turn aside any of

its energies from its great task of organizing and educating

the workers, in order to hasten these reforms. On the con-

trary, the larger and the more revolutionary the Socialist

army, the easier it will be for the progressive capitalists to

overcome the conservatives and reactionaries. Long before

this army has become large enough or aggressive enough to

menace capitalism and so to throw all capitalists together

in a single organization wholly devoted to defensive measures,

there will be a long period— already begun in Great Britain,

France, and other countries— when the growth of Socialism

will make the progressive capitalists supreme by giving them

the balance of power. In order, then, to hasten and aid the

capitalistic form of progress, Socialists need only see that

their own growth is sufficiently rapid. As the Socialists are

always ready to support ever.' mea-sure of capitalist reform,

the capitalist progressivfs need only then secure enough

strength in Pariiaments so that their votes added to those

of the Socialists would form a majority. As soon as pro-

gressive capita -n is at all developed, reforms are thus auto-

matically aided by the Socialist vote, without the necessity

of active SociaUstparticipation— thus leaving the Socialists
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free to attend to matters that dejiend wholly on their own
efforts; namely, the organization and education of the non-

capitalist masses for aggressive measures leading towards

the overthrow of capitalism.

Opposition to the policy of absorption in ordinary reform

movements is general in the international movement out-

side of Great Britain. Eugene V. Debs, three times presiden-

tial candidate of the American Socialist Party, is as totally

opposed to " reformism " as are any of the Europeans. " The
revolutionary character of our party and of our movement," he
said in a personal letter to the present writer, which was pub-

lished in the Socialist press, "must be preserved in aU its

integrity at aU cost, for if that be compromised we had better

cease to exist. ... If the trimmers had their way we should

degenerate into bourgeois reformers. . . . But they w'". not

have their way." (Italics mine.)

No American Socialist has more ably smnmarized the

dangers opportimism brings to the movement than Professoi

George D. Herron in his pamphlet, "From Revolution to

Revolution," taken from a speech made as early as 1903.

Later events, it will be noted, have strikingly verified his

predictions as to the growing popularity of the word "Social-

ism" with nearly all political elements in this country.

"Great initiatives and revolutions," Herron says, "have always

been robbed of definition and issue when adopted by the class against

which the revolt was directed. . . .

"Let Socialists take knowledge and warning. The -possessing

class is getting ready to give the people a few more crumbs of what
is theirs. ... If it comes to that, they are ready to give some
thinra in the name of Socialism. . . . The old political parties will

be adopting what they are pleased to call Socialistic planks in their

platforms; and the churches will be coming with the insimd

'Christian Socialism,' and their hypocrisy and brotherly love. We
shall soon see Mr. Hanna and Bishop Potter, Mr. Hearst and Dr.

Lyman Abbott, even Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Bryan, posing as reason-

able kinds of Socialists. You will find the name of Socialism re-

peatedly taken in vain, and perhaps successfully. You will see the

Socialist movement bridled and saddled by capitalism, in the hope
of riding it to a new lease of capitalistic power. . . .

"But Socialism, like liberty or truth, is something you cannot

have a part of
;
you must have the whole or you will have nothing

;

you can only gain or lose the whole, you cannot gaiii or lose a part.

You may have municipal ownerships, nationalized transportation,

initiative and referendum, civil service refonns and many other
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capitalist concessions, and be all the farther away from Social

Democracy. . . . You may have any kind and number of reforms

you please, anj' kind and number of revolutions or revivals you
please, any kind and number of new ways of doing good you please,

It will not matter to capitalism, so long as it remains at the root of

things, the result of all your plans and pains will be gathered into

the Capitalist granary." (The italics are mine.)

Yet no Socialist dreams that the presence in the movement
of semi-Socialist or non-Socialist elements, which is both the

cause and the effect of reformism and compromise, is a
mere accident,, or that there is any device by which they may
either be kept out or eliminated— until the time is ripe. The
presence of opportunists and reformists in all Socialist parties

is as much an inevitable result at a certain stage of social

evolution as the appearance of Socialism itself. The time

will come when these "Mitlaiifer," as the Germans call them,

will either become wholly Socialist or will desert the move-
ment, as has so often happened, to become a part of the rising

tide of "State Socialism," but that day has not yet arrived.

The division of the organization at a certain stage into two
wings is held by the able Austrian Socialist, Otto Bauer, to

be a universal and necessary process in its development. The
first stage is one where all party members are agreed, since

it is then merely a question of the propaganda of general

and revolutionary ideas. The second stage (the present

one) arises when the party has already obtained a modest
measure of power which can be either cashed in and utilized

for immediate and material gains or saved up and held for

obtaining more power, or for both objects in degrees varying

according as one or the other is considered more important.

Bauer shows that these two policies of accumulating power
and of spending it arise necessarily out of the social composi-

tion of the party at its present stage and the general social

environment in which it finds itself.

At the third stage, he says, when the proletariat has come
to form the overwhelming majority of the population, their

campaign for the conquest of political power apfxars to the

possessing classes for the fir^t time as a threatening danger.

The capitalist parties then unite closely together against the

Social Democracy ; what once separated them now appears

small in comparison to the danger which threatens their

profits, their rents, and their monopolistic incomes. So there

arises again at this higher stage of capitalist domination, as waa
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the case at its beginning, "a Social Democracy in battle

against aU the possessing classes, against the whole power of
the organized state." (Italics mine.) (9) When the third

stage arrives, these reformists who do not intend to
leave the revolutionary movement, begin to get ready
to follow it. Already the most prominent reformist So-
cialists outside of England daim that their position is

revolutionary. This is true of the best-known German re-

formist, Bernstein ; it is true of Jaurfe ; and it is also true
of Berger in this country. Bernstein argues in his book,
"Evolutionary Socialism," that constitutional legislation is

best adapted to positive social-political work, "to the creation

of permanent economic arrangements." But he also says
that "the revolutionary way does quicker work as far as it

deals with removal of obstacles which a privileged minority
places in the path of social progress." As for choosing be-
tween the revolutionary and non-revolutionary methods, he
admits that revolutionary tactics can be abandoned only
when the non-propertied majority of a nation has become
firmly established in power; that is, when political democracy
is so deeply rooted and advanced that it can be applied suc-
cessfully to questions of property; "when a nation has
attained a position where the righte of the propertied minor-
ity have ceased to be a serious obstacle of social progress."

Certainly no nation could claim to be in such a position to-

day, unless it were, possibly, Australia, though there the
empire of unofcupied land gives to every citizen possibilities

at least of acquiring property, and relieves the pressure of

the class struggle until the country is settled. This view
of Bernstein's, let it be noted, is a far different one from that
prevailing in England— as expressed, for example, in an
organ of the Independent Labour Party, where it is said that
"fortunately 'revolution' in this country has ceased to be
anything more than an affected phrase." Certainly there
are few modern countries where the "propertied minority,"
of which Bernstein speaks, constitutes a more serious obstacle
to progress than it does in England.

Jaur^s's position is quite similar to that of Bernstein. He
declared in a recent French Congress that he was both a
revolutionist and a reformer. He indorses the idea of the
general strike, hut urges that it should not be used until the
work of education and propaganda has made the time ready,

"until a very large and strong organization is ready to back
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up the strikers," and until a large section of public opinion

is prepared to recognize the legitimacy of their object. He
Ba.ya he expects the time to arrive when "the reforms in the

interest of the whole working class which have been promised
will have been systematically refused," and then "the general

strike will be the only resource left " ; and finally cries, "Never
in the name of the working people will we give up the right

of insurrection." This position is verbally correct from the

Socialist standpoint, and it shows the power of the revolu-

tionary idea in France, when even Jaur^ is forced to respect

it. But any capitalist politician might safely use the same
expressions— so long, at least, as revolution is still far away.
So also Mr. Berger has written in the Sodcd Democratic

Herald of Milwaukee that "all the ballot can do is to

strengthen the power of resistance of the laboring people."

"We whom the western ultra class-conscious proletarians . . .

are wont to call 'opportunists,' " writes Berger, "we know right well

that the social question can no more be solved by street riots and
insurrections than by bombs and dynamite.

"Yet, by the ballot alone, it will never be solved.

"Up to this time men have always solved great questions by blood

and iron." Berger says he is not given to reciting revolutionary

phrases, but asserts that the plutocrats are taking the country in

the direction of "a \aolent and bloody revolution."

"Therefore," he says, "each of the 500,000 Socialist voters, and
of the two million workingmen who instinctively incliue our way,
should, besides doing much reading and still more thinking, also

have a good rifle and the necessaiy rounds of ammunition in his

home and be prepared to back up his ballot with his bullets if neces-

sary. . . . Now, I deny that dealing with a blind and greedy
plutocratic class as we are dealing in this country, the outcome can
ever be peaceable, or that any reasonable change can ever be brought
about by the ballot in the end.

"I predict that a large part of the capitalist class will be wiped
out for much smaller things . . . most of the' plutocratic class,

together with the politicians, will have to disappear as completely
as the feudal lords and their retinue disappeared during the French
revolution.

"That cannot be done by the ballot, or only by the ballot.

"The ballot cannot count for much in a pinch." (10) (My
itaUcs.)

And in another number Mr. Berger writes:

—

"As long as we are in the minority we, of course, have no rigfU

to force out opimon upon an unwilling majority . . . Yet we do not
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deny that qfter we have cominced the majority of the people, we are

ffi) "* °"® "^ ^^ minority should h4itateT(li)(^

Few wUl question the revolutionary nature of this languageHut such expressions have always been common at critical
moments, even among non-Socialists. We have only to
recall the "bloody-bridles" speech of a former populist
governor of Colorado, or the advice of the New York Evening
Journal that every citizen ought to provide against future
contmgencies by keeping a rifle in his home. Revolutionary
language has no necessary relation to Socialism.
Mr. Berger, moreover, has also used the threat of revolu-

tion, not as a progressive but as a reactionary force, not in
the sense of Marx, who believed that a revolution, when the
times were ripe and the Socialists ready, would bring in-
calculably more good than evil, but in the sense of the capital-
ists, for whom it is the most terrible of all possibilities. It iscommon for conservative statesmen to use precisely the same
threat to secure necessary capitalist reforms.
"Some day there will be a volcanic eruption," said Bergerm his first speech m Congress; "a fearful retribution will be

enacted on the capitalist class as a class, and the innocent
will suffer with the guilty. Such a revolution would throw
humanity back into semi-barbarism and cause even a tem-
porary retrogression of civilization."
Such is the language used against revolutions by conserv-

atives or reactionaries. Never has it been so applied by a
Marx or an Engels, a Liebknecht, a Kautsky or a Bebel.
Without underestimating the enormous cost of revolutions,
the most eminent Socialists reckon them as nothing compared
with the probable gains, or the far greater costs of continu-
ing present conditions. The assertion of manhood that is
involved in every great revolution from below in itself implies,m the Socialist view, not retrogression, but a stupendous
advance; and any reversion to semi-barbarism that may
take place in the course of the revolution is likely, in
their opinion, to be far more than compensated in other' di-
rections, even during the revolutionary period (to say nothing
of ultimate results).

*

Revolutionary phrases and scares are of course abhorred
by capitalistic parties, and considered dangerous, unless
there is some very strong occasion for reverting to their use.
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But such occasions are becoming more and more frequent.
Conservative capitalists are more and more grateful for any
outbreak that alarms or burdens the neutral classes and
serves as a useful pretext for that repression or reaction which
their interests require. Progressive capitalists, on the other
hand, use the very same disturbances to urge reforms they
desire, on the ground that such measures are necessary to
avoid "revolution." The disturbance may be as far as
possible from revolutionary at bottom. It is only necessary
that it should be sufficiently novel and disagreeable to attract
attention and cause impatience and irritation among those
who have to pay for it. Like the British strikes of 1911, it

may not cost the capitalist class as a whole one-hundredth
part of one per cent of its income. And it might be possible
to repress, within a short time and at no greater expense,
a movement many times more menacing. Provided it
serves to put the supporters of capitalism on their feet,
whatever they do as a result, whether in the way of repres-
sion or of reform, will be but to carry out long-cherished plans
for advancing their own interests, plans that would have
been the same even though there had been no shadow of a
"revolutionary" movement on the horizon. The only differ-
ence is that such pseudo-revolutionary or semi-revolutionary
disturbances serve as stimuli to put the more inert of the cap-
italist forces m motion, and, until the disturbances become
truly menacmg, strengthen the capitalist position.
The use of revolutionary phrases does not then, of itself,

demonstrate an approach to the revolutionary position,
though we may assume, on other grounds, that the majority
of the reformist Socialists, who take a revolutionary posi-
tion as regards certain future contingencies, are in earnest.
But this indicates nothing as to the character of their Social-
ism to-day. The important question is, how far their revo-
lutionary philosophy goes when directed, not at a hypothet-
ical future situation but to questions of the present moment.

In all the leading countries of the world, except Great
Britain, the majority of Socialists expect a revolutionary
crisis in the future, because they recognize, with that able
student of the movement, Professor Sombart, that "history
knows of no case where a class has freely given up the rights
which it regarded as belonging to itself." (12) This does not
mean that Socialists suppose that all progress must await
a revolutionary period. Engels insisted that he and hia
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associates were profiting more by lawful than by unlawful
and revolutionary action. It means that Socialists do not
believe that the capitalists will allow such action to remain
lawful long enough materially to increase the income of
the working class and its economic and political power as
compared with their own.

Jaurds's position as to present politics is based on the very
opposite view. "You will have to lead millions of men to
the borders of an impassable gulf," he says to the revolution-
ists, "but the gulf will not be easier for the millions of men
to pass over than it was for a hundred thousand. What
we wish is to try to diminish the width of the gulf which sep-
arates the exploited in present-day society from their sit-
uation in the new society." (13) the revolutionaries assert,
on the contrary, that nothing Socialists can do at the present
time can moderate the class war, or lessen the power of cap-
italism to maintain and increase the distance between itself
and the masses. In direct disagreement with Jaur^, they
say that when a sufficient numerical majority has been ac-
quired, especially in this day when the masses are educated,
it will be able to overcome any obstacle whatever, even what
Jaurds calls the impassable gulf— whether in the meanwhile
that gulf will have become narrower or wider than it is to-day,
and they believe that the day of this triumph would be
delayed rather than brought nearer if the workers were to
divert their energies from revolutionary propaganda and
organization, to political trading in the interest of reforms
that bring no greater gains to the workers than to their
exploiters. The revolutionary majority believes that the
best that can be done at present is for the workers to train
and organize themselves, and always to devise and study
and prepare the means by which capitalism can be most
successfully and economically assaulted when sufficient
numbers are once aroused for successful revolt.
When revolutionary Socialism is not pure speculation, it

takes the form of the present-day "class struggle" against
capitalism. The view that existing society can be gradually
transformed into a social democratic one, Kautsky believes
to be merely an inheritance of the past, of a period "when
it was generally believed that further development would
take place exclusively on the economic field, without the
necessity of any kind of change in the relative distribution of
political institutions." (Italics mine.) (14)
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• Neither a railroad [that is, its administration] nor a
ministry can be changed gradually, but only at a single
stroke," says Kautsky, to illustrate the sort of a change
Socialists expect. The need of such a complete change does
not decrease on account of any reforms that are introduced
before such a change takes place. "There are some politic-
ians," he says, "who assert that only despotic class rule
necessitates revolution; that revolution is rendered super-
fluous by democracy. It is claimed that we have to-day
sufl5cient democracy in all civilized countries to make pos-
sible a peaceable revolutionless development." (My italics.)
As means by which these politicians hope to achieve such a
revolutionless development, Kautsky mentions the gradual
increase of the power of the trade unions, the penetration
of Socialists into local governments, and finally the growing
power of Socialist minorities in parliaments where they are
supposed to be gaining increasing influence, pushing through
one reform after another, restricting the power of the capital-
ists by labor legislation and extending the functions of the
government. "So by the exercise of democratic rights upon
existing grounds, the capitalist society is [according to these
opportunists] gradually and without any shock growins; into
Socialism." (15)

"This idyl becomes true," Kautsky says, "only if we gran^
that but one side of the opposed forces [the proletariat] is

growing and increasing in strenj^h, while the other side [the
capitalists] remains immovably fixed to the same spot."
But he believes that the very contrary is the case, that the
capitalists are gaining in strength all the time, and that the
advance of the working class merely goads the capitalists
on "to develop new powers and to discover and apply new
methods of resistance and repression.^' (16)
Kautsky says that the present form of democracy, though

it is to the Socialist movement what light and air are to the
organism, hinders in no way the development of capitalism,
the organization and economic powers of which improve and
increase faster than those of the working people. "To be
sure, the unions are growing," say Kautsky, "but simul-
taneously and faster grows the concentration of capital and
its organization into gigantic monopolies. To be sure, the
Socialist press is growing, but simultaneously grows the party-
less and characterless press that poisons and unnerves even
wider circles of people. To be sure, wages are rising, but
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still faster rise the accumulations of profits. Certainly the
number of Socialist representatives in Parliament grows, but
still more rapidly sinks the significance and efficiency of this

institution, while at the same time parliamentary majorities,

like the government, fall into ever greater dependence on
the powers of high finance." (Possibly events of the past
year or two mark the beginning of the waning of the powers
of monopolists, and of the partial transfer of those powers
to a capitalistic middle class ; but exploitation of the working
doss continues under such new masters no less vigorously
than before.)

A recent discussion between Kautsky and the reformist
leader, Maurenbrecher, brought out some of these points
very sharply. (17) Maurenbrecher said, " In Parliament we
wish to do practical work, to secure funds for social reforms

—

so that step by step we may go on toward the transformation
of our class government." Kautsky replied that while the
revolutionaries wish also to do practical work in Parliament,
they can "see beyond"; and he says of Maurenbrecher's
view : "This would all be very fine, if we were alone in the
world, if we could arrange our fields of battle and our tactics

to suit our taste. But we have to do with opponents who
venture everything to prevent the triumph of the proletariat.

Comrade Maurenbrecher will acknowledge, I suppose, that
the victory of the proletariat will mean the end of capitalist

exploitation. Does he expect the exploiters to look on good-
naturedly while we take one position after another and make
ready for their expropriation ? If so, he lives under a mighty
illusion. Imagine for a moment that our parliamentary
activity were to assume forms which threatened the suprem-
acy of the capitalists. What would happen ? The capitalists

wouM try to put an end to parliamentary forms of govern-
ment. In particular they would rather do away with the uni-
versal, direct, and secret ballot than quietly capitulate to
the proletariat." As Premier von Buelow declared while
in office that he would not hesitate to take the measure that
Kautsky anticipates, we have every reason to believe that
this very coup d'itat is still contemplated in Germany— and
we have equally good reason to believe that if the Socialists
were about to obtain a majority in the governments of
France, Great Britain, or the United States, the capitalist

class, yet in control, would be ready to abolish, not only
universal suffrage and various constitutional rights, but any
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and all rights of the people that stood in the way of the main-
tenance of capitalistic rule. Declarations of Briand and
Roosevelt quoted in later chapters (Part III, Chapters VI
and VII) are illustrations of what might be expected.
The same position taken by Kautsky in Germany is taken

by Otto Bauer, who seems destined to succeed Victor Adler
(upon the latter's death or retirement) as the most represent-
ative and influential spokesman of the Austrian Party. Re-
viewing the political situation after the Vienna food riots of
1911, Dr. Bauer writes:—

"The illusion that, once having won equal suffrage, we mi^t
peacefully and gradually raise up the working class, proceeding
from one 'positive result ' to another, has been completely destroyed.
In Austria, also, the road leads to the increase of class oppositions,

to the heaping up of wealth on the one side, and of misery, revolt,

and embitterment on the other, to the division of society into two
hostile camps, arming and preparing themselves for war." (18)

Even though underlying economic forces should be found
to be improving Labor's condition at a snail's pace, instead
of actually heaping up more misery, no changes would be
required in any of the other statements, or in the conclusion
of this paragraph, which, with this exception, undoubtedly
expresses the views of the overwhelming majority of So-
cialists the world over.

"Democracy cannot do away with the class antagonisms
of capitalist society," says Kautsky, referring to the "State
Socialist" reforms of semidemocratic governments like those
of Australia and Great Britain. "Neither can we avoid the
final outcome of these antagonisms— the overthrow of
present society. One thing it can do. It cannot abolish the
revolution, but it can avert many premature, hopeless revo-
lutionary attempts and render superfluous many revolution-
ary uprisings. It creates clearness regarding the relative
strength of the different parties and classes."

The late Paul Lafargue stated the same principle at a
recent congress of the French Socialist Party, contending that,
as long as capitalists still control the national administration,
representatives are sent by the Socialists to the Chamber of
Deputies, not in the hope of diminishing the power of the cap-
italist State to oppress, but to combat this power, "to procure
for the Party a new and more magnificent field of baOie."



CHAPTER VII

THE REVOLUTIONARY TREND

With the exception of a few years (1899 to 1903) the rev-

olutionary and anti-" reformist " (not anti-reform) position

of the international movement has become stronger every

year. It is a relatively short time, not more than twenty
years, since the reformists first began to make themselves

heard in the Soci^st movement, and their influence increased

until the German Congress at Dresden in 1903, the Interiia-

tionai Congress of 1SK)4 at Amsterdam, and the definite

separation of the Socialists of France from Millerand at this

time and from Briand shortly afterwards (Chapter II). Since

then their influence has rapidly receded.

The spirit of the international movement, on the whole, is

more and more that of the great German Socialist Wilhelm
Ldebknecht, who advised the party to be " always on the of-

fensive and never on the defensive," (1) or of La Salle when
he declared, "True political power will have to be fought for,

and cannot be bought." (2)

The revolutionary poUcy of the leading Socialist parties

has not become less pronounced with their growth and ma-
turity as opponents hoped it would. On the contrary, all the

most important Socialist assemblies of the last t«n years,

from the International Congress at Paris in 1900, have re-

iterated or strengthened the old position. The Congress of

Paris in 1900 adopted a resolution introduced by Kautsky
which declared that the "Social Democracy has taken to itself

the task of organizing the working people into an army ready

for the social war, and it must, therefore, above all else, make
sure that the working classes become conscious of their inter-

ests and of their power." The great task of the Socialists at

the present time is the preparation of the social war of the

future, and not any effort to improve the capitalists' society.

The working classes are to be made conscious of their own
strength— which will surely not be brought about by any
reforms which, however much they may benefit the workers,

248
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favor equally or to a still greater degree the capitalistic and
governing classes.

The resolution continued : "The proletariat in a modem
democratic State cannot obtain political power accidentally.
It can do so only when the long and difficult work of the
political and economic organization of the proletariat is at
an end, when its physical and moral regeneration have been
accomplished, and when more and more seats have been won
in municipal arj other legislative bodies. . . . But where
the government is centralized, political power cannot be
obtained step by step." (The italics are mine.) (3)

According to the proposer and mover of this resolution and
Its supporters, nearly all, if not all, modern governments are
at the bottom centralized in one form or another. So the
resolution amounts to saying tliat political power cannot be
obtained step by step. The election of Socialist minoritiesm the legislatures can only be used to urge capitalism on its
work of bringing up the physical condition and industrial
productivity of the masses, and not for the purpose of or-
ganizing and educating them with he object of seizing the
reins of power, of overthrowing capitalism, and revolutionizing
the present form of government.
The resolution adopted at the following International

Congress at Amsterdam (in 1904) was necessitated by certain
ambiguities in the former one. Yet Kautsky's explanation of
his own meaning makes it quite clear that even the Paris
resolution was revolutionary in its intent, and the Amsterdam
Congresses, moreover, readopted its main proposition that
the bocial Democracy could not accept any participation in

government in capitalist society."
At this latter congress Jaurds's proposed reformist tactics

were definitely and finally rejected so that they have not even
been discussed at the later international gatherings. This
was a critical moment in the international movement ; for it
was about this time that the tend ncy to opportunism was at
its strongest, and this was the y. ar in which it was decided
against Jauros that all Millerands of the future, impatient
to seize immediate power in the name of Socialism, no matter
how sincerely they might hope in this wav to benpfit the
movement, should be looked upon a traitors to the cause.
i he terms upon which such power was secured or held were
considered necessarily to he such as to compromise the prin-
ciples of the movement. Socialists in high government
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positions, it was pointed out, by the very fact of their accept-

ance of such responsibilities, become servants of a capitalistic

administration— and of the economic regime it supports.

Jaurds began his argument with the proposition that the

difference between Socialism and mere reform consisted in

the fact that the former alone worked for "a total reaUzation

of all reforms " and "the complete transformation of capital-

istic i>roperty into social property" — which is merely the

statement of SociaUsm as an ultimate ideal, now indorsed

even by many anti-Socialists. He next quoted Idebknecht

to the effect that there were only 200,000 individuals in Ger-

many, and Guesde, JaurSs's chici Socialistopponent in France,

to the effect that the number was the same in the latter coun-

try, who, on account of thei" economic interests, were directly

and completely opposed to Socialism; and this being the

case, he held that the task of the body of working people

already organized by the Socialists against capitalism, was

gradually to draw all but this 200,000 into the Socialist ranks.

He concluded that it was the duty of the Socialists to "ward
off reaction, to obtain reforms and to develop labor legisla-

tion" bj' the help of this larger mass, which, when aaded to

their own numbers, constituted 97 or 98 per cent of the popu-

lation.

t goes without saying, replied the revolutionaries, that all

Socialists will lend their assistance to any elements of the

population who are fighting against reaction and in favor of

labor legislation and reform, but it does not follow that tliey

should consider this the chief part of their work, nor that they

should even feel it necessary to claim that the Socialists were

leading the non-Socialists in these matters.

In contrasting his section of the French Party with the

German movement, Jaur6s claimed that the French were

both more revolutionary than the German, and more practical

in their efforts at immediate reform. " You," he said, speak-

ing to the Germans, "have neither a revolutionary nor a

parliamentary activity." He reminded them that having

never had a revolution they could not have a revolutionary

tradition, that universal suffrage had been given to them from

above (by Bismarck), instead of having been conquered from

below, that they had been forced tamely to submit when they

had recently been robbed of it in Saxony. "You coutinue

in this way too often," he continued, "to obscure and to

weaken, in the German working class, the force of a revohi-
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tionary tradition already too weak through historic causes."
And finally be asserted that the German Socialists, who, a
year or so before this conference, had obtained the enormous
number of 3,000,000 votes, had been able to do nothing with
them in the Reichstag. He said that this was due in part
to the charaf^ter of the German movement, as shaped by the
circumstp.i'i r^f the past, and partly to the fact that the
Reichs^. ,, va^- powerless in the German government, and
claimc' th +' • *\ mu have been only too glad to follow

iurrr iS'.s' I p ^e, if they could have done so, just
r< orfct 1

*'
'

:\oi using revolutionary measures was
i:.rii.,u L'-ncnment was too strong for them.
on ikI* 1 J i_in;8, "you do not know which road
i ' . T.'fre vas expected from you after this

y, a program of action, a policy.

theF. (>Moh r-

as tiii'ir vu,

,

yo'i Will ^'hv-i".

I.rcat ' i. . y i

'

\oi •/It' r-i'i »rf

the public .1 sta,;'

-.ri .

you 'ave spied around, watched events

;

of ind was not ripe. And then before
your ow 1 ' or! nj? ci u^-i ^nd before the international working
class, you r . k »fi thr eebleness of your activity by taking
refuge in extreme theoretical formulas which your eminent
comrade, Kautsky, will furnish \,o >ou until the life goes out
of him." As time hasnotyet tested JaurSs's accusations, they
cannot yet be finally disproved or proved. The replies of
his revolutionary opponents at the Congress were chiefly
counter-accusations. But the later development of the Ger-
man movement gives, as I shall show, strong reasons why
JaurSs's criticisms should be accepted as being true only of the
reformist roi. >rity of the German Party.

Ji'irfes referred to the British unionists as an example of
the duccess of reformist tactics. Bebel was able to dispose
of this argument. "The capitalists of England are the most
able in the v.orld," he said. ' f next year at the general elec-
tions English Liberalism is vict « ious, it will a^ain make one of
you, perhaps John Bums, anL.»aer Secretary of State, not to
take an advauoe towards Socialism, but to be able to say to the
working peop't that it gives them voluntarily what has been
refused sifter a struggle on the Continent, in order to keep
the votes of the workers." (This is just what happened.)

"Socialism," he concluded, "cannot accept a share of
power; it is obliged to wait for all of the power."
The Amsterdam resolution, passed by a large majorit> after

this debate, was almost identical with that which had been
adopted by a vote of 288 to 11 at the Gcrm.in Congress at
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Dresden in the previous year (1903), and although the
Aiistrian delegates and others, nearly half the total, had ex-

pressed a preference for a substitute of a more moderate
character, they did not hesitate, when this motion was de-
feated, to indorse the more radical one that was finally

adopted. And in 1909, when this Dresden (or Amsterdam)
resolution came up for discussion at the German Congress of

Leipzig, it was unanimously reaffirmed. Those opposing it

did not dare to dispute it at all in principle, but merely ex-

pressed the mental reservation that it was qualified by another
resolution adopted at a recent Congress which had declared
that the party should be absolutely free to decide the question
of temporary political alliances in elections. As such electoral

combinations, valid only for the second ballot, and lapsing im-
mediately after the elections, had always been common, the
Dresden resolution was never meant by the majority of those
voting for it to forbid them. Its purpose was only to insiet

that the object of the Socialistsmust always be social revolution
and not reform, since, to use its own words, supreme political

power "cannot be obtained step by step."

"The Congress condemns most emphatically," the Dresden
resolution declared, "the revisionist attempt to alter our
hitherto victorious policy, a policy based upon the class

struggle
;
just as in the past we shall go on achieving power by

conquering our enemies, not by compromising with the existing

order of things." (My italics.) In a recent letter widely
quoted by the continental press, August Bebel contended that
in Germany at least the Social Democracy and the other
political parties have grown farther and farther apart during
the last fifty years. While Bebel claims that Socialists sup)-

port every form of progress, he insists that nevertheless they
remain fundamentalh-^ opposed even to the Libeial parties,

for the reason, as he explained at the Jena Congress (1905),
that "an opposition party can, on the whole, have no decisive in-

fluence until it gains control of the government," that until the
Socialists themselves have a majority, governments could be
controlled only by an alliance with non-Socialist parties.

"If you (the Socialist Party) want to have that kind of an
influence," said Bebel, "then stick your program in your
poclcot, leave the standpoint of your principles, concern your-
self only with purely practical things, and you will be cordially

welcome as allies." (Italics mine.) At the Nuremburg Con-
gress (1908) he said : "We shall reach our goal, not through
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little concessions, through creeping on the ground, and coming
down to the masses in this way, but by raising the masses up
to us, by inspiring them with our great aims."
Another question arose in the German Party which at the

bottom involved the same principles. It had been settled
that Socialists could not accept a share in any non-Socialist
administration, n^ matter how progressive it might be. But
if a social reform government is ready to grant one or more
measures much desired by Socialists, shall the latter vote the
new taxes necessary for these measures, thus affording new
resources to a hostile government, and shall it further support
the annual budget of the administration, thus extending the
powers of the capitalist party that happens to be in power ?
The Socia'ist policy, it is acknowledged, has hitherto been to
vote for these individual reforms, but never to prolong the
life of an existing non-Socialist government. The fundamental
question, says Kautsky, is to whom is the hvdget granted, and
not what measures are proposed. "To grant the budget,"
he says, "means to give the government tlie right to raise
the taxes provided for ; it means to put into the hands of the
governor the control of hundreds of millions of money, as well
as hundreds of thousanos of people, laborers and officeholders,
who are paid out of these millions." That is to say, the
Socialist Party, according to ' g reasoning of Kautsky and the
overwhelming majority of Socialists, wherever it has become
a national factor of the first importance, must remain an
opposition party— until the main purpose for which it

exists has been accomplished; namely, the capture of the
government, and for this purpose it must make every effort
to starve out one administration after another by refusing
supplies. At the National Congress at Nuremburg in 1908
it -vas decided by a two-thirds vote that in no one of the
confederated governments of Germany would Socialists be
allowed to vote for any gov( rnnient other than that of their
own party, no matter how radical it might be, unless under
altogether extraordinary circinnstances, such as are not
likely to occur. Some of the ..('legates of South Germany
said that they would not be bound by this decision, but later
a number expressed their willingness to accede to it, while
others of them were foiced to to so by the local congresses of
their own party.
This question was brought up at the German Congress at

Leipzig in 1909. The parties in possession of the govern-

i
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ment had proposed a graduated inheritance tax, which nearly

all Socialists approve. Moreover, a pari of the taxes of the

year would be used for social reforms. Favoring as they did

the change in the method of taxation, would the Socialist

members of the Reichstag be justified in voting for the pro-

posed tax at the third reading ? All agreed that it was well to

express their friendly attitude to this form of tax at the earlier

readings, but approval at the third reading might have the

effect of finally turning over a new sum of money to an un-

friendly government; although it would be collected from

the wealthier classes alone, it might be expended largely for

anti-democratic purposes. The revolutionaries, with whom
stood the chairman of the convention, the late Paul Singer,

were against voting for the tax on the third reading, for they

argued that if the Socialists granted an increased income to

a hostile government merely because they were pleased with

the form of the taxes proposed, it might become possible in

the future for capitalist governments to secure Socialist

financial support in raising the money for any kind of re-

actionary measures merely by proving that they were not

obtaining the means for carrying them out from the working

people.

Half of the members of the Parliamentary group, on the

other hand, decided in favor of voting for the tax on the third

reading, the reformists largely on the ground that it would

furnish the means for social reforms, Bebel and others, how-

ever, on the entirely different ground that if the upper classes

had to pay the bill for imperialism and militarism, the increase

of expenditures on armaments would not long continue.

The " radical " Socialists represented by Ledebour proposed

that not one penny should be granted the Empire except in

return for true constitutional government by the Kaiser.

Certainly this was not asking too much, even though it

would constitute a political revolution, for the majority of

the whole Reichstag afterwards adopted a resolution pro-

posed by Ledebour demanding such guarantees. In other

words, he would make all other questions second to that of

political power— no economic reform whatever being a suf-

ficient price to compensate fur turning aside from the effort

to obtain democratic government, i.e. more power.

Bebel, however, said he would have voted for the bill if he

had been present, though he made it clear both at this and

at the succeeding congress that he had no intention of

m
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affording the least support to a capitalistic administration
(see below).

It appears that Bebel's position on this matter is really the
more radical. Ledebom- and Singer seemed to feel that the
further democratization of the government depends on
Socialist pressure. The more revolutionary view is that
capitalism in Germany, with the irresponsible Kaiser, the
unequal Reichstag election districts, the anti-democratic
suffrage law and constitution in Prussia, is impregnable—
but that the progressive capitalists may themselves force
the reactionaries to take certain steps toward democracy in
order^ to check absolutism, bureaucracy, church influence,

agrarian legislation, and certain excesses of miUtarism.
(See the previous chapter.) The position of the "radicals"
was that capitalism was so profoundly reactionary that even
the shifting of the burdens of taxation for military purposes
to capitalist shoulders should not check it. Bebel's view
was more revolutionary. For even conceding to capitalism
the possibility of checking armaments and ending wars, and
of establishing semidemocratic governments on the French
or English models, he finds the remainder of the indictment
against it quite sufficient to justify the most revolutionary
policy.

However, the main question was not really involved at this
Congress. A government might be supported on this tax
question and the support be withdrawn later when it came
to a critical vote on the budget as a whole, or on some other
favorable occasion.

It was only at the Congress at Magdeburg, in 1910, that the
latter question was finally disposed of. The Magdeburg
Congress not only reaffirmed the revolutionary policy pre-
viously decided upon by the German and International
Congresses ah^ady mentioned, but it also showed that the
revolutionary majority, stronger and more determined than
ever, was ready and able to carry out its intention of forcing
the reformist minority to follow the revolutionary course.
This congress, besides more accurately defining the view of
the revolutionary majority, made clearer than ever the pro-
found differences of opinion in the Socialist camp. The sub-
ject under discussion was : Can a SociaUst party support a
relatively progressive capitalist government by voting for the
budget when no fatal danger threatens the party's existence,
such as some coup d'etat 1 Seventeen of the twenty Socialist

t:\
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members of the Legislature of Baden, without any such excuse,
had supported a more or less progressive government and
kept it in power, the very action that had been so often for-

bidden.

The importance of this act of revolt lay in the fact that the
government the Socialists had supported, however progressive
it might be, was frankly anti-Socialist. On several occasions
the IMme Minister, Herr von Bodman, has made declarations
of the most hostile character, as, for instance, that no em-
ployee of the government could be a Social-Democrat, and
that the local officials should make reports of the personnel
of the army recruits "so that those of Social-Democratic
leanings could be properly attended to." After one of these
declarations, even the Socialist members of the legislature

who had previously planned to vote for the government, were
repelled, and decided that was impossible to carry out their

intentions. The Prime Minister thereupon mjjde a con-
ciliatory speech for the purpose of once more obtaining this

vote. But even this speech was by no means free from the
most marked hostility to Socialism. "To portray the Social-

Democracy as a mere disease is not correct," said he; "it is

to be cast aside in so far as it fights the monarchy and the
political order. But, on the other hand, it is a tremendous
movement for the upHft of the fourth estate, and therefore it

deserves recognition."

It will be seen that the Prime Minister withdrew nothing
of his previous accusations. But the Baden Social-Democrats
finally decided that, if they did not support him, some impor-
tant reforms would be lost, especially a proposed improve-
ment of the suffrage for town and towTiship officials. This
was not a very radical advance, for even the Frantfurter
Zeitung, a strongly anti-Socialist organ, wrote that "from
the standpoint of consistent Liberalism the bill left so many
aspirations and so many just demands unfulfilled that even
the parties of the left, not to speak of the Social-Democrats,
would be justified in declining to pass the measure."

Indeed the South German reformists do not really pre-
tend that it is any one particular reform that justifies laying
aside or temporarily subordinating the fight against capitalist

government. At the Nuremburg Congress in 1908 the ground
given for an act of this kind was that if Socialists did not vote
for that budget particularly, a large number of the officials

and workingmen employed by the government would fail to
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receive the raise of wapres or salary that it offered. Herr
Frank, spokesman of tht- Ba/kn Party, now defended the
capitalist government of Baden and the Socialist action in
supporting it, on the general ground that advantages cmdd
thus be secured for the working classes. Of course, this brings
up immediately the question: if moderate material advan-
tages are all the working people are striving for, why cannot
some other party which has mqre power than the Socialists
give still more of these advantages? Indeed, the fact that
all these reforms were supported by capitalist parti*'x and were
allowed to pass by a frankly capitalistic government (pro-
gressive, no doubt, but anti-Socialist), gives this govemrrient
and these parties a superior claim to the credit of havmg
brought the reforms about.
What were "the advantages for the struggle of the working

class" that Frank and his a.ssociates could obtain by voting
for the Baden Budget of 1910— besides the extension of the
suffrage ? First importance was placed upon school reforms.
Several religious normal schools were abolished ; women were
permitted to serve on municipal committees for school affairs
and charities; the wages of teachers were somewhat in-
creased

; school girls were given an extra year
; physicians

were introduced into the schools ; and a law was passed by
which, for the first time, children were no longer forced to take
religious instruction against the will of their parents. Social-
Democrats in the legislature wore allowed for the first time
to write the leports for important committees, such as those
<jn the schools, factory inspection, and town or township taxa-
tion. Aside from these considerable improvements in the
schools and in the election law, the only advantage of im-
portance was a decrease of the income tax for those who earn
less than 1400 marks ($350). One might have expected that
a government which claims to be progressive, to say nothing
of being radical or Socialistic, would altogether have exempted
from taxation incomes as small as 83.50— modest even for
Germany. Frank mentions also that 100,000 marks ($20,000)
was appropriated for insurance against unemployment, but
this sum is trifling for a State the size of Baden.

It was not denied by the radical Socialists that such measures
are desirable, but they did not feel that it was worth while,
on that account, to lay aside their main business, that of
building up a movement to overthrow capitalist government.
As I have shown, capitalist governments may be expected

I
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continually to inaugurate programs of reform which, while

strengthening capitalism, are incidentally of more or less

benefit to the working class. This is neither any part of

Socialism, nor does it tend towards decreasing the economic

disparity between the classes.

"If small concessions and trifles have been referred to,"

said the revolutionary Karl Liebknecht, "it must not be

understood that by this it is meant to undervalue the practical

work of the Badenese, but that what has been attained is

considered to be small, when measured by the greatness of our

aims. The so-called radicals, these are the true reformers,

the realistic political reformers who do not overlook the forest

on account of the trees."

Bebel, in two long speeches delivered at this Congress, de-

fined the Socialist attitude to existing governments and exist-

ing political parties in a way that no longer leaves it possible

that any earnest student of Socialism can misunderstand it.

He was supported by the overwhelming majority of the Con-

gress when he said that the policy of the Baden Social-

Democrats meant practically the support of the National

Liberals; that is to say, of the conservative party of the large

capitalists. The SociaUsts of Germany all consider that the

parties nearest related to theirs are the Radical or small

capitaUst parties, formerly called the "Freethinkers" and

the "People's" parties (Freisinnige and Volkspartei) and

now unit^ under the name Progressive Party. But a tacit

alliance with these alone could not have been brought about

in Baden, so that the Socialists there favored going so far as

to ally themselves for all practical purposes with the chief

organization representing the bankers, manufactures, and

employers— with the object, of course, of overcoming the

conservatives, the Catholic and aristocratic parties.

"Now all of a sudden we hear that our tactics are false,

that we must ally ourselves with the National Liberals," said

Bebel. "We even have National Liberals in our party. ... Bnt

ifone is a National Liberal, then one must get out. The Badenese

speak of the great results which they have obtained with the

help of the Great Alliance [i.e. an alliance with both National

Liberals and Radicals]. Now results which are reached with

the help of the National Liberals don't bring us very far.

"If we combine with capitalistic parties, you can bet a

thousand to one that we are the losers by it. It is, so to speak,

a law of nature, that in a combination of the right and the left

[Bi
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the right draws the profits. Such a combination cripples
criticism and places us under obligations."

" The government can well conciliate the exploited dasaea in
caae of necesaity, hut never with a fundamental aocial trana-
fonnation in the direction of the socialization of society." The
reader must here avoid confusion. Bebel does not say that
the ruling class cannot or will not bring about great legislative
and political reforms, such as large governmental undertak-
ings of more or less benefit to every class of the community
like canals or railways, but that such measures as are con-
ceded to the Socialist pressure and at the same time actually
^ork in the direction of Socialism are few and insignificant.
Bebel's meaning is clear if we remember that we do not move
towards SociaUsm unless the reforms when taken together are
suflScient both to counteract governmental changes and the auto-
matic movement of society in the opposite direction.
Frank tried to make out that his action and that of his

companions in allying themselves with a progressive capitalist
government was similar to that taken by the Socialists in other
countries. He mentioned Denmark, England, and Austria,
and one of the governments of Switzerland (Berne), and also
claimed that the Belgians would probably support a Liberal
government in case they and the Liberals gained a majority.
AH these statements except one (that concerning England)
Bebel denied. We do not need to take his interpretation of
the Austrian situation, however, any more than Frank's, for
an Austrian delegate, Schrammel, was present and explained
the position of his party. "If wo voted for the immediate
consideration of the budget, we voted only for taking up the
question and not for the budget itself. ... I declare on
this occasion that the comrades can rest assured as to our
conduct in the Austrian Parliament, that we would under
no circumstances vote for a budget without having the con-
sent of our comrades in the realm. We will not act inde-
pendently, but will always submit ourselves to the decisions
of the majority taken for that particular occasion." It would
seem from this that the Austrians are considering the possi-
bility of voting for the liudget under certain circumstances.
But the Germans would also do this much, and it is uncertain
whether the cases in wiiich the Austrians would take this
action would be any more frequent.
As to the English attitude, Bebel said : "The English can-

not serve us as a model for all things, first because England

^?
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has quite other conditions, and secondly, because there is no
great Social-Democratic Party there at the present moment.
Marx would no longer point to trade unions there as the
champions of the European proletariat. From 1871 Marx
showed the German Social-Democracy that it was its duty to

take the lead. We have done this, and we will continue to do
it, if we are sensible." As to Denmark, Bebel said that he
was assured by one of the most prominent representatives

of the Danish movement that even if the Socialists and Radi-
cals had secured a majority in the recent elections, that the
former would not have become a part of the administration.

France had also been mentioned by some of the speakers,

since Jaur^s and his wing of the French Party had at one time
favored the policy of supporting a progressive capitalist

government. But Bebel reminded the Congress that Jaur^s

had expressly declared that he had not been persuaded to

vote against the budget by the resolution to that effect passed

at the International Congress of Amsterdam, but that, after a
long hesitation, he did it "out of his own free conviction."

Bebel did not hesitate to condemn roundly those who were
responsible for this latest effort to lead the party to abandon
its principles. He did not deny that a majority of the or-

ganization in Baden and also in Hesse agreed with its rep-

resentatives. But he attributed this partly to the fact that

the revisionists controlled the Baden party newspapers, which
he accused of being partisan and of not giving full information,

and partly to the regrettable influence of "leaders." Similar

conditions occur internationally, and Bcbel's words, like so

much that was said and done at this Congress, have the

highest international significance.

"The peoples cannot at all grasp why one still supports

a government which one would prefer to set aside to-day rather

than to-morrow," he said. "A part of our leaders no longer

understand, and no longer know what the masses have to suffer.

You have estranged yourselves too much frf)m the masses.

"Formerly it was said that the consuls should take care that

the state suffers no harm. To-dny one must say, let the masses

take care that the leaders prepare no harm. Democratic distrust

against everybody, even against me, is necessary. Attend, to

your editors." These expressions, like the others I have
quoted, received the greatest applause from the Congress.

It was almost unanimously ar^reed that, although the

Socialist members of the Baden legislature had acted against
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the decision of the previous Nuremburg Congress, it was
neither wise nor necessary to proceed so far as expulsion, and
Bebel especially wtis in favor of acting as leniently as possible,
but this does not mean that he found the slightest excuse for
the minority or that he failed to let them understand that he
would fight them to the end, if they did not yield in the future
to the radical majority.

"If a few among us should be mad enough," he said, "to think
of a split, I know it is not coming. The masses w ill have nothing
to do with it, and if a small body should follow, it would not take
three months until we would have them again in our armies. Our
friends ii: South Germany who are against our resolution ought to
ask themseivcs if, since the Nuremburg Congress, there has not
appeared a noteworthy reversal of sentiment. Now to-day North
Bavaria is thoroughly against the granting of the budget. Nurem-
burg IS decidedly against it. Stuttgarters and others who spoke
at that time occupied an entirely different standpoint to-day. The
Hessian minority against the granting of the budget was never as
strong as it is to-day. In Hanover voices are to be heard which
expressed themselves very differently before, but are now also
against it. If anybody thinks that he can easily escape from all
these phenomena, then he is mightily mistaken. I guarantee that I
could draw out quite another sentiment in Baden." "Tiy once !"

it was called out from the audience, and Bebel answered : "Yes, we
are ready to do this if we must. The proletarians of Baden would
have to be no proletarians at all if it were otherwise."

The principal resolution on the question, signed by a large
mmority of the Congress, proposed that any persons who
voted for a budget by that very act automatically "stood
outside the party." Bebel said that this was not the cus-
tomary rnethod of the organization, and pointed out that no
means were provided in the constitution of the party for
throwing out a whole group, that the constitution had been
drawn up only for individuals, and provided that any one to be
expelled should receive a very thorough trial. As opposed
to this resolution, he offered a report in the name of the ex-
ecutive committee of the party, which stated, however, that
there was no fundamental difference of opinion between the
executive and the signers of tlie resolution above mentioned,
but only a difference as to method.
This report declared : "We are of the opinion that in case

the resolution of the party executive is passed, and notwith-
standing this the resolution is not respected, that then the
conditions are present for a trial for exclusion accorduig to

f
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Article 23 of the oganization statutes." This article says:

"No one can belong to the party who is guilty of gron mis-

conduct against the party program or of a diBnonorable

action, fixclusion of a member may also take place if his

persistent acts against the resolutions of his party organiza-

tion or of the party congress damage the interests of the party."

The passage of Bebel's resolution, by a vote of 289 to 80,

was an emphatic repudiation of reformism. In the minor-
ity, besides the South Germans, were to be found a consider-

able proportion of the delegates from a very few of the

many important cities of North Germany, namely, Hanover,
Dresden, Breslau, and Magdeburg, together with an insignifi-

cant minority from Berlin and Hamburg.
The South Germans claimed to be fairly well satisfied

with the somewhat conciliatory resolution of Bebel in spite

of his strong talk. But, as has been the case for many years,

they were very aggressive and, in closing the debate, Frank
made some declarations which brought the Congress to take
even a stronger stand than Bebel had proposed.

"To-day I say to you in the name of the South Germans," said

Frank, "that we have the very greatest interest in union and har-

mony in the party. We will do our duty in this direction, but no
one of us can declare to you to-day what will happen in the budget
votings of the next few years. That is a question of conditions."

This remark caused a great disturbance and was taken by the ma-
jority as a defiance and a warning that the South Germans intended

to support capitalistic governments in the future. In fact, other

remarks bv Frank left no doubt of this. " In Nuremburg," he said

"we rested our case on the contents of certain points of the budget,

namely, the increase of the wages of laborers, and the salaries of

officials. This time we gave the political situation as a ground.
These are, as Bebel will concede, different things." . . . Frank
went on to say that he and his associates would obey the resolution

of the Congress not to vote for the budget wndcr the particular condi-

tions proscribed at Nuremburg or at Magdeburg. "But," he sud,
"do you beli«!ve that there ever exists a situation in the world which
is exactly like another ? Do you believe that a budget vote to-day

must absolutely be like a budget vote two years from now?"

That is to say, Frank openly and defiantly announced
that the South Germans might easily find some new reason

for doing wha^ they wanted to do in the future, in spite of

the clear will of the Congress.

A new resolution was then brought in by the majority

to this effect :
" in view of the declaration of Comrade Frank
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in his conclusion that he and his friends must take exception
to the position taken in the resolution of the Congress, we
move that the following sentence from the declaration of
Comrade Bebel in support of the motion of the party execu-
tive should be raised to the position of a resolution; namely,
'We are of the opinion that in case the resolution of the party
executive is passed, and notwithstanding the resolution is
disrespected, that then the conditions are present for a trial
for exclusion according to article 23 of the organization
statutes.'

"

When this motion was put, Frank and the South Germans
left the room, and it was carried by 228 to 64, the minority
this time consisting mostly of North Germans. This vote
showed the very highest number that could be obtained from
other sections to sympathize with the South Germans ; for
the resolution in its finally accepted form was certainly a
very sharp one, and Richard Fisher, a member of the Reich-
stag from Berlin, and others for the first time took a stand
with the minority. It is doubtful, however, whether the
total support the South Germans secured at any and all
points together with their own numbers reached aa high a
figure as 120 or one third of the Congress. In the matter
of their right openly to disobey the majority, the Baden Party
could not even secure this vote, but was only able to bring
together against the majority (consisting of 301) seventy-
one delegates, nearly all South Germans.

It appears, then, that the overwhelming majority of the
German Party is unalterably opposed to "reformism,"
"revisionism," opportimism, compromise, or any policy
other than that of revolutionary Socialism. For not only the
question of supporting capitalist governments, but all similar
policies, were condemned by these decisive majorities.
How much this means may be gathered from the fact that

"revisionists" as the "reformists" are called in Germany,
practically propose that the Socialist Party should resolve
itself for an indefinite period into an ordinary democratic
reform party in close alliance with other non-Socialist parties.
"The weightiest step on the road to power," wrote the

revisionist Maurenbrecher, "is that we should succeed in
the coming Reichstag in shaping the Liberal and Social-
Democratic majority (formed) for defense against the con-
servatives, into a positive and effective working majority."
In discussing the support of the budget by the Social-Demo-
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crats of Baden, Quessel explained definitely what kind of

positive and effective work such an alliance would be expected

to undertake; namely, "To fight personal government [of

the Kaiser], to protect earnestly the interest of the consumers

against the exploiting agrarian politicians, to undertake lim-

itations of armaments on the basis of international treaties,

to introduce a new division of the election districts [which

has not been done since 1871], and to bring about a legal

limitation of the hours of labor to ten at the most."

Abeady the radical parties now united, favor all these

measures except the limitation of armaments, which from the

analogy with peace movements in other countries, and cer-

tain indications even in Germany, they may favor within

a very few years. Quessel's program is that of the non-

Socialist reformers, and a step, not towards Socialism, but

towards collectivist capitalism.

Karl Kautsky has dealt with the immediate bearing in

German Socialism of what he calls "the Baden rebellion,"

at some length, in answer to Maurenbrecher, Quessel, and
others. (4) "The idea of an alliance from Bassermann
[the National Liberal leader] to Bebel appears at the first

glance tn be quite reasonable," he writes, for "divided we
are nothing, united we are a power. And the immediate
interest of the Liberals and of the Social-Democrats is the

same :
* the transformation of Germany from a bureaucratic

feudal state into a constitutional, parliamentary, Liberal,

and industrial State.' " Kautsky, however, combats the

proposed alliance, from the standpoint of the Social-

Democratic Party, along three different lines. First, he
shows that the purposes of the Liberals in entering into

such a combination are entirely at variance with those of tlie

Socialists ; second, that the Liberals are discredited befure

the German people and are not likely to have the principle

or the capacity even to obtain those limited reforms which
they have set on their program, and, third, that even if the

two former reasons did not hold, the Socialists would necessa-

rily have everything to lose by such common action.

The second argument seems to prove too much. Kautsky
reasons that neither the Radical not the Liberal parties can
be relied upon even to carry out their own platforms :

—

"The masses now trust the Social Democracy exclusively because

it is the only party which stands in irreconcilable hostility to the
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reignmg regime, which does not treat with it, which does not sell
pnnciples for offices ; the only one which swings into the field ener-
getically against militarism, pei'sonal government, the three-class
election system, the hunger tyranny [the protective tariff]. On this
depends the tremendous efficiency which our party has to-day. On
this depends the great results which it promises us The whole
effect of the Great Alliance policy [the proposed alliance of Socialists
with the Radicals and National Liberals], if ever it became possible
in the nation, at the best would be this : that we would serve to the
Liberals as the .step on which they would climb up into the govern-
ment crib, in order to continue the same reactionary policies which
are now being carried on, with a few unimportant variations : im-
pCTiahsm, the naval policy, increase of the army, the increase of
officials, the continuation of the protective tariff pohcy, and the
postponement of Prussian electoral reforms."

But if the Liberals and Radicals refuse to carry out their
own pledges, the conclusion would seem to be, not Kautsky's
revolutionary one, but that the Socialists, far from stopping
with a mere alliance, must take up the Liberals' or the
Radicals' functions, as the "reformists" desire. However,
there are strong grounds for believing that the Liberals in
Germany will at last rise to the level of their own opportu-
nities, as they have done in other countries. Already, the
last Reichstag passed a resolution demanding that the Kaiser
should be held responsible to that body, which means an end
to personal rule ; already the Radicals are in favor of Prussian
electoral reform, and would undertake sweeping, if not satis-
factory, changes in the tariff; and already the agitation
against militarism is sincere and profound among those power-
ful elements of the capitalists whose interests are damaged by
it, as well as among the "new middle-class." If the present
tendencies continue, why may not the Radicals go farther ?
Is it not probable even that the Reichstag election districts
will be equalized, and possible that equal suffrage in Prussia
will be established by their support? For if the Radicals
recognized, like those of other countries, that equal suffrage
would render the reforms of capitalist collectivism feasible,
they could considerably increase their vote by means of these
reforms and hold the balance of power for a considerable
period; the Sociali-sts would be far from a majority, as they
would thus lose those supporters who have voted with them
solely because for the moment the Socialists were advancing
the Radical program more effectively than the Radicals.

ft
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The chief Sociahst argument against any political alliance
with capitalist parties is, however, of a more general character
Referring to the elections of 1912, Kautsky said : —
"How far they will bring us an increase in seats cannot be deter-

mined to-day. ... But an increase of votes is certain— if we
remain what we have been, the deadly enemy of the existing social
and political condition, which is oppressing the masses more cruelly
all the time, and for the overthrow of which they are all the time
more ardently longing. If, on the other hand, we go into the electoral
struggle arm m arm with the Freethinkers (Radicals) or even with
the National Liberals, if we make ourselves their accc -plices if we
declare ourselves ready for the same miserable behavior which the
Freethinkers made themselves guilty of by entering into an alliance
with von Buelow, we may disillusion the masses ; we may push them
from us and kill political life. If the Social Democracy ceases to be
an opposition party, if even this party is ready to betray its friends
as soon as it becomes by such means "capable of governing," those
who are oppressed by present-day conditions will lose all confidence
in progress by pohtical struggle ; then we shall be sowing on the one
side the seeds of political indifference and on the other those of an
anarchistical labor unionism." (Italics mine.) (4)

Here is the generally accepted reason for the Socialist's
radical attitude. In most countries Socialists are unwilling
to make themselves accomplices in what they consider to
be the political crimes of all existing governments. Especially
do they feel that no reform to which the capitalists would
conceivably consent would justify any alliance. The inevit-
able logic ofKautsky 's own position is that, even if the liberals
in Germany and elsewhere do undertake a broad program of
reform, including all those Kautsky mentions as improbable
no sufficient ground for an alliance is at hand.

'

Kautsky himself now admits that there seems to be a re-
vival of genuine capitalistic Liberalism in Germany, which
may lead the Liberal parties to become more and more
radical and even ultimately to democratize that country—
with the powerful aid, of course, of the Social-Democrats.
Evidence of this possibility he saw both in the support given
by Liberals of all shades to Socialist candidates in many of
the second ballots (in the election of 1912) and the fact that
Bebel secured the overwhelming majority of Liberal votes as
temporary President, while another revolutionary Socialist.
Scheideniann, was actually elected by their aid as first tem-
porary Vice President of the Reichstag.
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Kautsky asserts cautiously that this denotes a possiblerevolution m German Liberalism. He again mentio??Im-
perialism as the great issue that forbids even temporary co-operation between Socialists and the most advanced oi theRadicals But he admits that the rapid development of

nrnSfcf K '^'^^'*^i"
Countries will probably check the

profits to be made by Europe and America from their eco-nomic development. And after Imperialism begins to wane
in popularity among certain of the middle classes, i.e. the
salaried and professional classes, he thinks the latter mayturn to genuine democratic, though capitalistic, LiberalismHe reaches this conclusion u-ith some hesitation, however
These new middle classes differ fundamentally from the oldermiddle classes, which were composed chiefly of small farmers
shopkeepers, and artisans. The old middle classes, whenthey found themselves in a hopeless position, have often
joined with the proletariat to bring about revolutions, only
to betray it, however after thoy had won. The new middle
class IS most dependent on the large capitalists for favorand promotion, and so is not in the least revolutionary Itdoes not care to fight ^^^th the proletariat until the »^tter be-comes very strong, but when victory seems possible bv aconcerted action will be ready, because of its lack of prop-
erty, to stand steadfastly for Socialism.

^
The question romains as to when such a Socialist victory

will be imminent. Kautsky holds that as soon asTmpZriahsm fails as a propaganda, the ground is ready for Socialism

twoZf.*"'
""^ fV"^ new middle class then dividesIntotwo parts one of which remains reactionary, while the otherbecomes Socialistic {Berliner Vorwaerts, February 25 I912T

I have sho^v•n that after Imperialism, on the contrary, wemay expect a temporarily successful Liberal policy based on
capitahstic collectivism and even on complete political d^mocracy, where the small armers are sufficiently nume outThis view would accord with the latest opinion of Kautsky
except that he expects the new policy to be supported chieflyby the salaried and professional classes. I have proved, onthe contrary that .t u to the economic interest also of aUthose capitalists, whether large or small, who are deeply
rooted in the capitalist system and therefore want its evolu-
tion to continue. In favor of " State Socialism." therefore

2L^ T"* "'"'^ ''•^'''' *"•'* niagnates. the prosperousmiddle and upper groups of farmers, and those renmin^
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capitalists who either through their economic or through
their political position have no cause to be alarmed at the
present concentration of capital. Against the collectivist

tendency will be all those capitalists who want to compete
%vith trusts, city landlords, and real estate dealers, and finan-

cial magnates whose power consists largely in their control
over the wealth of inactive large capitalists or small in-

vestors.

Kautsky has begun to see that a progressive capitalistic

policy may take hold of the professional and salaried classes

in Germany ; he would probably not deny that in many
other countries it is being taken up by certain groups of
capitalists also, and that this same tendency may soon be
seen in Germany. And when it is, the German Socialists

will obviously be less anxious about the fate of much-needed
reforms, will find themselves able more frequently to trust
these reforms to capitalistic progressives, and will give them-
selves over more largely than ever to the direct preparation
of the masses for the overthrow of capitalist government.
That is to say, the Socialist movement, like all the other

forces of individual and social life, becomes more aggressive

as it becomes stronger— and it is, indeed, inexplicable how
the opposite view has spread among its opponents.
Not only does it seem that the German movement is

showing little or no tendency to relax the radical nature of
its demands, but it does not appear that its enemies are, for

the present at least, to be given the satisfaction of seeing
even a minority split off from the main body. That a split

may occur in the future is not improbable, but if the move-
ment continues to grow as it has grown, it can afford to lose

many minorities, just as it has suffered comparatively little

damage from the desertion of several prominent individual
figures.

It is true that the division of opinion in the Party might
now be sharper but for the artificial unity created by the great
fight for a more democratic form of government that lies

immediately ahead. If the needed reforms are granted with-
out any very revolutionary proceedings on the part of the
Socialists, as similar reforms were granted in Austria, the
Party might then conceivably divide into two parts, in

which case it is probable that a majority of the four million

Socialist voters might go with the anti-revolutionist and reform
wing, but it is equally probable that a large majority of the
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Party members— now nearly a million (including women) —
would go with the revolutionists. In case of a fpli? the re-form wing of the party, already in the friendliest ;elatioiSwth the non-Sociahst radicals, would doubtless join with

,S«r f ''T S"*?-
a very powerful, semidemocratic party,

similar to the Radicals and Labourites of Great Britain or

Lt^
'

°wK2"^''^\^'^^^ "'^^ "Independent SodaU
HiS;r.l • T?*^ the Parliament of France. Besides adifference in ideals, which counts for little in practical poli-

nf fh7"r f"?^'./"" }u^
extremely opportunist policiesof the reformists," -the only difference of importancebetween them is in their attitude towards militarism Swar. If peace IS firmly established with France, it is diffi-

cult to see what can keep the reformers and the "reformists"
of Germany much longer apart

c^J hZ lih "•^*^*' Sofialistic" Party, such a^ would re-

hv hAfrc;<J wl°^ Y^""^"^'
°^ '^"'•«^' i'lvolve concessionsby both sides While the non-Socialist "reformers" wouldnave to adopt a more aggressive attitude in their fight fora certain measure of democracy and against militarism, andwould have to be ready to defend the rights of the more cT-

servatiye labor unions, the "reformists" would have to takeup a stiH more active interest in colonies and still further
their republicanism. Many of them have already gone farm these directions. Colonialism even had the upper handamong the Germans at the Stuttgart Congress (1907) : andhe tendency of the South Germans to break the Socialist
tradition and tacitly to accept monarchy by participation
in court functions is one of the most common causes ofrecrimination in the German Party. It is difficult, then, tosee how these two movements can long keep apart. Theonly question is whether, when the time comes, individuals
or minorities will leave the Socialist Party for this purpose,
or whether m some of the States the Party organization will

neVsSt^arty"'"'''
'"""^ ^^^ ^ "^"°"^^ ^° ^-- «

many vote,^ have been helping those who by no' nLi Subscribe

SotSfW
*'''•' fffd-- doing so as the most effective meaSof

protecting against the general policy of the government If U
ffil^n'^'^J^^H*- ''*'•«? p4«^ '^' regular'socialTst membe !
ship is composed of discontented men who have but a lukewarm

i
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interest in coUectiviam, or believe that it can never be realized. . . .

If a cliange should come over Germany, if Prussia should get rid

of its plutocratic suffrage reform and give real ballot reform, if the
protective duties should be reduced in the interest of the poorest
class of consumers,— it may be safely assumed that the tide of
Socialism would soon begin to ebb." (6)

If Mr. Dreher had added the reduction of militai. ^ urdens to
tariff reform and equal Reichstag election districts, a., extended
suffrage for Prussia, and a responsible ministry, there would have
been at least this truth in his statement— that if ail these things

were accomplished, the tide of Socialist votes would for the moment
be checked. His interpretation of the situation, however, is typi-
cal of the illogical statements now so commonly made concerning
the growth of the German movement. That political tide which
is wrongly assumed to be wholly Socialist would indeed be suddenly
and greatly checked ; but there is no reason to suppose that the
Socialist tide proper, as indicated by growth of the Socialist Party
membership, would be checked, nor that the Socialist vote even,
after having been purified of the accidental accretions, which are
its greatest hindrance, would rise less rapidly than before.

The German Socialist situation is important internation-
ally for the decisive defeat of the "revisionists," and for the
light it throws on party unity, but it is still more important
for the means that have been adopted for preserving that
unity. If Socialist parties are to reconstruct society, they
must first control their own members in all matters of com-
mon concern, especially those who are elected to public office.

For before a new society can arise against the resistance of

the old, the Socialist parties, according to the prevailing
Socialist view, must form a "State within a State."

This principle is soon to be put to a severe test in the United
States. The policy which says that the Socialist movement
must be directed by organized Socialists, who can be taxed,
called on for labor, or expelled by the Party, and not by mere
voters, over whom the Party has no control, becomes of the
first moment when forms and methods of organization are
prescribed for all parties by law. By the primary laws of a
number of States, anybody who for any reason has voted for

Socialist candidates may henceforth have a voice not only
in selecting candidates, but in forming the party organiza-
tion, and in constructing its platform. In some States even,
any citizen may vote at any primary he pleases. This makes
it possible for capitalist politicians to direct or disrupt the
Socialist Party at any moment, until the time arrives when
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it has secured a majority or a very large part of the elector-
ate, not only as Socialist voters, but as member^:! of the Social-
ist organization. As Socialists do not expect this to happen
for some years to come, or until the social revolution is at
hand, it is evident that this new legislation may destroy
Socialist parties as they have been, and necessitate the
direction of Socialist politics by leasues or political committees
of Socialist labor unions — while the present Socialist parties
become Populist or Labor parties of the Australian type.
This might create a revolution for the better in that it would free
the new Socialist organization from office seeking and other
forms of political corruption. But it would at the same tune
mark the complete abandonment of the present Socialist
method, i.e. the strict control of all persons elected to office
by an independent organization which in turn controls its
conditions of admission to membership.
One of the most widely circulated of the leaflets issued from

the national headquarters of the American Socialist Party,
entitled "Socialist Methods" appeals for public support
largely on the ground that "in nominating candidates for
public offices the Socialists require the nominee to sign a
resignation of the office with blank date, which is placed in
the hands of the local organization to be dated and presented
to the proper officer in case the candidate be elected and
fails to adhere to the platform, constitution, or mandates of
the membership."
The newer primary laws taken in connection with the

recall, as practiced in many American cities and several
States, threaten this most valua])!e of all Socialist methods
and may even undermine the Socialist Party as at present
organized. The initiative in this process of disruption comco,
of course, from Socialist officeholders who owe either their
nomination or their election or both, in part at least, to
declared non-Socialists, and still more largely to voters who
only partially or occasionally support the Socialist Party
and have no connection with the organization.

Thus, Mayor Stitt Wilson of Berkeley, California, has
refused to comply with this custom of executing an undated
resignation from office in advance of election, and the local
organization has defended his action on the ground that the
Berkeley municipal charter, providing as it does for the

initiative, referendum, and recall, there is no necessity for
any official placing his resignation m the hands of the local,"

I
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ignoring the fact that a handful of the least Socialistic of those
who had voted for Mr. Wilson in cooperation with his oppo-
nents could defeat a recall unanimously indorsed by the
Socialist Party. According to this principle a mere majority
in the Socialist Party would be helpless against a mayor
who is allowed to make his appeal to the far more numerous
non-Socialist and anti-Socialist public.

As the custom of requiring signed resignations, by which
alone the Socialist Party controls its members in public
office, is not yet prescribed by the Party constitution, local
and state organizations have a large measure of autonomy,
and the Berkeley case was dropped until the next national
convention (1912). But the action taken by the Socialists
of Lima, Ohio, indicates that the Party will not allow itself

to be destroyed in this manner. Mayor Shook, by his
appointment to office of non-Socialists, and even of a promi-
nent anti-Socialist, caused the local that elected him to present
his signed resignation to the city council, which the latter
body ignored at the mayor's request. The mayor was
promptly expelled from the Party, and the Socialists of the
country have almost unanimously approved the expulsion. (7)
The comment of the New York Call on this incident

undoubtedly reflects the feeling of the majority of the Socialist
Party:—

"Owing to the multiplicity of elections we must go through,
owing to the peculiar division and subdivision of the administra-
tive authority in this country, this is a thing we shall have to face
with accumulating frequency. But that the Socialist Party is

sound on the theories of what it is after, and on its own rights as an or-
ganization, are bothdomonstrated by the action taken by Local Lima.
The members permanently expelled the traitor. Now let him go
ahead and do what he can, personally gain what he can. He does
it as a non-Socialist, as a man who is held up to contempt by every
decent party member, and is probably held in the most absolute
contempt by those who were able to seduce him with such ease.

"At the present state of our development, it is easy for a plausible
adventurer to take advantage of the Socialist movement and to use
it to a certain point. Where such an adventurer falls down never
to rise again, is when he tries 'to deUver the goods ' tj those whom
he serves. . . .

"That he did not possess even rudimentary honesty is shown
by the fact that he prevented his letter of resignation from being
received by the City Coimcil. This manner of resignation is not
and never has been with the Socialists a mere formality. It is a
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vital, necessary thing, and should bo insisted upon at all times and in
all places. No man should go on the ticket unless he has signed the
resignation, and no man, unless he is a scoundrel, will sign it unless
he intends to live up to it.

"There may be other Shooks in the party, but they should be
searched out before nominations, instead of being permitted to
reveal themselves after nomination." (8)

"The Socialist Party must conform to the conditions im-
posed upon other parties," says Mr. J. R. MacDonald in
agreement with Mr. Wilson's position. (9) On the contrary,
no Socialist Party could possibly survive such an attitude!
It is only the refusal to conform that assures their continued
existence.

There is no possibility that the Socialist parties of Conti-
nental Europe would for a moment allow the State to prescribe
their form of organization. Kautsky thus describes the
German and the French methods of control:—

''A class is only sure that its interests in Parliament will always
be furthered by its representatives in the most decisive and for the
tune being most effective manner, if it is not content with electing
them to Parliament, but always oversees and directs theu- Parlia-
mentary activities."

Kautsky illustrates this principle of controlling elected
persons by referring to the methods of labor unions, and
proceeds:

—

'"The same mass action, the same discipline, the same 'tyranny'
which characterize the economic organizations of labor is also
suitable to labor parties, and this discipline applies not only to the
masses, it also apphes to those who represent them before the public
to Its leaders. No one of these, no matter in what position he may
be can undertake any kind of political action against the will or even
without the cmsent of his comrades. The Social Democratic repre-
sentative IS no free man in this capacity, as burdensome as that may
^^•*?7u •

* *"u <^T^^*® °^ ^'^ P^'^y- If hJs views come into conflict

..mL
*''^' "^ '""^^ *'*^^*^ *o be their representative

The present-day Member of Parliament ... is not the dele-
gate of his election district, but, as a matter of fact, if not legally
the delegate of his party. But this is not true of any party to such
an extent as it is of the Social Democracy. And while the party
discipline of the bourgeois parties is, in truth, the discipline of a small
cuque which stands above the separated masses of voters, with
inebocial Democracy it is the discipline of an organization which
embraces the whole mass of the aggressive and intelligent part of the

I'
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proletariat, and which is stretching itself more and more to embrace
the whole of the working class." (My italics.) (10)

In the introduction to the same booklet, Kautsky sums up
for us in a few words the methods in use in France :

—
"Our French comrades have created for the solution of this diffi-

culty a body between the Party Congress and the Party Executive
like our Conimittee of Control, but diflferent from the latter in
that it counts more members who are elected not by the Congress,
but directly by the comrades of the various districts which they
represent. A right to elect five members to the Party Congress gives
the right to elect one member to the National Council.

"The National Council elects from the twenty-two members of
the permanent Executive Committee the five party secretaries, whose
functions are paid. It conducts the general propaganda, oversees
the execution of party decisions, prepares for the Congresses, over-
sees the party press and the group in Parliament, and has the right
to undertake all measives which the situation at the moment
demands." (11,

We see that the Socialist members of the national legis-

latures, both in Germany and France, are under the most
rigid control, and we cannot doubt that if such control
becomes impossible on account of legislation enacted by
hostile governments, an entirely new form of organiza-
tion will be devised by which the members of the Socialist
Party can regain this power. Either this will be done, or
the "Socialist" Party which continues to exist in a form
dictated by its enemies, will be Socialist in name only, and
Socialists will reorganize— probably along the lines I have
suggested.

It would seem, then, that neither by an attack from without
or from within is the revolutionary character of Socialism
or he essential unity of the Socialist organization to be de-
stroyed.

The departure from the Party of individuals or faction^
that had not recognized its true nature, and were only there
by some misunderstanding or by local or temporary circum-
stances is a necessary part of the process of growth. On the
contrary, the Party is damaged only in case these individuals
and factions remain in the organization and become a major-
ity. The failure of those who represent the Party's funda-
mental principles to maintain control, might easily prove
fatal ; with the subordination of its principles the movement
would disintegrate from within. In fact, the possibility of
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the deliberate wrecking of the Party in such circumstances,
by enemies within its own ranks, has been pointed out and
greatly feared by Liebknecht and other representative Social-
ists. This tendency, however, seems to be subsiding in
those countries in which the movement is most highly de-
veloped, such as Germany and France.

I
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PART III

( SOCIALISM IN ACTION

CHAPTER I

SOCIALISM AND THE "CLASS STRUGGLE"

Socialists have always taught that Socialism can develon
only out of the full maturity of capitalism, and so favor thenormal advance of capitalist industry and government and
the reforms of capitalist collectivism— on their constructive
sme.^ But if capitalism in its highest form of "State Social-
ism IS the only foundation upon which the Socialism can
be built, It IS at the same time that form of capitalism which
will prevail when Socialism reaches maturity and is readv ^r
decisive action; and it is, therefore, the very enemy at dnst
which the Socialist hosts will have been drilled and the So-
cialist tactics evolved.
The older capitalism, which professed to oppose all indus-

trial activities of the government, must disappear, but it is
not the object of attack, for the capitalists themselves willabanaon it without Socialist intervention in any form
Socialists have urged on this evolution from the older to the
newer capitalism by taking the field against the reactionaries,
but they do not, as a rule, claim that by this action they are
^o>ng any more for Socialism than they are for progressive

Socialism can only do what capitalism, after it has reached
Its culmination m State capitalism, leaves undone; namely,
to take effective measures to establish equal opportunity
and abolish class government. To accomplish this, Socialists
realize they must reckon with the resistance of every element
ot society that enjoys superior opportunities or profits from
capitalist government, and they must know just which these
e ements are. Tt must be decided which of the non-privihTed
classes are to be permanently relied upon in the fight for
this great change, to what point each will be ready to go

276 . 6 .
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and of what effective action it is capable. Next, the classes

upon which it is decided to rely must be brought together

and organized. And, finally, the individual members of these

classes must be developed, by education and social struggles,

until they are able to overcome the resistance of the classes

now in control of industry and government.

The popular conviction that the very existence of social

classes is in complete contradiction with t' e principles of

democracy, no amount of contrary teaching has been able

to blot out. What has not been so clearly seen is the active

and constant resistance of the privileged classes to popular

government and industrial democracy, i.e the class struggle.

"We have long rested comfortably in this country on the

assumption," says Senator La FoUette, "that because our

form of government was democratic, it was therefore auto-

matically producing democratic results. Now there is noth-

ing mysteriously potent about the forms and names of demo-
cratic institutions that should make them self-operative.

Tyranny and oppression are just as possible under democratic

forms as under any other. We are slowly realizing that

democracy is a life, and involves continual struggle." (1)

Senator La FoUette fails only to note that this struggle

to make democracy a reality is not a struggle in the heart of

the individual, but between groups of individuals, that these

groups are not formed by differences of temperament or

opinion, but by economic interests, and that nearly every

group falls into one of two great classes, those whose interests

are with and those whose interests are against the capital-

ists and capitalist government.
Why is the sinister r61e of the upper classes not univer-

sally grasped ? Because the ideas and teachings of former
generations still survive, however much contradicted by
present developments. At the time of the American and
French Revolutions and for nearly a century afterwards,

when political democracy was first securing a world-wide
acceptance as an ideal, it was looked upon as a creed which
had only to be mentally accepted in order to be forthwith

applied to life. The only forces of resistance were thought
to be due to the ignorance or possibly to the uuregenerate
moral character of the unconverted. The democratic faith

was accepted and propagated by the French and others

almost exactly as religion had been. As late as the middle
of the last century this conception of democracy, due to the
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wide diffusion of small and in many localities approximately
equal farms and small businesses, continued to prevail.
About the middle of the nineteenth century the first ad-

vance was made. It became recognized with the comine of
railroads and steamships that society could never become
fixed as a Utopia or in any other form, but must always be
subject to change,— and the ideal of social evolution gained
a considerable acceptance even before the evolution theory
had been generally applied to biology. It was seen that if
the Ideal of democracy was to become a reality, a certain degree
of intellectual and material development was required — but
It was thought that this development was at hand, 'it was
a penod when wealth was rapidly becoming more equally
distributed, when plenty of free land remained, and when it
was commonly supposed that universal free trade and uni-
versal peace were about to dawn upon the nations, and equal
opportumty, if not yet achieved, was not far away. Thp
obstacles in the way of progress were not the resistance of
privileged classes, but the time and labor required for man-
kind to conquer the world and nature. With the estabhsh-
ment of so-called democratic and constitutional republics
in the place of monarchies and landlord aristocracies, and the
abolition of slavery in the United States, all systematic
opposition to social progress, except in the minds of a few per-
verted or criminal individuals, was supposed to be at an endA generation or two ago, then, though it was now recog-
nized that the golden age could not be attained immediately
by merely converting the majority to a wise and beneficent
social system (as had been proposed in the first half of the
century), yet it was thought that, with the advance of science
and the conquest of nature, and without any serious civil
stnfe, "equality of opportunity" was being gradually and
rapidly brought to all mankind. This state of mind has
survived and is still that of the majority to-day, when the
conditions that have given rise to it have disappeared.
Not all previous history has a greater economic change to

show than tv
3 latter half of the nineteenth century, which

converted all the leading countries from nations of small
capitalists into nations of hired employees. Even such a
far-sighted and broad-minded statesman as Lincoln, for
example, had no idea of the future of his country, and regarded
the slaveowners and their supporters as the only classes that
dreamed that we could ever become a nation of "hired
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laborers" (the capitalism of to-day), any more than we could
remain in part a nation of "bought laborers." Lincoln
puts a society based on hired labor in the same class with a
society based on owned labor, on the ground that both lead

to an effort "to place capital on an equal footing, if not above
labor in the structure of the government." This effort,

marked by the proposal of "the abridgment of the existing

right of suffrage and the denial to the people of the right to

participate in the selection of public officers except the legis-

lative" (so similar to tendencies prevailing to-day), he calls

"returning despotism." And so inevitable did it seem to

Lincoln that a nation based on hired labor would evolve a
despotic government, that he fall back on the fact that the
population was composed chiefly not of laborers, but of small
capitalists, and would probably remain so constituted, as
the only convincing ground that our political democracy
would last. In a word, our greatest statesman recognized
that our political democracy and liberty were based on the
wide distribution of the land and other forms of capital.

(See Lincoln's Message of December 3, i861.) If Lincoln
foresaw no class struggle between "hired labor" and the
"returning despotism," this was only because he mistakenly
expected that the nation would continue to consist chiefly of

small capitalists. Yet his conclusions and those of his con-
temporaries, so clearly limited to conditions that have passed
away, are taught like a gospel to the children in our public
schools to-day.

The present generation, however, is slowly realizing, through
the development of organized capitalism in industry and gov-
ernment, and the increase of hired laborers, that it is not
nature alone that civilization must contend against, not
merely ignorance or poverty or the backwardness of material
development, but, more important than all these, the sys-
tematic opposition of the employing and governing classes
to every program of improvement, except that which promises
still further to increase their own wealth and power.
The Socialist view of the evolution of society is that the

central fact of history is this struggle of classes for political

and economic power. The governing class of any society or
period, Marx taught, consists of the economic exploiters,
the governed class of the economically exploited. The
governing class becomes more and more firmly established
in power, until it begins to stagnate, but the machinery of
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production continues to evolve, and falls gradually into the
hands of some exploited element which is able to use this

economic advantage as a means for overthrowing its rulers.

Marx felt that with the vast revolution ir society marked
by modern science and modern machinery, tie time is fast

approaching when the exploited classes of to-day will be able
to overthrow the present ruling class, the capitalists, and at
the same time establish an industrial democracy, where all

class oppression will be brought to an end.
However his predictions may turn out in the future,

Marx's view of the past is rapidly gaining ground and is

possibly accepted by the majority of those most competent
to speak on these questions to-day, including many leading
economists and sociologists and prominent figures in practical
political life. Winston Churchill, for example, says that "the
differences between class and class have been even aggravated
in the passage of years," that while "the richer classes [are]

ever growing in wealth and in numbers, and ever declining
in responsibility, the verj"- poor remain plunged or plunging
even deeper into helpless, hopeless misery." This being the
case, he predicts "a savage strife between class and class,"

unless the most radical measures are taken to check the
tendency. Nor are his statements mere rhetoric, for he
shows statistically "that the increase of income assessable
to income tax is at the very least more than ten times greater
than the increase which has taken place in the same period
in the wages of those trades which come within the Board
of Trade returns." (2) In other words, the income of the
well-to-do classes (which increased nearly half a billion

pounds, that is, almost doubled, in ten years) is growing ten
times more rapidly than that even of the organized and better
paid wor' ^n, who alone are considered in the Board of
Trade r

Here is a situation which is world-wide. The position of
the working class, or certain parts of it, may be improving

;

the income of the employing and capital, t class is certainly
increasing many fold more rapidly. He. ^ is the financial

expression of the gorwing divergenor. of cla».ses which Marx
had in mind, a divergence that we have no reason whatever for

supposing will be checked, as Mr. Churchill suggests, even by
his most "Socialistic " reforms, short of surrendering the polit-

ical and economic power to thosewho sufferfrom this condition.
At the German Socialist Congress at Hanover in 1899,
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Bebel said that even if the income of the working class was
increasing, or even if the purchasing power of total wages
was becoming greater, the income of the nation as a whole
was increasing much more rapidly and that of the capitalist

class at a still more rapid rate. The great Socialist statesman
laid emphasis on the essential point that capitalists are
absorbing continually a greater and a greater proportion of

the national income.

The class struggle, says Kautsky, rests not upon the fact

that the misery of the proletariat is growing greater, but on
its need to annihilate a pressure that it feels more and more
keenly.

"The class struggle," he writes, "becomes more bitter the
longer it lasts. The more capable of struggle the opponents
become in and through the struggle itself, the more important

become the differences in their conditions of life, the more the

capitalists raise themselves above the proletariat by the ever

growing exploitaiiori." (3)

This feature of present-day (capitalistic) progress. Social-

ists view as the very essence of social injustice, no matter
whether there is a slight and continuous or even a considerable

progress of the working class. The question for them is not
whether from time to time something more falls to the work-
ingman, but what proportion he gets of the total product.

It would never occur to any one to try to tell a business man
that he ought not to sell any more goods because his profits

were already increasing "fast enough." It is as absurd to

tell the woricingman that the moderate advance he is making
either through slight improvements as to wages and hours,

or through political and social reforms, ought to blind him to

all the possibilities of modem civilization from which he is

still shut off, and which will remain out of his reach for genera-

tions, unless his share in the income of society is rapidly

increased to the point that he (and other non-capitalist

producers) receive the total product.

The conflici of class interests is not a mere theory, but a
widely recognized reality, and the worst accusation that can
be made against Socialists is not that they are trying to

create a war of classes where none exists, but that some of

them at times interpret the conflict in a narrow or violent

sense (I shall discuss the truth or untruth of this criticism in

later chapters). Yet Mr. Roosevelt voices the opinion of

many when he calls the view that the maximum of progress
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is to be secured only after a struggle between the classes,
the "most mischievous of Socialist theses," says that an
appeal to class interest is not "legitimate," and that the
Socialists hope "in one shape or another to profit at the ex-
pense of the other citizens of the Republic." (4)

"There is no greater need to-day," said Mr, Roosevelt in
his Sorbonne lecture, "than the need to keep ever in mind
the fact that the cleavage between right and wrong, between
good citizenship and bad citizenship, runs at right angles to,
not parallel to, the lines of cleavajge between class and class,
between occupation and occupation. Ruin looks us in the
face if we judge a man by his position instead of judging him
by his conduct in that jxisition."

This is as much as to say that there are only individuals,
but no class, which it is better to have outside than inside of
a projgressive majority. The Socialist view is the exact
opposite. It holds that the very foundation of Socialism
as a method (which is its only aspect of practical importance)
is that the Socialist movement assumes a position so miUtant
and radical that every privileged class will voluntarily remain
on the outside ; and events are showing the wisdom and even
the necessity of these tactics. SociaUsts would say, "Ruin
looks us in the face if, in politics, we judge the men who occupy
a certain position (the members of a certain class) by their
conduct as individuals, instead of judging them by the fact
that they occupy a certain position and are members of a
certain class."

Again, to the Chamber of Commerce at New Haven, Mr.
Roosevelt expressed a view which, to judge by their actions,
is that of all non-Sociahst reformers: "I am a radical," he
said, 'who most earnestly desires to see a radical platform
carried out by conservatives. I wish to see great industrial
reforms carried out, not by the men who will profit by them,
but by the men who will lose by them ; by such men as you
are around me."

Socialists, on the contrary, believe that industrial reforms
will never lead to equality of opportunity except when carried
out wholly independently of the conservatives who will lose
by them. They believe that such reforms as are carried out
by the capitalists and their governments, beneficent, radical,
and even stupendous as they may be, will not and cannot
constitute the first or smallest step towards industrial
demcsracy.
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Mr. Roosevelt's views are identical on this point with those
of Mr. Woodrow Wilson and other progressive leaders of the
opposite party. Mayor Gaynor of New York, for example,
was quoted explaining the great changes that took place in

the fall elections of 1910 on these grounds :
" We are emerging

from an evil case. The flocking of nearly all the business

men, owners of property, and even persons with SlOO in the
savings bank, to one party made a division line and created

a contrast which must have led to trouble if much longer

continued. The intelligence of the country is asserting itself,

and business men and property owners will again divide them-
selves normally between the parties, as formerly." Here
again is the fundamental antithesis to the Socialist view.
Leaving aside for the moment the situation of persons with
$100 in the savings bank, or owners of property in general (who
might possess nothing more than a small home), Socialists

are working, with considerable success, towards the day when
at least one great party will take a position so radical that
the overwhelming majority of business men (or at least the
representatives of by far the larger part of business and
capital) will be forced automatically into the opposite or-

ganization.

Without this militant attitude Socialists believe that even
the most radical reforms, not excepting those that sincerely

propose equal opportunity or the abolition of social classes

as their ultimate aim, must fail to carry society forward a
single step in that direction. Take, as an example, Dr. Lyman
Abbott, whose advanced views I have already referred to
(see Part I, Chap. III). Notwithstanding his advocacy of in-

dustrial democracy, his attack on the autocracy of capitalism
and the wages system, and his insistence that the distinction

between non-possessing and possessing classes must be abol-
ished. Dr. Abbott opposes a class struggle. Such phrases
amount to nothing from the Socialist standpoint, if all of these
objects are held up merely as an ideal, and if nothing is said of
the rate at which they ought to be attained or the means by
which the opposition of privileged classes is to be overcome.
No indorsement of any so-called Socialist theory or reform is

of practical moment unless it includes that theory which has
survived out of the struggles of the movement, and has been
tested by hard experience— a theory in which ways and
means are not the last but the first consideration, — namely,
the class struggle.
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Mr. Roosevelt and nearly all other popular leaders of the
day denounce "special privilege." But the denouncers of
special privilege, aside from the organized Socialists, are only
too glad to associate themselves with one or another of the
classes that at present possess the economic and political
power. To the Socialists the only way to fight special priv-
ilege is to place the control of society in the hands of a non-
privileged majority. The practical experience of the movement
has taught the truth of what some of its early exponents saw
at the outset, that a majority composed even in part of the
privileged classes could never be trusted or expected to abolish
privileges. Neither Dr. Abbott, Mr. Roosevelt, nor other
opponents of the Socialist movement, are ready to indorse
this practical working theoiy. For its essence being that all

those who by their economic expressions or their acts stand
for anything less than equi ity of opportunity should be
removed from positions of power, it is directed against every
anti-Socialist. Dr. Abbott, for example, demands only "op-
portunity," instead of equal opportunity, and Mr. Roosevelt
wishes merely "to start all men in the race for life on a
reasonable equality." (My italics.) (5)

Let us see what Marx and his successors say in explanation
of their belief that the "class struggle" must be fought out
to an end. Certainly they do not mean that each ineSvidual
capitalist is to be regarded by his working people as their
private enemy. Nor, on the other hand, can the expression
"class struggle" be interpreted, as some SociaHsts have
asserted, to mean that there was no flesh and blood enemy
to be attacked, but only "the capitalist system." To
Marx capitalism was embodied not merely in institutions,

which embrace all classes and individuals alike, but also in
the persons of the capitalist class. And by waging a war
against that class he meant to include each and every mem-
ber of it who remained in his class, and every one of its sup-
porters. To Marx the enemy was no abstraction. It was,
as he said, "the person, the Uving individual" that had to be
contended with, but only as the embodiment of a class. "It
is not sufficient," he said, "to fight the general conditions and
the higher powers. The press must make up its mind to
oppose t^ IS constable, this attorney, this councilor." (0)
These individuals, moreover, he viewed not merely as the
servants or representatives of a system, but as part and parcel
of a class.
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The struggle that Marx had in mind might be called a
latent civil war. It was not a mere preparation for revolution,

since it was as real and serious in times of peace as in those

of revolution or civil war. But it was a civil war in every-

thing except the actual physical fighting, and he was al-

ways ready to proceed to actual fighting when necessary.

Throughout his life Marx was a revolutionist. And when his

successors to-day speak of "the class struggle," they mean a

conflict of that depth and intensity that it may lead to rev-

olution.

None of the classical Socialist writers, however, has failed

to grasp the absolute necessity to a successful social move-
ment, and especially to a revolutionary one, of making the

class struggle broad, inclusive, and democratic. In 1851"

Marx wrote to the Sociahsts : "The forces opposed to you
have all the advantages of organization, discipline, and habit-

ual authority; unless you bring strong odds against them
you are defeated and ruined." (The italics are mine.)

Edward Bernstein, while representing as a rule only the

ultra-moderate element of the Party, expresses on this ques-

tion the views of the majority as well. "Social Democracy,"
he says, "cannot further its work better than by taking its

stand unreservedly on tlie theory of democracy." And he
adds that in practice it has always favored cooperation with

all the exploited, even if "its literary advocates have often

acted otherwise, and still often do so to-day."

Not many years ago, it is true, there was still a great deal

of talk in Germany about the desirability of a "dictatorship

of the proletariat," the term " proletariat " being used in its

narrow sense. That is, as soon as the working class (in this

sense) became a political majority, it was to make the gov-

ernment embody its will without reference to other classes—
it being assumed that the manual laborers will only demand
justice for all men alike, and that it was neither safe nor

necessary to consult any of the middle classes. And even

to-day in France much is said by the "syndicalists" and
others as to the power of well-organized and determined

minorities in the time of revolution— it being assumed, again,

that such minorities will be successful only in so far as they

stand for a new social principle, to the ultimate interest of

all (see Chapter V). It cannot be questioned that in these

schemes the majority is not to be consulted. But they

, if
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are far less widely prevalent than they were a generation
ago.

The pioneer of "reformist" Socialism in Germany (Bern-
stein) correctly defines democracy, not as the rule of the
majority, but as "an absence of class government." "This
negative definition has," he says, "the advantage that it gives
less room than the phrase 'government by the jieople' to the
idea of oppression of the individual by the majority, which is

absolutely repugnant to the modem mind. To-day we find
the oppression of the minority by the majority ' undemocratic,'
although it was originally held up to be quite consistent with
government by the people. . . . Democracy is in principle
the suppression of class government, though it is not yet the
actual suppression of classes." (7)

Democracy, as we have hitherto known it, opposes class

government, but countenances the existence of classes.

Socialism insists that as long as social classes exist, class

government will continue. The aim of Sociahsm, "the end
of class struggles and class rule," is not only democratic, but
the only means of giving democracy any real meaning.

" It is only the proletariat " (wage earners), writes Kautsky,
"that has created a great social ideal, the consummation of
which will leave only one source of income, i.e. labor, will
abolish rent and profit, will put an end to class and other con-
flicts, and put in the place of the class struggle the sohdarity
of man. This is the final aim and goal of the class struggle by
the Socialist Party. The political representatives of the class
interests of the proletariat thus become representative of the
highest and most general interests of humanity." (8)

It is expected that nearly all social classes, though separated
into several groups to-day, will ultimately be thrown to-
gether by economic evolution and common interests into two
large groups, the capitalists and their allies on the one side,

and the anti-capitalists on the other. The final and com-
plete victory of the latter, it is believed, can alone put an end
to this great conflict. But in the meanwhile, even before
our capitalist society is overthrown and class divisions ended,
the very fusing together of the several classes that compose
the anti-capitalist party is bringing about a degree of social
harmony not seen before.

Already the Socialists have succeeded in this way in har-
monizing a large number of conflicting class interests. The
skilled workin^en were united for the first time with the
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unskilled when the latter, having been either ignored or sub-
ordinated in the early trade unions, were admitted on equal
terms into the Socialist parties. Then the often extremely
discontented salaried and professional men of small incomes,
having been won by Socialist philosophy, laid aside their
sense of superiority to the wage earners and were absorbed
in large numbers. Later, many agricultural laborers and
even agriculturists who did all their own work, and whose
small capital brought them no return, began to conquer their
suspicion of the city wage workers. And, finally, many of
those small business men and independent farmers, the larger
part of whose income is to be set down as the direct result
of their own labor and not a result of their ownership of
a small capital, or who feel that they are being reduced to
such a condition, are commencing in many instances to look
upon themselves as non-capitalists rather than capitalists—
and to work for equality of opportunity through the Socialist
movement.
The process of building up a truly democratic society s

two parts : first, the organization and union in a single mv e-
ment of all classes that stand for the abolition of classes, and
class rule ; and second, the overthrow of those social elements
that stand in the way of this natural evolution, their destruc-
tion and dissolution as classes, and the absorption of their
members by the new society as individuals.

It becomes of the utmost importance in such a vast struggle,
on the one hand, that no classes that are needed in the new
society shall be marked for destruction, and on the other that
the movement shall not lean too heavily or exclusively on
classes which have very little or too little constructive or
combative power. What, then, is the leading principle by
which the two groups are to be made up and distinguished ?
Neither the term "capitalist classes" nor the term "working
classes" is entirely clear or entirely satisfactory.

Mr. Roosevelt, for example, gives the common impression
when he accuses the Socialists of using the term "working
class" in the narrow sense and of taking the position that "all
wealth is produced by manual workers, that the entire prod-
uct of labor should be handed over to the laborer." (9)
I shall show that Socialist wTitcrs and speakers, even when
they use the expression "working class," almost universally
include others than the manual laborers among those they
expect to make up the anti-capitalistic movement.
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Kautsky's definition of the working class, for example, is :

"Workers who are divorced from their power of production
to the extent that they can produce nothing by their own
efforts, and are therefore compelled in order to escape star-

vation to sell the only commodity they possess — their

labor power." In present-day society, especially in a rich

country like America, it is as a rule not sheer "starvation"
that drives, but needs of other kinds that are almost as com-
pelling. But the point I am concerned with now is that this

definition, v/idely accepted by Socialists, draws no line what-
ever between manual and intellectual workers. In another
place Kautsky refers to the industrial working class as being
the recruiting ground for Socialism, which might seem to be
giving a preferred position to manual workers; but a few
paragraphs below he again qualifies his statement by adding
that "to the working class there belong, just as much as the
wage earners, the members of the new middle class," which I

shall describe below. (10)

In other statements of their position, it is the context
which makes the Socialist meaning clear. The party Plat-

form of Canada, for instance, uses throughout the simple
term " working class," without any explanation, but it speaks
of the struggle as taking place against the "capitalists,"

and as it mentions no other classes, the reader is left to divide
all society between these two, which would evidently make
it necessary to classify many besides mere manual wage
earners rather among the anti-capitalist than among the
capitalist forces.

The platform of the American Socialist Party in 1904
divided the population between the "capitalists," and the
"working or producing class."

" Between these two classes,"

says this platform, "there can be no possible compromise . . .

except in the conscious and complete triumph of the working
class as the only class that has the right or power to be."
"By working people," said Liebknecht, "we do not under-

stand merely the manual worker but every one who does not

live on the labor of another." His words should be memorized
by all those who wish to understand the first principles of

Socialism :
—

"Some maintain, it is true, that the wage-earning proletari&t is

the only really revolutionary class, that it alone forms the Socialist

army, and that we ought to regard with suspicion all adherents be-
longing to other classes or other conditions of life. Fortunately
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these senseless ideas have never taken hold of the German Social
Democracy.

"The wage-earning class is most directly affected by capitalist

exploitation ; it stands face to face with those who exploit it, and it

has the especial advantage of being concentrated in the factories and
yards, so that it is naturally led to think things out more energet-
ically and finds itself automatically organized into 'battalions of
workers.' This state of things gives it a revolutionary character
which no other part of society has to the same degree. We must
recognize this frankly.

"Every wage earner is either a Socialist already, or he is on the
high road to becoming one.

"We must not limit our conception of the term 'working class'

too narrowly. As we have explained in speeches, tracts, and articles,

we include in the working class all those who live exclusively or
principally by means of their own labor, and who do not grow rich

from the work of otherc

"Thus, besides the wa> earners, we should include in the work-
ing class the small farmei . and small shop keepers, who tend more
and more to drop to the level of the proletariat— in other words,
all those who suffer from our present system of production on a large
scale." (My italics.)

The chief questions now confronting the Socialists are all

connected, directly or indirectly, with these producing middle
classes, who, on the whole, do not live on the labor of others
and suffer from the present system, yet often enjoy some
modest social privilege.

While Liebknecht considered that the wage-earning class

was more revolutionary and Socialistic than any other, he
did not allow this for one moment to persuade him to give a
subordinate position to other classes in the movement, as he
says :

—
"The unhappy situation of the small farmers almost all over

Germany is as well knrrvn as that of the artisan movement. It is

true that both small fan. ers and small shopkeepers are still in the
camp of our adversaries, u t only because they do not understand
the profound causes that underlie their deplorable condition ; it is of
prime importance for our party to enlighten them and bring them
over to our side. This is the vital question for our party, because
these two classes form the majority of the nation. . . . We ought not
to ask, 'Are you a wage earner?' but, 'Are you a Socialist?'

"If it is limited to the wage eameitj, Socialism cannot conquer.
If it included all the workers and the moral and intellectual ^lite

of the nation, its victory is certain. . . . Not to contract, but to

expand, ought to be our motto. The circle of Sociali^sm sliould
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widen more and more, until we have converted most of our adversariet

to being our friends, or at least disarm their opposition.

"And the indifferent mass, that in peaceful days has no weight
in the political balance, but becomes the decisive force in times of
agitation, ought to be so fully enlightened as to the aims and the
essential ideas of our party, that it would cease to fear us and can
be no longer used as a weapon against us." (11) (My italics.)

Karl Kautsky, though he takes a less broad view, also

says that the Socialist Party is "the only anti-capitalist

party," (12) and contends in his recent pamphlet," The Road
to Power, " that its recruiting ground in Germany includes
three fourths of the nation, and probably even more, which
(even in Germany) would include a considerable part of those
ordinarily listed with the middle class.

Kautsky's is probably the prevailing opinion among Ger-
man Socialists. Let us see how he proposes to compose a
Socialist majority. Of course his first reliance ison the manual
laborers, skilled and unskilled. Next come the professional
classes, the salaried corporation employees, and a large part
of the ofBcc workers, which together constitute what Kautsky
and the other Continental Socialists call the new middle class.

"Among these," Kautsky says, "a continually increasing
sympathy for the proletariat is evident, because they have no
special class interest, and owing to their professional, scientific

point oi view, are easiest won for our party through scientific

considerations. The theoretical bankruptcy of bourgeois
economic- , and the theoretical superiority of Socialism, must
become clear to them. Through their training, also, they must
discover that the other social classes continuously strive to
debase art and science. Many others are impressed by the
fact of the irresistible advance of the Social Democracy. So
it is that friendship for labor becomes popular among the
cultured classes, until there is scarcely a parlor in which one
does not stumble over one or more 'Socialists.'"

It is difficult to understand how it can be said that these
classes have no special "class interest," unless it is meant
that then- interest is neither that of the capitalists nor pre-

cisely that of the industrial wage-earning class. And this,

indeed, is Kautsky's meaning, for he seems to minimize their

value to the Socialists, because as a class they cannot be relied

upon.

"Heretofore, as Ions; as Socialism was branded among all cultured
classes as criminal qr insane, capitaUst eiemeuts could be brought into
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the Socialist movement only by a complete break with the whole

capitalist world. Whoever came into the Socialist movement at

that time from the capitalist element had need of great energy,

revolutionary passion, and strong proletarian convictions. It was
just this element which ordinarily constituted the most radical and
revolutionary wing of the Socialist movement.

"It is wholly different to-day, since Socialism has become a fad.

It no longer demands any special energy, or any break with capital-

ist society to assume the name of Socialist. It is no wonder, then,

that more and more these new Socialists remain entangled in their

previous manner of thought and feeling.

"The fighting tactics of the intellectuals are at any rate wholly

different from those of the proletariat. To wealth and power of

arms the latter opposes its overwhelming niunbers and its thorough

organization. The intellectuals are an ever diminishing minority,

with no class organization whatever. Their only weapon is persua-

sion through speaking and writing, the battle with 'intellectual

weapons' and 'moral superiority,' and these 'parlor Socialists'

would settle the proletarian class struggle also with these weapons.

They declare themselves ready to grant the party their moral sup-

port, but only on condition that it renounces the idea of the applica-

tion of force, and this not simply where force is hopeless,— there

the proletariat has already renounced it,— but also in those places

where it is still full of possibilities. Accordingly they seek to throw
discredit on the idea of revolution, and to represent it as a useless

means. They seek to separate off a social reform wing from the

revolutionary proletariat, and they thereby divide and weaken the

proletariat." (13)

In the last words Kautsky refers to the fact that although
a large number of "intellectuals" (meaning the educated
classes) have come into the Socialist Party and remain there,

they constitute a separate wing of the movement. We must
remember, however, that this same wing embraces, besides

these "parlor Socialists," a great many trade unionists, and
that it has composed a very considerable portion of the Ger-
man Party, and a majority in some other countries of the
Continent ; and as Kautsky himself admits that they succeed
in "dividing the proletariat," they cannot be very far re-

moved politically from at least one of the divisions they are

said to have created. It is impossible to attribute the kind
of Socialism to which Kautsky objects to the adhesion of

certain educated classes to the movement (for reasons in-

dicated in Part II).

While many of the present spokesmen of Socialism are,

like Kautsky, somewhat skeptical as to the necessity of an

li
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alliance between the working class and this section of the
middle class, others accept it without qualification. If, then,
we consider at once the middle ground taken by the former
group of Socialists, and the very positive and friendly atti-

tude of the latter, it must be concluded that the Socialist
movement as a whole is convinced that its success depends
upon a fusion of at least these two elements, the wage earners
and "the new middle class."

A few quotations from the well-known revolutionary Social-
ist, Anton Pannekoek, will show the contrast between the nar-
rower kind of Socialism, which still survives in many quarters,
and that of the majority of the movement. He discrimi-
nates even agair ^^ "the new middle class," leaving nobody
but the manual laborers as a fruitful soil for real Socialism.

"To be sure, in the economic sense of the term, then, the new
middle class are proletarians ; but they form a very special group
of wage workers, a group that is so sharply divided from the real
proletarians that they form a special class with a special position
m the class struggle. . . . Immediate need does not compel them
as it does the real prolotarians to attack the capitalist system.
Their position may arouse discontent, but that of the workers is

unendurable. For them Socialism has many advantages, for the
workers it is an absolute necessity." (My italics.) (14)

The phrase "absolute necessity" is unintelligible. It is com-
paratively rarely that need arises to the height of actual compulsion,
and when it docs instances are certainly just as common among
clerks as they are among bricklayers.

Pannekoek introduces a variety of arguments to sustain his posi-
tion. For instance, that "the higher strata among the new middle
class have a definitely capitalistic character. The lower ones are
more proletarian, but there is no sharp dividing line." This is true— but the high strata in every class are capitalistic. The statement
applies equally well to railway conductors, to foremen, and to many
classes of manual workers.

"And then, too," Pannekoek continues, "they, the new middle
class, have more to fear from the displeasure of their masters, and
dismissal for them is a much more serious matter. The worker
stands always on the verge of starvation, and so unemplojTnt it has
few terrors for him. The high-class employee, on the contrary, has
comparatively an easy liie, and a new position is difficult to ^nd."
Now it is precisely the manual laborer who is most often black-

listed by the lar^e corporations and trusts; and the bram-working
employee is better able to adapt himself to some slightly different
employment than is the skilled worker in any of the highly special-
ized trades.
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"For the cause of Socialism we can count on this new middle

class," says Pannekoek, "even less than on the labor unions. For

one thing, they have been set over the workers, as superintendents,

overseers, bosses, etc. In these capacities they are supposed to

speed up the workers to get the utmost out of them."

Is it not even more common, we may ask, that one manual worker

is set over another than that a brain worker is set over a manual

Iflborcr ?

"They [the new middle class] are divided," wTites Pannekoek,

"into numberless grades and ranks arranged one above the other;

they do not meet as comrades, and so cannot develop the spirit of

solidarity. Each individual does not make it a matter of personal

pr-de to improve the condition of his entire class ; the important

ang is rather that he personally struggles up into the next higher

If wc remember the more favorable hours and conditions under

which the brain workers are employed, the fact that they are not so

exhausted physically and that they have education, we may see

that they have perhaps even greater chances "to develop their

solidarity " and to understand their class interests than have the

manual workers. It is true that they are more divided ^
'
the pres-

ent time, but there is a tendency throughout all the ! y organ-

ized industries to divide the manual laborers in the same way and

to secure more work from them by a similar system of promotions.

Pannekoek accuses the brain workers of ha\nng something to

lose, again forgetting that there are innumerable groups of more or

less privileged manual laborers who are in the same position. And

finally, he contends that their superior schooling and education is

a disadvantage when compared to the lack of education of the man-

ual laborers:

—

. , ,. J C i.

"They have great notions of their own education and refanement,

feel themselves above the masses ; it na..)r->liy never occurs to them

that the ideals of these masses may be sc. aafically correct and that

the 'science' of Iheir professors may be false. .\s theonzers seeing

the world alwavs with their minds, knowing little or notuing of

material activities, they are fairly con\anced that mind controls

the world." ., ^ .,...,• i ^u *.

On the contnarv, nearly all influential Socialist thinkers agree that

present-da> science, poorly as it is tavght, is not only an aid to Social-

ism, but the very best basis for it.
^ , .u

Pannekoek is right, for instance, when he says that most of the

brain workers in the Socialist movement come from the circles of the

small capitalists and bring an anti-Socialist prejudice with them,

but he forgets that, on the other side, the overwhelming majority

of the world's working; people are the children of farmers, pea-wnta,

or of absolutely unskilled and illiterate workers, whose views of life

were even more prejudiced and whose minds were perhaps even more

filled up with the ideas that the ruling classes have placed there.

f
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The arguments of the American Socialist, Thomas Sladden,

representing as they do the views of many thousands of rev-

olutionary workingmen in this country, are also worthy of note.

His bitterness, it will.be seen, is leveled less against capitalism

itself than against what he considers to be intrusion of certain

middle-class elements into Socialist ranks.

"We find in the United States to-day," writes Sladden, "that we
have created several new religions, one of the most interesting of

which is called Socialism, and is the religion of a decadent middle
class. This fake Socialism or middle-class religion can readily be

distinguished from the real Socialist movement, wliich is simply

the wage working class in revolt on both the industrial and polit-

ical fields against present conditions. . . . Yesterday I was a bad
capitalist— to-day I am a good Socialist, but I pay my wage slaves

the same wages to-day as I did yesterday. . . . They nevf iko

the answer of Bernard Shaw, who, when asked by a capitalist i^-hat

he could do, saying that he could not help being a capitalist,, was
answered in this manner : You can go and crack rock if you want
to ; no one forces you to be a capitalist, but you are a capitalist

because you want to be. No one forces Hillquit to be a lawyer;
he could get a job in a lumber yard. There is no more excuse for

a man being a capitalist or a lawyer than there is for him being a

Pinkerton detective. He is either by his o./n free will and accord.

The system,— they acclaim in one breath,— the system makes us

do what we do not wish to do. The system does nothing of the

kind ; the system gives a man the choice between honest labor and
dishonest labor skinning, and a labor skinner is a labor skinner

because he wishes to be, just the same as some men are pick-

pockets because they wish to be."

It can readily be realized that such argtiments will always
have great weight with the embittered elements of the work-
ing class. Nor do the most representative Socialists alto-

gether disagree ^\'ith Sladden. They, too, feel that if the

war is not levied against individuals, neither is it levied against

a mere abstract system, but against a ruling class. However,
they make exceptions for such capitalists as the late Paul
Singer, v^'ho definitely abandon their class and throw in their

lot with fl.} Socialist movement, while Sladden wrald admit
neither Singer, nor those other millions mentioned by Lieb-

knecht (see above), for he demands that the Socialist Party
must declare that "no one not eligible to the labor unions of

the United States is eligible to the Socialist Party."
The high-water mark of this brand of revolutionism was

reached in the State uf Wu.-hington, when these revolu-
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tionary elements in the Socialist Party withdrew to form a

new workingmen's party, the chief novelty of which was a

plank dividing the organization into an active list and an

assistant list, only wage workers being admitted to the active

Ust
" The wage workers were defined as the class of modern

wage laborers who, having no means of production of their

omi, are reduced to selling their labor power in order to live.

These are the active list, and they alone hold office and vote.

"The assistant list cannot hold office and cannot vote, and

the Party will "do active organizing work among wage earners

alone " This reminds one very much of the notorious divi-

sion iiito active and passive citizens at the early stages of

the French Revolution, which gave such a splendid opportu-

nity to the Jacobines to organize a revolt of the passive citi-

zens and was one of the chief causes leading up to the Reign

of Terror and the Napoleonic reaction that followed. Ihe

Washington plan, however, has been a complete failure. It

has had no imitators in the Socialist movement, nor is it

likely to have.
. , ^ . ,.,^

On the other hand, the most influential representatives of the

extreme revolutionary mng of the movement, like Herv6 m
France, have championed the non-wage-earmng elements ot

the movement as fearlessly as the reformists.

"Ill the ranks of our party," writes Herv6, "a?;e to be found

small merchants, small employers, wretched impoverished, educated

people, small peasant proprietors, none of whom on account of

occupation can enter into the general Federation of Labor, which

only admits those receiving wages and salaries. Jhese are re^^

olutionary elements which cannot be neglected; these volunteers

of the Revolution who have often a beautiful revolutionary tem-

perament would bo lost for the Revolution if our political organiza-

tion was not at hand to nourish their activity. Besides the

General Federation of Labor is a somewhat heavy mass, it_ will

become more and more heavy as it comprises the majority of the

vmking class which is by nature rather pacijic at Uie bottom.

While there is no sufficient reason for the accusation that

the Socialist movement neglects the brain workers of the

salaried and professional classes, there is somewhat more solid

ground, in spite of the above quoted declarations of Lieb-

knecht and Herve. for the accusation that it antagonizes

those sections of the middle classes which are, even to a

slight degree, small capitalists, as, for example, especially the

farmers.

y
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The unimaginative person," says Mr. H. G. Wells, "who
owns some little bit of property, an acre or so of freehold land,
or a himdred pounds in the savings bank, will no doubt be
the most tenacious passive resister to Socialist ideas; and
such I fear we must reckon, together with the insensitive rich,
as our irreconcilable enemies, a. irremovable pillars of the
present order." (15)

This view is widespread among Socialists, and is even sus-
tained by Kautsky. "Small merchants and innkeepers,"
he writes, "have despaired of ever rising by their own exer-
tions; they expect everything from above and look only to
the upper classes and to the government for assistance,"
though they "find their customers only in laboring circles, so
that their existence is absolutely dependent upon the pros-
perity or adversity of the laboring clas&es." The contra-
diction Kautsky finds goes even further. He says, " Servility
depends upon reaction— and furnishes not only the willing
supporters, but the fanatical advocates of the monarchy, the
church, and the nobility." With all this they (the shop-
keepers, etc.) remain democratic, since it is only through
democracy that they can obtain political influence. Kautsky
calls them the "reactionary democracy." (16) But it they
are democratic and in part economically dependent en the
laboring classes, then why should not this part cast its lot
economically and politically with the working class?
Kautsky extends his criticism of the small capitalists very

far and even seems in doubt concerning the owners of small
investments such as savings bank deposits. "Well-meaning
optimists," he says, " have seen in this a means of decentraliz-
mg capital, so that after a while, in the most peaceable man-
ner, without any one noticing it, capital would be transformed
into social property. In fact, this movement really means
the transformation of yll the money of the middle and lower
classes, which is not used by them for immediate consump-
tion, into money capital, and as such placing it at the disposal
of the great financiers for the buying out of industrial man-
agers, and thereby assisting in the concentration on industry
in the hands of a few financiers."
The classes which have invested their capital directly or

indirectly in stocks or bonds through savings banks and
through insurance companies number many millions, and
include the large majority of all sections of the middle class,
even of its most progressive part, salaried employees, and the
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professional element. It is undoubtedly true, as Kautsky

savs. that small investors are not obtaimng any direct con-

trol over capital, and that their funds are used in the way he

points out, constituting one of the striking and momentous

tendencies of the time. But it does not follow that they are

destined to lose such investments altogether as the legislative

reforms to protect banks may be extended to the railroads

and other forms of investments. The small investors will

scarcely be turned to favor capitalism by their investments,

which bring in small profit and allow them nothing to say in

the management of industry, but neither will the losses they

sometimes suffer from this source be sufficient in themselves

to convert them into allies of the working class.

As in the case of the farmers and small shopkeepers, every-

thing here depends upon the economic and political program

which the working class develops and offers m competition

with the "State Socialism" of the capitalists. If it were

true that the ownership of the smallest amount of property

brings it about that Socialism is no longer desired, not a small

minority of the population will be found aligned with the

capitalists, but all the four milUon owners of farms, and the

other millions with a thousand dollars or so invested in a build-

ing and loan association, an insurance policy or a savings bank

deposit, a total numbering almost half of the occupied popu-

lation. A bare majority, it is true, might still be without

anv stake in the community even of this modest character.

But neither in the United States nor elsewhere is there any

hope that a majority of the absolutely propertyless, even if it

becomes a large one, will become sufficiently large within a

generation, or perhaps even within a centary, to enable it

to overthrow the capitalists, unless it draws over to its side

certain elements at least, of the middle classes, who, though

weaker in some respects are better educated, better placed, and

politically stronger than itself. The revolutionary spokes-

men of the international Socialist movement now recognize

this as clearly as do the most conservative observers.

The outcome of the great social struggle depends on the

relative success of employers and employed m gamiL the

support of those classes winch, either on account of their

o^-nership of some slight property, or because they receive

salaries or fees sufficiently large, must be placed in the middle

class, but who cannot be classified primanly as small capitalists

That this is the crux of the situation is recogmzed on all sides.

f'al
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Mr. Winston Churchill, for instance, demands that every-
thing be done to strengthen and increase numerically this

middle class, composed of millions of persons whom he claims
"would certainly lose by anything like a general overturn,
and . . . are everywhere the strongest and the best organ-
ized millions," and his "State Socialism" is directed chiefly to

that end. He believes that these millions, once become com-
pletely converted into small capitalists, would certainly pre-

vent by an overwhelming resistance any effort on the part of

the rest of the people to gain what he curiously calls, "a
selfish advantage."
Mr. Churchill says that " the masses of the people should not

use the fact that they are in a majority as a means to advance
their relative position in society." There could not be a sharper
contrast between "State Socialism" and Socialism. To
Socialists the whole duty of man as a social being is to per-
suade the masses to "use the fact that they are in a majority
as a means to advance their relative position in society."

Mr. Churchill seems to feel that as loug as everybody shares

more or less in the general increase of prosperity from genera-
tion to generation, and, as he says, as long as there is "an
ever increasing volume of production and an increasing wide
diffusion of profit," there is no ground for complaint—
whether the relative division of wealth and opportunity
between the many and the few becomes more equal or not.

But he realizes that his moral suasion is not likely to be heeded
and is wise in putting his trust in the middle-class millions.

For these are the bone of contention between capitalism and
Socialism.

While the new middle class (that is, the lower salaried

classes, corporation employees, professional men, etc.) is

increasing numerically more rapidly than any other, large

numbers within it are being deprived of any hope of rising

into the wealthy or privileged class. As a consequence they
are everywhere crowding into the Socialist ranks— by the
hundred thousand in countries where the movement "s oldest.

Even in the organized Socialist parties these mi. ile-class

elements everywhere form a considerable proportion of the
whole. Practically a third of the American Party according
to a recent reckoning were engaged either in farming (15 per
cent) or in commercial (9 per cent) or professional pursuits

(5 per cent).

It is plain that certain sections of the so-called middle class
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are not only welcomed by Socialist parties, but constitute

their most dependable and indispensable elements, indeed,

the majority of the Socialists agree with Kautsky that the

danger lies in the opposite direction, that an unreliable small

capitalist element has been admitted that will make trouble

until it leaves the movement, in other words, that Socialist

friendship for these classes has gone to the point of risking

the existence of their organization. Surely their presence is

a guarantee that Socialists have not been ruled by the work-

ing class or proletarian "fetish," against which Marx warned

them more than half a century ago.
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THE AGRICULTURAL CLASSES AND THE
LAND QUESTION

I HAVE pointed out the relation of the Socialist movement

to all classes but one, — the agriculturists,—a class numeric-

ally next in importance to the industrial wage earners.

On the one hand most agriculturists are small capitalists,

who, even when they do not own their farms, are often forced

to-day to invest a considerable sum in farm animals and

machinery, in rent and interest and in wages at the harvest

season ; on the other hand, a large part of the farmers work

harder and receive less for their work than skilled laborers,

while the amount thej own, especially when tenants, scarcely

exceeds what it has cost many skilled workers to learn their

trade. Are the great majority of farmers, then, rather small

capitalists or laborers?

For many years Socialists paid comparatively little atten-

tion to the problem. How was it then imagined that a polit-

ical program could obtain the support of the majority of the

voters without presenting to the agricultural population as

satisfactory a solution of their difficulties as that it offered

to the people of the towns ? On the other hand, how was it

possible to adapt a program frankly "formulated by or for

the workingmen of large-scale industry" to the conditions of

agriculture ?

The estimate of the rural population that has hitherto

prevailed among the Socialists of most countries may be seen

from the following language of Kautsky's:

—

"We have already seen how the peasant's production [that of

the small farmer] isolates men. The capitalists' means of pro-

duction and the modern State, to be sure, have a powerful tendency

to put an end to the isolation of the peasant through taxation,

military service, railways, and newspapers. But the increaae of the

points of contact between town and country as a rule only have

the effect that the peasant farmer feels his desolation and isolation

less keenly. They raise him up as a peasant farmer, but awake in

him a longing for the town ; they drive all the most energetic and

300
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bdcpendently thinking elements from the country mto the towna,

and rob the former of its forces. So that the progress of modem

economic life has the effect of increasing the desolation and lone-

Bomeness of the country rather than endmg it.

"The truth is that in every country the agricultural population

is economically and politically the most backward. That does not

imply any reflection on it ; it is its misfortune, but it is a fact with

which one must deal." (1)

Not only Kautsky and Vandervelde, but whole Socialist

parties like those of Austria and Germany, are given to the

exploitatio.. of the supposed opposition between town and

country, the producer and the consumer of agricultural prod-

ucts. At the German Socialist Congress of 1911, Bebel de-

clared that to-day those who were most in need of protection

were the consumers of agricultural products, the working-

men, lower middle classes and employees. He felt the day

was approaching when the increased cost of living would

form the chief question before the German people, the day

when the German people would raise a storm and tear down

the tariffs on the necessaries of life as well as other meas-

ures that unduly favor the agriculturists— while the pro-

posal of socialization would come up first m the held of

agriculture. ^
While, in view of the actual level of prices m Germany,

there is no doubt that even the smallest of the agriculturists

are getting some share of the spoils of the tariffs and other

measures Bebel mentions, there can also be little question

that in such a storm of revolt as he predicts the pendulum

would swing too far the other way, and they would suffer

unjustly. It is true that the agriculturist produces bread,

while the city worker consumes it, but so also do shoe workere

produce shoes that are consumed by garment workers, and

certainly no Socialist predicts any lasting struggle between

producers of shoes and producers of clothing. It is true also

that if the wage earner's condition is to be improved, some

limit must be set to prices as wages are raised. But the Hour

manufacturer and the bakt^r mu=t be restrixiued as well as the

grain producer. Nor do Socialists expect to accomplish much

by the mere regulation of prices. And when it comes to their

remedy, socialization, there is less reason, us I shall show, tor

beginning with land rent than with industrial capital, and

the Socialist parties of France and America recogmze this

fact.
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But it is the practical result of this supposed opposition of

town and country rather than its inconsistency with Socialist

principles that must hold our attention. Certainly no agri-

cultural program and no appeal to the agricultural popula-

tion, perhaps not even one addressed to agricultural lalxjrers,

can hope for success while this view of the opposition of town

and country is maintained; for all agricult'* nts want what
they consider to be reasonable prices for ti. products, and
their whole life depends directly or indirectly on these prices.

When the workmen agitate, as they so often do in Europe, for

cheap bread and meat, without qualifying their agitation by
any regard for the agriculturists, all hope of obtaining the

support of any of the agricultural classes, even laborers,

is for the time being abandoned.
The predominance of town over country is so important

to Kautsky that he even opposes such a vital piece of demo-
cratic reform as direct legislation where the town-country

population is the more numerous than that of the towns.

"We have" seen" he sp \ "that the modem representative

system is not very favoi-ible to the peasantry or to the small

capitalists, especially of the country towns. The classes

which the representative system most favors are the large

owners of capital or land, the highly coui i d, and under a

democratic electoral system, the militant and class-conscious

part of the industrial working class. So in general one can

say parliamentarism favors the population of the large towns

as against that of the country."

Far from being disturbed at this unjust and unequal sys-

tem, Kautsky prefers that it should not be reformed, unless

the town population are in a majority. "Direct legislation

by the people works against these tendencies of parliamenta-

rism. If the latter strives to place the political balance of

power in the population of the large towns, the former puts

it in the masses of the population, but these still live every-

where and for the most part in a large majority, with the

exception of England, in the country and in the small country

towns. Direct legislation takes away from the population

of the large towns their special political influence, and sub-

jects them to the country population." (2)

He concludes that wherever and as long as the agricultural

population remains in a majority, the Socialists have no

special reason to work for direct legislation.

Of course Kautsky and his school do not expect this sepa-
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ration or antagonism of agriculture and industry to last very

far into the future. But as long as capitalism lasts they

believe agriculturists will play an entirely subordinate r61e

in politics. "While the capitalist mode of production in-

creases visibly the difficulties of the formation of a revolu-

tionary class (in the country), it favors it in the towns," he

says. "It there concentrates the laboring masses, creates

conditions favorable to every organization for their mental

evolution and for their class struggle. ... It debilitates

the country, disperses the agricultural workers over vast

areas, isolates them, robs them of all means of mental

development and resistance to exploitation." (3)

Similarly Vandervclde quotes from Voltaire's essay on

customs a sentence describing the European peasantry of a

hundred and fifty years ago as " savages living in cabins

with their females and a few animals," and asks, "who
would dare to pretend that these words have lost all their

reality ? " He admits that "rural barbarism has decreased,"

but still considers the peasantry, not as a class which must

take an active part in bringing about Socialism, but as oae

to which "conquering Socialism will bring political liberty

and social equality." (4)

Kautsky says that either the small fanner is not really

independent, and pieces out his income by hiring himself

out occasionally to some larger landowner or other employer,

or else, if entirely occupied with his own work, that he man-
ages to compete with large-scale cultivation only "by over-

work and underconsumption, by barbarism, as Marx says."

"To-day the situation of the city proletariat," Kautsky

adds, "is already so superior to the barbaric situation of the

older peasants, that the younger peasants' generation is

leaving the fields along with the class of rural wage earners."

There can be no question that small farms, those without

permanent hired labor, survive competition witli the larger

and better equipped, only by overwork and underconsump-

tion. But the unfavorable comparison with city wage

earners and the repetition to-day of Marx's term "barbarism"

is no longer justified. Where these conditions still exist,

they are due largely to special legal obstacles placed ir the

way of European peasants, and to legal privileges giver '.

the great landlords,— in other words, to remnants of i< >
dalism. Kautsky's error in making this as a statement of

general application would seem to be based on a confusion

1
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of the survivals of feudalism, as seen in some parts of Europe,

with the necessary conditions of agricultural production, as

seen in this country.

Kautsky himself has lately given full recognition to another

factor in the agricultural situation— the horrors of wage

slavery, which acts in the very opposite manner to these feudal

conditions and prevents both small agriculturists and agricul-

tural laborers from immigrating to the towns in greater num-
bers than they do, and persuades them in spite of its drudgery

to prefer the life of the owner of a small farm.

"Since labor in large-scale industry takes to-day the repul-

sive form of wage labor," he says, "many owne-s of small

properties keep holding on to them with the greatest sacri-

fices, for the sole purpose of avoiding falling into the serfdom

and insecurity of wage labor. Only Socialism can put an

end to small production, not of course by the forceful ejection

of small owners, but by giving them an opportunity to work

for the perfected large establishments with a shortened

working day and a larger income." (5) Surely there is little

ground to lay special stress on the "baioarism" of small

farms, if such a large proportion of farmers and agricultural

laborers prefer it on good grounds to "the serfdom and

insecurity" of labor on large farms or in manufacturing estab-

lishments.
1+ is doubtless chiefly because European conditions are such

as to make the conversion of the majority of agriculturists

difficult, that so many European Socialists claim that an

existing or prospective preponderance of manufacturers

makes it unnecessary. But, while in many countries of

Europe the remnants of feudalism, or rather of eighteenth-

century absolutism and landlord rule, to which this back-

ward political condition is largely due, have not only sur-

vived, but have been modernized, through the protection

extended to large estates, so as to Jiecome a part and parcel

of modern capitalism, tliis condition does not promise to

be at all lasting. There arc already signs of change in the

agricultural sections of Bohemia, Hungary, and Italy, while

in France, where the political influence of the large landlord

class is rapidly on the decline, the Socialists have appealed

successfully, under certain conditions, only to agricul-

tural laborers, but also to small indeper. it farmers.

As Socialists come to take a world vie
,
gi^ '"? due promi-

nence to countries uke France and the t nit. tales, where
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agriculture has had its freest development, they grow away
from the older b^andpoint and give more attention to the

rural popuJa^ion. 'I lie rapid technical evolution of agricul-

ture and the equally rai/id < hanges in the ownership of land

in a countr li'.e the Uni'.ed States have encouraged our
Socialists to liii^.imine the wHg!» question. I cannot enter

into a discussion, c\ vn the most cursory, of agricultural

evolution in this country, but a few indications from the cen-

sus of 1910 will show the general tendencies.

Farm owners and tenants probably now have $45,000,-

000,000 in property (1910), fully a third of the national

wealth, and with 6,340,000 farms they are just about

a third of om population. This calculation does not allow

for interest (where farmers have borrowed) or rent (where

they are tenants) ; on the other hand, it does not allow for

the fact that many farmers have bank accounts and outside

investments. But it indicates the prosperity of a large part

of the farminji class.

The value of the land of the average farm has doubled

since 1900 ($2271 in 1900— $4477 in 1910) in spite of a

decrease in the size of farms, while the amount spent for

labor increased 80 per cent, which the statistics show was due
in part to higher wages, but in larger part to the greater amount

of labor and the greater number of laborers ^ised. Other expendi-

tures increased almost proportionately, and the capita' em-
ployed in land, buildings, machinery, fertilizers, and labor

has almost doubled in this short period. As prices advanced
less than 25 per cent during the decade, all these increases

were largely real. The gross income of the average farm
owner, measured in what it could buy, evidently rose by more
than 50 per cent, and his real net income nearly as fast. The
average farm owner then was receiving a fair share of the

increase of the national wealth.

But farmers cannot profitably be considered as a single

class. Tenants are rarely at the same time landlords.

Farmers paying interest are usually not the same as those

holding mortgages. A few of the debtors may be very suc-

cessful men who borrow only to buy more land and liire more
labor. But very few tenants are in this class. We may safely

assume that those who own without a mortgage or employ
labor steadily with one are getting vwre than an average

share of the national wealth, while tenants or those who
have mortgaged their land heavily and do not regularly hire

I. il
: if

til
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labor (except at harvest) are, in the average case, getting

less. Investments of borrowed money in the best machinery

or farm animals by a single family working alone and . i a

very small scale, may give a good return above interest, but

this return is strictly limited unless with most exceptional

or most fortunate pei^ons.

Now the statistics of the increase of agricultural wages

show that they rose in no such proportion as the increase

of agricultural capital— and the possibility of a farm hand
saving his wages and becoming the owner of one of these

more and more costly farms is more remote than ever. But
there is a third solution— the agricultural laborer may
neither remain a laborer nor become an owner. If he cmi

accumulate enough capital for machinery, horses, farm ani-

mals, and seed, he can pay for the use of the land from his

annual product, he can become a tenant On the other side,

if the value of the usual 160-acre homestead rises to $20,000

or $30,000, the owner is easily able to make a few thousand

dollars in addition by selling his farm animals and machinery
and to retire to the country town and live on his rent.

It is evident that the position of most of these farm ten-

ants is very close to that of laborers. Though working on
their own account, it is so difficult for them to make a living

that they are forced to tiie longest hours and to the exploita-

tion of their wives and children under all possible and impos-

sible circumstances. Already farm tenants are almost as

numerous in this country as farm owners. The census

figures indicated that the proportion of tenants had risen

from 23 per cent in 1880 to 37 per cent in 1910. Not only

this, but a closer inspection of the figures by States will show
that, whereas in new States like Minnesota, where tenancy

has not had time to develop, it embraced in 1900 less than
20 per cent of the total number of farms, in many older States

the percentage had already risen high above 40. This

increase of tenants proves an approach of the United States

to the fundamental economic condition of older countries
— the divorce of land cultivation from land ownership, ana
the census of 1910 shows that three eighths of the farms of the

United States are already in that condition.

Land and hired labor are the chief sources of agricultural

wealth, and capital is most productive only when it is invested

in these as well as other means of production. That is, if the

small farmer is really a small capitalist, if he is to receive a
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return from his capital as well as his own individual and that

of his family labor, he must, as a rule, either have enough
capital to provide work for others and his family, or he must
get a share of the imeamed increment through the ownership
of his farm, or long leases without revaluation. Farm ten-

ants who do not habitually employ labor, or those whose
mortgages are so heavy as practically to place them in the

position of such tenants, are, for these reasons, undoubtedly
accessible to Socialist ideas— as long as they remain farm
tenants.

But now after discarding all the European 2 rejudices above
referred to, let us look at the other side. Tenants every-

where belong to those classes which, as Kautsky truly says,

in the passage quoted in a previous chapter, are also a recruit-

ing ground for the capitalists. They are more likely to be
the owners of the capital, now a considerable sum, needed
to operate a small farm (cattle, machinery, etc.) than are

farm laborers, and it is for their benefit chiefly that the
various governmental plans for creating new small farms
through irrigation, reclamation, and the division of large

estates are contrived. And it is even possible that practi-

cally all the present tenants may some day be provided for.

By maintaining or creating small farms then, or .:* iding

for a system of long leases and small-sized allotments of

govemmentally owned land, guaranteed against any raise

in rents during the term of the lease, capitalist gc 'ernments
may gradually succeed in firmly attaching the larger part
of the struggling small farmers and farm tenants to capital-

ism. While sMll in the individualistic form capitalism will

establish, wherever it can, privately owned small farms;

when it will have adopted the collectivist policy, it will inaug-

urate a system of national ownership and long leases.

Even the small farmer who hires no labor, and does not even
own his farm, will probably be held, as a class, by capitalism,

but only by the collectivist capitalism of the future, which
will probably protect him from landlordism by keeping the
title to the land, but dividing the unearned increment with
him by a system of long lea.ses, and usin" its share of this

increment for the promotion of agriculture and for other
purposes he approves.

Socialists, then, do not expect to indrde in their ranks in

considerable numbers, either agricultural employers or such
tenants, laborers, or farm owners as are becoming, or believe
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they will become, employers (either mider present govern-

ments or under coUectivist capitalism).

Only when the day finally comes when Socialism begins

to exert a pressure on the government adversely to the in-

terest of the capitalist class will higher wages and new gov-

ernmental expenditures on wage earners begin to reverse

conditions automatically, making labor dearer, small farms

which employ labor less profitable, and a lea&e of govern-

ment land less desirable, for example, than the position of a

skilled employee on a model government farm. All govern-

ments will then be forced by the farming population itself

to lend more and more support to the Socialist policy of

great national municipal or county farms, rather than to

the artificial promotion or small-scale agriculture.

For the present and the near future the only lasting support

SociaU3ts can find in the country is from the surplus of agri-

cultural laborers and perhaps a certain part of the tenants, i.e.

those who cannot be provided for even if all large estates

are everywhere divided into small farms, all practicable works

of reclamation and irrigation completed, and scientific

methods introduced— and who will find no satisfactory

opportunity in neighboring countries. It must be acknowl-

edged that such tenants at present form no very large part

of the agricultural population in the United States. On the

other hand, agriculturists are even less backward here than

in Europe, and there is less opposition between town and

country, and both these facts favor rural Socialism.

If, however, the majority of farmers must remain inacces-

sible to Socialism until the great change is at hand, this is

not because they are getting an undue share of the national

wealth or because they are private property fanatics, or

because agriculturists are economically and politically back-

ward, or because they are hostile to labor, though all this is

true of many, but because of all classes, they are the most

easily capable of being converted into (or perpetuated as)

small capitalists by the reforms of the capitalist states-

man in search of reliable and numerically important political

support.

I have shown the attitude of the Socialists towards each

of^the agricultural classes— their belief that they will be able

to" attach to themselves the agricultural laborers and those

tenants and independent farmers who are neither landlords

nor steady employers, nor expect to become such. But what

H^! '

m-
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now is the attitude of laborers, tenants, etc., towards Socialism,

and what program do the Socialists offer to attract them?
Let us first consider a few general reforms on which all

Socialists would agree and which would be acceptable to all

classes of agriculturists. Socialists differ upon certain /undo-

7nental alterations in their program whi( i have been proposed

in order to adapt it to agriculture. Aside from these, all

Socialist parties wish to do everything that is possible to

attract agriculturists. They favor such measures as the

nationalization of forests, irrigation, state fire insurance, the

nationaHzation of transportation, the extension of free educa-

tion and especially of free agricultural education, the organ-

ization of free medical assistance, graduated income and inher-

itance taxes, and the decrease of military expenditures, etc.

It will be seen that all these reforms are such as might be,

and often are, adopted by parties which have nothing to do

with Socialism. Community ownersiiip of forests and na-

tional subsidies for roads are urged by so conservative a

body as Mr. Roosevelt's Commission on Country Life.

They are all typical "State Socialist" {i.e. State capitalist)

measures, justifiable and indispensable, but not intimately

related with the program of Socialism. The indorsement

of such measures might indeed assure the Socialists the

friendly cooperation of political factions representing the

agriculturists, but it could scarcely secure for them the same
partisan support in the country as they have obtained

from the workingmen of the towns.

Besides such legislative reforms as the above, the Socialistf

generally favor legislative encouragement for every form of

agricultural cooperation. Kautsky says that cooperative

associations limited to purchase or sale, or for financing pur-

poses, have no special connection with Socialism, but favors

productive cooperation, and in France this is one of the chief

measures advocated by the most ardent of the Socialist

agriculturist agitators, Compere-Morel, who was elected to

the Chamber of Deputies from an agricultural district.

Compere-Morel notes that the above-mentioned govern-

mental measures of the State Socialistic variety are likely to

be introduced by reformers who have no sympathy either with

Socialism or -mth labor unions, and as a counterweight he

lays a great emphasis on cooperative organizations for pro-

duction, which could work with the labor unions and their

cooperative stores and also with Socialist municipalities.
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In France and elsewhere there is already a stronj; movement
to municipalize the milk supply, the municipalization of

slaughterhouses is far advanced, and municipal bakeries

are a probability of the near future. Such cooperative

organizations, however, like the legislative proposals above

mentioned, are already so widely in actual operation and are

so generally supported by powerful non-Socialist organiza-

tions that Socialist support can be of comparatively little

value.

There h no reason why a collectivist but capitalist democ-

racy should not favor both associations for productive

cooperation and friendly relations between these and col-

lectivist municipalities; nor why they should fail to favor

an enlightened labor policy in such cases, at least as far as

the resulting increase of efficiency in the laborer justified it,

i.e. as long as his product rises, as a result of such reforms,

faster than what it costs to introduce them.

Socialists also favor the nationalization of the land, but

without the expropriation of self-employing farmers, as

these are felt to be more sinned against than sinning. " With
the present conservative nature of our farmers, it is highly

probable that a number of them would [under Socialism]

continue to work in the present manner," Kautsky says.

"The proletarian governmental power would have absolutely

no inclination to take over such little businesses. As yet

no Socialist who is to be taken seriously has ever demanded
that the farmers should be expropriated, or that their goods

hould be confiscated. It is much more probable that each

little farmer would be permitted to work on as he has pre-

viously done. The farmer has nothing to fear from a Social-

ist r(5gime. Indeed, it is highly probable," he adds, "that

these agricultural industries would receive considerable

strengthening through the new rdgime."

Socialists generally agree with Mr. A. M.Simons's resolution

at the last American Socialist Convention (1910) : "So long

as tools are used merely by individual handicraftsmen, they

present no problem of ownership which the Socialist is com-

pelled to solve. The same is true of laud. Collective

ownership is urged by the Socialist, not as an end in itself,

not as a part of a Utopian scheme, but as the means of pre-

venting exploitation, and wherever individual ownership

is an agency of exploitation, then such ownership is opposed

by Socialism." (6)

i^'.a.
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Exploitation here refers to the emplojinent of laborers,

and this is the central point of the Socialist policy. To the
Socialists the land question and the labor question are one.

Every agricultural policy must deal with both. If we were
confronted to-day exclusively by large agricultural eotates,

the Socialist policy would be the same as in other industries.

All agricultural capital would be nationalized or municipal-
ized as fast as it became sufficiently highly organized to make
this practicable. And as the ground rent can be taken sep-
arately, and with the least difficulty, this would be the first

to go. Agricultural labor, in the meanwhile, would be organ-
ized and as the day approached when the Socialists were
about to gain control of the government, and the wages of

government employees began rapidly to rise, those of agri-

cultural and all other privately employed labor would rise

also, until private profits were destroyed and the process of

socialization brought rapidly to completion.
But where the scale of production is so small that the

farmer and his family do the work and do not habitually hire

outside labor, the whole case is different. The chief exploita-

tion here is self-exploitation. The capital owned is so small
that it may be compared in value with the skilled worker's
trade education, especially when we consider the small return

it brings in, allowing for wages for the farmer and his family.

Even though, as owner, he receives that part of the rise in

the value of his land due to the general increase of population
and wealth and not to his own labor (the unearned incre-

ment), his income is less than thi-/, of many skilled laborers.

Two widely different policies are for these reasons adopted
by all reformers when dealing with large agricultural estates

and small self-employing farmers. On this point there is

little room for difference of opinion. But small farmers
are not a sharply defined class. They are constantly re-

cruited from agricultural laborers and tenants on the one
hand, and are constantly becoming employing farmers on
the other— or the process may take the opposite course,

large farms may break up and small farmers may become
laborers— for all or a part of their time. All agricultural

reforms may be viewed not only in their relation to existing

small farmers, but as to their c.Tcct on the increase or decrease
of the relative proportions of small self-employing farmers,
of employing farmers, and of agricultural laborers.

And here appears the fundamental distinction between the
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Socialist proRram and that of collectivist capitalism as far

as the small farmers are concerned. Socialists agree in wait-

ing to aid those small farmers who are neither capitalists

nor employers on a sufficient scale to classify them with those

elements, but they neither wish to perpetuate the system of

small farms nor to obstruct the development of the more pro-

ductive large-scale farming and the normal increase of an

agricultural working class ready for cooperative or govern-

mental employment. They point to the universal law that

large-scale production is more economical, and show that

this applies to agriculture. Small farming strictly linaits

the point to which the income of the agricultural population

can rise, prevents the cheapening of the production of food,

and furnishes a constant stream of cheap labor composed of

discontented agricultural laborers who prefer the more steady

income, limited hours, and better concUtions of wage earners.

"Even the most energetic champions of small farming," says

Kautsky, "do not make the least attempt to show its superiority,

as this would be a hopeless task. What they maintain is only the

superiority of labor on one's own property to wage labor for a strange

exploiter. . . . But if the large farm offers the greater possibility

of lessening the work of the agricultural laborers, then it would be

a betrayal of the latter to set before them as a goal, not the capture

and technical development of large forms, but their break up into

nimierous small farms. That would mean nothing less than a willing-

ness to perpetuate the drudgery under which the agricultural laborers

and small farmers now suffer." (7)

But how shall Socialists aid small fanners without increas-

ing the number of small farms ? It might be thought that

the nationalization of the land would solve the problem.

The government, once become the general landlord, could use

the rent fund to improve the condition of all classes of agri-

culturists, without unduly favoring any, agricultural evolu-

tion could take its natural course, and the most economical

method of production, i.e. large farms or large cooperative

associations, would gradually come to predominate. But
the capitalist collectivists who now control or will soon control

governments, far from feeling any anxiety about the persist-

ence of small-scale farming, believe that the small farmers

can be made into the most reliable props of capitalism.

Accordingly collectivist reformers either promote schemes

of division of large estates and favor the creation of large
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masses of small owners by this and every other available
means, such as irrigation or reclamation projects, or if they
indorse nationalization of the land in order to get the un-
earned increment for their governments, they still make the
leases on as small a scale and revaluations at as long intervals

as possible, and so do almost as much artificially to perpetuate
the small farm under this system as they could by furthering
private ownership.
Although there is no necessary and immediate conflict of

interest between wage earners and small farmers, it is evi-

dent that it is impossible for Socialists to offer the small
farmers as much as the capitalist collectivists do, — for the
latter are willing in this instance to promote, for political

purposes, an uneconomic mode of production which is a
burden on all society.

Here, however, appears an economic tendency that relieves

the situation for the Sc)ciali.«t. Under private ownership or
land nationalization with long leases and small-scale farms,

it is only once in a generation or even less frequently that
farms are subdivided. But the amount of capital and labor
that can be profitably applied to a given area of land, the in-

tensity of farming, increases very rapidly. The former self-

employing farmer, everywhere encouraged by governments,
soon comes to employ steadily one or more laborers. And
it is notable that in every country of the world these middle-
sized or moderate-sized farms are growing more rapidly than
either the larte-scale or the one-family farms. This has an
economic anu a political explanation. Though large farms
have Tnore economic advantages than small, the latter have
nothing to expend for superintendence and get much more
work from each person occupied. The middle-sized farms
preserve these advantages and gradually come also to employ
much of the most profitable machinery, that is out of

reach of the small farmer. Politically their position is still

stronger. They are neither rich nor few like the large land-
holders. Their employees nre one, two, or three on each farm,
and isolated.

Here, then, is the outcome of the agricultural situation that
cliiefly concerns the Socialist. The middle-sized farmer is a
smr^il capitalist and employer who, like the rest of his kind,
will in every profound labor crisis be found with the large
capitalist. His employees will outnumber him as voters and
will have little hope that the government will intervene some
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day to make them either proprietors or possessors of long-

term leases. The capital, moreover, to run this kind of farm

or to compete with it, will be greater and greater and more

and more out of their agricultural laborer's reach. These

employees will be Socialists.

We are now in a position to understand the divisions among
the Socialists on the agricultural question. The Socialist

policy as to agriculture may be divided into three peri-

ods. During the ascendency of capitalistic collectivism

it will be powerless to do more than to support the col-

iectivist reforms, including partial nationalization of the

land, partial appropriation of unearned increment by na-

tional or local governments, municipal and cooperative

production, and the numerous reforms already mentioned.

In the second period, the approach of SociaUsm will hasten

all these changes automatically through the rapid rise in

wages, and in the third period, when the Socialists are in

power special measure will be taken still further to hasten

the pr>>e«ss until all land is gradually nationalized and all

agricultural production carried on by governmental bodies

or cooperative societies of actual workers.

If the Socialists gain control of any government, or if

they come near enough to doing this to be able to force con-

cessions at the cost of capital, a double effect will be produced

on agriculture. The general rise in wages will destroy the

profits of many farmer employers, and it will offer to the

smallest self-employing farmers the possibility of an income

as wage earners so much larger, and conditions so much
better, than anything they can hope for as independent pro-

ducers that they will cease to prefer self-employment. The

high cost of labor will favor both large scale production, either

capitalistic or cooperative, and national, state, county, and

municipal farms. Without any but an automatic economic

pressure, small-scale and middle-scale farming would tend

rapidly to give place to these other higher forms, and these

in turn would tend to become more and more highly organized

as other industries have done, until social production became

a possibility. Not only would there be no need of coercive

legislative measures, but the automatic pressure would be,

not that of misery or bankruptcy pressing the self-employing

farmer from behind, but of a larger income and better condi-

tions drawing the majority forward to more developed and

social forms of production.
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In France a considerable and increasing number of the

Socialist members of Parliament are elected by the peasantry,

and the same is true of Italy. In Herv6 the French have
developed a world-famed ultra-revolutionary who always
lakes his appeal to peasants as well as workers, and in

Compere-Morel, one of the most able of those economists
and organizers of the international movement who give the
agriculturists their chief attention. The latter has recently

summed up the position of the French Party in a few incisive

paragraphs— which show its similarity to that of the Ameri-
cans. His main idea is to let economic evolution take its

course, which, in proportion as labor is effectively organized,

will inevitably lead towards collective ownership and opera-
tion and so pave the way for Socialism :

—
"As to small property, it is not our mission either to hasten or to

precipitate its disappearance. A product of labor, quite often being
merely a tool of the one who is detaining it, not only do we respect
it, we do something more yet, we relieve it from taxes, usury, scan-
dalous charges on the part of the middlemen, whose victim it is.

And this will be done in order to make possible its free evolution
towards superior forms of exploitation and ownership, which be-
come more and more inevitable.

"This means that there is no necessity at all to appeal to violence,

to use constraint and power in order to inaugurate in the domain
of rural production, the only mode of ownership fit to utilize the new
technical agricultural tools : collective ownership.
"On the other hand, a new form of ownership cannot be imposed;

it is the new form of ownership which is imposing itself.

"It is in vain that they use the most powerful, the most artifical,

means to develop, to multiply, and animate the private ownership
of the land; the social ownership of the land will impose itself,

through the force of events, on the most stubborn, on the most ob-
stinate, of the partisans of individual ownership of the rural domain."

The French Socialists do not propose to interfere with
titles of any but very large properties, or even with inherit-

ance. Whether they have to meet government ownership
and 33-year leases now being tried on a small scale in New
Zealand, or whether a capitalist collectivist government
allows agricultural evolution and land titles to take their

natural course, they expect to corner the labor supply, and in

this way ultimately to urge agriculture along in the Socialist

direction. From the moment they have done this, they
expect a steady tendency on the part of agriculturists to look

^Wm:
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forward, as the workingmen have done, to the Socialist

State :
—

"The question arises, under a Socialist regime, will small property,

the property cultivated by the owner and his family, be trans-

missible, allowed to be sold, or left as inheritance to the children,

to the nephews, and even to very remote cousins ? From the mo-

ment this property is not used as an instrument of exploitation—
and in a Socialist society, labor not being sold, it could never become

one— what do we care whether it changes hands every morning,

whether it travels around through a whole family or country?"

For, since the Socialist State will furnish work for all that

apply, at the best remuneration, and under the best condi-

tions, especially as it will do this in its own a^^cultural enter-

prises, relatively few farmers will be able to pay enough to

secure other workers than those of their own families.

In the United States the Party has definitely decided by a

large majority, in a referendum vote, that it does not intend

to try to disturb the self-employing farmer in any way in

his occupation and use of the land. In a declaration adopted

in 1909, when, by a refere-'dum vote of nearly two to one,

the demand for the immediate collective ownership of the

land was dropped from the platform, the following paragraph

was inserted :

—
j . n •

"There can be no absolute private title to land. All pri-

vate titles, whether called fee simple or otherwise, are and

must be subordinate to the public title. The Socialist Party

strives to prevent land from being used for the purpose of

exploitation and speculation. It demands the coUeotivc

possession, control, or management of land to what(>ver

extent may be necessary to attain that end. It is not opp< )s<h1

to the occupation and pot^sossion of land by those usins it

in a useful bona fide manner tvUhout exploitation." My
italics.)

Those Aint'riciin Socialists who have given most attention

to the sulijoct, liko Mr. Simons, have lonji; since matfe up

their minds tliat there is no )io]io whatever eitlier !<r he

victory or even for the rapid (l< velopiiient of Socialise in

this country unless it takes some root among the agns-al-

turists. Mr. Simons insists that the Socialists should arr.r-;

against the forces of conservatism, privilege, and expltrta-

tion, "all those whose labor assists in the productiuE oi

wealth, for all these make up the army of exploited, ant all

are interested in the abolition of exploitation."
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"In this struggle," he continues, "farmers and factory
wage workers must make common cause. Any smaller
combination, any division in the ranks of the workers, must
render success impossible. In a country where fundamental
changes of policy are secured at the ballot box, nothing can
be accomplished without united action by all classes of
workers. . . . Thebetterorganizationof the factory workers
of the citios, due to their position in the midst of a higher
developed capitalism and more concentrated industry, malces
them in no way independent of their rural brothers. So long
as they are not numerous enough to win, they are helpless.
'A miss is as gootl as a mile,' ami coming close to a majority
avails almost nothing." (8)

Looking at the question after this from the farmers'
standpoint, Mr. Simons argues that many of the latter are
well aware that the ownership of a farm is nothing more than
the ownership of a job, and that the capitalists who own
the mortgages, railroads, elevators, meat-packing establish-
ments, and factories which produce agricultural machinery
and other needed supplies, control the lives and income of the
agriculturists almost as rigidly as they do those of their own
employees. Mr. Simons's views on this point also are prob-
ably those of a majority of the party.
Mr. Victor Berger does not coasider that farmers belong

to that class by whom and for whom Socialism has come into
being. "The average farmer is not a proletarian," he says,
"yet lie is a producer." (9) This would seem to imply that
the farmer should have Socialist consideration, though per-
haps not equal coasideration with the workingman. Mr.
Bcrcer's mam argument apparently was that the farmers
iiu>-- be included in the movement, not because this is de-
manded m principle' but because "you will never get con-
s?> of hf United States unless you have the farming class
^sm. you. as he said at a Socialist convention.

-HUi there are three possible attitudes of Socialists towards
-,2« ^if-mplovmg farmer, and all three are represented in
13* aannement. Kautsky, Vandervelde, and many others
les-w -nat after all he is not a proletarian, and therefore
msraid not or cannot be included in the movement. The
r-?nc5L SociaUsts and many Americans believe that he is
praetiea,lly a proletarian and should and can be included.

J'""
' "eformists " m countries where he is very numerous

Ofeiievs he should De included, even when (Berger) they
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do not consider him as a proletarian. The Socialist move-

ment, on the whole, now stands with Kautsky and Vander-

velde, and this is undoubtedly the correct position until the

Socialists are near to political supremacy. The French and

American view, that the self-employing farmer is practically

a wage earner, is spreading, and though this view is false and

dangerous if prematurely applied (i.e. to-day) it will become

correct in the future when collectivist capitalism has ex-

hausted its reforms and the small farmer is becoming an

employee of the highly productive government farms or a

profit-sharer in cooperative associations.
,,„,«x ,,

At the last American Socialist Convention (1910) Mr.

Simons's resolution carefully avoided the "reformist posi-

tion of trying to prop up either private property or small-

scale production, by the statement that, while "no Socialist

Party proposes the immediate expropriation of the farm owner

who IS cultivating his own farm," that, on the other hand,

"it is not for the Socialist Party to guarantee the private

ownership of any productive property." He remarkecl m
the Convention that the most prominent French Marxists,

Guesde and Lafargue, had approved the action of the recent

French Socialist Congress, which had "guaranteed the peas-

ant ownership of his farm," but he would not accept this

action as good Socialism. Mr. Berger offered the same criti-

cism of the French Socialists, and added that the guarantee

would not be worth anything in any case, because our grand-

children would not be ruled by it.

However, there is a minority ready to compromise everything in

this question. Of all American States, Oklahoma has been the one

where Socialists have given the closest attention to agricultural

oroblems. The Socialists have obtained a considerable vote in every

TOunty of this agricultural State, and with 20,000 to 25,000 votes

they include a considerable proportion of the electorate. It is true

that their platform, though presented at the last national convention

has not been passed upon, and may later be disapproved in several

important clauses, but it is important as showirg the farthest point

the American movement has gone in this direction. Its most im-

portant points are :

—

.,• J
The retention and constant enlargement of the public do.nain.

By retaining school and other public lands.

By purchasing of arid and overflow lands and the State reclama-

tion of all such lands now held by the State or that m^^" be pcquu^d

by the State. ... x « ^ .

By the purchase of all lands sold for the non-payment of taxes.
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Separation of the department of agriculture from the political
government.

Election of all members and officers of the Board of Agriculture
by the direct vote of the actual farmers.

Erection by the State of grain elevators and warehouses for the
storage of farm products; these elevators and warehouses to be
managed by the Board of Agriculture.

Organization by the Board of Agriculture of free agricultural
education and the establishment of model farms.

Encouragement by the Board of Agriculture of cooperative
societies of fanners—

For the buying of seed and fertilizers.

For the purchase and common use of implements and machinery.
For the preparing and sale of produce.
Organization by the State of loans on mortgages and warehouse

certificates, the interests charges to cover cost only.
State insurance against disease of animals, diseases of plants,

insect pests, hail, flood, storm, and fire.

Exemption from taxation and execution of dwellings, tools, farm
animals, implements, and improvements to the amount of one thou-
sand dollars.

A graduated tax on the value of rented land and land held for spec-
ulation.

Absentee landlords to assess their own lands, the State reserving
the right to purchase such lands at their assessed value plus 10 per
cent.

Land now in the possession of the State or hereafter acquired
through purchase, reclamation, or tax sales to be rented to landless
farmers under the supervision of the Board of Agriculture at the
prevailing rate of share rent or its equivalent. The payment of
such rent to cease as soon as the total amount of rent paid is equal
to the value of the land, and the tenant thereby acquires for himself
and his children the right of occupancy. The title to all such lands
remaining with the commonwealth. (10)

I have italicized the most significant items. The preference
given to landless farmers in the last paragraph shows that the party
in Oklahoma does not propose to distribute its greatest favors to
those who are now in possession of even the smallest amount of land.
On the other hand, once the land is governmentally "owned" and
speculation and landlordism (or renting) are provided against, the
farmer pas.'^s "the right of occupancy " of this land on to his chil-
dren. European Socialist parties, with one exception, have not gone
so far as this, and it is doubtful if the American Party will sustain
such a long step towards permanent private property. It may well
he doubted whether the Socialist movement will favor giving to
children the identical privileges their parents had, simply because
th^ are the children of these parents, especially if these privileges
had been materially increased m value during the parents' lifetime
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by community effort, i.e. if there has been any large unearned in-

crement," Nor will they grant any additional right after forty

years of payments or any other term, but, on the contrary, as the

land rises, through the community's efforts they would undoubtedly

see to it that rent was correspondingly increased. Socialists demand,

not penalties against landlordism, but the community appropriation

of rent— whether it is in the hands of the actual farmer or landlord.

Why moreover, seek to discriminate against those who are in pos-

session now, and then favor those who will be in possession after

the new dispensation, by giving the latter an almost permanent

title? May there not be as many landless argicultural workers

forty years hence as there are now ? Why should those who happen

to be landless in one generation instead of the next receive superior

Not only Henry George, but Herbert Spencer and the present

governments of Great Britain (for all but agricultural land) and

Germany (in the case of cities), recognize that the element of land

val-jes due to the community effort should go to the community.

The political principle that gives the community no permanent

claim to ground rent and is ready to give a " right of occupancy for

two or more lifetimes (for nothing is said in the Oklahoma program

about the land returning to the government) without any provisions

for increased rentals and with no rents at all after forty years, is

reactionary as compared with recent land reform programs elsewhere

(as that of New Zealand).

Even Mr. Roosevelt's Commission on Country Life goes nearly

as far as the Oklahoma Socialists when it condemns speculation in

farm lands and tenancy ; while Mr. Roosevelt himself has suggested

as a remedy in certain instances the leasing of parts of the national

domain. Indeed, the "progressive" capitalists everywhere favor

either small self-employing farmers or national ownership and leases

for long terms and in small allotments, and as State bocialism

advances it will unquestionably lean towards the latter system.

There is nothing Socialistic either in government encouragement

either of one-family farms or in a national leasing system with long-

term leases as long as the new revenue received goes for the usual

"State Socialistic" purposes.

The American Party, moreover, has failed so far to come out

definitely in favor of the capitalist-collectivist principle of

the State appropriation of ground rent, already indorsed by

Marx in 1847 and again in 1L83 (see his letter about Henry

George, Part I, Chapter VIII). In preparing model constitu-

tions for New Mexiro and Arizona (August, 1910), the Na-

tional Executive Committee took up the question of taxation

and recommended graduated income and inheritance taxes,

but nothing was said about the State taking the future rise m
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rents. This is not a reaction when compared to the present
world status of non-Socialist land reform, for the taxation
of unearned increment has not yet been extended to agri-
cultural land in use, but it is decidedly a reaction when com-
pared with the Socialists' own position in the past.

In a semiagricultural country like the United States it

is natural that "State Socialism" should influence the Social-
ist Party in its treatment of the land question more than in
any other direction, and this influence is, perhaps, the gravest
danger that threatens the party at the present writing.

By far the most important popular organ of Socialism in this
country is the Appeal to Reason of Girard, Kansas, which now cir-

culates nearly half a million copies weekly— a large part of which
go into rural communities. The Appeal endeavors, with some
success, to reflect the views of the average party member, without
supporting any faction. As Mr. Debs is one of its editors, it may
be understood that it stands fundamentally against the compromise
of any essential Socialist principle. And yet the exigencies of a
successful propaganda among small landowners or tenants who either
want to become landowners or to secure a lease that would amount
to almost the same thing, is such as to drive the Appeal into a posi-
tion, not only as to the land question, but also to other questions,
that has in it many elements of "State Socialism."
A special propaganda edition (January 27, 1902) is typical. Along

with many revolutionary declarations, such as that Socialism aims
not only at the socialization of the means of production, but also at
the socialization of power, we find others that would be accepted by
any capitalist "State Socialist." Government activities as to schools
and roads are mentioned as examples of socialization, while that
part of the land still in the hands of our present capitalist govern-
ment is referred to as being socialized. The use of vacant and un-
used lands (with "a fair return" for this use) by city, township, and
county officials in order to raise and sell products and furnish em-
ployment, as was done by the late Mayor Pingree in Detroit, and
even the public ownership of freight and passenger automobiles, are
spoken of as "purely Socialist propositions." And, finally, the
laws of Oklahoma are said to permit socialization without a national
victory of the Socialists, though they provide merely that a munici-
pality may engage in any legitimate business enterprise, and could
easily be circumscribed by state constitutional provisions or by
federal courts if real Socialists were about to gain control of
municipalities and State legislature. For such Socialists would
not be satisfied merely to demand the abolition of private landlordism
and unemployment as the Appeal does in this instance, since
both of these "institutions" arc already marked for destruction by
"State capitalism," but would plan public employment at wages

»s.
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so high as to make private employment unprofitable and all but

impossible, so high that the self-employing farmer even would more

and more frequently prefer to quit his farm and go to work on a

municipal, State, or county farm.

The probable future course of the Party, however, is fore-

shadowed by the suggestions made bj' Mr. Simons in the

report referred to, which, though not yet voted upon, seemed

to meet general approval:—
"With the writers of the Communist Manifesto we agree

in the principle of the 'application of all rents of land to

public purposes.' To this end we advocate the taxing of all

lands to their full rental value, the income therefrom to be

applied to the establishment of industrial plants for the pre-

paring of agricultural products for final coixsumption, such as

packing houses, canneries, cotton gins, grain elevators, storage

and market facilities." <">

There is no doubt that Mr. Simons here indorses the most

promising line of agrarian reform under capitalism. But
there is no reas-on why capitalist collectivism may not take

up this policy when it reaches a somewhat more advanced

stage. The tremendous benefits the cities will secure by the

gradual appropriation of the unearned increment will almost

inevitably suggest it to the countiy also. This will immensely

hasten the development of agriculture and the numerical

(») Mr. Simons's resolution also contains another proposition, seemingly at

variance with this, which would postpone Socialist action indefinitely:—

_

" In the field of industry what the Socialist movement demands is the social

ownership and control of the socially operated means of production, not of

all means of production. Only to a very small extent is it [the land] likely

to be, for many years to come, a socially operated means of production."

On the contrary, it would seem that "State Socialism," the basis

on which Socialists must build, to say nothing of Socialism, will bring about

a large measure of government ownership of land in the interest of the farmer

of the individually operated farm. Socialism, it is true, requires besides

government ownership, governmental operation, and recognizes that this is

practicable only as fast as agriculture becomes organized like other industries.

In the meanwhile it recognites either in gradual government ownership or

in the taxation of the unearned increment, the most progressive steps that

can be undertaken by a capitalist government and supports them «ren where

there ia no large-scale production or social operation. For "wherever indivi-

dual ownership is an agency of exploitation," to quote Mr. Simons's own
resolution, "then such ownership is opposed by Socialism," i.e. wherever labor

ia employed.
^ .,,.., »• ..

The Socialist solution, it is true, can only come with social operation,

but that doL-a not mean that Socialism has nothing to say ttxiay. It still

favors the reforms of collectivist capitalism. Where extended naiionai

ownership of the land is inapracticable there remains the taxation of the

future unearned increment. To drop this "demand" also is to subordinate

Socialism completely to small-flcale capitalism.

A
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increase of an agricultural working class. What is even more
important is that it will teach the agricultural laborers that
far more is to be gained by the political overthrow of the small
capitalist employing farmers and by claiming a larger share
of the benefit of these public funds than by attempting the
more and more difficult task of saving up the sum needed for
acquiring a small farm or leasing one for a long term from the
government.
The governmental appropriation of agricultural rent and

its productive expenditure on agriculture will in all probabil-
ity be carried out, even if not prematurely promised at the
present time, by collectivist capitalism. Moreover, while
this great reform will strengthen Socialism as indicated, it

will strengthen capitalism still more, especially in the earUer
otages of the change. Socialists recognize, with Henry
George, that ground rent may be nationalized and "tyranny
and spoliation be continued." For if the present capitalistic

state gradually became the general landlord, either through
the extension of the national domain or through land taxation,
greater resources would be put into the hands of existing class

governments than by any other means. If, for example, the
Socialists opposed the government bank in Germany they
might dread even more the present government becoming
the universal landlord, though it would be useless to try to
prevent it.

It is clear that such a reform is no more a step in Socialism
or in the direction of Socialism than the rest of the capitalist

collectivist program. But it is a step in the development
of capitalism and will ultimately bring society to a point
where the Socialists, if they have in the meanwhile prepared
themselves, may be able to gain the supreme power over
government and industry.

Socialists do not feel that the agricultural problem will be
solved at all for a large part of the agriculturists (the laborers)
nor in the most satisfactory manner for the majority (self-

employing farmers) until the whole problem of capitalism
is solved. The agricultural laborers they claim as their own
to-day; the conditions I have reviewed lead them to hope
also for a slow but steady progress among the smaller
farmers.
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SOCIAUSM AND THE "WORKING CLASS"

If the majority of Socialists are liberal in their conception

of what constitutes the "working class," they are equally

broad in their view as to v;hat classes must be reckoned

among its opponents. They are aware that on the other

side in this struggle will be found all those classes that are

willing to serve capitalism or hope to rise into its ranks.

In its narrow sense the term "capitalist class" may be re-

stricted to mean mere idlers and parasites, but this is not the

sense in which Socialists usually employ it. Mere idlers play

an infinitely less important part in the capitalist world than

active exploiters. It is even probable that in the course of

a strenuous struggle the capitalists themselves may gradually

tax wholly idle classes out of existence and so actually

strengthen the more active capitalists by ridding them of this

burden. Active exploiters may pass some of their time in

idleness and frivolous consumption, without actual degenera-

tion, without becoming mere parasites. All exploitation is

parasitism, but it does not follow that every exploiter is

nothing more than a parasite. He may work feverishly at

the game of exploitation and, as is very common with capi-

talists, may be devoted to it for its own sake and for the power

it brings rather than for the opportunity to consume in luxury

or idleness. If pure parasitism were the object of attack,

as certain Socialists suppose it to be, all but an infinitesimal

minority of mankind would already be Socialists.

Nor do Socialists imagine that the capitalist ranks will

ever be restricted to the actual capitalists, those whose in-

come is derived chiefly from their possessions. Take, for

example, the class of the least skilled and poorest-paid laborers

such as the so-called "casual laborers," the "submerged
tenth"— those who, though for the most part not paupers,

are in extreme poverty and probably are unable to maintain

themselves in a state of industrial efficiency even for that low-

paid and unskilled labor to which they are accustomed. Mr.

324
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H. G. Wells and other observers feel that this class is likely to

put even more obstacles in the path of Socialism than the

rich: "Much more likely to obstruct the way to Socialism,"

says Mr. Wells, "is the ignorance, the want of courage, the

stupid want of imagination in the very poor, too shy and

timid and clumsy to face any change they can evade ! But
even with them popular education is doing its work ; and I

do not fear but that in the next generation we will find Social-

ists even in the slums." (1)

"Misery and poverty are so absolutely degrading, and

exercise such a paralyzing effect over the nature of men, that

no class is ever really conscious of its own suffering," says

Oscar Wilde. "They have to be told of it by other people,

and they often entirely disbelieve them. What is said by
great employers of labor against agitators is unquestionably

true. Agitators are a set of interfering, meddling people,

who come down to some perfectly contented class of the com-

munity and sow the seeds of discontrnt amongst them." (2)

It is the "very poor" who disbelieve the agitators. They
must be embraced in every plan of social reconstruction, but

they cannot be of much aid. The least skilled must rather

be helped and those who can and do help them best are not

any of their "superiors," but their blood brothers and sisters

of the economic class just above them— the great mass of

the unskilled workers.

The class of casual workers and the able-bodied but chroni-

cally under-employed play a very serious r61e in Socialist

politics. It is the class from which, as Socialists point out,

professional soldiers, professiopal strike breakers, and, to some
extent, the police are drawn. Among German Socialists it

is called the "lumpen proletariat," and both for the present

and future is looked at with the greatest anxiety. It is not

thought possible that any considerable portion of it will be

brought into the Socialist camp in the near future, though

some progress has been made, as with every other element of

the working class. It is acknowledged that it tends to be-

come more numerous, constantly recruited as it is from the

increasing class of servants and other dependents of the rich

and well-to-do.

But Socialists understand that the mercenary hirelings

drawn from this class, and directly employed to keep them
"in order," are less dangerous than the capitalists' camp
followers. Bernard Shaw calls this second army of depend-
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ents "the parasitic proletariat." But he explains that he
means not that they do not earn their living, but that their

labor is unproductive. They are parasitic only in the sense

that their work is done either for parasites or for the parasitical

consumption of active capitalists. Nor is there any sharp

line between proletarian and middle class in this element,

since parts of both classes are equally conscious of their de-

pendence. Shaw ms^es these points clear. His only error

i. ^o suppose that Socialists and behevers in the class war
th. ory, have failed to recognize them.

"Thus we find," says Shaw, "that what the idle man of property

does is to plunge into mortal sin against society. He not only with-

draws himself from the productive forces of the nation and quarters

himself on them as a parasite : he withdraws also a body of property-

less men and places them in the same position except that they have
to earn this anti social privilege by ministering to his wants and
whims. He thus creates and corrupts a class of workers— many of

them very highly trained and skilled, and correspondingly paid—
whose subsistence is bound up with his income. They are para-

sites on a parasite; and they defend the institution of private

property with a ferocity which startles their principal, who is often in

a speculative way quite revolutionary in his views. They knock
the class war theory into a cocked hat [I shall show below that class

war Socialists, on the contrary, have always recognized, the existence

of these facts, "whilst the present system lasts."— W. E. W.] by
forming a powerful conservative proletariat whose one economic

interest is that the rich should have as much money as possible;

and it is they who encourage and often compel the property owners

to defend themselves against an onward march of Socialism. Thus
we have the phenomenon that seems at first sight so amazing in

London: namely, that in the constituencies where the shop-

keepers pay the most monstrous rents, and the extravagance and
insolence of the idle rich are in fullest view, no Socialist -^ nay,

no Progressive— has a chance of being elected to the municipality

or to Parliament. The reason is that these shopkeepers Uye by

fleecing the rich as the rich live by fleecing the poor. The million-

aire who has preyed upon Bury and Bottle until no v orkman there

has more than his week's sustenance in hand, and many of them have

not even that, is himself preyed upon in Bond Street, Pall Mall,

and Longacre.
"But the parasites, the West End tradesman, the West End pro-

fessional man. the schoolmaster, the Ritz hotel keeper, the horse

dealer and trainer, the impresario and his guinea stalls, and the

ordinary theatrical manager with his half-guinea ones, the hunts-

man, the jockey, the gamekeeper, the gardener, the coachman, the

huge mass of minor shopkeepers and employees who depend on these

M
i
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or who, as their children, have been brought up with a little crust

of conservative prejudices which they call their politics and morals

and relirion : all these give to Parliamentary and social conservatism

its real fighting force; and the more 'class conscious' we maJce

them themore they wiU understand that their incomes, whiht the

vraeni system lasts, are bound up with those of the proprietors

whom Socialism would expropriate. And as many of them are

better fed, better mannered, better educated, more confident and

successful than the productive proletariat, the class war is not going

to be a walkover for the Socialists. " (3)

If we take into account both this "parasitic proletariat"

and the "lumpen proletariat" previously referred to, it is

clear that when the Socialists speak of a class struggle against

the capitalists, they do not expect to be able to include in their

ranks all "the people" nor even all the wage earners. This

is precisely one of the things that distinguishes them most

sharply from a merely populistic movement. Populist

parties expect to include all classes of the "common P«)ple,

and every numerically important class of capitalists. Social-

ists understand that they can never rely on the small capi-

talist except when he has given up all hope of mamtaimng

himself as such, and that they are facing not only the whole

capitalisi. class, but also their hirelings and dependents.

Socialists as a whole have never tended either to a narrowly

exclusive nor to a vaguely inclusive policy. Nor have their

most influential writers, like Marx and Liebknecht, given the

wage earners a privileged position in the movement. I have

quoted from Liebknecht. "Just as the democrats make a

sort of a fetish of the words 'the people,' " wrote Marx to the

Communists on resigning from the organization in 1851, so

you may make one of the word ' proletariat.'

"

But it cannot be denied that many of Marx's followers have

ignored this warning, and the worship of the words "prole-

tariat" or "working class" is still common in some Socialist

quarters. Recently Kautsky wrote that the Socialist Party,

besides occupying itself with the interests of the manual

laborers, "must also concern itself with all social questions,

but that its attitude on these questions is determined by the in-

terests of the maniial laborers."

"The Socialist Party," he continued, "is forced by its class

position to expand its struggle against its own exploitation

and oppression into a struggle against all forms of exploitation

and oppresfflon, to broaden its struggle for class interests mto
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a struggle for liberty and justice for all members of the com-

munity." According to this interpretation, the Socialist

Party, starting out from the standpoint of the economic

interests of the "manual laborers," comes to represent the

interests of all classes, except the capitahsts. We may doubt

as to whether the other non-capitalist classes will take kindly

to this subordination or "benevolent assimilation" by the

manual workers. Kautsky seems to have no question on this

matter, however ; for he considers that the abolition of the

oppression and exploitation of the wage earners, the dass

at the bottom, can only be effected by the abolition of all ex-

ploitation and oppression, and that therefore "all friends of

universal liberty and justice, whatever class they may spring

from, are compelled to join the proletariat and to fight its

class struggles." (4) Even if this is true, these other classes

will demand that they should have an equal voice in canning
on this struggle in proportion to their numbers, and SociaUst

parties have usually (though not always) given them that

equal voice.

The kernel of the working class, " the layers of the industrial

proletariat which have reached political self-consciousness,"

provides the chief supporters of the Socialist movement,
according to Kautsky, although the latter is the representa^

tive "not alone of the industrial wage workers, but of all the

working and exploited layers of the community, that is, the

great majority of the total population, what one ordinarily

calls 'the people.'" Wliile Socialism is to represent all the

producing and exploited classes, the industrial proletariat

is thus considered as the model to which the others must be

shaped and as by some special right or virtue it is on all

occasions to take the forefront in the movement. This posi-

tion leads inevitably to a considerably qualified form of

democracy.

"The backbone of the party will always be the fightmg prole-

tariat, whose qualities will determine its character, whose strength

will determine its power," says Kautsky. " Bourgeois and peasants

are highly welcome if they will attach themselves to ua and march
with us, but the proletariat will always show the way.

"But if not only wage earners but also small peasante and small

capitalists, artisans, middle-men of all kinds, small officials, and so

forth— in short, the whole so-called 'common people'— formed

the masses out of which Social Democracy recruits its adherents,

we must not forget that these claEses, with the exception of the class-
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conacioua wage-earners, are also a recruiting ground for our oppo-

nents ; their influence on these classes has been and still is Uwlay the

chiefground of their political power.
'"^ grant political rights to the people, therefore, by no means

necessarily inipiiea the protection of the interests of the proletariat

or those of social evolution. Universal suffrage, as it is known, has

nowhere brought about a Social Democratic majority, while it may
give more reactionary majorities than a qualified suffrage tmder

the same circumstances. It may put aside a liberal government only

to put in its place a conservative or catholic one. ...
"Nevertheless the proletariat must demand democratic institu-

tions under all circumstances, for the same reasons that, once it has

obtained political power, it can only use its own class rule for the

ptupose of putting an end to all class rule. It is the bottonmiost

of the social classes. It cannot gain political rights, at least not

in its entirety, except if everybody gets them. Each of the other

classes may become privileged under certain circumstances, but not

the proletariat. The Social Democracy, the party of the class-

conscious proletariat, is therefore the surest support of democratic

efforts, much surer than the bourgeois democracy.

"But if the Social Democracy is also the most strenuous fighter

for democracy, it cannot share the latter's illusions. It must always

be conscious of the fact that every popular right which it wins is a

weapon not only for itself, but also for its opponents ; it must there-

fore under certain circumstances understand that democratic achieve-

ments are more useful at first to the enemy than to itself ; but only

at first. For in the long nm the introduction of democratic institu-

tions in the State can only turn out to the profit of Social Democracy.

They necessarily make its struggle easier, and lead it to victory.

The militant proletariat has so much confidence in social evolution,

so much confidence in itself, that it fears no struggle, not even with

a superior power ; it only wants a field of battle on which it can

move freely. The democratic State offers such a field of battle;

there the final decisive struggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat

can best be fought out."

The reader might understand this somewhat vacillating

position on the whole to favor democracy, but only a few

pages further on Kautsky explains his reasons for opposing

the initiative and referendum, and we see that when the point

of action arrives, his democratic idealism is abandoned :

—
"In our opinion it follows from the preceding that the initiative

and referendum do not belong to those democratic iiustiiutions which

must be furthered by the proletariat in the interest of its own

struggle for emancipation everywhere and under all circumstances.

The referendum and initiative are institutioxis which may be very

useful under certain circumstances if one does not overvalue these

P
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uses, but under other circumstances may cause great harm. The
introduction of the initiative and referendum is, therefore, not to

be striven for everywhere and under all circumstances, but only in

those places where certain conditions are fulfilled.

"Among these conditions precedent we reckon, above all, the
preponderance of the city population over that of the coimtry—
a condition which at the present moment has only been reached in

Enf;land. A further condition precedent is a highly developed
pohtical party life which has taken hold of the great masses of the
population, so that the tendency of direct legislation to break up
parties and to bridge over party opposition are no more to be feared.

"But the wcisthtiest condition precedent is the lack of an over-
whelmingly centralized governmental power, standing indepen-
dently against the people's representatives." (5) (My italics.)

The first condition mentioned I have discussed in the pre-

vious chapter ; the second indicates that Kautsky, speaking
for many German Socialists, for the present at least, puts
party above democracy.
The industrial proletariat is supposed to have ttie mission

of saving society. Even when it is not politically "self-

conscious," or educated to see the great r61e it must play in

the present and future transformation of society, it is supposed
that it is compelled ultimately "by the logic of events" to fill

this rdle and attempt the destruction of capitalism and the
socialization of capital. This prediction may uUimaiely prove
true, but time is the most vital element in any calculation, and
Kautsky himself acknowledges that the industrial proletariat

"had existed a long time before giving any indication of its

independence," and that during all this long period "no
militant proletariat was in existence."

The chief practical reason for relying so strongly on the
industrial wage earners as stated by Bebel and other Socialists

is undoubtedly that "the proletariat increases more and more
until it forms the overwhelming majority of the nation."
No doubt, in proportion as this tendency exists, the impor-
tance of gathering certain parts of the middle class into the
movement becomes less and less, and the statement quoted,
if strongly insisted upon, even suggests a readiness to attempt
to gee along entirely without these elements. The figures

of the Census indicate that iu this country, at least, we are

some time from the point when the proletariat will constitute
even a bare majority, and that it is not likely to form an
overwhelming majority for decades to come. But the
European view is common here also.
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The moderate Vandervelde also i^ys that the Socialist

program has been "formulated by or for the workingmen of

large-scale industry." (6) This may be true, but we are not

as much interested to know who forrri dated the program of

the movement as to understand its presenl aim. Its aim,

it is generally agreed, is to organize into a single movement
all anti-capitalistic elements, all those who wart to abolish

capitalism, those exploited classes that are not woo crushed

to revolt, those whose chief means of support is socially

useful labor and not the ownership of capital or possession

of some privileged position or office. In this movement it is

generally conceded by Socialists that the workingmen of

industry play the central part. Bo' they are neither its sole

origin nor is their welfare its sole aim.

The best known of the Socialist critics of Marxism, Edward
Bernstein, shares with some of Marx's most loyal disciples in

this excessive idealization of the industrial working class. In-

deed, he says, with more truth than he realizes, that in propor-

tion as revolutionary Marxism is relegated to the background
it is necessary to affirm more sharply the class character of the

Party. That is to say, if a Socialist Party abandons the

principles of Sociahsm, then the only way it can be distin-

guished from other movements is by the fact that it embraces

other elements of the population, that it is a class movement.
But Socialism is something more than this, it is a class move-
ment of a certain definite character, composed of classes that

are naturally selected and united, owing to certain definite

characteristics.

"The social democracy," says Berustein, "can become the

people's party, but only in the sense that the workingmen
form the essential kernel around which are grouped social

elements having identical interests. ... Of all the social

classes opposed to the capitalist class, the working class alone

represents an invincible factor of social progress," and so-

cial democracy "addresses itself principally to the workers."

(My italics.)

Perhaps the most orthodox SociaUst organ in America,

and the ablest representative in this country of the inter-

national aspects of the movement (the New Yorker Volk-

szeitung), insists that " the Socialist movement consists in the

fusion of the Socialist doctrine with '^e labor movement and
in nothing else," and says that stuaents and even doctors

have little importance for the Party. The less orthodox but
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more revolutionary Western Clarion, the Socialist organ of

British Columbia, where the Socialists form the chief opposi-
tion party in the legislature, asserts boldly, "We have no
leaning towards democracy ; all we want is a short supply
of working-class autocracy."
Some of the ultra-revolutionists have gone so far in their

hostility to all social classes that do not work with their hands,
that they have completed the circle and flown into the arms
of the narrowest and least progressive of trade unionists—
the very element against which they had first reacted. The
Western Socialist, Thomas Sladden, throwing into one single

group all the labor organizations from the most revolutionary
to the most conservative, such as the railway brotherhoods,
says that all "are in reality part of the great SociaUst move-
ment," and claims that whenever "labor" goes into politics,

this also is a step towards Socialism, though Socialist prin-

ciples are totally abandoned. Mayor McCarthy of San
Francisco, for instance, satisfied his requirements. "Mc-
Carthy declares himself a friend of capital," says Sladden,
but, he asks defiantly, "Does any sane capitalist believe

him ?" Here we see one of the most revolutionary agitators

becoming more and more "radical" until he has completed
the circle and come back, not only to "labor right or wrong,"
but even to "labor working in harmony with capital."

" The skilled workingman," he says, " is not a proletarian.

He has an interest to conserve, he has that additional skill

for which he receives compensation in addition to his ordi-

nary labor power."
Mr. Sladden adds that the real proletarian is "uncultured

and uncouth in appearance," that he has "no manners and
httle education," and that his religion is "the religion of

hate." Of course this is a mere caricature of the attitude of

the majority of Socialists.

Some of the partisans of revolutionary unionism in this

country are little less extreme. The late Louis Duchez,
for example, reminds us that Marx spoke of the proletariat

as "the lowest stratum of our present society," those "who
have nothing to lose but their chains," and that he said that
" along with the constantly diminishing number of the mag-
nates of capital who usurp and monopolize all the advantages
of this process of transformation, grows the mass of misery,

oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation ; but with this,

too, grows the revolt of the working class." It is true that
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Marx said these things and said them with emphasis. But
he did not wish to make any rigid or dogmatic definition of

"the proletariat" and much that he has said pointed to an
entirely different conception than would be gained from these

quotations.

In speaking of "the lowest stratum of society" Marx was
thinking, not of a community divided into numerous strata,

but chiefly of three classes, the large capitalists, the workers,

and the middle class. It was the lowest of these three, and
not the lowest of their many subdivisions, that he had in

mind. From the first the whole Socialist movement has

recognized the almost complete hopelessness, as an aid to

Socialism, of the lowest stratum in the narrow sense, of what
is called the "lumpen proletariat," the bulk of the army of

beggars and toughs, Mr. Duchez undoubtedly would have
J cepted this point, for he wishes to say that the Socialist

movement must be advanced by the organization of unions

not am 7, this class, but among the next lowest, economically

speakint,, the great mass of unskilled workers. This argument,
also, that the unskilled have a better strategic position than
the skilled on account of their solidarity and unity is surely

a doubtful one. European Socialists, as a rule, have reached

the opposite conclusion, namely, that it is the comparatively
skilled workers, like those of the railways, who possess the

only real possibility of leading in a general strike movement
(see Chapters V and VI).
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CHAPTER IV

SOCIAUSM AND THE LABOR UNIONS

One of the grounds on which it is proposed by some Social-

ists to give manual labor a special and preferred place in the

movement is that it is supposed to be the only numerically

important non-capitalist element that is at all well organized

or even organizable. Let us see, then, to what degree labor

is organiz^ and what are the characteristics of this organi-

zation.

First, the labor unions represent manual wage earners

almost exclusively— not by intention, but as a matter of

fact. They include only an infinitesimal proportion of small

employers, self-employing artisans, or salaried employees.

Second, the unions by no means include all the manual

wage earners, and only in a few industries do they include a

majority. Those organized are, as a rule, the more developed

and prosperous, the skilled or comparatively skilled workers.

Third, their method of action is primarily that of the strike

and boycott— economic and not political. They demand
certain legislation and in several cases have put political

parties in the field ; they exert a [>olitical pressure in favor of

government employees. But their chief purpose, even when
they do these things, is to develop an organization that can

strike and boycott effectively ; and to secure only such politi-

cal and civil rights as are needed for this purpose.

The unions are primarily economic, and the Socialist Party

is primarily political — both, to have any national power,

must embrace a considerable proportion of the same industrial

wage-earning class. It is evident that conflict between the

two organizations is unnecessary and wc find, indeed, that it

arises only ia exceptional cases. Many SocuT.lists, however,

look upon the unions primarily as an economic means, more

or less important, of advancing political Socialism— while

many unionists regard the Socialist parties primarily as po-

litical instruments for furthering the economic action of the

umons.
334
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There are several groups of Socialists, on the other hand,

who afecribe to the economic action of the unions a part in

attaining Socialism as important or more important than that

they ascribe to the political action of the party. These in-

clude, first, all those for whom Socialism is to be brought about

almost exclusively by wage earners, whether by political or

by economic action ; second, those who do not believe the

capitalists will allow the ballot to be used for anti-capitalistic

purposes; third, those who believe that, in spite of all that

capitalists and capitalistic governments can do, strikes and
boycotts cannot be circumvented and inthe end are irresistible.

Other Socialists, agreeing that economic action, and there-

fore labor unions, both of the existing kind and of that more
revolutionary type now in the process of formation, are indis-

pensable, still look upon the Socialist Party as the chief in-

strument of Socialism. As these include nearly all Party mem-
bers who are not unionists as well as a considerable part of the

unionists, they are perhaps a majority— internationally.

As the correct relationship between Party and unions, Mr.

Debs has indorsed the opinion of Professor Herron, who, he

said, "sees the trend of development and arrives at conclu-

sions that are sound and commeml themselves to the thought-

ful consideration of all trade unionists and Socialists."

Professor Herron says that the Socialist is needed to educate

the unionists to see their wider interests :
—

"He is not to do this by seeking to commit trade-union bodies

to the principles of Socialism. Resolutions or commitments of this

sort accomplish little good. Nor is he to do it by taking a servile

attitude to>.'ards organized labor nor by meddling with the details

or the machinery of the trade unions. It is better to leave the trade

unions to their distmctive work, as the workers' defense against the

encroachments of capitalism, as the economic development of the

worker against the economic development of the capitalist, giving

unqualified support and sympathy to the struggles of *.he organized

worker to sustain himself in his economic sphere. But let the So-

cialist also build up the character and harmony and strength of the

Socialist movement as a political forc^, that it shall command the

respect and confidence of the worker, irrespective of his trade or his

union obligations. It is urgent that we so keep in mind the dif-

ference between the two developments that neither shall cripple the

other." (1)

Here is a statement of the relation of the two movements
that ccrresponds closely to the most mature and widespread
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Socialist opinion and to the decisions of the International

Socialist Congresses.

This view also meets that of the unions in most countries.

The President of the American Federation, Mr. Gompers,
understands 'his thoroughly and quotes with approval the
action taken recently by the labor unions in Sweden, Hungary,
and Italy, which demand the enforcement of this policy of

absolute
'

' neutrality.
'

' Formerly the federation of the unions
of Sweden, for example, agreed to use their efforts to have
the local unions become a part of the local organization of the

Social Democratic Party. These words providing for this

policy were struck out of ihe constitution by the Convention
of 1909, which at the "ame time adopted (by a considerable
majority) r resolution that "by this decision it was not in-

tended to b/eak up the unity and solidarity of labor's forces,

for the convention considers the Social Democratic Party as
the natural expression of the political ambitions of the
Swedish workers." A similar relation prevails in nearly
every country of the Continent.
The Secretary of the German Federation (who is its highest

officer)—a man who is at the same time an active Socialist,—
has defined accurately the relation between the two organi-
zations in that country. He says that the unions cannot
accomplish their purposes without securing political repre-

sentation "through a Party that is active in legislative bodies."
This is also the view now of the British unions, which in over-
whelming majcnty support the Labor Party. And they do
this for the same purposes mentioned by Legien : to protect
the working people from excessive exploitation, to enact into
law the advantages already won by the unions, and so to
smooth the way for better labor conditions. Similarly, the
American federation of Labor secures representation on
legislative bodies, and hesitates to form a national Labor
Party, not on principle, but only because American conditions
do not in most localities promise that it would be effective.

Mr. Mitchell expresses the position of the American Federa-
tion when he says that the " wage earners shoultl in proportion
to their strength secure the nomination and the election of a
number of representatives to the governing bodies of city,

State, and nation," but that "a third Labor Party is not for

the present desirable, because it would not obtain a majority
and could not therefore force its will upon the community at
large." (2) The European Socialists would perhaps not

4
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understand the political principle of our governmental system,
which requires a plurality in the State or nation in order
to obtain immediate results. For in this country the more
important branches of the govenuneiit are the executive and

i'udges, and these, unlike the legislatures, cannot as a rule

>e divided, and therefore give no opportunity for the repre-

sentation of minorities, and are necessarily elected by State or
national pluralities and usually by majorities. In the monar-
chical countries of the Continent either such officials are not
elected, or their powers are circumscribed, and even England
lies in this respect halfway between those countries and the
United States. What Mr. Mitchell says is in so far true;

it would certainly require a large number of elections before

a party beginning on the basis of a minority of representatives

in Congress or the legislatures could win enough control over
the executive and judges to "force its will upon the commu-
nity at large." Mr. Mitchell and the other leaders of the
Federation are, it is seen, unwilling to undertake a campaign
so long and arduous, and, since they have no means of at-

tracting the votes of any but wage-earning voters, so doubtful
as to its outcome.

Mr. Mitchell says that the workingmcn in a separate party
could not even secure a respectable minority of the legislators. The
numerical strength of the Unions in proportion to the voting popu-
lation is scarcely greater than it was when he wrote (1903), and wnat
he said then holds true as ever to-day.

Mr. Gompers has also stated that labor would not be able to
secure more than twenty-five or fifty Congressmen by independent
political action. This is undoubtedly true, and we may take it for

granted, therefore, that, unless the unions most unexpectedly in-

crease their strength, there will be no national or even State-wide
Trade Union or Labor Party in this country, though the San Fran-
cisco example of a city Labor party may be repeated now and then,

and State organizations of the Socialist Party, which enjoy a large

measiu-e of autonomy, may occasionally, without changing their

present names, reduce themselves to more trade-union parties in the
narrow sense of the term. President Gompers has claimed that 80
per cent of the voting members of the American Federation of
Labor followed his advice in the election of 1908, which was, in

nearly every case, to vote the Democratic ticket. There were not
over 2^000,000 members of the Federation at this time, and of these
(allowing for women, minors, and non-voting foreigners) there were
not more than 1,500,000 voters. About 60 per cent of this number
have always voted Democratic, so that if Mr. Gompers's claim were
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conceded it would mean a change of no more than 300,000 votes.
It is trae that such a number of voters could effect the election or
defeat of a great many Democrats or Republican Congressmen, but,
as Mr. Gompers says, it could only elect a score or two of Inde-
pendents, a number which, as the example of Populism has shown,
would be impotent under our political system. Moreover, as such
a Congressional group would be situated politically not in the
middle, but at one of the extremes, it could never hold the balance
oj power in this or any other country until it became a majority.

Mr. Mitchell is careful to qualify his opposition to the third
party (or Labor Party) idea. He writes: "I wish it to be
understood that this refers only to the immediate policy of
the unions. One cannot see what the future of the dominant
parties in the United States will be, and should it come to
pass that the two great American political parties oppose labor
legislation, as they now favor it, it would be the imperative
duty of unionists to form a third party in order to secure
some measure of reform." (2) Certainly both parties are
becoming more and more willing to grant "some measure"
of labor reform, so that Mr. Mitchell is unlikely to change
his present position.

Whether the unions form a separate party or not, is to them
a matter not of principle, but of ways and means, of time and
place. Where they are very weak politically they seek only to
have their representatives in other parties; where they are
stronger they may form a party of their own to cooperate
with i/he other parties and secure a share in government;
where they are strongest thoy will seek to gain control over
a party that plays for higher stakes, brings to the unions the
support of other elements, and remains in opposition until
it can secure undivided control over government, e.g. the
Socialist Party. Whether the unions operate through all

parties or a Labor Party or a Socialist Party, is of secondary
importance also to Socialists ; wliat is of consequence is the
character of the unions, and the effect of their political policy
on the unions themselves. In all three cases the principles
of the unions may be at bottom the same, and in any of the
three cases they may be ready to use the Socialist Party for
the sole purpose of securing a modest improvement of their

wages— even obstructing other Party activities— as some
of the German union leaders have done. They may also use
a Labor Party for the same purpose — as in Great Britain.
Or they may develop a political program without really
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favoring any political party or having any distinctive polit-

ical aim— as in the United States.

The labor unions, even the most conservative, have always
and everywhere had some kind of a political program. They
have naturally favored the right to organize, to strike and
boycott, free speech and a free press. They have demanded
imiversal suffrage, democratic constitutions, and other meas-
ures to increase the political power of their members. They
have favored all economic reform policies of which working
people got a share, even if a disproportionately small one, and
all forms of taxation that lightened their burdens. ("> And,
finally, they have usually centered their attacks on the most
powerful of their enemies, whether Emperor, Church, army,
landlords, or large capitalists.

In economic and political reform, the American unions,

like those of other countries, support all progressive measures,

including the whole "State Socialist" program. As to polit-

ical machinery, they favor, of course, every proposal that can
remove constitutional checks and give the majority control

over the government, such as the easy amendment of con-

stitutions and the right to recall judges and all other officials

by majority vote. Like the Socialists, they welcome the

"State Socialist" labor program, government insurance for

(a) Miss Hughan in her "American Socialism," p. 220, quotes an expression
of mine (see the New York Call, March 22, 1910) in which I said that "petty
reforms never have aroused and never will arouse the enthusiasm of the
working class and do not permit of its codpcration, but leave everything in

the hands of a few self-appointed leaders."

Miss Hughan herself points out that I have never considered ail so-called

reforms as petty (see "American Socialism of the Present Day," p. 216) and
quotes (on p. 199) an expression from the ver\' article above mentioned
in which I define what reforms I consider are of special importance to the
wage earners, namely, those protecting the strike, the boycott, free speech,

and civil government. I even mentioned lalxir legislation on a national
scale. The petty reforms I referred to were State labor laws. These will

not only be carried out by non-Sorialists, but receive very little attention from
active labor bodies such as the city and State federations, which are almost
wholly absorbed in the greater and more difficult task of defending the strike,

boycott, free speech, and sometimji civil government. Lalwr will do every-
thing in its power to promote child labor laws, workingmon's compensation
etc., except to give them its chief attention instead of the struggle for higher
wages and the rights needed to carry it on effectively. As a consequence
these matters are left to a few selfish or unselfish persons, who are "self-

appointed leaders." even when the unions consent tn leave tliese particular

matters in their hands. For active cooperation oi the masses in the legal,

economic, and political intricacies of such legislation <s not only undesirable,
but impossible under the present system of society :\nd government. Labor
must govern itself through instructed delegates, while such work can be done
only by representatives, who mvist often have the power to act without further
consultation with those who elected them.
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workingmen against old age, sickness, accidents, and un-

employment, a legal eight-hour day, a legal minimum wage,

industrial education, the prohibition of child labor, etc.

The unions and the parties they use also join in the effort

of the small capitalist investors and borrowers, consumers and
producers, to control the large interests— the central feature

of the "State Socialist " policy. But the conservative unions

do not stop with such progressive, if non-Socialist, measures

;

they take up the cause of the smaller capitalists also as com-

petitors. The recent attack of the Federation of Labor on the
" Steel Trust " is an example. The presidents of the majority

of the more important unions, who signed this document, be-

came the partisans not only of small capitalists who buy from

the trust, sell to it, or invest in its securities, but also of the

unsuccessful competitors that these combinations are eliminat-

ing. The Federation here spoke of "the American institution

of unrestricted production," which can mean nothing less than

unrestricted competition, and condemned the "Steel Trust"
because it controls production, whereas the regulation or

control of production is precisely the most essential thing to

be desired in a progressive industrial society— a control, of

course, to be turned as soon as possible to the benefit of all

the people.

The Federation's attack was not only economically re-

actionary, but it was practically disloyal to millions of em-
ployees. It applies against the "trust," which happens to

be impopular, arguments which apply even more strongly to

competitive business. The trust, it said, corrupts legislative

bodies and is responsible for the high tariff. As if all these

practices had not begun before the "trusts" came into being,

as if the associated manufacturers are not even more strenu-

ous advocates of all the taiiifs— which are life and death

matters to them— than the "trusts," which might very well

get along without them. Finally, the Federation accuses the

"Steel Trust" of an especially oppressive policy towards its

working people, apparently forgetting its arch enemy, the

manuf turer's association. It is notorious, moreover, that

the smallest employers, such as the owners of sweat shops,

nearly alw.'iys on the verge of bankruptcy and sometimes on
the verge of starvation themselves, are harder on their labor

than the industrial combinations, and that in competitive

establishments, like textile mills, the periods when employers

are forced to close down altogether are far more frequent,
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making the average wages the year round far below those
paid by any of the trusts. The merest glance at the statistics

of the United States census will be sufficient evidence to prove
this. For not only are weekly wages lower in the textile mills

and several other industries than they are in the steel co;-pora-

tion, but also employment year in and year out is much more
irregular. Here we see the imions ndopting the politics of

the small capitalists, not only on its constructive or "State
Socialist" side, but also in its reactionary tendency, now being
rapidly outgrown, of trying to restore competition, and actually

working against their own best interests for this purpose.

A writer in the Federaiionist demands "a reduction of railway

charges, express rates, telegraph rates, telephone rates," and a
radical change in the great industrial corporations such as the Steel

TYust, which is to be subjected to thorough regulation. Swollen
fortunes are to be broken up, together with the power of the monop-
olists, of "the gamblers in the necessities of life, etc." (3) In this

writer's opinion (Mr. Shibley), the monopolists are the chief cause

of high prices and the only important anti-social group, and all the

other classes of society have a common interest with the wage
earners. But business interests, manufacturers, the owners of large

farms, and employers in lines where competition still prevails, would
also, with the fewest exceptions, take sides against the working
people in any great labor conflict— as the history of every modem
country for the past fifty years has shown. It is not "Big Business

"

or "The Interests," but business in general, not monopolistic em-
ployers, but the whole employing class, against which the unions have
contended and always must contend— on the economic as well as

the poUtical field. Mr. Gompers and his associates, like Mr. Bryan
and Senator La FoUette, demand that the people shall rule, but they
all depend upon the hundreds of thousands of business men as allies,

who, if opposed to government by monopolies, are still more opposed

to government by their employees or by the consumers of their

products, and are certain to fight any political movement of which
they are a predominating part.

The American Federation of Labor, and the majority of

the labor unions comprising it, are thus seen to have a political

program scarcely distinguishable from that of the radical

wing of either of the large parties, — for it seeks little if any
more than to join in vnth the general movement against mo-
nopolists and large capitalists in a conflict that can never be

won or lost, since the leaders in the movement are themselves

indirectly and at the bottom a part of the capitalist class.

The President of the American Federation views this partly
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reactionary and paitly "State Socialist" program as being
directed against '"capitalism," "The votes of courageous
and honest citizens in all civilized lands," says Mr. Gompers,
"are cutting away the capitalistic powers' privilege to lay
tribute on the producers. Capitalism, as a survinng form
of feudalism,— the power to deprive the laborer of his prod-
uct, — gives signs of expiring." (4) Democratic reform
and improvement in economic conditions are apparently
taken by Mr. Gonnipers as a sign that capitaUsm is expiring
and that society is progressing satisfactorily to the wage
earners. Although the constitution of the Federation says
that the world-wide "struggle between the capitalist and the
laborer" is a struggle between "oppressors and oppressed,"
Mr. Gompers gives the outside world to understand that the
unions have no inevitable struggle before them, but are as
interested in industrial peace as are the employers. He has
expressed his interpretation of the purpose of the Federation
in the single word " more." He sees progress and asks a share
for the unionists as each forward step is taken. He does not
ask that labor's share be increased in proportion to the prog-
ress made— to say nothing of asking that this share should
be made disproportionately large in order gradually to make
the distribution of income more equal. A capitalism in-

spired by a more enlightened selfishness might, without any
ultimate loss, grant all the Federation's present demands,
political as well as economic. Therefore, Mr. Gompers, quite
logically, does not see any necessity for an aggressive attitude.
"Labor unions." says Mr. John Mitchell, who takes a

similar view, "are for workmen, but against no one. They
are not hostile to employers, not inimical to the interests
of the general public. "They are for a class, because that
class exists and has class interests, but the unions did not
create and do not perpetuate the class or its interests and
do not seek to evoke a class conflict." (5) Here it is recog-
nized thcti the working class exists as a class and has in-

terests of its own. But, if, as Mr. Mitchell adds, the
unions do not wish to perpetuate this class or its interests,

then surely they must see to it, as far as they are able, that
members of this class have equal industrial opportunities
with other citizens, and that its children should at least be
no longer compelled to remain members of a class from which,
as he expressly acknowledges, there is at present no escape.
Both Mr. Gompers and Mr. Mitchell have gone to the
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defoise of the leading anti-Socialist organization in this

country, Civic Federation— and nothing could draw in

stronger colors than do their arguments the complete con-

flict of the Gompers-Mitchell labor union policy to that of the

Socialists. Mr. Gompers defends the Federation as worthy

of labor's respect on the ground that many of its most active

capitalist members have shown a sustained sincerity, "always

having in mind the rights and interests of labor," which is

the very antithesis to the Socialis* claim that nobody will

always have in mind the rights and the interests of labor, ex-

cept the laborers— and least of all those who buy labor them-

selves, or ar? mtimately associated with those who buy labor.

Mr. Mitchell says that through the Civic Federation many
employers have become convinced that their antagonism

to unions was based on prejudice, and have withdrawn their

opposition to the organization of the men in their plants.

No doubt this is strictly true. It shows that the unions had

been presented to the employers as being profitable to them.

This, Socialists would readily admit, might be the case with

some labor organizations as they have been shaped by leaders

like Mr. Mitchell and conferences like those of the Civic

Federation. To Socialists organizations that create this

impression of harmony of interests do exactly what is most

dangerous for the workers— that is, they make them less

conscious and assertive of their own mterests.

The Civic Federation, composed in large part of prominent

capitalists and conservatives, endeavors to allay the discon-

tent of labor by intimate association with the officers of the

unions. Socialists have long recognized the tendencv of

trade-union leaders to be persuaded by such methods to

the capitalist view. Eight years ago at Dresden, August

Bebel had already seen this danger, for he placed in the same

class with the academic "revisionists" those former prole-

tarians who had been raised into higher positions and were

lost to the working classes through "intercourse with people

of the contrary tendency." It is this class of leader,, accord-

ing to the Socialists, which, up to the present, has dominated

the trade unions of Great Britain and the Uniti J States and

occasionally of other countries.

No Socialist has been more persistent in directin;^ wnrking-

class opinion against all such "leaders" than Mr. Debs, who

does not mince matters ui this direction. "The American

Federation of Labor," he writes, "has numbers, but the
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capitalist class do not fear the American Federation of Labor

;

quite the contrary. There is something wrong with that
form of unionism whoso leaders are the lieutenants of capital-

ism; something is wrong with that form of unionism that
forms an alliance with such a capitalist combination as the
Civic Federation, whose sole purpose is to chloroform the
working class while the capitalist class go through their

pockets. . . . The old form of trade unionism no longer
meets the demands of the working class. The old tr^e
union has not only fulfilled its mission and outlived its use-
fulness, but is now positively reactionary, and is maintaineu.
not in the interest of the workers who support it, but in che
interest of the capitalist class who exploit the workers who
support it."

In a recent speech Mr. Debs related at length the Socialist

view as to how, in his opinion, this misleading of labor
leaders comes about :

—
"There is an army of men who serve as officers, who are on the

salary list, who make a good living, keeping the working class

divided. They start out with good intentions as a rule. They
really want to do something to serve their fellows. They are elected

officers of a labor organization, and they change their clothes. They
now wear a white shirt and a standing collar. They change their

habits and their methods. They 'lave been used to cheap clothes,

coarse fare, and to associating with their fellow workers. After
they have been elevated to official position, as if by magic they are
recognized by those who previously scorned them and held them in

contempt. They find that some of the doors that were previously
barred against them now swing inward, and they can actually put
their feet under the mahogany of the capitalist.

"Our common labor man is now a labor leader. The great
capitalist pats him on the back and tells him that he knew long ago
that he was a coming man, that it was a fortunate thing for the
workers of the world that he had been bom, that in fact they had
long been waiting for just such a wise and conservative leader.

And this has a certain effect upon our new-made leader, and uncon-
sciously, perhaps, he begins to change— just as John Mitchell did
when Mark Hanna patted him on the shoulder and said, 'John, it

is a good thing that you are at the head of the miners. You are the
very man. You have the greatest opportunity a labor leader ever
hacf on this earth. You can immortalize yourself. Now is your
time.' Then John Mitchell admitted that this capitalist, who had
been pictured to him as a monster, was not half as bad as he had
thought he was ; that, in fact, he was a genial and companionable
gentleman. He repeats his visit the next day, or the next week,
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and is introduced to some other distingtiished person he had read
about, but never dreamed of meeting, and thus goes on the trans-

formation. All his dislikes disappear, and all feeling of antagonism
vanishes. He concludes that they are really most excellent people,

and, now that he has seen and knows them, he agrees with them
there is no necessary conflict between workers and capitalists.

And he proceeds to carry out this pet capitalist theory-, and he can
only do it by betraying the class t'
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Mr, Debs's attitude toward Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Gompers
is by no means exceptional among Socialists. Mr. Gompers
visited Europe in 1909, spoke at length in Paris and Berlin,

and was viewed by the majority of the European Socialists

and unionists almost exactly as he is by Mr. Debs. Among
other things he said there, was that the very kernel of the

difference between the Europea" and the American labor

movement and the reason why the wages are so much better

in America than in Eun pe was the friendlier relations be-

tween the government and the working people in this coun-
try— this after all the recent court decisions ap .'nist the

unions, decisions which, even when outwardly mil i.^r, have
precisely the same effect as the hostile legislation ar dmin-
istration of the Continent. Mr. Gompers, whilr in Europe,
said that it was unnecessary that governments and the work-
ing people should misunderstand one another, and asked,
" Is there not for us all the common ground of the fatherland,

of common interest and the wish that we feel to make our

P'H)ple more prosperous, happier and freer?" "I do not
kaow what I will see there [in Hungary]," kr; continued,

"but this much I will say, that I know that nothing will

convince me that this read'ness of the workingmen to fight
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against the government and of the governin nt to fight

against the workingmen can bring anything good to either

side." (7)

Such expressions naturally aroused the European Socialist

and I^bor press, and Kautsky even devoted a special article

to Gompers in the Neue Zeit. (8) It was not necessary

in a Socialist periodical to say anything against Gompers's
preaching of the common interests of capital and labor, since

there is practically no Socialist who would not agree that such

a belief amounts to a total blindness to industrial and politi-

cal conditions. But Kautsky feared that the German work-
ingmen might give some credit to Gompers's claim that the

non-Socialist policy of the American unions was responsible

for the relatively greater prosperity of the working people

America. "The workingmen," he explained, referringm
to this country, " have not won their higher wages in the

last decade, but have inherited them from their forefathers.

They were principally a result of the presence of splendid

lands from which every man who wanted to become inde-

pendent got as much as he needed."

Then he proceeded to show by the statistics of the Depart-

ment of Labor that daily real wages, measured in terms of

what they would buy, had actually decreased for the majority

of American workingmen during the last decade. It is true,

as Mr. Gomp>ers replied, that the hours aave become some-
what leso, and that therefore the amount of real wages re-

ceived per hour of work has slightly increased, though there

are few working people who will count themselves very for-

tunate in a decrease of hours if it is paid for even in a part

by a decrease of the real wages received at the end of the

day. And even if we compare the early nineties with the

last years of the recent decade, we find that the slight increase

in the purcha.sing power of the total wages received (i.e. real

wages) amounted at the most to no more than two or three

per cent in these fifteen years. In a word, the disproportion

between the prosperity of the wage earning and capitalist

classes has in the past two decades become much greater

than ever before.

The basis of the Socialist economic criticism of existing

society— and one that appeals to the majority of the world's

labor unionists also — is that while the proportion of the

population that consists of wage earners is everywhere
increasing, the share of the national income that goes to

Ma..i-:iai
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wages is everywhere growing less. There is no more striking,

easily demonstrable, or generally admitted fact in modem
life. The whole purpose of Socialism— in so far as it can

be expressed in terms of income, is to reverse this tendency

and to keep it reversed until privata capital is reduced to

impotence, as far as the control of industry is concerned.

Contrast with the position of Gompers and Mitchell the

chief official of the German unions, Karl Legien, a relatively

conservative representative of Continental unionism.

"The unions," he says, "are based on the conviction that there

is an unbridgeable gulf between capital and labor. This does not

mean that the capitalists and laborers may not, as men, find points of

contact ; it means only that the accumulation of capital, resting as

it does on keeping from the laborer a part of the products of his

labor, forces a propertyless proletariat to sell its labor at any price

it can get. Between those who wish to maintain these conditions

and the propertyless laborers there is a wall which can be done away
with only by the abolition of wage labor. Here the views prevail-

ing in the unions are at one with those of the uocial Democratic

Party."
"The unions are chiefly occupied in the effort to use their power

to shape the labor contract in their favor, and dc not consider it as

their task to propagate this view, but holds the propaganda as being

the task rather of the Social Democratic Party and its organizations."

Even the struggle for higher wages and shorter hours

carried on by the unions, Legien says, is fought in the con-

sciousness that it will make labor "more capable of the final

solution of the social problem." Ke reminds us that the

overwhelming majority of the German unionists are Social-

ists, and says that the labor conflict itself must have led to

this result, though he does not want the unions to support the

party as unions. In otiier countries of the Continent, union-

ists go even farther. In Austria, Belgium, and elsewhere

tiie two organizations act as a single body, and in France,

not satisfied \vith working for Socialism as members of the

party, unionists also make it a declared end of their unions,

independently of all political action, and shape thv :.- every-

day policies accordingly.

It is only when we come to Great Britain that we find the

unions in a conciliatory relation with employers such as has

hitherto prevailed in the United States. The relation

between the unions and capitalistic "State Socialists" of

Great Britain has lieen friendly. As I have already noted,

n
n
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the enthufliaan of the British unions for tiie social refonns oi

the Liberal Party and government has hitherto been so great

that they consented that the increase of the taxation needed

to pay for these reforms should fall on their shoulders, while

the wealthy classes made the world ring with epithets of

"revolution" because a burden of almost exactly the same

weight was placed on them to pay for the Dreadnoughts they

demanded, and because land was nationally taxed for the

first time. Mr. Churchill himself conceded that his social

reform budget "draws nearly as much from the taxation of

tobacco and spirits, which are the luxuries of the working

classes, who pay their share with silence and dignity, as it

does from those wealthy classes upon whose behalf such

heart-rendmg outcry is made." (9) „ • •

Perhaps the fact that the labor miions of Great Britain

up to 1910 spent less than a tenth part of their income on

strikes was a still stronger p-ound for Mr. Churchill's admira-

tion, since he had to deal with the strikers as President of the

Board of Trade. While the national income of the country

has been increasing enormously in the past two decades,

and the higher or taxed incomes have more than doubled

(which is a rate of increase far greater than the rise in prices),

the income even of unionized workers has not kept up with

this rise. In a word, the propertied classes are getting a

larger and larger share of the national income (see Mr. Chur-

chill's language in preceding chapter). Now should the

unions continue in the moderation of their demands,— or

even should they obtain a 10 or 20 per cent increase (as some

have done since the railway and seamen's strike of 1911),—
the propertied classes would still have been getting a larger and

larger share of the naiional income. From 1890 to 1899

prices in England are estimated to have fallen 5 per cent,

while wages of organized workingmen rose 2 per cent ; from

1900 to 1908 prices rose 6 per cent, while these wages fell

1 per cent. A 7 per cent improvement in the first decade

was followed by a 7 per cent retrogression in the second —
among organized workers. (10) There is then no probability

that the British unions will check the constant decrease in the

share of the total wealth of the country that goes to the wage

earner, until they have completed the reversal of older policies

now in progress. That this may soon occur is indicated by

the great strikes of 1911 (which I shall consider in the next

chapter).
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The American unions also are beginning to take a more
radical and Socialistic attitude. At its Convention at

Columbus, Ohio (January, 1911), the United Mine Workers,
after prolonged discussion, passed by a large majority an
amendment to their constitution, forbidding their officers

from acting as members of the Civic Federation. This reso-

lution was confessedly aimed at Mr. John Mitchell, as Vice

President of the Civic Federation, and resulted in his resigna-

tion from that body. It marks a crisis in the American
Labor movement. The Miners' Union had already indorsed

Socialism, its Vice President is a party Socialist, and its

present as well as its former President vote the Socialist

ticket. Having forced the Federation of Labor to admit
the revolutionary Western Federation of Miners into the

Federation of Labor Congresses, the element opposed to

Mr. Gompers and Mr. Mitchell's conservative tactics has,

for the first time, become formidable, embracing one third

of the delegates, and is likely to bring about great changes

within a few years, both as to the Federation's pohtical

and as to its labor-union policy.

This action of the Miners was followed a few months later

by the election to office of several of Mr. Gompers's Socialist

opponents in his own union (the Cigarmakers). Then
another of Mr. Gompers's most valued lieutenants (after Mr.
Mitchell), Mr. James O'Connoll, for many years President

of the very important Machinists' Union, was defeated by a
Socialist, Mr. W. H. Johnston, — after a very lively contest

in which Socialism and the Civic Federation, and their

contrasting the labor policies, played a leading part. The
old conservative trade unionism is not only going, but it is

going so fast that one or two more years like the last would
overwhelm it in the national convention of the Federation of

Labor and revolutionize the policy of the whole movement.
The change in the political attitude of the American unions

has been equally rapid. Until a few years ago the majority

of them were opposed to cooperation with any political

party. Then they decided almost unanimously to act

nationally, and for the time being with the Democrats, and
this decision still holds, More recently several local labor

parties have been formed, and the Socialist Party has occa-

sionally been supported. The only question that interests

us, however, is the purpose behind these changing political

tactics.
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It is natural that unionists on entering into the Socialist

Party should seek to control it. Socialists make no objection

at this point. The only question relates to their purpose in

seeking control. A prominent Socialist miner, John Walker,

has frankly advocated a Labor Party of the British type,

while others wish to turn the Socialist Party into that sort

of an organization; while the Secretary of the Oklahoma

Federation of Labor, on joining the Party said: "Let us

get into the Socialist Party— on the mside— and help run

it as we think it should be run," and then gave an idea of how

he proposed to run it by accusing the Party of containing

too many people "who are Socialists before anything else."

This is a common feeling among new labor-union recruits in

the Party. It is difficult to see the difference between those

who share Walker's view and want to carry out the present

non-Socialist political program of the unions through a non-

Socialist Labor Party and those who, like this other union

official, expect to use the Socialist Party for the same purpose.

Let us notice the similarity of certain argiunents used in

favor of each method.

"The Socialist Party," says the organ of the Garment Workers'

Union, "does not command the confidence of American labor to

the extent of becoming a national power in our day and generation,

and it is, therefore, necessary that the working class should turn its

attention to the formation of a party that will be productive of

practical results in sweeping away the legislative and the legal

obstacles that now stand in the way of our rights and progrras." (11)

"Much is being written and said nowadays as to the danger of

Socialism and in favor of trades unionism," writes the Mine Worlura'

Journal, "To us the condemnation of the Socialists, coming as it does

from the capitalistic press, is a reminder that of the two evils to

their selfish class interest, they prefer the least. . . . It is useless to

attempt to divide trades unionism from Socialism. It cannot be

done. They have all learned that their interests are common ;
they

know that labor divided will continue to suffer, and will hang to-

gether before they will allow capital to hang them separately.

"Indeed, looking at trades unionism in all its phases and from

every angle, we fail to see why Socialism and it should be separated.

The man or men in the movement to-day who are not more or less

Socialistic in their belief are few and far between and do not know

what the principles of unionism are, or what it stands for. We are

all more or less Socialistic in our belief." (12)

A perusal of the labor papers in general shows that while

a number agree with the Garment Workers a still larger

u k
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number share the opinion of the Mine Workers' Jonemal. Yet
what is the essential difference ?

The Garment Workers' organ claims that the European
Socialists and trade unionists supp>ort one another's candi-

dates and unite their power without the Socialists demand-
ing the indorsement of their program, and argues for that

policy in this country. This statement is not accurate.

Only in England, where there has hitherto been no independ-

ent Socialist action of any consequence, has there been any
such compromise. On the Continent of Europe the Socialists

usually agree to leave the unions perfect freedom in their

business, and not to interfere in the slightest with their

action on the economic field, but there is no important instance

in recent years where they have compromised with them at

the ballot box. And this error is shared by the Mine Workers'

Journal, which, as I have just shown, is friendly rather than
hostile to Socialism. In another editorial in this organ we
find it said that "whenever Socialism in America adopts the

methods of the British, and other European toilers and pulls

in harness with trade unionism, it is bound to make headway
faster than at present, because there is scarcely a man in

the labor movement that is not more or less of a Socialist." (12)

Here again the British (Labor Party) and the Continental

(Socialist) methods are confused. It is true that the Social-

ist parties and the labor unionists everywhere act together.

But there are two fundamental differences between the situa-

tion in Great Britain and that on the Continent. A large

part of the unions on the Continent are extremely radical

if not revolutionary in their labor-union tactics, and secondly,

the overwhelming majority of their members are Socialists

in politics. Surely there could be no greater contrast than
that between the swallowing up of the budditig Socialist

movement by non-Socialist labor unions in Cireat Britain

and the support of the Socialist Party by the revolutionary

unionist on the Continent.

In America only a minority of the unions are definitely

and clearly Socialist. The local federations of the unions in

many of our leading cities have declared for the Party.

Among the national organizations, however, only the West-
ern Federation of Miners, the Brewers, the Hat and Cap
Makers, the Bakers, and a few others, numbering together

no more than a quarter of a million members, have definitely

indorsed Socialism. The Coal Miners, numbering nearly
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300,000, have indorsed collective ownership of industry,

but without saying anything about the Socialist Party.

Besides these, the Socialist Party, of course, has numerous

mdividual adherents in every union. On the whole the

Socialists are very much outnumbered in the imions, and as

long as this condition remains, the majority of Socialists do

not desire anything approaching fusion between the two

movements.
Half a century ago, it is true, Marx himself favored the

Socialists entering into a labor union party in Ekigland. He
assumed that English unions would soon go into politics,

whereas they took half a century to do it ; he assumed, also,

that when they entered politics they would be more or less

militant and independent, and he never imagined that durmg

fifteen years of "independent action" they would oppose

revolutionary and militant ideas more than ever, and would

even go so far in support of the Liberal Party as almost to

bring about a split within their own anti-revolutionary ranks.

Certainly Marx expected that they would accept his leading

principles, whereas only the smallest minority of the present

Labor Party has done so, while the majority has not yet

consented to make Socialism an element of the Party s

constitution, confining themselves to a broad general declara-

lion in favor of "State Socialism"— and even this not to

be binding on its members.
Marx's standard for a workingmen's party was Socialism

md nothing less than Socialism. In his famous letter on the

rotha program addressed in 1875 to Bebel, Liebknecht, and

others, at the time of the formation of the Socialist Party

and perhaps the greatest practical crisis in Marx's lifetime,

he said, it will be recalled, that "every step of real movement

is more important than a dozen programs," but he was even

then against any sacrifice of essential prmciple. He saw

that the workingmen themselves might be satisfied by the

mere fact of the union" of his followers with those of LaSallo,

but he said that it was an error to believe that this moment-

ous result could not be bought too dearly, and if any prin-

ciple was to be sacrificed, he preferred, instead of fusion, a

simple agreement against the common enemy."

While Socialist workingmen, then, are inclined to attacli

more importance to the Socialist Party than to conservative

unionism, they expect the new aggressive, democratic, and

revolutionary unionism to do even more for Socialism, at

i i
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least in the expected crisis of the future, than the Party itself.

The tendency of the unions towards politics is merely an
automatic result of the tendency of governments and capital-
ists towards a certain form of collectivism. Far more sig-
nificant is their tendency towards Socialism whether through
politics or through the strike, the boycott, and other means.
Trade unionism, transferred to the field of politics, is not

Socialism. The struggles against employers for more wages,
less hours, and better conditions has no necessary relation
to the struggle against capitalism for the control of industry
and government. The former struggle may evolve into the
latter, and usually does so, but long periods may also inter-
vene when it takes no step in that direction. Moreover,
a trade union party of the British type, whether it takes
the name Socialist or not, if it acts as rival to a genuine
Socialist Party, checks the latter's growth.
When revolutionary labor organizations composed largely

of genuine Socialists enter into politics, the situation is com-
pletely reversed — even when such organizations take the
step primarily for the sake of their unions rather than to aid
the Socialist Party. This situation I shall consider in the
following chapter.

2a I' if
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SYNDICAIjaM;,SQgtA^8M TIinOU€»rDIRECT
*= ACTION OF LABOR UNIONS

In America, FFaSiJe, Italy, and England, flS well as in

Germany (in a modified form) a new and more radical labor-

union policy has been rapidly gaining the upper hand. Ihis

new movement— in its purely economic, as well as its political,

bearings— is of far greater moment to Socialists than the

political tendencies of those unions that continue to follow

the old tactics in their direct relations with employers.

In America and in England, unfortunately, the name given

to this new movement, '"-^-^-^1 f'"'""i?"^ f
somewhat

ambiguous. A more correcrierm would be labor union-

ism ^ distinct from "trade" unionism, or "class unionism^

against "sectional unionism." By "industrial unionism

the promoters of the new movement means that all tbe em-

ployees of a given industry are to be solidly bound together

m a single union instead of being divided into many sepa-

rate organizations as so often happens to-day, aiid so as to

act as a unit against the employer, as, for example, the steel

workers, machinists, longshoremen, structural iron workers,

etc are all to be united against the Steel Trust. Ihe

essential idea is not any particular form of united action,

but united action. Certainly the united action of all the

trades at work under a single employer or employers asso-

ciation is of the first importance, but it is equally unportant

that "industrial" unions so composed should aid one another,

that the united railway orsanizations, for example, should

be ready to strike with seamen, dockers, etc., as was done m
the recent British strike. An interview with Mr. Vernon

Hartshorn, who recently headed the poll m the election for

the executive committee of the important South Wales

Mining Federation, indicates the tendency m Great Britain

at the present m nent — when both coal and railway strikes

are threatened i.. a national scale— not merely towaras

industrial unionism, but towards the far more unportant

3S4
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union of industrial uni/ona. which is really the underl3ring
idea in the minds of most, though not all, of the propagandists
of "industrial unionism."

"I think it a very silly business," exclaimed Mr. HartRhom em-
phatically, "for the workers in dififerent industries to be proceeding
with national movements independently of each other. A short time
ago we had a national stoppage on the railways ; that, as a matter
of course, rendered the miners idle. Before that we had something
in the nature of a national stoppage in the case of the seamen's
diEn>ute ; that, also, in numy districts paralysed the mining industry
and rendered idle the workmeti. Now it appears hkely that the
nuners will be taking part in a national stoppage which, in turn,
will render the railway men and flt^amen idle.

"The idea is gradually dawnmg upon all sections of organized
labor that the right thing to do would be for these three unioas,
through their executives, to establish a working alliance by means
of which united action should be taken to secure reforms which
would result in the raising of the standard of Uving of the whole of
the workmen employed in these undertakings. Of course the griev-
ances in dififerent trades dififer considerably in points of detail]^^ but
they all have a common basis in that they relate to wages and con-
ditions of work. If the three organizations could be got to act
together with a view of establishing a guaranteed minimum wage for
all workmen employed, then not all the forces of the Crown, nor all

the powers of government, could prevent them from emancipating
theinselves from their present deplorable position," (1)

It is equally necessary for the unions in order to obtain
maximum results that a special relation should be established
between the members of such trades as are to be found in
more than one industry. Teamsters, stationary engineers,
machinists, and blacksmiths, for example, whether employed
by mines, railways, or otherwise, can aid one another in
obvious ways— as by securing positions for blacklisted men
and preventing non-unionists from obtaining employment—
by means of a special "trade" organization or federation that
cuts across the various "industrial" unions or federations.
All this, indeed, is provided for in the plans of the "industrial
unionists," in the idea of gradually reorganizing the present
loose Federation of Labor into "a union of unions," or, as
they express it,

"One Big Union." This last term also is

not very fortunat^Mf IL W Uy^io means proposed to form
(me fthgnliit^ly ^^Mralized ory^anization. like the former
Knights of Labor, but to preserve a considerable measure
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of autonomy for the constituent industrial unions. Neither

does the new unionism require, as some of its exponents

allege, the abolition of the older trade unions, either local or

national, but only that all unions shall be democratically

organized and open to unskilled labor, and that the general

organization, of which they are all a part, shall be the first

consideration, and the local groupings whether by trade or

industry only secondary.

The principle of the new union policy is exactly the same
translated into terms of economic action, as the principle

of revolutionary Socialism as conceived by Marx, and hitherto

applied by Socialists chiefly on the political field. In the

Communist Manifesto Marx says that the chief thing that

distinguishes the Socialists from the other working-class

parties is that the former " always and everywhere represent

the interests of the movement as a whole." So while the

older unions represented the economic struggle of certain

more or less extensive parts of the working class, the industrial

unionists aim at a unionism that represents the whole of

the working class, and, since the ranks of labor are always

open, all non-capitalist humanity. A closely organized

federation of all the unions will rely very strongly upon
numbers and embrace a large proportion of unskilled workers.

It will, therefore, be forced to fight the cause of the common
man. But this can only be done by fighting against every

form of oppression and privilege— all of which bear on the

men at the bottom.
The industrial policy idea has received its most remarkable

uidorsement in the great British railway strike of 1911.

Before showing what lay behind this epoch-making move-
ment, let me refer to the great change in the British Union
world that preceded it.

In 1910 there occurred an unprecedented series of strikes

in the four larges industries of the country, the railroads, ship-

building, cotton, and coal-mining— all within a few months
of one another, and all against the advice of the officials of the

unions. The full and exact significance of this movement was
seen when the hitherto conservative Trade Union Congress,

after a very vigorous debate, decided, on the motion of Ben
Tillett, to take a referendum of the unions on the question of

I

the "practicability of a confederation of all trades" and on the

"possibility of terminating all trade agreements on a given date

after each year."

$\
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In the same year a great agitation began, led by the most
prominent advocate of industrial unionism in Great Britain,
the Socialist, Tom Mann, who with John Bums had been one
of the organizers OiAhe great dockers^T^RJlTe in 1886, and who
had returned, in lOlthsfrom many yeat^ of successful agitation
in Australia to preach the new un|flnism in his home country.
That this agitation was onkof the^causes of the great seamen's,
dockers', and railway strilcteythat followed is indicated by
the fact that Mr. Maim wa^t once given the chief position
in this movement.

His first principle^Jr^hat the unions should include aU
the WOrkenJ, ItlJlWlr T^pectlve mdustries :

—
" Skille^workers, in many instances doing but little work, re-

ceive from two to seven or eight pounds a week, whilst the laborer,
having the same responsibilities as regards famUy and citizenship,
is compelled to accept one third of it or less.

" This must not be. We must not preach social equality and
utterly fail to practice it; and for those receiving the higher pay to
try and satisfy the demands of the lower-paid man for better con-
ditions by telling him it will be put right under Socialism, is on a par
with the parson pretending to assuage the sufferings of the poverty-
stricken by saying, ' It will be better in the next world.' It must
be put right in this world, and we must see to it now."

Unions con4)08ed wcchtsiveiy of skilled workers, as many
of the present ones, operate agamst the interests of the less
skilled —joften without actually intending to do so. Mr.
Mitchell, for instance, concedes that the trade unions bring
about "the elimination of men who are below a certain Ibced
standard of efficiency." This argument will appeal strongly
to employers and believers in the survival of the fittest doc-
trine. But it will scarcely appeal to the numerous unskilled
workers eliminated, or the still more numerous workers whose
emplojmaent is thus lessened at every slack season. Mr.
Edmond Kelly shows how the principle acts— "Where
there is a minimum wage of $4 a day the workman can no
longer choose to do only $Z worth of work and be paid accord-
ingly, but he must earn $4 or else cease from work, at least
in that particular trade, locality, or establishment." (2)
The result is that the highest skilled workmen obtain steady
employment through the union, while the less skilled are
penalized by underemployment. The unions have equalized
daily wages, but the employer has replied by making employ-
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ment and therefore annual wages all the more unequal, and

many of the workers may have lost more than they gained.

Whereas if each man could secure an equal share of work,

he might be paid according to his efficiency and yet be far

better off than now. But the only way to seciu« an equal

amount of work for all is through a union where all have an

equal voice and where the union is strong enough to have a

say as to who is to be employed.

It is this tendency either automatically or intentionally

I

actually to injure unskilled labor, that has led men Uke Mann
1 and Debs and Haywood to their severe criticism of the present

1 policies of the imions, and even affords some ground for

I
Tolstoi's classification of well-paid artisans, electricians,

and mechanics among the exploiters of unskilled labor. In

the days of serfdom, the great writer said, "Only one class

were slave owners ; all classes, except the most numerous

one— consisting of peasants who have too little land, la-

borers, and workingmen— are slave-owners now." The
master class, Tolstoi says, to-day includes, not only "nobles,

merchants, officials, manufacturers, professors, teachers,

authors, musicians, painters, rich peasants, and the rich men's

servants," but also "well-paid artisans, electricians, mechan-

ics," etc.

Mr. Mann thus defines the attitude of this new unionism

to the old :
—

"It is well known that in Britain, as elsewhere, there is only a

minority of the workers organized; of the ten millions of men
eligible for industrial organization only one fourth are members of

trade unions ; naturally these are, in the main, the skilled workers,

who have associated together with a view to m; itaining for them-

selves the advantage accruing to skilled workers, when definite

restrictions are placed upon the numbers able to enter and remain

in the trades.

"We have had experience enough to know that the diflBcultiea

of maintaining a ring fence around an occupation, which secures to

those inside the fence special advantages, are rapidly increasing,

and in a growing number of instances, the fence has been entirely

broken down by changes in the methods of production. We know,

further, that . . . the majority of trade unionists still remain «ec<ion-

ally isolated, powerless to act except in single sectional bodies, and

incapable of approaching each other and merging and amalgamating

forces for common action. This it is that u respomible for the

rnodem practice of entering into lengthy agreemcnln between emploijers

and workers. Sectional trade unions being incapable of offensive
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action, and gradually giving way before the persistent power of the
better organited capitalist dass, they fall back upon agreements for
periods of from two to five years, during which time they undertake
that no demands shall be made." (My italics.)

T^P indiistriftjiafa^ therefore, advocate the termination of
all wage agreements simultaneously a-nd at, whnrt. i^^^^-yftla

or even at will (like tfeft&ttdies at will, or call loansV THpv
claim thai employers are practically free to terminate exist-
ing agreements whenever they please, as they can always faid
grounds for dismissing individuals or for temporarily shutting
down their works or for otherwise discriminating against
active unionists or varymg the terms of a contract before its
expiration. But it is in America that the policy of no agree-
ments, or agreements at will is most advanced. In Great
Britain it is thought that agreements for one year and all

ending on the same day may lead to the same results. If
there is a central organization with power to call strikes on
the part of any combination of unions, and the large majority
of the workers are organized, it is held that the new union-
ism will soon prove irresistible, even if agreements in this
form are retained.

The recent strikes have not only been stimulated by this
gospel and led by its chief representatives, Tom Mann,
Ben Tillett, and others, but from the very first they have been
an actual application of the new idea and have marked a long
step towards the complete reorganization of the British
unions. They were started with the seamen's strike in June,
when the dockers in many places struck in sympathy, at the
same time addmg demands of their own. When the seamen
won their strike, they refused to go back to work at several
points, against the advice of their conservative officials,

until the dockers received what they were striking for. With
the dockers were involved teamsters, and these from the
first had agreed to support one another, for they were both
connected with Mr. Mann's "National Transport Workers*
Federation." And the railway strike was largely due to the
fact that the railway imions decided at least to cooperate with
this federation. The dockers had remained on strike at
Liverpool in sympathy with the railway porters who had
struck in the firat instance to aid the dockers, and at he
first strike conference of the railway union officials, forty-one
being present, it was voted unanimously "that the union was
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determined not to settle the dispute with the companies

unless the lockout imposed upon their co-workers because of

their support of the railroad men at Liverpool and elsewhere

is removed and all the men reinstated."

There can be little doubt that the railway strike would
neither have taken place at the critical time it did, nor have

gone as far as it went, except for this new and concerted action

which embraced even the least skilled and least organized

classes of labor.

Accompanying this movemP"^ fj-twarrl common action,^

"^MSxity" of labor, and more and mofe iteiieial- strikes.

wa§lhu tloselj/ l ulalud fcuotien agamst existing^ajgg-ggmi^tsL^^-^

on tEegfound'Oianiiey cnppIelEeunions' power of effective

industrial warfare. For several years there had been a simul-

taneous^movement on the part of the "State Socialist"

government towards compulsory arbitration, and among the

unions against any interference on the part of a government

over which they have little or no control— the railway strike

being directed, according to the unionists, as much against

the government as against the railways. For many years the

government, represented by Mr. Lloyd George or Mr. Winston
Churchill, had acted as arbitrator in every great industrial

conflict, and had secured many minor concessions for the

imions. As long as no critical conflict occurred that might

materially weaken either the government or the capitalist

or employing classes as a whole, this policy worked well.

It was only by a railway strike, or perhaps by a seamen's

or miners' strike that it could be put to a real test. By the

settlement of the threatened railvay strike of 1907 the

employees had gained very little, and had voluntarily left

the final power to decide disputes in the hands of govern-

ment arbitrators. A conservative Labourite, Mr. J. R. Mac-
Donald, writing late in 1910, said :

—

"We held at the time that the agreement which Mr. Bell accepted

on behalf of the Itailway Servants would not work. It was a sur-

render. The railway directors were consulted for days ; they were

allowed to alter the terms of agreement at their own sweet will, and
when they agreed, the men's representatives were asked to go to the

Board of TnAe and were told that they could not alter a conuna,

could not sleep over the proposal, could not confer with any one

about it, had to accept it there ard then. In a moment of weakness

they accepted. An agreement oome to in such a way was not likely

to be of any use to the men." (3)
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Nevertheless, this extremely important settlement was
accepted by the union. Mr. Churchill did not know how
to restrain his enthusiasm for unions that were so good as to
fall in so obediently with his political plans. "They are
not mere visionaries or dreamers," says Churchill, "weaving
airy Utopias out of tobacco smoke. They are not political
adventurers who are eager to remodel the world by rule of
thumb, who are proposing to make the infinite complexities
of scientific civilization and the multitudinous phenomena of
great cities conform to a few barbarous formulas which any
moderately intelligent parrot could repeat in a fortnight.
The fortunes of trade unions are interwoven with the indus-
tries they serve. The more highly organized trade unions
are, the more clearly they recognize their responsibilities." (4)
By 1911 the whole situation was completely reversed.

Over less important bodies of capitalists and employers than
the railways, the govenmient had power and a will to exercise
its power. The railways, however, are practically a fimction
of government— absolutely indispensable if it is co retain
its other powers undiminished. L was for this reason that
little if any govermnental force was used against them, and
the agreement of 1907 came to be of even less value to the
men than agreements made in other industries. When the
chorus of union complaints continued to swell, and the men
asked the government to bring pressure on the railways, at
least to meet their committee, it acknowledged itself either
unable or unwilling to take any effective action unless to
renew the offer to appoint another royal commission, essen-
tially of the same character as that of 1907 except that
it should be smaller and should act more speedily. This still

meant that the third member of the board was to be appointed
by a government, in which experience had taught the workers
they could have no confidence— at least in its dealings with
the powerful railways.

In viexf of this inherent weakness of the government, or
its hostility to the new and aggressive unionism, or perhaps a
comb; lation of both, the unions had no recourse other than
a direct agreement or a strike. But the refusal of the rail-
ways to meet the men left no alternative other than the strike,
and at the same time showed that they did not much fear
that the unions could strike with success. It was no longer
a question of the justice or injustice, truth or untruth, of
the unions' claims. The railways, in a perfectly practical
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and businesslike spirit, questioned the power of the unions,

by means of a strike, to cause them sufficient damage to make
it profitable even to meet their representatives— without
the presence of a government representative, who, they had
learned by experience, would in all probability take a position

with which they would be satisfied. Mr. Asquith's offer, then,

to submit the "correctness'' of the unions' statements and
the "soundness" of their contentions to a tribunal, was en-
tirely beside the point. The representatives of the railways
were sure to give such a tribunal to understand, however dip-

lomatically and insidiously, that the unions were without
that power, which alone, in the minds of "practical" men,
can justify any considerable demand, such as the settlement

of all questions through the representatives of the men (the

recognition of the union).

Doubtless the railways had refused to meet the union rep-

resentatives until they felt assured that the government's
position would on the whole be satisfactory to them. The
government's real attitude was made plain when, after the
refusal of the unions practically to leave their whole liveli-

hood and future in its hands, as in 1907, it used this as a
pretext for taking sides against them— not by prohibiting

the strike, but by limiting more and more narrowly the scope
it was to be allowed to take.

The government loudly protested its impartiality, and
gave very powerful and plausible arguments for interference.

Bat the laborers feel that the right not to work is as essential

as life itself, and all that distinguishes them essentially from
slaves, and that no argument whatever is valid against it.

Let us look at a few of the government statements :
—

The government, said the Premier, was perfectly impartial

in regard to the merits of the various points of dispute. The
government had regard exclusively for the interests of the

public, and having regard for those interests they could not

allow the paralysis of the railway systems throughout the

country, and would have to take the necessary steps to pre-

vent such paralysis.

The representatives of the unions replied by a public state-

ment, in which they declared that this was an " unwarrantable
threat" and an attempt to put the responsibility for the

suspension of work on the unions :
—

"We consider the statement made in behalf of his Majesty's
government, an unwarrantable threcd uttered against the railroad
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workers who for years have made repeated applications to the
Board of Trade and also to Parliament to consider the advisability
of amending the conciliation board scheme of 1907. . . . And
further it shows a failure of the Board of Trade to amend its own
scheme, and also of the railroad companies to give an impartial and
fair interpretation of such schemes. . . . And inasmuch as this
joint meeting has already urged the employers to meet us with a
view to discussing the wnole position and which, if agreed to by
them, would in our opinion have settled the matter, we therefore
refuse to accept the responslbilUy the government has attempted to

throw upon ua, and further respectfully but firmly ask his Majesty's
government whether the responsibility of the railroad companies
is in any degree less than that of other employers of Labor."

In other words, there is and can be no law compelling men
to labor, and no matter what the consequences of their refusal
to work, it is a matter that concerns the workers themselves
more than all other persons.

Mr. Winston Churchill made a more detailed statement.
He said that "the government was taking all necessary
steps to make sure that the food supply as well as fuel arid
other essentials should not be interrupted on the railways or
at the ports."

"All services vital to the community should be maintained, and
the government would see to that, not because they were on the side
either of the employers or the workmen, but because they were
bound to protect the public from the danger that a general arrest of
industry would entail. " He continued :—

"The means whereby the people of this land live are highly
artificial, and a serious breakdown would lead to starvation among
a great number of poorer people. Not the well-to-do would suffer,
but the poor of the great cities and those dependent upon them,
who would be quite helpless if the machinery by which they are fed— on which they are dependent for icages— was thrown out of gear.

"The government believes that the arrangements made for
working the lines of conmiunication, and for the maintenance of
order, will prove effective ; but, if not, other measures of even larger
scope will be taken promptly. It must be clearly understood that
there is no escape from these facts, and, as they affect the supply
of food for the people, and the safety of the country, they are far more
important than anything else."

To this the railway workers answered that it is to protect
their own food that they strike, and that food i.s as iraporluiit
to them as to others, that practically all those who are depend-
ent on wages are willing to undergo the last degree of suffer-
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ing to preserve the right to strike, that the means of liveli-

hood of this majority are no whit less important than the

"safety" of the rest of the coimtry. Moreover, if the gov-

ernment is allowed to use military or other means to aid the

railways to transport food, fuel, anJ other thin^, more or less

essential, it prevents that very "j^" alysis" which is the nec-

essary object of every strike, iidustrial warfare of this

critical kind must indeed be costly to the whole community,

often endangering health and even life itself, but the workers

are almost unanimous in believing that a few days or weeks

of this, repeated only after years of interval, costs far less

in life and health than the low wages paid to labor year after

year and generation after generation. They demand the

right to strike unhampered by any government in which capital-

istic or other than wage-earning classes predominate. Only

when the government falls into the hands of a group of wholly

non-capitdist classes— of which wage earners form the major-
ity— will they expect it to grant such rights and conditions

as are sufficient to compensate them for parting with any
element of the right to strike.

The great British strike, then, had a doubia significance.

It showed the tremendously increased strength of labor

when every class of workers is organized and all are united

together, and it showed an increasing unwillingness to allow

separate agreements to stand in the way of general strikes.

The strength of the strikers in the British upheaval of 1911, how-
ever, has been grossly exaggerated on both sides. There is no doubt

that the aggressive action came from the masses of the workera, as

their leaders held them back in nearly every instance. There is no

question that the various unions cooperated more than usual, that

vast masses of the unskilled were for the first time organized, and

that these features won the strikes. The advance was remarkable
— but we can only measure the level reached if we realize the point

from which the start was made. As a matter of fact, the unskilled

labor of Great Britain until 1911 was probably worse paid and less

organized than that of any great manufacturing country— and the

advance made by no means brings it to the level of the United States.

Since the great dock strike of 1886, led by John Bums and Tom
Mann, unskilled labor has tried in vain to organize effectively unions

like those of the seamen and railway servants, the majority of whose

members were neither of the least skilled nor of the most skilled

classes, had an uphill fight, and were only able to organize a part of

the workers. Five dollars a week was considered such a high and

satisfactory wage by the wholly unskilled (dockers, etc.) that it was

1-
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often made the basis of their demands. The Board of Trade Report
shows that 400,000 railwaymen, including the most skilled, had from
1899 to 1909 an average weekly wage varying from $6.35 to $6.60
per week. The railway imion found that of a quarter of a million
men 39 per cent got less than $5 a week, and 89 per cent less than
$7.50. Seamen at Liverpool received from $20 to $32.50 a month.

If then the Liverpool sailors received an increase of $2.50 a month,
while the wages of other strikers were raised on the average about
20 per cent, what must we conclude ? Undoubtedly the gain was
worth all the labor and sacrifice it cost. But it must be remembered,
first, that these wages are still markedly inferior to those of this

country in spite of its hordes of foreign labor; and second, that the
increase is little if any above the rise in the cost of living in recent
years, and will undoubtedly soon be overtaken by a further rise.

The great steamship lines mcreased their rates on account of the
strike almost the same week that it was concluded, and the railway
companies gave in only when the government consented that they
should raise their rates. But the larger part of the consumers are
workingmen, and their cost of living is thus rising more rapidly than
ever on account of the strikes. Finally, the unions of the unskilled

are as a rule not yet recognized by their employers, while the railway
union is probably as completely at the mercy of the government as
ever.

In a word, the point reached is by no means very advanced ; on the
other hand, the mtUerial gain made in view of the former backwardness
of the railwaymen, seamen, and dockers is highly important for

England, whUe the methods employed, the movement having
originated from below, and having been sustained against conserv-
ative leaders (only a few radicals like Tom Maim^ and Ben Tillett

being trusted), is of world-wide significance. The unions as well as

their common oi^anizations, the Trade Union Congress, the Labour
Party, and the General Federation of Trade Unions are drawing
closer together, while the Socialists and revolutionary unionists are
everywhere taking the lead— as evidenced for example, by the
election of the most radical Socialist member of Parliament, Mr.
Will Thome, to be President of the 1912 Trade Union Congress.

The success of the new movement as against the older Labour
Party and trade union tactics may also be seen from the disturbed

state of mind of the older leaders. Take, for example, the attack
of the Chairman of the Labour Party, Mr. J. R. MacDonald :

—
"The new revolution which Syndicalism and its advocates of the

Industrial Workers of the World contemplate has avoided none of

the errors or the pitfalls of the old, but it has added to them a whole
series of its own. It has never considered the problems which it has
to meet. It is, as expressed in the Outlook of tliis mouth, a mere
escapade of the nursery mind. It is the product of the creative

intelligence of the man who is impatient because it takes the earth

twenty-four hours to wheel around the sun (sic). . . . The hospi-

['
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tality which the Socialist movement has offered so generously to all

kinds of cranks and scoundrels because they professed to be in revolt

against the existing order has already done our movement much
harm. Let it not add Syndicalism to the already too numerous
vipers which, in the kindness of ita heart, it is warming on its hearth-

stones." (5) [See note at end of chapter.]

rThe new revolutionary unionism takes different forms in

Great Britain, France, and America. In France it has ex-

pressed itself through agitation for the general strike and
against the army, the only thing that a general strike move-
ment has to fear. The agitation has completely captured

the national federation of unions, has a well-developed lit-

erature, a daily paper {La BataiUe Syndiccdiste— The Union
Battle,— established in 1911), and has put its principles into

;
effect in many ways, especially by more numerous and wide-

spread strikes and by attacla on military discipline. But

\
there haa been no strike so nearly general as the recent

;
British one, and both the efforts in this direction and thope

directed against the army have a future rather than a present

importance and will be considered in succeeding chapters

(Part III, Chapters VI and VII).

In America the new movement first appeared several years

ago in the very radical proposal indorsed at the time by
Debs, Haywood, and many prominent Socialists, to replace

j
the older unions by a new set built on entirely different prin-

ciples, including organizations of the least skilled, and the

solid union of all unions for fighting pxirposes. This move-
ment took concrete form in a new organization, the Industrial

Workers of the World, which was launched with some prom-
ise, but soon divided into factions and was abandoned by
Debs and others of its organizers. It has grown in strength

in some localities, having conducted the remarkable struggles

at McKees Rocks (Pa.) and Lawrence (Mass.), but is not at

present a national factor— which is in part due, perhaps, to

the fact that the older unions are tending, though gradually,

I

towards somewhat similar principles.

Lw Not only is Socialism spreading rapidly in all the unions,

'out along with it is spreading this new unionism. For many
years the Western Federation of Miners, famous as the

centr.al figure in all the labor wars in the Rncky Mountain
States, was the most powerful union in this country that was
representative both of revolutionary Socialism and of revo-

lutionary unionism. But it was not a part of the American
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Federation of Labor. When it became closely united with
the Coal Miners, and the latter union forced its admission
into the American Federation of Lpbor (in 1911), it at once
began a campaign for its principles inside this organization.
It now stands for two proposals, the first of which would
polidly unite all the unions, and the second of which would
cut all bonds between labor and capital. Neither is likely

to be adopted this year, but both seem sure of a growing
popularity and will in all probability result in some radical
and effective action within a very few years.

In its Convention of July, 1911, the Western Federation
of Miners decided to demand of the Federation of Labor the
free exchange of membership cards among all its constituent
unions. Thus the unions would preserve their autonomy,
but every member would be free, when he changed his em-
ployer, to pass from one to the other without cost. The
result would be that quarrels between the unions over mem-
bers would lessen automatically, and also admission fees, dues,
and benefits would tend towards a level. Thus all the things
that keep the unions apart and prevent common action
against the employer would be gradually removed, and the
tendency of certain unions to ignore the interests "of others
reduced to a minimum. The plan is practical, because it

has already been in successful operation for many years in

France.

Another new policy— which should be regarded as a
supplementary means for bringing about the same result— would be to so strengthen and democratize the general
Federation as to allow great power to be placed in the hands of
the executive, and at the same time subject it to the
direct control of the combined rank and file of all the
unions. If, for example, national Federation officials were
elected, instructed, and recalled by a vote of all the
unionists in the country, the latter would probably be
willing to place in the hands of such an executive power to
call out the unions in strike in such combinations as would
make the resistance of employers most difficult, and power
to control national strike funds collected from all the unions
for these contests. Unions with a specially strong strategic
situation in industrj' and a favored «tuation in the Federa-
tion are not yet ready to forego their privileges for this form
of direct democracy, but the tendency is in this direction.

(Since these lines were first written the Federation has taken
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steps towards the adoption of this plan of direct election of

its officials by national referendum.)

Indeed, when the Western Miners' second proposal, the

refusal to sign agreements for any fixed period, is adopted,

this simultaneous centralization and democratization of t.ie

Federation may proceed apace. As long as the various unions

are bound to the employers by an entirely separate and inde-

pendent agreement terminable at different dates, it is impos-

sible to arrange strikes in common, especially when the more

fortunate unions adopt an entirely different plan of orgamza-

tion and an entirely different policy from the rest. The

Western Miners now propose tliat all agreements be done

away with, a practice they had followed long and succe^-

fully themselves— with the single tacit exception of the

employees of the Smelter Trust (Guggenheim's). This

exception they have now done away with. Their fundamen-

tal idea is that as long as the capitalist reserves his right

to close down his works whenever he believes his mteres's

or those of capital require it, every union should reserve its

ri?ht to stop work at any moment when the interests of

the union or of labor require it. Temporary arrangements

are entered into which are binding as to all other matters

except the cessation of work. That this cessation would not

occur in any well-organized union over trifles goes without

saying— strikes are tremendously costly to labor. The

agreement binds in a way perfectly familiar to the business

world in the call loan or the tenancy at will.

President Meyer of the Western Federation (one of those

Mr. Roosevelt called an "undesirable citizen" at the tune

when he was on trial in Idaho, accused of being an accomplice

in the murder of Governor Steunenburg) explamed that his

union knew that agreements might bring certam momentary

advantages which it would otherwise lose, that it had often

been in a position to win higher wages throvih an agreement,

and in three cases even to gain a seven-hour day. But by

such action, he declared the union would have surrendered

its freedom. It would have been tied hand and foot, whereas

now it was free to fight whenever it wanted to. If working

people want to be united and effective, he concluded, they

must have the fullest freedom of action. This would always

pay in the end. . j c u*
In view of the great advance in the organization and light-

ing spirit of labor secured by this new kind of industrial war-
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fare, some revolutionary unionists even expect it to do more
to bring about Socialism than the Socialist parties them-
selves. Indeed, a few have gone so far as to regard these

parties as almost superfluous. Many of the new revolution-

ary unionists, though Socialists by conviction, attach so little

importance to political action that they have formed no con-

nection with the Socialist parties, and do not propose to do
so. Others feel the necessity of some political support, and
contend that any kind of an exclusively labor union party,

even if it represents anti-revolutionary unions like most of

those of the Federation of Labor, would serve this purpose

better than the Socialist Party, which belongs less exclusively

to the unionists.

An American revolutionary unionist «tnd Socialist, the

late Louis Duchez, like many of his school, not only placed

his faith chiefly in the unskilleu workers, either excluding the

skilled manual laborers and the brain workers, or relegating

them to a secondary position, but wanted the new organiza-

tions to rely almost entirely on their economic efforts and
entirely to subordinate political action. The hours of labor

are to be reduced, child labor is to be abolished, and every-

thing is to be done that will tend to diminish competition

between one workingman and another, he argued, with the

iaea of securing early control of the labor market. Through
labor's restriction of output, production is to be cut down and
the unemployed are to be absorbed. Thus, he declared, "a
partial expropriation of capital is taking place" and "this con-

structive program is followed until the workers get aU they

produce." (6)

Here is an invaluable insight into the underlying stand-

point of some of these anti-political "syndicalists," to use

a term that has come to us from France. Nothing could

possibly be more alien to the whole spirit of revolutionary

Socialism than these conclusions. The very reason for the
existence of Socialism is that Socialists believe that the imions
cannot control the labor market in present society. The
Socialists' chief hope, moreover, is that economic evolution

will make possible and almost inevitable the transformation
of a capitalist into a Socialist society; it is then to their

interest not to retard the development of industrj' by the
restriction of output, but to advance it. Indeed, Mr.
Duchez's philosophy is not that of Socialist labor unionism,

but of anarchist labor unionism, and there have been strong

2b
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tendencies in many countries, not only in France and Italy,

but also in the United States, especially among the more
conservative imions, to be guided by such a policy. It is the
essence of Mr. Gompers's program, as I have shown, to claim
that "a partial expropriation of capital" is taking place

^through the unions, and that by this means, without any
government action, and without any 'ei'ohdionary general strike

the workers will gradually "get all they produce." Accord-
ing to the Socialist view, such a gradual expropriation can
only begin after a political and economic revolution, or when,
on its near approach, capitalists prefer to make vital conces-
sions rather than to engage in such a conflict.

' The leading Socialist monthly in Ai ^rica, the International
Socialist Review, which has indorsed the new unionism, has
even found it necessary recently to remind its readers that
the Socialist Party does after all play a certain r61e and a
more or less important one, in the rovolutionary movement.
"Representative revolutionary unionists, like Lagardelle of
France and Tom Maim of Australia," saia the Review,
"point out the immense value of a political partj' as an
auxiliary to the unions. A revolutionary union without
the backing of a revolutionary party will be tied up by in-

junctions. Its officers will be kidnapped. Its members, if

they defy the courts, will be corralled in bull pens or mowed
down by Gatling guns.
"A revolutionary party, on the other hand, if it pins its

hopes mainly to the passing of laws, tends always to degen-
erate into a reform party. Its 'leaders' become hungry for
office and eager for votes, even if the votes must be secured
by concessions to the middle class. In the pursuit of such
votes it wastes its propaganda on immediate demands."
The Review adds, however, that a non-political ^ i.^nace of

revolution does ten times as much for reforms as any politi-

cal activity; which can only mean that in its estimation
revolutionary strikes, boycotts, demonstrations, etc., are
of ten times higher present value than the ballot.

Mr. Tom Mann seems also to subordinate political to labor
union action: "Experience in all countries shows most
conclusively that industrial organization, intelligently con-
ducted, is of much more moment than political action, for,

entirely irrespective as to which schoul of poiiticiaus is ui

power, capable and courageous industrial activity forces

from the politicians proportioi.'ie concessions. . . . Indeed,
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it 18 obvious that a growing proportion of the intelligent
pioneers of economic changes are expressing more and more
dissatisfaction with Parliament and all its works, and look
forward to the time when Parliaments, as we know them, will
be superseded by the people managing their own affairs
by means of the Initiative and the Referendum." (7) The
last sentence shows that Mr. Mann had somewhat modified
his aversion to politics, for he Initiative and Referendum is a
political and not an economic device. His objection to poli-
tics in the form of parliamentarism (that is, trusting every-
thmg to elected persons, or representatives) as distinguished
from direct democracy, would probably meet the views of the
majority of Socialists everywhere (except in Great Britain).
A later declaration of Mr. Mann after his return from Aus-

tralia to England shows that he now occupies the same ground
as Debs and Haywood in America— favoring a revolutionary
party as well as revolutionary unions :

—
"The present-day degradation of so large a percentage of the

workers is directly due to their economic enslavement ; and it is
economic freedom that is demanded.
"Now Parliamentarj' action is at all times useful, in proportion

as it makes for economic emancipation of the workers. But Social-
ists and Labour men in Parliament can only do effective work there
in proportion to the intelligence and economic organization of the
rank and file. . . .

"Certainly nothing very striking in the way of constructive work
could reasonably be expected from the minorities of the Socialists
and Labour men hitherto elected. But the most moderate and
fau'-minded are compelled to declare that, not in one country butm all, a proportion of those comrades who, prior to being returned,
were unquestionably revolutionary, are no longer so after a few years
in Parliament. They are revolutionary neither in their attitude
towards existing society nor in respect of present-day institutions.
Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that many seem" to have con-
stituted themselves apologists for existing society, sliowing a degree
of studied respect for bourgeois conditions, and a toleration of
bourgeois methods, that destroys the probability of their doing any
real work of a revolutionary character.

"I shall not here attempt to juggle with the quibble of 'Revolu-
tion or Evolution,'— or to meet tlie contention of some of those
under consideration that it is not Revolution that is wanted. ' You
cannot change the world and yet not changR the world.' Revolution
is the means of, not the altcrnatiie to, Evolution. I simply state that
a working-class movement that is not revolutionary in character,
13 not of the slightest use to the working class." (8)
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If Mr. Mann later resigned from the British Social Demo-
cratic Party, this was in part due to the special conditions

in Great Britain, as he said at the time, and partly to his

Australian experience of the demoralizing effects of office

seeking on the Labour Party there. Mann stands with

Herv6 in the French Party and Debs and Haywood in the

American. The reasons given for his withdrawal from the

British Party embody the universal complaint of revolution-

ary unionists against what is everywhere a strong tendency

of Socialist parties to become demoralized like other political

organizations. Mr. Mann, in his letter of resignation,

said :
—

"After the most careful reflection I am driven lo the belief that

the real reason why the trade unionist movement of this coimtry is

in such a deplorable state of inefficiency is to be found in the fictitious

importance which the workers have been encouraged to attach to

parliamentary action.
" I find nearly all the serious-minded young men in the Labour and

Socialist movement have their minds centered upon obtaining some
position in public life, such as local, municipal, or coimty coimcilor-

ship, or filling some governmental office, or aspiring to become a

member of Parliament.

"I am driven to the belief that this is entirely wrong, and that

economic Uberty will never be realized by such means. So I declare

in favor of Direct Industrial Organization, not as a means but as the

means whereby the workers can ultimately overthrow the capitalist

system and become the actual controllers of their own industrial and

social destiny."

There is little disagreement among S'^"' ^lists that "Direct

Industrial Organization" is likely to prove the most impor-

tant means by which "the workers can ultimately over-

throw the capitalist system." This, the " industrial union-

ism" of Debs and Haywood and Mann, is to be sharply

distinguished from French "syndicalism" which imdermines

all Socialist political action and all revolutionary economic

action as well, by teaching that even to-day by direct indus-

trial organization— without a political program or political

support, and without a revolution— "a partial expropriation

of capital is taking place."

The advocates of revolutionary labor unionism in America

for the most part are not allowing the new idea to draw away
their energies from the Socialist Party; it merely serves to

emphasize their hoPtility to the present unaggressive policy
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of the Executive American Federation of Labor and some of
the imions that compose it.

Mr. Haywood (another of Mr. Roosevelt's "undesirable
citizens") urges the working cl^ss to " become so organized
on the economic field that they can take and hold the indus-
tries in which they are employed," This view might seem
to obviate the need of a political party, but Mr. Haywood
does not regard it in that light. He says :

—
"There is justification for political action, and that is, to control

the forces of the capitalists that they use against us ; to be in a posi-
tion to control the power of government so as to make the work of
the army ineffective. . . . That is the reason that you want the
power of government. That is the reason that you should fully
understand the power of the ballot.

"Now, there isn't any one. Socialist, S.L.P., Industrial Worker,
or any other working man or woman, no matter what society you
belong to, but what believes in the ballot. There are those — and
I am one of them— who refuse to have the ballot interpreted for
them.

^
I know or think I know the power of it, and I know that the

industrial organization, as I have stated in the beginning, is its

broadest interpretation. I know, too, that when the workers are
brought together in a great organization they are not going to cease
to vote. That is when the workers will begin to vote, to vote for
directors to operate the industries in which they are all employed."

In the recent pamphlet, "Industrial Socialism," Mr. Hay-
wood and Mr. Frank Bohn develop the new unionism at
greater length. Their conclusions as to politics are directed,
not against the SociaUst Party, but against its non-revolu-
tionary elements :

—
"The Socialist Party stands not merely for the Political

supremacy of labor. It stands for the Industrial supremacy
of labor. Its purpose is not to secure old age pensions and free meals
for school children. Its mission is to help overthrow capit^ism
and establish Socialism.

"The gieat purpose of the Socialist Party is to seize the powers
of government and thus prevent them from being used by the capital-
ists against the workers. With Socialists in political offices the
workers can strike and not be shot. They can picket shops and not
be arrested and imprisoned. . . . To win the demands made on the
industrial field it is absolutely necessary to control the government,
as experience shows strikes to have been lost through the inter-
ference of courts and militia. The same functions of government,
controlled by a class conscious working class, will be used to inspire
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confidence and compel the wheels of industry to move in spite of the

devices and stnmbUngblocks of the capitalists. ...
"Socialist government will concern itself entirely with the shop.

Socialism can demand noth; i of the individual outside the shop.

... It has no concern with the numberless social reforms which

the capitalists are now preaching in order to save their miserable

profit system.

"Old age pensions are not Socialism. The workers had much
better fight for hi^er wages and shorter hours. Old age pensions

imder the present government are either charity doledout to paupers,

or bribes given to voters by politicians. Self-respecting workers

despise such means of support. Free meals or cent meals for poverty-

stricken school children are not Socialism. Industrial freedom will

enable parents to give their children solid food at home. Free food

to the workers cuts wages and kills the fighting spirit."

f The American "syndicalists" are not opposed to political

J
action, but they want to use it exclusively for the purposes

I of industrial democracy.
^ While Messrs. Hayw ood and Bohn by no means take an

anarchistic position, they show no enthusiasm for the capital-

ist-coUectivist proposals that present governments should

take control of industry. They are not hostile to all govem-

raeut, but they think that democracy applied directly to in-

dustry would be all the government required:—
"In the shop there must be government. In the school there

must be government. In the conduct of the great public services

there must be government. We have shown that Socialism \v'ill

make government democratic throughout. The basis of this free-

dom will be the freedom of the individual to develop his powers.

People will be educated in freedom. They will work in freedom.

They will live in freedom. ...
"Socialism will establish democracy in the shop. Democracy

in the shop will free the working class. The working class, through

securing freedom for itself, will liberate the race."

' Even the America » "syndicalists," however, attach more

importance to econoi ic than to political action. Hitherto

revolutionary Socialists have agreed that the only construc-

\ tive work possible under capitalism was that of education and

\ organization. The ''syndicalists" also agree that nothing

Eeculiarly socialistic can be done to-day by political action,

ut they are reformists as to the immediate possibilities of

economic action. Here they believe revolutionary principles

can be applied even under capitalism. Even the conserva-
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tive and purely businesslike effort to secure a little more
wages byj organized action, they believe, can be converted
here and now into a class struggle of working class vs. capi-
talists. What is needed is only organization of all the unions
and a revolutionary policy. With the possibilities of a revo-
lutionary union policy when capitalism has largely exhausted
its program of political reforms and economic betterment and
when Socialism has become the political Opposition, I deal in
following chapters. But syndicalists, even in America, say
revolutionary tactics can be applied now— Mr. Haywood,
for instance, feels that the only thing necessary for a suc-
cessful revolutionary and Socialistic general strike in France
or America to-day, is sufficient economic organization.
Mr. Debs admits the need of revolutionary tactics as well

as revolutionary principles and even says: " We could better
succeed with reactionary principles and revolutionary tactics
than with revolutionary principles and reactionary tactics."
He admits also that Socialists and revolutionary unionists are
inspired with an entirely new attitude towards society and
government and indorses as entirely sound certain expres-
sions from Haywood and Bohn's pamphlet which had been
violently attacked by reformist Socialists and conservative
unionists. Mr. Debs agrees with the former writers in their
definition of the attitude of the Socialist revolutionist's atti-
tude towards property: "He retains absolutely no respect
for the property ' rights ' of the profit takers. He will use
any weapon which will win his fight. He knows that the
present laws of property are made by and for the capitalists.
Therefore he does not hesitate to fireak them." But he
does not agree that this new spirit offers any positive contri-
bution to Socialist tactics at the present time. Just as Herv^
has recently admitted that the superior political and eco-
nomic organization of the Germans were more important
than all the '• sabotage " (violence) and " direct action " of
the French though he still favors the latter policies, so the
foremost American revolutionary opposes "direct action"
and " sabotage " altogether under present conditions. Both
deny that revolutionary economic action under capitalism is
any more promising than revolutionary political action. Even
Herv^ defends his more or less friendly attitude to "direct
action " wholly on the ground that it is good practice for rev-
olution, not on Lagardello's syndicalist ground that it means
the beginning of revolution itself (see below).
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By much of their language Haywood and severalindustnal

unionists of this country would seem to class themselves

rather with Lagardelle and Labriola (see below) than with

Hervi, Debs, and Mann. Haywood, for example, has said

that no Socialist can be a law-abiding citizen. Haywood's

very effective and law-abiding leadership in strikes at Law-

rence (1912) and elsewhere would suggest that he meant that

Socialists cannot be law-abiding by principle and under all

circumstances. But this statement as it was made, together

with many others, justifies the above classification. Debs, on

the contrary, claims that the American workers are law-

abiding and must remain so, on the whole, until the time of

the revolution approaches. " As a revolutionist," he writes,

"I can have no respect for capitalist property laws, nor

the least scruple about violating them," but Debs does

not believe there can be any occasion to put this principle

into effect until the workers have been politically and eco-

nomically organized and educated, and then only if they are

opposed by violence (see the International Socialist Review,

February, 1912).

The French and Italian advocates of revolutionary umon-

^ism also assign to the party a very secondary part, though they

are by no moans, like the anarchists, opposed to all political

action. They do not as a rule oppose the Socialist parties,

but they protest against the view that Socialist activities

should be chiefly political. Their best-known spokesman in

Italy, Arturo Labriola, one of the most brilliant orators in

the country, and a professor in the University of Naples,

writes:—
"The Social Democracy will prove to have been the last capitalis-

tic party to which the defense of capitalistic society will have been

intrusted. The syndicalists [revolutionary unionists] ought to

get that firmly into their heads and draw conclusions from it in their

necessary relations with the official Socialist Party. The loiter ought

to resign itself to being no more than a simple party of the legal demands

of the proletariat [i.e. the unions,] on the basis of existing society, and

not an anti-capitiUisl party." (9)

This is strong language and brings up some large questions.

Far from being displeased with the moderate and non-rev-

olutionary character of the Socialist Party, Labriola, him-

self a revolutionist, is so indifferent to the party as a direct

means to revolution, as to hope that it will drop its revolu-
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tionary claims altogether and become a humble and modest
but more useful tool of the unions. He even admitted in
conversation with the writer that, attaching no value to polit-
ical advance as such, he was not even anxious at this time
that the illiterate South Italians should be given a vote since
they would long remain under the tutelage of the Catholic
Church.
One of the founders of the present French movement, its

earliest and chief theorist, Pelloutior, who has many followers
among the present officials of the French Federation of Labor
went even further, denying to the government, and therefore
to all political parties, any vital function whatever. To Pel-
loutier the State is built exclusively upon "superfluous and
obnoxious political interests." The unions are expected to
work towards a Socialist society without much, if any, polit-
ical support. They are to use non-political means: "The
general strike as a purely economic means that exdudes the
cooperation of parliamentary Socialists and demands only
labor union activity would necessarily suit the labor union
groups." (10)
Theleading "syndicalist" writer to-day, Hubert Lagardelle,

feels not only that a Socialist Party is not likely to bring about
a Socialist society, but that any steps that it might try to takem this direction to-day would necessarily be along the wrong
lines, smce it would establish reforms by law rather than as
a natural upgrowth out of economic conditions and the
activities of labor unions, with the result that such reforms
would necessarily go no farther than "State Socialism." (11)

Lagardelle speaks of the "State Socialistic" reform tend-
ency as synonymous with "modern democracy." Because
It supposes that there are "general problems common to all
classes," says Lagardelle, democracy refuses to take into
account the real difference between men, which is that
they are divided into economic classes. Here we see the
central principle of Socialism exaggerated to an absurdity.
Few Socialists, even the most revolutionary, would deny that
there are some problems "common to all classes." Indeed,
the existence and importance of such problems is the very
reason why "State Socialism," of benefit to the masses, but
still more to the interest of the capitalists, is being so easily
and rapidly introduced. Lagardelle would be nght, from
the Socialist standpoint, if he demanded that it should
oppose mere political democracy, or "State Socialism" in

'®1
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DroDortion as these forces have succeeded m reorganizing

the capitalist State— or rather after they have been assimi-

lated by it. But to obstruct their present work is merely

to stand against the normal and necessary course of economic

and political evolution, as recognized by the Socialists them-

selveV a similar mistake to that made by the Popuhsts and

their successors, who think they can prevent normal economic

evolution by dissolving the new industnai combinations and

returning to competition. Just as Socialists cannot oppose

the formation of trusts under normal circumstances, neither

can they oppose the extension of the modem State into the

field of industry or democratic reform, even though the

result is temporarily to strengthen capitalism and to decrease

the economic and political power of the workmg people

One of the fundamental differences between the Socialist and

other poli .cal philosophies is that it recogmzes ceaseless

political evolution and acts accordingly. It teaches that we

shall probably pass on to social democracy through a i^nod

of monopoly rule, " State Socialism," and political reforms

that in themselves promise no relative advance, economic or

political, to the working class.
, „ _, , x *^c*^

In a recent congress of the French Party, Jaur^s protested

against a statement of Lagardelle's that Socialism was op-

posed to democracy. "Democracy," Lagardelle answered,

"corresponds to an historical movement which has come to

an end : syndicaUsm is an anti-democratic movement to the

extent that it is post-democratic. Syndicahsm comes after

democracy ; it perfects the life which democracy was power-

less to organize." It is difficult to understand why Lagar-

delle persists in saying that a movement which thus supple-

ments democracy, which does what democracy was claiming

to do, and which is expected to supersede it, should on this

account be considered as "anti-democratic. Socialism

fights the "State Socialists" and opposes those whose de-

mocracy is merely poUtical, but it is attacking not their

democracy or their "State Socialism," but their capitalism.

"Political society," says Lagardelle, "being the organiza-

tion of the coercive power of the State, that is to say, ot

authority and the hierarchy, corresponds to an economic

r^jrime which has authority and the hierarchy as its base. {1^)

This proposition (the truth of which all Socialists would rec-

oenize in so far as it applies to political society m its present

form) seems sufficient to Lagardelle to justify his conclusion
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that we can no more expect Socialist results through the State,
than we could by association with capitalism. He does not
agree with the Socialist majority that, while capitalism em-
bodies a ruling class whose sorvicps may be dispensed with,
the State Is rather a machine or a systom which corresp>onds

not so much to capitalism, as to the system and machinery
of industry which capitalism controls.

bat

^ )ureauci'Mleally urgimilzwl' liEe governments.
Lagardelle adopts^'Rousseau's view that the essence of rep-
resentative government (all existing governments that are
not autocratic being representative) is "the inactivity of the
citizen" and urges that political parties, like society in general,

are divided between the governing and the governed. While
there is much truth in this analysis, — this being the situation

which it is sought to correct both in government and within
political parties by such means as direct legislation and the
recall,— Lagardelle does not seem to see that exactly the same
problem exists also in the labor unions. For among the
most revolutionary as among the most conservative of labor
organizations the leaders tend to acquire the same relative

and irresponsible power as they do in political parties. The
difficulty of making democracy vvork inheres in all organiza-
tions. It muft be met and overcome ; it cannot be avoided.

Lagardelle's distrust of political democracy goes even
further than a mere criticism of representative government.
He thinks the citizen to-day unable to judge general political

questions at all,— so that in his \'iew even direct democracy
would be useless. It is for this reason, he says, that parties
have it as an aim to act and to think in the citizen's place.

Lagardelle's remedy is not the establishment of direct de-
mocracy in government or in parties, but the organization
of the people to act together on "the concrete things of life";

that is, on questions of hours, wages, and other conditions
closely associated with their daily life and in his view adapted
to their understanding. He does not seem to see that such
questions lead almost immediately, not only to such larger
issues as are already presented by the leading political

parties, but also to the still larger ones proposed by the
Socialists.

Others of the syndicalists' criticisms, if taken literally,

'II
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would undoubtedly bring them in the end to the position

occupied by non-Socialist and anti-Socialist labor unionists.

Lajrardelle frankly places labor union action not only above

political action, which Socialists, under many circumstances,

may justify, but above Socialism itself. "Even if the

dreams of the future of syndicalistic Socialism should never be

realized, — none of us has the secret of history, — it would

suffice for me to give it my full support, to know that it is at

the moment I am speaking the essential agent of civilization

in the world." Here is a labor union partisanship which is

certainly not equaled by the average conservative labor

leader, who has the modesty to realize that there are other

powerful forces making for progress aside from the move-

ment to which he happens to belong.
. ., ,.

The syndicalists, or those who act along similar lines in

other countries, have brought new life into the Socialist

movement; their criticism has forced it to consider some

neglected questions, and has contributed new ideas which

are winning acceptance. The basis of their view is that the

working people cannot win by mere numbers or intelligence,

but must have a practical power to orgamze along radically

new lines and an ability to create new social mstitutions m-

dependently of capitalist opposition or wd.

Laeardelle writes: "There is nothing in syndicalism which can

recaUthe dogmatism of orthodox Socialism. The latter has summed

up its wisdom in certain abstract immovable formulas which it

intends willy-nilly to impose on life. . . . Syndicahsm, on the con-

trary, depends on the continually renewed and spontaneous creations

of life itself, on the perpetual renewing of ideas which cannot be-

come fixed into dogmas as long as they are
°f.^^f{^Jfi ^^^^^^^'f

trunk. We are not dealing with a body of intellectuals, with a

Socialist clergy charged to think for the working class, but with the

working clasfitself , which through its own experience is incessantly

discovering new horizons, unseen perspectives unsuspected methods,

— in a word, new sources of rejuvenation. (Id)

Here, at least, is a valuable warning to Socialism against

what its most revolutionary and enthusiastic adherents have

always felt is its chief danger.
^ • x.

The fact that lends force to Lagardelle's argument is that

the average workingman has a much more important, neces-

sarv, and continuous function to fill as a member of the labor

unions than as a member of the Socialist parties. It stiU
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remains a problem of the first magnitude to every Socialist
party to give to its members an equally powerful daily in-
terest in that work. On the other hand, it must be said in
all fairness that the lack of active participation by the rank
and file is very common in the labor unions also, a handful
of men often governing and directing, sometimes even at
the most critical moments.

It is the boast of the syndicalists that in their plan of rev-
olutionary unionism, practice and theory become one, that
actions become revolutionary as well as words— ''Men
are classed," says Lagardelle, "according to their acts and
not according to their labels. The revolutionary spirit comes
down from heaven onto the earth, becomes flesh, manifests
itself by institutions, and identifies itself with life. The daily
act takes on a revolutionary value, and social transformation,
if it comes some day, will only be the generalization of this
act." It IS true that Lagardelle's "di -ct action " tends to-
wards revolution, but does it tend * ds Socialism ? His
answer is that it does. But his ans i- itself indicates the
tendency of syndicalism to drift back into conservative
unionism and the mere demand for somewhat more wages.
Socialist organizations, he says, "must necessarily be trained
in actions of no great revolutionary moment, since thr^e are
the only kind of actions now possible, and in agitation ; that
is, the conversion or the wakening of the will of the working
people to desire and to demand an entirely different life,
which their intelligence has shown them to be possible, and
which they feel they are able to obtain through their
organizations." (14) (My italics.)

Not all members of the French " syndicats " (labor unions)
are theoretical syndicalists of the dogmatic kind, like La-
gardelle. Yet even men like Guerard, recently head of the
railway union, and Niel of the printers, recently secretary of
the Federation of Labor, both belonging to the less radical
faction, are in favor of the use of the general strike under
several contingencies, and stand for a union policy directed
towards the ultimate abolition of employers. But this
does not mean that they believe the unions can succeed in
either of these efforts if acting alone, or even if assisted in
rarhament by a party which represents only the unions, acts
as their tool, and therefore brings them no outside assistance,
buch men, together with others more radical, like Andr6
and the Guesdists in the Federation, realize that a larger and

Iff
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more democratic movement is needed in connection with th(

unions before there is any possibility of accomplishing th<

great social changes at which, as Socialists, they aim. (Ai

evidence, see the proceedings of any recent convention of th<

Confederation Generale de Travail.)

Lagardelle, however, is a member of the Socialist Party an(

was recently even a candidate for the French Chamber of Dep
uties. Other prominent members of the Party as revolution

ary as he and as enthusiastic partisans of the Confederatioi

de Travail (Federation of Labor) are stronger in their allegi

ance to the Party. And Wti '^'''^ nigna that evan in Franci

HvnHinftliam is losint? its anti-politinal ien^encMu Herv6, wlu

demanded at the beginnmgl lie "directors of th

Socialist Party cure themselves of 'Parliamentary idiocy

(his New Year's wish), expressed at the beginning of 1910 thi

wish that "certain of the dignitaries of the Federation o

Labor should cure themselves of a syndicalist and laborit

idiocy, a form of idiocy not less dangerous or clownish thai

the other."

In fact, it may soon be necessary to distinguish a ne^

school of political syndicalism, which is well represented b;

Paul Louis in his "^Syndicalism against the S ate" (Le Syu

dicalisme contre I'Etat).

"Syndicalism is at the bottom," says I,ouis, "only a powerfi

expression of that destructive and constructive effort which for yeaj

has been shaking the old political and social rdgune, and is iindei

mining slowly the ancient system of property. It points necessaril

to collectivism and communism. It represents Socialism in actioi

in daily and continuous action. ...
"Now the abolition of the State ... is the object of moder

Socialism. What distinguishes this modem Socialism from Utopia

Socialism which culminated towards 1848, whose best-known publ

cists were Cabet, Pecqueur, Louis Blanc, Vidal, is precisely that it n

longer attributes to the State the power to transform, the capacit

to revolutiriize, the r61e of magic regeneration, which the writei

in this dant ;rous phase of enthusiasm assigned to it. For the Ut<

plans all the machinery of a bureaucracy could be put at the ser\'i(

of jdl the classes, fraternally reconciled in view of the coming soci;

regeneration. For contemporary Socialists since Karl Marx . .

this bureaucratic machinery, whose function is to protect the exis

ing system and to maintain an administrative, economic, Cnaneis

¥)Utical, and military guardianship must finally be disintegrate

he new society can only be bom at this price.

"There still exist in all countries groups of men or isolated i
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rfSf'iSfJi^?*"**
for coUectiviam, who claim to want the com-

Bufficiently weU demonstrated hy events

of a nmfc„WT °f 'he P'^nt moment, these champion*

^nni mi^.ni*P^*'°° to Circumstances, are destined to ios.

^TltTf^
and more accordmg as Syndicalism expresses better

"te Sl?^^^"^?E^'i'^*'^^?'*'°" °^ ^^^ organized proletariat
In Its totahty the Socialism of the world is as anti-irovermnentalas Syndicahsm, and in this is shown the identity of tST^ovS^

frniiT^JhS^.'^lt'^^ ''' '''' '' *^*'°" ^''^^^

„r!^±^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^"^''"
''

''^''" "^ amdjcaligm. which is
uSSO"Ptg<"y. ^ Louis says, a revQhitiaS^^:H:i;;ir-^TnnnT
fj^^l^emments, is not onthis account ant -polS :tBelmMtlon of this point of vlgw is that labor unio^HTction

n fe."fl'''°''-^'"
°' '^*'"' ^ ^^°^^^ >^to syndicalism, which

^nt^nf^^f '^ ^ ^*^°'^.*^ P"* ^^"^t'y ^ the immediate
wntrol of the non-propertied working classes, without regard

meiJte—
towards this movement by govem-

urnniTl^K^'^^i^^t '°°«J™*8ined that some kind of coSrdination

Hn?, *^^*r"«^^
**^"* ^t^^° o'd economic and social iStu-

STvJt® union orgamzations which would then be tolerated,
those who thought they could mcorporate these industrial groups inthe mechanism of production and political society, were guilty of the

Tfl'SPf^^°§ ""{ !r°"-
"l^hey were ignorant both of the nature

ot the htate and of the essence of unionism; they were attempting
the souanng of the circle or perpetual motion; they had not an-
aiy. id the process of disintegration which humanity is undergoing

S^oo^^^f^'^^^ ^5'
*J?^

^^^^ o^ industrialism, has given origin
to hpstue classes subordinated to one another, incapabllof co' L-ing m a lasting eqmlibrium." (16)

> y u- ^u-

We see here a complete agreement with the position of the
revolutionary majority among the Socialists. If syndicalism
differs m any way from other tendencies in the Socialist
movement^ it does so through a difference of emphasis rather
than a difference of kind. It undoubtedly exaggerates the
possibUities of economic action, and underestimates those
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3f poUtical action. Louis, for example, says that the work-

iVSirare the subjects of capital, but the masters of pro-

duction, that they cannot live without suffenng in the factory

but that society cannot live without their labor. Ibis, ot

course is only true if stated in the most unqualified form.

Society is able to dispense with all labor for a short time, and

with very many classes of labor for long periods Moreover,

the forcing of labor at the point of the rifle is by no means

so impracticable during brief emergencies as is sometimes

^""sSicalism may, perhaps, be most usefully viewed, as a

reabW aKUlUHl UiBl^uOuiL^
or undue emphaJirapoIin^Snctio^ has existed eyen

arooUR iHvululiunuiiOodatjgtgdH^J^e^ aad elsewhere

(see TartlT, CHipleTTT^STong the " revisionist" Sociahsts

of that country a great friendliness to labor umon action ex-

isted, in view of the comparative conservatism of the unions.

For this same reason the revolutionaries became rather cold,

though never hostile, towards this form of action, and con-

centrated their attention on politics. In a word, syndicalism

is only to be understood in the light of the criticisms of revo-

lutionary Socialism as presented by Kautsky, just as the

standpoint of the latter can only be comprehended after it is

subjected to the syndicalist criticism — and doubtless both

positions, however one-sided they appear elsewhere, were

fairly justified by the economic and political situations in

France and Germany respectively. "Only as a political

party," says Kautsky, " can the working class as a whole come

to a firm and lasting union." He then proceeds to argue that

purely economic struggles are always hraited either to a

locality, a town, or a province, or else to a given trade or

industry— the directly opposite view to that of the syndi-

calists, whose one object is also, undeniably, to bring about

a unity of the working class, though they claim that this can

be accomplished only by economic action, while from their point

of view it is political action that always divides the working

class by nation, section, and class.
^^ , , „.

"The pure and simple unionist," says Kautsky, is con-

servative even when he behaves in a radical manner
;
on the

other hand, every true and independent political party

(Kautskv is speaking here of workingmen's organizations ex-

clusively] is always revolutionary by its very nature, even

when, according to its action, or even according to the con-
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sciousness of its members, it is still moderate." This aeain
IS the exact opposite of the syndicalists' position. Theywould
say that a labor party unconnected with revolutionary io-
nomic action would necessarily be conservative, no matter how
revolutionary it seemed. The truth from the broader revo-
lutionary standpoint is doiiWess that neither politicaF nor
economic acHonjn isolation can long continue to be revolu-tiD^^ Exclusively economic action soon leads to exclusive
empfiasis on material and immediate gains, without reference
to the relative position of the working class or its future •

exclusively political action leads inevitably to concentration
on securing democratic political machinery and reforms which
by no means guarantee that labor is gaining on capital m the
race for power.
To Kautsky a labor party, it would seem, might be suffi-

cient in Itself, even if economic action should, for any reason
become temporarily impossible :

—

'

"The formation and the activity of a special labor party which
wants to win political power for the working class already presuo-
poses m a part of the laboring class a higlily developed class con-
sciousness But the activity of this labor party is the most power-
ful means to awaken and to further class consciousness in the masses
of labor, also It knows only objects and tasks which have to do
with the whole proletariat; the trade narrowness, the jealousies of
single and separate organizations, find no place in it." (17)

It is easy to see how an equally strong case might be made
out for the educative, unifying, and revolutionary effect of
an aggressive labor union movement without any political
features. The truth would seem to be that any form of
prgajiization that honestly represents the working class and
is at the sajiie time militant — and no other— advances
socialism. The objections to action exclusively political
bold also against action exclusively economic. Both trade
union action as such, which inevitably spends a large part of
Its energies in trying to improve economic conuitions in our
prese«/ society by trade agreements and other combinations
with the capitalists, and political action as such, which is
always drawn more or less into capitalistic efforts to improve
present society by political means is fundamentally conserv-
ative. What Socialism requires is not a political party in
the ordmar>' sense, but political organization and a political
program; not labor unions, as the term has been understood

2c '
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but aggressive and effective economic organiaation, available

also for the most far-reaching economic and political ends.

It seems probable that the anti-political element m the new

revolutionary unionism will soon be outgrown. When this

happens, it will meet the revolutionary majority of the

SocmUsts on an identical platform. For this revolutionary

majority is steadily laying on more weight on economic

organization.

Nora : The profound opposition between the "State Socialiffln'- of the

Labo^Party and the revdutionary aims and »»,«t»?'>d» «f S^^l"?.^""^'™
and the new labor unionism appeared more clearly m the coal strike ofl9l-

^lan it had in the raflway strike of the previous year. As Mr Lloyd

GeSw very truthfully remarked in ParUament, no leaders of th< .abour

P^fh^c«SiSttea themselves to syndicalism, while "yndicalim and so-

ci3tantt^«. the socialism of the Labour Party] were "n"t"«fy d!^™.f*C?:
"WTcan console ourselves with the fact " 8»'d Mr. Lloyd George that

the best policeman for the syndicalists is the socialist [i.e. the Labounte].

T^^conduct of many of the Labour Party leaders during this strike, as

duriS ttie raUway 8?^ke, fully justified tie confidence of the Chancellor

rf t^ExchMUCT. Mr. MacDonald, for example, spoke df syndicalima in

much ^es^et^^M those used by Mr. Lloyd George He viewed it «
Srfltol^ obviated by greater friendliness and consideration on the part of

S5lSe«?owai^^P^ye«. a position fuUv endorsed by the ChanceUor

rf the Exchequer and the other Radicals of the BntishCabinet.

-Phe coal strike throughout was, indeed, almost a repetition of the raflway

trie What I have said of the one applies, with comparatively s ight Fhanges,

to the other Even the so-called Minimum Wage Law is essentiallv identical

w^^ the meth^ adopted to determine the wages of railway employees.

^\i
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(.CHAPTER VI

THE "GENERAL STRIKE"

Nearly all strikes are more or less justified in Socialist eyes.
But those that involve neither a large proportion of the work-
ing class nor any broad social or political question are held
to be of secondary importance. On the other hand, the
sympathetic" and "general" strikes, which are on such a

scale as to become great public issues, and are decided by the
attitude of pubhc opinion and the government rather thanby the employers and employees ir >lved, are vie»^ed as amost essential part of the class st. ;le, especially when inthwr relation to probable future contingencies.
The social significance of such sympathetic or general

strikes is indeed recognized as clearly by non-Socialists asby bociahsts— even in America, since the great railroad
strike of 1894. The general strike of 1910 in Philadelphfa
for instance, was seen both in Philadelphia and in the country
at large as being a part of a great social conflict. "The
American natiou has been brought face to face for the first
time with a strike," r.iH ,be Philadelphia North American,
not merely against th. control of an industry or a group of

allied industries, but a strike of class aninst class, with the
lines sharply drawn. . . And it is this antagonism, this
class war, intangible and immeasurable, that constitutes the
largest and most lamentable hurt to the city. It is, moreover,
lelt beyond the city and throughout the entire nation." (Mv
Italics). It goes without saying that all organs of non-

kr^' r K?P'^^?''' ^'^'^^ '^^''^ threatening disturbances are
amentable, for they certainly may lead towards a revolu-
tionary situation. Both in this country and Great Britain
the great rai way strike of 1911 was almost universally re-
garded m this light.

^

The availability of a general strike on a national scale as amoans of assaulting capitalism at «ome future crisis or as apresent means of defending the ballot or the rights of labor
orgamzations or of preventing a foreign war, has for the past

387
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^«no^^ Kppn the center of discussion at many European

Sst coSjeies T^^^^^ Prime Minister of France^

IriS wrfonfone of the leading partisans of this method

ofSr said'only a few years before .^o
^-^^1^6^^^^^^^

"Tt hRs the seductive quality that it is a.tcr all tne exercise

of a^lncontlstable right. It is a revolution which com-

»« wkh legaUty. In refusing the yoke of misery, the

wSg^an revolts in the fullness of ^s/^ghts ;
lUegaJrty

ScStted by the capitalist class when it becomes a prov-

ocatS by trying to violate a right which it has itself con-

secmted
" That Briand meant what he said is indicated by

hetdie he gave to soldiers who might be ord-d ^ fire

against the strikers in such a cnsis. If the o^^^

^S persist," said Briand "if the t . xcious officer shouldS to constrain the will of the soldiers m spite of all. . ..
•

Oh no dou^tTe guns might go off,.but it might not be in

vTJ nLotion ordered " — and the universal assumption of ail

oub^c oSn aVthat time and since was that he was ad-

Sg thSdiers that under these circumstances they would

'^S'^^^^^rSl^^^e has long adopted the

idea of the general strike as appropriate for certain future con

be necessar? fiSt of £l to put the locomotives in a conchtion

whe^e the/ can do no harm, to stop the c.rculation of the

Slwavs to encourage the soldiers to ground their arms^

iTthus conceived by Briand and the Federation few wil

qutiitX re'olutio^aiy character of ^^^^^o^^^l^^'^,
strike But in what circumstances do the Socialists expec

to be" able to make use of this weapon? The Socialists of

manv countries have given the question carefu consideratior

S'^dreSfof writing's and thousands of m-trnf
-^^^^^^^^^

national and international congresses ThroUe^a the gradua

evolution of the plans of action developed m all these con

fJrencS and discussions, they have come to distin^

.

shamTv between a really general strike, e.g. a nation-wid

Sad strike, when used for revolutionary purposes.
^^^^

other species of widespread strikes ^'h^ch have merel^^^^^

tendency in a revolutionary direction, such as the Philadelpm.

tJouWe I have mentioned, s-d they have decided from the.

dpirberatirn^ as well as considerable actual experience, ju^

ttat formsVgen^^^ strike are most promising and unde
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RnW?hSS^ '^' ^^^ ^°T ''T^ appropriate. HenrietteKoland-Holsy nas summed up the whole discussion and itsconcliMions m an able monograph (indorsed by Kautsky

pomts. a) She concludes that railroad strikes for higher

nSS, Kr'
«r«P^odest advance approved by a iSrgepart of the pubhc, like the recent British strike (which, in view

of the nsmg cost of livmg, was literally to maintain "a livingwage
) can only ead to a ferocious repression. For a nation-

h±fif
'^'°^'*. ?"^' '? P^^4 /«^ by the whole nation, and°?s

nfTh?.' ""IJf*
be nation-widc if it is to secure the support

t f.^nrf'^n?!
*^' P"^*'' ^*^^"* "^^"^ it i« foredoomed

to failure. Other^vise, says Roland-Hoist, "the greater hSbeen the success of the working people at the begSng' ?Sgreater has been the terror of the middle classes/^d al aconsequence the measures of repression in the end have been
proportionately desperate. But this applies only when such
strikes are for aggressive ends, like that of 1910 in Franceand promise nothing to any element of society except theemployees immediately involved.

^
_

If a nation-wide railroad strike or a prolonged coal atrik*.
IS aggressive it will inevitably be lost uSles^TLTdetS^

voIveH^S tJ^l '""ff^- ""'"'^i ?
any but those immediately in-volved, all the suffering and disorder a railroad strike of anyduration would entail, would be a social revolution to effectthe capture of govermnent and industry. The onlv other cir-

cumstances m which such a strike might be employed v^th

o'i sT^/i
""^ ^ Etu

'"'
^T^ °^ ^^' P"b"« which is esseS

to Its success would be as a last resort, when some great social
injustice was about to be perpetrated, like a decSra ion owar, or an effort to destroy the Socialist Party or the laborunions Jaurds says rightly, that even then it would be "a.

injirTthfenem'J/
™''"' ''"^ ""^^'^ '^ '"^^' ""^'^ ''^^ *han to

These conclusions as to the possibilities and limitations ofthe general stnke are based on a careful study of the militaryand other powers of the oxisting governments. "The power
the modem State, ' says Roland-Hoist, "is superior tSthat

of the working cla.s m all its material bases either of a nolitieal

c'm eh^.ffT- "^ character The fact of political strikescan change this m no way. The working class can no more
conquer economically, through starvation, than it can through

T
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the use of powers of the same kind which the State employs,

thatT?hS force. In only one point is the workmg cla^

aKher "uperior to the ruling class-in purpose ..

Gov?mmentiand working class organizations are ofjntirely

different dimensions. The first is a coercive, the second a

vSarv ^Szation. The power of the first rests pnma-

rit^nYs mefns of physical force ; that of the latter, which

Tacks these means, can break the physical supenonty of the

State oiSy by its i^oral superiority." It is almost needle^to

add thTb/" moral superiority" Roland-Hoist means some-

thL quite concrete, the willingness of the workmg people to

perforSi tasks and make sacrifices for the Socialist cause that

thfv ^uld not make for the State even under cpmp^ion^

lUs oTthrough advantages of this kind, which it is expected

J^UpSy increase with the future growth of the movement

St^Socialists believe that, supported by an overwhehmng

maioritv of the people, a time may arnve when they can

Sake a successful use of the nation-wide general sorike. It

S hopedThat the support of the masses of the population will

SienSe it impos^Se for
grT't-therTdonet'Rut

roads bv military means, as they have hitherto done m «us-

8?a Hungry, Ffance, arid other countries. It is thought by

'irtSThe general strike of 1905 in Russia for ex^pl ,

might have attained far greater and more l^tmg results if

Se peasants had been sufficiently aroused and mtelligent to

destroy the bridges and tracks, and it is not doubted that a

SfJst agrStural population consisting largely of laborers

rspe Chaoter II) would do this in such a crisis.

, Herettn aithei^m-c^^
\ DjL- n r

'

-
"7;^ -- _- ^ ,^^ ___v„ fhelilircrmeansorlwing"

Hi'-

I of the people, ana me supt-uui uiaoAuti .j i. ...

SsDHAmlutionarrPurp^L:^^^^
,

'

hi tTiTpT=eparaTlon otm worHng people toW" about

.

general strike when the proper t^m^^^'^^^^V^
Jau ^^1'

field for im-nediate Socialist activity. Both Jaures ac(

Bcbel feel thu. it is even likely that the general strike will ak

h^ve to be used on a -mewhat smaller scale even before th

simrcme cri4^ comes. Jaures thinks that it will be neeae.

l?oCg aboit essential reforms or to Prevent war, aixdBeb

believef that it will very likely have to be used to defend ex

png political and economic rights of the working class, .
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other words, to protect the Party and the unions from de-
struction. At the Congress at Jena in 1905 the conservative
trade union official, von Elm, together with a majority of the
speakers, argued that it was possible that an attempt would

• ^ r^ *S
*^^^ ^^'^y ^''°™ *^^ German working people the

right of suffrage, the freedom of the press and assemblage and
the nght oi orgamzation. In such a case he and others ad-
vocate a general strike, though he said he fully realized it
would be a bloody one. "We must reckon with this," he
said. * As a matter of course, we wish to shed no blood but
our enemies drive us into the situation. . . . Tho moment
comes when you must be ready to give up your blood and
your property [here he was interrupted by stormy applause]
Prepare yourselves for this possibility. Our youths must
be brought up so that among the soldiers here and there wi'l
be a man who will think twice before he shoots at his father
and mother [as Kaiser Wilhelm publicly msists he must]^d at the same time at freedom." The reception of von^ s speech showed that his words represented the feeling
of the whole German movement. Bebel spoke with the
same decision, advocating the use of the general strike under
the same conditions as did von Elm, while at the next con-
gress at Mannheim he declared that it would also be justified
under certain circumstances, not only for protecting existing
ngiits, but for extending them, e.g. for the purpose of obtaining
universal and equal suffrage in Prussia. Bebel did not think
that the party or the unions were strong enough at that
moment to use the general strike for other than defensive
purposes, but he said that, if they wero able to double their
strength — and it now seems they will have accomplished
this within a very few years,— then the time would doubtless
arrive when it would be worth while to risk the employment
of this rather desperate measure for aggressive purposes

While Socialism is thus traveling stead^'-^ in the direction of
a revolutionary general strike, capitalist governments are
coming to regard every strike of the first importance us a
sort of rebellion. In discussing the Socialist possibilities of
a national railroad strike, Roland-Hoist, representing the
umial « -ciahst view, says that it makes very little difference
Whether the roads are nationally or privately owned: in
either case such a strike is likely to be considered by cap-
italistic governments as something like rebellion

'i'
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But while this applies only to the employees of the most

important services like raUroads, when privately operated,

it appUes practically to all government employees; there is

an ahnost universal tendency to regard strikes agamst the

government as being mutiny— an evidence of the profoimdly

capitaUstic character of government ownership and btate

Socialism" which propose to multiply the number of such

employees. Here, too, the probable governmental attitude

towards a future general strike is daily indicated.

President Nicholas Murray Butler, of Columbi - University,

has written that any strike of "servants of the fetate, m any

capacity— military, naval, or civil," should be considered

both treason and mutuiy.

"In my judgment loyalty and treason," he writes, "ought to

mean the same thing in the civil service that they do in mihtory and

naval services. The door to get out is always open if one does not

wish to serve the public on these terras. Indeed I am not sure that

pa civiUzation progresses loyalty and treason in the civil services will

not become more important and more vital than loyalty and treason

in the miUtary and naval services. The happiness and the pros-

perity of a community might be more easily wrecked by the paralysis

^ its postal and telegraph services, for example than by a mutiny

on shipboard. . . . President Roosevelt's attitude on all this was

at times very sound, but he wabbled a good deal in dealing with

specific cases In the celebrated Miller Case at the Government

Printing Office he laid down in his published letter what I conceive

to be the sound doctrine in regard to this matter It was then made

plain to the printers that to leave their work under pretense of stnk-

fng was to risign, in effect, the places which they held m the publ^

service, and that if those places were vacated they would be fiUed in

accordance with the provisions of the civil service act, and not by re-

appointment of the old employees after parley and compromise. . . .

To me the situation which this problem presents is, beyond com-

parison, the most serious and the most far-reaching which the modern

democrkcies have to face." Dr. Butler concludes that this quest on

"will wreck every democratic government in the world unless.it is

faced sturdily and bravely now, ar settled on righteous hnes.

(My italics.) (2)

Our Ex-President, however, has ceased apparently to

"wabble" In Mr. Roosevelt's medium, the UuUoolc,

an editorial on the strike of the municipal street cleaners of

New York City reads in part as follows :

—
Men who are employed by the public cannot strike. They can ani

sornetZes they do, mJny. When they skyuld he treaied not as stnkm

lyut as mutineers.
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Thia issue was presented by the refusal of the men to do what
they were ordered to do. When soldiers do that in warfare they are
given short shrift. Of course, in combating accumulating dirt and its
potent ally, disease, an army of street cleaners is not face to face with
any such acute public dangers as those confronting a military force

;

and therefore insubordination among street cleaners does not call
for any such severity as that which is absolutely necessary in war
times ; but the principle in the one case is the same as that in the other—
thpse who disrupt the forces of public defense range themselves on the
side of the public enemy. They are not in any respect on the same
basis as the employees of a private employer. They are wage earners
only in the sense that soldiers are wage earners. (3)

When Senator La Follette indorsed the right of railway
mail clerks to organize, President Taft said (May 14, 1911) :—

"This presents a very serious question, and one which, if decided
in favor of the right of government employees to strike and use the
boycott, will be full of danger to the government and to the republic.

"The government employees of France resorted to it and took the
government by the throat. The executive was entirely dependent
upon these employees for its continuance.
"When those in executive authority refused to acquiesce in the

demands, the government employees struck, and then with the help-
lessness of tne government and the destruction of all authority and
the choking of govemmentactivities it was seen that to allow govern-
ment employees the use of such an instrunient was to recognize rev-
olution as a lawful means of securing an increase in compensation
for one class, and that a privileged class, at the expense of all the
public. . . .

"The government employees are a privileged class whose work is
necessary to carry on the government and upon whose entry into
the government service it is entirely reasonable to impose conditions
that should not be and ought not to be imposed upon those who serve
private employers."

Here the Socialists join issue squarely with the almost uni-
f
versally prevalent non-Socialist opinion. They do not con-
sider government employment a "privilege" nor any strike
whatever as "mutiny," "treason, " or "rebellion." Socialists
believe that the only possible means of maintaining democracy
at all in this age when government employees are beginning
to increase in numbers more rapidly than those of private
industry, is that they should be allowed to maintain their
right to organize and to strike— no matter how great diffi-
culties it may involve. To decide the question as President

•'-1,
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Butler wishes, or aa President Taft implies it should be

decided, Socialists believe, would mean to turn every govern-

ment into a military organization. The time is not far dis-

tant when m all the leading nations a very large part and in

some cases a majority of the population will be in govern-

ment employment. If even the present limited rights of

organization are done away with, and the military laws of

subordination are applied, Sociahsts ask, shall we not have

exactly that military and autocratic bureaucracy, that fetate

Socialism" which Spencer so rightly feared? The fact that

these perfectly legal and necessary strikes may some day lead

to revolution is capitalism's misfortune, which society will

not permit it to cure by turning the clock back to ab-

solutism. The question of the organization of govenmient

employees, one of the most important to-day, will, as msi-

dent Butler says, be the crucial question of the near future.

It is in France that the question has come to the farst test,

not because the French bureaucracy is more numerous than

thpt of Prussia and some other Continental countnes, but

because of the powerful democratic and Socialist tendency

that has grown up along with this bureaucracy and is now

directed against it. Especially interesting is le fact that

Briand, who not long ago advocated the Socialist general

strike and certainly reaUzed its danger to present government

as well as its possibilities for Socialism, has, as Premier,

evolved measures of repression against organizations of btate

employees more stringent than have been introduced in any

country making the slightest pretension to democratic or

semi-democratic government. ... , r *v,-

The worid first became aware of the importance ot this

issue at the time of the organization and the strike of the

French telegraphers and post office employees in the early

part of 1909, and again in the railway strike m 1910. As

early as 1906 the organized postal employees had been deh-

nitely refused the right to strike, and it became mamfest that

if they attempted to use this weapon to correct the very

serious grievances under which they suffered, it would be

looked upon as "a kind of treason against the btate. At

the end of 1908, however, after having discussed the matter

for many years, a congress of all the employees of the btate

was held. More than twenty different associations partic-

ipated and decided unanimously to claim the full -ights oJ

other labor organizations. Finally, when these orgamzatior
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appealed to the General Federation of Labor to heln them
Lr JrV*'" l*"^^.*'^

1^- Unfortunately fo? the p^S:men, the French railway and miners' unions were afThImoment stil in relatively conservative Cds and thp\i^

The government then benan to mjikp it M^^ !,„. li-
employees were to be allowS no ri^ht to ,5ri?I a P"''i°
pointed o.t that it w., tryiiT?r'ry'°tht new^^tSt

poUcy of more bread and less Z^er. wh.K k* ,o tfiv

thrsTatrei-SiS-^pS'*'^- ^™'^ ''- - - "'- -'°

of Pru^ia or Russia rather than France. WhilT certain

S!f^ '-^^oc'ation are permitted, the right to stX is pr^eluded and the various associations of government emDloveSare forbidden either to form any kind of federation or toumte with other unions outside of government empbl^^^^^^^
Councils o discipline are created where the eS^s arerepresented/' birt "in the case of a collected or cXrtS ce2sationof work all disciplinary penalties maybe inflicted w?th^out the intervention of the councils of discipline courts mavorder the dissolution of any union at the request of JhfmS

nTtituTpd n
'"•T i^^^

"* «ny moment a pohce war m^b^
instituted against these organizations, in the true Russian

The reply of the postmen's organization to this kind oflegislation is, that the administration of the post office is jmmdustnal and commercial administration; thTit
*

a v^enterprise of general utility; that the notion of loyalt^^Jteasonis entirely misplaced in this field. They have d^ared that the new legislation is wrong "because kpemefu^
t'Jt ^^"'•^^".^^^^i^ tradition; because with a cSmpt
a ioi i^nl''''''^"'

"^
'"^t^"

"f^ >^ discountenances organi-zation of labor
;
because It ha- constituted a repressive leealcondition for wage earners; and because it is SL act of futhonty which has nothing in common with fr^ ?ont?act ''

Here we see the public employees, supported by the Socfal-

• (
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iste insistiiiK on industrial and commercial considerations,

olfthTrigSs of individuals and on free contract, as agamst

JSe capUdists and governing ctos, who ^^"^ *^^^^^

these very principles from supposed Socialist
.fJ?**"^^^^^";

2'wSTh tVhtrt oYtuelodattlituation In fact it is

o^TasTrivat^capitalismbecomesSta^^

Socialism" that SociaUsts will be able to show what their
Bocialism, inai o

^^^ coercive aspect of

nf aocietv will become visible to all eyes.
. ,

SFre^h railroad strike of October, 1910, brought the

qultn of organizations of «overrunent emb e^^^^^^^^^

into international prominence. Until the Recent British up^

hp^vnl it was perhaps, the greatest and most menacing strike

t .derThisLry. It is true that its apparent object was

Silyi few just, I^d relatively insignificant economic conce^

Ss- which were granted for the most part immediately

afte? the struggle Bn^ behind these, as every one realized,

kfthe qSbn of th. .ight of government employe^ tj

Srganize^and to strike and the determination of the Frend^

Socialists and labor unionists to use the opportunity to tak(

a step towards the "general strike. o^^:^,:,^ beer
Never has the issue between capitahsm and Socialism bee

more sharply defined than in Premier Briand's impulsive!)K decTaration after the strike (though it was later re

trSed) "
I say emphatically, if the laws have not given th

government the meins of keeping the country master of i

failwa^ and the national defense, it would not have hesitates

*°^StisTm"\%tSSLationof Ex-President

velt in his Decoration Day speech in 1911, when he said tha

reallv revolutionary men dreaded and hated him because the

Slew IhlHe woMt let the Constitution stand m the wo

of punishing them if they did wrong.
jntPnt^on t

Milder but no less positive expressions of an intention t

use legal means to coerce labor, if it does not act as preset

SoriUcs" ietate, were to be heard from respo-ib e
^^^^^^^^

hnth in England and America after the recent British rai

way sfrike The non-Socialist press then came almost una>

SiSy to the conclusion that an attempt must be made i
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take away the sole weapon by which labor is able to protect
Itself or advance its position as soon as "the public" is dam-aged by Its use- which amounts to reducing wage earners
to the status of children, soldiers, or other wards of the com-
™T r.. -i ^^}f.°^ ^^"^ telegraph strikes are many and
violent, said Cottier's Weekly, "they will encourage govern-ment ownership without unionization." (4)The Outlook stopped short of government ownership, butannounced a similar principle: "The railways are public
hignways; they must be controlled by the nation for thepubUc good; the operatioTi of the railways must not bestopped because of disputes; and, as a corollary to this lastlaw of necessity the government must furnish an adequateaad just method of settling railway disputes." (5) Every
step m government control is to be accompanied by a stepm the control of laoor, and restriction of the power of labor
umons. The right of employees to protect themselves by
leaving their work m a body is to be taken way completely,
while the right to discharge or punish is to remain intact in
persons over whom the employees can have little or no control
Governments are evidently ready to proceed to illegality

for the sakp of self-preservation — even from a perfectly legal
attack, if it throatenj to destroy them or to transfer th^
government into the hands of the non-capitalist classes^
ut course a capitalist government can pass "laws"eo
martial law under which anything it chooses to do against
Its opponents becomes "legal" and anything effective its
opponents do becomes illegal. In the present age of general
enlightenment, however, this method does not even deceive
Kussian peasants. But the French government is now
turning to this device. Briand explained away his sensa-
tional declaration above quoted, and then proposed a lawby which striking on a railway becomes a crime and almost

looo ^:j "'^* universal approval in the capitalistic
press and universal denunciation in that of the Socialistsand labor unions. The Bostxm Herald, for example, said:Ibe i^xecutive must be armed with creator authority thanhe now possesses. No Premier must be f( < d to say asAL Bnand did recently, that, with or withou law, national
^.preman:/ x^all be preserved in case it is challenged by allied
workers for the State, as well as by other toilers." Here
there is no effort to disguise the fact that the new legal form
IS the exact equivalent of the illegal force formerly proposed

^1

I ,1
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Now the peasants and the lower middle classes of France,

as well as the working people (land and opportunities being

more and more difficult to obtam), are.becommg extremely

radical Though they do not send Socialist deputies to the

Chamber, they send representatives who are 7/y.J^«P>ciou8

of arbitrary, undemocratic, and centralized authority. Only

215 members of the Chamber could be induced o aPprove

of the government's conduct dunng the strike of 1910, whUe

more than 200 abstained from voting on this point, and 166

voted in the negative. The proposed measures of repre^ion

were carried by a small majrnty, but it is not likely that

they can be enforced many years without bringing about

another and far more revolutionary cnsis. Bnand and his

associates, MiUeraBd and Viviani, were forced to resign

partly on account of their conduct m this «t"ke> a^dit is

^ssible that after another election or two the Chmnber

Wl no longer give its consent to this relegation of working-

menTo thi status of common soldiers.. Only six months

after the strike, Briand's successor, Moms, with the consent

of the Chamber, was bringing governmental Prfsure to bear

on the privately owned railways to force 'h^mto take back

dismissed strikers. In the next mimstrj, that of CaiUaux,

the Minister of Labor, Augagncur the former Socialist pur-

sued the same policy of pressing for the reinstatement of a

large part of the discharged employees of the private rail-

roads while insisting ^hat the employees of government

railroads could not be allowed to strike And again, at the

end of 1911, the government secured only 286 votes in favor

of this policy, to 193 agiiinst it.

France is by no means the only country where the question

of strikes of government employees has become all-important.

When the railways were nationalized m Italy there was con-

siderable Socialist opposition on the K[Ound that the em-

ployees were likely to lose a part of such rights as they ha.i

had when in private employment, and it turned out just as

was feared. The position of the Itahan Socialists on th

subject is as interesting as that of the French. The Congress

at Florence in 1908 olved that "considering the fact that

a strike of municipi d o-' nationalized services represents,

not the struggle of tl proletariat against a private capitalistic

nteiprise, but the c ifli"
" a class against he coHeetmty

whence the difficulty of ... success, the employees in pub c

service ought to be advised not to proclaim a strike unlesd
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!ijfc,.d Mu by the most compelling motives and when every
other means Jave failed; but "taking it into consideration
at the same tune that in the prtssent condition of society the
vv.rlcmg people In public service have no other means to
guaiai'uc |ae defense of their rights, and that in critical
moments of history the suspension of public services is among
the most efficacious arms of which the proletariat can avail
itself to disorganizo the defense of the government, any dis-
position to brin- into legislation the principle of the abolition
of the right to strike is dan-(>rous" and "any attempt in that
direction" must bc' defeated.
The gulf between those who consider the collective refusal

of the organizations of government employees to work under
conditions they do not accept, as being " treason " and
mutiny and those who feel that such an organization is

lu3 very basis of industrial democracy of the future and the
sole possible guarantee of liberty, is surely unbridgeable
The clash between the classes on this question of liveli-

hood and hberty is already niomentous, but its full signifi-
cance can only be reahzcd wh(>n the Socialist aim is recalled
As employees of railroads, of governments, and of industries
become bocialists, they will not only be r.-ady to strike to
raise their wages, or to protect the unions and the Socialist
i-arty, or to prevent military reaction, but also— when they
have the majority with them— to take possession of govern-
ment.

An editorial in the New York Call (October 31, 191 1) shows
how most American Socialists expect the general strike to
work :

—
„J"^*?®

failure of one 'general ' strike, or any attempt to carry out a
general strike, docs not bankrupt or dcstrov the working class, for
the reason that it is that class which holds the future in its hands.Nor does such failure help capitalism— the decaying system— inany way. On the contrary, it helps disintegrate it, and the failure
tself IS merely tlie necessary prelude to a still stronger assault bv
the same method. The general strike seems to be like what is said Jfdemocracy, that the cure for democracy is still more democracy
in the same way the cure for the general strike is to make it stillmore general in character. The less ' general ' it is, the less chancehM It of success, and the more 'general' it can be made, the more
certain is it oi succesw.

),on3 f
^ that success may not, and very likely will not, take the formhoped for by those who advocate it as a means of immediate or even

Ultimate social revolution. But even this, if true, is no argument

m
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It will, however, bring tfc social revolution nearei
against its use.

''^ °
W^IhSy, for instance, expect to see the capitalists, paralyzed by

the most 'general' of general strikes surrender their property off-

hand to the victorious proletariat in despair of being able to operate

it themselves Much as we would like to see the working data march

in and tke poision of the abandoned factories and wor^hops

n this manuCT, and commence operations under their coU«;t,ve

ownership, the vision can only remain wlulc other factors are dis-

regarded There is possibly much more flexibility and elast city in

the capitalist system than is usually imagined by Socialists. As

WUliTm Morris tells old John Ball, the 'rascal hedge-pnest,'

'Mastership hath many shifts' before it finally goes down and out

"
If we were to venture an opinion, the course and procedure of the

general strike, with special reference to the railroads and aUied

industries, wiU follow something in this order.
„„„uk^

" General strikes will succeed one another mtemuttently, each be-

coming more 'general,' the method finally establishing itself as a

setTd policy of the workers in cnforc ng th'-ir demands. Some

may fail, but from time to time they will grow more 'general and

more powerful, and will wrest more concessions from the owners,

until the point is reached where the railroad business wiU return

Dracticallvno private profits to its owners. And when this pomt

fs ?each5 or the ceitainty of its being reached is plainly seen, then

mShip will make its next shift. There will be two alterxmtives

' ' The first is literal ,
physical suppression, by the armed forces of the

nation still under control of the capitalists, and greatly augmented

for the purpose. This, however, for a multitude of reasons, is a most

dangeroTS)licy and much more ' impossible '
than the general

strike. Instead of postponing social revolution, it rather accelerates

'^
"mother alternative, and the one by all means most likely to be

adopted, is government ownership of the railroads, with the capital-

ists, of course, as owners of the government. This wiU undoubtedly

be ushered in as 'State Socialism.' Laws will be passed constituting

the railroad workers as direct servants of the State, and forbidding

the general strike or any other kind of strike.
,.„^„+„^

"The prohibition will not have the desirpd effect. If attempted

to be enforced, it merely throws capitalist society back on the first

dangerous alternative policy we have mentioned. But it will gue

capitalism a breathing spell, and a chance to 'spar Jor ^1"^ foj »

while, which is the best it can expect. The general strike will still be

utilized to assail the capitalist State and its property.

"The final struggle will be a political one, for the capture of the

State from the hands of the capitalists, and such capture will mean

the transfer of capitalist State-owned property to collective property

and the eetabliahment of industrial democracy, or bocialiam.



CHAPTER VII

REVOLUTION IN DEFENSE OF CIVIL
GOVERNMENT

"The workers do not yet understand," says Debs "that

dSaTdSfo'nlhl" ^t-^,
^-ggJ^' -d nfust uSe thdrClass and get on the right side of that struggle cconomicallvpolitically, and m every other way- strilVtoSe™ vote

tmr^ Sn\!tl f "'"'^ '^^''' governments resort to arbi-
&!• * •

^~^°'* example, to martial "law." In theSocialist view no occasion whatever justifies the susoension

even ifTL'an"""""'?^"* *'f.P^«P^' has instiLJed'l'lndeven t such an occasion cou d arisp .: -re is no «iith«rJ+.r
to wh,ch they would consent to give a.,.,t ary fSw"" MiE
Se.

«°™''°""='" « -<" government, but organized vii-

betap^'v^Tu'^nt--''^^''^ "" "'" """" "i" ^"^-'y

^rft^.r V '^H'!"'"'^'"
*h« "deration of the laXomT^eJ

n^f.M
?b« »tf«n of taxes, and the transference of the canitaSthe factories into the power and control of the working pSe

prepSnTtSeTve??o7 ir^^ ^'^^JT " P^^'K^' ^« "«
thehandlofthetf^^^^^^^

fnr„
5'^^?°^^™'"''"*^' "^^o ^""^ already in possession of a discinlinpHforce will never permit th« formation nf SottedisciDliSWb

attei'ts*?r^^"'-'h.tP^^ ^'^'^^"^ have sK-n how"vSnsS
S^of fSmi;."'

'' ^^r ^ ^^y.""*' *« the Socialists bXve bymeans of forming a great economic force which would be able to20 401
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fiifht successfully aeainst the consolidated and ever more con-

SLTngW of the capitalists. Never will the labor unions

who may be in possession of a few miserable mill ons, be able to fight

against the economic power of the multimilhonaires who are always

supported by the military force. Just as little is there a way out

asTproposed by other Socialists, by getting possession of the ma-

jor ty of the Parliament. Sucli t majority m the Parliament will

not attain anything, so long as the army is in the hands of the govern-

ments The moment the decrees of the Parliament are opposed to

the interests of the ruling classes, the government will close and dis-

perse such a parliament.^as has been so frequently done and as will

he done so long as the army is m the hands of the government.

Tolstoi, in spite of his contrary impression, here reaches

conclusions which are the same as those of the Socialists

;

for they are well aware that armies are hkely to be used to

dissolve Parliaments and labor unions.

"The introduction of socialistic principles into the army wiU not

accomplish anything," Tolstoi continues. "The hypnotism of the

amT^ so artfully applied that the most free-thinkmg and rational

S™son wUl, so long as he is in tM arviy, always do what is demanded

Km. Thus there is no way out by means of revolution or m
Socialism."

Here Tolstoi is again mistaken, for at this point also Social-

ists agree with him completely. The soldier they agree,

must be reached, and some think must even be led to act,

before he reaches the barracks— whether he is about to

enter them for military training in times of peace or for serv-

ice in times of war.

"
If there is a wav out," concludes Tolstoi, "it is the one which has

not been used yet, ^nd which alone incontestably destroys the whole

consolidated, art ul, and long-established governmental machine

for the eLlavement of the masses. This way out consists in refusing

tS enter hito the army, before one is subjected to the stupefying and

corrupting influence of discipline.

"This way out is the only one which is possible and which at

the same time is inevitably obligatory for every mdividual per-

son." (2)

Socialists differ from the great Russian, not in their analysis

of the situation, but in their more practical vimedy. 1 he>

would organize the campaign against military service instead

of leaving it to the individual, and ajier they had converted

I
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a sufficient majonty to their views they would not hesitate
to use any kind of force that seemed necessary to put an end
to government by force. But they would not proceed to
such lengths until their political and economic modes of
action were forcefully p evented from further development
If civil government is suspended to combat the great general
strike towards which Socialists believe society is movina
they will undertake to restore it or to set up a new one to
replace that which the authorities have "legally" destroyed
1 say legally because all capitalist governments have provided
for this contingency by giving their executives the right to
suspend government when they please— on the pretext
that Its existence is threatened by internal disorder. It has
been generally and publicly agreed among capitalist authori-
ties that this power shall be used in the case of a general
strike— as the British government declared, at the time of
the recent railway strike, whether there is extensive popular
violence or not. ^ ^

.
I have shown that the Socialists contemplate the use of

;

the general strike whenever, in vital matters, governments
'

'^ll x.u ^ *° *^^ ^'^^'^y expressed will of the majority
and that they recognize the difficulties to be overcome before
such a measure can be used successfully. Of course the over-whelmmg majority of the population will ha^?i^oBe-agS^nst
the feuvuiUM. But the military aspect of the questionmay possmirmake it necessary that the majority to be se-
cured will have to be even greater than was at first contem-
plated, and that an even more intense struggle will have to
be carried on. The BismarcKs of the worid are already
using armies as strike breakers and training them especially
lor this purpose, while even the more democratic and peaceful
Mates, like England and France, are rapidly following in
the same direction. Of course, as Bismarck said, not all of
a large army can be so used, but there is a strong tendencym Kussia and Germany, which may be imitated elsewhere,
tor the military leaders to concentrate their efforts and
attention on the picked and more or less professional part
of their armies, and it is this part that is being used for strike-
breaking purposes.
No one has dealt more ably with this struggle between the

working people and coercive government than Karl Lieb-
knecht, recently elected to the Reichstag from the Kaiser'sovm district of Potsdam, who spent a year as a poUtical

1^
"1"
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prisoner in Germany for his "Militarismus und Anti-Militaris-

mus." Liebknecht opens his pamphlet by quoting a state-

ment of Bismarck to Professor Dr. Otto Kamaell, in October,

1892:—
"In Rome water and fire were forbidden to him who put himself

outside of the legal order. In the middle ages that was called to out-

law. It was necessary to treat the Social-DemDcracy in the same

way, to take away its political rights and its right to vote. So far

I have gone. The Social-Democratic question is a military question.

The Social-Democracy is being handled now in an extraordinarily

superficial way. The Social-Democracy is striving now— and with

success— to win the noncommissioned officers. In Hamburg
already a good part of the troops consist of Social-Democrats, since

the people there have the right to enter exclusively into their own
battalion. What now if these troops should refuse to shoot their

fathers and brothers as the Kaiser has demanded ? Shall we send

the regiments of Hanover and Mecklenburg against Hamburg?
Then we have something there like the Commune in Paris. The
Kaiser was frightened. He said to me he wouldn't exactly care

about being called a cardboard prince like his grandfather, nor at

the very beginning of his reign to wade up to the knees in blood.

Then I said to him, 'Your Majesty will have to go deeper if you give

way now.'

"

Here we have it from the lips of Bismarck that the Social-

Democratic question was already a military question in his

time, and his view is supported by the present Kaiser. This is

high authority. Similar views and threats have been com-

mon among the statesmen of our time in nearly every coun-

try.

,1 As early as 1903 the government of Holland broke a large

II general strike by the use of the army to operate the railroads,

\\ and the same thing was done in Hungary in the following

\\ year. Indeed, these measures had such a great success that

the Hungarian government went farther two years later,

and took away the rirht of organization from the agricultural

laborers ; while at the same time it used the army as strike

breakers in harvest time and made permanent arrangements

for doing this in a similar contingency in the future. In

the matter of breaking railway strikes by soldiers, Bulgaria

and other countries are following Holland and Hungary.

The latest .and most extraordinary example is undoubtedly

the use of soldiers by the "Socialist" Briand to break the

recent railroad strike in democratic France. (3)

Even peaceful countries like Belgium and Switzerland,

il!
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Great Britain, and the United States, are developinir and
changing their mihtary systems so rapidly aa to make it
almost certain that they would take similar measures if
occasion should arise.

The agitation for universal conscription in England mav
succeed before many years, and the plans for reorganizing
the mihtia m the Umted States will also make of it a force
that can be far more useful in breaking strikes than the pres-
ent one, and more ready to be used in case of a nation-wide
strike crisis. Indeed, the Dick military law made every
possible provision for the use of the military in internal
disturbances, up to the point of enUsting every citizen andmaking a dictator of the President. *

-^

**""

Similar tendencies exist on the Continent of EuropeFormerly the mihtia of Switzerland was quite democraticaK
orgamzed and each man kept his gun and ammunition athome, but the government is gradually doing away with
this system and modeling the army every year more closelyon that of the larger and less democratic European powers
In Belgium a similar movement can be seen in the creation

ala'iiSfSerM3)
'

"^ '" "" '' '^"^ '""^ "^^^^^'^

Here, then, is a situation to which every Socialist is forced
to give constant thought, no matter how peace-loving and
law-abiding he may be. What is there in modern systems
of government to pi, vent these large military forces alreadyempoyed so success, ully for the ominous function of strike
breaking, from being used for other reactionary and tyran-
nical purposes— for putting an end to democratic government

So everrwprsocialists and labor unions are giving special
attention to agitation against militarism. Years ago even

rSn r'^^'T-!-"^^ ''T''^
^^San forbidding their members

Ihi o^v, n ""'
o*'^' """"^ *^^ P'"^^^^^^ bas become general,

while the Boy Scout movement is everywhere denouncedand repudiated. Not only is every effort being made by ?he

tncM % /k
^^'^"^^t'on ^th other democratic elements,

to cut off the finaixcial supplies for the army and navy, but

hr^.S? "*^"fV*° ^"f'^ ^" *^^ y«"tii, and particularly
the children of the workers, with a spirit of revolt against

of «i?,'-r''rf
aggressive patriotism, as well as the spirit

LSi °^^^^°««' the Ignorance, and the brutaUty thatmvanably accompany them.

r.
'
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For a number of years the fight against militarism, and

incidentally against possible wars, has occupied the chief

attention of international Socialist congresses. While the

Stuttgart Congress (1907) did not accept the proposal of

the French delegates that in case of war an international

strike and insurrection should be declared, the closing part

of the resolution adopted was definitely intended to suggest

such action by rehearsing with approval the various cases

where the working people had already made steps in that

direction, and by advising still more revolutionary action in

the future, as indicated in the words italicized.

"The International," it said, "is unable to prescribe one set mode

of action to the working classes ; this must of necessity be different

in different lands, varying with time and place. But it is clearly its

duty to encourage the working classes everywhere in their opposition

to militarism. As a matter of fact, since the last International

Congress, the working classes have adopted various ways of fighting

militarism, by refusing grants for military and naval armaments, and

by striving to organize armies on democratic lines. They have been

successful in preventing outbreaks of war, or in putting an end to

existmg war, or the rumor of war. We may mention the agree-

ment entered into between the English and French trade-unions

after the Fashoda incident, for the purpose of maintaining peace

and for reestablishing friendly relations between England and

France ; the policy of the Social-Democratic parties in the French

and German Parliaments during tie Morocco crisis, and the peace-

ful declarations which the Socialists in both countries sent each

other ; the common action of the Austrian and Itahan Socialists,

gathered at Trieste, with a view to avoiding a conflict between the

two powers ; the great efforts made by the Socialists of Sweden to

prevent an attack on Norway ; and lastly, the heroic sacrifices made

by the Socialist 'orkers and peasants of Russia and Poland m the

struggle against the war demon let loose by the Czar, in their efforts

to put an end to their ravages, and at the same time to utilize the cnsis

for the liberation of the country and its workers.

"All efforts bear testimony to the growing power of the proletariat

and to its absolute determination to do all it can in order to obtain

peace. The action of the working classes in this direction will be

even more successful when public opinion is influenced to a greater

degree than at present, and when the workingmen's parties in differen.

lands are directed and instructed by the International." And finally

it was decided to try to take advantage of the profound disturbancefl

caused by every war to hasten the abolition of capitalist rule.

The International Congress of 1910 referred back to the

Socialist parties of the various countries foi further considera-
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tion a resolution proposed by the French and English dele-
gates which declared

: "Among the means to be used in order
to pre^^nt and hinder war, the Congress considers as particu-
larly efficacious the general strike, especially in the industries
that supply war with its implements (arms and ammunition,
traasport, etc.), as weU as propaganda and popular actionm their active forms.

'

This resolution is now under discussion. In referring it
to the national parties, the International Socialist Bureauremmded them that the practical measure the authors ofthe amendment had principally in view was "the strike ofworkmgmen who were employed in delivering war material."
Ihe Oermans opposed the resolution on the ground that a
strike of this kind, guarded against by the government,
would have to become general, and that during the martialaw of war times it would necessarily mean tremendous vio-
lence. They contended that a more effective means of pre-
venting war, until the Socialists are stronger, is to vote down
all taxes and appropriations for armies and navies. Andthey accused the British Labourites who supported this reso-
lution of having failed to vote against war supplies, while theGermans and their supporters had. This accusation was true,
as against the British Labourites, but did not apply against
the French and other Socialists who were for the resolutionWe can obtain a key to this situation only by examining
the varying motives of reformists and revolutionaries. The
l^rench reformists, followers of Jaurds, are so anxious for
peace, that, notwithstanding the fact that many capitalists,
probably a majority, now also favor it, they are ready to have
the working people make the most terrible sacrifices for this
semi-capitahstic purpose. (See Part II, Chapter V.) TheOermans realize that the capitalists themselves have more
and more reasons for avoiding wars, and, being satisfied with
their present political prospects, do not propose to riskthem— or i heir necks — for any such object. The French
revolutionanes, on the other hand, favor extreme measures,
not to preserve a capitalistic peace, but to develop the gen-
eral stnke, to paralyze armies, and encourage their demoraliza-
tion and dissolution. They want to parallel all plans for
mobilization by plans for insurrection, and to force armies to
disc ose their true purpose, which they believe is not war
at all, but the arbitrary and violent suppression of popular
movements. ^ ^

f.
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Whether capitalism or Socialism puts an end to war,

Socialists generally are agreed their succe^ may ultimate Y

depend on their ability to find some way to put a check to

SS^ The chief means by which this is likely to be

accomplished, they believe, is by the spread of bocialisn and

?Se Sation of youtn and even of children in the pr:nc.p es

of mtemational working-class solidarity, always to ^t^
humanUy as a whoU above om's country, alway^ to dospise

a^d revolt against all kinds of government by violence

Karl Liebknecht remarks that "it is already recogniz^ that

evenr £cial-Democrat educates his children to be Socia -

Democrats " But he says that this is not sufficient. Social-

DeSo ra ic pafents do their best, but the foe alist pubhc

must aid them to do better. In other words, the greatest

hope for Socialism, in its campaign against militarism as

ir all else it undertakes, lies in education.

The Socialist movement, even if it becomes some day

^apable of forcing concessions from the capitahste throughS fear of a social overturn, depends fii-st last, and always

upon its ability to teach and to tram and *« o?ga°^?.«^^he

mMses of the people to solve their own P^blems without

governmental or capitalistic aid, and to understand that in

order to solve them successfully, they must be able to take

broad and far-sighted views of all the political and economic

problems of the time. .. , , ^,

Especially Socialists undertake to enlighten the masses

on the part played by war in history and la recent times-
not because wars are necessarily impending, but because the

war talk is an excuse for armies that really serve another

purpose. For Socialists believe that the rule of society by

economic classes, and rule by war or brute force in the

Socialist view, are one and the same thing. No Socialist

has expressed this view more clearly or forcefuHy than Mr

George R. Kirkpatrick, in his recent book "War -What

For*?" Addressed to the heart as well as to the head, ana

based upon all the most important of the previous attacks

on militarism war, whether Socialist or not, it may be doubted

whether any non-Socialist could have presented as power-

ful an argument. Mr. Kirkpatrick gives the following

interesting outline of the typical , Socialist view of the

development of primitive warfare into modern militarism

and of slavery into the present industrial system (here

abbreviated) :
—

H
•'11
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For a long time in these intertribal wars it was the practice to
take no prisoners (except the younger women), but to kill, kill kill
because the conquerors had no use for the captive men When'
however, society had developed industrially to a stage enabling the
victors to make use of live men as work animals, that new ind^tricxl
condition produced a new idea— one of the greatest and most revo-
lutionary ideaa that ever flashed into the human brain; and that
idea was sunply this : A live man is worth more than a dead one.
It you can make use of him as a work animal. When mdustrially
It became practicable for the conquerors to make use of live men
captured in war, it rapidly became the custom to take prisoners, savethem ahve beat them into submission— tame them— and thushave them for work ammals, human work animals

*u u !u
'^^ '^"™*." °^' y^^^'^ ^ *fa« burdens of the worid, started

aSd &e
''^'^*"'"^«' centuries wet with tears and red with blood

"Zu^ originated a class of workers, the working class.

.

Thus also originated the rw/irtf, class. Thus originated the 'lead-
ing citizens.

"Thus originally, in war, the workers fell into the bottomless gulf
of misery. It was thus that war opened wide the devouring jaws
of hell for the workers.

b j-""

" Thus was human society long ago divided into industrial classes— into two mdustnal classes.

"Ofcouree the interests of these two classes were in fundamental
conflict, and thus originated the class struggle.

"Of course the ruling class were in complete possession and control
of aU the powers of government— and of course they had sense
enough to use the powers of government to defend their awn class interests.

.
^^'i.couree the ruling class made all the laws and controlled aU

institutions m the interests of the ruling class— naturally." (5)

With all other international and revolutionary Socialista,
Mr. Kirkpatnck believes that when the masses are edu-
cated to see the truth of this view and have learned the
true nature of modern industry, class government, and
armies, they will put an end to them. He concludes :—

<'<'m^®
^o'"^'"K class men inside and outside the army are confused.They do not understand.

"But they will understand.
"And WHEN THEY DO UNDERSTAND, their class loyalty and classpnde will astomsh the worid. They will stand erect in their vastcl^ strengtli and defend— The.M3elves. They will cease to coaxand tease; they will make demands— unitedly. They will desert

the armory
;
they wiU spike every cannon on eariih ; they wiU scorn

the commander
; they will never club nor bayonet another striker •

»'4
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and in the lepalatures of the world they will shear the fatted para-

Bites from the political and industrial body of society. (6)

Here we have both the Socialist point of view and a glimpse

of the passionate feeling that accompanies it. ''War—
What For?" has been circulated by scores of thousands

among the working people and in the army and navy.

In countries like America and England, where there is no

compulsory service, the practical objective of such agitation

is to prevent enlistment. In France, Belgium, and Italy,

where there is compulsory service, the Socialists for yeaw

have been preaching openly desertion and insubordination.

Complaint against this anti-military propaganda is gen-

eral in United States army and navy circles. Recently a

general in Southern California was said by the press to have

reported to Washington that the distribution of one circular

had dissuaded many men from joining the army. The cir-

cular, which was published, was attributed, whether rightly

or not we do not know, to Jack London. It ran in part
:

—

"Young nen, the lowest aim in your life is to be a soldier The

eood soldier never tries to distinguish right from wrong. He never

thinks ; he never reasons ; he only obeys. If he is ordered "' fi"' «n

his fellow citizens, on his friends, on his neighl>urs, on his rtUativ^s

he obeys mthout hesitation. If he is ordere<i to fin- down a crowded

street when the poor are clamoring for bread, lie obeys, and sees the

gray hair of age stained with blood and the life tide gushing from

the breast of women, feeling neither remorse nor .sympathy. If he is

ordered off as one of a firing squad to e.xecut^ ^ '"^ZSlrSli
he fires without hesitation, though he knows thai the smUet will

pierce the noblest heart that ever beat m . human brcaa

"A good soldier is a blind, heartless, soum-^, murderous rnarame

He is not a man. He is not even a brute, foi- hretes only loal n *l(

defense. All that is human in him, all thai i^ di^nne m hmi. Mi^
constitutes the man, has been sworn away whei he took mr .afe-

ment roll. His mind, conscience, aye, his very .s>ui, is m zm- sfwiaii-

of his officer."

This language will appeal to marv :> exsreaae^^ jiiiiffir

yet it is no stronger than that of T.-toi. wDH-Be-j^-:

Shaw used almost identical expression- m tut- :-Tiai» o

"John Bull's Other Island," without unrsoay ^ipssEiig

that they were treasonable.

"The soldier," said Shaw, "is an anachrraiaic oi wrem »e mu.-^

get rid Among people who are proof aseust Tht st^^ESSaaii:^ i

romantic fiction there can no longer be any u^auii oi -iit m-- .i^^i

11
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mihtaiy service produces moral imbecility, ferocity, and cowardice.... I'or permanent work the soldier is worse than useless • such
efficiency as he has is the result of dchumanization and disablement

S:?°Vt"""'^'?t^ ""^H '""' ^ ^•^''^'^''"K- ^' h«« theoS
of li\ C8

,
he has no freedom and no responsibility. He is politicallvand socially a child, with rations instead of ri'ght^, treated E^

Ike a ch Id, excused for outbreaks like a child, fori)idden to n.arrv
like a child and called Tommy like a child. He has no realwoKkeep him from going mad except housemaid's work."

Mr. Shaw's word.-? are identical with those that are preachedby bociahsts every day, especially on the Continent.

"No soldier is asked to think for himsolf," he says, "to judge forhimself, to consult his own honor and manhood, to dread any coS!^

Thrr!ll'/'''P1
•''^ consequence of punishment to his own jirson.

1 he rules are plain and simple ; the ceremonies of respect ai^ sub^mission are as easy and mechanical as a prayer wheel the ordera

fhev'maTb?
''

"'^^v' JT.'.',!^^'>' t^ "vor'SneptSsWaE"
;
maj be.

. . \o doubt this weakness is just what the militarysystem aims at, its ideal soldier being, not a complete maiT but a

nroltr* T TT ""^t"'
^^'^'^ ^^" be trusted to respondpromptly and certainly to the external stimulus of a shouted oX

a battle."
^ *^' ^^^ ""^ ^'""^ ^^'"^^ ^ ™" away from

Nor is Mr. Shaw less sparing to the officer, and he repre-
sents in this case also the most unanimous Socialist view:

—

"If he [the officer] calls his men dogs," says Shaw "and oervert^
a musketry drill order to make them kneel to himl^ aHctTSona humiliation, and thereby provokes a mutiny among men not

t thoroughly broken in to the abjectness of the military condition,

h s? tLTlln ^^S fK^'P"'^"^' '>"*' b'^*' ^^ ^^^ ^o'^t. reprimanded
« hist the leader of the mutiny, instead of getting the Victoria Cro.s^
"

I'l^nt r''

**^^*™°»'=^1'
!?
condemned to five years' penal servitude

trkd^e'S^on'^oTiS:'''"^
"""" "^^^ ^^"^ administered by a

Like all Socialists, Mr. Shaw recognizes that the evils ofmuitansm rest even more heavily on subject peoples than

rn".P. H
'^'^'^'

rlu '"'^ °' t^'^P-'^y^'^ of the dominating

hn^" ^ f^^' ?v
*^^ °^'^^'' ^^ has been describing, who is

humai.e and .utelhgent in civil life, that in his militar^ capacry he will frantically declare that " he dare not walk about in

if!

§^-
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& foreign country unless every crime of violence against an
EhiglisSman in uniform is punished by the bombardment
and destruction of a whole village, or the wholesale flogging

and execution of every native in the neighborhood ; and also

that unless he and his fellow oflScers have power, without

the intervention of a jury, to punish the slightedt self-asser-

tion or hesitation tc obej' orders, however grossly insultmg

or disastrous those orders may be, with sentences which are

reserved in civil life for the worst crimes, he cannot secure

the obedience and respect of his men, and the country would
accordingly lose all of its colonies and dependencies, and be

helplessly conquered in the German invasion which he confi-

dently expects to occur in the course of a fortnight or so."

"That is to say," Mr. Shaw continues, "in so far as he is an

ordinary gentleman he behaves sensibly and courageously ; and in so

far as he is a military man he gives way without shame to the grossest

folly, cruelty, and poltrooneiy. If any other profession in the world

had been stained by those vices and by false witness, forgery, swin-

dling, torture, compulsion of men's families to attend their executions,

digging up and mutilation of dead enemies, all of wluch is only added

to the devastation proper to itsown business, as the military profession

has been within recent memory in England, FrariCe, and the United

States of Ai'ierica (to mention no other countries), it would be verj'

difficult to induce men of capacity and character to enter it. And in

England, it is, in fact, largely dependent for its recruits on the refuse

of industrial life, and for its officers on the aristocratic and plutocratic

refuse of political and diplomatic life, who join the army and pay

for their positions in the more or less fashionable clubs which the

regimental messes provide them with— clubs, which, by the way,

occasionally figure in ragging scandals as circles of exticmely coarse

moral character." (6)

It is not surprising that those who view armies in this light

preach desertion and insubordination. A recent cable dis-

patch sums up some of the results of the activity in this

direction of the French Ftierallin of Labor with its million

members, and of the Socialist Part;- with its still larger

following :
—

"Last year there were 13,500 deeertions and 53,000 who refused

to answer their call to niiliturj- service. Loss to France in 1910, two

army corps. These figures are given by La France Militaire, a

soldiers' newspaper. In a fund called ' fe sou du soldcU et des in-

smtmia,' the idea was to develop antimilitarism and antipatriotism.
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Five per cent, on the subscriptions of the workmen, belonginir to thelabor unions, was ordered to be set apart for this fund tIc con!

^^.^.^Li^^^'''^''"^ requested to leave the name of theirregunent and then- number so that sums of money might be sent tothem for antmnhtary propaganda in the barracks FVeighryeara

e^fJhey doTow"
"^^ '"'*« °'^' '"' *^°«« ""'''' --^-^ ^ ^^e

'"The comrades of the workshop count on them to spread amone

^S^kTm r±^ "^ p""^"^^
^"o^

'•?'^'"°"''
'« ^» extract from a^ttef

™i^ f- ^rr^? ^^"^ '" Parhanient, and he added that he hada score of such letters emanating from the unions. In M JauiSorgan, L HumanUi, there appeared an article on December 22 1910

!!!.^«!
aU th o Pte of the Labor Federation to send ik thei;

Curr£ioiriT;i:L's'^^ -"^ ^ ^^'^ *^- - -«--«

When the Caillaux Ministry came into power in 1911 a
large number of the most prominent leaders of the Federa-
tion of Labor were arrested for participation in this agitation.
But for every arrest many other unionists signed declarations
favoring identical principles, and as the whole Federation
IS wedded to this propaganda, it is more than doubtful if the
whole million can be arrested and the propaganda done away

This agitation is not directed primarily against possible
war, or even exclusively against compulsory military service.
Just as the preparations for an insurrectionary general strike
in case of war tend to break down the power and prestige
of the army, even if war is never declared, so the teaching
of msubordmation and desertion have the same effect, even
If the compulsory armies are replaced by a compulsory militia,
having only a few weeks of drill every year, as in Australia
or by a voluntary militia, as in this country. The Socialist
world accepts the word of the American Socialists that a
miUtia, If less burdensome, and le.s.s obnoxious in many ways
tha,n a standing army, may be just as thoroughly reactionary,
and quite as hostile to the working clji.ss. The French So-
cialists and unionists encourage all general and organized
movements among common soldiers. And their ideal in
this regard is reached when a whole body of soldiers, for
any good cause, revolts— especi.ally at a time of popular
demonstrations. During the wine troubles in the south of
* ranee, a whole regiment refused to march— and for years
afterwards was toasted at Socialist gatherings.

$!
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"Military strikes" have also been frequent in Russia as

well as in BYance— and have received the unanimous

approval of the Socialists of all countries. No matter how

small the causes, Socialists usually justify them, because they

consider military discipline m itself wholly an evil— and the

worst tyranny of capitalist government. They promote

military revolts in favor of great popular causes for a double

reason, and they also have a double motive for supporting

purely military revolts against militarism. For if Socialists

are engaged in a class war, which practically all of them

believe may, and many believe must, lead to revolution, it is

as necessary to disarm the opposing classes as it is to abolish

military discipline because of its inherent evil. It is this

fact that explains the importance of all Socialist efforts

against imperialism, colonialism, nationalism, patriotism,

war and armies— and not the idea, common among Social-

ists, that Socialism alone can be relied on to establish per-

manent international peace.

Moreover, the most successful attacks on existing govern-

ments in their coercive and arbitrary aspects, as the Stutt-

gart resolution suggests (see above), have been when there

were threats of an unpopular war. The Socialist attack is

then not only leveled against war, but also against armies.

A good example is the sending of a delegation of working-

men to Berlin by the French federation at the invitation of

that of Germany at the time of the Morocco affair (July,

1911). There the Secretary of the associated labor councils

of France, Yvetot, made a speech, the importance of which

was fully appreciated by the German government, which

ordered him to be immediately expelled. His remarks were

also appreciated by his German Socialist audience which

responded to them by stormy applause lasting several min-

utes. The sentiments so widely appreciated were contained

in the following remarks addressed to the French and Ger-

man goveriments :
—

"Just try once, you blockheads, to stir up one people against the

other, to arm one people against the other, you will see if the peoples

won't make an entirely different use of the weapons you put into

theu- hands. Wait and see if the people don't go to war against an

entirely different enemy than you expect."

The significance of this declaration was not that it declared

war against war, but that, under a certain highly probable
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contingency of the immediate future, it prepared the minds
of the people for the forceful overthrow of capitalist gov-
ernments. *

To the preparations of capitalist governments to revert
to military rule in the case of a successful nation-wide gen-
eral stnke, the Socialists reply at present by plans for weaken-
ing and disintegrating armies. And they do not hesitate
to say that they will use more active measures if capitalist
governments persist in what seems to be their present
determination to resort to some form of military despotism
when the Socialists have won over a majority of the ponula-
tion to their views.

i~H»"»-
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CHAPTER VIII

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL REVOLUTION

"The legal constitution of every period," says Rosa Lux-

emburg, "is solely a product of revolution. While revolu-

tion is the political act of creation of class histoiy, legiaiation

is the continued political growth of society. The work of

legal reform has in itself no independent driving force out-

side of the revolution; it moves during each period of history

only along that line and for that period of time for which the

impetus given to it during the last revolution continues, or,

to speak concretely, it moves only in the franie of that

form of society which was brought into the world through

the last overturn. . . . Therefore, the person who speaks

far the method of legal reform instead of the conquest of political

power and the overthrow of [present day] society is not as a

matter of fact seeking, in a quieter, safer, and slower way, the

same goal, but a different goal altogether; namely, instead of

bringing about a new social order, merely the accomplishing

cf unessential changes in the old one." (1)
.

It is not that Rosa Luxemburg or any other prominent

Socialist underestimates the importance to the Socialist

movement of universal suffrage, and of the utlization of our

more or less democratic governments for the purpose ot

reform. She realizes that such democracy as we have to-

day is useful to-day, and that in a future crisis it naay servo

as a lever for overturning the present social order. Uemoc-

racy is indispensable," she says, "not because it makes t.'ie

conquest of political power by the working class superfluous,

but/on the contrnr^^ because it makes this seizure of power

not only necessary, but the only remaining alternative.

From Kautsky and Bebel, who haNC always been known

as strone believers in the possibilities of political action, to

the somewhat skeptical revolutionary Socmhst^ of i'Tancc

the ballot has thus far remained the weapon of first practical

importance, even for revolutionary purposes. Bebel expects

some day a great crisis which will go far beyond the power

416
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of any merely political means to solve. Kautsky looks for-
ward to more than one great conflict, in which other means
will have to be employed, as does also his Socialist critic
and opponent, Jaurte. But for the present all these men are
occupymg themselves with politics.
Even those Socialists who are most skeptical of the revo-

lutionary possibilities of political action by no means turn
their back upon it. The French advocate of economic
action and revolutionary labor unionism, Lagardelle who
recently surprised some of his French comrades, as l' have
already pointed out, by running as a candidate for the French
Chamber, claimed that he did this in entire consistency with
his principles. And even the arch-revolutionary, Gustave
Herv^, has declared that in spite of all the faults and limi-
tations of politioal action, revolutionary Socialists must clme
to the Socialist Party. Herv^ had looked with a favorable
eye on the formation of a revolutionary organization which
was to consist only in part; of Socialists and in part; of revo-
lutionary labor unionists, but he declared at the last moment
that such an organization ought to be only a group within
the Socialist Party A bitter critic of Jaur^s and also of the
orthodox center ' of the party on the ground that their
methods are too timid to achieve anj-thing for Socialism in

^®^..*u ,
® "itWess aggressions of the capitalists, Herv6

neverthel^ said that it was only very exceptional circum-
stanc^ that could justify revolutionary Socialists acting
against the party organization, even though it seemed tobe^domg so little effective fighting against the capitalist

' There could be no stronger evidence of the powerful hold

I ?l P°'!r
^' ^c*'on even on the most revolutionary Socialists

than the summary m which Herv^ reviews his reasons for
I this conclusion :

—

iJ'ffi?'" "^^^i
*^® j^'y manner of agitating for anti-parliamentar-Bm that succeeds, and is without danger, is before and after electoral

Si ~ J'^^
constantly to the ^lite of the proletariat the in-

vh^'jy^X ""m^ ^"''/n'
ou'-selves with the Socialist masses

2b
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w
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" TAtrd; While the revolutionary Socialists' discontent with the

party's moderation and exclusive absorption in the detwls of pohtics

or reform ought not to lead them to oppose the orgamzation during

election periods, it does not follow that revolutionary Sociahste can

not even at such times continue to preach then- pnnciples and pro-

claim their hatred to the conservative parties and theu- attitude to-

wards the Parliamentary Socialist Party 'of sympathy mixed with

distrust'

;

• • _i • a • r^
" Fourth: An exception should be made agamst certain Socialist

candidates who may have taken a scandalously conservative anti-

labor and anti-revolutionary position in the legislative ^lon jiwt

gone by, and that against the latter there should be a fight to the

finish, certain as we are of having with us ahnost the entire support

of the parliamentary Socialist Party." (2)

In a word, Herv6 proves his democracy by respecting the

opinion of the majority of the Socialist Party, because he

hopes and believes that it will become revolutionary in his

sense of the word. With a strong preference for "direct

action," strikes, "sabotage," boycotts, etc., he yet allows his

policies to be guided very largely by a political orgamzation.

p^)^ <a»n;aii«t. pnlitira arp nn|. pn1it,ir-s at all in the ordinary

.pr^^o nf fk^ w»;.l T^Py nr iir^^^ prirpiinlv to nrepare

the people for a greaL strnnrtiln tn-waffie. "Situations are
aple for

ching,"approaching," said BebeT^t^he Congress at Jena, m 1905,

"which must of physical necessity lead to catastrophes unless

the working class develop so rapidly in power, numbers,

culture, and insight, that the bourgeoisie lose the desire for

catastrophes. We are not seeking a catastrophe, — what

use would it be to us ? Catastrophes are brought about by

the ruling classes." Bebel was referring particularly to the

possibility and even the probability that the German gov-

ernment might try to destroy the Socialist Party by limiting

the right of suffrage or to crush the unions by limiting tlie

right of labor to organize. If he predicted a revolutionary

crisis, it was to come from a life-and-death struggle of the

working people in self-defense, in a desperate effort to pro-

tect economic and political rights, but especially political

rights, which, as the labor unionist, von Elm, said at this

congress, were "the key to all." A revolutionary conflict

was anticipated, to be fought out by economic means, but

only as part of a political crisis— in which the majority of

the people would be on the side of the Socialists and the labor

unions. Similariy, in America, Mr. Victor Berger stated
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at the Socialist Convention of 1908 that he had no doubt that

t^Z *°,^^^b'^*o «^o«t even, some day. we must have

Sa^X^nt/
'"'^^''^'^ government in our hands, at leai

While neither the political revolution involved m the can-ture of government by Socialist voters, nor the econom^
revolution that would follow a wholly succSufgeS
stnke would lead necessarily to revolution in its narrow™
lence; while either political or economic overturn, or both

?.X 'J^V 'If
^^^ "movement might be accomplished peacel

f&f? • ^^K^'^^^'.t^P'^^"* governments are jSt ashkely to seize the one as the other, as the occasion for attempts

tLV^^^f, 'T^'^""- ^. '°°^P*^*« P°"ti^al victory w3
erafstrike

^^^ ""^^ ^^ violence as a victorious gen-

As Bebel says, SociaUsts are not trying to create a revolu-lonary crisis. But they have little doubt that the caS-^ts themselves will precipitate one as soon as Socialismbecomes truly menacing, as may happen withm a few years

'^M fT*'?^ • 1^^ politicians of the ruling class have
reached a condition where they are ready to risk everythingEVh'f? I *^T °f.*^^dice," 3ays Kautsky, on the^pp,^
sition that Socialism la already a real menace in Germany.

J}^ Tu*^"! '**^®J
*^^ ^^^'^ ''l^^ces in a civil war thii

eodure the fear of a revolution," he continues. "The
Socialists on the other hand, not only have no reason to
2\^"'* ^ *^'^ P'^'^^y °f desperation, but should rather
seek by every means m their power to postpone any suchmsane uprising [of the capitalists] even if it be recognized
as inevitable, to a time when the proletariat will be so nower-

mik^ A .
^^}^ -^^ ^^'^^ *° ^'^'P tl^e enraged [capitalist]

S?'„?^ lu '^i*?'""
I*'

'°
l^^*

*^« °"« paroxysm shall be its

nni'- ^ 11 K^
^^*''"«tio° that it brings and the sacrifice it

costb diiall be as small as possible." (3)

vinii®
°^^Jo"ty of Socialists have no inclination towards

violence of any kind at the present time, whether domesticor foreign, and will avoid it also for all time if they can. Butthey fear and expect that the present ruling class will under-

r^nlf?«
'^ measures of repression which wll inevitably

result m a conflict of physical force.
^

Ihe Cmc Federation, of which so many conspicuous
Americans have been members (including Grover CleveS!

1'

MWi-

li-'
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Andrew Carnegie, August Belmont, Seth Low, Nicholas

Murray Butler, and other prominent philanthropists, edu-

cators, statesmen, publicists, and multimillionaires), had its

earliest origin, to the author's personal knowledge, partly

in an effort to divert the energies of the working people from

Socialism and revolutionary unionism to the conservative

trade unionism of the older British type. It was natural

that this organization should give more and more of its

attention to an organized warfare against the Socialist move-

ment as the latter continued to grow, and this it has done.

Its members have attacked the movement from every quarter,

accusing it of a tendency to undermine religion, the family,

and true patriotism. But the most direct and important

accusation it has made has been that the Socialists are work-

ing toward revolutionary violence. In its official organ it

has quoted Mr. Debs as saying: "When the revolution

comes we will be prepared to take possession and assume

control of every industry." The quotation is fairly chosen,

and represents the Socialist standpoint, but if it is to be

thoroughly understood it must be taken in connection with

other positions taken by the party. No revolution is con-

templated, other than one of the overwhelming majority

of the people, nor is any violence expected, other than such

that may be instigated by a privileged minority in order to

prevent the majority from gaining control of the government

and industries of the country.

That the Civic Federation writers also understand that

the violence may come from above rather than from below

is cleariy shown in the context of the article in question.

The Federation organ also attacks Mrs. J. G. Phelps Stokes

for having said, at Barnard College, that the present govern-

ment would probably be overturned by the ballot. In answer

to this, the Federation's organ said, "Mrs. Stokes is a woman

of intelligence and doubtless knows that States are not over-

turned by ballots." Here is a categorical denial on the part

of an organ representing the most powerful privileged ele-

ment in the country, of the possibility of peaceful political

revolution, which can only mean that if a majority desires

such a peaceful revolutionary change, the minority now m
power will use violence to prevent it. An article by one of

the Federation's officials, Ada C. Sweet, in the same number,

makes still further disclosures. Among the "fantastic proj-

ects and schemes of Socialism," she says, are the demand
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vo?/"*«n^^K'^'*"*'°°. ^ ™.^« amendable by a majorityvote, and the demand for the abolition of that fpatn^rrf

tS S ' ^"^ f^'^'^ °f ^^^ federal ConstitutioS^

t?e1^St'partv^nH'^' fr ^^"^"^ ^^'^^^^ o"S ofine cjocialist l^arty, and would simply move the United States

thecal hT"^°°"'"**V'' 'r^J
°f «onstitutioas maS^duriMthe last half century. Indeed, the judicial precedents th«?have created an oligarchy of judges in this coX thoughthey have existed for a century, have never been mitSby any country on earth, civiliz'ed or undviliS Tth Jh^

wffiSTM? ^"''^^^- '\ ?^ *^«- demandri chwould not be held even as radical in other countries whichMiss Sweet says camiot be accomplished without v olencr If

fSi w 'i-^'^'^'.i^t*
^'"'^"^^ ^'" co'^e from alxTve! and

i^^y'^t^t^tir''
"^ ^°""'^ '^^^ ^ '"^^y -- -t

Miss Sweet contends that "to bring about the first oraoicd expnments" demanded by Socialism "wouTd start

History. (4) No doubt the writer, who has held a resnon-sjble position with the Civic Federation for yeare, reprSthe opmions of her associates. Her predictionm^ b^cSand if so It would indicate that the people who at prS
SSt7to*t'itir*'^»f"^'*?,

govermne?t,'lnd who hi^Hhe
Whil^ S!??r'? ^ "'^'^

""f'.^^
determined to do so.

Ipnll k!-
^°*''^''?^ ^ave no desire for revolutionary vio-

^111^ K^
convinced, as they are, that the present genemtTonwill see the majority of the voters of everf- modem country

eeal Dow^^'^'V^^
^^°''""'*^ ^/ "Sht inWession o" t£

b?en hCTn *l
«°^T^"^e°t' t^y nevertheless have never

forees n contiof .'r'^''''''
°^ *^ plutocratic and militaristicS l^ A }^^

°n
governments to proceed to illegal coups

Ir^ and to
.'"^ ^"

""'f^'' "J
democracy, if thought ne7£!

fw'ftf "If ^'y^'T
form of violence, as soon as they feelthat they are beginning to lose their political power Theevidence that this is already the intention is abu^Jani.

recent "SnrS,n«l"P^-^
recognized more clearly than the

fhS fhc 1-
'^*\''

^"J""^
Minister of France (Briand)that the ruling classes force the people to fight for every

m 1899, Briand said: "Now I must reply to those of mvfriends who through an instinctive horrSr of every kind df

ki5
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violence have been brought to hope that the transformation

of society can be the work of evolution alone. . . .
Such

cerSily are beautiful dreams, but they are only <^ams.
certain y are^^^^

.^ ^^^^ instance history d«non-

rtratee that the people have scarcely obtained anything

excent what they have been able to take for themselves. . .
.

lUs nrthrough a fad, and much less through the love of

vioSre that Sur party is and must remam revolution^,

but by necessity, one might say by destiny. . • •
in our

Cong^ss we have even pointed out forms of revolt mong

the first of which are the general strike." I^.t^^e Interna-

tional Congress at Paris in 1900, Bnand a«ain advocated

thTgen^S^trike on the ground that it was "nece^arsr^ a

nressure on capitalistic society, indispensable for obtaining

Knued ameliorations of a pohtical and economic kind

mS also, under propitious circumstances, for the purposes

of social revolution." Nor can there be any doubt as to the

IXtioiaT^ meaning of Briand when he advocated the

Snerd strike. In 1899 he had said, " One can discuss a stnke

of soldiers, one can even try to make ready for it . . .
our

yo^g mUit^ Socialists busy themselves in makmg the

^SjZanTho is going to quit his shop, and the peasant

who is^o^g to deSrt his fields to go into the barracks,

^ndei^Sttiat there are duties higher than those discipline

would like to impose upon them," I
^^^J" .f^.fyd^'^^

his recommendation, made on this occ^aon. that in t^ase

of a social crisis the soldiers might fire butwed notn«5^i^
fire in the direction suggested by the 0^9?"^^

, ^^Jff,^
1903 he took up the defense of G^stave Herv6, when the

latter was accuWd of anti-militansm, and fd before the

court- "I am glad to declare that I am not led here by a

ch^ce clienTl am not here to^lay a« an ^vocate pka^ng

for his clients. I am here in a complete and fu" co™^"jf^

of ideaB with friends, for whom it is less import^t that I

should defend their liberty, than that I^ should explam and

BriMid at this time Ire approximately those of the mapnty

of the European Socialists to^ay. Some of the leading

spokesmen ofthe Socialists are no doubt ^^^w^at mo^!

cautious of the form of their statements. But the modifa-

catio^they would make in Briand's statement would be

due S^t to any objection in principle, but to expediency and
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the practical limitations of such measures as he advocatesm each given case.

The great majority of SofiialJHf^ f^i that ^ nrrmatnm
reiwiinMimttry crisis at the present moment would end^zer

otherwise, wnen the time^orlt is npc. The position of
KgPtokji' wUl ghuw huw vtify cautlourthe most influential
are. The movement has become so strong in Germany that it
might be supposed that the German Socialists would no longer
fear a test of strength. But this is not the case. They feel
on the contrary that every delay is m their favor, as they are
maimg colossal strides in their organization and propaganda,
while the poUtical situation is becoming more and more
critical.

Our recruiting ground," says Kautsky, "to-day includes fully
three fourths of the population, probably even more; the numbCT
of votes that are given to us do not equal one thu-d of all the votera
and not one fourth of all those entitled to vote. But the rate of
progress mcreases with a leap when the revolutionarj' spirit is abroad
It IS almost mconecivable with what rapidity the mass of the people
reach a clear consciousness of their class interests at such a time
Not alone their courage and their belligerency, but their poUtical
interest as weU, is spurred on in the highest degree through the con-
sciousness that the hour has at last come for them to burst out of
the darkness of night into the glory of the full glare of the sun. Even
the laziest become industrious, even the most cowardly become
brave, and even the most narrow gains a wider view. In such times
a single year will accomplish an education of the masses that would
otherwise have required a generation." (5)

Kautsky's conception of the probable struggle of the future
shows that, together with the millions of Socialists he repre-
sents, he expects the great crisis to develop gradually out
of the present-day struggle. He does not expect a precipi-
tate and comparatively brief struggle like the French Revo-
lution, but rather "long-drawn-out civil wars, if one does not
necessarily give to these words the idea of actual slaughter
and battles."

"We are revolutionists," Kautsky concludes, "and this is
not in the sense that a steam engine is a revolutionist. The
social transformation for which we are striving can be attained
only through a political revolution, by means of the conquest
of political power by the fighting proletariat. The only
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form of the State in which Socialism can be realized is that of

a republic, and a thoroughly democratic repw'jlic at that.

"The ^ialist Party is a revolutionary party, but not a

revolution-making party. We know that our goal can be

obtained only through a revolution. We also know that it

is just as Uttle in our power to create this revolution as it is

in the power of our opponents to prevent it." (6)

The influential French SociaUst, Guesde, agrees with

Kautsky that a peaceful solution is highly improbable, and

that the revolution must be one of an overwhelming majority

of the people, not artificially created, but brought about by

the ruling classes themselves.

Of course a peaceful revolution might be accomplished

gradually and by the most orderly means. If, however,

these peaceful and legal means are later made illegal, or

widely interfered with, if the ballot is qualified or political

democracy otherwise thwarted, or if the peaceful acts of

labor organizations, with the extension of government own-

ership, are looked upon as mutiny or treason,— then un-

doubtedly the working people will regard as enemies those

who attempt to legalize such reaction, and will employ all

available means to overthrow a "government" of such a kind.

From Marx and Bebel none of the most prominent spokes-

men of the international movement have doubted that the

capitalists would use such violent and extreme measures

as to create a world-wide counter-revolution, and began to

make their preparations accordingly. This is why, half a

century ago, they passed beyond mere "revolutionary talk,"

to "revolutionary action." This practical "revolutionary

evolution," as he called it, was described by Marx (in resign-

ing from a conununist society) in 1851 :
"We say to the work-

ing people, 'You will have to go through ten, fifteen, fifty

years of civil wars and wars between ruUions not only to change

existing conditions, but to change yourselves and to make your-

selves worthy of political power.' " (My italics.)

"Revolutionary evolution" means that Socialists expect,

not a single crisis, but a long-drawn-out series- of revolutionary,

poUtical, civil, and industrial conflicts. If we substitute for

the insurrectionary civil wars of Marx's time, i.e. of the periods

of 1848 and 1870, the industrial civil wars to-day, i.e. the more

and more widespread and successful, the more and more

general, strikes that we have been witnessing since 190O, in

countries so widely separated and representative as France,
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England, Sweden, Portugal, and Ruseda and Argentine Re-
public, Marx's view i.' that of the overwhelming majority of
Socialists to-day.'"*

The suppression of such widespread strikes will become
especially costly as "State So-'alism" brings a larger and
larger proportion of the wage amers under its policy of
" efficiency wages," so that thoir incomes will be considerably
above the mere subsistence level. A large part of these in-
creased wages can and doubtless will be used against capi-
talism. Socialists believe that strikes will become more and
more extended and protracted, until the capitalists will be
forced, sooner or later, either to repressive violence, or to
begin to make vital economic or political concessions that
will finally insure their unconditional surrender.
Ah-eady many non-Socialist observers have firmly grasped

the meanmg of revolutionary Socialism. As a distinguished
American editor recently remarked, " Universal suffrage and
universal education mean universal revolution ; it may be—
pray God it he not— a revolution of brutality and crime." (7)
The rulmg minority have put down revolutions m the past
by "brutality and crime" under the name of martial "law."
Socialists have new evidences every day that similar measures
will be used against them in the future, from the moment their
power becomes formidable.

<«) A leading article of the official weekly of the German Socialist Party
on the eve of the elections of 1912 gives the strongest possible evidence that
nie German Sorialwtd regard the ballot primarily as a means to revolution
The article is written by Franz Mehring, the historian of the German move-
""^mV.?

'*^ leading argument is to bo found in the following paragraphs : —
j.-*"?"^ ^'"*** *^° Social-Democracy obtains in these election?, the

more difficult it will be for the Reaction to carry out exceptional laws [refer-
ring to Bismarck's legislation practically outlawing the Socialists), and the
more this miserable weapon will become for thorn a two-edged sword. Cer-
tainly it will come to that [anti-Socialist legislation] in the end, for no one
in possession of hia five senses believes that, when universal suffrage sends a
bocial-Democratic majority to the Reichstag, the ruling classes will say with
a pohte bow

:
' Go ahead, Messrs. Workingnien ; you have won. now please

proceed as you think best.' Sooner or lattr the possessing classes will begin
a desperate game, and it is as necessary fo: the working classes to be pre-
pared for this event as it would be madness for them to strengthen the posi-
tion of their enenies by laying down their arms. It can only be to their
Mvantage to gather more numerous fighting forces under their banner, even
11 by thia means they hasten the historical process [the day when anti-Social-
ist laws will be passed], a ' indeed precisely because of this.

"La Salle used to say U. us followers in confidential taLKs :
' When I speak

of umvcrsal suffrage you must always uuderataud that I mean revolution.'
And the Party has always conceived of universal suffrage as a means o(
revolutionary recruiting" (Die New Zeil, December 16, 1911).
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THE TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM

The Socialist policy requires so complete a reversal of the

Dolicy of coUectivist capitalism, that no govenunent has taken

fmv steps whatever in that direction. No government;: and

no political parties, except the Socialists, have any such sU ^

under discussion, and finally, no governments or capitalist

parties are sufficiently alarmed or confused by the menace

of Socialism to be hurried or driven into a policy which would

carry them a stage nearer to the very thing they are most

anxious to avoid. .^ • j ^ *• i

If we are moving towards Socialism it is due to entirely

different causes : to the numerical increase, and the improved

education and organization of the non-capitalist classes, to

their training in the Socialist parties and labor unions for the

definite purpose of turning the capitahsts (as such) out of

industry and government, to the experience they have gamea

in political and economic struggles against overwhelmingly

superior forces, to the fact that the enemy, though he can

prevent them at present from gaining even a partial control

over industry or government, or from seizing any strategic

point of the first importance, is utterly unable to crush them,

notwithstanding his greater and greater efforts to do so, and

cannot prevent them from gaining on hun constantly m num-

bers and superiority of organization.

If we are advancing towards Socialism, it is not because the

non-capitalist classes, when compared with the capitahsts, are

jn-adually gaining a greater share of wealth or more power

m society. It is because they are gradually gaming that

capacity for organized political and economic action which,

though useless except for defensive purposes to-day, will

enable them to take possession of industry and government

^,fi^ f^^> organization has become stronger than that of trie

"^^he overwhelming majority -)f Socialists and labor unionists

are occupied either with purely defensive measures or with

426
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preparations for aggressive action in the future. This doesnot mean that no economic or political reforms of b^ne^or importance can be expected u^til the Socialbi havVcon-quered capitalism or forced it to recognize thei? p^wer fhave shown that, on the contrary, a cobssal prograS^of suchreforms is either impending or in actual process Sflxecutbn
It means only that for ever, advance allotted to labot a
^iS^^'^Tu '''" ^ «^'"^^ ^y *be capitalist class wh chIS promoting these reforms, that their most important Iffect
18 to increase the relative power of the capitaliSs.
The first governmental step towards Socialism will have

^wJ^M°,^w'^*^^ ^?"^"f
organizations areTbirto saj:Lhinng this administration the position of the non-camtaUsidams has unprovedfaster than that of the capitalists. Seven£ l^gPf'^enta step towards Socialism does not mISthat Socialism is being installed. It may be followed bv^step m the opposite direction. No advance can be pT^nevtly.hddu.M the organizations of non-capitalists have^cZem-

I actual step tn Socialism, moreover, as distinct from such aninsecure political step towards Socialism, depends in™ o degreeupon the action of non-Socialist govemm^ts (and stUlSon local Socialist administrations suljoct to^ higher noSSocialist control) unless such governments are already prac-tically vanquished, and so forced to obey Socialist orKAn actual installment of Socialism awaits, first a certain d""velopment of Socialist parties and labor .Anions, and second"on these organizations securing control of a s^vereiS andindependent government (if there be any such), or oTa^groSpof industries that dominates it. And if the govemmentr o?the various capitalistic countries are as intoSSent ihey seem, a number of them will have to be captSred beforethe possession of any is secure

taut 'Zf''^ ^''^^"' ^^'"'' ^^' '^'''^«^'«'« '^"^^ State capi-talism, vnth every reform now under serious discussion alreadyin force, mil hefundamentally the same as it is under tLprivZcapitalism of to-day. The capitalists will he even moremer^ul than they are, the relative position of the non!

hSiTinw''-
^°

w'^'"'"'
and industry still more inferior

irrZll f
''• H^^*^^^'-' ^ith better health, more mean,

greater leisure, superior education, with a better organized

morpTftT'^'/°'"P'"^^"°t^ ^^^^'^^ «y«t^™' ^ith the enemymore united and more clearly defined, Socialists believe that
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the conditions for the successful solution of this problem will

be far more favorable. „„:+„i;„,v.

The evolution of industry and government under capitahsm

sets the problems and furnishes the conditions necessary for

the solution, but the solution, if it comes at all, must come

from the si)cialists themselves. I have shown what the

Socialists are doing to-day to gain supreme control over

S?emments. What do they expect to do when they have

Obtained that power? I have given ittle attention to the

steps they will probably take at that time because the ques-

ffliUgs to the futire, and has not yet been pract>caUy

coSronted It is impossible to tell how any body of men

$Su 2w any quesUon until it is before them and they

know their answer must be at once translated into acts. Yet

a few concrete statements as to what Socialists expect and

intend for the future- especially in those matters where

there is practical unanimity among them, may be justified

and may help to define their present aims There are certam

matters where Socialists have as yet had no opportunity to

Show their position in acts, and yet where their present ac

tivities, supported by their statements, indicate what their

''^Sr'how do Socialists expect to proceed during the tran-

sitional period, when they have won supreme power, but

have not^et had time to put any of their more far-reaching

principles into execution? The first of these transitional

SroblemTis : What shall be done with those particular forms

of private property or privilege which stand m the way of an

^on"Sc dem^ricy ? How far shall existing vested rights

be compensated?

"And as for taking such property from the owners," asks Mr.

H G WeS, '• why shouldn't we? The world has not only ui the pas

Sken dave from their owners, with no ^o'l'P^^f^^ ^uTi' th'J^'S
TOranensation ; but in the history of mankind, dark p it is, there are

SSe cases of slave owners resigning their >nhuman nghte^

There are no doubt, a number of dull, base, nch people wbo

hat; aJd d'^S Cialism for purelv selBsh -asons ;
b^.tis gjjte

Dossible to be a property owner and yet be anxious to see SocialismS Sto ite owh. . . . Though I deny the right to compensation

iTonTdenyTte probable advisability. So far as. the question of

method goes it is qJite conceivable that we may.par^^ially compensa
^

SeoroiSty owners and make all sorte of mitigating arrangement^

to a?Xmelty to them in our attempt to enl the wider cruelties

of to-day." (1)
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Socialists are, of course, quite determined that either the
vested interests of all persons dependent on small unearned
mcomes and unable otherwise to earn their livmg shall be
protected, or that they shall be equally well provided for by
other means. No practical Socialist has ever proposed,
during this transitional period, to interfere in anyway either
with savings bank accounts or with life insurance poUcies on
a reasonable scale, or with \^idows and orphans who are
using mcomes from very small pieces of property for iden-
tical purposes.
As to the compensation of the wealthier classes, this be-

comes entirely a secondary question, a matter of pure ex-

§P*^®^f^r J^® S^^^* British scientist and Socialist, Alfred
Kussell Wallace, and the moderate Socialist, Professor Anton
Menger of Vienna, propose almost identical plans of com-
promise with the wealthy classes,— compromises which would
perhaps result m a saving to a Socialist government and
might therefore be advisable, aside from any sentimental
question of protecting or abolishing vested "rights." Pro-
fessor Wallace, objects to "continuing any payments of inter-
ests beyond the lives of the present receivers and their direct
heirs [now hvmg], who may have been brought up to expect
such mhentance." For if we were to compensate any others,
Wallace points out that we would be "actually robbing the
present generation to the enrichment and supposed advan-
tage of certain unborn individuals, who in most instances, as
we now faiow, are much more likely to be injured than
benefited. (2) Professor Menger proposes that, m ex-
change for property taken by the government from owners
of large fortunes, there should be allotted to them, and their
descendants now living, a modest annuity " sufficient to satisfy
their legitimate needs," as being more reasonable than
Wallace s plan of such an income as they were "brought up
to expect." (3) But in the long run the difference between
the two methods would be immaterial— and the one chosen
would doubtless depend on the social cr anti-social attitude
assumed by the wealthy. In either case there would be no
unearned mcomes in any generation not yet bom. On the
other hand, it is perfectly possible that a Socialist Party which
had seized the reins of political power might, through motives
of caution and self-protection, use greater severity against
those of the capitalists whom they thought had played an
unfair part in the welfare against the installation of the new

tf.'
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government. It is scarcely to be doubted, for i^^e, that

Shoi capitalists who tried to embroU us m foreign wars m
ordfr to piSie^ the estabUshment of social democr^y woiUd

Drobablv be exiled and their property confiscated. Cer-

tahSvthe^ measures would be employed agamst all such

SSLThS comiseled or participated in the suspension

of civil government or other violent measures.

But whTre^l the money come from even for the payment

of suchuS compensation as the Socialiste decide upon?

SLumhig that the stocks and bonds of the railways and other

^ge^Seies were paid for at the cost of reproduction^,

S us say, at 50 per cent their present market value, a vajt

Siount would st^ be required. .The Sociahst an^er to

?Ss question is very brightly given by Ajnencas most

MDular and influential SociaUst organ, the Appeal to Rear

JT It reminds us that the SociaUsts, once having the

r2;^ of ^Utical power, will then be the possessors of aU the

credit of the government.

" How much money," asks the Appeal, " didMor^n^ mo'J^«

to buy UD aU the independent steel companies for the steel trust I

AnK Sswere • "Not a penny. Rather than needing money, he

LtdsS in the new^^-^npaj^ent f^^^^^

m^lls and after all was done proceeded to ahnost double nis stock i

CherwS instead of ne^ing money he acquired a y^tmimm

fhp transaction One who \a familiar with the way the railroads Have

bSSt and the vast fortunes erected understends that there was

aEst uo i^v^tment. It all came through a sen.^ of tncks Those

?S MKt in the reversal as when the capitalist played them

can h;?Jv3 Hardly a corporation but has forfeited its charter

WUhthrc^r canceled stocks would tumble and the water

wouW sp^edil^o. Socialists are not fools that they «hou^d "lerely

rXKhl/ands of men who think that they,^^ "^jj^i^^ T^
in such a manner as to saddle a perpetual debt on the P«0P>e- "

the steef t?X after organizing and buying up smaller conceit,

could s illS vast serils of stocks and bonds jhyc^^^^^^

Mista issue all the money they net!*^*°n UnT^^i miK
thinra? And would not the money based on lands and mills oe

aSZd securityS the money we now have baaed on nothing under

Kn but irSated railroad and trust stocks [securities] ?

Undoubtedly some such method wiU be jo^ow^-'J*^
thos^^ntial industries that will not already h.ave become

collective property under capitalism. •.„i:„„

In ^ f^ aT'-State Socialism" or coUectmst capita^^

will hTve paved the way, by extensive government own-
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erehip, the problem of confiscation or compensation becomes
much smiplified. K&utsky has very ably summarized the
prevailing Sociahst plan for dealing with it at this point :—

"As soon as all capitalist wealth had taken the form of (eovem-
ment) bonds, It would be possible to raise a progressive income
proper^ and mhentance tax, to a height which until then was im-

" I*
if.
one of our demands at the present time that such a tax shall

be substituted for all others, especially for the indirect tax.
iiut even if we had to-day the power to carry through such ameasure with the support of the other parties, which is pSinly un-

poBSible because no bourgeois party would go so far, we woidd at
once find ourselves m the presence of great difficulties

It IS a weU-known fact that the higher the tax the greater the
efforts at tax dodging.

" But when a condition exists where any concealment of mcome
and property IS unpossible, even then we would not be in a position
to force the income and property tax as high as we wish, because
the capitahsts, if the tax on their income or property pressed them
too closely, would sunply leave the State.

Above a certain measure such taxes cannot rise to-day even ifwe had the pohtical power.
"The sUuaiion is compleUly changed, however, when capitalist vrov-

erty takes the form of pvblic debts.

"The property to-day that is so hard to find then lies in broad
day-light.

"It would then only be necessary to declare that all bonds must be
pubhc, and it would be known exactly what was the value of every
property and every capitalist income.

" The tax would then be raised as high as desired without the possi-
buity of tax frauds.

" It would then also be impossible to escape taxation by emigra-
tion, for the tax could simply be taken from the interest before it was
paid out. [A similar tax exists in France to-day.]

// necessary it might be put so high as to be equivalent, or nearly so
to a confiscation of the great properties.

" It might be well to ask what is the advantage of this round-about
way of confiscation over that of taking the direct road ?

The diiference between the two methods is not so trifling as at
first appears.

" Direct confiscation of all capitalists would strike all, the small
and the great, those utterly useless to labor, in the same manner.

It IS difficult, often impossible, in this method tn .inparat<> the
large possession from the small, when these are united in the form of
money capital in the same undertaking.

"Direct confiscation would complete this quickly, often at one
stroke, while confiscation Uirough taxation permits the disappearance

n
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of capUalista' property through a long-drawn-out process, proceeding in

the exact degree in which the new order is established arul its benevolent

influence rnade perceptible.
" Confiscation in this way loses its harshness and becomes more

acceptable and less painful.
" The more peaceable the conquest of political power bjr the pro-

letariat, and the more firmly organized and enlightened it is, the

more we can expect that the primitive forms of confiscation will be

softened." (My italics.) (4)

Nor are any of the more influential Socialists anxious to

make a clean sweep of private enterprise in industry. It is

only the more important and fundamental industries, those

which underlie all the processes of manufacturing, or furnish

the sheer necessities of the people, that must necessarily be

directly controlled by a Socialist society. "It may be

granted," says Kautsky, "that small establishments will

have a definite position in the future in many branches of

industry that produce directly for human consumption,

for machines manufacture essentially only products in bulk,

while many purchasers desire that their personal taste shall

be considered. It is easily possible that under a proletarian

regime the number of small businesses may increase as the

well-being of the masses increases." Of such industries

Kautsky says that they can produce for private customers

or even for the open market. As to-day, he insists, so also

in the future, it will be open to the working people to employ

themselves either in public or private industry.

"A seamstress, for example," he says, "can occupy herself for

a time in a national factory, and at another time make dresses for

private customers at home, then again she can sew for another

customer in her own house, and finally she may, with a few com-

rades, unite in a cooperative for the manufacture of clothing for

sale.

"The most manifold forms of property in the means of production

— national, municipal, co6peratives of consumption and production

and private industry can exist beside each other in a Socialist society

— the most diverse forms of industrial organization, bureaucratic,

trades union, cooperative and individual ; the most diverse forms

of remunerative labor, fixed wages, time wages, piece wages, profit

sharing in the economies in raw material, machinery, etc., profit

sharing in the results of intensive labor ; the most diverse forms of

distribution of products, like contract by purchase from the ware-

houses of the State, from municipalities, from cooperatives of pro-

duction, from producers themselves, etc., etc. The same manifoli
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wS^^.fjT^n rT*«""« P^ «^<« Mlay M possible in a
SrillJ^-^- ?^^y the hunting and the hunted, the strugglingand the reswtin^, the annihilating and being annihilated oTthiP|^ntcompet.5ye struggle are excluded, and therSiith the con!trast between exploiter and exploited." (Italics mine.) (5)

Equally important, or more important, than private co-
operative industnes m the Socialist State, it is expected, wiU
• ^iT^lP^^^^r

°^
P,"^^^

organizations of other kinds, especiaUym the fields of publications, education, etc., by what Kautskv
calls free associations, which will serve art and science and
pubhc hfe and advance production in these spheres in the most
diverse ways, or undertake it directly, as the associations
which to-day bring out plays, publish newspapers, purchase
artistic works, publish writings, fit out scientific expeditions.He expects such pnvate organizations to play an even more irn-
portarU rSlethan the government, for "it is their destiny to
enter into the place now occupied by capital and individual
production and to organize and to lead mankind as a social
being." (6) (Itahcs mine.)

M.1'% ^^^°^^ restriction of private property under Socialism,"
Airs. Oilman says, "leaves us still every article of personal use and

f}T^-
O'?? ™*y «t'» 'own' land by paying the government for

It as now, with such taxation, however, as would make it verv ex-
pensive to own too much ! One may own one's house and all thatism It: ones clothes and tools and decorations: one's horses car-nages and automobiles; one's flying machines— presently. AU
pereonal property' remains in our personal hands

Ar. M k
^° nian or group of men could own the country's coal and

decide how much the public can have, and what we must pay for it.l^vate holding of pubhc property would be abolished." (7)

It can never be too often repeated or too strongly em-
phasizwl that, with some unfortunate exceptions, from the
tune of Marx to the present, Socialists have opposed not
private property, but capitalism. It is the domination of
society by the capitalists, i.e. "capitalism" or the capitalist
system, that is to be done away with.

"The distinguishing feature of Communism," wrote Marx, usine
this word instead of Socialism, "is not the aboHtion of p^pe^ty
generally, but the abohtion c* capitalist property. But modern
capitalist property is the final and most complete expression of thatmtem of producing and appropriating products that is based on
Class antagonism, on the expropria' ion of the many by the few "

(8)
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In seeking the better organization of industry and leaving

the most perfect freedom to individuals and to private or-

ganizations, what the Socialists are really aiming at is really

to restrict the government to a government of things rather than

to a government of m,en; and this phrase is in common use

among them. It is sought not to increase the power of higher

officis^ over government employees and citizens, but, on the

contrary, to limit their powers to the necessities of industry

itself, and to leave the most perfect and complete freedom
to the individual in every other sphere, as well as in industry,

so far as the physical conditions themselves allow. There
is no doubt, for instance, that whole departments of restrictive

legislation directed against individual liberty would at once

be repealed by any Socialist government (though not by a
government of so-called "State Socialists").

Perhaps the idea is best expressed by the Belgian Socialist,

Vandervelde :
—

"The capitalist State has as an end the government of men ; it

needs centralized power, ministers ready to employ force, function-

aries blindly obeying the least sign. Enlarge its domain [i.e. in-

stitute ' State Socialam.'— W.] and you will create a vast barracks,

you will institute a republic of scoundrels.

"The Socialist State, on the contrary, will have for its end an
administration of things ; it will need a decentralized organization,

practical men of science, industrial forces over which spontaneity

and initiative will be required above every other quality." (9)

Surely such a State does not resemble in any way the pa-

ternalistic, bureaucratic capitalism or "State Socialism" to-

wards which we are at present tending.

"It is qaite as possible," says Mr. Spargo, "for a government to

exploit the workers in the interests of a privileged class as it is for

private individuals, or quasi-private corporations, to do so. Ger-

many with her State-owned railroads, or Austria-Hungary and

Russia with their great government monopolies, are not more Social-

istic, but less so than the United States, where these things are owned
by individuals or corporations. The United States is nearer Socialism

for the reason that its poUtical institutions have developed farther

towards pure democracy than those of the other countries named.

. . . The real motif of Socialism is not merely to change the form

of industrial organization and ownership, but to eliminate exploita-

tion. . . . Every abuse of capitalism calls forth a fresh instsdlment

of legislation restrictive of personal liberty, with an army of prying

officials. Legislators keep busy making laws, judges keep busy in-

4. t;
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attempting to fobt upon theSn/' (10)
^^ ^""^ "^^

therefore, to level in^mes lUa ?rn; fio?*^-''"*
P'^P^'
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that it would be necessary to abolish wages, but there is no

authority for this either from Karl Marx or from anjr of

his most prominent successors. It is "wage slavery or

"the wage svstem" that is to be abolished. In his letter on

the Gotha Program written in U75 Marx said that there

will be applied to wages "the principle which at present

governs the exchange or merchandise to that degree in which

identical values are being exchanged" ; that is to say, supply

and demand, when it operates jreely, will give us a standard

also in a Socialist system. There will be no starvation wages,

no inflated salaries, no "rent" of educational advantages, no

unearned income and no monopoly prices, but automatically

adjustable prices and wages will continue. In 1896 Jules

Guesde, perhaps the best known disciple of Marx in France,

expressed nearly the same idea in the Chamber of DeputiM—
"The play of supply and demand," he said, "will have

sufficed to determine without any arbitrary or violent act,

that problem of distribution which had seemed insoluble to

you before." . . • x n
Here again we see that Socialism, in its aversion to all

artificial systems and every restriction of personal liberty is

far more akin to the individualism of Herbert Spencer than

it is to the " State Socialism " of Plato. Socialists expect their

children to be far wiser and more fortunate than themselves,

and do not intend to attempt to decide anythmg for them

that can well be left undecided. They intend only that these

children shall have the freedom and power necessary to direct

society as they think best. The few principles I have men-

tioned are perhaps the most important of those they believe

to be the irreducible mmimum needed to insure this result.
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The Elements of Socialism

By JOHN SPARGO

AND GEORGE LOUIS ARNER

Chth, i2mo, $i,§o tut; by mail, $/.6j

Experts who have read the advance sheets declare this work to be at

once the most comprehensive and sane presentation of the Socialist case

yet made- It is singularly free from the exaggerated statement and

declamatory style which characterize the writing of so many Socialists.

Mr. Spargo, one of the authors, is well known as a careful and reliable

expositor of Marxian Socialism, upon which subject he has written more

books and pamphlets than any other man in the English-speakinj_:

world, while as instructor of Economics at Princeton University and

more recently at Dartmouth and as a prominent Socialist, Dr. George

Louis Arner is also well known.

The experience Mr. Spargo has had in presenting the subject to

widely different audiences, taken with Dr. Arner's practical knowledge

as a teacher, are revealed in the admirable arrangement of T/te Elements

ofSocialism.

Frankly written from the Socialist point of view, the tone of the

work, howevei, is conservative throughout.

The volume is divided into five parts, which deal respectively with

the Socialist Indictment, with the Socialist Theory, Socialist Ideal, the

Socialist movement, and the Socialist Program. There is also a supple-

mentary chapter in which the objections to socialism are discussed.

The work will be of great service, not only to the general reader, but

also as a textbook in ci lege and university courses of economics. In

its bold expansion of the collectivist ideals the volume is perhaps the

most readable straightaway account of Socialism that has appeared.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
Pnbliihars 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York
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Socialism

By JOHN SPARGO. Author of "The Bitter Cry of the Chfldrcn"

ATw edition. Chth, t2mo, tfjo ful: by mail, $i^J

« Anythingof Mr. Spargo's is well worth reading, for it is written

with conviction and with a sense of concrete life far removed rom

mere doctrinairism. Anybody who wants to know exactly what the

American Marxian of the saner sort is aiming at will find it here^

It is a book that every thoughtful person will want to read and

read carefully."— P^orld To-day.

i'Li

The Essentials of Socialism

By IRA B. CROSS. Ph.D.

Cloth, ismo, iS^PP; i'oo net; by mail, $i.oS

Beginning with a brief introduction in which he outlines the

history and general characteristics of the Socialistic movement,

Dr. Cross considers in turn The Socialist Indictment of Capitalism,

The Definition and Differentiation of Socialism from other Schemes

for Betterment, The Classification of the Different K.nds of Social-

ists, The Inevitability of Socialism, The Methods of Obtam.ng

Collective Ownership, The Outlines of a Possible Soaahst State

ani socialism and Trade Unionism. The work is chan^cter^d

by a charming conciseness, and the reader who is loo^mg ^or a

clear exposition of a much discussed and most m.sunders ood sub-

ject, but who has not the time for lengthy tomes, will find m

Dr. Cross's work just what he wants.

ii i I
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PubUihen 64-66 Fifth Av.nue Hew York
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By morris HILLQUIT

Cloth, ismo, $1.50 net; by mail, $/.6j

"The 'man in the street' will find this little volume an up-to-

date exposition of the Socialism that is ali^e in the world to-day"

Review of Reviews.
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By henry C. VEDDER

Cloth, isnw, $/.S0 net; by mail, $t.Oj

This work gives a brief history of Socialistic principles and

parties in modern times and examines with great thoroughness the

foundations on which these principles rest. The author inquires

in what respects these principles correspond to the ethics of Jesus,

and wherein the two differ. This consideration of the points of

similarity and of difference between the ethics of Jesus and the

Socialism of to-day is not the work of the champion of any social

theory but of an impartial and candid student of history, religion,

economics, and social institutions.

Socialists at Work

By ROBERT HUNTER, Author of " Poverty

"

Cloth, tsmo, %i,5o net; by mail, $/.6l

"It is a vivid, running characterization of the foremost person-

alities in the socialist movement throughout the world. The world

sweep of the movement has never before been so clearly brought

before the American reading public.'' —/?<;z'/.fa/ of Reviews.
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A History of Socialism

By THOMAS KIRKUP

TAird edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth, i2mo, U.^S "el: by mail, $2.37

"Socialism grew to be a very important question during the

nineteenth century; in all probability it will be the supreme ques-

tion of the twentieth." — Thomas Kirkup.

.'None have surpassed Mr. Kirkup in philosophical grasp of the

essentials of socialism, or have presented the doctrine m more

intelligible ioxm.^ -- The Nation.

New Worlds for Old

I?

11 ».. A

By H. G. wells
Cloth, ismo, $1.50 net; by mail, $r.6i

«To the great majority of readers this is the most satisfactory

exposition of -he nature and intentions of moderate soc.ahsm that

carbe had. Mr. Wells is always clear, sane, and reasonable.

— T/te Watchman.

"This is a statement, very lucid and direct, of the aims, ideals,

and objects of Socialism. Itis valuable for the intelligent s.mphc.ty

of its explanations and its complete freedom from rancor, -tvery

body's iMaqasine.

The War of the Classes

By jack LONDON
Clolh, iimo, ti.50 net; by mail, $1.61

In his characteristic, energetic Engl.sh, the writer makes very

dear the present irreconcilable struggle between w'orkmgmen as a

class ami capitalists as a class ; the question is
:
What will be the

outcon^e of the strug,le ? He writes pungently of the '• economic

necessity-' whose by-product is the tramp, that « scapegoat to our

industrial sinning " ; and of " scales." both laborers and capitalists^

"The Ouestion of the Maximum"' faces the dividing of the wa>s

when ciit.listic production shall have reached its full development^

The who'.c book is calculated to arouse serious thought on present

conditions.
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By jack LONDON

Cloth, i2mo, $i,so net; by mail, %t.ba

Jack London, as is well known, is a socialist. Some of the feel-

ings that actuate him he has expressed in this volume of essays.

Readers of his novels will see in this book the same daring origi-

nality, the same contempt for convention, which mark his novels
and stories.

The Iron Heel

By JACK LONDON
Cloth, t2mo, $f.jo

"A stupendous work of imagination, in all the vigor and virility

of this young champion of the proletariat from which he has so
marvelously sprung. "— Dulutli Herald.

The Record of an Adventurous Life

The Autobiography of a Great Socialist Leader

Bv HENRY MAYERS HYNDMAN

Cloth, Svo, $/.7j net; by mail, ti.Sg

Mr. Hyndman has had a varied career, and this story of his life

as he himself tells it in his crisp and direct language is nc . en-

cumbered with a dull page. Among the many prominent people
with whom he came in contact and to whom he devotes chapters in

his book are Mazzini, Marx, Clemenceau. George Meredith and
William Morris. The Growth of Socialism he has dealt with more
seriously. As a part of the vast evolution towards a better period

Mr. Hyndman has had a large share in hastening on the realization

of a nobler life for mankind.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
FablUhen 64-66 Fifth Avenue New York
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The Social Unrest

Studic in Labor and SodU Mo.en«nU
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By JOHN GRAHAM BROOKS
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